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PREFACE

Tho Structures and Materials Panel of the NATO Advisory Group fur
Aoroepace Roauarah ind Development (AGARD) consists of engineers, scientists
and tuohrik ,l administrators from industry, government and universities
throughout the NATO natlins, and io concerntd with the advancement of
aerospace research and dtvolopment and the application of the results to the
design and construction of, and the solution of problems arising during the
operat'ion of NA'tO military vehicles, mystems and equipment. The biannual
Panel Meetings provide forums fur specialist multi-national discussions of
problamu and of rasearch information and for initiating and monitoring
cooperative studios and experimental progrnmmus. The Panel also provides a
mechanism for the planning, preparation and kltstribution of surveys and
reports on the present state of knowledge in tochnicil areas within the
fields of Structures and Materials selected because of their importance and
their relevance to current or future problems facing the NATO aerospace
oomiunity.

Three years ago, the Panel, roilizing that the many problems in the
aerospace field experienced with new nigh-strength materials, flaw
susceptibility, stress corrosion, non-destructive testing, fractographic
material examination, crack propagation and residual strength aspects of
the fatigue of aircraft strticturev, and brittle fractura all require that
fracture mechanics concepts and related approaches be made available to the
enqineer and designer, set up a Fracture Mechanics Working Group to
commission and monitor the preparation of a comprehensive survey of the
pertinent information available on the applications of frac2ture mechanics
to the fracture of metals. In addition this work was to ccver stress con-
centration procedures, experimental-design approaches and other available
methods of interest to the aerosptue structures and materials engineer and
the evaluation of the different techniques available for designing againstbrittle-type fracture of metals. it was recognized that fracture mechanics
was an inter-disciplinary growth area of research of ever increasing
importance to those people concerned with the design and operational manage-
ment of aircraft especially in the light of the modern airframe fail-safe
dosign philosophy and airceift safety. It was therefore decided that the
resulting critical survey report should be given a wide circulation within
the NATO nations.

The Panel was very fortunate from the outset in securing the services
as Coordinator and Editor of Professor H. Liebowitz, Dean of the School of
Engineering and Applied Science, The George Washington University,
Washington, D.C., a world renowned expert on the fracture of materials.

An essential feature of AGARD activities is the pooling of relevant

knowledge within the NATO nations and the bringing together of specialists
for informed discussions and debate on the subject concerned. This occurred
In full measure within the Fracture Mechanics Working Group and the Panel
ij 4ndebtod not only to Professor H. Liebowits, the Coordinator and Editor
foL his outstanding efforts and to all the members and participants of the
Working Group for their valuable contributions, but especially to the many
contributors to the monograph "Frac-ture Mechanics of Aircraft Structures"
itself from the six nations: France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, UK and
USA and who are listed by name in the preliminary pagee.

T. Gaymann B.P. Mullins
Chairman Chairman
AGARD Structures and Materials Panel Fracture Mechanics Working Group
Munich, Germany AGARD Structures and Materials Panel
November 25, 1973 Farnborough, Hants, England

November 25, 1973

.1 o rý -
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FOREWORD

The Structures and Materials Panel's Fracture Mechanics Working Group undei the
Chairmanship of Dr B.P.Mullins has been working, since its inception in 1971, to make
available a requisite body or knowledge to facilitate an understanding of' fracture and its
implications for and applications to aircraft.

The survey on fracture mechanics has essentially been oriented to present practical
aspects of aircraft. Theoretical discussions and presentations have been included, however.
to afford the engineer, scientist, and aircraft designer an appreciation of the complexity of
the problems involved.

The l-ditor. Prof'essor Hl.Liebowitz, wishes to thank the Chairman. Dr Mullins, and
the members of the Working Group, Mr W.Barrois, France: Dr T.Gaymann. Germany: and
Col C.K.Grimes, USA, for their significant efforts and assistance in providing guidance and
direction during the course of preparing the survey on fracture mechanics. Also, apprecia-
tion is given to the administrative and technical staff, especially to Dr P.K.Bamberg and
Ms., Alice Guerillot. of the Structures and Materials Panel in Paris for the many helpful
suggestions and assistance rendered. In addition, the Panel Coordinators from each NATO
country participated in obtaining the data and surveys to make this effort a truly intcr-
national cooperaitivib project. Special thanks are due to Mr J.I.Bluhmn who participated in
the Working Group's study: also appreciation should be expressed to Drs T.E.Sullivan,
A.J.Barrett. F.Niordson, J.W.Mar and W.Schttz. and Messrs N.E.Promisel. H.P.vanLecuwen.
T.F.Kearns, R.L.Ballard, and G.C.Deutsch and the other members and participants of the
Structures and Materials Panel for their interest and participation in helping to achieve the
objectives of this study.

Special thanks are also due to the many contributors indicated in the List of
Contributors for their unfailing cooperation and untiring assistance in providing the
material for the survey on Fracture Mechanics of Aircraft Structures.

H.Liebowitz
Coordinator and Editor
Washington. D.C.
November 15, 1973
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I. INTRODUCTION

by

Harold Liebowitz

The rising incidence in recent years of dangerous, costly, and sometimes lethal fractures of military
and commercial aircraft has underscored the need for the widespread dissemination of available fracture
mechanics information pertaining to aircraft. The results of fracture mechanics work in aircraft design,
materials selection, nondestructive evaluation, and other important problem areas are usually not dissemi-
nated on a sufficiently broad scale nor always to the proper recipients.

The situation is made even more urgent because of the continuing development of larger, more complex,
and more expensive structures which make it essential that development and application of design practices
safeguarding against premature fracture be accelerated in an efficient and organized manner.

The fracture mechanics survey has been designed to fill this need. The survey makes available to
aircraft designers, materials scientists, nondestructive evaluation engineers, and aeronautical and aero-
space engineers a comprehensive and interdisciplinary examination of current fracture mechanics thought
and practice with emphasis upon aircraft.

The chapters have been organized so that the reader may obtain an understanding of fracture mechanics
concepts and their relationship and application to the unique problems of aircraft design. The importance
of fail-safe design concepts in aircraft structural design is strongly emphasized with detailed discussions
of the basic concepts and their applications to design, materials, and testing.

Efforts have been made in the survey to balance the information so that theoretical discussions are
complenented by presentations of actual applications of these concepts. For those who must apply frac-
ture mechanics principles to predict crack growth and critical crack lengths, many new approaches and
tools are being developed which should prove invaluable. Descriptions are included on improved non-
destructive testing methods, and the use of acoustic emissions, surface dye penetrants, magnetic particle
testing, holography, and fractography to facilitate the determination of flaw sizes and cracks.

It has been found that a number of fracture problems develop because responsible persons are not
sufficiently aware of information from other disciplines which would have made it possible to foresee
the fracture. The regular dissemination of applicable information in the engineer's and scientist's own
and related fields of interest could help increase the meaningful contributions which can be made to the
problems of fracture prevention design to minimize the failure of structures.

The fracture mechanics survey provides an international medium for disseminating pertinent technical
material, data, and information on an interdisciplinary basis. Also, this survey attempts to utilize
much of the information generated by government sponsored studies and that obtained from industrial
research into the factors pertaining to aircraft design, materials selection, and fracture mechanics.

Specifically, each Chapter in the survey presents the following information:

Chapter II presents a summary of airframe service loadings particularly related to that portion of
life following the initiation of a crack. Discussions are included on structural, operational, and
internal airframe environments and the significance of airframe loadings. To enable the designer to
anticipate areas of structure or components which will require particular attention in design, a series
of photographs are included depicting failures that have stemed from undetected fatigue damage. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of fracture regimes to enable the ueslgner to recognize the various
specific fracture modes which might be operative under different conditions. If the relevant fracture
mniVY governing an expected failure is recognized, then appropriately relevant design criteria can be
used or developed for use in the design relationships.

Chapter III reviews current trends in the usage of high strength structural materials for aerospace
applications and illustrates the manner in which fracture control procedures may be iLplemented to
achieve a high degree of damage tolerance.

SChapter IV presents a concise and somewhat technical review of fracture mechanics, highlighting its
strengths as well as current limitations, while at the same time establishing som perspective as to its
relation to the general fracture process. In so doing, the importance of the role of nondestructive
inspection as one of several potential safeguards apinst failure by fracture should become apparent.
This Information should enable designers to approach the problem of fracture-safo design in a more rational
manner, comparatively speaking, than has been possible in the past. Since fracture in practical situations
is usually initiated b existing flaws In ~o~&arti fabricated structural components, it sesquitereasonable to expect t at those involved w~lth nondeqtructive inspection of materias should have an aarenessof the interrelation between flaw size and the fracture process.



Chapter IV is augmented by several appendixes which discuss the application of the following methods
to the fracture process: J-integral; crack opening dispi ic~ment (COD); resistance method; the Kuln-
Hardrath method; crack propagation laws; environmental t. .fects in fracture; and a brief siumnary of the
limitations of these methods.

Chapter V treats in detail the importance of fail-safe design and discusses the basic fail-safe
design concepts. Following this theoretical discussion are numerous examples of the application of frac-
ture mechanic. concepts to the design of aircraft wings, the development of thc DC-10 fuselage, the pre-
diction of the residual strength of relatively thick structures, aerospace pressure vessels, and esti-
mating the life to failure of a cylindrical pressure vessel subjected to repeated internal pressure.
Before concluding with a discussion of the outlook for future developments in fail-safe design, attention
is given to the relationship of service failures and laboratory tests and the possibilities of fatigue
life assessment of aircraft structures based on random or programmed fatigue tests.

Chapter VI describes two standard methods, both published by ASTMI, Test for Plane Strain Fracture
Toughness of Metallic Materials and Sharp Notch Tension Testing of High Strength Sheet Materials, and the
problems which have to be solved but are not covered by these stardard procedures.

Chapter VII discusses the present reliability of crack detection methods and the means for deter-
mining crack size. The current and future possibilities of the applicability of nondestructive testing
and flaw detecting methods are discussed in detail. These methods include: acoustic emission; surface
dye penetrants; magnetic particle testing; holographic interferometry; and fractography.

The appendices contain detailed information on typical plane strain fracture toughness of aircraft
materials (steel, titanium and aluninumi alloys); fracture toughness test results for the same materials;
the titles and references of approximately 140 configurations for which stress intensity factors have
been determined; and for the convenience of the reader, the international system of units has been included,
as well as a list of selected references; an author and subject index complete the survey.

Since the survey represents a first step to provide the engineer and scientist with a current compila-
tion (if fracture mechanics concepts and applications, It is strongly suggested that an effort be made to
update the fracture mechanics survey Ipriodically and encourage by other means the widest possible dis-
semination of all applicable Information.

i,



•II. N.STORY OF LOADING OF AIRCRAFT AND EXAMPLES OF AIRCRAFT FAILURE

II.A SPECTRUM OF LOADING OF AIRCRAFT

Howard A. Wood
1.1 Introduction .................... ............................ 3

1.2 The Structural Environment ........... ... ..................... 3

1.3 Frequency of Occurrence and Significance of Airplane Loadings ....... 4

References ................................. 
7

• ,• ;-•:• 1. I. ntroduction , , ,. ,: •.,:•. . .. •• . ,. ..,••
4 ."af K"anroducti o ' fws,defects or anomalies of variable ,

shape, orientation, and criticality, which are either inherent in the basic material or are introduced

during the manufacturing and assembly processes. A large portion of service cracks found in aircraft

structures are initiated from tool marks, manufacturing defects and the like
1 4

. Under the combined
driving forces of environment and service loading, these flaws may grow to catastrophic proportions

resulting in serious reduction of service life or complete loss of the aircraft. Thus, to a large degree,

the integrity of the basic airframe is dependent upon the safe and controlled growth of cracks as well as

the achievement of residual strength in their presence. Acceptance of this condition requires the
deigner and analyst to select basic materials, structural configurations and allowable stress in

a~cordance with intelligent criteria and coupled with the likelihood of discovering service cracks in the

field, well in advance of fracture.
• . 3,10,13-15

There is an abundance of fracture evidence to support these observations in which likely

causes of cracking or failure have been documented. In coupling statistics of this nature, one becomes
aware of the true nature of the aircraft environment.

In the following discussion, airframe service loadings and experience will be summarized,
particularly if they are related to that portion of the life following the initiation of a crack. A
comprehensive treatment of loads is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader is referred to the
excellent manual prepared by Taylorl.

1.2 The structural environment

The operational behaviour of structures and materials is affected by the magnitude and cumulative

effects of external loads coupled with the possible detrimental action of the internal airframe chemical,
thermal and stress environment. TaylorI has described the environment in which the aircraft operates as
"... the source of all the loads that are applied to it ... The environment is easy to define; it is

the atmosphere up to some prescribed height and the prepared ground from which aircraft operate". The
presence of moisture, chemicals, suspended contaminants and natural occurring influences such as rain,

dust, and sea coast atmosphere can cause deterioration in structural strength both due to the premature

cracking and acceleration of subcritical crack growth
8

,1
0

. Anderson
3 has attempted to quantify the

significant structural environment as ranges of temperature from at least -50
0 C to +50

0
C, and all

possible ranges of humidity in a pressure spectrum from nearly 15 lb/in
2 

to about 2-3 lb/in
2

.

While it is pertinent to discuss and summarize the external loadings experienced by the airframe,
the significant concern is the response of materials in the structure to these accelerations in the
presence of the internal environment. It has been the general practice to describe loads in terms of CG
acceleration; however, the response of the airframe to these external influences depends upon the aero-

elastic characteristics of the structure.

(a) The operational environment

The loadings experienced during operation depend to a large degree upon the tý" of aircraft

(e.g. fighter, bomber, transport, etc.) and upon the particular mission being flown. Naturally induced
loadings due to atnospheric turbuZence result when the airframe penetrates air masses moving transversely
to it. Maneuver Zoads result when the aircraft is accelerated around one or more of its axes by

deflection of the control surfaces. Once per flight loads may include cabin pressurisation and the
reversal of load on the wings, i.e. the 'ground-air-ground' cycle. Landing impact, ground roll during

landing and take off, taxiing, turning, and braking constitute the source of ground induced Zoadings.
Specific turbulence conditions exist in and near clouds and storms, in clear air, and in the wake of
other aircraft. These are the subject of detailed studiesl,

1 6
. Localized buffeting tu'bulence is

initiated mainly by the shape of the aircraft and can occur in regions and cavities such as control

surfaces, bomb bays, etc.
3 . Wake turbulence is particularly significant during air-to-air refuelling.

Sonic Zoads occur in the vicinity of power plants and as pseudo noise in turbulent and separated airflow

and can react in the presence of the structure causing localized oscillatory stresses associated with
resonances of the surface structure

1
.

The contribution made by these separate loading actions will be dependent on the operational role

of the aircraft - for example, maneuver loads may predominate with strike aircraft, whereas the cabin

pressurization load and the ground-air-ground cycle may be the paramount considerations with a long range
trnpr aircraft. In the case of aircraft intended to operate 'in the field' from semi-prepared runways

the taxiing loads may be of major significance.

(b) internal airframe environment

8
In their summary of airframe environmental influences8, Astley and Scott categorize the atmospheric

environment in terms of conditions that apply in any spact or on the ground and in the absence of air.
An excellent discussion of the thermal and chemical environment is presented. Humidity/water constitutes
the chief cause of concern in airframesbecause of its ability to carry dissolved or suspended contaminants
and forms the basis of all good electrolytes. 'Water may be present in the residue of fuel tanks and its
influence must be investigated. Perhaps most significant, however, is the manner in which the airframe
reacts in the presence of the corrosive atmosphere present. This segment of the environment is cnncerned



with the form of stresses present, mainly, those residual stresses induced during part fabrication,
materials processing and assembly. The latter can be caused by mismatch of partq, eccentricities, force
fi;ting of members and in interference fit fasteners. To a somewhat lesser extcit, body stresses which
result from the static geometry and mass of the airframe are available to be coupled. Under aovers.•
environment these conditions can result in stress corrosion cracking in some of the alloys commonly used.
Their effects are additive to the operation stresses which rsult and significantly influence the sub-
critical growth behaviour of flaws in the airframe structure.

1.3 Frequency of occurrence and significance of airframe loadings

As discuss'pd previously, the true significance of the external loadings is the way in which
individual elements of the structure respond. For example, a large variable sweep aircraft performing
low altitude man uvers may encounter severe turbulence of such frequency and duration that the cumulative
effect for some t.ime period may be particularly damaging to wing structure, whereas the structural
members of the sw ep mechanism during this rime period may react differently and encounter a rather large
sustained loading\specLrum perhaps critical for sust.kined loading crack growth. Thus, in considering the
fracture problem, cyclic as well as static or sustained, loads must be considered.

2
Repeated loads in themselves may vary in frequency of occurrence as shown in Fig.l . Maneuver

loads may vary significantly with the particular mission segment as shown by King"
1

, Fig.2. Individual
aircraft may assume rather broad mission requirements as illustrated in Fig.3 12. Gusts and atmospheric
turbulence may be less significant for fighter than for transports

4
,

1 8
. Fighters experience more

frequent load excursions to design limit load factor than do transports as shown by Hardrath4 
in Fig.4.

Gust loads can be quite differont in severity and oiStlihution in different regions of the world
1

. In
general, gusts are less frequent at high altitudel,

1 8
, and increased speed of entry can intensify the

experienced acceleration
3

. Fig.5 includes gust data variation with altitudes presented by BryanI8.

(a)One per flight M1any per flight

ig wing lift Wing loads from gusts
(air-ground-air cycle)

Tail balance loads Wing loads from maneuvers

Flap loads Fin joads from gusts and
maneuvers

Cabin pressure loads Fuselage loads from gusts
and maneuvers

Landing gear impact Landing-gear taxiing loads

Engine thrust/thrust Propeller, slip-stream or
reversal jet-stream loads

Etc. Engine vibrations

Etc.

(a) In some instances this denotes one group of

loads per flight.

Fig.l Some repeated loads on aircraft structures
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Fig. 2-Variation of maneuver load occurrences with mission phase (11)
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Fig. 4-Load experience in aircraft (7)
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Fig. 5-Atmospheric gust load environment (From Bryan)(18)

Military aircraft in general fly a broader and more widely varied mission than commercial transports,
and the effects of turbulence and ground conditions may be more or less severe depending upon the mission.
For example, high speed and low altitude operations coupled with terrain following can result in fruquent
maneuver loadings and almost continuous, scv'cic loadings associated with flight through the turbulence at
low altitudes16 .

Whereas it has been customary in the past to describe envelopes of speed and load factor and to
accumulate experiences of repeated loadings independent of cyclic frequency and cyclic duration, it is
becoming increasingly necessary to account for these factors, particularly where material-environmental
influences may dictate the need. In addition, sustained loading-environmental spectra, as indicated in
Fig.6, may need to be duscribed in particular instances 6 .

7.5 0i

r" Fig. 6-Example of derived sustained load
spectrum-fighter aircraft (6).
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1.4 Representation Of 4irfra=e load# for fracture control considarations

ta the assessment of structural Integrity. it Is essential that the most realistic representation
of the loading-environment be constructed both for analytical predictions as well as for qualification
testitg. mission description results in formation of a profile of key paramehers including the most
retpresentativa sequence of loads. cyclic frequencies. periods of sustained loading, environment,
tonerature and ties. An example of such a flight profile Is shown ini Fig.7.

to-d

wj 
3000,

Ar- -

Fig. 7a-Typical profile for tactical aircraft
conventional weapons delivery mission

- MAXIMUM RANDOM SEQUENCE OF

RAJ4O0M SEQUENCE
Of TAXIING LOAD

I FLIGHT

Fig. lb-Siamplified flight-load profile for
transport wing root (5)

Load sequence and block esie are particularly significant in flight load simulation. Important
differences have been noted when test results. are compared with randomized ordering. Data from Schijve5
are presented in Fig.$, to illustrate this fact.

Development of the flight load profile presumes that sequences of loads is essentially deterministic.
This is generally far from the truth for most missions since gusts and maneuvers generally occur in a
randem fashion. The portion of the Profile most deterministic however, is the ground-to-sir cycle (Fix.7).
Red Its occurrence once per flight in programmed growth tests can be significant.

Fig.9 includes data from. fef.5 on the order of magnitude periods and number of loads occurring in
the service life of several types of aircraft.

The question of how best to couple combined cyclic and suctained loading in the simulation of the
flight oniwromment remains open. To a large extent, for analysis and test, the importance of this
endeavor depends upom the senseitivity of tha n' -

- tims - - g..w*eve environm~ent. At least two methods appear to be
possible at the current tim rersnting the time at high load in terms of peak load factor o-ru
representative sinusoidal frequency in which case the appropriate material growth behavior at these
frequencies must be evaluated; and representating the sustained load environment as shown in Fig.6 in
which case, an incremental model of sustained and cyclic loading such as in Ref.22 would be used.
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11.1 EXAMPLIS OF AIRCRAFT FAILURE

W. T. Kirkby

1. Introduction

For almost three decades fatigue has been recognised *s a potential threat to the safety and

reliability of aircraft. Failures have occurred ranging in importance from complete destruction to
failures requiring unscheduled repair and replacement of parts. Correspondingly, over the swe period,
methods and procedures have been developed for use in design, testing, and operation of airzraft which
are aimed at achieving freedom from significant fatigue troubles throughout the service life of the
aircraft.

Notwithstanding the care taken, situations do arise in se-vice in which cracks are found ir primary
structure of the airframe during routine inspections. Mien such a situation arises, two questions will
be asked - "Is it safe to c'ntinue to operate' the aircralt (with or without load/maneuver restriction)
pending r"pairS". '1' so, "When must the next inspection of the damaged area be made?" The first
question concerns the residual strength of th. structure with a crack of known geometry and the second
question concerns also the rate of growth of the crack.

The possibility that such a situation may arise is, of course, recognised in design and is

reflected in the choice of materials having favourable crack propagation properties and residual strength
(fracture toughness) for use in areas of the structure subject to fatigue loading. Indeed, in the case
of 'fail-safe' aircraft . one of the design objectives is to ensure that any cracks that may occur in
service can be found before the strength of the aircraft falls below an acceptable level. This objective
is tackled in design by calculation and, an part of the airworthiness certification process, tests are
normally made on a complete airframe, or major components, to demonstrate that such an objective may be
achieved.

The develoloment over recent years of an analytical approach to problem of crack growth and
residual strength of structures and components, which is based on the use of linear elastic fracture
mechanics has provided a valuable tool for use in design and for tse in tackling problems of crack growth
and residual strength as they arise in service.

2. Ixampies of failure

Before discussing in detail, in subsequent chapters of this Survey, the way in which fracture
mechanics concepts may be applied ik. the design phase, or in dealing with problems ariei-g from cracks in
service, it would be of interest to look at a selection of failures that have stemmed frost undetected

fatigue damage. Knowledge of the situations in which fatigue damage has originated in the past will
enable the designer to anticipate areas of structure, or components, which will require particular
attention in design. The selection of photographs chosen (Figs.l-18) cover damage which has resulted in
complete loss of an aircraft, serious damage on landing or, at the least, significant unserviceability
problems: some failures in test are also included. It will be seen that the examples include failures
in fabricated structures (Figs.I-4. 14-18) extrusions (Figs.4, 5, 15, 17-18) and forgings (Figs.6-11):
the damage has originated from stress concentrations, such as cut-ojts, bolt and rivet holes - often with
evidence of fretting, from flaws in the material, and from imperfections in velding. Crack lengths at
failure range from those measured in millimetres to those measured in tens of centimetres.

In the previous section an indication has been given of the nature and complexity of the
vartome forms of loading which may be experienced by different parts of the structure. The examples of
failure shown in this section serve to illustrate the geometrical complexity of the structure in
which cracks may be growing. It is evident, then, that much is desmanded from the structural Analyst in
applying fracture mechanics principles to predict crack growth behaviour and critical crack lengths in

A the foregoing circumstances.

I I



Fig. I In service failure - pressure fig. 2 Pressure cabin skin failure -

cabin skin growth of damage along
rivet line

Fig. 3 Pressure cabin failure -crack rig. 4 In service fitlure - ainpiane
through underlying frame spat boom
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rig. 5 In service failure -nlanding gear door

up-lack operating lever

Ii

Fig. 6 In service failure - pivot bracket
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rig. 7 In service failure -half axle clamp

rig. 8 In service failure undercarriage torque link

Pig. 9 Zn service failure -nose-wheeling casting
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rig. 10 In service failure -helicopter rotor blade extrusion

rig. 11 In service failure -helicopter rotor drive yoke

rig. 12 In service failure -hydraulic reservoir
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Fig. 13 In service failure -air bottle

Fig. 14 In service failure -tubular lift strut
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II.C FRACTURE REGIMES

J. I. BLUHM

1. Introduction

It is quite obvious, in view of the foregoing, that the loading spectrum on aircraft is indeed a com-
plex and ill-defined quantity which nevertheless must be a consideration of major proportions in any pre-
diction of the types of failures discussed. Both dotermini3tic and probabilistic considerations have a
role in such predictions and much is yet to be learned as to how best to treat this "loading" problem.
Some failures are the consequence of only a few or even a single isolated load application; others are
associated with and characteristic of large numbers of repeated load applications; still others result
from truly random spectrum types of loading.

Beyond the immediate problem of defining the loading, there exists the further need for recognition
that prediction of failure under a set of prescribed loading conditions requires an acute awareness of the
anticipated or possible failure modes. In an ordinary structural sense this entails, for example, the
obvious recognition of potential elastic compression instability (buckling) in a column or of compression
yielding or "compression" fracturing in a ductile or brittle column respectively. Predictive analyses for
failure are useless if they fail to provide for treatment of the mode of failure which is most apt to limit
the structural integrity of the components.

In a similar but more detailed vein, and as a basis of discussion for this immediate section, it is
essential to recognize the various specific fracture modes which might be operative under different condi-
tions. If we recoinlze the relevant fracturemo-de-governing an expected failure, then appropriately rele-
vant design criteria can be used or developed for use in the design relationships.

At the engineering level, the study of fracture can be simplified by recognizing, identifying and
characterizing regimes wherein different fracture behavior are observed. Over a range of temperature, for
example, the resistance to defects (toughness) is noted to vary widely, leading to an appreciable spread
in real component strength. The fracture mode is not only associated frequently with temperature but also
*with component geometry. Again, wide variations of strength, ductility and toughness are observed to be
associated with such fracture modes as cleavage or brittle fracture, flat ductile or dimple fracture and
shear fracture. And, finally, the point to be made - and perhaps of most significance to the engineer -

is that, depending on the fracture mode to be anticipated, onr can utilize different applicable analytical
design approaches to safeguard against unanticipated fracture in service. More specifically, if we con-
sider the simple case of an aircraft component or "structure" constructed of an alloy steel, one might plot
the static strength of that part as a function of temperature. Figure 1 suggests schematically, the nature
of the response of such a typical "real" structure. This behavioral pattern lends itself to a first simple
(and admittedly incomplete) illustration of several temperature based "fracture regimes."

2. LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS

In the low temperature region, the "structure" normally exhibits a very low strength and the fracture
is characteristically brittle, i.e., little or no ductility is evident (particularly if the structure is
notched or cracked). But these are precisely the prerequisite conditions for use of linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM), the offshoot of Griffith's original work on glass. In this regime, a useful fracture pre-
dictive tool is available with the large store of analytical techniques born of Inglis (1) and Griffith (2,3)
and nurtured to maturity by Irwin (4,5), Orowan (6) and a host of more recent investigators. In essence, we
can understand and apply with a good deal of confidence, the tools of LEFM - at least for those conditions and
materials for which the basic assumption of "elastic" behavior is essentially valid. Inherent in the LEPM
concept is the presence of a "crack" of known size and shape and knowledge of the "plane strain fracture
toughness" of the material expressed either as Gic Jr Kic, the critical energy absorption rate and the
critical stress intensity factor respectively.* The effect of a crack at low temperature is always to
reduce (as might be expected) the strength of the structure. This will be seen to be in contrast, under
certain conditions, to the behavior in the high temperature regime.

3. LIMIT DESIGN

At the other end of the temperature scale, i.e., the high temperature region, it is recognized that
materials generally tend to exhibit unusually large plastic flow prior to and during fracture. This observa-
tion is in direct contrast to the "zero" or limited ductility of structural materials in the low temperature
region. Therefore, of course, the LEFPM approach is not applicable in this high temperature regime, On the
other hand, these high temperature conditions are precisely those associated with so-called "limit" design

V based upon plasticity theory. Like LEFM, limit design concepts have been developed to a high level of
sophistication (see for example, Prager (7) and Hedge (8), and a great number of useful analyses are available

in the literature. Limit design techniques Iead invariably to estimates of maximum allowable "loads," at
which loads, the material merely continues to flow at constant or decreasing load and fracture per se does
not occur as in the LEFM model.

The residual strength of a wide variety of notched or cracked configurations has been catalogued
using results of plasticity theory. Though much of that work is based upon idealized plasticity theory
which generally ignores strain hardening, appreciable practical insight is never the less provided, via

this discipline, to the understanding and the prediction of the behavior of notched structures.

d*oere recently the crack opening displacement COD has also been suggested as a parameter for defining this

4toughness. The relation between COD (6) and GIc is approximate 6
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In contrast to their effects in the LEFM regime, cracks at elevated temperatures do not necessarily
weaken a structure. On the contrary, they may, as seen in Fig. 2, augment the strength by as much as 28
percent in load-carrying capacity is theoretically possible.

4. Transition Approaches

Whereas then, as inferred in the furegoing, useful tools are available for design at the extremes of
behavioral regimes exemplified by LEFM 3n one hand and limit design on the other, most real life problems
unfortunately lie somewhere in between these extremes. Some advances have been made with respect to cases
of restricted plastic flow, i.e. where departure from linear elasticity occurs in only a small region near
the crack tip. For these situations, minor modifications are applied to LEFM techniques using plastic
zone size corrections. For materials exhibiting more extensive plastic flow, such techniques are not appro-
priate and alternate rational approaches need to be developed. From a pragmatic point of view, the behavior
in this "grey" regime has, in the interim, been most effectively treated by one of the "transition" consider-
ations. These are generalized to include, for the purpose of this document, all approaches intermediate
between and spanning the extremes of LEPM and limit design. Among the commonly used concepts are trgnsition
temperature, energy absorption or fracture appearance as reflected by Charpy type impact specimens, Drop
Weight Tear Test (DWTT), Dynamic Tear Test (DTT), Nil Ductility Test (NDT), Crack Opening Displacement (COD),
Crack Arrest Temperature (CAT), Resistance Method (R-G), and others.

5. General Discussion

It is important to observe at the outset that there is no unique failure mode for each material, but
raiher a range of fracture modes governed by a number of variables. Normally "brittle" materials can fre-
quently be "msde" to appear ductile by (a) raising the temperature, (b) superimposing sufficient hydrostatic
pressure, or (c) lowering the rate of loading. Conversely, normally ductile materials can frequently be
"embrittled" by (a) lowering the temperature, (b) decreasing the magnitude of hydrostatic pressure, or
alternatively, applying a hydrostatic tension component of stress, or (c) increasing the strain rate. These
effects are shown schematically in Fig. 3. Certainly a unique unambiguous strain (or stress) criteria does
not appear to be assignable for fracture considerations.

In addition to these overt environmental factors, the issue is complicated further by the fact that the
fracture mode is conditioned in plate specimens upon such geometric factors as plate thickness, for example.
This effect can probably be considered, however, as equivalent to modifying the hydrostatic stress component
via its influence on the stress state in regions of geometric irregularities such as notches or naturally
induced cracks,

Notches and cracks, intentional or otherwise, represent a geometry induced perturbation of the stress
state which tends to enhance brittle fracture. The stress state at the base of a notch in a thick plate
(Fig. 4) varies, for example, from uniaxial tension at the free lateral surface at (a), to biaxial tension
at mid thickness at (b), to triaxial tension subsurface at (c). With a sharper notch a plane strain con-
straint is more nearly achieved, facilitating this latter triaxial tension condition. Additionally, if a
small plastic zone develops, then Poisson's ratio approaches a value of 1/2 and idealized hydrostatic ten-
sion is fully developed locally. The importance and significance of notch specimens for evaluation of
brittle behavior of materials undoubtedly stems from this characteristic peculiarity of inducing hydrostatic
tension. In recent years the use of specimens artificially cracked by fatiguing has come to be more and
more in favor since "cracks" represent the ultimate in notch severity. Of course, it should be appreciated
that the strength of "cracked" specimens generally is significantly lower than those of more gently notched
specimens. Design which presumes presence of cracks, though conservative, may therefore overly penalize
structures where design, material selection, processing, and inspection procedures have significantly mini-
mized the probability of encountering cracks beyond a given minimum size.

Nevertheless, the concent of a crack, in conjunction with low temperature and/or high strain rate does
p.'ovide a basis for such conservative design approaches as the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics technique.
Somewhat less conservative approaches utilize the LEPM but modify it by considering a small plastic zone at
the crack tip.
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This survey reviews current trends in the

usage of high strength structural materials
for aerospace applications and illustrates

the manner in which fracture control procedures
may be implemented to achieve a higher degree

of damage tolerance. Experiences with the
application of fracture requirements to two

current designs are related. These experiences
have contributed immensely to the formulation

of specifications for use *across the board"

on'all new systems. Important aspects of the
proposed USAF Damage Tclerance Criteria,

including initial damage ar imption and crack

growth analyses, are discussed.



I.ll THE USE OF FRACTU•lE MECHANICS PRINCIU'.Kt IN THUK ul(K1N AND ANA,YSIN OF
DAMAGE TOLERtANT AIRtCRAFT STRUCTUP.El

Howard A. Wood

1 Introduction

Recent cases of catastrophic fallure of primary structure in first line USAF airoraft due in part
to the presence of undetected flaws and crack. have emphasised the nued for fracture control prooedures to
augment traditional static and fatigue design and qualification requirement*. Such proadures, when
effectively implemented, would insure the reduction in the probability of catastrophic fallure due to
undetected flaws and allow the oafe operation of the air vehicle within the proscribed service period,

With regard to aircraft structural design, fracture control implies thq Intellisent selection,
usage and control of structural materials, the design and usage of highly accessible, inapectable and
damage tolerant structural configurations, and the control of safe operating stresses (figure 0).

_• MATERIAL i

FRACTURE CONFIGURATION
CONTROL TOLERANT

I INS PECTI ON DSIO

H PROCEDURES

SSAFE OPERATING•.

STRESSES

Fig.I The objectives of fracture control procedures

In design, consideration is given to the likelihood that all new structure contains f3vws, intro-
duced during the processing of the basic material, during part forming or during the assembly process,
with the size and character of initial flaws governed by the capability to detect during the manufacturing
cycle. Analysis and teats are performed to verify that the assumed initial flaws *ill not grow to catas-
trophic proportions and cause failure in the prescribed service period.

The traditional USAF approach to insuring structural integrity is to design for a crack froe service
life through conventional fatigue analysis, careful attention to workmanship, surface finish and protec-
tion, detailed design, local stresses and ease of inspection. Demonstration is accomplished through a
full scale airframe cycle test to simulated service conditions, The achievement of these goals of
"fatigue quality" or "durability" are, of course, essential, and the implementation of fracture control
procedures is in no way intended to replace fatigue requirements.

Naturally, there has been resistance among many to accept the pre-existent flaw philosophy in air-
craft design, because of the weight penalties normally associated with supplemental etretigth and life
requirements. There are those who cite aircraft performance degradation and the time and cost of imple-
menting fracture requirements as deterrents.

Effective employment of fracture control procedures on new USAF designs has been hampered by the
lack of an adequate material environmental data base for most materials, deficiencies in fracture analysis
techniques, uncertainties with regard to production and in-service inspection capability, poorly prepared
specifications, and inexperience with respect to requirements for full scale proof of compliance testing.

2 Materials Utilization - The Need for Fracture Control

The obvious desire for more efficient aircraft structures has resulted in the selection and use of
high strength alloys in primary members with little regard for the general decrease in fracture toughness
associated with increased yield strength (Figure 2). So, too, sophistication in design and analysis
techniques and closely monitored weight saving programs have afforded some the opportunity to exploit
conventional alloys such as 7075 aluminum far beyond the practical limits with the result being higher

i'



allowable design stressea with each aircraft system. These general practices of course, have reduced theI tolerance of the structure to both Initial manufacturing defects and service produced cracks. Critical
flaw sizes are often on the order of the part thickness and many times much less, making positive detec-

tion during normal field service inspections improbable. Higher design stresses. of course, increase the
likelihood of early fatigue cracking in-service and may result in loss of fleet readiness and expensive
maintenance and/or retrofit programs.

* For a specific application, the designer must select A material of reasonably high strength in order
*to meet static strength requirements and still achieve minimum weight. A parameter for evaluating struc-

tural efficiency (a /material density) will be mentioned later. In the selection process, however,
fracture toughness Mast be a consideration. The achievement of maximum, yield strength and maximum frac-
ture toughness is often difficult as is illustrated in Figure 2. It is generally recognized that within
certain material groups, toughness decreases with increasing yield strength. This trend is illustrated
in Figure 2 for aluminum, titanium and several selected steels where material data from Table 1 have
been plotted. Variations in KIC can be expected for any given alloy and strength level and these varia-
tions are generally due co metallurgical aspects, impurities or manufacturing processing. This variability

* makes the selection Lf a "design allowable" extremely difficult.
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Fig.2 Trends in fracture toughness
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In specifying a particular matericl and strength level (minimum acceptable"-nys), theisigner

usually would not be concerned about those quantities of material which possessed strength levels on the

upper end of the normal range. However, because of the dramatic decrease in KIC, he must in many cases

limit the upper bound of acceptable range of yield strength. This is one procedure used to specify

titanium alloys. ln Figure 2, KC ranges for two common titanium alloys are noted. The data are shown

at one yield strength value to iflustrate the fallacy in specifying only ays minimum.

The material selection process is therefore a ttadeoff procedure wherein many concurrent requirements

must be satisfied. For the case in point, the designer must establish a criteria for accepting either a

reduced toughness or strength level. The choice might be dictated by overall flaw tolerance. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 where the ordinate, ( clo )2, a parameter indicative of crack size, is used.

Since structures are designed to withstand (staticIlly) a percentage of the yield strength, this parameter

may be conveniently used to illustrate flaw tolerance sensitivity. Examination of Figure 3 indicates a

more dramatic reduction in the crack length parameter, with increased yield strength.

The same trend is repeated in Figure 4; however, the yield strength has been normalized to the

material density • . The parameter Oysle is one form of structural efficiency used to select materials.

Note that material ranking has changed with titanium being superior to steel. One exception illustrated

is the 18% Ni maraging steel and 9Ni 4C which fall beyond the bounds illustrated. There are recognizable

limits on both the values of (KIC/oys) 2 and (Oys/e ) for materials in use today. The bounds are illus-
trated in Figure 4.

The data presented in Figure 4 clearly illustrate the relationship of non-destructive inspection (NDI)

capability and material selection to resist brittle fracture. For example, a through the thickness crack

will experience plane strain fracture when K - KIC - . If fracture is assumed to occur at the

design limit stress, the value of critical crack length, ac, can be computed. For many aircraft structures,

design limit stress is of the order of a. - 0. 6 ay5 and ac -(KIC (Kic 2 
. Thus, each point on

Figure 4 might be considered the critical characteristic flaw dimension for plane strain fracture, and

thus describe the sensitivity level required for fleet inspection. For this type of selection criteria,

many materials may be prohibited because of the extremely small flaws which must be detected. Limits of
NDI practiee are not well defined.
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Fig.4 Variation of crack length parameter with structural efficiency parameter

With the technological trend in material utilization growing toward greater strength to weight ratios,

it seems logical also to define more realistic limits on the material selection based on uncontrollable
"human element" defects. Thus, the crack size definition of Figure 4 might indicate limits produced by
normal tool marks, scratches or gouges produced during manufacture or maintenance. If these limits are
recognized as sound, then more effective means of inspection may be required, such as proof of testing
(Figure 5).
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M~aterial selection based on cyclic growth considerations is not as clearly defined, since observed
trends in cyclic rate data, for a non-aggreassive environment indicate tftat materials within a group or
class generally fall within a narrow scatterband, with little, if any dependence on toughness, Average
growth rate curves have been included in Figure 8 to Illustrate the relative relationship between materials.
Hahn (Ref. 2) has observed that the rate, da/dn, can be approximated for many materials e

'tb.0
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da/dn 8 6K

in the central or lot linear portion of the growth rate curve. 8Sver-Al points are shown in Figure 8 using
the iahn expression Because of the relationship of growth rate to modulus, R. the data can be normalized
to the material density, , as indicated in Figure 9 where rate curves are seen to couverse. It is
apparent then, that. a material's advantage can only be aesaused on an individual application basis.
Growth under variable amplitude spectrum loading, for example, may produce different trends in growth
retardation due to the interation of loads. Generally speaking, however, the time to failure from an
initial flaw is dependent upon the toughness KIC as illustrated in Figure 10, The relative effect, however,
may be dependent upon the shape and severity of the spectrum., The selection of materials for repeated load
application in the presence of flaws may be seriously influenced by the chemical and thermal environments
in which the structure must operate.
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3 Fracture Control - Basic Obiectives

Of the recent Air Force experiences with high strength materials, none is more dramatic or illustra-
tive of the need for fracture control than that of D6ac steel used in major structural locations of the
F-111, Reference 3. An accident in December 1969, which has been attributed to the presence of a critical
defect in the steel wing pivot fitting, was the singular event which caused wide spread action and reaction
within the Air Force and the contractor and resulted in the formation of a fleet recovery program and
structural proof test effort.

!ltW.. LOWt -

. ,' l 1I1I .. ,,%i. L ,¥..I I t;IRF

C.E

Fig.I I Wing pivot flaw

The flaw responsible for this incident is shown in Figure 11. Critical depth occurred in the struc-
ture at a poirt less than the thickness of the member. The dark region of the flaw is surmised to have
originated during the manufacture of the basic forging. Subsequent analysis of this material (D6ac steel,
strength level 220 ksi) during the fleet recovery program, revealed its sensitivity to quenching procedure
during heat treatment with a greater than two to one variation in fracture toughness, KIC, resulting even
though standard tensile properties fell within the acceptable range. The effect of this 2:1 variation of
KIC is to reduce the critical crack size by a factor of four.

With somewhat "ideal" conditions existing in this instance (i.e., the flaw occurring in a region of
high stress, and orientated normal to the principal stress direction) brittle fracture of this unexposed
flaw was inevitable. The subsequent recovery program for the F-1ll fleet and the proof test program are
well documented. (Ref. 3) This incident resulted in the largest single investigation of a structural
alloy ever to be undertaken (Ref. 4).

The wing pivot flaw is an excellent example to illustrate the need for fracture control considera-
tions in design and will be used here to assist in identifying major goals which are to be achieved as the
result of instituting fracture requirements.

In examining this failure, one could conclude that a higher toughness would have resulted in a
larger critical crack size, possibly through-the-thickness and a much improved probability of detection.
For some cases, fuel leakage might be expected. Thus, we can say that fracture considerations should
encourage the intelligent selection of materials and control procurement and processing to insure consistent
propeLties; assist in establishing inspection procedures including such requirements as positive detection
and leak before break situation. In addition to material selection, growth of flaws can be lessened and
"critical crack sizes increased considerably by limiting or controlling design stress. This can have addi-
tional benefit from the point of view of fatigue resistance or durability and can significantly result in
reduced maintenance cost and system down time.

The wing pivot fitting used in this example is essentially a single load path member. Failure of
this element resulted in loss of the aircraft. A more damage tolerant structural arrangement, including
possible multiple load paths or crack arrest members, if properly designed, could have improved the
overall safety.

In Section 1i, materials data weret presented to Illustrate how btrength-voight (efficiency) could
result in the selection of material with an undesirable level of toughness. Likewise, the choice based on
fatigue alone might lead to serious difficulty since many high strength materials (steels, for example)
may have acceptable fatigue resistance but possess low resistance to brittle fracture and subcritical flaw
growth (stress corrosion cracking, for example).

Structural configurations which possess multiple load paths, crack stoppers, etc,, are necessary and
desirable, however, their ability to function and meet specific preassigned goals must be demonstrated
early In design.

Controlling dosign stress levels for cosmon structural materials can have untold benefits from both
the strength and fatigue points of view and can prevent costly field maintenance problems, Ior eoxample,
multiple load path, redundant and "fail safe" arrangemeats may effectively prevent the lose of aircraft,
so long so adequate and frequent inspections are planned. The sole dependence of the fail safe approach
to achieving fracture control without regard to limiting design stresses may result in frequent member
failures, costly unscheduled maintenance and aircraft down time. This situation can be alleviated by
requiring each member in the multiple or redundant set to be inherently resistant to flaw growth withinL prescribed bounds (i.e., must have a safe life with cracks.)



The ability to detect and quantify I laws and cracka, both nr the raw pr~duct. form and the flnal
Assembled structural article, remains as the most significant maaeure In deter~ring catastrophic fracture.
Because we institute fracture control procedures io in fact a frank Admittance that serious flaws can and
often do go undetected. This fact was dramatically pointed out by Pacicuan, at *I (1ef. 5) in a study for
the Air Force Mtaterials Laboratory. The data in Figure 12 hoa been obtained from that report and depict
the sensitivity and reliability of common MDI methods In controlled laboratory experiments. The results
Are quite surprising because relatively large flawn were not detected. This does not mean that all hope
io lost of Improving our methods and procedures. On the contrary, continued development of improved NDI
techniques Is mandatory.
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Fig. 12 Demonstration of flaw detection capability

4 Fracture Control -Raguirements

Preparation of detailed step by step requirements for fracture control In a difftcult task because of
the numerous classes of aircraft (i.e.. fighter bombers, trainers, etc.) In use today by the Air Force and
baeate of the various types of structural arrangements which comprise this~e airframes. Aside from the
selection, procurement and control of processes for engineering materiels, Implementation of fracture
considerations consists of the formulation of safe crack life and strength goals which must be satisfied
by primary structure. Compliance with these requirements is accomplished by analysis in all castcs and
often requires substantiation by element. component or full scale testing. The fracture analysis is
completed in connection with the conventional analysis (e.g., static and fatigue) for which a flow freeI structure is assumed.

In the fulfillment of these analyses, basic materials allowable, knowledge of operi tional environ-I ments and an analysis capability to perform complex flaw growth and strength analyses are among the items
necessary. Supplemental tests may be required to establish or substantiate stress interaity relationships,
verify real time and spectrum growth behavior, and demonstrate crack arrest capability.

Vithin the USAF. early attempts have been made to define and Implement fracture control programs for
systems currently in the design stages. Figure 13 Lacludes a sumary of the major elements for two of

I ~~~~~these systems. ~Bme ihe
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fts13 Fracture control elements current sysems

As an example of the strong wording of these directives, the following is extracted from early ver-
*ions of the requirements for the bomber.
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..... Primary structures which are not fail safe shall be designed so that initial
flaws or cracks will not propagate to critical crack length during the lifetime
of the aircraft. Through fracture data tests and analysis, the characteristics
and dimensions of the smallest initial defect that could grow to critical size
during the service life shall be determined. Once these initial flaws sizes
have bean identified, quality control procedures shall be developed such that
parts containing initial flaws of these dimensions will not be accepted. In
the event that the identified initial flaws sizes are smaller than the quality
control detection capability, changes shall be made in the materials and/or
stress levels so that initial flaws compatible with quality control capability
can be tolerated."

The requirements were further modified to require that the service life analysis be made with specific
initial crack size assumptions. In other words, the initial crack size is to be treated as a design
allowable. For example:

"...These initial defect limits are as follows, (a) In the absence of special
NDI procedures as indicated below, the minimum allowable defect size shall be
0.150" in its critical dimension, i.e., 0.150" deep for a surface flaw... (b)
Defects smaller than 0.150" will be allowed if special NDI procedures are
followed with a demonstrated ability to detect flaws of the required size witha 95% probability at a 502 confidence level..." (This was later amended to
95% confidence that at least 90% of flaws greater than critical size are found.)

The analysis of each part was to be performed as follows:

".The analysis shall assume the presence of a crack like defect, placed in
the most unfavorable orientation with respect to the applied stress and
material properties and shall predict the growth behavior in the chemical,
thermal and sustained and cyclic stress environment to which the component
is subject."

With regard to material selection, usage and control, measures were to be instituted to insure ade-
quate toughness in production. The early version of the requirements stated

"...Specifications shall be prepared to insure materials having minimum
guaranteed KIC are used in manufacture."

While the intent was certainly sincere, the wording was revised to be more direct and more nearly defini-
tive.

"...The materials from which the structures are to be fabricated shall be con-
trolled by a system of procedures and/or specifications which are sufficient
to preclude the utilization in fracture critical areas of materials possessing
static fracture properties significantly inferior to those assumed in design."

To those familiar with aircraft structural design and analysis, these requirements seemed profound in
nature, and when circulated among the major airframe manufacturers in 1970, certainly caused a mild furor.
Nevertheless, the basic meaning of these requirements is still with us, both as contractual obligations
on the bomber program and requirements for future systems.

Because of inexperience, several items of the early requirements needed strengthening, or at least
clarification.

First, the early requirements lacked sufficient strength regarding the safe crack growth goals of
multiple load path or fail safe structure.

The second point concerns the statement regarding the control and assurance of material property
consistency. This simply means that properties must be guaranteed by the metal producers, or that
screening of stock and segregation must be performed with the selection of only the superior material for
production, a costly procedure in any case. The question of what properties to control is often asked.
KIC is the logical choice since it is the only property for which standards exist. The rate of fatigue
crack growth da/dn is perhaps more significant on life but does not appear to be as sensitive to basic
materiAl processing procedures as does the toughness, KIC.

The third item concerns the identification of fracture critical parts. Since the requirements stipu-
late that all primary members be designed for safe crack growth, a tremendous bookkeeping task is involved,
to say nothing of the costs incurred in tracing materials, processes and parts through the manufacturing
stage and the establishment of standards for field maintenance. What will most probably evolve in a
specific design are sensitivity analyses for certain parts to examine effects on life due to material
property variation, initial flaw sice, etc.. Where applicable, parts will be further classified as to
function, safety, etc., so as to lessen the stringent requirements for traceability and material property
control on those parts where these controls are unwarranted.

5 Summary of New Requirements

The lessons learned in applying fracture mechanics to these two systems have been beneficial
in the formulation of general "across the board" damage tolerant or fracture requirements for future
USAF aircraft. The overall schaea currently defining these requirements is shown in Figure 14 and includes
as major documentation, Military Standard 1530, the description of the Air Force Aircraft Structural
Program (ASIP), and the detailed requirements (Military Specifications) which provide the specific wording
of the requirements.

...........................................
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"The key elements of Mil Std 1530 are included in Figure 15.
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P13.14 USAF specifications and control for design of damage tolerant aircraft
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Fi5 Key elements of L Std.A1M30 as applied to damage tolerance
S~An initial draft of the currently proposed Damage Tolerance Requirements h"5 been prepared and

includes specific growth requirements for each classification of structure (i.e., slow crack growh and
Fail Safe) based upon the planned degree of and frequency of inspection. This initial draft, summarized
in Tables 2, 3 and 4 is currently being evaluated on several existing aircraft structures, to determine J
the relative sensitivity and Impact of the various elements such as initial damage, inspection frequency,
etc., on the design stresses.

The important variables which control the severity of the crack growth design requirements are the
initial damage sizes, dl, a2, and t3, and the frequency of inspection. Initial damage size. assumptions
for intact structure (el), reflect the production inspection capability of the contractor and must be '
demonstrated in an approved NDI program to prescribed levels of confidence. Flaw size, a/Q, treated as
an allowable, reflects all possible types and shapes which have equal initial severity as shown in
Figure 16. It is important to qualify NDI capability for flaws eminating from fastener holes so as to
measure any possible increase in detection sensitivity due to the presence of the hole. Otherwise, it
must be assumed that the crack sizes demonstrated are acting in conjunction with the open hole. In the
analysis of parts for safe crack grovth, this is the most severe case. If NDI is qualified to an (alQ)
value or range, rather than a fixed surface length, or depth, the analyst must assume the worst case,
that of a shallow crack and examine the possibility of it becoming critical prior to becoming a semi-
circular flaw (Figure 17) since experimental data has indicated that shallow flaws grow faster in the
depth direction.

6 Conclusions - Some Problems and Concerns

With the initiation of firm requirements for damage tolerant design and analysis and the institution
of an extensive applied research activity, the USAF has made impressive strides toward insuring structural
safety in future aircraft. In applying these requircments, however, some problem areas and concerns still
remain particularly with regard to the amount of Success we can expect to achieve. For example, in
examining the requirements for safe growth within the bounds of the initial and final crack sizes,
Figure 18, we see that inspection, manimum stress and fracture toughness govern the end points (A) and (C).
For a specified life goal, the designer must trade stress level, material type of construction, etc., to
fit the growth curve within this envelope. KIC nay be relatively unimportant in this process, particularly
if the shape of the growth curve starts Out fiat and curves sharply toward the end of life.

/ I
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research. WIhereas the initial and final crack sizes may be considered deterministic, (Kic vitu few
percent, for example), growth rate behavior under variable amplitude and environment is extremely complex
and difficult to predict even when loads and sequences are known. This coupled with the fact that flight
load environment information ip most cases is not deterministic make the problem at first glance
untenable. Scatter in basic growth rate data can be as much as 2:1 for most materials, even in a controlled
nonsgressive atmosphere. Thus, it appears that life predictions within this accuracy may be the best we
can achieve. What adds to the difficulty is that many of the spectrum effects are often difficult to
separate from normal scatter in basic growth rate.

Under certain conditions (i.e., small crack sizes and low stress amplitude), growth occurs at very
low ranges of AK, Figure 19, a region of the growth rate curve for which there is I.ittle data due mainly
to the tim and expense incurred in the generation. Likewise, until recently, there has been little call
for low AK growth rate data. The concept of threshold or lower limit of growth rate AK, is presented and
data are available which show this to be related to the elastic modulus. Recent experiences indicate that
basic growth rate data may be specimen dependent, that is, there are observed differences between compact
tension and surface flaw growth rates (Figure 20) attributable to maximum stress levels, for example
(Ref. 5). Crack front stabilization, for example, isithought to affect growth results at low AK values.

Thus, there are many as yet unanswered effects on basic growth rate data generation, which must be
resolved if we are to use this basic data to predict complex loading cases. Figure 19 includes a sumary
of these factors.

The subject of scatter factor or confidence factor to be used in design with safe growth predictions
remains undiscussed. Current recommended practice is to use upper bound growth rates with conservative
accounting of factors such as variations in anticipated usage and amount of retardation.
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Ia NTRODUCTtON

The processes involved Jn the fracture of solids are so complicated and varied
that no single formula or criterion can be expecte;• to reaiistically descriLe all of
the observed fracture phenomena. Despite this rather pessimistic assessment, a sizeable
body of useful knowledqie ,)ncerning certain aspects of fracture does currently exist,
having been obtained from extensive theoretical and experimental research efforts. This
information enables designers to approach theproblom of fracture-safe design ir a more
rational manner, omparatively speaking, than has been possible in the past. Since
fracture in practical situations is usually initiated by existing flaws in processed
anA fabricated structural components, it seems quite reasonable to expect that thore
involved with nondestructive inspection of materiala should have an awareness of tho
interrelation between flaw size and the fracture process.

Thp objective of this chapter is to present a concise and somewhat technical
rnview of fracture mechanics, highlighting its strengths as well as its current limita-
tions, while at the same time establishing some perspective as to its relation to the
general fracture process. In so doing, the importance of the role of nondestructive
inspection as ono of several potential safeguards against failure by fracture should
become apparent.

The lack of a comptehensive understanding of the failure process in structural
materiils has resulted in the catastropic failure, over the past fifty years, of a
variet7 of engineering structures (1,2,31. Analysis of the failed components of such
structures as pressure vessels, storage tanks, welded ship structures, aircraft parts,
bridge., pipelines, turbine blades and housings, rocket motor casings and variovs heavy
machine part%, have shown that crack or flaw '.nduced brittle fracture has often been
responsible for the failures. If it is assumed that design and construction decisions
were compatiLle in each of these cases with the appropriate conventional design code
requirements and construction specifications, the need to establish supplementary de-
sign criteria, as well as fabrication and in~pection techniques, to insure against frac-
ture failure becomes abundantly clear. The problem in this respect is further intensi-
fied by current trends in materials technology and applications. The trend toward use
of exceptirnally high yield strength materials, such as is available in certain steel,
aluminum and titanium alloys, presents the designer with an unfortunate dilemma. The
advantages of higher strength materials that he now ha3 at his disposal for structural
applications are offset by a significant reduction in ductility, a factor that tends
to enhance the possibility of failure by unstaale fracture.

Theoretical and experimental considerations coupled with failure studies of
fractured structures reveal many contributing factors and influences with regard to the
susceptibility of a solid to fracture. Among the most significant are the existence
of flaws ("racks) and notches in the structure, the service temperature, geometry and
thickness of section, the state ,f stress in the immediate vicinity of the pre-existing
crack or notch tip, and the rate of load application, in addition to the yield strength,
ductility, metallurgical composition and grain structure of the material. Several of
these factors will be discussed in some detail subsequently. They are mentioned here
only to give some illustration of the inadequacy of conventional design practices rela-
tive to the question cf fracture-safe design. Indeed, design standards currently in use
in design of buildings, bridges and other civil engineering type structures are based
entirely on the yield strength and some measure of ductility of the material. Although
the designer has freedom in determining the distribution of applied loads, selecting
norinal section sizes, and introducing designed stress concentrators such as threads,
holes, openings and corners; a design approach which depends solely on yield strength
presumes a high level of material integrity throughout the life of the structure. In
other words, it does not acknowledge and deal with the possibility that severe stress
c-tcentrations may be introduced by material processing, structural fabrication and
environmental changes. Stress concentrations can be introduced by welds, machine tool
markings, stress corrosion and inherent material microstructural defects, which under a
combination of unfavorable circumstances may lead to a catastrophic fracture. The
yield-strength oriented design procedure also excludes the possibility of subcritical
crack nucleation and growth under cyclic loadings at acceptable load levels, i.e.,
fatigue induced fracture. On the hypothesis that flaws or cracks of some kind are always
pretent in processed and fabricated structural components, it is clear that design based
only on maintaining nominal stresses below some predetermined percentage of the yield
strength is inadequate to safeguard against the possibility of failure by fracture.

Designers )f heavy machinery, pressure vessels, ship and aircrIft structures often
employ additional measures such as Charpy-V notch impact and notched-bar tensile tests as



qualitative aide in evalating and selecting materials which are less likely to be frac-
ture prone within a given set of design and operational circumstances. For example it
is standard practice to select materials with a measured Charpy energy value greater than
that waich has previously been found in practice to successfully resist fracture in similar
structurec. While this practice is an improvement over a design method relying entirely
on yield strength, it nevertheless has serious deficiencies. Difficulties arise when
applying such an approach to new types of design, to the use of thicker sectioned struc-
tures and to newly developed materials, particularly to materials having higher yield
strengths. A rational basis for extrapolation of past experience to new situations
is an inherent requirement with this approach. Furthermore the design engineer is not
provided with the kind of information that he can readily translate into design require-
ments, namely, allowable stress levels.

Although it is important to include fracture considerations in the design process,
it should be emphasized that careful manufacturing and inspection techniques must also
be considered as being complementary to effective fracture-safe design. The probability
of introducing serious flaws into a structural component must be minimized during the
processing and fabricating stages. Inspection techniques must be developed which can
easily and economically identify and characterize potentially dangerous flaws. When
combined with given allowable flaw size criteria, such techniques will then determine a
rational basis for rejection of unsafe structural components.

The discussion of fracture mechanics which follows shall be confined, by and
large, to discussion of the assessment of fracture resistance or fractur^ toughness
in structurAl metals in situations where fracture is essentially brittle or semibrittye.
Only under restrictions of this kind can the fracture problem be treated theoretically
with any degree of realism and confidence at this stage in the development of a general
theory. Other than the brief mention given in the discussion of different types of frac-
ture, no account will be given of the microscopic and retallographic aspects of fracture,
nor will fracture dynamics be discussed. The technically important problem of environ-
mentally induced fracture, e.g., through stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen and irradia-
tion embrittlement and creep fracture at elevated temperatures, must likewise, for lack
of space, also be omitted.

2. MACROSCOPIC CLASSIFICATION OF FRACTURE

Fracture on the atomic scale, can occur in crystalline solids in one of two ways;
by direct separation normal to specific crystallographic planes, so called cleavage or
brittle fracture, and by extreme slip or glide plane decohesion, which is usually referred
to as shear or plastic fracture [4). From the metallurgical viewpoint, the ability to
classify fracture into two or three distinct categories becomes more difficult. In real
single and polycrystalline solids, the micro-mechanisms associated with crack nucleation
and crack growth are quite numerous and complex, and are just beginning to be understood
with the recent development of electron fractography [5]. Fracture surfaces in poly-
crystalline metals usually exhibit mixtures of cleavage, microvoid coalesence and slip
type icromechanisms in the overall fracture process. Dominance of any one particular
mic omechanism generally requires special circumstances, such as low temperatures and
high strain rates which are conducive to cleavage separation in body-centered cubic
materials [6,71.

The engineering classification of fracture is based on macroscopic considerations
of material separation, and employs designations such as brittle, semibrittle (or quasi-
brittle) and ductile to categorize fracture. Broadly speaking, brittle fracture exhibits
virtually no macroscopically observable plastic deformation on or near the fracture
surface. The fracture surfaces are almost completely flat across the severed section,
having a crystalline texture and a shiny appearance. The basic micromechanism involved
in the separation process is cleavage. Once an existing crack or flaw starts to grow it
tends rapidly to crack instability or sudden unstable fracture with relatively low energy
absorption. Brittle fracture is most commonly observed in high yield strength metals and
glassy solids subject to low temperature, high strain rates and a high degree of stress
triaxiality in the vicinity of the edge or tip of a flaw (crmck). At the other extreme,
ductile fracture is accompanied by extensive plastic deformation. A conventional uni-
axial tensile test performed or, a low yield strength initially uncracked aluminum alloy
or mild steel bar at room temperature provides a typical example of a ductile type frac-
ture. Considerable localized reduction of cross-section takes place as a result of
plastic slip processes before the bar fails by shear sliding across the remaining necked
section. The essential micromechanism involves slip or glide plane decohesion. The
fractured surface is usually inclined relative to the tensile direction, with a fibrous
texture and a dull surface ajpearance. Extensive plastic deformation necessitates high
energy expenditure so tnat ductile fracture is comparatively difficult to initiate and
to maintain in the sense that applied loading must be maintained throughout the fracture
process. Low yield strength, high temperature, low strain rates and a low degree of
stress triaxiality are circumstances which promote ductile fractures.

f,- * nnw- ____ trr* t-? *.1lri.. ...... twrIn a wide
variety of metals, unoer wLueiy varying vunujw. .u w& &,-- ...-.-----
and specimen sizes. Microvoid coalesence, cleavage, and slip have been identified an
distinct micromecnanisms active in the fracture process. The fracture surfaces possess
features which are common to both brittle and ductile type fractures, that is, they are
partially square and shiny and partially slanted and fibrous. The initial phase of
semibrittle fracture is generally marked by slow, stable crack extension coupled with
moderate plastic deformation at the root of the notch or crack. This phase continues



until some critical load level is reached, whereupon unstable crack propagation ensues,
having mixed brittle and ductile surface features. The energy absorption required f or
semibrittle fracture naturally falls between the low and. high extremes common to 'brittle

CCC4~A~h~ I~a~uem.The fracture suarfaces of mediumst ~rength metals fractured at or
unear gr&:motomtemp~eorautwuereare characteristically semibrittle in appearance.

In crystalline solids such as structural metals, the essential distinguishing
feature separating brittle, semibrittle and ductile fractures lies in the degree of

L plastic deformation which accompanies separation. Since it is not possible to establish
precise quantitative measures in this respect, the limitations of the above classifica-
tion scheme are quite apparent. It should also be remembered that these rather imprecise
designations are not always consistent with microscopic observations. In polycrystalline
metals X-ray diffraction and electron fractography often reveal small amounts of micro-
plastic deformations on fracture surfaces which macroscopically appear brittle. Thus it'I must be emphasized that the engineering scheme for classifying fracture is to be under-
stood only in a phenomenological sense, and that the terms brittle and ductile can have
different meaning to different people, depending on the scale of observation.

3. EAR~LY DEVELOPMENTS IN FRACTURE MECHANICS

The effects of stress concentrations due to holes or cutouts in otherwise con-
tinuous structural members were first recognized during the latter part of the Nineteenth
Century. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the variation of the stress component parallel
to the direction of the uniform tension applied to an infinite sheet containing a circular
or elliptical hole, according to the theory of elasticity [8,9]. The presence of a cir-
cular hole raises the stress level at the edge of the hole to three times the applied
stress level, while for the elliptic hole, the stress concentration at the edge with the
smaller radius of curvature increases in proportion to the slenderness ratio of the
ellipse, i.e., to the ratio of the major to minor axes. When the major axis is twice
the minor axis the stress concentration is five. These results approximate quite accurate-
ly the situation for finite sheets with holes when similarly loaded, provided that the
major dimension of the hole is very much smaller than the dimensions of the sheet.
Hence their practical significance is immediately apparent.

A crack or flaw of finite proportions can be thought of as the limiting-case of
( an elliptic hole as the ratio b/a approaches zero, as .illustrated in Fig. 3.3. According

to the theory of elasticity, the maximum stress parallel to the direction of the applied
load at the edge of the crack increases in this case without limit. This behavior
explains why cracks oriented transversely to the direction of applied tensile loads tend
to grow or spread. However, the material at the edge of a sharp crack obviously cannot
support infinitely large stresses. In real metals a state of plastic yield develops over
a small region bordering the edge of the crack, Fig. 3.4. This point will be discussed
in more detail subsequently. It suffices here merely to point out that the plastic
enclaves which develop at the borders of a stationary cracik, however small, tend to
inhibit potential crack growth through blunting of the curvature of the crack tip.
Hence, any set of circumstances which inhibits the free development of plastic yield at
the crack borders, e.g., low temperature, fast rate of load application, high degree of
stress triaxiality in the crack region, tends to promote easy crack expansion, or brittle
fracture. For any given crack size, an increase in plastic enclave development generally

J, requires greater net section stresses for initiating crack extension.

The first critical load-crack size relation appropriate to brittle fracture
(actually ideal brittle fracture in the sense that all plasticity effects are ignored)
was introduced by Griffith in 1921 [10,11]. Referring to Fig. 3.3, let U represent the
total elastic strain energy in an uncracked infinite sheet of unit thickness loaded as
shown. Suppose that a crack of length 2a - c is introduced slowly enough such that all
dynamic effects are negligibly small, while the loaded boundary is held fixed. Since
the plane dimensions of the sheet are infinite while the crack size is finite, the appliedk
stress will remain at the same level a as the crack is inserted. Let U designate the
strain energy of the cracked sheet. With the loaded boundary held fixed the applied
load can do no work as the crack appears. Consequently the strain energy in the body can

4 only decrease by virtue of the relaxation of the stresses over the surfaces which define
the crack. Thus U < Uo. The creation of new surfaces which total area 2c, assuming
the crack to extend through the unit thickness of the sheet, requires an expenditure of
energy which Griffith assumed to be linearly proportional to the crack surface area,
ys.2c, where y. is a fracture surface energy density. The surface energy density is
presumed to be determinable by experiment for any given solid at any given temperature. 4

The quantity 2y~c can be interpreted as the work done by the relaxing stress as the new
internal surface (crack) is introduced. In other words, 2y~c represents the energy ex-
pended in overcoming the inherent cohesion of the solid across the plane crack surface.
Using the plane strain linear elastic solution for the elliptic hole of Fig. 3.2, [12],ir ~in the limit as 2b approaches zero, Griffith deduced that insertion of a cc 2a - c,
1'Aoject to the given circumstances, changes the elastic strain energy by we c c(- 2 /4E,
E being Young's modulus and v Poisson's ratio [13]. The strain energy of the cracked
body with a stationary crack 2a -c is thus

U uo~ wec( 31

U-U_

!2

while the total energy is

~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, h axgm x d b i 
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WC22C2= U -2) + 2ysc. (3.2)

V, which is actually the thermodynamic free energy of the cracked solid because isothermal
conditions are here implied, varies only as the crack size since all the other quantities
appearing on the right size of Eq. (3.2) are fixed under the assumed circumstances.

Griffith postulated that the crack is in a state of unstable or critical equili-
brium that is, at a point of incipient growth, when the free energy attains a station-
ary (in this case maximum) value. Analytically this means the parameters which determine
the critical crack equilibrium state are obtained from the condition

d • I 
(3.3)

Nc_ fixed 

(3

boundary

which from Eq. (3.2) leads to the requirement that

- U = 2Ys, (3.4)
dc

or

2 4Eys
a C a .(3.5)

7F(1V 2

For a given applied load a the critical equilibrium crack size is thus

c - 2a - E 2 (3.6)
1T(l-y

Alternatively, for a given crack sizel2a - c, Eq. (3.5) can be viewed as determining
the applied stress level which is necessary to bring on a state of incipient crack
growth, or

4Eya 2 (3.7)
Wc(l-v

This is Griffith's formula. It can be interpreted as a brittle fracture criterion for
the plane infinite sheet described in Fig. 3.3 (for conditions of plane stress, the
factor (l-v 2 ) is replaced by unity).

Despite the limited circumstances for which Eq. (3.7) is strictly valid, it never-
theless shows remarkably good experimental correlation with fracture tests performed
on glassy solids. It does not, however, yield results compatible with experiment when
applied to fracture in structural metals. One reason for this lies in the development
of plastic deformation at the crack tip regions, mentioned previously, which the Griffith
derivation ignores. In situations where the extent of plastic deformation in the crack
tip region is substantially smaller than the crack size, the fracture stress is generally
observed to be proportional to 1/•/, in agreement with Eq. (3.7). However, the constant
of proportionality necessary to correlate with experimental data for finite-sized speci-
mens is found to be much greater than that appearing in the Griffith formula. In an
attempt to rationalize this discrepancy, Irwin and Orowan [15,16] proposed independently
that a plastic work term y be added to the fracture surface energy y5 in Eq. (3.7) in
order to account for any pyastic deformation associated with the separation process. Thus

4E(y +y
a2 = (3.8)

irc (1-v2

was proposed as a possible generalization of Griffith's formula to instances of semi-
brittle fracture. For structural metals, experimental data requires that the plastic
work factor yp be 103 to 106 times larger than the surface energy ys [14).

It should be pointed out that for Eq. (3.8) to be even approximately valid, it
is necessary to assume that the plastic enclaves be confined to very narrow strip-like
regions on each side of the crack plane as the crack extends. Recent experimental de-
lineations of crack-tip plastic enclaves show numerous instances in which this condi-
tion is not even remotely satisfied (17,18,19]. Instead it is more common to find
plastic regions which extend away from the crack plane, as in Fig. 3.4, requiring that
the crack-front plastic work be olume dependent and not , aseinfi.3,a characteristic
constant or property of the material as Eqa (3.8) implies. It thus appears that the
Irwin-Orowan modification of the Griffith formula is inadequate to deal with fracture
in circumstances in which front plasticity is readily observable.

Griffith's formula applies rigorously only to the artificial case of an elastic
solution for a plane infinite body. Thus, apart from the error associated with the
omission of possible plasticity effects, additional error will arise when the theory
is applied to cracked bodies of finite size. In the next section linear elastic fracture



-fechanics, which considers the effec~t_`T fiiinTEe geomnetriyTri..s lis-a fracture cri-

terion, is considered.

4. LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS

The simplest possible continuum theory of fracture is founded upon the supposition
that a cracked solid under load experiences small deformations which are everywhere
elastic in character. This assumption is observed to be reasonably valid in strong solids
such as structural metals, metallic and ionic crystals and glassy solids. When coupled
with guidelines which define the limits of applicability of an essentially elastic treat-
ment, a linear elastic theory of fracture has much practical utility because of its
ability to relate fracture behavior in the laboratory to potential fracture of structural
members in service. Since the theory is applied most successfully in those situations
which can be treated ana:ytically as problems of two-dimensions, most of the discussion
which follows wiAl be limited to the plane case.

4.1 Stress Intensity Factor and Fracture Toughness

In Griffith's theory of brittle fracture a critical stress-crack size relation
is derived from an energy postulate, while the treatment by Irwin leads to stress-crack
size relations by focusing attention on the elastic stresses very close to the tip of
the crack [20,21,223. For analytical purposes imagine an existing flaw or opening in
a body to be, ideally, a plane sharp-ended crack. The solid is assumed to be homogeneousand isotropic, with the crack extending through the thickness of the body. Referring
to Fig. 4.1, a local coordinate system is chosen so that the z axis is collinear with the
leading edge of the crack, assumed tohave a straight front, the y direction is perpen-
dicular to the plane of the crack while the x direction points in the direction of
expected crack extension. Loadings on the boundaries of the solid are taken to be
applied symmetrically with respect to either the x-y plane or the x-z plane. If the z
dimension of the body is large a condition ofplane strain will exist throughout the
body. At the other extreme, if the z dimension of the solid is small relative to the x
and y dimensions, as in a thin plate, a plane stress situation will exist. Both of these
situations are idealized cases. More realistically, in all but very thin plate-like
specimens a mixed plane stress, plane strain state will exist across the z dimension,
varying from plane stress at and very near the x-y plane surfaces to plane strain over
the central portion. Any plastic deformation which may occur at the crack borders is
neglected in a first approximation. Plasticity effects, provided they are small, are
subsequently treated as a minor correction to the elastic analysis.

Three basic modes of crack surface displacements which can lead to crack extension
are shown in Fig. 4.2. In the opening mode the crack surfaces move apart symmetrically
with respect to the x-z plane. Because of space limitations attention will be confined
only to the opening mode of separation since this mode is used almost exclusively in
fracture toughness testing. It should be realized, however, that the essential results
and conclusions associated with opening mode displacements also apply to the other
two modes shown in Fig. 4.2.

Corresponding to the opening mode conditions outlined above, the stresses and
displacements at points close to the crack border can be shown to have the form 1231

a K 7 2 Cos [1 - sin" sin 36] + .... (4.1)

K K cos e [1 + sine sin 30c - [1 +-r 7 i + (4.2)

K .8 6 3ecxy . r sin cos Cos + .... (4.3)

= (Cx+Oy), (plane strain). (4.4)

0 , (plane stress).

axz =m yz = 0 (4.5)

Ux = K2r)A cos 8 (1-2v+sin2 ] ....

Uy - K 2(1+v) s•in n_cos2 +
E 2,,i 12-2-cs .J+.. (4.7)

uz = 0 (plane strain). (4.8)

In these expressions only the firg.t term of a series expansion is shown. The omitted
terms involve increasing half powers of the ratio of r divided by the crack length, and
consequently, are important only at large distances from the crack tip [24]. Very near
the crack tip the first 'term in each of these series dominates, especially for the
stresses, since they are proportional to r- 1 / 2 . Thus over a region for which r is very
small compared to the plane dimensions of the body, e.g., the crack length or the
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specimen width, the above expressions specify the tip region elastic stresses and dis-
placements to an acceptable degree of accuracy. The K term in these equations is inde-
pendent of r and 8, and serves only as a positive multiplying factor which can be shown
to depend on the applied boundary load and the crack size. Its explicit functional form
in any given situation depends on the geometry of the cracked body and the location of
the crack. In fracture snechanics terminology K is referred to as a "stress Intensity
factor."

The significance of the above expressions is due to their generality, since they
hold for all stationary plane cracks, regardiess of the configuration of the body or the
location of the crack. What changes in these equations, in going from one configuration
to another, is only the functional form of K. Thus the state of elastic stress and dis-
placement in the immediate region bordering a plane crack is, in effect, entirely charac-
terized by the stress intensity factor K. Expressions similar in form to Eqs. (4.1) -
(4.8) have been developed for the sliding and tearing modes of crack surface separation
[23]. Determination of the explicit form of X for any given cracked body configuration
requires an exact solution of the corresponding elasto-static boundary value problem,
discussion of which is beyond the scope of this article. Interested readers can consult
References [21, 22, 23, 25, 26] for details and for additional appropriate references.

The only exact opening mode solutions that are available thus far are for in-
finite regions. For the plane infinite sheet loaded as shown in Fig. 3.3, the stress
intensity factor is

K - a/r . (4.9)

For a plane circular (penny-shaped) crack with diameter 2a located in the interior of an
infinite aolid loaded in uniform tension directed perpendicularly to the plane of the
crack, K has the form

K = 2alw- (4.10)

where a is the applied tensile stress. For finite sized regions acceptable approximate
expressions for K have been determined by a variety of techniques. A tabulation can be
found in References [23, 25]. Stress intensity factors for inhomogeneous and aniso-
tropic cracked bodies are discussed in References [23, 26].

Widely used opening mode stress intensity factors for specimen configurations
designed specifically for laboratory fracture toughness testing are recorded below for
subsequent reference. For the center cracked sheet, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3,

(7a1/2
K a{ia sec a-)) 1 25] (4.11)

and for the double edge cracked sheet as shown in Fig. 4.4,
2a 2 2a 3

K - (ra (1.98 + 0.36 (!-a) - 2.12 (2a) + 3.42 (j-) } (4.12)2a

where 0 < L-_< 0.7, [251, or alternatively
Wa 02wa 1/2

K - a {W tan +0.1 sin , [27]. (4.13)

For a single edge cracked sheet, Eq. (4.12) is replaced by

a 2
K - ara {1.99 - 0.41 (S) + 18.70 V

a3 4
-'I8.4 4 + 53.85 (4.14)

for 0 < _< 0.6, [25, 28]. For the'four-point bend specimen-illustrated in Fig. 4.5,

SK - 6M
E[~]32f(e), M - F(L-Z), L - 4W, (4.15)

B[W--IaJ

Sa/W 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 10.5 0.6
(23]

f(a/W) 0.36 0.49 0.60 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.73

or alternatively

K ra W j {1.99 - 2.47 (a) + 12A97 (a) 2

BW a3 4
-23.17 + 24.80 () (4.16)

I(4ZZ6



for 0 < < < 0.6, (25, 29).
W

For the notched round specimen, Fig. 4.6,

K 40.233 ,2  V d - 0.707D, [30] (4.17)
ird

or

K FD- 3/2 11.72(D- 1.27], (25, 31] (4.18)

for

0.5 <d/D<0.8

For the compact tension specimen shown in Fig. 4.7,

X - ,0 -. Va- (0.296 - 1.855 (1) + 6. 557

-10.170 + 6.389 ( )) (4.19)

for 0.3 < < 0.7, E - 0.6, 125, 32].

The expressions for K given by Eqs. (4.11) - (4.19) although approximate are
nevertheless of considerable value because they provide a simply determinable measure
of the resistance of a material to brittle fracture. For example, if for any one of
these specipw-ns the applied load and crack size that is observed in a test to correspond
to onset of crack propagation is substituted into the corresponding expression for K,
a critical stress intensity fracture value is determined. When, furthermore, the
specimen dimensions are chosen so as to ensure essentially plane strain conditions, then
this critical plane strain stress intensity value, designated by KI_, may be taken as a
definition of the plane strain fracture toughness of the material tested. Experiments
conducted on a variety of nign strengtn structural metals indicate that each material
has a characteristic K1 value which is basically the same regardless of the design of
the specimens used for ihe tests. The choice of particular test geometry is thus largell
a matter of test prograin economy and laboratory convenience. A decade of laboratory
testing has shown, for the high yield strength metals at least, that a lower bound K
value exists for each material. Consequently it is possible to interpret the K valie
as a fracture resistance material property which, under certain conditions, can'ge used
to estimate the load that a structural member containing a crack of specified dimensions
can be expected to sustain without fracture. Several examples which serve to illustrate i
this concept are presented in Section 6.

4.2 Relation Between the Griffith and Irwin Approaches

Irwin has shown by use of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.7), for y-direction stress and displace-
ment, that the work done per unit area by the stress field in slowly extending both ends
of a crack in a sheet of unit thickness (in plane strain), while the outer boundary is
held fixed, is simply 2K2 (l-v2)/E (21, 33]. As a result of Clapeyron's Theorem in linear
elastostatics (34], it follows that this work represents twice the rate at which energy
disappears from the elastic strain energy field as the crack extends, i.e., the elastic
strain energy release rate, traditionally designated by the symbol G. Thus

au
G -- (4.20)

and for opening mode crack surface displacements• ~2SGI - K (l-v2)
G 1 ... (4.21)

in plane strain. For plane stress a similar calculation yields

K2

G M K - .(4.22)

The notation used in these expressions is compatible with that commonly found in frac-
ture mechanics literature. KI and G_ represent the stress intensity factor and the
elastic strain energy release rate in plane strain, while K and G denote these same
quantities for either plane stress or mixed plane stress-plane strain conditions. At
the onset of fast crack propagation a subscript (c) is used to designate critical values.
Thus K., and G represent critical values in plane strain and K and G specify critical
values for pfgne stress or for mixed plane stress-plane strainc(mixedcmode) conditions.

For the infinite sheet of Fig. 3.3 in plane strain it follows from Eq. (4.9) that
at the onset of crack propagation -_j. -~
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G K Ic (1-v 2 ) 2 2 (4.23)Ic E - 2E

where it is understood that a and c are the load and crack size which are observed at
the critical condition.

In Griffith's theory the state of critical and unstable equilibrium is attained
when Eq. (3.3) or (3.4) is satisfied. From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) this leads to the
requirement that

ir 2 Cl-V2) (4.24)2E a 7

From Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) it is seen that the onset of crack propagation in Irwin's
theory corresponds to unstable equilibrium in Griffith's theory when the elastic strain-
energy release rate has the critical value

G =2y , (4.25)Ic e

or when

Ic (4.26)
irc(l-v2)

The surface energy y in the Griffith theory must be determined by experiment for any
given material. Irwfn's theory likewise must rely on experimental determination of the
critical value of G (or Ki ) for a given material because a purely theoretical
criterion for fractire in a ontinuous solid analogous, for example, to the onset of
yield condition employed in the theory of plasticity, has yet to be formulated.

4.3 Plasticity Correction

The inevitability of plastic deformation at the tip of a crack in structural
metals, as well as the importance of such an occurrence from the viewpoint of fracture
toughness, was discussed briefly in Sec. 3. However, the crack tip stress and displace-
ment relations and the explicit formulas for K discussed in Section 4.1 are based
entirely on elastic analysis. Valid application of such analysis to practical situations
is therefore contingent upon the requirement that the extent and influence of any crack
tip plastic yield on the surrounding elastic stresses and displacements, or on any
quantity determined by them, be comparatively small. From Eqs. (4.20) - (4.22) it is
seen that K is related to the rate of change with crack size of the total elastic
strain energy in the body. If the crack tip region over which plastic deformation takes
place is relatively small, then the contribution of such a region to the total elastic
strain energy rate of the body will also be comparatively small 133). Thus elastically
calculated K formulas will be substantially correct, i.e., will be affected only to a
minor degree by the existence of small crack front yield zones.

A somewhat rational, if not rigorous, method for correcting for small scale
plastic yield effects at the crack border has been proposed by Irwin (35, 36), based
on the following argument. The presence of a plastic zone at the crack front tends
to elevate the elastic stress level in the elastic region between the boundary of the
plastic enclave and the free edge of the cracked body as a consequence of the redistribu-
tion of stress caused by the plastic deformation. To compensate for this increase,
the actual half crack length can be imagined to be increased by an amount r , which
represents a measure of the plastic enclave dimension along the plane of thl crack
under conditions of small-scale yielding, as in Fig. 4.8. In other words, the actual N
stress in the elastic-plastic solid corresponding to a half crack length, a, is imagined

0 to be equivalent to the stress that would arise from an "effective* half crack length

a ae *a + r¥ (4.27)

in a perfectly elastic material. A precise, realistic calculation of the shape (and
therefore the size) of the crack-tip plastic enclave is currently not possible because
of the mathematical difficulties associated with the required elastio-stroin hardening
plastic analysis. However, elastic-perfectly plastic anaJyuil for the tearing mode
problem (mode III of Pig. 4.2) indicates a circular plastic sone with radius proportional
to KA divided by the square of the yield stress in simple shear 137). A result similar
in form, mathematically, is obtained for the opening mode from 8q. (4.2) if, along the
plane of the crack, 0 a 0, the y-direction stress is set equal to the uniaxial yicld

Sstress of the material a at some distance r = r from the crack tip. These considera-
tions prompted Irwin to propose as a rough meale of the plastic sone Sis*

r l. T) (plane stress) (4.26)

I and

7I
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r ( (plane strain) (4.29)riy = l a- Y

The plane-strain plastic zone size measure is reduced by a factor of one-third in order
to account for the constraining effect of the ateral a stress, which is zero in planestress.

Near the crack tip along the plane of expected crack extension a state of triaxial
tension exists for the plane strain case, which reduces to biaxial tension in plane stress.
The effect that such a difference in the state of stress may have on the mechanical
behavior of the material can be demonstrated qualitatively as follows. Consider a solid
which is subjected to a series of tensile tests; the first uniaxial, the second biaxial
and the third triaxial, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

For each case in increasing order of dimensionality

a1
E(1 ) e

a1  a 1 E(I)
(2) e1  E- [a1"va2]

a1  a
(3) (a •I i~ 2 +, ,, -2

where Eli, E,., and E are the effective elastic moduli in each case. The (1)-
directidAIelad•ic stre•i~strain relations can then be expressed in the form

a L(1) e,

E

a e

for the uniaxial, biaxial and triaxial situations respectively. Setting k - I and
choosing v - 1/3, for a given level of stress aI in the elastic range the corresponding
strain e increases with decrease in the degree of dimensionality of the applied tensile
stress sistem, Fig. 4.10. A triaxial tensile state of stress tends to, in effect,
"embrittle" material behavior relative to biaxial and uniaxial states. Applying this
result to the crack problem, the a stress near the crack border, Fig. 4.1, (which is a
principal stress since shear stroeses vanish along the crack plane) in the plane strain
state acts as an elastic constraint to plastic yielding in this region. As the crack
opens in the tensile mode the material at the tip of the crack is pulled apart. When
a is very small compared to ao and o , as in the plane stress case, a thickness reduc-
tion or "necking down," which is assuciated with relatively large plastic enclave
development can be readily observed in front of the crack (303. Thus it is seen that
the degree of plastic yield which occurs at the front of a sharp crack is largely deter-
mined by the yield strength of the material, and by the degree of stress triaxiality
which prevails near the tip of the crack.

If the K formulas are corrected for small scale plastic yield effects according
to Xqs. (4.27) - (4.29), for center cracked shoots in plane stress, Zqs. (4.9) and
(4. 11) become

X 2 a a2Lxa + .() (4.30)

and
K 2 a 2s ((we e÷1 +

for the notched round bar in plane strain, replacing the notch diameter 4 by d-2rlyaallows Eq. (4.17) t be modified to the fmer

XI[ o'| 0.233 o / (4.32) -

where d ,, .0 and o= 4F/wd3 .Critical fracture toughness values ore obtained from

L
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these expressions by "trial and error" calculations.

4.4 Thickness and Fracture Mode Transition, Plane
Strain Size Requirements

In view of the effect of stress triaxiality on the size of the plastic enclaves,
aschematic representation of the crack-tip plastic zone might then appear as shown in
Fig. 4.11, which illustrates qualitatively the change from plane stress conditions
near the plate surfaces to plane strain conditions through the central portioQ. When
the thickness B is large compared with the plastic enclave size factor (K/ay)4, most of
the plate is in a state of plane strain. If the thickness is reduced such that the
bell-shaped ends of the plastic enclaves overlap, then a state of plane stress is attained.
Actual experimental observation of plastic enclaves show a wide variation of shapes
depending on the plastic properties of dhe different materials [38, 39]. Figure 4.1.1
is, therefore, shown for illustrative purposes only. Nevertheless, it is generally true
that thick-sectioned bodies which approach plane strain conditions tend to suppress crack
front plastic yield, compared to thinner sectioned structural members which yield more
readily at the crack border owing to the reduced elastic constraint. One might then
expect to find fracture toughness variation with thickness because of the plastic enclave
size dependency on thickness. Experiments show this to be generally true for high yield
strength metals. These same experiments also show a distinct correlation between frac-
ture surface appearance and thickness. Figure 4.12 illustrates schematically data
obtained for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy tested at room temperature [40, 41). The principal
features of Fig. 4.12 have also been observed for other high strength metals including
steels, aluminum and titanium alloys [14, 42, 43]. Fracture toughness in general
increases with reduction in specimen thickness at a rate which varies for different
materials. Beyond a certain thickness, the fracture toughness approaches a lower bound
value K (or GIc), which remains independent of further increase in B. However, the

variati;R of K in the thin sheet or foil range has not as yet been well enough
documented to ýarrant any general statements [44].

Fracture surface appearance also shows correlation with specimen thickness.
Thick sections, essentially in a plane strain state, exhibit a wide portion of the
thickness as a relatively flat smooth fracture surface (square fracture) coupled with
thin oblique shear edges called "shear lips," Fig. 4.13a. The proportion of square
fracture to oblique shear fracture increases with increase in thickness, Fig. 4.12.
In thin specimens the fracture surface is entirely, or almost entirely, oblique shear
(slant fracture), Fig. 4.13c. In the range of thicknesses over which K attains its
uppermost values, the fracture surfaces are generally observed to be 106 percent slant
fracture. The portion of the fracture toughness versus thickness curve which changes
rapidly corresponds roughly to a change in fracture surface appearance from slant to
square. In other words a fracture mode transition occurs over the range of thicknesses
intermediate between thickness values which give primarily plane stress and plane strain
states at the crack tip.

Slant fracture is associated with a shear separation process whereas square frac-
ture is better characterized by a cleavage-type separation. Since slant fracture occurs
in thin sections with relatively extensive plastic yield compared to square fracture,
which is typical of thick sections, the ratio of plastic zone size to sheet thickness
is significant in determining the degree of elastic constraint at the crack tip, and
thus the appearance of the fracture surface. This fact is clearly shown by means of the
dimensionless parameter 0 introduced by Irwin [45, 46).

S2 (4.33)

1 (K,0 )2 64 ly34)

figure 4.14 illustrates the fracture appearance, in terms of percent of slant fracture
S n I - P - (1-A/a) x 100, plotted against the relative plastic zone sixe parameter 0
for a large number of high strength steels and several titanium alloys tested at room
temperature. Note that when 8 - ao is greater than 2w the transition to oblique shear
fracture is almost cowplete, being greater than eighty percent. At 0 w 2w, 8 - ry.
Thus when the plastic enclave size is equal to or greater than the shiet thickness, the
fracture mode is one of plastic shear approaching plane stress conditions. For values
of 0 - 0 less than about 0.5, the fracture appearance is more than ninety percent
flat, aploaohing plane strain, with B 9 40 r . Under these circumstances fracture
toughness values approach a minimum value, inAipendent of further increase in section
thickness as indicated by Fig. 4.12. In other words, for aUl thickness values B > 40
rvv 2 1 ( /cv) a fracture toughness test performed on any one of the specimen designs
sGwn in rigi. 4.3-7 will yield approximately the bame lower bound K value. Subsequent
tests performed on high strength maraging steels using several diffdeint test specimen
designs have confirmed this result [25). These tests have also demonstrated that in
the range of crack length tojpecimen width ratio 0.3 < 2a/W < 0.5 in sheet specimens, or
0.3 < a/c < 0.5 in bond specimens, (iW there is no sigWificant variation in K. values
with-changi in ligament length (W/2 - a) in sheet specimens, or (W-a) in beniospecimens,
(ii) X is independent of initial crack size provided the crack length is approximately
forty Ises r1 y'

... ... .... .._
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W'ivn pavo roviouily roforted to the possibility of Inntrpo'ethnq tht K vAlu tor

a given ma ýori an o £rrdotur e ristance mdtorltl proportý, Impl ied in OlUh intorpra,
tAtion is the ability to ascribe any such value, obtained rom small mi10d lahcriorty
test specimens, Lo the full mis5eL struatural epumpvis.aL, This o of cou@re means that a
laboratory determined K_ vAluo must ba indoepndont of upecimon dirmeniono and ospcilmlon
confiquration. On the basis of the eaperimontol data dinosummed abavv these " '0qU0,'-
ments will be satisfied when teot Lpviimen thickness And atack lmnth are vf but iioent
magnitude relative to the plastic none sine mOa#ukre, Accurding.ly, til most rocat tOO0um-
mendations by the American Society for Tonting And Materialo tor••n 0" "lititiW
that both tost specimen thhickness and crack Jlngth be no less thanIRS ( ,"4V w iti
order to ensuret valid KIC values,

Mixed-mode an.J fully plane ntreau fracture toughneme valun oxshibit tJiloitialnt
section thickness dependency in all structural matnlm that hAvo hoon tested, For this
reaso' Kv values cannot be considered in the some way an K .wvimatea for any given
mater al As a material property independent of else and U1e0Aotry, The thtoWknosn do.on-
dency of K. is, oi course, related to the rolatlvelw greoter doeree of viAvk front
plastic yidld associated with non-plane strain ,onditions, In addition to tliickne."#, #K
values may also depend on specimen width and crack site, as illustrated by Figs, 4CAS
and 4.16, (48), obtained from sheet speoimenk. With dcreoase in else, a vignitivat,
lowering of K occuri when the net section stresa, q. at onsat oa fracvture loureane
beyond 6.` a." Similar trends have also been observld for thin-sheot 7O%-'T6 4luminum
alloy 149u. There ic at present, however, insuffi,)ient experimental data available
covering a wide range of structural metals to wAxrrnt qeneral speciml #isi roenommanda-
tlons for minimizing the effects ot these variables on K * Furtahermoro, contrary to
the plane strain situation, it is possiblo that each parficular material or alloy dy'ttem
may require different sie criteria (50 - 53).

The degree of sharp noss of the crask-simulatinr notchor slot in a test spocimn
can affect the K value through notch blunting, with its concomitant stress-reitev.ni
effects. Dat-• oitained from testa performed on thin stiel sheets is shown aahematically
in Fig. 4.17, indicating the variation of frature toughness with notch root radius,
Above a certain minimum root radius, K increases in proportion to the square rzot of
the notch radius. This minimum notch foot radius varies with tho materlA in question.
Values ranging from as low 49 0,0002 inches for 11-ll steelp .- uigh yield strength lavela
to as high as 0.010 inches for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy havo b.,;t.n obsorvod ('4, 541.
After considerable study, [55, b6], it in now the tner'l practioe in fracture toughneso
testing to use a "natural" crack which has been initiated at the vnos of A not.h or aaw-
cut slit in test specimens. Such sharp cracks may be produced by striking with a sharp
wedge at low temperatures, or more usually by fatigue at low cyclic stressds.

Because of the thickness dependency of K it should not be concluded that K
values are of little importance as compared witH K values. For structural uses at
sheet material, as in the aerospace industry, desiiR based on the lower bound plane
strain fracture toughness would require unrv,%sonably thick panels in normally thiln-seic.-
tioned structural members. This would be particularly true for the tough low strength
alloys. However the K tests used to evaluate the fraoture touUhness in such circum-
stances should be carrYed out at the thickness of tho intended structural applie.tion.

4.5 Temperature and Fracture Mode Tranjition

Since the introduction of notched bar impact testing at the beginning of this
century, e.g., the Charpy V-notch test, it has been apparent that low-to-medium yield
strength steels exhibit a rather abrupt a.hange in fractture energy over a relatively
narrow range of temperature variation. Within this narrow temperature range a transi-
tion in mode of fracture takes place, from a tough fibrous (oblique shear) fraoture
requiring high energy absorption at higher temperatures, to a brittle aleavage (flat)
fracture requiring low energy absorption at lower temperatures. Figure 4.18 illuutrates
schematically the typical behavior ot a medium strength steel. The transitioe in
fracture mode arises from basic differences in the micromechanisms b.v which the fracture
is produced at different temperatures. The abruptness of the energy-tssmperature curve
and the temperatures at which it occurs varies with different materials, and with the
metallurgical processing of any given material, e.g., its heat treatment Tempea'aturo
transition phenomena are pronounced in materials with body-centered cubic and hexagonal
close-packed lattice structures, for example, iron, molybdenutr and ainc. It is much
less significant in materials with face-cantired cubic latticie structure such as copper,
aluminum and nicke h[57].

The increase in Charpy V-notch energy required for fracture with increasing tem-
perature suggests that the same behaviorwould be expected for fracture toughness values.
The same conclusions can also be inferred from other experimental information. Both
the ultimate tensile strength and the yield strength of structural metals are known to
vary inversely with temperature. Further, both KC and K tend to decrease with
increasing ultimate tensile strength and/or yield'streng•i, as seen in Figs. 4.19 and
4.20, [58, 52]. From these experimental observations, X and KI can be expectad to show
significant temperature dependence, with a tendency to i~creaseo as the temperature
is raised. h

Figure 4.21 shows the variation of K with temperature for a medium strength steel
alloy 0.073 inch thick, together with the c8 rresponding change in the percentage of
square fracture observed on the fracture surfaces [41]. The transitinn in fracture ap-
pearance is continuous and is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.22. Practically all
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of the change in fracture surface appearancs takes place within the range of temperature
over which the fracture touqhness transition occurs, exhibiting a behavior strikih•l"

similar to the Charpy V-notch results. Thus for a certain class of structural metals,
there is associated with K values a characteristic transition temperature range. It

has also been observed thaf for a given material, the temperature transition range is
smaller, i.e., the variation in fracture toughness with temperature is more abrupt, for
thinner sections and lower yield strengths. This represents the added effect of a sec-
tion thickness or geometry induced transition in fracture toughness and fracture mode.

The physical bases of both transition effects, one due to the reduction of lateral
stress constraint with reeuction in section thickness and the other due to elevation
in temperature, are similaz in that both tend to promote crack front plastic yield, and
thus shear type micro-mechanisms of separation. This in turn increases fracture
toughness.

The character of the temperature dependence of plane str:in fLacture toughnecs
K is more difficult to establish because with rise in temperature (with correspond-
ih increase in the crack front plastic enclave size), specimen dimensions must be pro- 2
gressively enlarged so as to meet the ASTM recommended size criteria, B,a < 2.5 (K _ /0 .
For example, for a test performed on a low strength A 533 Grade B steel using a co- "
pact tension test specimen design, Fig. 4.7, at room temperature 75eF with a yield stress
of 70 ksi and a Kic value of about 150 ksi Vrn, it is necessary to use a specimen which
is 30 inches wide Cand 12 inches thick [591. At elevated temperatures the required
specimen dimensions become prohibitively large. On the other hand, at low temperatures,
say at -2500F, a plane strain fracture of this same material can be obtained on a specimen
only 2 1/2 inches wide and 1 inch thick. Data obtained from this series of tests, Fig.
4.23, (59, 60], as well as from another series performed on a medium strength A 517-F
alloy steel (611, clearly indicate a temperature transition phenomenon for plane strain
fracture toughness.

Prior to the time that these tests were performed, it was generally felt that
the rulatively abrupt transition in absorbed energy to fracture observed in the Charpy
V-notch impact test was due mainly to the transition in the state of stress, i.e., from
lane strain below the temperature transition range to plane stress above this range
621. Since a single sized specimen is used over the entire range of temperatures in

the Charpy test, the observed transition effect was thought to be due simply to the
impossibility of maintaining sufficient crack front stress triaxiality in small Epecimens
because of the increasing plastic zone size with increasing temperature. Thus, it was
reasoned that if the specimen size could be proqjressively increased In a series of
temperature-plane strain fracture toughness tests, only a gradual rise in plane strain
toughness with temperature might be anticipated (631. The experimental results shown
in Fig. 4.23 clearly demonstrate otherwise. Electron fractographic studies of the frac-
tured surfaces in the steep 0 - 50-F terperature range in these tests revealed no signifi-
cant differences in fracture surface appearance. Fracture surfaces were predominantly
square fracture with little evidence of shear lips. The pronounced increase in K
over a relatively narrow temperature range is thus a strictly temperature inducedIc

effect, independent of thickness. A higher rate of increase in fracture toughness
would be expected if a secticn-thickness induced transition effect from plane strain
conditions to mixed-mode or plane strees conditions were superimposed on the increase in
plane strain toughness. This is borne out by the test results shown in Fig. 4.24, [611.
Since some materials exhibit a sharp decrease in fracture toughness with a relatively
small drop in temperature, it is imperative that the designer have fracture toughness
information at, and preferably lower than, the lowest service temperature. Ideally, it
would be even more desirable to have information on the toughness variation over the
whole range of possible service temperatures.

4.6 Strain-Rate Effects on Plane Strain Fracture Toughness

In certain strain-rate sensitive materials, notably low-to-medium strength struc-
tural steels and soft titanium, a pronounced increase of yield strength occurs in a change
from static to dynamic load application which leads to a loss of fracture toughness.
In high strength aluminum, titanium and steel alloys this effect is not significant.

There is now sufficient evidence to justify the conclusion that in rate :'-itive
materials, fracture toughness is a rate dependent property where, furthermore', this
dependence is also a function of temperature [64, 65, 66). Figure 4.25 is illustrative
of data obtained from staticand dynamically loaded 3-point bend specimens of a medium
strength A 517-F steel (67]. A more comprehensive and revealing picture of the fracture
toughness variation over a wide spectrum of strain rates for a low strength steel is shown
schematically in Fig. '.26, [68, 69, 70, 71). The curve to the right of the figure was
obtained from wide plate crack propagation tests it -12F. The curves to the left
represent plane strain fracture toughness velues over a range of strain rates of five
orders of magnitude. A gap of three orders of magnitude separates the results from the
fastest of the dynamically loaded tests and those from the slowest propagating cracks.
The dotted horizontal line represents a hypothetical minimum Klc value for the -120F
temperature, suggested by the data points at both ends.

These limitea test resuir-a epbm.. - .~.. -

plane strain fracture toughness level for a given temperature in rate-sensitive materials.
The location of this minimum along the strain-rate spectrum depends on temperature.
The practical significance of such effects is manifest. If not properly anticipated,
brittleness induced by high rates of loading, particularly at low temperatures, can lead
to significant reduction in fracture toughness, and thus to unexpected service failures
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as temperatures drop and load rates increase. Unfortunately the experimental difficulties
inherent in establishing the complete rate dependence of fracture toughness over a
range of temperatures are formidable.

5. FRACTUPM TOUGHNESS IN SEMIBRITTLE FRACTURE

While there is no theoretical justification for limiting linear elastic fracture
mechanics to high yield strength materials, difficulties of a practical nature arise
when considerable crack-tip plasticity is observed prior to fracture. Unduly large and
unwieldy specimen sizes become necessary in order to maintain validity of the linear
elastic K characterization of the crack tip stress field.

It has previously been shown that to obtain the plane strain fracture toughness
for a low strength A 533 steel, cy = 70 ksi and KI - 150 ksi i1 at room temperature,
using a compact tension specimen, Fig. 4.7, it is necessary to use a specimen which is
30 in. wide and 12 in. thick. At higher temperatures for this same material, or for
a ductile steel at the same temperature, still larger specimen dimensions will be
required. This is clearly impractical because of limited laboratory capabilities, not
to mention the high costs of performing such tests.

h similar situation prevails for K testingof low-strength thin sheet specimens.
This can be shown in several ways. Consiaer a center-cracked sheet specimen, Fig. 4.3,
for which the stress intensity factor is given by Eq. (4.11). For a unit thickness the
formula for K can be expressed in terms of the net section stress aN = F/(W-2a) as

K a (l- {2a) {a sec (La) 1/2

Choosing a crack-size to specimen-width ratioof one-half, i.e., a W/4, Eq. (5.1)
can be modified and solved for W in the form

a-) . (5.2)

When a = a the entire ligament length (W-2a) approaches a state of plastic yield, a
situatfon w~ich clearly invalidates use of an elastic analysis. Suppose it is assumed
that for a •a < 0.5, the crack front plastic enclave size is sufficiently small to
justify reqen~ign of the elastic analysis. Then in place of Eq. (5.2) we have

K2
W - 14.4 a N = 0.5 (5.3)

For a low strength 2024-T3 aluminum alloy with a Y 50 ksi and K = 87 ksi Y/N at
thickness B = 1/16 in., application of Eq. (5.3) indicates that S specimen width of
W '- 44 in. is necessary for valid application of linear elastic fracture mechanics.
Again we are approaching the limits of practicability with specimens of this size.

A more revealing approach to the samerroblem can be seen in another way. The
elastic stress components for the plane stationary crack problem with opening mode crack
surface displacements can be expressed as a series expansion and written as (24, 72, 731

S n

")djk + fL Ek " f k(o)' j,k = 1,2 (5.4)
v2?rr n=2

where, corresponding to Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3), a, = = , 12 = al. and E•k(6)
represent functions of the angle 0. Referr1Ag tox Fi' 5.? 1fo• valu of r/a - 1,
all terms appearing under the summation sign in Eq. (5.4) can be ignored in comparison
to the first term, so that for all points close to the crack front

K jk
fj (0) (5.5)

which is a compact representation of equations (4.1) - (4.3). It is clear that the
degree of accuracy represented by the retention of only the first term of Eq. (5.4)
depends on the extent to which K << 1. In Fig. 5.1, rb represents the radius of a
circular region enclosing the crank tip within which Eq. (5.5) gives acceptable values
of the elastic stresses. In metals, crack front plastic yield invariably occurs, so
that a plastic enclave whose size along the plane of the crack is roughly r , is embedded
within rb. If r is very much smaller than r , then the elevation of elastic stresses
within rb caused by the plastic deformatiok within r is negligible. Hence Eq. (5.5)
is a valid approximation for the crack-tip stresses foY all points exterior to the
plastic enclave but within the circle of radius r , provided that r /a < r/a < rb/a << 1.
(or purposes of discussion, it is sufficient to cAnsider the plastig enclave to be
circular and centered at the crack tip). Studies desiqned to determine the variation
in accuracy of Eq.(5.5) with change in r/a, for several different test specimen configura-
tions indicate that, for r/a - 0.05, an error of the order of 10 percent can be expected.
(See Ref. (251, pgs. 75, 76 for details). In other words, with r/a - 0.05, for all



points lying outside the plastic enclave but interior to the radius rb -. 05a the
elastic crack tip stresses given by (5.5), or equivalently by (4.1) - (4.3), can be
expected to be about 90 percent or more accurate. Accepting this as a tolerable level
of accuracy, we consider once again the 2024-T3 aluminum allow sheet discussed previously.
For the indicated K and a values r Z 0.5 in. For this value of r the above inequali-
ties require that 0.5/a < Y/a < 0.05T or, equivalently, that the cra&k length 2a > 20 in.
For a crack size to width ratio of (2a/W) = 0.5, it is necessary to have a specimen
width 2a/W = 0.5 > 20/W, or W > 40 in., which corresponds to the result of the previous
analysis. Thus, for tough low-strength ductile materials which develop large plastic
enclave sizes in plane stress, retention of a linear elastic approach to the assessment
of fracture toughness requires the use of very wide test specimens.

In order to circumvent these limitations several different proposed methods of
determining fracture toughness in situations where crack front plastic yield is appre-
ciable (semibrittle fracture) are currently under investigation. At this time, however,
none of these proposed methods has obtained sufficient acceptance to be recognized as
an international or national standard.

Accordingly, a brief outline of the better-known of these methods is presented
below.

5.1 Crack-Onening Displacement (COD)

For situations in which significant crack-tip plastic yielding occurs prior
to unstable fracture, a certain amount of opening displacement (blunting) of the crack
or notch tip is often observed. This crack opening displacement (COD) has been proposed
as a measure of fracture resistance in situations where crack-tip yielding is greater
than allowable limits for the elastic K characterization of fracture toughness [74, 75].

In situations of small crack-tip yielding, an approximate relationship has been
established between the COD concept and the linear elastic G or K quantities. This
relation is obtained by considering the crack tip yield region to be represented by a
circle of diameter 2ry. The actual crack and plastic zone combination is then replaced
for analysis purposes by an effective elastic crack, a = a + ry, as shown in Fig. 5.2a.
The crack-opening displacement, 6, is defined as the separation of the faces of the ef-
fective elastic crack at the position corresponding to the tip of the real crack, and
represents the actual crack-tip opening due to plastic yield, as seen in Fig. 5.2b.

The COD or 6 can be calculated by first substituting 0 = w and r = ry in Eq.
(4.7) for the plane strain y-direction displacement, giving

2K 2Uy(ryT) = F-E (1-v ) v y (5.6)

2Then witi. 6 = 2 Uy (ry,7) and ry = 1/67T (K/oY) , Eq. (4.21) becomes

4 G

A similar analysis in the case of plane stress gives

4G

rT Y

In keeping with the approximate nature of the entire calculation, a value of unity is
assumed for the coefficient multiplying G/Oy, so that

(5.7)

Within the limitation of small plastic enclave size, Eq. (5.7) merely recharacterizes
G, the elastic energy release rate of theentire body, in terms of the deformation of the
material at the tip of the crack.

Regardless of the relative size of the yield zone at the crack tip, however,
crack extension can be expected to take place at some critical COD value. This critical
value designated by 6c, (at a given temperature, section thickness and straix rate)
has been proposed and is currently being investigated as a measure of resistance to
fracture. If, as is often the case with ductile materials, crack growth initiation is
follcwed by slow stable crack growth prior to crack propagation, the obeerved value of
6 at the onset of catastrophic crack propagation should be taken as the critical COD.

Another example of an elastic analysis with simulated plasticity can be seen
in Dugdale's "strip-yield" model (76]. In situations where such a model may be reason-

V ably applied, the 'strip-yield" model permits consideration of plastic zones more
extensive than car be tolerated by the Irwin r correction discussed previously. The
Dugdale model consists of a crack of length 2a in a thin infinite sheet (in plane stress)
which is loaded uniformly in tension normal to the plane of the crack. The plastic yield
at the ends of the crack is assumed to be confined to a very narrow band of length s,

S iT
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oriented along the lea.;.h of the crack, Fig. 5.3a. Plastic zones having this shape have
been observed in thin sheet specimens of mild strain-hardening materials [771. The
crack shown in Fig. 5.3a is replaced by an extended crack a+s, loaded over the length v
by a compressive stress of constant magnitude equal to the yield stress of the materials,
Fig. 5.3b. This model was developed to simulate the constraining effect of the actual
atrip-like plastic zones for ideal elastic-plastic material response, and permits elastic
analysis of the sheet having the geometry of Fig. 5.3b, The characteristic singularity
of the stresses at the tip of a crack in the elastic analysis of Sac. (4.1) is replaced
in the Dugdale model by finite stresses at the tip of the extended crack, The opening
of the crack walls at distance x w i a of ig. 5.3b corresponds to the cr.ck opening dis-
placement at the ends of the crack of Pig. 5.3a, and can be shown to be (781

80 a
6 --- " - n sec (- (5.8)

In terms of a series expansion of the log sec function

ea a 2 4 6

6W__.) + .....1 . (5.9)=If1- Z + - (-0 iT Z 3 . ...

For small values of the ratio of applied stress to yield stress, say (W/cr) l 0.1, only
the first term of the series expansion is significant. Use of Eqs. (4.9) and (4.22)
for the center-cracked infinite sheet in plane stzess, reduces the first term of Eq.
(5.9) to Eq. (5.7). Since no restriction is placed on the length of the plastic zone

dimension a in the "strip-yield" model, it has been suggested on the basis of some
experimental results and numerical elastic-plastic solutions of notched bar configura-
tions, that the "strip-yield" model gives a good estimate of the relationship between
COD, crack length and applied stress in the presence of extensive plasticity, under a
wide ranqe of conditions including plane strain (79, 80, 811.

The initial apparatus for measuring the COD consisted of a paddle gage which was
inserted into the crack tip, with the magnitude of the crack opening indicated by a rota-
tion of the paddle. Measurements with the paddle gage were initially rather successful,
but subsequent attempts at duplicating the results at other laboratories led to the con-
clusion that the technique was too tedious to give satisfactory results. In current
application, the COD is not measured directly; instead, a standard clip gage is employed
to measure center-crack displacements or edge displacements in edge-notched specimens.
The clip gage results are then correlated with COD values by use of experimental calibra-
tion curves.

5.2 Crack Growth Resistance Curves (R-Curves)

Considerable slow, stable crack growth prior to unstable fracture is often ob-
served in fracture toughness teasting, especially as the ductility of the material increases
or the thickness decreases. It is also known that K. (or G ) values demonstrate sizable
variations with specimen width and initial crack size. The Yack of a unique K value for
a given material, together with stable crack growth which is characteristic o? K testing,
has led to the development of the crack growth resistance curve (R-curve) [82, 83, 50].

The basic concept of the R-curveand be stated as follows: As the rate of energy
available for crack extension, G, is increased during specimen loading, it is opposed
by an increasing resistance to crack extension, R, such that G and R remain in equili-
brium up to the point of crack instability. The R-curve represents the rate of energy
absorption in the creation of new surfaces and in plastic deformation throughout the
border region of the crack.

For illustrative purposes consider the center-cracked sheet with an initial
crack length 2aO, for which Eqs, (4.11) and (4.22) give

G - 2 sec (-) (5.10) -
E

Although the values of G and R are equal up to the point of instability, they represent
distinctly different physical quantities. The rate of energy absorption required by the
stable, continuous growth of a crack into plastically deformed regions increases with
crack extension, so that the R-curve has the form shown in Fig. 5.4. The G-curves in
Fig. 5.4 are plotted as a function of the crack length using Eq. (5.10), with each curve
representing a particular value of the applied stress as a parameter. As the crack
extends slowly, equality of G with R requires increasing value of the applied stress c,
thus raising the G(a,a) curve. Points of intersection of the G and R curves represent
stable crack lengths for a given value of applied stress. When the G(a,c) curve is raised
sufficiently to become tangent to R, unstable crack extension occurs at the critical
applied stress ao. Analytically the condition for crack instability requires that

G(aac) R(a,a ) and (na) (-.r) c (5.11)
0 -'-
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which determines the fracture toughness Gc (or Kc) and the critical crack length, ac.

The degree of dependence of Gc on both initial crack length and specimen width
depends on the shape of theR-curve for the material, thickness and temperature under
investigation. The R-curve is generally considered to be a material property, inde-
pendent of specimen size, configuration and initial crack size. This proposition, however,
has not been definitively established since results which both agree and disagree with
this hypothesis have been reported (84, 85, 54]. Nevertheless, acceptance of this
assumption allows the GC dependency on specimen width and initial crack size to be
illustrated qualitative~y as shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 (50]. In Fig. 5.5 the initial
crack size is held constant while the specimen width is varied, and in Fig. 5.6 the
width is fixed while the initial crack size is changed.

An R-curve can be constructed, foreaample for the canter.-cracked sheet specimen,
by substituting into Eq. (5.10) observed test values for load and associated crack size.
This gives a corresponding value of elastic energy rate which is equal to R at the ob-
served crack length. The locus of all such values (points of the R vs. a plot) con-
stitutes the R-curve. A discussion of various testing techniques which have been
developed for R-curve determinations can be found in Reference [86]. Attempts have been
made to construct R-curves through use of ubserved shear-lip dimensions (83], and by
plastic enclave strain measurements (19], in order to estimate the plastic deformation
rate contribution to R.

5.3 J Integral

The nonelastic behavior of semibrittle materials which encouraged the develop-
ment of the COD and R-curve concepts, has also led to the definition of the J integral
by Rice (87] and its subsequent development as a fracture criterion in fracture mechanics
testing. The J integral is a two-dimensional, energy line integral defined by the
relation

J =I (W dy - . ds) (5.12)

where W is the strain energy density, • is the traction vector determined by a = n
over the contour r, and d is the displacement vector, Fig. 5.7. The line integral of
Eq. 5.12 can be shown to be path independent when taken about any closed path, [87].
Therefore, the value of J obtained from a closed contour close to the tip of a crack,
as in Fig. 5.7, involving the near-tip stress and displacement fields can be equivalently
evaluated by a closed contour which comprises the outer specimen boundary. Under normal
conditions this procedure allows a much more simplified evaluation process. The J
integral is thought to be applicable to elastic materials or elastic-plastic materials
which can be treated by a deformation theory of plasticity, provided that there is no
unloading of stresses in the plastically deformed regions.

Because of the path independent nature of the J integral, it is possible to show
that

SJ -(5.13)

which represents the rate of change of potential energy with respect to crack size.
Thus in the linear elastic case and, also for small scale crack-tip yielding the J
integral represents the same quantity as G. For a nonlinear elastic body, J may be inter-
preted as the energy available for crack extension but, for the general elastic-plastic
behavior, this interpretation is no longer valid.

V! The J integral has also been examined as to its validity as a fracture criterion
under plane strain conditions by evaluating the integral at the critical conditions
of impending crack growth. The fracture parameter in plane strain, J , his been
evaluated by several researchers [88, 89, 90] using an involved experl~ntal technique
requiring a number of identical specimens with a specified variation in uriginal crack
size. It is significant that a relatively constant value for Jfc was obtained for
the various specimens from these tests which would tend to confirm its usefulness as a
plane strain fracture criterion. However, other researchers using different experimen-
tal techniques have found considerable variations in J values. Thus it seems that,
apart from questions of itsvalidity for general elasti-plastic behavior, further
research efforts are essential if the significancecf J.c as a fracture criterion is to be
satisfactorily understood.

5.4 Nonlinear Energy Characterization of Fracture Toughness

For many situations in fracture toughness testing, the strain energy stored
under the linear portion of the load-displacement curve is a small portion of the total
strain energy absorbed up to the onset of unstable fracture. This is especially true
for thin specimens of low-to-medium yield strength materials. In such circumstances,
sizable crack tip plastic deformation makes application of the lik.sar elastic K
characterization of fracture toughness invalid when conventional sized specimens are
used. Consequently, an empirical method which characterizes fracture toughness in
terms of the total strain energy rate at crack instability has recently been proposed by
Liebowitz and Eftis [91, 92].

.%~
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Although this method can be applied to any specimen geometry, it will be dis-
cussed for the center-cracked sheet, where for convenience the thickness dimension is
taken as unity. Let v designate the displacement of a gage point located at the point
of application of a slowly applied load, F, which incraases monotonically until fracture
instability occurs. A load-displacement record for a fracture toughness test in which
there is significant crack-tip plastic yield, andpossibly slow, stable crack growth
prior to crack instability, appears typically as shown in Fig. 5.8. The actual load-
displacement record can be represented quite adequately by the simple three-parameter
relation

n
v = + k() ,(5.14)

where M(c) is the crack size dependent elastic compliance (per unit thickness) of the
cracked specimen. The nonlinear part of the load-displacement curve is characterized
by the parameters k > 0 and n > 1, and is a measure of the degree of crack front plastic
yield and stable crack growth present in the test situation.

The total strain energy in the specimen for any displacement v in the nonlinear
range consists of a linear elastic part, U , and a nonlinear part, UNNL" and is repre-
sented by the total area under the load-dikplacement curve. It can be calculated
from Eq. 5.14 as

F
U-U + -F~vI vdFU U UL + UNL ' F-v 0

1 2 n)(n l
_ F n Fn+l F2 ) • (5.15)

The rate of change of U with slow crack extension, under fixed-grip conditions, can be
shown to be

SD UNLL7••'U 1 ,M ULC- + '-a 6-°
C v T_ v a v

2nk F n-1IEl + - ( ) I ½ I d (516

Since the first term on the right side of (5.16) is the elastic strain energy rate
contribution, i.e.,

ET C- F2 [dc(1)] -G , (5. 17)

it is logical to define

aulGm-' (•]v° -CG (5. 18)

- n-i

2nk ,Fnl

where C -I + n+-T2 ]) 1

When 0 is evaluated at the load corresponding to thq onset of crack instability, it
represents a nonlinear fracture toughnoss measure, G . The quantity d represents the
degree of nonlinearity which exists primarily as a.oSnsequence of crack-tip plastic

* yield and stable crack growth. When the value of C is very close to unity, the load-
displacement record is essentially linear. This situation corresponds to a fracture
toughness test under plane strain conditions in which there is no signlficant crack-
tip plastic yield ano no significant stable crack growth pr4or to crack instability
(25), so that, when C + 1.0, 0 * *. On the other hand, C can have values consider&-
bly greater than unity for morg ducaile materials in thin sheet spemLmens. This method
is therefore a generalisation of the linear elastic characteis ation of fracture tough-

* ness which is based only on the linear portion of the load-displacement curve.

The three parameters K, n and k are determined directly from the test record.
N4 represents the slope of the linear portion of the curve. In order to evaluate n and k,• two secant lines are drawn to the load-displacement curve as shown in Fig. 5.9. The
secant moduli are obtained as a M and * 1, where 0 < a < a < 1. The values of a and
a are somewhat arbitrary exoept that t;s secant line iaprehnted by a N should intersect
S.* curve near the point of crack instability. In this case F - ;Ad Eq. (5.19)
reduces to

1 2 1-) (5.20)Ii .V

• "-4
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which is independent of the elastic compliance M as expected, and where

n2 (2" 1 )
n 1+ (l-2)

kn (F I/F2) (5.21)

Sincg G, as given by (5.17), can be evaluated by the usual elastig compliance methods
and C can be calculated by means of Equations (5.20) and (5.21), G is completely known
for any given test situation.

6. APPLICATIONS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS CONCEPTS

6.1 Damage Tolerant Structures

The application of fracture mechanics concepts introduced in the previous sec-
tions of this chapter has led to the evolution of a general class of structures known
as damage tolerant structures. These structures are developed with the knowledge that
it is possible to maintain structural integrity even though certain flaws are known to
exist in the material. Proeer use of fracture mechanics allows the prediction of maxi-
mum flaw sizes allowable for the safe use of these structures. The procedure of employ-
ing damage tolerant structures has also been referred to as a fail safe or fracture safe
philosophy as discussed, for example in Ref. [421.

The fail safe philosophy assumes that during the service life of a structural
component, fatigue cracks or other damage will not progress to a catastrophic condition
between specified inspection intervals. This concept covers all of the primary structure
in aircraft so that the loss of one component does not permit catastrophic failure
of the entire structure. The deployment of redundant components or materials which
exhibit slower fatigue crack growth rates can be used to implement such a fail safe con-
cept. In addition, stringers are often used as crack arrest elements which are then
incorporated into the evaluation of critical stresses for the structural design procedure.

Proceeding from a metallurgical orientation, Pellini 193) developed the concept
of fracture safe design (FSD). This work was initiated around 1950 and has evolved
through several phases of development in the succeeding years. The first phase involved
the identification of a Nil Ductility Transition (NDT) temperature for steel below which
there is effectively no permanent deformation prior to fracture. The method is designed
to protect against fracture initiation due to the presence of small flaws in low or
intermediate strength steels when usedinthe transition temperature range. Protection
is obtained by restricting the lowest service temperature to a specified increment above
the NDT. The second phase of FSD restricts the lowest service temperature to a small
increment above the Crack Arrest Temperature (CAT) which assures that brittle crack
propagation cannot occur, regardless of flaw size, and is therefore called a nonpro-
visional design.

The third phase of fracture safe design ii.volves the development of a Fracture
Analysis Diagram (FAD) which identifies limiting values of aprt Lied stress as a function
of service temperature The curves 'that comprise the FAD are a function of the initial
flaw sixes and define te conditions of stress and temperature at which brittle frac-
ture would be expected to occur. Dependinj on the choice of initial flaw size, the
FAD can represent provisional or nonprovisional FSD methods. A dimplified FAD for a
steel exhibiting the typical brittle-to-ductile transition is shown in Fig. 6.1. For
des4 .gn considerations, reference is made to two critical design points. Designs which
are based on a small temperature increment above the NDT temperature are provisional,
since protection against fracture is a function of initial flaw size, Designs based on
"a small temperature increment above the CAT arenonprovisional because brittle fracture will
not occur, regardless of initial flaw size.

The fourth phase introduces fracture mechanics concepts into FSD and leads to the
development of the Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD). The principal difference between the
FAD and RAO developments is that the brittle-to-ductile transition is analysed in the
MAD as a function of yield strength thor than temperature. A Ratio Analysis Diagram
as developed by Goof4 and Judy 1941 t r aluminum alloys is seen in Fig. 6.2 where lines
of constant ratio, 1z , have been deterw4ned from the elliptical surfoao crack geome-
try. The prini-_ pal value of We RAD is in determining the expected type of
failure. For o" example, the I in. thick specimens, the elastic-plastic region
lies between the 1.0 and 0.63 ratio lines, the plastic region lies above the 1.0 line and
the brittle region below the 0.63 line (where fracture mechanics concepts must be
employed).

6.2 Critical Caock Sive

An important application of fracture mechanics to the nondestructive inspection
process is the identification of a critical crack size for a particular structural
application where it is assumed that the material properties and applied stresses are
known. Problems of brittle fraeture resulting from embedded flaws and part-through
surface cracks are particularly important to aerospace applications. Hence, the
discussion of critical crack sixes in this section will emphasis* flaws of this type.
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Consider first the penny-shaped (circular disk) crack of radius, a, in an in-
finite solid subjected to uniform tensile stress, a, normal to the crack plane. The
stress intensity factor for this geometry was previously given in Section 4 as

K = 2a.v (6.1)

For given service load and fracture toughness values, it is then possible to solve
Eq. (6.1) for the critical crack size_, ac, in the form

Ki 2
ac = T (- -) c (6.2)

A structure is determined to be safe only when flaws of this type having diameters
smaller than 2ac exist in this configuration.

A more general treatment of the problem of embedded flaws involves consideration
of an embedded flat elliptical crack. A crack of this type in an infinite solid sub-
jected to uniform normal tensile stress has been obtained in the form [26]

a (b)1/2 asD26 n 1s 4
K d!)1 (22 2sin2 + 4Cos2) (6.3)

where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, 2a is the major axis,
?h is the minor axis and 6 is the angle from a major axis measured in the plane of the
crack. Equation (6.3) gives the stress intensity factor at all points around the
periphery of the crack as a function of the angle 6. The most critical point occurs
at the minor axis, i.e., at 8 w at which

abl1/2
K = - (6.4)

where E(k) is now a function only of the ratio a/b. It should be mentioned that Eqs.
(6.2-4) apply only for the case of completely brittle fracture. A considerable amount
of effort has been directed toward inclusion of the effects of small-scale plastic
deformation into these expression. but the results have not obtained wide acceptance
and so are not included here.

As with the case of the embedded elliptical flaw, considerable effort has been
directed toward obtaining stress intensity functions for the elliptical surface crack,
Fig. 6.3a. For an elliptical surface crack of depth, a, and length, 2c, subjected to
tension normal to the plane of the crack, the elastic stress intensity has been given
in the form 1951

K (1-k2 cos2 0) (6.5)

where k 2 . (l-(g) 2 ), and the other terms have the same meaning as in Eq. (6.3). The
stress intensity factor assumes its maximum value at 0 - • and has the form proposed by
Irwin (951

K - 12(6.6)-- gk2_.0.2121o/o¥) 2})1/2 (66

when c rr cted for small scale crack-front plastic yield by the addition of the term
0.212(T-) T An additional modification of Eq. (6.5T has been developed in the form [42,
961 y

k ~(6.7)
Wk) -10. 21

where M it called the backface correction factor, values of which are given in Fig.
6.3b. The use of M has permitted some lessening of the initial restrictions on crack
depth-to-thickness rdio and the limited amount of allowable plastic daformation. Shaw
and Kobayashi (97) also have presented stress intensity factor. for embedded and surface
flaw geometries.

All of the results for elliptic embedded and surface flaws can be solved for
critical crack size in the cams manner as was doaonstrated for Sq. (6.1). However,
because of the nature of Zqs. (6.3-7) it is neoessary to solve for a& by an iterative
process rather than obtaining a direct solution simila4 to Lq. (6.2). Nevertheless,
the same basic procedure applies so that once the crack dimensions are identifiod it
will be a straightforward matter to verity whether unstable propagation would be pro-
dicted. Further, for situations approaching the geometry of the standard test specimens,
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Eqn. (4.11-19) can also be employed for t~ho dotarminottai tit oitivl orauk aimon. WNu

example application* of thin tuchnique will be diuusiivA4 next,

6.3 ULrWA l .M"Uwal

in order to obtain a reasonable insight into the method of Apvlyinqj fraoturv
machziniss teohniquse, two examples will be dlnounsoud, The gennmot'y of thts firat s•ample
will be that of a standord fracture mechanics tout while tho second wtA deal mOMr
directly with an Aorospiica opplication.

EcIXADpR 1. Conaider a center-cracked panel nt 7073-T6 aluminum alloy which has the
TJiIowng characteristics (see Fig. 4I3

2- 10.0 am
W -0 acm
8t 0.31 cm /
O* 518 MN/rn
aU 573 MN/m2

Kc - 60.2 MN/m 3/2

where the K, value is selected to be compatible with the actuql service conditt.ns,
Determine w ether the sheet will sustain a stress of 136 MN/m' it a crack of length a -
10.0 am has been discovered during periodic inspection. Also determine tho critical
crack size for this applied stress and the factor of safety if the stress .t sustained.

Solution. The governing stress intensity factor for this geometry has been given in
sea. 4 as

K a o(.a see ("a))
w

for the given geometry and loading, thp stress intensity factor becomes

3 1;•0051/2
K - 138 (3.14 x 0.05 sec 10x50 "

m 56.1 MN/m3/2

Since this value is less than the fracture toughness, the panel will sustain the applied
stress with a factor of safety of

60.2S.F. - t 1.07.

The critical crack size is determined from the same equation by substituting the values

K- M 60.2 MN/m3/2 and a - 130 MN/mr

and solving for a c from
ita 2

i~c 602.
7Ta0 sec( )--) - 0.1903

When this equation is solved by iteration, it is found that the critical crack site is
a - 5.67 cm., so that flaws less than this size can be permitted without unstable fracture.

The second example is a modification of an example developed by Wilhem (42).

Example 2.

A feed-through arm has developed through the thickness cracks, due to fatigue
loading, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The arm materi3 is 2219-T87 aluminum alloy, 1.88 am
thick, with a = 386 MN/rm and K1  - 29.7 MN/ml) 2 . The hole is 2.5 cm in diameter,
as sbown, and it is desired to de~ermine whether the arm will sustain a stress of 103
MN/mI with a safety factor of 25% when the crack has been determined to be, a - 0.63 cm.

Solution. The center cracked plate formula can also be used for this problem when a
modification factor f(f), as shown in Fig. 6.5, and a finite width correction factor are
included. The equation for this geometry thus has the form

K a= A/s A f(_)

For use in the equation above, it is seen that 0 0.25 05 ÷# f(l) - 1.8. It is also
necessary to determine whether plane strain consiti Mhapply to thls problem which
are considered to apply when the thickness, "

-i ~ -
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deaign (Atrae• s wonua tration tautor) altnoeh other ftQtow may also be Big ni taAnt,
I t Ige ll accieptd that the portion of secimen life epandetd in looV#I ,i eaton
is arp •orttonal to th s o' o ntrati fft eor whereias the time expendod in vtwAq
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trAtion factors And t rad k nonlyastion pritao have not bean widely presented in tho
literat iure, prlary jaws ar in thins sction will obe drected tmAd the orak 4rwth
Phase of fatigue faiuraR.

aws ctwti law% for • Uonwthi t aP t litup e ftatitue tfortm have Ovriyed from both
themoiti t e o -empirioal o onaiderAthons, Crack rod wth lawd which arhe basod an
theoretivqwr lonsidyrations uasully ivolve o]nst.antw which Are related to basic wuh aw oth
propertioa ouch An yield strength, work hardening ,oetfieiet. etc, fowever, thoee
lawn Are usually mpirre vompl s than the s the ctrsa laws and usually dt not fit
experimental data As well, Sine, the semlemp iryal lawn provide slo livity and A better
fit to expe mental data, only Iemlemptleial laws will be dicussd. deel thip wection.

Semlomp irical laws Are based mostly onl the observation that many theoretical
laws contain the fator ka which in the proper tundtional form of the variables J
And -A for the ojoometry upon which the theorutieal mdels Are bAsed (1)1, The varnus
models were examined by Paris And Krdogan (99) who then recommended a growth law of thle
form

whre uC is An empirical constant and K in the stress intensity factor at maximum load.
A mudi(2catioti of Eq. (7. 1) yiven by

da C n (7.2)

where AX w K K, r o and n are material constants, hasl been developed which frts

experimental data for a wide range of materyao s and loading con4itionei. For examplu
Fig. 7.1 demonstrates the good Torrelation represented by Eq. (7.2) for 7075-T6 and 2024-
T3 aluminum alloys 1100).

ar lthog the instancete of asouesful correlatian of Eq. (7.2) with experiments
threshoiteaumerous, thee exists manyes which tits cracrowit does not Accurately Nieditt
crack growth rates. For example. it has been found that a two slope rep resentaon of
Eq, (7.2) can often improve the accuracy of the model, as is seen for three aluminum
alloys in Fig. 7.U, (101). The two slopes are n -13 for very slow growth rates and
n- 3 for growth rates greater than approximately 10-5 inches/cycle. Furthermore, a
threshold value of AK exists below which the crack growth ra te is zero. Near this
threshold value, the growth rates appear to be significantly depndnt upon the load
ratio R a Ki/Km,, 11021. Further it has been seen that, at high growth rates, the
rate .ppear W an to be sensitive to material properties, load ratio and stress
state.

Several improvements to Eq. (7.2) have been advanced which can remedy some of
the problems discussed above. A proposed modification of Eq. (7.2) to include the
effects of stress ratio and very high and low growth rates has the following form (1031

C2(AK) n

- + ' - . C 2 ( K (7.3)9NC
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where the value of K should be determined for the particular specimen geometry. This
result provides considerably better correlation with experimental data and, conse-
quently, has gained rather widespread usage. Still another proposed growth law asserts
that the mean stress can be expected to contribute significantly to crack growth rates
and therefore takes the form [1041

-C 4 R 3 2d(a). c3 4 3 [+02a-Ma- a 1+ , -) ](7.4)
3 maxw

where Ru- ammn a a m + a
amax min wmean 0 amp' max mean amp

and C3 , C4 are cmpirical constants.3f 4
In relation to NDI applications, it is usually less important to know the crack

growth rate at any point than it is to know the total number of cycles until unstable
failure occurs. Thus any of the crack growth equations can be integrated numerically over
any desired crack size increment to obtain the expected remaining life. For example,
Eq. (7.3) can be integrated directly under the conditions of uniform sinusoidal loading
on an infinite plate, for n = 3, which gives

2K K
N NO 2 E--- I -[n c (7.5)0 rC2 (1-R) 2a2 To K0

where Nc is the critical number of cycles at instability, N is the initial value, and K0
is the initial value of the stress intensity factor. An egample of the application of
these growth laws will be discussed in Sec. 7.3.

7.2 Variable Amplitude Fatigue Loading

Because the loads applied to aerospace structures are not represented well by
constant arplitude fatigue tests, many researchers utilize more complex loading programs
for the purpose' of determining relative rates of growth. The most common types of
variable amplitude programs are block or programmed loading, [105], which includes flight
simulation programs, [106, 107], and random loading programs. Programmed loading isusually obtained by varying certain parameters such as maximum or minimum loads in the
conventional fatigue test. Random loadinj programs are usually categorized into two
types: (a) narrow band spectra in which a random amplitude is imposed on a constant. frequency fatigue test, and (b) wide band spectra in which both the amplitude and
frequency are varied in a random manner. A thorough treatment of the random loading
problem has been given by Hillberry [108].

Contrary to the situation for constant amplitude fatigue loading, current proce-
dures for analyzing variable amplitude fatigue tests do not usually lead to laws
describing the increment of crack growth per cycle. Instead these theories, usually
referred to as fatigue damage accumulation theories, often employ graphical procedures
in their solution. The Palmqren-Miner rule is the most widely known of the fatigue damage
accumulation or incremental damage theories, [109, 110]. Palmgren first assumed that
n. load cycles having the same mean load and load amplitude will consume a portion of
fAtigue life equal to nI/N. where N. is the failure life in a constant amplitude fatigue
test having the same mean ýalue and'amplitude. Secondly, he assumed that failure will
occur when the sum of the consumed life portions equals 100 percent or

Z ni/Ni = 1. (7.6)

Equation (7.6) was subsequently refined by dividing the life into a crack nucleation
period and a crack propagation period [111],

Z nj/N! = 1 and E ni/N 1 (7.7).1 1 ,

where n! and ný are numbers of cycles spent in the crack nucleation and crack propagation
periodslrespectively, while N! and N.' represent the corresponding crack nucleation and
crack propagation lives. The valueslof N., N! and N7 are obtained from S-N diagrams of
standard constant-amplitude fatigue tests.

The Palmgren-Miner rule is also referred to as the linear cumulative damage rule
since it is assumed that the damage in a constant amplitude test is a linear function
of the number of cycles. However, it has Vince been shown that linearity was not
required for E n/N - 1 to hold, although i tis necessary that the material be insensitive
to load cycle sequences which means that interaction effects must be insignificant. In
general, interaction effects are-significant as will be discussed below.

The Palmgren-Miner rule has been extended to random loading by assuming that the
damage caused by each stress peak is equal to the damage caused by one cycle in a standard
fatigue test with the same stress amplitude., If N is the total number of peaks to
failure, the expected probability value of the damige is
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R()aN / d (7.8)

where w(O) is the peak-probabtlity density function. Approximating the constant ampli-
tude S-N ourve as a straight line on a log-log plo t qivoe

where b is the inversof the %lope and h• is a constant, Substituting this distribution
into 8q. (7, ) yields

N f

N I w(u (7,10)

It a Gausuian distribution function is used for w in terms of a normalised variable s
(tero mean and unit varionce), Xq. (7,10) can be rewritten as

IC (D) I rw r , (7.11)

If no damage is caused by atrass peak# ocourrtng below •aro (in compression) and the new
positive peak probability density function is renormalised, the expected value of the
damage becomes

N abC W) bw(*,dv , (7.12)

0

According to the Palmgran-Miner rule, failure should occur when X(D) - 1.

Several objections have been raised to the Palmgren-Miner rule based on inter-
action effectm, sequence effects, damage due to cycles below the fatIgue limit, favorable
oefects of positive peak load*, etc., all of which can lead to F n/N # 1. The favor-
able effects of positive peak loads result from the creation of a sone of residual com-
pressive stress at the crack tip. Several theories have been advanced which preserve
the concept of incremental damage accumulation while characterising stress interaction
effects by some kind of adjusted S-N curves. Freudenthal and Heller (112] started from
the concept that damage increments in a random load test are altered by stress inter-
aotion effects, This leads to a failure vriterion

I,,,•-4-- 1 (7.13)

c.l'.ed n "quasi-linear rule of cumulative damage" where w is either constant or a simple
function of stress amplitude as determined from standard fatigue tests, This criterion
implies the .pplication of the Palmgron-Miner rulo to adjusted S-N curves and, since it
was ansumed that w, > 1, the curves are reduced life curves,

Corten and Dolan 1113] include interactioni effects by postulating that the
maximum load cycle in a programmed test will be decisive for the initial damage, since
it will determ4 i the number of points at which craek growth will start. After this
numier has been established, crack growth is again assumed to be a cumulative process
without interaction. For a program test they obtain the relation

N W I 7. 14)Y ri (,•/a ';

where N is the program fatigue life, oa is the maximum stress amplitude with corres-
ponding constant amplitudo fatigue lifeI , a is the percentage of cycles applied at
Gli and d is an experimental constant. SinceOui N( M n-, Eq. (7.14) can be rewritten

97 a ) - 1 (7.15)1i NI aai

which is similar in form to Eq. (7.13). Expanding this to random loading in the same
manner as before gives

N d d
E(D) - ms f zdw(z)dz (7.16)

where again it is assumed that no damage is caused by the peaks below zero.
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7.3 Practical Anplications W

As in Sec. 6, two examples will be discussed, the first of which will be a stan-
dard fracture mechanics specimen and the second will represent a more typical aerospace
component.

Example 3. Suppose that the sheet ýn Example 1 is subjected to a constant amplitude
fatigue stress with a - 138 MN/m , ai- 27.6 MN/m. and a through-the-thickness crack
of length 2a - 2.25 cRafas been discoveWAR° Predict what will be the remaining life
of the sheet by use of the laws

(a) d - C1 (60)
4

da C2 (AK) 2

(b) aN (.R)RKc.AK

at three different intermediate crack lengths for 1 &he e .on of growth rates. The
constants for these equations are C % 2.40 x 10-1 , C2 - ,l x 10-0, n - 3.2 for
7075-T6 with R - 0.2. Then use thelintegrated form of Eq. (b)

K KNo- n KIC)
C2 (l-R) ai Io 10

to determine the remaining life. Assume that each crack tip is growing at the same rate
and recall from Example I that the critical crack size for this problem is 2a, a 11.35
cm.

Solution. Select for the three crack growth intervals 2.25-5.28, 5.28-8.32, and 8.32-
11.35 cm. For Eqs. (a) and (b) it is necessary '-o determine the number of cycles
expended in growing the crack for each of the three intervals, and then sum to obtain
the estimated total life.

Equation (a). 2.25 < 2a < 5.28, a 0.0188m

AK - Ao(va sec -i- 1/2 . 110{0.0188a sec 0.018 1T 
2

- 26.8 MN/m 3/ 2

d(2a) 4I0i4d-a . CI(AK) 4 2.40 x 1010 (26.8)4

= 1.238 x 10-4 m/cyc

N1 0.0303 - 245 cycles.1.238 x 10-4

5.28 < 2a < 8.32 a = 0.034m

0.0347r 1/23/tAK 1i0{0.0341T sec i12 = 36.4 MNIm

d--dN = C 1 (AK)4 , 2.40 x 10-10(36.4)4 . 4.21 x 10-4 m/cyc

N 0.0304
4.21 x 10-4

8.32 < 2a < 11.35 a - 0.0492m

0.0492n 1/2
AK 00.0492n sec -- 44.2 MN/m 31 2

d 2a) C (AK)4 2.40 x 10-10(44.2)4 9.16 x 10-4 m/cyc

N 30.0303
9.16 x 10



NTOTAL - 245 + 72 + 33 n 350 cycles.

Equation (b). 2.25 < 2a 4 5.20, * 0.018Sm

AK * 26.8 MN/m 
3/ 2

da C2 (AK)n 3.61. x 12 (26 3')aR MIr|oko. (0.8 x 50.2) - 2646

- 6.27 x 10-• m/cyc

N 0.0303 483 cycles
6.27 x 10w

5.28 < 2a < 8.32, a = 0.034m

AK a 36.4 MN/mr3 / 2

d(a 3.61 0 64)32 3.03 x 10 /cyc- = ~(0.8 x 50.2) - 35.4 -30 04,'y

N 2 0.0304 100
3.03 x 10

8.32 < 2a < 31.35, a * 0.0492

AK - 44.2 MN/m3/2

) . 361x 10-8 (4.2) 3.2 1.66 x 10-3 r/oyo(0. x 60.2) -44.2 =

0.0303 8
1.66 x 10

N TOTAL - 483 + 100 + 18 a 601 cycles.

Now the integrated form of the equation will be used where
NO = 0, a. = 0.0113m

1/2
K - 138 {0.0113-g sec 01 a 26.0 MN/m 3 ' 2
10

N -= 2 (60.2 -1- 60.
C rx3.61xl0 8 (l-0.2) 2 (138) 2  2 1-6.0
N c 690 cycles.

It is quite apparent that a wide range of estimates for remaining cycles to failure are
obtained from these equations. However, since both Eqs. (a) and (b) have been shown
to fit experimental results quite well, it is necessary that the constants C , C and n
be selected very carefully for the specific material and component geometry &f ifterest.
However, Eq. (a) should not be used for crack sizes near the region of final instability
since the assumptions made in its derivation do not hold there. The integrated form
of Eq. (b) is expected to predict a different number of cylces to failure since it is
based on the infinite sheet model and uses n - 3 for the exponent of the AK term. In
addition, the constant C2 and the value selected for K also affect the predicted
number of tycles to failure and should be carefully selected for the particular applica-
tion of interest.

Example 4. This example is a modification of an example problem given by Wilhelm [42]
and ana yzes a corner crack which has developed at the top surface of a bolt hole as
showii in Fig. 7.3. The plate thickness is 2.5 cm and the material is an alloy steel with
"oy - 689 MN/m 2 and KIc a 143 MN/m 3/ 2  There exists a cyclic tensile stress as shown with
a m 483 sN/m and a a 9.6 MN/ml. A semicircular crack has developed to a depth of
0091 cm and it is desim to know how many cycles will be required for the crack to grow
through the back thickness. Also determine how many cycles will be expended before the
critical crack size is reached, assuming that the crack changes from a semicircular to
a straight through-the-thickness crack after it reaches the back surface.

Solution. The first part of the problem is solved by determining the stress intensity j
factor when the crack has just penetrated through the plate. The crack length for this
condition is a a 2.5 cm, and the stress intensity factor is given by



Ki t Mk oa/W-

0where has the value 0.705 for - I from Fig. 7.4, The strems intensity factor
then is

X 0.705 x 463 V0.025n

S95.4 N/d3/2

Eq. (7.5) is used to estimate the number of cycles where it yill be assumed that the
crack grown under plane strain conditions and C2 w 2.1 x 10". The initial value of
stress intensity factor KX 's

Ki) " 0.705 x 483

a 52.3 MNWd3 /2

so that

KN Ki
¶rC2 (1-R) 1 0

2 95.4 1 IniSwx2.lxlO" (l-0.02)" (483)2 3 rJ7

- 302 cycles.

The stress intensity factor for the second part of the problem can be obtained
from Fig. 6.4 for a through crack at a hole where a - 2.5 cm and r w 0.63 cm. The
stress intensity factor Kio is, for f(r) - 0.75,

K10 r

- 483 x 0.75 4?.0IW

- 102 MN/m3/2

so that

N *2 2143 i 143Nc w wx2.1x10-9 (l-0.02)2 (483)2 I -3

- 87 cycles.

Thus the total expected life would be about 390 cycles with only 87 cycles remaining
after the crack progressed through to the back side of the component. Note also that
no finite width correction was utilized in the second part of the problem go this
result assumes a very large cross section for the component.

8. SUMMARY

The linear elastic fracture mechanics approach to design against fracture of
structural components is basically a stress intensity approach which establishes
criteria for fracture instability in the presence of a crack. A basic assumption of
this approach is the assumed presence of a crack or crack-like defect in the structure.
The method essentially relates the stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip to
the applied stress on the structure, the material properties, and the defect size
necessary to cause unstable fracture.

The elastic stress field near a crack tip can be adequately described by a
single parameter, the stress intensity factor K. The analytical form of the stress
intensity factor depends upon the geometryof the structure and the location of the
crack, while the magnitude of K, determined from this form, depends on the size
of the flaw and the external loads on the body. Once the stress intensity factor for
"a given structural geometry is known, the stress conditions in the region of the crack
tip can be established from knowledge of the applied stress and the crack size. Frac-
ture failure in the presence of a crack-like defect is normally defined as rapid defect
growth (crack propagation) which occurswnenever the crack tip stresses exceed some
critical value. Since the crack-tip stress field can be described in terms of the
stress intensity factor, a critical value of K can be used to define the critical con-
ditior3 for failure, that is, either KIc or Ko, depending on the existing stress con-
ditions.



Because o• the l4mited applicability of plane isothermal linear elastic stress
analyuis to any real riracked-body situation, fracture mech.nics has relied heavily on
experimental results in developing information about the effects of geometry (sile),
temperature, ind strain-rate on fracture toughness values. As a consequence of these
efforts, it is recognized that fracture toughness under conditions of plane scrlin,
i.e., IIc, remains independent of size considerations and can accordingly be inter-
pretid as a fracture resistance material property.

When the critical stress intensity factor or fracture toughness value appro-
priate to a given set of service conditions (which include material type and yield
strength, section thickness, temperature and possibly load rate) has been established,
it is then possible to compute either the maximum allowable stress or flaw size which
can be sustained by the structure. Crack growth rates under cyclic loading conditions
can also be expressed in terms of the stress intensity factor, and are now used to des-
cribe the growth of defects from sub-critical to critical sizes. Information of this
kind then can be used to establish realistic maximum operating conditions, quantitative
material requirements and meaningful inspection and acceptance criteria.

Since the time of Griffith's research into the fracture properties of glass,
fracture has been the subject of considerable investigation, both microscopic as well
as macroscopic. However it was not until the post World War II period that a mechanics
of fracture evolved, providing with the help of experiment, a basis for its application
as an engineering methodology. Although currently limited in its range of applications,
fracture mechanics offers materials engineers and designers, and especially those
involved with NDI techniques, a useful and effective tool for the prevention of brittle
fracture in structures utilizing high strength materials. While methods for effective
assessment of fracture resistance of the more ductile structural materials are not
firmly established, there appears to be no significant reason why this area of fracture
mechanics cannot also be developed into a successful engineering methodology.
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER IV

The following appendices are includel to provide additional information on several
testing methods of particular interest in the aircraft field.
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Appendix IV- 1
RESISTANCE METHOD

J. I. Bluhm

If a moderately thin plate with a through fatigue induced crack, either edge cracked or center cracked,
is loaded so to extend the crack, the fracture surface will in general develop with a continuously varying
appearance starting as a macroscopically flat fracture and gradually shifting to a gross shear mode. For
thicker plates, the ultimate fracture will in general consist of a mixed flat "valley" or "shelf" sand-
wiched between two shear surfaces. This fracture pattern depends also on the specific material and
temperature of the test.

Figure 1 schematically displays the range of typical fracture growth patterns one might obtain for a
given material over a range of temperatures. Characteristically, the onset of propagation starts in the
mid-thickness region and is generally a flat fracture mode; as propagation progresses this may or may not,
depending upon the test temperature, gradually shift either partially or wholly to shear fracture. If the
fracture path is long enough (wide plate) a steady state pattern is eventually achieved and the crack
progresses with no further changes in proportions of flat to shear fracture. The flat mode of fracture
absorbs less energy per unit area than the shear mode so there is a gradual increase in the resistance to
fracture as the crack progresses, eventually achieving a steady state distribution.

The variation of this resistance with crack length is now generally called the "Resistance Curve,"
and fracture prediction techniques based upon this resistance curve have been characterized as Resistance
MIethods.

Attempts to determine the shape of the resistance curves frequently result, at some critical load for
a given crack size, in premature unstable or catastrophic fracture and data beyond this point cannot there-
fore be obtained. In the historical development of fracture mechanics, however, it was precisely these
instability points which were identified as characterizing the material, see e.g., Irwin and Kies (I). In
one instance, common to thick plates, the plane strain fracture toughnes! was closely identified with the
acoustic emission known as "pop-in" which occurred when the init 4=i sLarter crack advanced spontaneously.
It is not so certain today that pop-in assures a valid plain strain fracture toughness value. However, it
is generally appreciated that a valid plane strain fracture toughness value is in fact a material constant.
In another instance, more commonly noted in thin sheet, the instability was identified with the plane stress
fracture toughness. This value, labeled Gc, is a function of thickness and, in fact, of plate width as
well and cannot be construed as a material characteristic.

In any event, these "critical" values GIc and Gc are merely specific instability points on the more
general R curve and could be noted as RIc and Rc. Again note that the instability associated with Gic is
generally uniquely located on the G - a plane, whereas that associated with Gc is not.

In the early years of fracture mechanics, emphasis was principally directed toward low toughness, high
strength, bulky materials and the interest lay principally in determining and understanding plane strain
fracture criteria. Continued growth of interest has developed with respect to the plane stress situation
corresponding to the phenomenon generally encountered in thin sheet such as aircraft skins, etc. Addition- P
ally, the advent of large thick wall vessels of intermediato and high toughness for reactor components nas
led to a thrust toward a more in-depth understanding of fracture mechanics, no longer limited by the
analytical method of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

The resistance method provides some of the basic material characterization necessary for this vital
task. The role of strain-rate on the resistance curve still remains a gap to be filled as does the prob-
lem of translation from plate type specimens (from which all R curves are obtained) to other configurations.
Nevertheless, in conjunction with appropriate str-ctural analysis it promises to provide a universal tool
for assuring structural integrity of critical elements and for implementing adequate fail-safe design
criteria.

Curve R of Fig. 2, originating at the initial dimensionless crack length ao/w, schematiL:liy portrays
this changing unit resistance to fracture (i.e., in terms of energy" per unit fracture area) as a function
of crack extension normalized with respect to plate width W. This R curve charactprizes the material for
the given thickness and temperature of test. However, the behavior of a cracked specimen under load
depends not only on this resistance curve but also upon the rate, with respect to crack length, at which
stored elastic strain energy is released during crack propagation. These are the "C" (elastic strain
energy release rate) curves in Fig. 2 which characterize the structures as distinct from the material.
The problem of the designer is to integraL- these material characteristics and the structural characteris-
tics as reflected by these R and G curves and assure a fail-safe structure.

These G curves can be determined either experimentally or analytically. Stable or catastrophic
fracture depends, as we will see, upon the relative shapes of these R and G curves. The level of the
energy release rate is a function of the load. When the load is raised to a level such that the release
rate (energy available for propagation) Just exceeds, for the given crack size, the resistance rate (energy
rqied for propagat-Ton), then, according to linear elastfc fracture mechanics criteria, propagation can
priceed spontaneously; the various G curves (Fig. 2) are particular members of a family of G curves for
specific values of applied load. Yt is apparenrt that propagation does not take place until the load In
the specimen reaches a value, such that the corresponding G curve goes through the point 0, corresponding
to the initial crack length ao. As this load is exceeded, the available energy, r, bvcomes greater than
that required for propagation, R, and the crack extends. In the particular case ill'istrated in Fig. 2
the growth which occurs at point 0 will be spontaneous and rapid and often even accompanied by an audible
"pop": subsequently the crack will come to rest at the point A. This pop or pop-in behavior is attribut-
abiz to the peculiar shape of the R curve shown, particularly its low slope at the onset of fracture,



corresponding to the "thumbnail" flat fracture visible in Fig. I. This pop-in phenomena, in conjunction
with the appropriate relations between load, crack length and energy release rats functions, has been used
as a means of determining the minimum possible value of propagation resistance toughness, even in a thin
specimen where the shear fracture mode predominates and tends to obscure this minimum value. This minimum
toughness has been called the plane strain fracture toughness, Cl., and, as stated earlier, is considered
to be.chracterlstic of the Laterial (and temperature) end independent of specimen geometry.

The extent of pop-in instability ard its significance is dependent on the relative shapes of the
resistance, R. and enerey release rate, G, curves. Thu pop-in may, in fact, be completely suppressed -
intentionally - by control of (a) the nature of the loading after the critical load is reached aud/or (b)
the specimen configuration.

Two extrezes of loading conditions are frequently considered; one corresponding to a very "soft"

system equivalent to constant loading; the other, corresponding to a "hard" system equivalent to constant
deflection "loading." The existence of unstable growth, such as pop-in phenomena or, coiitrariwise, the
slow steady growth of a crack, is highly dependent on which of these types of loading condition prevails.
Weiss, Grewal, Rosenberg, and Lin (2) have discussed this in some detail. Thi 3 effect will be discussed

further in this section.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate an important difference in behavior for the single edge notch and the three
point notch bend specimens. In both cases the constant load curve behaves in the same fashion as the
tension sheet, i.e., with a monotonically rising C vs a curve, but the constant deflection curves shown
display negative slopes in all instances except for the shorter critical cracks of the single edge notch
specimens. This negative slope facilitates controlled stable growth even in those materials which would
otherwise tend to fracture spontaneously (Sluhm 3) and permits multiple fracture toughness measurements
to be made on a single specimen even in rate sensitive materials. Such procedures have indeed been
exploited by Bluhm, Cordon, and Morrissey (4) in double cantilevered specimens which can be designed to
exaggerate this negative slope.

Clausing (5) has analyzed, in detail, the criteria for stable crack growth for a variety of specimens
for both load controlled and/or displacement controlled systems. He relates the stabitity in a displace-
ment controlled spccimen to the relation

da f l (MENGA 1/2

dr&7•aw " (f 2 " 3 )GA

where

(dimensionless parameter) t

f 2 dY I2 d Y * (dimensioaless parameter)

f 4 B (dimensionless parameter)

and

GA a the elastic energy release rate (available energy)

T r a dimensionless geometrical parameter after e.g. Srawley and Gross (6)

E a Young's jo.ulus

I a the thickness of the specimen

V - the width of the specimen

A - the compliance

a - thS crack length

A a the displacement

M - the factor 1, (1 2) or (1 , 2) depending upon the fracture mode and stress state.

Clausing attributes the stability of the crpck growth to negative values of (f 2 - f 3 ). Figure 5 shows

the relative shapes of the (f 2 - f ) vs a/w curves foi various types oi high compliance specimens. The
effect of low compliance is afso shown for the straight double cantilever beau specimen.

analysis. R,.te sensitivity would require more severe constraints to assure stable growth. Bluhm et al (4)
have attempted to account for this by providing specimen configurations with a 7elatively high negative
dCA/da.

1c
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Depending upon the material and thicness, etc., the initial flat "thumbnail" fracture may be
sufficiently suppressed so that a well defined pop-in is not observed even in otherwise %ell behaved
tensile sheet specimens. Nevertheless, considering again the type of resistancc, R, and energy release
rate, C. curves shown in Fig. Z, note that the spontaneous "Pop-in" extends the crack from "0" to "A".
Note further that as the load is continuously increased beyond this so-called pop-in load, the crack con-
tinues to grow, now more slowly, along the path "AB" until finally, at a load correspnnding to the upper-
oast curve where the GA and CR curves are tangent to each other, the crack again propagates spontaneously

without further arrest.

With this specimen, load configuration and material resistance (R) curve illustrated, one obviously,
could not actually determine the resistance curve; since the system does exhibit the instability points at
0 and B. Such a test coild, however, provide the unique and characteristic plane-strain fracture tough-
ness, GIc. corresponding to th point 0 and a non-unique, non-characteristic "Mixed mode" toughress, CC,
corresponding to the point B.

This mixed mode fractu mess, Gc, determined by the instability condition in contrast to the
plane strain value. Ol , i terial characteristic. It is recognized as being dependent upon both
the width an-! the thic~ne. vimen. This width dependence is readily rationalized as follows:
though tne R curve is inm ith (for rati insensi.ive materials) the G curve is not and the
tangent point common to 'he instability point corresponding to the apparent fracture
toughness. Cc*, should Oacted to vary with width. Figure 6, after Bluhm (7), shows the
predicted effect of wi jrent Cc based upon a simple approximate but reasonable analytical
relationship for the .Arve defined as follows:

Rfa G 6c I I- &(...2. ] (W)

where a. and a are the initial and instantaneous half crack lengths and k is a constant dictating the
crack extension required for the steady state fracture mode to become essentially established.

It is noted that we have defined R in terms of energy absorption rate, as has been the custom
generally. More rece..Lly some investigators, Clausing (5) and Ileyer and McCabe (8), have chosen to define
R in terms of paralleling stress intensity, i.e., ksi./in. Conversion is achieved via relations of the
form

GE a K2 (plane stress)

GE * (I-v 2)K2 (plane strain)

In this form K exhibits some ambiguity because of its dependence on the stress state whereas if conventional
energy/unit area is used, as f"r R. this value is independent (analytically) of which stress state is pre-
sumed to exist. lleyer and McCabe (8) have reported Irwin's suggestion of an integrated set of nomenclature
to distinguish regions of the "R" curve as follows:

GIt (or K c) Plane Strain Fracture Toughness - Associated with an instability point. i.e.,
point 0 in Fig. 2.

GC (or K€) - Plane Stress (lixed Mode) Fracture Toughness - Associated with an instability
C C point, i.e., point B in Fig. 2.

Ga (or YR) - General Resistance - Associated with any point cn the resistance curve - not
necessarily an instability point.

Since the resistance curves for a plate do in general tend to approach a stable level, ind-pendent of
crack growth, provided the plate is adequately wide. it is suggested that the symbol C (or Kc) should be
reserved for this steady state level which is in .`act characteristic of the L.:terial (for a given thickness)
and that the instability point should be associated with Cc* (or Kc*). These various regions (points)
are shown in Fig. 2. This notation is that used in Fig. 6.

The significance of the distinction of these terms will be eApanded upon in the retaining text.

Clausing (S) has used the notation CA for the applied (or evailable) Elasti6 Energy Release Rate.
Thus, adding this to the list we have

GA (or K.) - Ceneral Elastic Energy Release Rate associated with any point of the curve formerly
A identified as the G curve.

*We have here ascribed to the symbol Cc the actual value of the fracture toughness corresponding to steady
state shear lip development consistent with the th'Lkress.

REPRODUCED FROM
BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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I10calI how we decrile the risiitance curve by fq , The gnleneral shape of that curve was described
by Irwin and tlNies (9) and Kraft, Sullivan and Roylte (10) and is shown In Pig, 7 with sevwral ("A curves 'a
illustrato the transition fore slow to rapid crack growth,

A mere general repreacotation of the resia'tanle gurve, taking Into aovmunt, at least quall4a6tivoly,
both the initial flat fracture and tho ultimate Ahear or mixed fracture (per Fig, 1) Is suggested asfollowsi

S it I s Gc [e \ col vie I -[ " for a t a (1)

!t can readily he verified that this permits the smooth transition from Glc (flat fracture) to the steady
state (mixed) mode GC and qualitatively suggests the R curve shown in Fig, 2,

It is further noted that this form for the resistance curvo leads to prediction of the observed pop-
in phenomena and of the width effect in unstable crack growth corresponding to GC a

IClauaing (5) has propoaed a simple alternate form glven by

CAaG CRCI W - ) 1[Oxp - (-Xr) J 1(
where t is the thickness and GRC is the volume of GR at which the crack starts to propagate, The shape of
the curve is also shown in Fig, 7. Note the nonzero intercept at A a Ao, It is now clear that this
latter form can reasonably predict the occurrence of pop-in.

Goode and Judy (11) have suggested that "unstable fracture in the brittle mode is not possible for
rising G curves," However, it should be evident fram the present discussion that stability or instability
is the result of the interplay between the R curve and the G curve. Figure 2, for example, shows
schematically such an interplay which does indeed suTiggest a potential instability - even for rising GR
curves,

The interplay between the curves of energy rate required for propagation, GR and the energy rate
available for propagation, G, leads to a variety of possible responses ranging from slow crack exteiision
to unstable catastrophic propagation. Intermediate pihenomiena include combinations of slow growth, pop-in,
and catastrophic growth. The particular behavior which actually takes place is highly dependent upon
the overall system flexibility which dictates propagation under constant load on one extreme, and propa-
gation under constant deflection on the other extreme. The discussion immediately following is taken from
Bluhm (12).

Consider the curves initially proposed by Irwin and Kies (9) and Kraft, et al (10) and shown in
Fig. 7. Two points are worth noting. First, as the load is gradually Increased, thus increasing the
elevation of the GA curve, propagation of the crack takes place under slow equilibrium conditions.
This propagation begins upon the applica'ion of an infinitesimal load, as long as the resistance curve,
GR, originates at a zero level and is not vertical at the initial crack length, a., since, even for
infinitesimal load under these conditions, the energy release rate, GA* is greater than the resistance,
G This prediction of crack extension under infinitesimal load is contrary to observation. Pursuing
Rea Irwin-Kraft model of Fig. 7 further, note that as the load is increased, the crack continues tospread Linder equilibrium conditions until the load is such that the GA curve corresponding to the

increased load is just tangent to the GR curve, at point F. At this point, the crack becomes unstable
and grows rapidly. This "typical" GR curve does not reflect the frequent observation where the initial
cracking is the plane strain "thumbnail pop-in," mentioned earlier.

Taking these discrepancies into account, Bluhm (13) has suggested the GR curve as shown in Fig. 8.
(See also Eq. 2.) Here the horizontal (or near horizontal) segment of the GR curve, at small values
of crack length or tension, i3 associated with the thumbnail plane strain fracture and (except for possible
rate effects) is insensitive to crack length. When the load is raised to the point where the corresponding
GA curve [identified as GA (pop-in)] Intercepts the origin of the GR curve as P, then the crack
advances under constant load in a burst and comes to rest at point A. Subsequently, on continued loading,
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slow growth takes place from point A to point F where rapid rupture finally occurs at a load corresponding
to the GA (pop-thru) curve. This instability is usually associated with the G. value. At larger values
of crack extension, one would expect the Cg curve to level off at a Gc value representative of the material
(and the thickness) tested. The transition from the Gic level to the Cc level is thought to be associated
with the transient growth of the shear lips in accordance with the sketch of Fig. 9.

A pre-machined but inadequately sharp "crack" may first extend through a minute region of restricted
local plastic flow before it forms into a crack sharp enough to initiate the flat plane strain fracture
normally observed and customarily identified as the "thumbnail" fracture.* This eventual plane strain
fracture front progresses most rapidly in the plane of the machined crack and in a direction normal to the
initially straight front at the thickness centerline and tends to lag behind near the free lateral sutrfaces.
As the flat fracture approaches these stress-free lateral surfaces, the failure transforms to a shear mode
of failure forming the normal shear lips. As the crack extends, the incremental growth process stabilizes
to a steady state situation where the relative shear lip and flat fracture proportions of the fracture
surfaces remain essentially constant. This latter process is the one illustrated in Fig. 9. In the special
cas" of a minute psimtc ione at the ;raek lip the corrsrxinding rsIstan•'c cure • ingt be h i•. auelid in a gvnwral mlnner .1i
shown in Figure 10. Ilere the 4iohl duclile initiation region i% fiollowed by the usual flit fracture illaumbnail. the tranaillotl
range where the shear lips %tafl to form. and, finally. fih seady stale propalation region.

It is worth noting that though the shape of the GR curve of Fig. 10 could readily lead, in conjunction
with a GA curve shown, to a well defined "pop-in", the resulting toughness value calculated using the
pop-in load would be a fictitiously high one corresponding to the level "0" rather than the level "L".
Figure 11 shows an alternate GR curve which would, in principle, also lead to erroneous values of Gt, if
based upon the usual instability criteria.

For the situation sketched in Fig. 10, a valid determination of GIc, particularly if the material
being tested is not rate sensitive, can, nevertheless, be obtained by use of modified specimens having a
highly negative CA vs a slope. Such a configured specimen leads to a highly stable crack growth condition,
at least after the Initial pop-in. The subsequent propagation energy rate can then be identified as Glc
corresponding to the level L (in Fig. 10 or 11).

One additional comment on the L. curve is in order. It has been presumed that the CA curve Is in-
dependent of fracture modes, I.e hat fra-ture vs shear fracture. This is probably not so - on an exact
basis. We have noted that the .opagation mode actually changes as shown in Fig. 9; the GA curve might be
modified to reflect this change, though tl.e correction is not expected to be significant. Figure 12 shows
schematically two such curves, one for flat fracture (corresponding to Glc) and one for mixea fracture,
i.e., flat center region plus shear lip corresponding to Cc*'. The transitional behavior associated with
the change from flat to mixed fracture is suggested by the dotted line.

In the foregoing discussion it has been assumed that in the course of crack propagation, the gross
stress or load remained constant. For very long specimens, or "soft" testing machines, such a condition
may be approached. However, in most instances it is highly unlikely that such an extreme degree of
"softness" will be encountered; furthermore, with the economic motivation to cut specimen size to a minimum.
specimens are not apt to be very long or "soft". In the following analysis [see also Weiss et al 21 there-
fore, we have considered, as the alternative extreme condition, the situation in which crack propagation
occurs under a constant deflection boundary condition. In any real test, the load conditions will probably
be intermediate between the constant load and the constant deflection condition.

Defining the compliance, c, in terms of the deflection, 6, load, p, aud thickness, t, as follows

-- 6
Sa p.(4)

mne can write immediately, for the elastic energy release rate G, the relation

L(p/t)2da (5)

tauuaaI.,w ~4. m . ~ . ...- ....- --- - --- ;---
no.-mal for this material. In this case the failure is by plane stress rather than plane strain fracture.

"C Ge is commonly identified with fractures which are not 100% flat, i.e., they contain contributions of
both flat and shear fracture.



where a is the crack length. From this relation one can express the critical load, Po, at wns..n, ,v.
given fracture toughness, Go, the crack starts to propagate*; thus we obtain

t2/ -
Po - 2G0tI /(dc/a)a., (6)

where a. is the crack length at initiation.

If now, after propagation has started, one assumes a quasi-static quasi-equilibrium condition with
fixed end deflection, one can obtain the following relation between the instantaneous load, p, and the
compliance

S poC- (7)

which merely imposes the initial assumption that the deflection, 6, is a constant during the fracturing
process (and hence equal to the deflection at the onset of fracturing). Substituting this and Eq. 6 into
Eq. S. we obtain

GA G % dc/d,cO _-- , (8)

(const defl) Z (dc/Ja)a -a0

Figures 3 and 4 show the relative shapes of the Energy Release Rate curve 6 for both constant load deflection
conditions.

It is obvious that, if instabilities occur in a test aimed at determining the CR curve, the test effort
is frustrated. The GR curve would be determinable only to crack lengths up to the instability point.
Negative slopes of the 'A vs a curve tend to supp.ess this instability. Bluhm (3,4) has suggested that, by
special specimen design, GA curves of the type shown in Fig. 13, tending to exaggerate this negative slope,
can be achieved.

Both the specimen contour and the loading configuration (const load - vs. const deflection) can be
controlled to achieve this goal. Clausing (5) has analyzed crack line loaded specimens and showed conditions
under which they are stable, lie concludes that, for a "hard test" system, stability of crack growth in
such specimens is insured over the entire range of crack extensinn.

Systems used successfully in this and/or similar ways, even for brittle materials, have been described
by Sluhm et al (4), and Heyer and 1icCabe (8,15).

Rieyer and McCabe have championed the use of R curve determinations for characterization of materials,
and pointing out that such a representation would be applicable across the spectrum of brittle and tough
materials.

From the prior discussion it is apparent that, since the resistance curve reflects to a great extent
the transition from flat to shear mode of fracture (and the relative properties of these modes), the thick-
ness may have an important role in shaping this resistance curve.

There is considerable evidence in the literature which shows that the tendency toward brittle behavior in
plates is exaggerated as the thickness increases. Thin specimens tend to fail in a ductile mode and at net
stresses generally above the yield strength, whereas thick specimens show marked tendencies toward brittle-
hess and low stress failure. In terms of crack propagation resistance or fracture toughness, typical
results are given in Fig. 14. Note that in the thin section the fracture is exclusively shear, and has
been identified with "plane stress" fracture. Beyond a critical value of thickness, the fracture takes on
a dual appearance - part shear and part flat. For very thick plates, the fracture toughness approaches a
value dictated by a plane strain state near the crack tip. This value is the plane strain fracture tough-
ness, Glc, frequently associated with "pop-in" and is the controlling toughness parameter in low stress
failure.

It appears that the shear lips which constitute final shear failure tend toward a maximum size in-
dependent of the specimen size and depend only on material and temperature. This concept of a constant
shear lip size is consistent with a plastic zone size governed by yield stiength and fracture toughness.

Here G is the fracture toughness corresponding to the initial mode of crack propagation; generally,

it wilY be equivalent to the plane strain toughness, Gic.

S....
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From fracture mechanics relationships (24), the dtifcnsionleas plastic zone *ie rp/t is given by the equation,
Irwin (16),

12

where

K Gcli

Noo, letting

t

this dimensionless plastic zone size can be expressed in the form

rp/t a it/2r

There is a considerable body of data which supports the contention that the transition from flat to
full shear fracture is closely related to this plastic zone size, Figure IS shows a collection of data
based upon a variety of heat treatments and thicklnesses of high strength stools and titanium alloys.
Based upon these data, it is reasonable to conelude that fracture is predominantly of a shear mode, pro-
vided 1 "?, i.e., if the plastic zone is at least as great as thle thickness of the plate, On the other
hard, in a thicker plate ismaller ratio of plastic zone size to thickness) flat fracture error starts to
appear.

The concept of a characteristic shear lip thickness dependent, for a given material, essentially only
upon temperature of test, leads to a simple model which predicts, at least qualitatively, thickness effects
and observed transitional behavior, Figure 16, after Bluhm (17) shows schematically tile consequence of the
critical thickness concept on a series of notched specimens of dilffernt thicknesses tested at various
temperatures. Keeping in mind the fact that the shear lip mode of fracture is volume controlled and
reflects a higher toughness level than the flat fracture mode, it Is evident that the variation in tough-
ness shown in Fig. 16, at a given temperature, is consistent with Fig. 14, Furthermore, for a given
thickness, this model anticipates the transitional behavior normally observed with changes in temperature
and sketched in Fig. 17.

The general critical shear lip concept, in conjunction with characteristic toughness values identified
with each mode of fracture, permits a simple correlation of different size specimens, such as the Churpy
V-notch (CV) and Drop Weight Tear Test (bWrr) test specimens, for example. In particular, in Fig. 18, a
comparison is shown of the total energy absorbed in these two specimens when tested at temperatures such
that fracture in both was by full development of the shear lip. In the Resistance curve concept this
would correspond to the upper shelf value of the GR value is Gc. The predicted result in the case of
100% shear fracture is based on the relation.

ECv LCvt 2 Cv
_L DYl ~ t 2Dbr

where F, L, and t correspond to the total energy, length of the fracture path, and thickness of the speci-
men. The excellent correlation between practice and theory is evident in Fig. 18 where the data of
Pellini (18) is plotted against, the prediction provided by the above relation.

More generally, one can - at least semi-quantitatively - correlate the energy absorbed between any two
specimens tested at the same temperature, by using the simple hypothesis that the shear lip thickness tends
toward a constant value determined by the temperature, and by weighing the various modes of fracture in
proportion to their relative toughness and areas, A more exacting correlation can be effected by recogniz-
Ing the characteristic variations of the GR curve with crack extension. It is this potential for providing
predictive failure criterion, even in the plane strain region, that makes the resistance method of such
interest to the engineering community.
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Appendix IV-2
THE KUHN-HARDRATH METHOD

J. I. Bluhm

The exploitation of the Griffith approach to the fracture problem has been directed, for the most
part, to the prediction of fracture - particularly brittle fracture in relatively largv parts, i.e., where
plane strain fracture was the mode of failure usually noted. It was and is recogni!ed, of course, that
regimes of structural configurations exist and are in common usage where such a constraint is no. applic-
able. Thin sheet construction, as utilized in modern aircraft and missile technology, represents glaring
examples of such applications. Concurrent with the early Irwinian development of linear elastic fracture
mechanics, of the NACA group (1-7) approached the failure problem for a somewhat more pragmatic point of
view, which encompassed the regime of thin sheet failure, i.e., the plane stress mode. An excellent
resume of this approcrh, which we identify as the K,:hn-flardrath (K-H) approach, is provided by Kuhn (1);
the immediately fullowing discussion highlights details of that paper.

As in the Irwin approach, but more explicitly, the posed problem is to determine the residual
strength of a structural element which contains a "damaged" region. The "damage" in the K-H approach
covers the spectrum from a notch (or fillet, etc.) to its degenerate and generally most severe
configuration - a cracK. In essence, then, the K-H approach is aimed at providing a practical technique
for predicting the residual strength of structural elements, particularly in sheet form, containing
notches and/or cracks.

As pointed out by Kuhn (I) the most severe defect is the crack; one might therefore start by discun-
sing cracks directly without reference to notches. It is desirable however to introduce notch discussions
first for two reasons: "(a) .... the crack strength analysis method is dericed by considering the crack as

the limiting case of a notch,...as the notch radius approaches zero, i.e., p 0, and hence all the basic
assumptions and considerations involved in the notch strength analysis are pertinent; and (b).. .the
literature contains test results on notched specimens representing an investment of millions of dollars;
if this investment is to bear full fruit, it is necessary to establish and maintain contact between
'notch strength' and 'crack strength'."

There Is, however, an additional reason why notches should be considered first. Fatigue cracks most
generally initiate at sites of local stress concentrations such as holes or notches, and though it is
conservative to presume the eventual presence of a crack and design around its presence, in many applica-
tions one may be paying an exorbitant penalty weightwise and/or performancewise. The early stages of
crack development, if they are to be reliably predicted, must be based upon a rational analysis of the
behavior of the notched rather than the cracked bciy; secondly, there are -any critical applications
where cyclic damage (and subsequent crack initiation) are not significant design considerations - rather,
failure occurs under essentially monotonic loading. Under these conditions the desired information is
the strength of a notched body - not one which is necessarily cracked.

Basically the K-H approach starts with an expression for the elastic stress concentration factor, KT,
(determined either theoretically or experimentally). It recognizes, however, that the maximum effective
stress from a fracture point of view is not merely the nominal stress, SN, multiplied by this stress
concentration factor. Instead, the Neuber concept it introduced to attempt to account for the microscopic
heterogeneity of the material.

Neuber (8) recognized that with sharp notches even brittle materials did not fracture when the
maximum stress, "a, at the notch tip (determined as Kt x Sn) reached a fixed critical value independent
of notch configuration. He recognized that one could not use the ordinary theory of elasticity with Its
implied permissive use of infinitesimal elements. Grain size inhibits this approach; hence new concepts
had to be introduced if one wished to use classical elasticity results fur sharp notches and particularly
cracks. Neuber visualized, therefore, that the material was composed of numerous small but finite
particles and that an effective (or Neuber) stress concentration factor, KN, should be defined on the
basis of the average stress over one such particle of depth, c, at the tip of the notch, i.e., Fig. 1.
Neuber letting p' be the effective radius of that particle (i.e., p' - f/2) considered it a new material
constant and observed that its value was approxima•ely 0.Smm for the steel he was examining. He concluded
that in the limiting process of going from a gentle notch to a sharp or pointed notch, the effective
stress concentration factor is, in fact, a function of the material.

For gentle notches the effective stress concentration factor, KN, is Indeed the same as the theo-
retical stress concentration factor, KT. Furthermore, for the hypothetical case of an idealized material
having Neuber particles of zero size (equivalent to a homogeneous material) KN should also reduce to KT,
The transition from a gentle notch to the sharp notch should conform with these conditions.

Neuber proposed the following relation in attempting to meet these conditions:

0 (1
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where P is the notch tip radius (see Fig. 2) and KTo is the theoretical stress concentration factor for
zero flank angle; the other aantities have already been defined. As implied, this relation is valid
over the entire range of notch radii including, of course, the limiting value of 0 - 0 in the pointed or
sharp notch or crack. However, if the sides of the notch are not parallel a further correction was
recognized as necessary sincf the resulting angle, for sharp notches at least, could seriously influence
the theoretical stress conccntration factor or defined by Neuber for a parallel sided notch. Accordingly,
Neuber modified Eq. (1) to include this flank angle, (, (Fi6. 2) correction as follows:

KM + -0 (2)

Whereas Neuber's results for KTo were developed for infinite sheets, in the K-H approach the KT
determination implies corrections for finite width sheets. Such corrections are exploited for example in
McEvily and 1&lg (6), and Kuhn (1,3). These corrections stem bnth from theoretical work as well as
experimental investigations. Specifically, Kuhn (1), using Dixon's results (9) for a crack, used the
relation:

K * I 2k (0/0)1/2 (3)

with

2 1/2

k - w] (for central cracks)

k - I - La (for edge cracks)w w

Here w is the plate width and 2a and a are the crack length for the center cracked ard edge cracked
specimen respectively.

More recently Bowie (10) has provided detailed and accurate analytical solutions for cracks in finite
width plates and has suggested a rather general and simple method for determining the stress state in such
bodies; these results can appropriately be utilized in the K-H approach.

An additional consideration introduced in the K-H approach is the stres3 alleviating influence
associated with the plastic deformation which takes place at the tip of the notch. The plasticity cor-
rection is of the form:

E
pa - 1 (4)

where E1 and E2 are secant moduii corresponding to amax and to the average stress remote from the notch
respectively.

Letting the masximum stress x be redefined as the ultimate strength, cu, then El can be identified
as Eu, If attention is further confined to cases where the net section stress at failure, SN, is less I
than the yield strength, ay. i.e., S. < e . then the average stress remote from the notch is in the
elastic region and E2 - E. Eq. (4) then .an be written as an ultimate strength factor, Ku:

E
( u (s)

UI

Subject to the corstraint SN< ry. On the other hand if SN> w the K-H approach Implies Eq.($)should be
written as follows: y

E
K l U N - 1) U17(6)

when EN is the secant modulus corresponding to the net stress, SN.

Summarizing then for the notch specimen, the ultimate strength, a.. is given by:

u a K u x SN (7a)
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E
X l+ (KNl)E (7b)

and

+- K 0 - I (7c)

and

• 1 + 2kw (a/P) 1/2 (7d)
0

These relations represent the K-H approach and provide the predictive tools for determining the
residual strength of a notched body starting from its original geometry and related theoretical stress
concentration factor. The latter can be determined using either analytical or experinental approaches,
feeding a size factor consideration into the consideration via the Neuber particle co:icept and finally
incorporating a plasticity correction.

When these relationships are combined for a finite width plate and are interpreted in terms of a
crack instead of a notch, i.e., o - 0, then the final ultimate strength factor, Ku, appears in the form:

K k - 121 (a/p')1 2  6(8)

and the strength in the form

au I Ku SN (9)

Note that P', presumably a material constant, must be experimentally determined and k , defined by Equation
3 accounts for the width effects and must be determined either experimentally or analytically.

Hudson (11) applied this approach to a specific stainless steel and by taking care to minimize the
buckling influence found it had satisfactory predictive capability. For the material investigated he
found that the Neuber particle parameter was approximately 0.18 inch. This is undoubtedly large relative
to aicrostructural elements and confirms the feeling (as has been suggested by others including Kuhn) that
the quantity p' should indeed be considered only as a parameter in Equation I and not necessarily a material
related constant. Hudson showed quite effectively that the results of residual strength tests were signifi-
cantly influenced by buckling and that the K-H method applied in the present form only iZ buckling were
inhibited.

Broek (12) observed that cracked sheets frequently exhibited slow crack growth under increasing
loading prior to final rapid fracture. Ie noted that the initiation of this slow crack growth appeared
to be governed by the relation:

uI (a )1 1  K 1 (10)

when a is the nominal (gross) stress at the instant of initiation of slow crack extension, ao is the
initial crack length, and Kp is plane strain fracture toughness. Broek, however, had some reservations
as to the physical acceptability of this criteria since it had also been observed that sheet specimens
with cracks initially induced at 450 to tAe surface continued to extend slowly under static loading in
a shear mode. This appeared to be incompatible with the KIC quantity in Eq. 10. He noted, nevertheless,
that initiation of slow crack growth appeared to occur at a value of ri (ao)½ which was relatively
independent of the thickness, thus tending to confirm Eq. 10 (since KIC is generally presumed to be a
material property and hence independent of thickness).

Brook attempted to predict residual strength of sheet panels by incorporating this slow growth
consideration. Using as a starting point resistance curves of Chapter I as shown in Fig. 3 (see als2
Section E-8) he notes the crack is stable and does not extend if a < wi, but at a - vi the crt:k slowly
extends under the influence of increasing stress following the curved path shown. At a value of gross
stress where a * fi (point F in Fig. 3), the crack becomes unstable and extends catastrophically. It is
clear from Fig. 3 that analytically this instability governing'unstable growth, hence residual strength of
the panel, is given by the simultaneous condition that the two curves (i.e., the resistance rate R curve
*dM the energty release rate G curve corresponding to tho initial streso T I mdt hoe. a A, -
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when V and W are related to the R and I ciurvot as followst

R dW

and

This latter condition was first developed by Orowan (13). It should he noted that whereas Eqs, 11 are
applicable to crack instability whethet it be ductile or brittle crack extension, hq, llb is superfluous
if only the brittle mode of extension is involvedi thus reducing to the single commonly recognised
Uriffith relation, Eq, Ila,

When Eqs. 11 were applied to a series of large panels, the following relationship was developed as a
reasonable criteria for residual strength:

7 ae• constant (12)acc

where p depends upon material, Brook suggests on the basis of Pdmittedly limited data that the critical
ct'ack length, ac, is proportional to the initial crack length, ao, in the form:

ao a on

so that Eq. 12 can be rewritten in the more useful form for designt

S0 aP . constant (13)

Thus, for a given material, two tests should be adequate to determine the constants. Eq. 13 is in effect,
then, a relation for prediction of residual strength in terms of Logs. stress, a , and initial crack
length, ao. Limited data in support of this type of relation arv provided in Brhek's paper; this data
relates to thin cylindrical pressure vessels and stiffened panels as well as unstiffened flat panels.
Extensions to incorporate finite width effects were not entirely satisfactory.

An attempt to provide a finite width correction for flat panels is discussed by Broek (14). He
essentially used the scheme similar to that suggested by Bluhm (IS). Brook assumes an '41 curve which is
independent of width but Introduces for the "G" curve a relation which takes into account the finite
width of the panel. These are then introduced into Eq. 11 leading to the relation between a. and
ag as follows:

ao a o 2" l sin ie

For the special case when ao/w is kept constant, Brook shows that this approach leads to the prediction:

/w2  • constant (14)

Pigure 4 taken from Brook (14) tends to support the reasonableness of this approach. Buckling of cracked
thin skin specimens introduces further difficulties into the interpretation of the results which Brook
(14) also discusses briefly.

In a later paper, Brook (16) suggests that, at least for the two materials investigated: 2024-T3 and
7076-T6, the criteria (Eq. 13) appeared to be appropriately independent of the sharpness of the crack.
This conclusion was based upon a comparison of the behavior of specimens containing a saw cut in
contrasted to ones with a fatigue crack generated at two levels of alternating stress. Broek (17) also
investigated rate of loading effects and showed that over a range of loading rates such that the test
duration varied from approximately 0.4 sec. to 30 minutes, tests on 2024-T3 exhibited no influence on the
above criteria for residual strength.

t/
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CRACAppendix IV- 3
CRACK PROPAGATION LAWS

J. I. Bluhm

a. Introduction

Fatigue has generally been characterized by several stages; nucleation (at "defects") of cracks, micro-
crack propagation and coalescence, macrocrack propagation and, finally, catastrophic fracture. Nucleation
appears to occur very early in the fatigue life of a body and is considered to be the consequence of
repeated cyclic slip. It is also clear that nucleation of microcracks is not restricted to a single site
in a given body; generally a number of such microcracks will develop at various sites. These microcracks
will then grow at different and not necessarily continuous rates; eventually one such microcrack will
dominate in the growth process and become the macrocrack which leads ultimately to final failure.

Since the gross stresses at a point are amplified by the presence of a geometric notch, it is not sur-
prising that nucleation, initial microcrack growth and even early macrocrack growth is usually associated
with such regions. In the vicinity of a notch, microscopic regions containing defects are subjected to
stresses representing the product of the stress concentration factors of the notch and the microdefect.

If we consider for illustration a simple case of a plate with a relativrely blunt notch per Fig. I,
then one may identify certain of these regions of fatigue more readily. In Fig. la we observe the grossly
expanded region of the base of a notch showing renresentative grains, each having its own anisotropic
characterization, its own subgrain boundaries and otherwise generally loaded with other defects such as
dislocations, inclusions, voids, etc. As a result of the-external cyclic loading, damage occurs at some
of these sites and eventually at a number of these sites microcracks as shown ara formed. These are dis-
creet disconnected cracks with random orientation depending upon both the stress state and the given orienta-
tion. With repeated cyclic loading more sites may contribute to microcrack formation and some of the
existing ones will grow and coalesce with others; eventually the.growth will be restricted to one or two
such cracks and a single "dominant" crack will prevail. Figure lb suggests the appearance of such a
dominant crack. It has been observed that generally the initial dominant crack tends to be of at an
inclined angle to the tensile loading whereas at later growth stages it tends to follow a path perpendicular
to the load direction; these have been identified in the literature on Stage I and Stage II crack propaga-
tion. It is noted that since the "length" of this dominant crack is of the order of the radius of the
notch that the stress state at its crack tip is a function of both the applied load and the Initial notch
geometry; at this stagc of growth the notch geometry cannot be ignored in determining the levels of stresses
at the crack tip. The crack is undergoing a transient stage of growth "feeling" initially predominately
the effect of the initial notch. When the crack has extended further as In Fig. 1c, such that the crack
is relatively long compared to the notch tip radius, then the effects of initial notch configuration may
be ignored; only the crack configuration becomes significant, we identify this regime as the "steady state"
regime. "Steady state" growth continues to take place until the crack teaches a critical size at which
time catastrophic fracture or ductile collapse as in Fig. ld takes rýace. This presumes that the plate
is large enough so that critical crack size is achieved before the uence of the free edge of the plate
starts to affect the crack tip stresses.

In the present, we shall confine our attention to this "steady state" regime of macrocrack propagation.
For the reader who is interested in details relative to the earliLt stages of fracture including pertinent
design approach and/or discussion relating to the breakout of fatigue regimes, one may see typically
references 1-18.

b. Representative Crack Propagation Laws

A brief glance at Table 1 taken from reference 19 would suggest that, at least as of that writing (1967),
there appeared to be no generally accepted predictive relation for crack growth. More recent surveys by
Barrois (20) or Pelloux (21) tend to confirm that status even as late as 1970. In view of the transient
and developing state of knowledge in this specific area, we will not attempt to identify the appropriate
propagation law but rather we will describe several laws of current and/or historic interist and describe
where possible some of their limitations. Christensen and Harmon (19) has noted that most of the various
relationships proposed in the literature are reasonably valid for the restricted ranges of applicability
for which they were developed, but that generally they did not provide sufficient generality to account,
explicitly, for many of the loading parameters known to be significant. Only a limited number of available
"laws" explicitly take into account even the more obviously pertinent material properties as such; they
are inistead generally incorporated in experimentally determine "constants".

(1) One load parameter laws

Most early crack propagation studies attempted to correlate the cyclic crack growth rates, da/dn,
to various functions of the instantaneous crack length, a, and the alternating stress, u . Many of those
relationships can be expressed approximately in the following functional form* a

• ~da
% f-c i flgaC1 ) Cl)

[i *The following d'iscussion is largely borrowed from the paper by Paris and Erdogen (23).
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where the Ci's are (hopefully) constants selected to fit the experimented data. Note that in this form
only one load defining parameter, o,, enters explicitly into the relations. In this form, then, generaliza-
tion to cover load variables is limited. Neve~rtheess, it is useful to examine a number of such relations
which have been proposed. Head (22) suggested a model exploiting rigid plastic work hardening elements and
developed the form:

da C1 6' 3 a3 /2

' • 112 ='do %(2)

Where C reflects a combination of material properties slightly dependent however on mean stress, C is the
yield sirength and wo, the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip. As pointed out by Paris and lrdogen
(23), Head (22) assumed w to be a constant where as Frost and Dugdale (24) observed it to increase with
crack length; Irwin (25) Rad shown that wo 0 012 a. When this was introduced into Eq 2 Paris and Erdogen
obtained Head's "corrected" law 4:

da C 01 2 a

This may be reduced assuming K2 0j 2 a (for an infinite plate) to the form:

da C3 Kmax2 a1/2

Un- a1/2 a(3b)
C2 a max

Note that whereas Eqs. 3 do in fact reflect the situation where the plastic zone may indeed increase
with crack length as observed by Frost and Dugdale (24) and as might be expected in constant load tests, this
is not necessarily a valid generalization. For tests in which q2 a is maintained constant then according to
Irwin (25) the plastic zone would be constant. Frost and Dugdale proposed another such one parameter
relatiev:

3
da a a (4a)

4

where C4 is a constant depending both on material and mean stress. In normalized form* this can be expressed
as:

da C K 3

dmax

Paris and Erdogen (23) suggested the relation:

... da. C (K) 4

where AK is the stress intensity factor range of K. They plotted limited crack propagation data for both
2024-T3 and 7075-T6 aluminum alloys; this data from several sources and covering some six decades of Oa are
shown reproduced in Figs. la and lb. It is suggested by the authors that this data appears to substaffiate
the exponent 4 in Eq. 5 as a good engineering approximation,

Barsom (26), examining the crack propagation rates at the higher range of energy release rates
(or K's), quotes work of others to suggest that observed accelerated growth rates at a higher AK's are
associated with a superposition of ductile fracture on the fatigue striation mechanisms. This ductile
fracture mode intuitively would be expected to increase the apparent fracture toughness; hence a fatigue
dilemma crops up; the toughness increases, but nevertheless the crack propagation also increases. The
transition behavior discussion by Wilhem (27) is more consistent with the overriding influence of increased
toughness. Barsom basically suggests a relation equivalent to:

da CM(2  (6)

but points out that a transition occurs (see Fig. 31 when the range of the crack opening displacement,,
is approximately 1.6 x 10-3 inches. The crack opening displacement,6, is defined by the relation 6 S t
where G is the elastic energy release rate and o yis the 0.2% offset yield strength. ry

*For purposes of this review we shall express all crack growth rate, not only in the original form (with
minor editorial changes) but also in a form expressed in stress intensity notation; i.e., gan, orAN and
R, the max stress intensity factor and the stress or load ratio R 5 ain/ r sp ../r..,We shall further
attempt to reduce all results to the infinite plate case to pyovide a coft'owatifobFvaluation. Such
forms will be called the "nominalized" or "reduced" form.

S! -. . - . -. -.. ...



... ......... . . & L,,4L VApIlCIly accounts ror the yield strength,
Youngs modulus, an' Poisson's Ratio In a constart C. This constant, furthermore, ta.es on distinct
values fox plane strain and plane stress. Beeuwkes provides impressive evidence that the large bulk ,f
valid data (excluding only data for which buckling was not inhibited in thin sheet specimens) fits this
predictive relation closely:

Frost and Dixon (29) suggested the relation:

- C' a (7a)

or in reduced form:

3
da C K max
da 1/ (7b)

which is identical to that of Frost and Dugdale (Eq. 4).

Pelloux (21) has suggested a direct relation between crack growth rates and the Crack Tip Opening
Displacement (CTOD) in the form:

da . 1/2 D . L W 2

rn ~~Sir

where e & F are the yield stre"th and claztic .wJulus respectively.
Y

Most of the crack propagation studies reported in the literature relate to unidirectional loading.
Using quasi elliptical flat plates with thru thickness cracks, Joshi and Shewchuk (30) were able to study
the effects of biaxial loading on crack propagation rates in 2024-T351 aluminum alloy. Their limited results
are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. They were able to account for biaxial stresses by using an effective stress
intensity factor based upon the maximum strai energy theory for failure. They defined the equivalent stress
intensity factor as Ke - we a½ where @e 2 =, *l 1+2÷2- al v2 and as shown in Fig. 4b obtained excellent
nominalization.

(2) Two load parameter laws

In order to include effects of mean stress, a number of "two load parameter" equations have been
proposed. Paris and Gomez (31) suggested the functional form:

but provided no explicit suggestion for the functional form.

Broek and Schijve (32) recognized the need for unambiguously defining the load parameter (at
least for simple loading) and suggested the form:

-- Rda "C 02R ax1 / 2 3  410 (i2a)

or in reduced form

da "C2 R 3 (0b
•;. -c 3 e x (l0b)

where: C1C are constants
RiN the stress ratio 0_ ._/ _
a is the half crack lenf "ax
b is the half plate width

This form leads to a lineab- relation when log dris plotted against log K with slope equal to 1/3. Data
from Broek and Schijve (32) shown in Fig. 5, sAiws marked deviation from such linearity thus casting some
doubts on the alobal validity of this form of relation. It is worth noting that this "raw" data does
however highlight several features: (a) curves for different R's are distinct, (b) a tendency for a
"threshold" level of K.a exists below which a approaches zero, and (c) at high value of VIM there is
evidence of exaggerat •-•rack growth. Brock j"SchiJve did not attempt to build these latter behavioral
characteristics into crack growth laws.

Foran, Kearney, and Engle (33) suggested the following alternative form which explicitly predicts
the oxaeewrated rwth at mc .4h w e Al'
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da C TR Kc (11a)

or recognizing UK a (l-R) Kmax

da CC (lR)n'l Kmax
Ea KI _ Kmax (11b)

Here C and n are material and numerical constants respectively, and K is the critical stress intensity
factor for fracture. Representative results taken from Forman, et. al. (33) are shown in Fig. 6.

Tomkins (34) starting from a simple shear flow model derived the following relation:

dada . CAa3 am a (12a)

or

da
d-n = C1 (l-R) (1+R) K x (12b)

Figure 7 shows some of his results.

Hudson and Scardina (35) evaluated wide sheet crack propagation rates with R values from 0 to
-0.8 and compared the results with the prediction relations of Paris and Erdogen, Eq. 5, Brock and Schi.ve,
Eq. 10 and Forman, et. al., Eq. 11. They concluded that the Forman relation represented the best fit.
Figure 8 shows those three relations superposed on data for different R values. Agreement with the Broek
and Schijve data, though fairly gooa at low AK's, is poor at the higher level.. Comparing the Paris and
Forman relations, the latter appears to be in better agreement with this data; additionally it incorporates
the load ratio parameter R in explicit form whereas the Paris relation requires experimental determination
of a constant for each value of R.

It is noted also that the Forman relation, Eq. 11, predicts the "S" shaped response curve; i.e.,
"accelerated" growth rates at the higher K's and decelerated growth rates at the lower K's. It predicts,
in fact, a catastrophic rate as K approaches Kc which is intuitively satisfying though the infinite rate
actually predicted is not compatible with observed behavior of relatively tough materials. This relation,
fur*hermore, does not predict threshold behavior (value of AK below which crack propagation does not occur),
except for the limiting case of AK a 0. Recent papers by Bucci, et al (38,39) discuss this threshola
phenomena. Bluhm, et al (40) and Johnson (41) have proposed semi-empirical relations which, not only show
a form which can account for the high AK acceleration, but which also address the threshold behavior at
other than zero stress states. The Bluha relation follows:

SAK 
(13a)damax

I KcJ
or in reduced form,

K m

where: [.

Mt is the threshold level of AK

K * is the effective fracture toughness at the fatigue stress level and includes terms explicitly
to account for thickness and stress level

C, m, n are constants

Johnson (41) proposed a similar relation essentially as follows:

ra K AV 1/n
S" Clogl 1 6 t (140)

K Al

4.
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or in reduced form

da . C log KIC -) Kma / (14 b)
Uog K - (1 -R) K (-b[IC max]

WhereAKt represents the threshold level of the range of K.

These relations predict the trends observed at the extreme of applied AK's. Pearson (42,43) has used
the following modified Forman relation to correlate data on several aluminum alloys using half-inch thick
specimens:

da 1/2 CAI(
dn [(1-R) KIC - A'K]

This yields fair correlation over much of the intermediate range of test conditions, but crack rates are
underestimated at low rates and at high mean stresses.

Mukherjee and Burns (44), recently investigated effects of loading frequency, mean stress, and the
range of stress intensity factors on crack growth rates in polymethylmethacrylate and suggested the form:

da ab c

da Yfa Kbmean (K)C (16a)

or (in reduced form)

da VfaK b L+R b (16b)

Un- max " (2-R)

where y, a, b, and c are material constants determined by a multiple regression analysis and f is the
frequency of loading.

Correlation with experimental results is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b froi,; their paper. They claim a
discrepancy of less than 15 percent between the experimental and predicted number of cycles over the
limited range of frequencies and crack lengths investigated.

c. Programmed and Random Loading

In many structural applications, particularly for aircraft, the loading is neither simple harmonic nor
is it maintained at a fixed amplitude. It is therefore of major interest to designers to have design formula
for treating such cases. One may consider two major classes oF such complex loading histories: programmed
or block loading as shown in Fig. 10 and random loading which is defined generally in terms of the spectral
power distribution.

Consider first the load history such as shown in Fig. 10. Here a simple cyclic load is maintained at
constant peak and constant mean stress for a large number of cycle3 and than these two load parameters are
changed to a now set of arbitrary values and again maintained constant for i significant number of cycles.
These changes may be effected a number of times in the life of the component in question.

An obvious and simple approach to design is merely to use a selected one or two load parameter equations
for crack growth rates and apply it repeatedly for each block of uniform loading. A number of investigators
have examined the behavior of cracks growing under such conditions. McMillan, et al (45) corcentrated on
measurement of fatigue striations noting the changes in striation appearance and spacing at different load
levels. He reported computed rates which are unconservative though not in error by more than a factor of
two. Studies by McMillan and Pelloux (45) of single overloads show, furthermore, that such overloads
generally tend to cause crack growth retardation. Matthews, et al (46) have observed (for cyclic loading)
that step increases in the stress intensity factor led to a significant transient exaggeration of the crack
propagation rate before it settled down to the anticipated "steady state" rate. In neither of these
last studies, however, were crack propagation laws suggested to account for this phenomenon. Though a
number of investigative and/or exploratory studies are underway covering various aspects of programmed
loading and even random loading, little has been crystallized with respet to practical deoign laws,

In the area of random load fatigue testing, an excellent review of the state-of-the-art is provided
by Swanson (47); that review also provides an extensive bibliography pertaining to crack propagation under
random loading. Although a number of the investigators referenced therein have experimentally determined
crack propagation rates under various random input, no explicit "laws" were proposed, Examinat~on of
pepcr't -. sented at the recent Symposium of the International Committee on Aeronautical PatigLe (48,4;-)
tends to reinforce the thought that emphasis in fatigue is being directed more and more toward th-v random
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load approach. A number of moiels for behavior under random load were prv-ented; 1,o definite laws have been
generally acceptable. The papers by Diimond, ct al (48) and Wood (49t) reflect current direction toward
developing rational laws for "life" in lieu of cr.c. propagation rates Ruia, et al (00) pr.posr;. a
detailed and sophisticated "life p'ediction model" for random loadin4 ba'ed upon the relation:

Life - Ct (Cb (P) (I)d ld)

where:

C, a, b, c, and d are material constants

Kt is the stress coiicentration fictor

Yis the maximum nominal stress

P is the probability of maximum load occurrence

E is a low load elimination factor.

Example applicatien to 11.2 simpla constant amplitude condition led to prediction of 10 x l05 cycle whereas
actual life was 3.5 x l0S cycle, somewhat on the unconservative direction.

Another rather general approach to the life prediction appro.:ch to the random loading process is
suggested by Erisman (511 in which he basically adopts Miner's rule t-ut assumes

ni
•i N i1

is permissible. Then defining four parameters which form the basis of his "M.I.S.S." method he proposes
the relation;

f(Pm3 Pj .0p,'q) (18)

where:

Pm is the parameter defining the Mean %tress effect

Pj is the parameter defining the Interaction effect fbetween mean and oscillating stress)

Pp is the parameter defining the Spectral effect and

P is the parameter defining the Sequence effect
q

No results are discussed in the paper.

d. Geometry and/or Structural Considerations

Most of the discussion thus far has related to homogeneous monolithic, isotropic materials, and,
in fact, west of the fundamental understanding of fatigue to date his stemmed from studies on such materials.
However, it is important practically from the aeronautical or structural engineer's point of vlew to be
aware of the effects of other considerations such as thickness effects, or strUctural stiffening effects,
etc. on propagation laws. In fact there is a major critical gap in our knowledge of crack propagatin as
related to whole c .s.as of advanced materials such as composites.

It would apper- straightforward to presume that inasmuch as geometry, thickness effects and ý.'iffener
effects cause perLurbation of either the stress state at the crack tip or of the effective fracture
toughness (hence the pertinent material constants) that many of the formulaticosalready expressed earlier
would be appropriate as long as one takes the perturbation into account.

Thickness, for example, is well known to influence fracture toughness (S2-56) and as such would certainly
be a significant factor to be routinely inco-porated into such crack propagation laws as Forman Eqs. Ila.
llb, etc. where the toughness pa-aaeter is explicitly visible or in other relations such as that of
Mukherjee Eqs. 16 for eAample In which the toughness is undoubtedly expressed implicitly in some of the
material constants.

Geometry effects which influence the stress distribution (or the stress intensity) would similarly
"pee* . *..p.t*d tn havi significant effects; they can be routinely taken care of, provided the stress perturba-

upon width effects in plates in order to compensate for the practical recognition that structures are not
infinite in breadth but rather finite. There are appreciable results of stress distribution and/or stre,-



intensity factor studies in the literature for isotropic, monolithic structure. The recent review by P:ris
and Sih (57) is a good source of such data. Bowie (58), more recently, summarized development of a
modified mapping-collocation technique which hzs been applied to finite orthotropic as well as isotropic
media and has wide applicability. Structurally significart detail such as stiffened panels, rivet effect
cylinders, etc. have also been studied, (59-63) and stress intensity factors, or their equivalent,
determined for such varied configuration. These various analytical and/or experihental results of stress
distribution near crack tips will undoubtedly be a principal input to the crack propagation relationships,
independent of which form(s) is eventually proven to be most useful for design.

TABLE I - Fatigue-crack growth equations

Date Investigators Equation

1935 to 1936 DeForest and No equation, but one of earliest experi-

Magnuson ments designed to measure fatigue-crack

growth.

1938 Uanger and No equation, but first suggestions con-

Peterson cerning the inclusion of crack propagation

data into cumulative damage rules.

1953 Read dl/dn - 0 3/2

1956 McClintock [d(I/h)]/[d(eh)] - 1/4 yf[in h/2p -

1/2(0 - 4p 2/h2 )] . in torsion

1957 to 1958 Frost and Dugdale dl/dn = constant ... constant stress

dl/dn - A&
3

1 ... constant load

1938 McEvily and llg 01/dn * 2oi3/2, where * =1/,(I)

1961 Hardrath and log 10 (0.0051 Knet

Mctvily 
3 4

/
1

nnet - 34))

1960 Schijve dl/•n - -as I

1954

1956 Weibull dl/dn - K .elf ... constant cyclic a

1960

[d(l/w)]/dr - K(o0 )/[(l - 1/w) 0 )

constant cyclic load

161 Valluri 4dm - l/[(( - 4

(1 - I/crk)2(1 
- R)

2

1961 Denke and dm - ;(l/) (1 - I/ld 4 1

Ciri stensen

1961 Paris, Gomez, 41/dn uK 1-/20
and Anderson

2
S1963 Liu dl/dn - cal I

1965 Manson al/dn - c(&4pi)s

C
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Appendix IV-4

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN FRACTURE

a. Introduction H. H. Johnson

Failures in aircraft structures and components are often adversely influenced by environmental factors.
Since environmental cracking is more frequently encountered with the higher strength materials used in
advanced structural systems, the area has received much attention in recent years.

Some important characteristics of environmental cracking are:

* environment-influenced cracks in service structures often emancte from prior flaws or
metallurgical heterogeneities.

* it often commences at stress levels well below the normal non-environmentally influenced net
section yield strength or fracture stress.

* the crack grows slowly'in the opening mode under the combined influence of the stress state
and the environment.

* rapid fracture will occur if the crack grows to a length such that the remaining section is
overloaded.

* environmental cracking is more prominent with higher strength materials; the stress to initiate
the crack growth process may be much lower due to the adverse effect of increasing strength level.

* the environment chemistry to cause cracking is much less specific or unique for higher strength
materials, with aqueous media of most interest.

* the environment may catalyze crack initiation and growth under both static and dynamic loading.

The inclusion of environmental effects in fracture phenomena necessarily leads to a complex situation,
in which the description of fracture must be largely phenomenological. This is evident from a schematic
representation of the essential components of the environmental cracking event, Fig. 1. Metallurgy,
chemistry, and mechanics are involved and are not easily separated.

The locus of the environmental cracking event is the crack tip region, where the essential interaction
occurs between the environment and the stressed and plastically deforming material. Since characterization
of the plastic zone is as yet primitive and the chemical interactions in the crack tip region are not
easily studied, it is not surprising that quantitative understanding of environmental cracking remains
largely at the macroscopic level.

b. Testing Methodology

The classical method for evaluating susceptibility to environmental cracking is to immerse a stressed
specimen, usually with a smooth test section, in the suspect environment and record the time to failure.
The environmental cracking characteristics are then concisely summarized by a plot of nominal stress vs
time to failure. This allows a good characterization of the metallurgical and bulk environment factors,
but the mechanics are poorly described by the nominal stress, especially since multiple cracking is often
observed. Quantitative correlation of laboratory test data and service performance is therefore not
feasible.

A further characteristic of this procedure is that it is largely a test for crack initiation. An
identifiable crack usually appears rather late in the test life, often well after SO%, and the crack
then propagates rather rapidly. Failure times are controlled mainly by the material-environment inter-
action at the smooth surface.

As with other fracture phenomena, it is useful to consider enviromenta. cracking as composed of two
phases, crack initiation and crack propagation. Initiation refers primarily to the formation of a crack
at a smooth surface, and propagation to the growth of a crack, either subsequent to the initiation phase
"or from a preexistent crack-like flaw,

The classical procedure is primarily on initiation test; it is often useful as a screening device,
particularly for lower strength materials. However, it has on occasion been dangerously misleading in the
sense that it has indicated immunity in environments where service experience has 4monstrated otherwise.
For example, examination of service failures in high strength steels shows that environment-influenced
fracture cracks almost invariably grow from prior flaws, and this circumstance is just not evaluated by
the classical testing procedure, and a testing procedure which focuses upon crack propagation character-
istics is essential.

Titanium alloys in aqueous media offer a second example of the separate importance of the initiation
and propagation phases. Few service failures have been experienced with titanium alloys in aqueous media,
yet laboratory tests with pre-cracked specimens suggest that these alloys have a substantial susceptibility

Sto such media. The key factor is apparently the tenacious and rapidly forming film which is characteristic
of titanium. In smooch section tests this film is protective; in pro-cracked tests where the stress is
applied subsequent to the environment, the broken film is apparently unable to reform and be protective.
The former case is in better accord with service experience, where it appears that film reformation often
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occurs at the tips of flaws or crevices prior to exposure to the environment, and this limits the
susceptibility to environmental cracking. As a result, titanium alloys have a bettor record in servicu
than in the iaboratory, with respect to cracking in aqueous media.

C. FPacture Mechanics Approach

It has now been demonstrated that test procedures based upon linear elastic fracture mechanics are
adequate to predict and interpret environmental cracking phenomena when crack propagation is the control-
ling feature (1. 2). This approach is at present most useful for materials of intermediate and high
strength, where conditions are such that the size of the plastic zone around the crack tip is a small
fraction of the specimen or structure dimensions, i.e., the material is in plane strain.

Within the fracture mechanics framework, the stress intensity factor (a quantitative measure of the
locally elevated stress field surrounding the flaw and the associated plastic zone) is taken as the driving
force for crack extension. It is appropriate, then, to consider on an experimental basis whether or not
the stress intensity factor can correlate data from different specimen geometries and from structural
failures.

The available experimental evidence does, in f#ct, strongly indicate that the stress intensity does
correlate such data (1, 2) and is more suitable for that purpose than any other meafu.,e of the stress
state. The evidence (1, 2) may be summarized in the following categories:

(I) Threshold stress intensities (KISCC) are identical when measured by both crack initiation and
crack arrest techniques (1-3). With end loading and crack-line wedge loading of center-cracked specimens
of TI-SAI-lMo-IV alloys in 3-1/2% aqueous solutions of NaC1, good agreement between crack initiation and
crack arrest stress intensities was obtained with 2the stress intensity range of 20-25 ksi-inl/ 2 for
initiation in end loading and within 20-22 ksi-ini' 2 for arrest in wedge loading. The net section stress
inceases with crack length with both loading configurations; however, concomitantly, the stress intensity
decreases with wedge loading and increases with end loading. The existence of crack arrest with wedge
loading, therefore, illustrates the importance of che stress intensity factor, as opposed to the net
section stress.

(2) The invariance of the threshold strmss intensity with specimentgeometry has also been demon-
stY ted with high strength steels (4), Fig. 2. Identical threshold stress intensities are observed for
tho three geometries, but systematic differences in failure time, and therefore crack growth rate, are
noted. These distinctions reflect the different functional dependeces of stress intensity on crack
length for the three specimens and suggest that environmental cracks grow faster at higher stress
intensities.

(3) Turning to crack propagation experiments, several lines of evid-mce suggest a unique relation
exists between crack growth rate and stress intensity for a given material-environment system. Fig. 3
presents results of a constant stress intensity propagation experiment for high strength steel in water (1).
These results show that constant stress incensity is clearly associated with a constant growth rate; over
the same interval of crack extension the net section stress varies.

(4) For the Ti-SAO-IMo-IV alloy in 3-1/2% aqueous solutions of NaCI, crack growth rates (3) from
both end loaded and crack-line loaded specimens fall on a single curve, Fig. 4, when correlated in terms
of the stress intensity factor.

Although more experimental data would be desirable, that available strongly suggests that the stress
intensity factor is the appropriate parameter for characterizing the stress state in environmental
cracking phenomena. Tiffany and Masters (S) tested wet and dry surface-flawed specimens to illustrate the
Letrimental effect of moisture and to compare the wet specimen results with a hydraulic actuator which had
failed in the presence of moisture. Fig. S shows their results and the good correlation which they
obtained on a stress intensity basis.

The threshold stress intensity is perhaps the single most important parameter descriptive of environ-
mental cracking. Although occasionally there is some question as to whether or not it is an absolute limit,
it always indicates a very sharp change in environmental cracking characteristics, with virtual immunity
at the lower stress intensity levels and dangerous susceptibility at the higher levels. Therefore, it is
the single most important desige parameter to characterize the cracking phe'.tomenon.

Crack growth rate measurements in many systems have shown a general correlation of these rates with
stress intensities, as shown in Fig. 6. V-k curves of this characteristic shape have been observed for a
wide variety of material-environment systems, including steels, titanium and aluminum alloys, and glass.
Not all material-enviroment systems necessarily show all three regimes.

Environmental parameters, e.g., temperature and solution chemistry, ar often observed to have
different effects on the three regimes, suggesting that different mechanisms may operate in different

* regimes. In some instances regime II is associated with crack branching; this may represent a quasi steady
S, state in which the environmental reaction occurs at a rate just sufficient to keep up with the propagating

crack.

For some systems, notably steels and titanium alloys, regime I becomes vertical at a sufficiently low
stress intensity, demonstrating the existence of a true threshold for environmental crack extension.
Further, for both systems it is generally not possible to manipulate crack growth rates over orders of

as temperature, imposed potential, etc. nmwrarorv. tuw tmruanoae avre.. miens*..y,-
parameter.
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ror aluminum alloys the existing data do not indicate a true threshold stress intensity; rather,

regime I becomes steeper at low stress intensities but does not appear to approach a true vertical
asymptote. However, growth rates may be varied over many orders of magnitude for aluminum alloys by
appropriate variations in composition, processing, ano heat treatment schedules. Safe performance in
quite long, but finite, life applications may be assured by this approach, even though stresses may
exceed the threshold stress intensity.

It is generally observed for steels and titanium alloys that crack growth rates are short, ranging
from a few minutes to a few hours, for a wide variety of processing and thermal treatments. Threshold
stress intensities are usually unaffected by procedures which do effect changes in the crack growth rate.
There has been very limited success in improving the threshold stress intensity by methods which do not
simultaneously lower the yield strength. This is evident from studies (7, 8) of the environmental crack-
ing behavior of maraging steels in aqueous media after a substantial variety of thermal treatments, and of
4340 steel with different prior austenite grain sizes.

For high strength quenched and tempered steels the threshold stress intensity is quite senjitive to
strength level (6), Fig. 7. The rapid drop in K at strength levels in the range of 180,COO-200,000 psi
is fairly general, and consistent with the much higer incidence of service failures with high strength
steels.

A major limitation of the critical threshold stress intensity concept for environmental cracking is
that it is essentially a static loading concept. Available evidence suggests that the static KISCC is of
little relevance in situations involving dynm.mic or cyclic loading. Environment-accelerated fatigue crack
growth has been observcd at stress intensities well below KlSCC" Environmental crack growth under cyclic
loading is strongly load-frequency sensitive, as would be expected from a process involving interaction
with the environment. At sufficiently high frequencies the crack growth rate is unaffected by environ-
mental factors; the effect becomes more pronounced as the frequency is decreased.

It appears that in some structures, particularly in aerospace and military applications, environment-
accelerated fatigue crack growth may well be the life-limiting process for the structure. More experi-
mental attention to this area might be desirable.

In many experimental and practical situations, the crack grows at a controlled rate under stress
state circumstances that require an increase in stress intensity. It has been observed (1) that when
the stress intensity increases to the level corresponding to the fracture toughness of the material, e.g.,
KIC, an abrupt transition to rapid and unstable crack growth occurs. In other words, the basic fracture
toughness is unaffected by the environmental interaction, which apparently can be described in mechanical
terms as a local instability at the crack tip. There is no bulk degradation of material properties, and
the effect of the environment is localized to the surface or near surface regions.

d. Mechanistic Considerations

It is evident that the micro-mechanism of environmental cracking involves aspects of chemistry,
mechanics, and metallurgy in a complicated fashion. Not surprisingly, there is little agreement among
investigators on the mechanisms operating in different material-environment systems. Most suggested
mechanisms are built around one or more of the following concepts:

(I) Anodic dissolution - the crack tip area is considered anodic with respect to more remote
regions, usually for metallurgical reasons, and therefore metal dissolution into aqueous media is concen-
trated at the crack tip.

(2) Weakening by adsorption - it Is suggested that adsorption of specific species in the crack tip
region results in a loss of cohesion of the matrix atoms. The exact physical mechanism to accomplish this
is obscure, but presumably results from an alteration in the Jocal electronic structure. The question as
to whether the adsorption process is strain activated is open.

(3) Films - surface films play an important part in several mechanistic concepts. Rupture of pro-
tective films by plastic strain may be invoked to explain concentration of dissolution or embrittlina
mechanisms at crack tips. Also, the continual formation, rupture, and re-formation of brittle film5 has
been suggested as a complete mechanism. Finally, passive films are protective and may explain immunity,
as suggested earlier in the discussion of titanium alloys.

(4) Hydrogen - it is well knowtn that hydrogen can embrittle many, but net all, of the alloys that
are susceptible to environmental cracking. It has been suggested, and currently it is a very live issue,
that hydrogen generated by corrosion reactions between the material and environment may be the actual
embrittling agent in many environmental cracking phenomena.

Some aspects of these complicated questions have been clarified by recent investigations of crack tip
chemistry. These investigations demonstrate that the electro-chemical nature of the media at the crack
tip during steady state propagation may differ greatly from the bulk chemistry. These results suggest the
availability of hydrogen at crack tips even when the bulk electrochmistry would suggest that this was not
thermodynamically possible.

Barth, Steigertald, and Troieno (9) used a permeation technique to ascertain the conditions under
which hydrogen is discharged into steel from an aqueous environment. Even under bulk anodic potentials,
they found hydrogen permeation through the steel when pitting was evident on the input surface. Hydrogen
was not observed in the absence of pitting, except under cathodic potentials. For sv"AI -- ...
ia
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electrochemistry of aqueous solution in cracks. irom measurements or locai vn ano puten Al 0
tir region he concludes, Fig. 8, that the crack tip solution chemistry may differ greatly from that of the
bulk sclut ion.

The solution chemistry in the crack tip always becomes sufficiently acid so that the breakdown of
water and the reduction of hydrogen ions is thermodynamically favored. This is observed for a variety of
materials, even for solutions of highly alkaline bulk chemistry, or when the specimen was anodically
polarized (2). This acidification of the crack tip solution presumably results from hydrolysis of
dissolving metal ions. Therefore environmental cracks frrquently occur under conditions where the crack
tip chemistry is thermodynamically favorable to the discharge of hydrogen upon the crack tip surface.
This is good circumstantial evidence for the involvement of hydrogen in the mechanism of tne cracking
process.
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Appendix IV-5
SUMMARY OF LIMITATIONS

PrelimJnary Comments: J. I. Bluhm

In a broad sense, limitations to the applicability of mechanics to the fracture process entail diffi-
culties associated with several areas as follows:

a. Loading history, particularly when considered as a stochastic problem

b. Material variability

c. Environmental influences

d. Nondestructive testing inspection techniques for flaw detection and characterization

e. Stress analysis covering both the two and three-dimensional static and dynamic regimes

f. Quantitative description of an adequate failure criteria

It is principally with respect to the latter two, i.e., analysis and description of a valid failure criter-
ia, that this brief enumeration of limitations is addressed.

The J Integral'

(a) The Rice energy line integral (Eq. I of Section E-6) applies only to two-dimensional problems;
therefore, the J approach, as currently developed, is limited to problems of plane strain or generalized
plane stress.

(b) Since the deformation theory of plasticity was used to substantiate the constancy of the J
integral, it would appear that unloading is not permissible (i.e., fracture would have to proceed under
constant or increasing loading). This would rule out applicability to materials which exhibit significant
sub-critical crack growth prior to fracture since such extension implies local unloading near the crack
tip. Additionally, as a consequence of the inadmissibility of the unloading and/or slow crack growth,
the J criteria appears to refer to crack initiation rather than propagation (this, however, is no more a
restriction than the KIc criteria).

(c) Since material failing in plane stress generally exhibits slow crack growth, the J integral
approach appears to be applicable only to plane strain (implied by the notation Jid)

(d) The J1 C approach appears to be limited to configurations of contained plasticity

(e) Suitable J integral calibration must be developed for materials possessing plastic flow prop-
erties similar to those of the material one expects to test and for the particular specimen configurations
which are to be used (1). This should include a study of the effect of root radius.

Crack Opening Displacemetit

(a) Considerable controversy persists in the scientific/engineering community as to the funda-
mental nature of the crack opening displacement (COD) measurement. This controversy stems from, among
other factions, ambiguity as to what is being measured, where "it" should be measured, and how "it" should
be measured. These uncertainties are gradually being displaced, however, with further developments of the
concept.

(b) Currently the comonly recommended position for measurement of the COD is the elastic-plastic
boundary. Pragmatically speaking, there are few existing acceptable general solutions appropriate for this
purpose. Furthermore, this elastic-plastic boundary will be dependent upon the strain hardening character-
istics of the material. (It has been suggested, however, by Wells (2) that this effect can be incorporated
into the interpretation of results in the form of a small negative crack length correction.)

(c) The COD is dependent upon stress state and this. in turn, upon specimen configuration

(d) The COO does not appear to be a very sensitive measure for use in connection with high strength
materials

(e) The COD, as normally determined, contains components of displacement which are not directly
relevant to the fracturing process (3)

(f) No direct connection between the COD and an actual fracture mechanism has yet been established

F Resistance Method

(a) Does not directly provide a characteristic which is unique to the material; geometry, particu-
larly thickness, is known to be critical (This is also true of other measurements, i.e.. K_ or COD).

"This discussion follows that in the paper by J. A. Beqley and J. D. Landes: '"he J Integral as a
Failure Criterion," Westinghouse Scientific Paper 71-1E7-MFPWR-P3, June 8, 1971; also presented at the 5th

* National Symposium on Fracture Mechanics held at the University of Illinois, Aug. 31 - Sept. 2, 1971.
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(b) In the application of the rosistance method, it is presumed that the elastic energy release
rate it independent ot the fracture mode; this still remains to be substantiated. Ambiguity of comeonly
easured parameters arise from distinguishable fracture modes which are specimen configuration sensitive,:

steady state tearinM, transient unstable crack growth, i~e., pop-in, and catastrophic unstable crack
growth provide potential measure of crack initiation resistance, crack propagation resistance and crack
arrest resistance.

(c) The results of the R method are sensitive to the test system flexibility (or stiffness) as
well, of course, as to the fracture mode,

The Kuhn-llardrath Methodl

As originally developed, the particle sixe, 6, carried over from the Neuber formulation to the Kuhn-
Hardrath (K-H) technique, represented a physically acceptable concept of a critically stressed region near
the notch tip, However, in subsequent studies, it appeared that in order to have the data match the pre-
dictions, the "particle size" was occasionally of the same order of size as the specimen itself, thus
negating a physical significance to the particle size interpretation of 0. It is noted also that this
"particle s ize," which was hoped to be a material characteristic, is also geometry dependent, particularly
t hicknesswise. The general conclusion is that the particle size is merely a parameter in Eq. 1 of Section
6-9 and should not be considered a material property.

The predictive capability of this approach is markedly effected by the presence of buckling. Since,
in effect, the K-H apparoach was aimed at fracture prediction in thin sheet applications, this sensitivity
to buckling is a serious consideration.

Crack Propagation laws

No universally acceptable "law" exists even for simple tension-tension loading; few, if any, take in-
to account the distinctions between various failure modes, i.e., plane stress or plane strain. History
effects, though shown to be significant, have not generally been accounted for. Behavior of crack growth
rate at low (threshold) levels is only recently receiving increased interest; factors governing this
threshold level are yet to be specified. At the other end of the crack growth rate spectrum, i.e., at
high stress intensity levels (greater than KIc), the behavior is essentially unstudied.

Other areas relating to crack growth in which more information is needed and which limit confident
use of existing propagation laws include:

(a) Effects of environment

(b) Applicability to composite materials

(c) Effects of combined stress

(d) Transient behavior associated with changing crack front

(e) Tractable treatment of random loading

(f) Stochastic treatment of data and incorporation of reliability/probabilistic considerations

(g) Structural arrestors

(h) Role of Joints in crack propagation
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V. FAIL-SAFE DESIGN PROCEDURES

V.A BASIC INFORMATION

D. Broek

V.A.1 THE FAIL-SAFE DESIGN CONCEPTS

Operations economy demands a light aircraft structure. Such a light structure will have a
limited life, not much longer than the economical service life of the aircraft. As a result of uncertain-
ties in design loads and stress analysis and the possible occurrence of minor damage to the structure it
has to be expected that Gracks or partial failures occur long before the aircraft life is expended. Safety
then requires a structual design, that can still withstand an appreciable load under the presence of
cracks or failed parts. It also requires that the damage can be detected before it has extended to a
dangerous size. The stru.ture that meets these requirements is considered fail safe 9,2,3,4) .

The damage that can occur to an aircraft structure can consist of fatigue cracks or fatigue
failures, stress corrosion cracks or failures, and of foreign object damage (bird impact, sabotage bombs,
battle damage of military aircraft). Fail-safety can be achieved in various ways. Four methods for fail-
safe design are depicted in figure 11A 1. Two of these (a and c) are relatively well known; the other two
(d and e) find very limited application, since they will only be used if the other two cannot be applied.

Figure VA la shows the case where the structure is made fail-safe by selecting materials with
low growth rate and high residual strength and by adopting a design with inherent crack stopping
capabilities. This method in particularly suitable in case of built-up sheet structures. (This method is
sometimes referred to an the damage tolerance method). After some service period a crack may be initiated
(point A' in top diagram). This crack is still so small that it would not be revealed by any of the exist-
ing inspection techniques. After A hours (lower diagram) it has grown to a size that allows detection.
While the crack further increases in length the remaining strength of the structure will gradually
deteriorate until after B hours it will drop below the acceptable fail-safe strength.

The period from A to B is available for crack detection. For a safe operation there should be
at least two or three inspections in this period, since a crack of the minimum detectable length may just
escape attention during a given inspection. Although the crack may have an appreciable length at the end
of the safe period, it will be much smaller during the greater part of the time, since the za.0 growth
rates occur at a longer crack. This implies that relatively small cracks will have to be detected even if
the maximum tolerable crack is relatively large . It also implies that a small increase of the tolerable
crack length is not significantsince the last crack propagation will take the least time.

It should be noted that it is not strictly necessary to select a material with a low crack
propagation rate. In principle the structure can be made fail-safe also if cracks propagate fast, if only
the inspection interval is made short enough. Short inspection periods are not economical and therefore
the aircraft any sell better if designed in crack resistant materials. Some romaLrks on the length of the
inspection interval will follow later in this section.

i special case of this fail-safe concept is the occurrence of impact or sabotage damage
depicted in rigure VA lb. This damage is so obvious that the rest of the flight in which it occurred will
be short and the pilot will be carefully maneuvring and terminate the flight at the nearest airport. It is
nllikely the; a high load will occur in this period and therefore the acceptable residual strength level
V be lower than in other oases. Since the damage is obvious it will be repaired imediately.

A structure can also be fail-safe if the design allows for a multiple load path (Fig. VA 1),
i.e. if the load is transmitted by a number of parallel elements. When one of these elements has failed,
neighbouring elements can take over its taak, the penalty being a higher load in the remaining elements.
The top graph shows how one member fails after C hours of service and the bottom graph indicates how this
failure affects the residual strongth. All other members of the group have experienced more or less the
@am load history and therefore more of them may be close to failure. Besides their load in increased due
to failure of the first element. This implies that a second element may soon fail at D and then the
strength will drop below the required safety level.

The tim from C to D will be available for detection of the failure. If the failure of the
first element was a premature failure induced by a minor damage the period CD can be fairly long. If the
failure was not caused by special circumstances the period CD will fully depend upon the scatter in
fatigue lives, since all elements experienced the same load history.

The two methods discussed in the previous paragraphe are the normal ooncepts for fail-safe
design. It appears that crack detection is iitally important for f-il-safety. Therefore chapter VII of this
m nual will be completely devoted to inspection techniques. A structure that is never inspected cunnot
normally be fail-safe. This implies that the structure cannot be fail-safe if the critical arack is so
small that it cannot be detected. However, such structures can yet be mae fail-safe by means of periodic
proof testing or by means of periodic stripping, the two other fail-safe concepts depicted in figure
VA ld,o.

i, r In oaso of periodic proof testing the structure is periodically subJected to a hiah uroof

al flaw size is at 9 (Fig. VA ld). If-failure does not occur during proof -loading, flws of this sizs
were not present. At the required fail-safe load the critical crack size is at F. An incidental crack of
asio Z is not allowed to grew to F in the period between two proof loads. The time required from crack
propagation from E to F is the proof load period.
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During proof loading residual compressive stresses will be built up at the crack tip. This
will slow down subsequent crack propagation. Parts of tVe structure may be under compression during proof
loading. If cracks are present theor, residual tensile stresses may occur at their tips, which may
accelerate subsequent growth of the cracks in these regions.

Periodic proof testing has only found little application so far. The proof loading has to
occur under controlled conditions. Clearly, this is complicated and very expensive. The method may work
for structural parts that can be dismounted and tested in a simple rig, but proof testing of a complete
airframe cannot easily be accomplished.

In case of periodic s0ripping the surface layer of the structure is machined away periodic-
ally at locations liable to develop cracks. Of course, this needs to be done only at places where cracks
ari likely to appear. If a flaw i,, almost of the critical size L (Fig. IIA I@) it will be reduced to size
K if a surface layer LX is removed. The time re uired for crack propagation from K to L (through a stripp-
ing layer thickness) will be the stripping interval. The stripping can be followed by shot peening to
introduce favouraole compressive stresses. Periodic stripping can be a solution for expensive thick-
section structures, if the critical flaw is extremely small as is often the came for landing gears. It
requires a good knowledge of the locations liable to cracking to select the areas to be stripped.

It follows from the foregoing that the essential part of the fail-safe analysis is the
establishment of the inspection interval or in rare oases the proof test interval or the stripping
interval. The procedure has to start out with the establishment of the required fail-safe load. This will
usually be taken between 80 O/o and 100 0/o of the limit load. Then the critical flaw site at this fail-
safe load is determined and the residual strength of the structure is determined for a range of crack
sizes or flaw sizes. This provides the residual strength diagram. Finally, it has to be determined how
long it will take the crack to grow from the minimu detectable sise to the critical *ite. This informat-
ion will allow establishment of the inspection period.

A structure night be made fail-safe irrespective of the material properties, if the
inspection period is sufficiently short. This may prove possible for a few items where inspection is ex-
tremely easy, but economically, there will be a demand for a fixed and long inspection period. The
inspection period is usually not determined by the fail-safe requirements but by operational requirements.
For airliners large inspections are considered acceptable once every two years. In this period of time the
aircraft may accumulate up to 10,000 hrs and up to 15,000 landings. It is obvious that a proof test inter-
val or a stripping interval should not be much shorter.

Arguments will often be raised between the airworthiness authorities and the aircraft
manufacturers regarding the critical crack length and the inspection period. It should be pointed out that
improvement of the inspection technique is s much better guarantee for safety then an increase of the
critical osck length. From figure VA la it appears that doubling the critical crack length does not even
give a 50 /o gain in deteation period. But, reducing the minimum detectab'e crack length by 50 0/o almost
doubles the detection period. Similarly, a lower crack propagation rate is of more importance than a
higher residual strength or fracture toughness.

Of course, a long crack has a better chance to be detected than a small crack, but a crack
is small during the greater part of its existence giving more than one chance for detection. It has to be
pointed out that an aircraft cannot be argued fail-safe on the basis that large cracks will be found
during a daily superficial inspection. Such a dotection would prevent a catastrophe, but it has nothing
to do with the rational fail-safe ooncept. High probability for crack detection exists when the inspector
looks for cracks and knows where to look. So, even for the so-called obvious cracks the aircraft
manufacturer should prescribe en inspection interval, which can then be much shorter than the two years
interval for a major overhaul.

YTh question now %rises of what use fracture mechanics can be in the solution of fail-safe

problems. In order to prescribe a safe inspection interval, or to check whether safety is ensured through-
out a given Inspection interval, oen needs information about residual strength and crack propagation. This
information can be obtained from tests, but predictions can also be made by means of fracture mechanics.
The latter is especially useful in the design stage.

Fracturs mechanics cannot te of mach use in oase of the multiple-load-path structure. The

time to failure of the second member has to be predicted by statistical means. This problem is beyond the
scope of a fracture mechanics survey. The experimental work of Holler and Donat D) and the theoretical
work of Boller, B.ller and Freudenthal (6) gives some ideas on this subject. Some of their results are
presented here in figure VA.2. It ne be expected that the method reasonably works for a redundant
structure with many parallel members and an establishment of a safe inspection period "nc-m possible.
Sometimes however, it is thought that dual members can provide fail-safety. In that case it is virtually
impossible to predict the time to failure of the seond member, nor can this period be derived satisfact-
orily from tests; it depends completely on scatter in fatigue lives. This also means that inspection
periods cannot be predicted, which implies that it is more or less a matter of luck if failure of the
first member in timely detected. Therefore fail-Weafty can only be obtained with a simple dual-load path
structure, if a failed element would be revealed at any routine inopection.

fully used under application of a scatter factor. (In the case of a multiple load path fail-safety is
based on the scatter). Our increasing knowledge will make these methods more and more rational. A
multiple load path any then be applied to provide additional safety to a struotur which is made fail-
safe by more predictable means. The fail-safe analysis will probably have to be supported by tests. The
necessity of test and the requirements for useful tests will be given attention too in this volume.

For thick section aircraft parts, the critical crack length is often so small that fail-
safety cannot be obtained on tna basis of inspection. For these webers it may be neessary to provide
fail-safety by means of periodic stripping or periodic proof testing. In order to establish the re-



quired proof load or the required stripping depth ,nformation 45 required about the residual strength
diagram end the amount of crack propagation during the interval. In this case one has to completely rely
on fraoture mechanics, since useful tests are not feasible.

The major par' of moot aircraft structures consists of stiffened sheet structures. In these
structures the critical oraok length and the crack propagation rate are usually of a magnitude that allows
timely detection of cracks. This means that the greater part of the aircraft structure can be made fail-
safe on the basis of the casiest concept. It will be shown that calculation methods sae gresently avail-
able for a reliable calculation of the residual strength and a reasonable estimate of crack propagation.
These methods have been recently developed and have seen only limited application so far, but they are
promising for applications in future dooignx. The basic requirements for the fail-safe analysis (residual
strength and crack propagation) will be discussed in this chapter ( VA), the analysis methods for real
structures will be dealt with in chapter VB (crack growth) and chapter VC (residual strength).

Finally soew attention has to be given to the case of impact damage. This kind of damage
will have an irregular shape and can occur at a variety of places. Fracture mechanics do not yet provide
sophisticated means for tte calculation of the residual strength. However, knowledge of the maximum
allowable damage coul6 be of soae use for the saboteur or the enemy, but it is of less use for the air-
craft operator. An exception could be made for bird impact and for parts where likelihood of (predictable)
impeat dame exists. The solution of the latter problem has to be provided by sound engineering judge-
sent. Some Anformation on this problem can be obtained from chapter VA.3.

V.A.2 PLANE STRAIN PROBLEMS IN HEAVY MEBERS 'WITH SURFACE K&WS, CORNER-CRACKCS AT HOLES AND OTHER
NATURAL CRACKS

V.A.2.1 &M

Application of amy fail-safe concept requires the determination of the residual strength
under the presence of cracks. The residual strength of heavy members, where a condition of plane-strain
prevails at the crack tip, can be calculated f.-cm the plane-strain fractur*-toughness. The various
aspects of fracture toughness have been outlined in chapterVI, whereas chapterVIIpresents detailed in-
formation on fracture toughness testing and data generation. In this chapter the application of fracture
tougnees data in fail-safe probleas will be considered: Section V.C.3 will treat the residual strength
of heavy sections and this section will be concerned with the technical applicability of fracture tough-
nese data. It will be tried to answer the following questions,

a) How useful in a single KIQ value and to what accuracy should it be known?

b) Should valid K1  data be employed or are invalid data as useful?

a) Nay the plane-strain fracture to'ghness be the basis for material selection?

d) What are the limitations to the use of XIo

e) How does KX apply for natural cracks, cuoh as surface flaws, corner cracks at holes and
how should -atural cracks be treated?

The latter question will be dealt with sepirately; the other questions are related and they will receive
attention in connection with each other.

V.A.2.2 Basio fracture toughness data

As outlined in chapter Vlthere exist strict requirements for the execution of fracture
toughness tests and for the generation of valid K data. Severe screening criteria set requirements to
crack length and specimen dimensions. Specimens slller than the req.ired size show toughness values which
depend upon the size of the specimen. Specimens of the required site or larger will yield valid toughness
values which do not uepend upon specimen size. This toughness value is called K and it is considered a
material property at a given temperature in the same way as the tensile stresgeS. Invalid toughness data
are usually higher than Kio.

It is important to have an invariant material parameter to rank materials according to their
toughness or as a basis for the control of material production. It can alsobe important if one wants to
select a material for a structure, the dimensions of whichare not limited by other criteriabtit will depend
only upon the strength of the material.

When dealing with a particular material in a particular application it is questionable
whether a valid K, should be used. What is needed then is a toughness value (K or KI ) for the
partiodlar thicknes of the structure under consideration and it is imiaterial 4ether thin value is
formlly valid or not. (The notation K is used here to indicate a toughness value for the opening mode,
where plane strain requirements are notofulfilled). In fact the designer needs toughness values for a
range of thicknesses of the materials !e considers for application. Invalid toughness values K ar
generally larger than X, . Therefore Kt is usually a safe and conservative value if pertinent toughness
data are not available; Chowever, this Ly not be so in the case of elliptical crack@.

For the high strength steel* and most of the titanium alloys that find application in air-
craft structures a valid K e value will generally be required. These materials exhibit such a low tough-
neos that plane strain will Socur already at relatively low thickness. In aluminium alloys this will only

z t!:Tt n' thielt rlata. torwinas or castins Some of the aluminium alloys are so
6d40ctile, thax' a M8aa K, We . -

course, no materials Ire so ductile that the use of any toughnees vaNe is meaningloe as in the case or
mild steel, but this is not yet the case for the toughness of the aircraft structural materials. Consequent-
ly, in general an applicable K value is required for all heavy members in aircraft structures and in
many oases this has to be a vL:Rd KX I 0-
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Heavy section airoraft parts are not designed on the bast ef a crack criterion. These
members often carry sjch high loads that super high strength materials are needed to keep the parts to a
reasonable size and weight, the criterion is strength. A disadvantage of these high strength materials is
their low toughness. This means that only very small cracks can be tolerated. Assuming that the fail-safe
load is taken at limit load and that the undamaged part has a reserve strength of 10 /o with regard to
the ultimate load condition it follows that

qfail safe -_2 S - 0.6 UTS
1.5

and since KIo ' aTail safe (Yra)l/2

it turns out that

(2a)o - • (Ko /0.6 'rs) 2

where (2a) is the critical crack length. This oritioal oriRc length is given for a number of aircraft
materials an the table below.

TABLE V.A.1 Tolerable flaw miss

UT$ 'YS k1 o (2a)o

Sterial ksi 2  ki kg/m i2 ki n mm inch

7075-T6 aluminium 56 80 50 72 104 30 6.1 0.24

2014-T6 aluminium 47 67 59 41 105 30 8.8 0.35

D6 AC steel 203 290 175 250 157 45 1.05 0.04

4340 steel 182 260 147 210 150 42 1.02 0.05

Waging (300) stool 185 264 173 248 290 82 4.4 0.17

SA1-4¥ titanium 122 175 112 160 122 35 1.8 0.07

A1,-4mo-2S-0.5 Si 107 153 98 140 250 71 9.6 0.38
titanium

For several materials the critical crack length is extremely small. If the fail-safe design
In to be basud on crack detection then cracks much smaller than the critical size must be revealed by the
inspection procedure. In most materials quoted in the table the critical crack is not likely to be detect-
od, let alone a sub-critical crack. Therefore, fail-safety can only be obtained by means of periodic
stripping or periodic proof testing (see see. V.A.1). Again, it appears that improvement of fatigue-crack
propagation properties and stress-corrosion crack-propagation properties is more likely to be beneficial
than am improvement of the fracture toughness. Also the ratc of crack propagation will generally be a more

,, important oriterion for materials selection than toughness.

When the critical crack length is so small that fail-safety on the basis of crack detection
cannot be realized, there is a good chance that the part will not be built fail-safe because periodic
stripping or proof -testing will be too expensive. In that case extreme preoautions will be taken to ensure

, an extremely long crack-free service life, ouch that the likelihood of cracks occurring during the economio
life is extremely remote. This can be achieved by shot peening or coining &"as of stress concentration and
the plastic expansion of holes, measures to introduce residual compressive stresses. Additional safety (not
fail-sfety in the real sense) can then be obtained by means of dual elements combined with frequent
inspections.

If an aircraft part is being designed fail-safe in the real sense according to one of the
concepts discussed in section V.A.l, information on fracture toughness is required to establish the
residual strength properties. Then attention has to be paid to the limitations of a KI value and to the
limitations of the use of KIo and the usual large scatter in toughness values should no? be disregarded.

The fracture toughness of a certain material depends strongly upon the yield strength. This

is illustrated in figure VA 3 by data for titanium alloys as compiled by Wanhill [7] . Apparently, it is
of importance to ,tse K0 data for the material with the relevant heat treatment.

Still larger variations in toughness occur as a result of anisotropy. In thick sections there
ar usually appreciable differences in crack propaetion properties and toughness in the three direotiorj of
the metal. The properties in the short transverse (thickness) direction are often by far inferior to the
properties in the longitudinal and long transverse (width) direction. For aluminium allo forgings of IT
5024, Peel and Forsyth (8] found fracture toughness values of 35.9 kni VTG, 19.3 kei Vie and 14.8 ipi Vin
for the longitudinal, transverse and short transverse direction respectively (125,67 and 52 kg/mm3 /2). For
a meraging steel Payne (9] quotes K,_ values in the short transverse directicn of only 50 c/o of those in
longitudinal direction soee also ohA.terVI). These toughness variations arise from chemical banding and

orientation :f the grains an caused by %be meonancai processng.

The inconsistency of fracture toughness due to heat treatment and anisotropy sete. limitations
to the usefulness of a single Xr value. The location of the expected crack has to be known and also the
direction of the principal tensife stress to determine in whiuh direction the crack will grow. But even then
there will be limitations, since cracks occurring in service are often of a complicated geometry and occur
at locations with a oomplioated esrens distribution due to the presence of holes and joints. The applicability
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of KIo data to natural craks in areas of stress concentration will be discussed in the next section.

V.A.2.3 Natural cracki. sanrface flaws, corner cracks at holn

• " In a real h..avy-seotion-structure Lracks will often be initiated in areas of stress

concentration at fillets, holes etc. Besides, cracks in heavy members will not be through cracks but semi-
elliptical surface flaws or quarter-elliptical corner cracks. Yet, the K fracture toughness values to be
used were determined from an edge cracked specimen with a through-the-thi~kness crack. The applicability of
these standard K data to natural cracks is often limited. In this section consideration will be given to
surface flaws, calner cracks, and to corner cracks at loaded and unloaded holes.

There exists a fairly-well-entablished method to treat surface flaws as semi-elliptical
cracks tO,ll,121 . This cethod has been developed by Irwin D) and it is based on the Green-Sneddon t4J
solution for an eliiptical crack with a sharp front embedded in an infinite body. The stress intensity
varies along the crack front# it is given byz

K 2 2( co. 2 + ,in2 )/4 (1)
2

2 2 2 l/ 2

with V - /(-k2 sin
2 •) do with k

2 
- l-a

2
/o

2  (2)1 0
In these equations a is the semi minor axis of the ellipse, c is the semi-major axis of the ellipse and
O is the angular coordinate.

The stress intensity will be a maximum at the end of the minor axis where 0 - 7/2. This
maximum is:

,,. • •VT';(3)

In case of a semi-elliptical surface flaw the major axis w:ll usually be along the surface and the minor
axis will be pointing inward. Hence the maximum stress intensity will occur in the deepest point of the

flaw. The crack is open at ton surface which makes a correction to K necessary. This front free surface
orrection factor is taken (151 at 1.12. If the rrack protudes deeply inward, the proximity of the back
free surface will also require a correction factor. This back free surface correction factor Nk has been
U1tarmined by Kobayashi at al (16) . The factor depends upon the ratio between crack depth and thickness.
Consequently the maximum stress intensity for a surface flaw will bet

C. - 1.1 a (4)

Finally, a plastic zone correction im often applied. This mans that I is replaced by a
fictitious crack depth a + r where r is the plastic zone size. The plastic zone size can always be
given as the ratio K2 /A72  ultiplieR by some constant, where G' is the yield stress. This leads toys y- 7

ye 1~~ 1.12 Mkvffa-/Q y

with Q02 - 0.212a 2p y.(y)

s/ is called the flaw parameter; it is a measure for crack depth and gometry. Values for Mk and Q can be
obiained from figures VA 4a and b.

For rare cases that thv minor axis of the surface flaw is along the surface and the major

axis (c) points inwards

1 surfance 1.12

, od, (the stress intensity at the end of the major axis) will be the larger if % > a/o

Analysis of a surface flaw requires an important assumption. This assumption is that fracture

will occur when somewhere along the periphery of the crack the stress intensity factor exceeds the critical
value, i.e. when the maximum stress intensity is equal to K. o In gensral the maximum stress intensity will
be at the deepest point of the crack and K will then be ;4ien by .4qa (5). It should be noted that the

stress intensity along the rest of the oraof front is still below KIQ*

In a test on a surface flaw specimen the fracture toughness would follow from eqs (5). As in
the case of standard fracture tests screening criteria may be set to check the validity of the results

-~~~~f -FA f ~m~n laws do not exist.* but they would

probably amount to %nc conaxtivon s& arew ý ar. .- ~---
times the plastic aone cize. However, there is no strong dewand for screening criteria for surface flaw
specimens, mince Kic values have to be determined by means of standard tests and not on
surface flaw specimens. Surface flaw specimens will be tested for their relevance in a certain application;
then the specimen will also be given a relevant thickness and the toughness value obtained is the piece of
data needed, whether valid or not.

Reversely, the residual strength of a surface flaw specimen can be determined from a given

K value determined from a standard test. The flaw shape has to be estimated and the flaw parameter a/Q
iAcdetermined for the case O'/Oye - 0. A first estimate of the residual strength is then obtained from
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eqs (5). This allows calculation of 17/G' and a acre accurate determination of a/c, etc. The iteration

need net be carried through if the plaitc zone correction is neglected (i.e. only the case 7/O - 0 is

consider i,, which is usually satisfactory because of the inaccuracies in the estimated flaw shafs.

The question arises whether standard K values can indeed be used to calculate the residual

strength in the case of surface flaws and other cralk geometries. The problem was studied by Brook et al

(17j in an experimental investigation. The results for surface flaw specimens are shown in figure IIA 5.

Analysis of the data of Randall [1O0 and Smith et a! [18) reveals similar trends, although these data are

too limited for an appriisal of this particular problem. The solid line drawn in ii-ure IIA 5 represents

the predicted residual strength for various values of a/Q on the basis of KIc - 104 kg/mm
3
/2  (30 ksiVI)

determined in a standard test. The dashed cu-ves are based on two other values of K. Actual test results

of surface flaw specimens are also shown and it is indicated whether these results 0w8uld have complied

with an arbitrary screening criterion for validity. It appears that the residual strength data of the

surface flaw specimens fall on four separate lines. These curves intersect the three conetant-K curves.

This indicates that surface flaw spocimens, even if all are of the same thickness, do not show a constant

K4• since constant Y, curves do not intersect (see fig. VA 5). It means that K of a surface flaw

i•cisen depends upon ?law shape and it is not a universal residual strength paraUter for this kind of

crack.

aet, the residual strength values of the surface flaw specimens are not excessively far off

the standard K value. Therefore a prediction on the basis of a standard K1i will be satisfactory for

engineering puIJoees, particularly in v~ew oft

1 The fact that the flaw shape parameter for a certain thickness is usually limited to a fairly small

range (cf. fig. VA 5)-
? The scatter in standard K10 values.

. The Inaciurate knowledge of the flaw geometry.

In the following it will appear that K can be used also for more complicated natural-crack geometries.

In order to present some insight into 0 e limitations it will first be explained why a constant KIo for

surface flaws does --* exist basically.

The stress intensity varies along the contour of an elliptical crack. It is assumed that

fracture will occur when the stress intensity at the end of the minor axis equals KI , while the stress
intensity at other locations is still below X, . The larger the differences in K aloXR the crack front

(sall a/c) the more fracture will be delayed Entil K Is exceeded over some distance along the crack

front. Then the saximum K will be already larger than 0Kic to an amount depending upon crack shape.

As discussed earlier there is a strong anisotropy in fracture toughness. At the end of the

minor axis the crack usually grows in thickness direction. At the end of the major axis the crack has to

gow in width direction where K is substantially larger (and the stress intensity lower). Consequently,

when crack extieznion is prone ai°the end of the. minor axis it is still remote at the end of the major

axis. This effect will be small when a/c is small since crack growth will then be mainly in thickness

direction. Consequently the fracture toughness in case of surface flaws will depend upon flaw shape ane

it will be higher than K in thickness direction and lower than K in width direction. The more

elongated the ellipse, tS closer the toughness w'll be to K in igickness direction. This effect has ;o

be accounted for in leak before break criteria for pressure issels.

A quarter elliptical corn.or crack bea-q great resemblance to a semi-elliptioal crack and it

oam be treated in exactly the same way (17) . In practice cracks often occur as a result of stress

conoentrations in fillets or at holes. When the cracks are extremely small, the best procedure in to use

the actual stress (nomimal stress times stress concentration factor) in the expressions for the stress

intensity factor (173 . When the cracks have grown out of the area of stress concentration nominal

stresses can be used again in case of very mild notches (e.g. at fillets).

In case of sharper notches the notch can become part of the crack, i.e. the part will act as

if containing a fictitious crack of a length equal to the sun of the physical crack and the size of a

notch. For the special name of cracks at holes it has been demonstrated by Bowis (19] that the hole acts

as part of the crack when the crack length is in the order of magnitude of the hole radius. In case of a

trough the thickness crack of length I growing at one side of a hole of diameter d, there will be an

effective total length of craok of 
2
aeff . a + d. This case will receive ample attention in section VA 3.

Cracks at holes in heavy sections will usually be corner cracks. When small, these cracks can

be treated as corner cracks under stresses magnified by a stress concentration. When the cracks are larger

the hole can be satisfactorily considered as part of the crack in the way (17] as shown in figure VA 6.

The maximum stress intensity factor at the physical part of this fictitious crack will be at point A. The

stress intensity factor follows frost

S- 1 ./4

rj2 (&)2 (..q) 2 (&,)-I + 4P2 (dq)2  1/ (6)

- 4dq [4p. + (.-qrJ

d, p and q are defined in figure IIA 6 and Q follows from figure IhA 4 with a/2c - p/2 Vd. The front free

surface oorrection has been taken at 1.2 in order to account for the greater compliance of the hole in

comparison with a real crack.

Broek et al (173 tested specimens with corner cracks at loaded and unloaded holes. Figure

VA 7 shows how these results oomparse with those of the surface flaws, which were presented earlier infigure VA 5. It turns out that the proced•.ure described above is a &*od engineering method to predict the
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static strength of corner cracks at holes on the basis of standard fracture toughness data.

The variation of fracture toughness as observed in the tests on specimens with natural
cracks, referenced iA the Preceding paragrapha, can be appreciated from figure IIA 8. It should be
emphasized that the variation depends upon the material, since it in closely related to the anisotropy
in fracture toughness.

In very ductile materials some slow crack growth may occur before fracture. This means that
no real plane stesn fracture toughness is applicable. In that came one can determine a fracture tough-
nese from the 5 /o secant off-set of the crack opening displacement curve (see chapter V). Application
of this fracture toughness value may be very conservative, since the speoimens can bear more load
before fracture occurs. In that case one may use a K value based on the real fracture stress, instead
of KX 6 Figure VA 9 @hows that application of sucAh1 KIo value for thick sections may work very well
for *atural oraok. in a ductile aluminium alloy.

V .A.24 flWjX
A choice of a material in a certain application requires knowledge of valid K data, which

allows a fair comparison of materials. Use of valid K? data of parts of sub-critical thiciIess will
generally give a safe estimate of the residual strengIR or the critical crack length. For parts of sub-
critical thickness designed in high toughness materials, the use of KIO may be too conservative and an
invalid KQ or K10 may be more adequate to the situation.

leavy-seotions of forgings or plate usually show a very large anieotropy in fracture tough-
ness Only tl )me KRo data should be used which are relevant for the expected direotion of crack growth.

Surface flaws, corner cracks and other natural cracks at holes or notches can be treated
reasonably well with K data obtained from standard tests. From an engineering point of view the in-
accuracies of this prolidure are not large, particularly because the inconsistency of KiX due to material
variations and anisotropy introduoesmuch larger uncertainties.

V.A,3 PLANE STRESS AND TRANSITIONAL MODES; SMhTS

D. Brook.

V .A.3.1 Introduction

A generally accepted method for plane stress toughness testing and presentation of results
does not exist. This is due to our difficulties in understanding the observed phenomena. By far the
greatest part of aircraft structures consist of sheet and sheet structures and consequently the plane
stress problem is of paramount importance for aircraft fail-safety. Fortunately, a useful engineering
solution for the plane stress problem is readily available, the residual strength of a built-up sheet
structure with a crack can be accurately predicted (o.f. chapter V, 0.1) on the basis of the residual
strength of the comparable unstiffened panel. There remain some problems in the oresentation of un-
stiffened panel data, but as pointed out in this chapter, these can be treated satisfactorily in an
engineering way, although further developments are necessary.

The various possible approaches to the plane stress problem and the residual strength of
cracked sheets were discussed extensively in chapter V.A. They will not be repeated in detail here.
Rather, this chapter will deal with the most rational engineering approach, particularly with respect to
its applicability to the problem of built-up sheet structures. In principle, it is immaterial to the
technical problem of a built-up structure (chapter V.C.1), by which method the unstiffened panel is
treated, but presentation in terms of X appears to have advantages. Therefore, this chapter is concern-
ed particularly with this approach. Noten KX will be used here for the opening mode (mod. 1) plane stress
fracture toughness in analog with Kio for 18de I plane strain fracture toughness.

After a brief phenomenological description of the plane stress fracture process, the K
approach is evaluated; brief consideration is given to other methods. The final part of the chapter1 0

deals with technical plane stress problems such as cracks emanating from holes, the effectivity of stop
holes and the implications of intermittent slow crack growth.

V.A.3.2 An enuineerint conoect of olane stresm

Consider a sheet with a central transverse crack 2a loaded in tension at a nominal stress cr
(Fig, VA 10). The stress can be raised to a value 0 at which •he crack will start to extend slowly

C206 . This slow crack growth is stables it stops iu4diately when the load is kept constant. Although the( crack is longer now, a higher stress is required to maintain its propagation. Finally, at a certain
critical stress a" a critical crack length 2a is reached, where crack growth becomes unstable and sudden
total fracture ofothe sheet results. When the initial crack is longer, crack growth starts at a lower
stress and also the fracture stress (residual strength) is lower, but there is more slow crack growth
(fig. VA 10).

An a first approximation it can be assumed that all events in crack propagation and fracture
in plane stress are dictated by the stress intensity factor. One may label each event described with a
pertinent value of the stress intensity factor by meuns of one of the following exproessionst

V• 4 a 0i , Kto - affkva , K ts a (7)

In these equations a is a factor that depends upon panel geometry and site. Instead of using the natural
crack size . the effective crack .its a + r could be used in the equations, r being the plastic zons
size, but it will appear in the course of Pthis section that the plastic tone'correction is not

. ..~ . ...
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neoessary in the engineering approach.

Tests (11,20,21,22] have shown that KX K and K are not constants with general validity
like K1 . To a first approximation, however, they ;M constant fA? a given thiockess, for a limited range
of oracd lengths and for a given panel size. K appears to depend on panel size aa is shown in figure
VA 11. It turns out that K is lower for naA8w panels and gradually increases to a constant value beyond
a certain panel size. This Asnotant value for large panels is considered here to be the real K of the

material at a given thickness. The reason why smaller panels exhibit lower K values will be ei..lained
later in this chapter. to

For the design of a sheet structure of a given size, one needs access to K data for a
variety of thicknesses. Feddersen [25] has proposed a method for data analysis and preseAation, whioh is

partioularly rational and useful for engineers and designers (26) . For panels wide enough to produce the
real K the relation between the residual strength and the crack length can be represented by the curve
shown If figure VA 12. Also shown in figure VA 12 is a straight line representing the line for not
section yielding: at all points of this line the not stresses on the unoracked ligament of the specimen
are above yield. The shaded areas indicate the regions of crack sizes at which net section stresses above
yield would be required to cause fracture at the given K . Since stresses above yield cannot occur,
fracture in these regions will ocour at stresses lower tfin those predicted by K Is0S i.e. the specimens
will exhibit an apparent toughness lower than Ks1 s

Many theoretical analyses have been developed to account for this discrepancy, but these
have failed to consolidate the data into a meaningful form over the full range of cracks. Thus, there
remains to reduce the data to a simple general form for engineering applications. Feddersen (25] argues
that the two linear tange•ot to the idealized K curve (fig. VA 12) can be used to establish a smooth
and continuous curve for the residual strength, which he supports by extensive test data (273 . One
tangent to the K-ourve is drawn from the point 0 = 0 where V is the yield strength, the other tangent
is drawn from the point 2a ý w, the specimen width. yo

A tangent to the K curve at any point ist

d 2" (U7(PLM ) 4&(8)

For the tangent through (Ws' o) this yields (weel fig. IIA 12)t

yeI
or 1' y)

41 2& 1 3 y

This implies that the left-hand tangency point always is at two thirds of the yield stress, independent
of K. For the tangent through (O,w) it follows that

-- 2 or 2 W/3 (10)-4,,2 w2u2!

which indioates that the right hand point of tangenoy is always at a total crack length of one third of
the specimen width. These procedures can be applied to all events in the process of plane stress cracking,
i.e. to X as well as to Kli and K a amplified in figure VA 13.

It appear* that this method of analysis iS very useful as can be appreciated from the test
ddta in figure VA 14. Evidently, K , X or K have to be determined from those test results for which
(r < 2/30, and 2a<w/3, otherwise 19vl#ant KPalues would be obtained. The two tangents to the curve
hive no And physical basis, but they are simple and useful in an engineering analysis. 1. and appear
to be approximately oonstant for a limited range of creak lengths. Howveor, it is oxactly this rUIgo of
crack lengths that is of practical importance. Cracks for which 0o > 2/3. ma very sall cracks for a
sheet structure and often below the detection limit (because they are stif! hidden by other parts of the
built-up structure). Cracks longer than w/3 will never be allowed in large built-up structures. In the
useful range of crack lengths the plastic sons correction to the crack length does not really improve the
situation of constant K (25) and it unnecces•arily complicates the simple engineering method. Since
there are no asund argulntnin favour of the application of the plastic acns correction it should rather
be omitted.

The versatility of Veddersej method is in the fact that it allows very simple presentation
of plane stress fracture toughness dta, which has long seemed impossible. The more presentation of
values for K , X •nd K allows the uosr to establish the complete residual strength diagram for any
given panel fseo." This tO outlined in figure VA 15. The residual strength for various orack sizes am
be determined from the K or K value. A tangent tc the curve cam be drawn from0 C to 2/30a and for
any given panel width tAsa"ts & bedrum from w to W/3y

There exists a certain minimum panel sine W where the two points of tangency coincide.
Below that panel size the residual strength is dote4 inel'iy the net soetion yield criterion. Panels
should have a certain mOi.mm se in order to provide useful K and K data. The minimum sis can be
determined. From K i O¶/i0 it follows that the left point of t41gnoy it given byl

Khs o 2/3O or 2a1  ow ()

for the two points of tangeWc to coincides 1/3 wmi 2s, or with (11)mi
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The screening requirements for valid plane stress fracture toughness tenting follow from these ooneidarat-
ions. In fact, the only screening requirements are on crack length and stress, namelys

S< 2/3, and 2a <w/3 (13J0 y5

The latter of the two can be satisfied fairly easily by an appropriate choice of a/w. If the !Lot yields
a fracture stress below 2/30r' the test is valid and a useful K value can be calculated. If for oracks
as large as 2a . w/3 *tillG 3:= 2/30" the panel was too small? When a K value for such a test is
calculated this apprent Ko will be M&U1 j than the real K (dashed line through point A in fi*.IIA 15),
which explains the trend i& apparent K -data as given by fijore VA 11. (WAmRNING If this too low KX
value were substituted in eq (12) a tosmll w would be found and the test result might erroneouisy be
considered valid. The size requirement is implifi"in eq (13) and therefore eq (13) is a sufficient screen-
ing criterion.

With eq (12) minimus panel sises can be calculated from valid K values for the throe alloys
dealt with in figure IIA 11. These minimum size. are approximately 520 - fo 0 tbhe 2024 alloy and 135 ma and
110 im respectively for the two 7075 alloys. The curves in figure VA 11 indicate that a panel size of
110 mm for the 7075 material is still too small. This is due to the fact that there is a problem iA
accurately determining K , since measurement of the critical length is difficult. As the critical fracture
condition is approaohed, 1 Sraok growth gradually aocelerates from a low rate to a high rate. Consequently,
a unique designation of the critical crack length is difficult and measurements of the critical crack
length are subjective and liable to have very low accuracy. Therefore K% is usually a lesaL reliable
quantity than Ko.

This may seem somewhat alarming, but it is not really of great importance in practice. For
an un g j panel the residual strength should be calculated on the basis of K , because it is the
initial crack length that is given by the fatigue crack and that is detectable at t t inspection. It is
iaterial that this crack grows slowly to 2a before fracture. The only thing that matters is which load
or stress causes the panel to fail under the Oresenoe of the given fatigue cracks. For the calculation of
the residual strength of a stiffened panel, use has to be made also of K and K as will appear in
chapter V.0.1. It turns out, however, that in case of stiffened panels A8me unocPtainty in K usually
does not affect the result too much, since stringer failure appears often to be the critical Uent
(chapter V.0.1).

An important observation to be made from this analysis is that high toughness material can
appear more crack sensitive than low toughness materials, in case the panels are smaller than w This
is depicted in the insert of figure VA 15. The material with yield strength at B has a higher Nghnes.
than the material with yield strength C and hence it will have superior crack resistance in case of
large panels. However, for panel sizes w and smaller this material is inferior, since the residual
strength is determined by net section ;teld (dashed line B-w is below solid line C-w ). This is a well-
known effect (28] and it is also reflected by the intersootiog of the apparent K ourvis for the 2024 and

r 7075 alloys in figure VA 11. Hence, for the application in small panels or sheiR structures (e.g.
stringers) a low toughness, high yield strength material may exhibit a higher residual strungth than a
high toughness, low yield strength material. The latter, however, will probably show lower fatigue crack
propagatiop rates and may still be preferable in a fail-safe design.

In conclusion it can be stated that the availability of valid K and K values allows the
user to establish the residual strength for any panel siss including panels Waller fian win since the
latter will fail at net section yield.

V.A-3.3 The effect of sbet thik..

It turns out that the values of KXo and K depend upon thickness. This has been amply
+ discussed in chapte" IV.It will be insuffioien4 to pr•ent a single set of K, Ke , and K values for

a particular sheet material. Hather a graph should be given on how these toAnoel parametils vary with
thickness in the way shown in figure VA 16. Thicker plates lead to lower values of K and K and the
two curves merge at large thicknesses to the plane strain fracture toughness Ki. K i'Is oftes considered
independent of thickness.

u a It is generally assumed that there is an optimum sheet thickness, giving a maximum toughness.
Such a maxim is depicted in figure VA 16a at the optima thioejmso of 0.08 in, but not in figure
VA 16b. Most results reported in the literature 00923,29,30,3V show a maximum or suggest there is one
(23,32] . The oeourrenee of a maximum can be made plausible in the following way.

Piret note that the stresses in the plastic sons at the very crack tip are always in the
order of 1.15 0o in plane stress and in the order of 30. in plane strain, where CT is the uni-axial
yield stress. yo These stresses at the crack tip are i5lact independent of the .Atrnal stress and the
crack length. Then the criterion for fracture is the exceedanee of a critical strain at the crack tip.
Consider four pawel* of thicknesses B 02f B3# B4. All panels have the same length of crack and am

loaded to the sawe stress ats all panels are at the same stress intensity. Consequently, the size of the
plastic sons is the sae in all panels. This is depicted in the lower line of figure VA 17, which shows
through the thickness sections of the four specimens; the height of the plastic gones at the stress O"1 is
indicated by the dashed area.

In panels 32, 33, B4 the height of the plastic sone is still smaller than the thickness. This
implies that yielding in thickness direction cannot take place freely, but is restrained by the surrounding

S ..-... ,' • : , . • : :. . •, ; : , . +' . :•
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elastic material; i.e. there exists a state of plans strain. In panel 31 the plastic zone in ot:al to the
thickness and yielding in thickness direction experiences no restriction. That means that a state of
plane stress can fully develop in panel Bl and the plastic zone in B1 will from now on be larger than in

* the other panels.

Inorons. of the stress to C, will cause failure in panel 34, because strains and stresse@
are large enough. Panel B3 is in the maa situation as panel 34 and it is likely that some crack
propagation will ooour in the interior of panel 33. Yet this panel does not fail due to the effect of the
regions of plane stress which exist near the speoimen surface (since a stress perpendicular to the
surface cannot exist) and which are relatively influential in this thinner panel. Also panel B2 is in the
same situation, but this panel has a thickness just equal to the sizs of the presently existing plastic
zone, which implies that plane stress will now develop in panel B2.

Further increase of the stress will cause failure in panel B3 at a stress C . At a' the
strains at the crack tip in panel B1 will be so large that failure occurs. The strains iý panol 4 B1 have
been larger than those in panel B2 from the stress 0 onwards. Therefore the strains in panel B2 will
still be insufficient for fracture although the stresses will be approximately the some as in B1. Failure
of B2 requires a further increase of the stress to 05'

Panels of a thickness larger then B4 will behave similarly as 34 and fail at the stress o°
"This is the domain of plane strain fractures where valid K. data can be obtained. The maximum residua1
strengtb will be reached by the panel that develops full pline stress just at the stress at which plus
strain panels fail, i.e. B 3 r -. Unner panels will always have higher strains and will fail at lowve
stress. The maximum may not alt19 show up in practice, since very thin sheets may have somewhat different
properties than thicker sheet due to processing or cold work, whereas it has been assumed in the
discussion that the microstruictural properties would be identical for all thiokOesses.

As shown in figure VA 17 the shape of the residual strength curve is associated with a
transition of fracture mode. Thins fracture mode transition can be explained (30,33) on the basis of a
"change of planes of maximum shear stress.

V.A.3.4 Othsr methodc of aNLlysli

Various other methods for the analysis of plane stress data were discussed already in charter
IV Some of these methods were desipeed as engineering ooncepts, such as the notch-stroenth analysis of
Kuhn and Figgo (36J , the crack strength .anly• e developed by Kuhn (37] .and. the effective width concepts

"* proposed by Criohlow [38J and Christonson(9) and Christensen and Denke (23J . The engineering method of
Pedderson is preferable, because I the use of X gives it a direct relation to well-establighed fracture
mechanics concepts of plane strain fracture and fatigue creak propagation, k the use of K gives the
method a great versatility since the results can easily be transferred to other panel geometries, even to
such complicated things as built-up stiffened structures and sanwioh pa•nls, i none of the other wthods
gives consistently better results f40,413

Still two other analyses methods are the energ balne* concept ad She critioal-crack-
opening-displacesent concept. These two mthods will be outliped very briefly here, because of their
latort possibilities to be applied to stiffened panels (26uJ sd because the energ conoept can explain
sore typical phenomena to be discussed in the last two sections of this chapter V.A.3, For a detailed
dimsupsion of all plane stress analysis methodothe reader is referred to ahapterVland to eviewing
papere (40,413

According to theowerw concept there is a continuous baleans between released and onsumed
enery dtring slow stable crack growths it there were no balanoe, then either crack gwth would stop or
become unstable. 0onsequently, the energ release rate 0 (. -bPOa) equals the e•erg consumption rate
R (.bW/a), i.e.1S •0 + Rt . 0 (14)

where 0 is released slastio energy and R is plastic enery consumed in the plastic ame ahe" of the
advancing crack. 0 can be masured during oraok rowth and an increasing 0 appearn to be required to
maintain slow growth. Apparently, the energ consumption I Inoreases as the creek proceeds. Aoding to
-q (14) the instantaneous values of 0 during *rock growth will indicate hew R depends upo crack ia".
R appears to increans during slow crook growth as depicted diagpsemaotialy in flgewe VA 18. Also shows
in figure VA 18 are lines indicating how 0 depends upon creek sims and applied stress.

:Pring slow crack growth both 0 a" 1 follow te line ANl, aoording to oq (14), After a
c[rack xtensio _ 2(a) the craok has reached a lelk 2ha ,ft s point of freauo eis tlab togisgven by
0, becauseo from the point 0 follows the line OD and reAms la"Wer tMh I (0). Apparently the freature
condition ti the point of tanengys

Sq (15) would be a useful fracture criterion it ap•rt fem the relatien 0 al, alo a
anaytio relation for A were available, otherwise the equation oesmot be evaluted. kjm (i3 h1a tred
to derive such an expression on the basit of plasticity theory %W calculating he rate of plastic energ
consumption in the plastic som ahead of th creek.

Krefft et a& (443 hmeo prxo's" It tobso a futim of & Only A" indePndMet ot a , Ite. the
-o.uwe is I vtnt and is the same for asy initial eemk lemath. IbiS euggetion h been tied i

hoc (20,21,45J to derive an engineering solution to eq (15). 1b observed tgat M criiMa coeek length
was approximately proportional to the initial cok length in aem $t, L.e.

Go 1 0
This impliosaoeawtai relation betweea N MAd in ftiew VA 18,w h"Mo iso MW mOM forN $4 ta ate.
it requires a distinct funotion for A give by

• . .. . . / ::•: 5% ...
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R - 3ac - a-)l)/a (17)

Eq (17) together with G l4oa/E allow evaluation of eq (15) to give

1/Z2

"YO a -0 constant
00 h (18)

C0a 1/ constant

which reduce to K constant and K - constant (Feddersen) if a equals unity.
to t

An evaluation of eq (15) is not essential for the use that will be made of the energy
concept in the two following sections, nor for a qualitative outline of its use for complicated shoet
structures and sandwich panels..

In the critical crack opening displacement concept it is hypothesized that fracture occurs
when the crack tip opening b exceeds a critical value. It has been shown (46,47J that for
small scale yielding b6 4OA'Tr , but this is not essential, because the concept should be applicable also
at large scale yielding. The orftioal crack opening displacement can be measured in a test and be used to
predict the residual strength for other crack sizes. The latter is possible only if an analytical relat-
ion between b and the applied strees is available. For application of the concept to stiffened panels
such AL relation is not strictly necessary (o.f. chapter V.C.1).

V .A.3.5 Aetermination o h eiulernt o rcia aluf rbesi aeo ntfee

This section will be concerned with the following practical problems,

a) The residual strength of wazeinforoed panels.
b) Interrupted slow crack growth.

a) Cracks emanating from cut cuts and holes.
d) Stop holes and other crack stoppers.

e)Residual strength under combined tension and shear.
f) impact "Mamap.

4 These subjects will be treated in the given order.

a) heridasteth of unroinforced Paelds.

Fer the prediction of the residual strength of a cracked panel an applicable plane stress
fracture toughnoess value should be availablol the toughness value should apply for the thiockness of the
panel under considerations The residual strength has to be predicted for the case a fatigue crack of a
certain length will develop in the structure. Hence, the residual strength has to be based on the size of

* the fatigue crack per se and it is not of interest thatthe crack will show some slow growth before the
oatestropbs. This smean tha~t rosid~al strength of coroked unreinforoed panels should be baseed on K
rather than K~ (Note that the problem is a different one for reinforoed panels, chapter V.0.1). 10

When a useful figure for K to available, obtained from a sutficiently large panel, the
residual strength can be determined for My site of panel and any length of crack with Pedderwhn method
discussed in section V.A#3.2, In case of small panlel it io permissible to work with an apparent K t
value for the pertinent size of panel, but it is preferable to use reel K to values and not section~
yield criterion for Vew7 small panels.

The residual strength can be calculated from K -AV It provided 2a < W/3 and
Cr.< 23s'otherwise wse hot to be made of the tangents. ;O~ a cArtain -rossribed fail-safe stress a,
Oa e a aermine the prermssible length of the ratio*e crack from 2%0 - 2 ,,..s 0 Note that it w;Ifd

beuqr~l istie to determine the permissible croek lengt from 2& -
since1 ~o it is the tail-sat load itself that makes the %rack growing to fte Again if 2ac< w/3

the tangent has to be used and also it ej.s,> 2/)58*. tn the latter eose it might be considesred toe
oompervotive to use the tangent, but since it will ocacern very small *roeks which ame difficult to
detect it tos advsible to pert.,, soetmfi tery tests it higher stroesse ane allowed thea the tabges
would sugest permissible. Wheodaln v"U itk edge *reeks K values from central crees cam be used, but
the stress tatemmity faster should be ealeuated from the illoenat eompraosion for edge areaes given else-
where is thesVol"me.

b) Iaeruma .1 rekine

A hig load ts servion just imm~ttioiest to sea"s failure, may induce slow stable growth of
an sisting csraesh A= logr k tmremains, hw1Ma possiby a lower residual strengths Tesft ca larg
2014-) and 707"? s~ 0948049.dhave is"$"to tat this seeds lot ts he feare. In thes" tests the
sposimmas we"e leade xstil the ozhad, shown a oertai amount af slow crack growth. Crack growth was
then interruptd by tolly uoediag, after which the spesiasms were freoturod at reloading. lome tests

wer iterrupted twtine.k

Ussults of the tests am 2024-T3 panels are proms"ae is figure VA 19 in oemparisem with
cstimaoeUs test. The fivue* shows that after an interruaption, re-Initiatiom of rsek grwth is mwt in

-A. Sh. 
-,W
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accordance with the curve for the onset of slow crack growth, but it taken place at stresses only slight-
ly below those at which the tests were interrupted. Soon after re-initiation of crack growth, the original
slow growth curve iH followed again. The specimen apparently remembers its load history and ignores the
unloading.

When a crack of the largest 'ermisuible size is actually present in service, it may show
some .l w gio,"ua if a high load, lower than the fail-safe load is met. Though the ultitate crack iength
is exceeded then, the structure cart still bear the fail-safe load. The flight in which the high load
occurredmost likely encountered ex:remely rough weather and therefore it is not inconceivable that mure
high loads, if not the fail-safe load, will b. experienced coon after. It is reassuring that the residual
strength is not impaired by the first high load and by the slow crack growth it caused.

The high load that -induced the crack growth has introduced residual compressive stresses at
the crack tip, which are known to slow down the rate of crack propagation under subsequent fatigue loading.
Therefore it m.y be expected that the structure can safely reach the next inspection.

a) Cracks emanating from cutouts and holes

In practice crocks often occur in areas of stress concentrations at holes or at the edge of
a cutout. Bowie (19) has anviyeed the case of cracks at the edge of a circular hole and he showed that the
stress intensity factor can be expressed as:

K -a•r f(L/H) (19)

where k is the radius of the hole and L is the length of a radial crack, measured from the edge of the
hole. Vali-es for f(L/R) are presented in the twc upper lines of table IIA 2, for the case of a crack at
one ede. of the hole only and for the symmetric case of two cracks of equal size at either side of the
ho e.

As a first engineering approach one might assume that the combination of a hole and a
crack would behave as a crack of length eauai to the total defect size. For a crack at one side of the
hole this would mean that the effective crack length 2 aeff would be considered epiual bo 2af -

2H -L ( D +L).af
H e nc e - K f 0- F L (2)1 2

For the symmetric case: 
2
aoff , 2H + 2L (- D + 2L) and hence

77 O\f7af -?f ( +)1/2 (21)

Values of the approximate functions f(L/R) of ens (20) and (21) are compared with the actual functions
f(L/R) as derived by Bowie in table IV 2.

Table VA 2. Cracks at the edge of a hole. Values for f(L/R) in eqs (19), (20), (21).

L/H - 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 1 15 2 3 5

Bowie, 1 crack 2.73 2.30 2.04 1.73 L.47 1.37 1.18 1.06 0.94 0.80

Bowie, 2 cracks 2.73 2.41 2.15 1.83 1.58 1.45 1.29 1.21 1.14 1.07

1 crack ec (20) 3.21 2.35 1.95 1.58 1.32 1.22 1.08 1 0.94 0.84

2 cracks eq (21) 3.32 2.45 2.08 1.73 1.50 1.41 1.29 1.22 1.15 1.09

This table shows that the differences between the approximate method and Bowie's analysis are small for
cracks larger than O.iR.Bowie's method would predict a slightly lower residual strength than the
approximate mehod over practically the whole range of crack sizes considered.

Broek and Viieger (50] carried out tests to check the validity of the two methods. The
results for cracks at one side of the hole are presented in figures VA 20 and VA 2LI the symmetric case
of two cracks is given in figure VA 22. The K value for the material was determined first from normal
residual strength tests with the same size of ýineis. On the basis of this Kfe (= 204 kg/mm3/2) the
residual strength of the cracks at holes were predicted by using Bowie's analysis (dashed lines in all
figures) and also by using the approximate method of e*s (20) and (2i) (solid lines in all figures). The
curves show that indied Bowie's analysis predict, a somewhat lower residual strength. The test results do
confirm the predicted lines very well.

It can be concluded that bowie's analysis will give a safe conservative estimate of the
residual strength of cracks emanating from holes and that the engineering method that considers the hole

In case of a reinforced hole - where measures have been taken to reduce or to elimirate the
stress concentration - it is conceivable that a single crack has to be considered as an edge crack, such
that the presence of the hoie can be ignored as long as the reinforcement is intact. No information is
available on this subject.

d) $top holes and other crack stoppers

Sometimes small fatiguc cracks in sheets may have to be temporariiy prevented from growing
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in a provisional way, pending a more elaborate repair at the earliest convenience. 3uch provisional
measures can consist of drilling stop holes at the crack tips. The edges of the holes can be slightly cold
worked in order to introduce residual oompressive stresses. Thee* measures can be quite satisfactory to
stop fatigue crack growth for a while, but it should be emphasized that they do not improve the residual
strength in genera:.

The problem of a blunt crack tip with tip radius p has been treated by several investigntore
S1,52,53)] . It turns out that the stress intensity factor of a blunt crack tip is somewhat higher than

that of a comparitive sharp crack. The expressions derived take their simplest form when the center of
the hole is located at the tip of the natural crack as in figure VA 23. According to Bowie and Neal Lý2)
the stress intensity factor can than be approximated by

X 7;+-.8 (22)

and the stresses qr at the crack tip according to Paris an4 Creagor J53] ast

+ (l.a) (23)

The stress distribution according to eq (23) is depicted diagrammatically in figure VA 23.
This shows that the stresses at the blunt crack tip are lower than at the sharp crack tip, whereas the
stress intensity is higher. Apparently, this is a case where the condition for fracture cannot be
determined by the stress intensity factor (in general, it is confusing to use stress intensity factors
for other than natural cracks when dealing with fracture problems).

Consequently, the residual strength of the crack with stop holes cannot be determined on the
basia of a stress intensity factor as in eq (22). From eq (23) and figure VA 21 it say appear that the
initiation of elow stable crack growth from the stop holes will be postponed to a higher nominal stress.
This has been demonstrated in tests reported by Broek 543 . However, once slow crack growth has started,
the crack tip is a real sharp crack tip again and will Lehave as auch: the residual strength is the same as
in case of a crack without stop holes.

This behaviour can be explained on the basis of the energy balance c•io.ept as in figure
VA 24. A sharp crack startaslow growth at(; and gives failure at the stressCT . When there are small
stop holes the stress for crack initiation can be raised to G. . The entrgy bala~ces will now be reached
at B and fracture wil 1 occur at q all the same. Stop holes cin be made so large that crack initiation
does not occur until at a stress & larger than .-. In that case no erergy balance can be reached and
immediate fracture instability occtýrs, not precee ed by slow growth. The latter will occur when the itop
holes have a certain minimum sizet which will depend upon the material properties. There is some evidence
"rom tests [54] that this minimum size is in the order of 2 m for 7075-T6 aluminium alloy sheet. It is
certainly greater for 2024-T3 sheet, but it may be much smaljler for materials of low toughness: for Il-!l
steel an increase of residuai strength was observed already [55] at root radii in the order of 20 microns.
Its size has to be determined from experiments and cannot be calculated on the basis of a stress intensity
factor, as explained above.

When dealing with crack stoppers one has to consider not only prevention of crack initiat-

ion, but also arrest of crack propagation. The latter may occur when a propagaing crack runs into a
hole. In general, arrest of a running crack will occur when the crack runs into a region with a higher
fracture toughness or in a r8gion with lower stress intensity. lhe stress intensity may decrea3e when the
crack enters a region affected by the presence of reinforcements, a problem which will receive ample
aitention in the chapter on stiffened panels ( V.C.l). In an unstiffened panel cracks may run into rivet
holes. It in very such a matter of available 6nergy whether the crack will be arrested in such a case.
Calculations of Kobayashi and Harden (56] indicate that there is little chance that cracks in unstiffened
sheets may be arrested in rivet holes. Therefore the problem of crack arrest will not be discussed any
further heres it will be dealt with in sections on stiffened.panels. For a thorough treatment of the
basic crack arrest *heory the reader is referred to the work of Blubm (57)

e) Re2idual strenwth under combined tension and shear

As pointed out elsewhere in this volume three modes of cracking can be distinguishedt the
opening mode, the sliding mode and the tear mode, denoted as modes I, II and III respectively. Wing box
Laems and aircraft fuselages are subjected mainly to normal loading, but they also experience torsional
loading. Cracks that develop in these structures may therefore be exposed to tension and shear, which
ieads to mixed mode cracking. The combination of tension and shear gives a mixture of modes I and II.
Several investigators h-va considered the mixed mode fracture problem D8,ci9,60,61,62] , but a generally
accepted analysis has not yet been developed. The referenoestreat mixed modes of both I, II a d I, III.
For the problem considered here, the discussion can be limited to the 1,11 mixed mode.

__ode II loading under an in-plane shear stress V can be characterized by a stress intensity
factor K -TVL analogous to mode I loading re.g. 4qj . (Consistent with the previously used notations
expressigns KI and KI will be used here to emphasize plans stress). Under these conditions fracture will
occur when X2 reachea a critical value K2c'

'- -. .. , w ,, a ano K ana fracture must be assumed to occur

when a certain combination of the two reaches a critical vaiue. I is not easy to develop this fracture
criterion. %hen using an energy balance cziterion it can be stated that the total energy release rate G
is given by:

Gt - G1 + a, 2 +3 (24)

Fracture occurs when lit is larger than the energy consumption rate and hence the fracture condition is
given by t > iit (- assumed a constant here for simplicity). For 1,II mixed mode loadin G 3 ' 0,
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S-K
2
/E and 0 - ,2J/E, hence the fracture condition would be,1 1Aand 2 *2r~

K 2  o~nstant a2 (25)

For mode I cracking XC - U or K2 K and for mode II cracking X 0 or K ~ osqani q(5

predicts that the locus for combined mcde cracking is a circle with radius X . This is depicted in fi.-re
VA 25. In reality K I X 2 C and the fracture condition is more likely to blot

KI 2 K 2

_(L) (26)
Kto I2o

The locus of fracture being -n oilipas (Fig. VA 25). Fracture occurs when K. and K2 reach value@
sufficient to satisfy eq (26).

An alternative fracture criterion has been proposed by Erdogun and Sih (58] . They make use
of tle observation that under combined loading crack extension takes place in the plane perpendicular to
the direction of greatest tension. Under conditions of combined loading the stresses (vee figure V A 26)
are given byt

G Cos L I cos 22 ,in
v r 2(27)

r - cooe7 K Iin Q + 2 (0 cs Q-1)

The greatest tension will occur at 0 where *rr . 0. Then Erdogan and Sih assume fracture to
take place when 0' is equal to that stress that leads to mode I fracture, which in 0- - K./V(2-1 r
(since 0' is the firgest tensile stress at the crack tip in mode 1 loading). Then theYfracf*re condition
is

coo 2 K mi10 L
i85 I

.O2 2_ 12 si0 I

oo2 (28)
withj

K1 min Q + K2 (3 cos 0 - 1) . 0 (from *10 . o)

Results of tests on plexigilass specimens (58) appeared to salow reasonable agreement with eq (28), however,
they show a better agreement with eq (26) as is shown in figure VA 27.

Combined mode 1 and II tests are usually carried out on te•JL.On panels with eblique cracks
09,60,6ý1 . For that case (figure VA 28) it follows that K .Osin 2 3•"7.a and K - cos pJVrTa. hesults
of such tests on aluminium alloy sheet specimens generally i;; good agreement with eq (26) , an can be
seen from figure VA 29. Therefore er7 ý26) in preferable for practical problems, since it allows more

easily the reverse calculation from a Given toughness value to critical crack length or residual strength.
It can be observed from figures VA 27 and 2-9 that usually K20 A 0.75 K 0. With this knowledge ea (26) can
be reduced to the useful engineering criterion of

i~i82 -K2I (29)KA -Ovf-a, X2 -r4;'

Ec (29) implies that fracture can be predicted from mode I plane stress fracture toughness values. For a
material with known ' the critical crack length for a certain required fail-safe loading case or the
fracture strength undig the presence of a critical crack can easily be calculated for conditions of
omnbined tension and shear.

It is unlikely that fracture me, hanics will ever be able to treat imr~act damage and
ballastic damage in a reliable way, since this kind of damage is so irregular in nature. It can only be
tried to derive rules of thumb from extensive and systematic investigL.ions.

The work carried out by Jensen (63] and Campbell et al (64] baa shown that the damage and
residual strength of 7075-T6 aluminium panels exi-osed to gunfire varies with impact angle, projectile
velocity and panel thickness. The damage of thick panels usually consisted of fairly smooth round holes

* a.. .. ~ -.. . ... a. u.reu excess %ne u, tmale tensile stress of the
material. Thin panels we-e more likely to develop crack-like damage and therefore the residual strength
could very roughly be based on a fracture mechanics concept, by using an apparent fracture toughness value
based on an effective crack lengtl. or defect size equal to the lateral dimension of the damage. it seems
that the introduction of structural crack stoppers, such as reinforcements and splices are the best means
to provide some degree of safety against impact damage.

V.A.3.6 The neces3itX of confirmator" testin,

-'
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If applicable plane %trees fracture tough•oes data are not available, teats will have to be
performed, Tests on material of the relevant thickness will have to be performed in confirmation with the
criteria presented in this ohaptort 2a e. w/3 and q -, 2/3 C"

Unlike plane strain speomiens, the plane stream specimens need not always be fatigue oracked,
when the touhnemss is high enoupt for the oracks to show significant amounts of slow growth, the crack can
be simulated by a sharp saw out A saw out will slightly increase the stress for onset of crack growth, but
once orak growth has stnrted 4ne saw out has changed into a real orack and the residual strength will be
the same as for a fatigue crack of the sam initial length. This has been demonstrated by tests (54)

Whaen fracture of sheets with saw outs is not preoceed oy slow crack growth, the simulation
of the orack b1 wans of a saw out is not permissible. In that asse the bluntness of the tip of the saw out
may be sufficient to raise the stres•s, for croak initiation above the fraoture stress C'oa, similarly as in
the eose of stop holes discussed in the previous section (Fit. V A 24).

The strose field equations for a cracked plate indicate that the strees oW along the edges of
the crack is compressive and of the order of the applied longitudinal tensile stress. Espeoially in thin
sheets this compressive stress can cause buckling of the plate sgment adjacent to the crack. One can
easily demonstrate this buokling by manually pulling a sheet of paper with a central transverse tear. Since

* buckling may affect plow crack growth and residual strength, it has been the subject of several investigat-icu •2,65,66,67,68J

Carlson et &1 (67) have treated buckling formally as a plate stability problem. Usually
however, a simple oclumn buAkling formula is used (22,65,66) . Since the transverse oompresive stress along
the crack edge is equal to the nominal uniform stress O*, buckling will omaenoe when 0 - b defined by

o~b .(30)

Eq (30) is the Ruler formula for buckling of a column of thickness B, modulus E and effective length e
with hinged ttds. The length of the column 4 will be related to the crack length a by

.ua (31)

There is difference of opinion as to the most realistio value of a, which is in the order of 0.5 (65)
but most probably depends upon sheet thfckness (22,67J

For cracks of some length buckling occurs long before the specimen is ready to fail and
therefore it my affect the residual strength. For this reason buckling is usually prevented in a residual
strength tests by the application of rigid bars (Fig. VA 30), known as anti-buckling guide.. Photo-
elastic studies of Dixon and Strannigan (65) have shown that the maximum stress at the tip of a slit in an
unrestrained model was about 30 percent greater than under the application of anti-buckling guides. This
will of course affeqt 16he residual strength. Reductions in residual strength of about 10 percent were
reported by Walker L2J and Trotman (68) and up to 40 percent by Forman (66) . Of oourse, the reduction
must depend upon crack length. Some of the many data of Walker [22) are presented here in figure VA 31 to

* illustrate the effect of buckling on slow stable crack growth and residual strength.

Although buckling guides are usually considered a pre-requisite for a useful residual strength
test, it is questionable whether they are always necessary. In practical sheet structures, buckling will
often not be fully restrained. Even in stiffened structures buckling oan sometimes be restrained only by
the in-plane bending stiffness of the stringerol only when there is a stringer across the orackbuokling
is fully prevented by the out-of-plane bending stiffness of the stringer. A calculation of the residual
strength of a sheet structure in which buckling is not restrained should, of course, be based on tests
without buckling guides, since KL is lower for that case.

Airworthiness requirements 6j used to allow fail-safe testing by severing single elements
such as stringers or spar caps while the structure is under load. The question sometimes arises whether it
is similarly permissible to demonstrate fail-safety by cutting a slit while the structure is under load.
Tests have shown qO] that this would provide false information. The specimens containing an initial
central slit wereloaded to the point that slow growth initiation was about to oocur. From then on the load
was kept constant and the two ends of the craok were propagated oimultansously by means of two jeweller
fret saws until fracture occurred. Som test results sare presented in figure VA 32.

lnh At first glanco one would expect failure during sawing to occur when the critioal crack
lengrthassociated with the applied stress, is reached: i.e. at the passage of the upper curve in
figure V A 12. Yet, sewing could be continued far beyond this point. It might be argued that the dis-
crepancy could be due to the bluntness of the saw out as compared to a fatigue crack, since the upper
curve in figure VA 32 in valid for a slowly-growing actual croak. Vertically however, the data points are
so far off the curve that the bluntness of the saw out connot be the sole cause of the discrepancy.

When the results ar considered in liaimon with the R-ourve concept, theby appear to be more
rational. This is outlined in figure VA 33. The lower part of this figure shows the residual strength
diagram. A crack of initial length a• an be loaded to a stress a, (point A ) where slow crack growth
,oonmnoes. When the stress is rais•ed to 0" the crack will have prpalatod t* a where fracture instability
occurs. The upper part of figure VA 33 alows the oorosponding enera-balance diagram in terms of the
energy release rite 0 and the croak growth resistance R. Slow growth begins when the stress in raised to
01. Then 0 ,r1rT a /N, represented bo point A. During further increase of the streSs the R--ourve is
,fllowed. FinallyVwhen the stress has reached 0* and the crack ham grown to a (point 0), the crack can
Spropages under � stresso 0 will inoe.ieo3ong 0-Ou and remain larger Othan R and fracture
instability occurs.

"- + +
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Consider now a crack of initial length ao loaded to q . The orack is extended artificially by
sawing, while the stress is kept constant at Orj. The energy releale rate 0 will increase proportionally to
& according to 0 -frz a/E and it will follow the straight line A-D. Finally at D, the condition 0 > R is
fulfilled and fraotui4 "natability ocour, (point D in the lower part of figure IIA 33). If fracture were to
occur at E an assumed in the first paragraph of thie chapter, the R curve should shift during sawing to
the position of the dashed curve in figure IIA 33, where fracture would occur at B. A shift of the R-our,.
during the test is unlikely o70)

When in the test described, sawing is stopped at H, followed by continuous loading, failure
should occur at K. Equivalent points in the lower diagram are H1 and K1. The latter wasr confirmed by tests
also [70.

In conclusion it can be stated that the execution of a fail-safe test by mans of extending

the crack by sawing under load leads to an overestimation of the critioal crack length.

V .A.4 FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION

" ~V .A.4.1 Introduotion

The determination of the fatigue crack propagation curve is an essential part of the fail-
safe design procedure. It is the basis for the establishment of the inspection interval or the interval
for stripping or proof testing (o.f. chapter V.A.1). Although residual strength caulmation procedures
have obvious shortcomings, the prediction of the fatigue oraox propagation characteristic is still the
least accurate part of the fail-safe design procedure, despite the vast amount of research that has been
done on this subject. Yet, the developments achieved during the last decade justify a moderate optimism
about the possibilities of prediction techniques.

This chapter deals with the technical problems of fatigue crack propagation. The use of
fracture mechanics in fatigue as expressed by the relation between the crack propagation rate and the
stress intensity factor, is briefly considered. This relation is especially useful when dealing with
structures. However, the discussion is based on a very practical standpoint end is limited to an
evaluation of the shortoomings of the relation and its applicability to technical problems. A detailed
analysis of its physical aspect. is beyond the scope of this chapter and the reader is referred to the
pertinent literature (71,72,73,741 .

If fatigue cracks would never develop in aircraft structures, the fail-Oafe problem would
probably hardly exist. Fatigue crack propagation is therefore only part of the fatigue problem in air-
craft structures. Yet, the question of fatigue endurance, safe-lifo prediction and orack-fr•e life will
not be considered here. They have received ample attention elsewhere (40,753 and the present volume deals
with fail-safety alone. It is very troublesome to an aircraft operator if premature fatigue cracks occur,
but it is immaterial to the fail-safe problem per se whether cracks occur late or early.

The interaction effects of cycles of different amplitudes and the retardation offect of
overloads on crack growth during subsequent oycling, is considered, but that discussion is also
limited to its practical engineering implications.

The discussion may seem to devote relatively much space to sheets. This ts a consequence of
the fact that the majority of fatigue crack propagation research has been performed on hseets.

V.A.4.2 Crack urowth rate and stress intenasty factor (constant amplitude loading)

The discussion of this section will cover the following items,

a) Crack growth and MK at zero oycle ratio.
b) Effect of cycle ratio.

o) Versatility of the concept, cracks emanating from holes.

d) Shortcomings, practical standpoint.

a) Crack arowth and AK at sero ovyle ratio.

In the elastic case the stress intensity factor is a sufficient parameter to describe the
whole stress field at the tip of a crack. When the size of the plastic aone at the crack tip is sall
compared to the orack length the stress intensity factor mW still give a good indication of the stress
environment of the crack tip. If two different cracks have the same stress environment, i.e. the saw
stress intensity factor, they may be expected to behave in the name manner and show the same rate of
propagation. Hence, it may be expected that the rate of fatigue crack propagation per cycle da/da is a
function of the stress intensity factor range AKs

dAA f (AK) . f[( s~ W J.f2at7 (32)
dn l&-fE f

where SmX and Bamn are the maximam and minimum stress in a cycle, and Be is the stress amplitude. Paris

(76) and Paris ovmes and Anderson (77) were first to recognise this and check it with test data. Of
course, eq (301 will always be satisfied by data of specimens tested at the same stress levels. Data
obtained from specimens tested at various stress levels should all fall on a single ourve if eq (32) were
applioable. Figure VA 34 shows a plot of data (78) obtained at three different stress levels, but the
minimum stress in a cycle was always virtually amra (the cycle ratio R .min/Bz - 0.05). The data in
this figure, indeed, obey eq (32).

*~ .o.
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In a double-logarithmic plot the da/dn versus AK data often fall on a straight line. There-
fore it has been suggested many times that the relation of eq (32) should read

A C(K)n (33)dn•

in which C and n are constants. There have been a lot of arguments am to the value of n. Values usually
vary between 2 and 4. It turns out, however. that eq (33) does not..saily represent the test data. In

reality the plot of da/de versus AX is an S-shaped curve, or at least consists of parts with different

slopes E79,80,81) (figures VA 34 and VA 35). Only if the tests concern a limited range of AK values the

exponential relationship of eq (33) in found and then, of course, the value found for n depends upon the

position of the AK range high, low or intermediate AK values). When the AK-values cover a sufficiently

wide range, they show eq (33) to be incorrect. A deviation at the upper end of the AK range may be ex-

peoted when assuming that the oraok is reaching a critical size at which da/dn must become infinite.

Several other explanations for the deviations from linearity have been Civen; analysis of these is beyond
the scope of the present discussion.

Recently, it has been tried to correlate the crack propagation rate with the crack opening

displacement (82,83] . This asually leads to relations of the form:

(AK) 2 2
either iL-C E0 or 0 (4_n ETd (34) .

yaC

in which E is Young's modulus and q. C is the cyclic yield stress. These equations are interesting, because
crack propagation can be oonsideredsy geometrio consequence of crack tip opening (84,85,86] . It has been
shovn (e.g. 87) that data of a large variety of materials fall within one large soatterband when plotted 4

on the basis of AK/ versus da/dn as suggested by the second eq (34). However, a mere glance at figures
VA 34 and VA 35 showe how materials with virtually the same Young% modulus can have widely different

crack propagation properties. It is felt that this is due to the fact that many more parameters are

involved then accounted for in eq (34).

Many other equations that have been proposed are analysed in a concise paper by Pelloux

C88) . Further work to derive an equation with a sound physical basis is certainly needed; it can be

predicted that this final equation will be a complicated one, if it has a general validity. For the
technical problem of fatigue crack propagation the simple knowledge that da/dn is a function of the stress
intensity factor will often be sufficient as will appear in this chapter.

b) ,ffect of ovale ratio

A fatigue cycle is determined by (a frequency and) two stress parameters. These can be the

mean stress S and the stress amplitude S , the minimum stress in a cycle Sm - S - S and the maximum
stress S -m. + S or other oombinatiois of two of these four parameters'.Rs long asathe cycle ratio

nax m a
R . ai a eurals zero ones can speak unambiguously about the stress intensity factor of the fatigue

cycle, since S 0 and S ý S . The hypothesis that the rate of crack propagation is a function of the

stress intensity faotor,
m
prestnte no difficulties. When R / 0 the range of the stress intensity AK -

2S\v'fa is an insufficient description of the sTress environment of the crack tip. The question arises
whither da/dn will now be a function of AX or of the maximum stress intensity in a cycle; Kmax
S,,,V/r a or of AK and X max .

It appears (9,90,90J that the rate of crack propagation is a function of both •K and KMax
This can be appreciated from figure VA 36, which shows two plots of the same load of data (89,90J
one as a function of K and one as a function of AK. From figures VA 36 it can be concluded that

& a f (AK,R) - f (Km, R) - f 3 (A•',=) (35)

Several iuvestigators have tried to establish empirical relations which attempt to inoorporate the effect
of the cycle ratio, such that all data could be oondensed to a single curve. Broek and Sohijve (89)

proposed a complicated relation, but also the following more simple ones

AB •(36)

A similar equation was given by Erdogan (91) . Walker (92,93) used the more general equation

0es A (37)
dn uax

which he modified 1y introducing an effective if, yislding

n
d.- 0 ! with Z ,. S M" (I-R) /a (38)

Forsan et al [94,95) proposed that da/dn should beoome infinite when tht crack reaches a critical site,
i.e. when KAX reaches K o (see chapter VA 3). They arrived at

So 4 ( (39)
whc -,no bmexg

•. which can be rearrsnged to give,

• ,. . . .-,+.. , .+- +.•,• ... . . . ..
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The differences among these expressions are not large, and none of them has a Ceneral
applicability, but each one may be found reasonably applicable in a limited region or for limited nete of

data.

The question arises whether eq (35) still holds for R < 0, i.e. when the stresses go into

compression. A crack is not much of a stress raiser in compression and the expressions for K lose their
meaning. This suggests that

" r(xK ) for R <0 (41)

There have been many arguments about the validity of eq (41). The data (9gplotted in

figure IIA 37 seem to support the equations. Of course, a crack will not always close exactly at the

moment the stress reverses from tension into compression. The moment of closure will depend upon the
magnitude of the crack tip opening attained in the tension part of the cycle and upon the plastic
deformation properties of the material (97) . Therefore, eq (41) should probably be modified into:

As f1 (4K, X ) - f2 (K ,R) for R > o

& - If (KI ) for d < 6 (42)

da 3 ma"

b - f4 (material properties) A.0

o) Veroatilitv of the concepta cracks emanating from hole1

A relation of the fatigue crack propagation rate with the stress intensity factor is vert
useful, because the stress intensity factor can be calculated for many different design configurations.
Once a plot of the type of figures IIA 34 through 37 is obtained for a particular configuration it is
principally possible to predict fatigue crack propagation in any other configuration for which the itress
intensity factor is known. This can be proved by showing that crack propagation data obtained from
specimens of different configurations fall on a single curve.

Figure VA 38 shows data presented by Figge and Newman (98] for two practical oaseas the
first is the uniformly loaded panel, the other the wedge force loaded panel. The latter has a certain
similarity to a bolt or rivet force. The stress intensity factor for the wedge force loading decreases
with crack length, for the uniformly loaded panel it increases with crack length (see figure VA 38b). This
implies that the rate of crack growth in the wedge force loaded panel is high at the start of the test, but
it gradually decreases as the crack proceeds, whereas the reverse occurs in the uniformly loaded panel. In
the plot of da/de versus AX the data of one test run from lower left to upper right, the data of the other
test run from upper right to lower left. Yet, a single curve can be drawn through the data points.

Another practical case is a crack esanating from a hole or cut out. Some data for this
configuration were presented by Figge and Newman (98J . Data obtained recently by Brook (99) are given in
figure VA 39. The stress intensity for a through crack emanating from a circular hole was determined by
Bowie (191 and wan presented here in chapter V.A.3, eq (19). Isida's (1006 correction for crack eccentric-
ity can be applied.

According to figure VA 39 there seems to be a large discrepancy between normal crack
growth data and those for cracks at holes. This is partly due to the fact that cracks at holes experience
only a very limited range of AK values. In this range relatively many crack growth records are made and the
relative error is large in measurements of small Aa, which may have led to a larger scatter. Bowles
solution implies (charter VA 3) that the hole may be considered part of the crack as soon as the ratio
between crack length and hole radius is in the order of 0.2. Then the crack plus the hole can be considered
as a crack of effective length L + D (see figure VA 40). When this is done, it seems that the crack
propagation ourves for the cracks at holes agree very well with the curve obtained from a normal test
(fig. VA 40). It should be noted, however, that figure VA 40 gives the propagation our-e of a crack with
2 tips, which grows at a rate 2 da/dn (da/dn at each tip). The crack, at holes, having only one tip, appear
to increase in total length (L + D) as if they had two tips.

Aa extrapolation of crack growth data to other configurations is principally possible,
but it appears that it has to be done with care. Extrapolation to complicated structural geometries such as
built-up sheet structures and sandwich panels will be discussed in chapter V.B.A.

d) Shortcomingo. cractical standpoint

Patigue crack propagation is affected by man factors. The conspicuous influence of the
environment on the rate of crack growth has been the subject of many investigations on a variety of
materials 1101 through 105) . Aircraft structures will be fatigued in an environment of engine fuel
(integral wing tanks) or air, which may nontain varying effects of water vapour. Only little in known
about the influence of engine fuel. It has been shown that the rate of fatigue crack propagation in normal
wet air can be an order of -gnitude higher than in vau (102,106) . According to Eartaan [101] the

-_. - - - - . .- : - -* !t- "*-•- -.. m - - ather than the oxygen. He observed the same
rate of •rrwth in wet argon and wet oxygen ana in-a.. q - . -. ..
and dry oxygen. This concerns an aluminium alloy. In a review of the effect of environment Achter 11071
concluded that f".r other materials the reverse may be true.

There is no concurrence of opinion (e.g. 102,108,109] as to the explanation of the influence
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of the environment on the rate of propagation of fatigue cracks. It is likely that different explanations
will apply to d.fs rent materials. The effect is certainly a result of corrosive action and as such it is
time-dependent. Thirefore it in usually assumed that the environmental effect is associated with the smil,
but systemsatic eff"at of cycling frequency (102,109,k10,11) •

It is clear that slight variations in environmental circumstances may be the cause of
considerable differences in the observed crack propaation properties of a given alloy. As reported by
Schijve and De Riljt (112) an alloy of nominally the same composition but made by different manufacturers
may have largely different crack propagation propert,.e, which ti illustrated in figure VA 41. Simil rI
variations may occur for different batci.oe of material a p.oduced by one and the same manufacturer ?U121.

Apparently the rate of fatigue crack propagation is not such a consistent material properly
am the tensile strength and the yield stress. Fatigue crack growth is irfluenced by so many uncontrollable
factors that it seems am even less consistent property than the fracture toughness. This implies that a
large scatter has to be expected in practice, which is reflected already in the wide scatterbands in the
data plots of dA/dn versus C".

Than it most be concluded that there is little basis for argusments about the usefulness of
the various expressions for the relation da/dn-AX discursed in this chapter. The development of such an
expression based on sound physical arguments should be encouragedt it say show which basic parameters are
involved. The development of new empirical expressions to condense the data should n3t be discourage.1, but
their publication certainly should. The large scatter in actual data implies that any sep irxcsl expression
my have certain write (particularly when applied to limited amounts of data and alloys).

When predictions of crock growth have to made, it will always be necessary to apply a largeo
safety factor, in view of the effects discussed above. Therefore no particular expression for da/dn will
have large advantages above another that gives a reasonable data fit. The use of a particular expression
will be very much a matter of taste and therefore a best polynomial fit may bli the moat suitable in view
of computer applioation. This conclusion is the more true because of the complicating factor of variable
amplitudo loading as will be discussed in the following section.

V.A.4.3 Variable-aMlitude service-loadins

So far the discussion has been limited to constant aapitudo oycling. Since the service-
load experimaco of an aircraft io by no means of constant amplitude, the ultimate goal of this chapter
is to su-mmrise the available means to predict fatigue crack propagation under random loading. Although
a vast amou% of publications exist on variable amplitude fatigue tests, the literature on crack
propagation under variable amplitude loading is not abundant.

The Interaction effects of cycles of different amplitudes is large in case of crack propagat-
Ion. This can be demonstrated (Schljve and Brook [113,114' . Hudson and Hardrath (115) ) by applying over-
loads in a constant amplitude test. If an overload is applied in a constant-amplitude crack-propagation
test, crack growth during subsequent constant-amplitude cycling will be extremely slow. Figure VA 42
(113,114) illustrates the retardation effect of overloads on urack propagation. The peak load has
introduced a largo plastic zone at the crack tip. This sone i-s stretched, but after unloading it still
has to fit in the surrounding elastic material. Consequently, the surrounding matorial will exert
compressive stresses (,13,114J on the plastically deformed material at the crack tip. As soon as the crack
has grown through the area of residual stresses, the original crank propagation curve will be resumed
agia.

Sht roae interaction effsects can be studied fractographically (116,117,118) , but the
Interaction effect can extend over thousands of cycles. The delay in crack propegation dspends upon the
magnitude of 'Ie overload (119] as is demonstrated by figure VA 43. The figure shows that small over-
loads cause a•ready a mall delay and that moderate overloads may cause lelsay expressed in mnWy thousands
of Wycles. A very high overload may prevent any crack propagation at subsequent low amplitude cycling.

Negative loads are not liable to build up residual stresses, because a crack is not much of
a stress raiser in aotpreesion. Frequently applied periodic neotive loads in a constant amplitude crack
propagation test caused practically no interaction effects (1201 and the crack propagation was in good
agreement with predictions based on a linear damag rule. Consequently, the so called ground-air-ground
cycle will not be very damaging by itself (apart from contributing one large fatigue cycle), but is is
detrimental in an indirect way, because it annihilates :artly the residual stresses built up by positive
everloads [113,1143 and it therefore reduces the lttoz• beneficial effect (neo figure VA 42).

Similar interaction effects occur during variable samplitude cycling 1113,114,115,121] and
random loading (122) . Therefore fatigue crack propagation during actual service loading is an important
subject of research. In this respect the advanced work of Sohijve [111,121,123,124,125) on flight
simalation loading deserves ample attention. Figures VA 44 and VA 45 present a survey of his results.
Truncation of the applied gust spectrum gives the best impression of the interaction effects. Truncation
meow that the magnitude of the hi'hest guat cycles (only a small number of cycles of the total spectrum)
in reduced to the next highest level (i.e. no loads are omitted). Further truncation reduces all largest
eyslem sad all Wyles of the seoond highest level to the magnitude of the third highest level, etc.
According to filure VA 44, truncation of the two highest levels already reduced the crack propagation

= '-� �C, '! ,-- - - ý ^?...... . the lowest anlituft cycles had only a small
effsect. It &pVea" ithat 024Mo popmgUSMs .- . -* 'C-

aircraft encounters les severe service loading than was foreseen.

The large retardation effect of a single overload in a constant amplitude test cannot yet be
acounatod for in the relation between-da/dn and AX. This shows that there must be en effect of stress
history on this relation, although such an affect did not appear in constant amplitude tests (c.f.
figure VA 38 fnr largely different AX histories). In case of random load tests and flight simulation
tests sow effective AK could be defined, e.g.
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In theme expreoaiene 5n i the ro-mean-square value of the random load and 5 is scme measure of the
amplitude in flight ai&U'ation tests under the condition that difference. betweenmteot will consist of
proportional in•rease or reduotion of all tresa"s in the sequence. Paris (76) has suggested already khat

da/da. f(•) (44)

Eq (44) was checked by Sohijve rlli) with data from flight simulation tests. Some results are shown in
figure VA 46, which shows data of five flight simulation toatewith exactly the same cycling sequence, but
all stresses in one test wore reduced proportionally with respect to those in another teet (same R). The
data certainly do not fit a single cur-e. This has to be attributed to interaction affects.

Actually, the relation between da/In and K has to be supplemented by the parameter dX/da (111).
Consider the variation of AK in two constant amplitude toetein figure VA 47. At a *rack length aA In
specimen A and a crack length a. in specimen B the same AX-valusem apply and the crack propagation rates amy
bo expected to be equal. Hence.'both cracks extond the sme amount AU to a + 4a and a6 + 6A and then have

Sdifferent AX and a different propagation rate. At a crack length &A + A&' and &., + Ua the X values are
al• the same. However, since AA J $Aa the cyclic strain histo-ioa of the crack tips will be different.
Larger differonces in cyclic striiin his ories mour in the cae of figure VA 38 and of Course, in a
flight simulation toot.

Ac•ording to Bohijvs (111] equal crack rates may be expected if both K and dK/da are equals

d-/ad. f(ax, I.,,, ,/da) (45)

Apparently, the effect of the Z-history is negligible if the load amplitude is not abruptly
varied, but if there are significant amplitude ohnges the K-history is important (111)

V.A.4.4 Factors affecting crack proDUmanton

When predictions of crack propagation have to made, data should be available relevant to the
conditions prevailing in service. These data may be hard to get, since fatigue crack propagation is
affected by an endless number of parameters. The influence of the environment and of the cycling frequency
in relation to the environment have been discussed already in section V.A.4.21 Tests are usually not
performed under controlled environmental conditions and part of the scatter in fatigue data may be
attributed to this fact. For this reason the affect of environmtnt wan already considered in a
previous section. Besides, the environmental Conditions in service usually are not well known either.

Among the many factors that affect crack propagation, the following should be taken into
consideration for crack growth prodictionsi

a) Thicknes.
b) Type of product

a) Heat treatment

d) Combined loading

O) Cold deformation

f) Temratwe

(c) (Nmaufacturer)

(h) (Batoh-to-batch variation)

- (j)(hvironmant)

For the factors lower in this list it is less likely that they can be properly acounted for. No attempt
will be made to illustrate the effects of all these factors with data, particularly because somo factors
will have largely different effects on different materials. Nor, will it be tried to give a lint of all
the existing literature on the@s subjects. Rather, som general trends will be briefly mentioned, merely
to indicate the existence of the effect of a particular parameter; a few entries to the literature may
facilitate the search for more data.

The effect of material thickness ca" rather well be acounted for, because the thicknese of
the Component under consideration will be readily known. In sheets there is a small, but systematio
effect of thickness on crack propagation ý126,127,128,129) . The effect appears to exist primarily befoie
the fracture mode transition (126,127) . Fatigue crcack in shoots always start am a tensile-mode Crack
perpendicular to the sheet surface. When the crack growm in length the size of the plastio mona inoreass
and plane s"trss can finally develop. This causes the fatigue crack to change to single or double shear
(79,1301 an depicted in figure VA 48. Plane stress develops when the sixe of the plastic aone is in the
order of the sheet thickness. Therefore it 1i oonceivable that the thickness effect is related with the
fracture mode transition. Some data (126,127] are presented in figure VA 49, shoving that growth rates
are alightly higher in thicker sheets. In the latter the transition will require a larger plastic aone and

Crack propagation in very thick sections encompasses some more problems. The cracks will
develop as quarter elliptical corner cracks or semi-elliptical murface flaws. The stress intensity varies
along the front of the flaw and its maximum value depends upon flaw shape. This has been outlined in
chapter V.A.2. Assuming that the rate of crack propagation in a unique function of the crack growth rate,
it follows that the crack growth rate will vary along the front of the flaw. The latter implies that the
flaw shape will gradually change to semi-circular where K and da/dn are constant along the periphery.
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The amisotropy of thick sections (chapter V.A.2) way cause a different bhaviour.

The propagation of murfaoe flaws han been Investigated by Francis r313) and Hall (132,133,13.0.
It was noted that the cyolic life in primarily a function of the ratio XK/A in which K is the maximum
initial stress intensity in the first cycle and KI1 is the fracture tou~neii. In chaptsi V.A.2 it man
shown that en elliptiocl flaw can be described by R/Q in which a is the semi-minor axis of the ellipse end
Q Is a flawm She 0 parameter. The experiments of Hall (132,133,134) indicate that there is & relation
between d(&/Q)/7d end the streas intensity factor in analog with the case of shostes

& . f (A, K ) (46)

Figure VA 50 shows the validity of eq (46).

By mentioning anisotropy, the foregoing discussion has already touched the effect of .ype of
product. The orsok propagation charsateriotios for a particular alloy will differ for plate, extrusions
and forging., while especially the latter may exhibit a rather large anisotropy. Fatigue crack propagation
in forged material has been studied by Van Leomwen (135,136) . Closely related to this are the other
processing variables and partioularly the heat treatsent. The heat treatment can have a large influence
on fatigue crack growth and the effect aay be different for different alloys (18,129,135,136,137) . A
heat treatment designed to improve e.g. stress corrosion resistance may not always be beneficial for
fatigue (135,1361 and therefore it is worthwhile to check also fatigue crack growth rate when ohan•ing the
heat treatment to suit other purposes.

The parameters discussed so far wae fairly well defined and their effects could be *ccounted
for in crack growth predictions if pertinent data are available. The conditions of combined loading, cold
deformation and temperature ereumually lees well defined. In case of combined tension and shear loading,
It in the position of the orack that is not known exactly. The problem of mixed mode loading haa been dis-
cmsed in chapter V.A.3. It it determined by the stress intensity factors • ,KK and I for the different
fracture modes. In case of aircraft wings and fuselages which are subjected to ainding 3 and torsion there
exists a combination of K, and X-.

Crack propagation under conditions of oombined loading have been studied by Walker (93] who
considered the case of biaxial tension and by Ildi and Kobeayshi [138) who considered I K combined
loeding. Some data of tbe latter investigation are presented here in figure VA 51. It furnog out that the
craok tries to persist to the direction of mas=xim K, value, with the K value reducing to its minimum
(insert in figure VA 51). Iida and Kobayashi concluded that the existeice of even a small K2 1inarsases
the reack propagation rate significantly. (It should be noted that da/dn in figure V A 51 is based on
projected croak length in K direction. Since the crack has initially a steep inclination the actual growth
rate is much larger than thQ one based on projected length). This is further illustrated by the following
resultat

da/dY at K - 11.5 kni

Crack orientation X2/A1  d/dn (1A in/oycle

s* 0 dog 0 3.8
7- 45 deg 0.217 8.0
- 60 dog 0.110 6.6

In g•neral, aluminium alloys we stretched between quenching and &going. Also many material
applications in aircraft structures require deformation ty bending or bending and stretching (curvature of
skin panels, joggling, flanging). This deformation affects the ductility due to work hardening and due to
its influence on subeequent ageing. Consequently, It may be expected to affect also the rate of fatigue
craok propagation. PatigLae crack propagation of 2024 sheots are beneficially influenced by strains Of
1 to 3 per cent (139,140J @ but larger strains introduce too much work hardening and the properties do-
crease again. This it illustrated in figure VA 52. It is self-evident that the effects c•n be different
for other alloys.

Almost all material properties depend upon temperature and one of these is the rate of
fatigue crack propagation (141,142,143,144,1451 . Modern aircraft fly at high altitudes, where low
temperatures prevail. Due to the large heat capacity of the fuel the structure may still be cold during
descent when gusto are encountered and meneuvering loads occur. Low temperatures tend to have a beneficial
effset on crack propagation properties (1441 as depicted in figure VA 53.This is a result of the low
moistur content of cold air.

The most difficult factors .to account for in the prediction of crack growth ar the
manufacturer-to-manufacturer variation, the batch-to-batoh variation and the effect of environment. Sohijve
[112) has proposed to keep close record of crack propagation properties of all aterial in stock, by
performing a standard crack propagation test on each now delivery. If this is not feasible the variation
of crack propagation properties can only be accounted for in a safety factor. The seam will usually be the
case for the environmental effect and also for the effect of many factors discussed aboves. To determine a
rational safety factor, it is a prerequisite for the designer to have a fair knowledge of factors that
alfect crack growth and to have some insight into the nature of these effects.

Prom the foregoing discussions it may appear that it is virtually inpossible to arrive at an
accurate prediction of the rate of fatigue crack propagation in an actual aircraft structure. For the case
of constant amplitude there are already so many oomplioating factors that rcliable estimates of a crack
propagation curve does not seem feasible. In case of an aircraft structure there is the additional
difficulty of a complex geometry. Then there is the tremendous problem to predict the crack propagation



under random loadine in this complex aircraft structure. In cloapter V.3 this problem will be analysed and
it will be tried to develop the man, to predict the crack propagation as accur..tely an is possible in the
present stage of development.I

A prediction of craock propagation will have to be based on test data which are applicable to
the came under consideration. as for the type of material, environmental conditions, *to. Such data may be
available in a plot of da/da versus the @tress intensity factor. When the loading conditions are known,
predictions can be made by an integration procedures

dd

in which a is the minimum detectable crack site and a is the critical crack length. Sluch an integration
will probaily be carried out by an electronic oomputercand therefore it need not necessarily be based
on an analytical relation between da/dn and the stress intensity factor. An discussed in section V.A.4.2
a best fit polynomial may be more suitable.

The integration for real aircraft service loading will receive ample attention in chapter
V.3, together with other means to predict crack propagation under such circumstances. The problems
involved in the treatment of complex structures will also be discussed in that chapter.
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V .B FAIL SAFE DESIGN CONCEPTS AND FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION IN REAL STRUCTURES

V.B.I THE PREDICTION OF CRACK PROPAGATION

D. Broek

V.B.I.1 Introduction

In order to apply the fail-safe concept, it is necessary to make a reliable estimate of the
number of flight hours it takes to propagate fatigue cracks from the minimum detectable size to the
critical size. Inspection intervals will have to be based on this estimate, or rather fatigue crack
propagation should take so much time that it covers two or three inspection periods. The prediction of
fatigue crack propagation rates and crack propagation time for the real structure should occur on the basis
of relevant data as for fatigue loads, crack propagation data and structural geometry.

Fatigue crack propagation is affected by a large number of parameters, which were described
in the previous chapter. It will often be difficult to obtain +he raw crack propagation data, directly
applicable as a basis for prediction of fatigue crack propagation in service. The available data may be
valid for slightly different circumstances, material thiokneess or heat treatment. In that case safety
margins will have to be taken. The information given in the previous chapter may be of help in making this
judgement.

Information about the fatigue loading may be available in the form of a load spectrum. The
use of this information for the prediction of crack propagation involves some specific problems. This
chapter starts with a discussion of these problems. Thereafter an analysis is made of the possible means
for a predlotion of crack propagation. Finally, particular problems are discussed, regarding built-up
sheet structures, heavy sections and pressure vessels.

V.B.l.2 Load-time hit

Load-time histories are described by statistical means. The various aspects of the load time
history of an aircraft are dealt with in chapter V.B.l. Usually, the load data will be available in the
form of a load spectrum or a power spectral density function. The latter can be translated into a load
speotrum if the load is a Gaussian phenomenon. Load spectra are different for different types of aircraft.
Large civil aircraft usually have a load spectrum that is determined primarily by gust loads, whereas the
load spectrum of a fighter aircraft will be determined by maneuver loads. These two basic types of spectra
are depicted in figure VB 1. It is usually assumed that the spe-'ra for positive and iegative gusts are
symmetric, which allows presentation by a single curve. Maneuver . )otra are asymmetric, since heavy
positive maneuvers are more frequent than their negative counterparts.

It is worthwhile to be aware of the fact that load spectra are the result of counting
procedures applied to actual load-time histories such as shown in figure VB 2. All counting methods have
the tendency to neglect certain small load reversals. For an appraisal of the different counting teohniqueb
reference is made to a recent review by Bohijve (1,2] and to the work of De Jonge [2] and Van lijk (4]
The usefulness of the various ocunting methods may depend upon the purpose of the data. When the data have
to be used for future aircraft design the usefulness may be judged on hbw well the counting method has
described the actual load data. For fatigue calculations the usefuiness depends on how well the method
describes those loadswhioh are the most relevant to the fatigue process.

It sho,.ld be pointed out that resulting load spectra do not give any information about load
sequence. This brings about one of the major Problems, namely the definition of a load cycle. The counting
procedure also has to cope with this problem in order to analys* the load time history. The question
arises:what is important the load maxima and minima, or the load ranges. As is illustrated in figure VB 3
a certain load sequence can be described in various ways. The analysis of the various counting methodr
(1,4,5) pays ample attention to this problem. When the spectrum has to be applied for fatigue evaluation
a similar problem arises.

The usual procedure for the fatiu*e calculation is to combine upward peak loads with downward
peak loads of the same frequency of ooourrenoe in order to generate a complete load cycle. This is iLlustrat-
ed for a single cycle in figure VB 1. Actual load records (fig. VB 2) do not justify this prooedure, but
it considered conservative since it generates the largest possible cycles.

By using the load spectrum a flight-load profile has t9 be established. This requires an
analysis of the various missions to be performed by the aircraft 16) . Two simplified flight profiles [1)
oonoerning the wing bending moment are shown in figure VB 4. The following omments applys

a) Gust, maneuvers and taxiing loads were assumed to occur as one cycle.

b) The sequence of loads Was assumed randos, without any correlation.

o) Flight profiles may differ from flight to flight, especially with respect to the large

cycles and the number of cycles.

Flight-load profiles of other aircraft parts can be largely different from those shown in
figure VB 4 (7] . The flight profile of a fuselaes structure will basically consist of one or two
pressurization cycles and some bending and torsion due to tail loads during maneuvering, wheres aero-
dynamic loads can rather be neglected. The flight profiles of some aircraft members may be relatively easy
to determine, beoause the loading is more deterministic than probabilistic.
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V.B.1.3 Prediction methods

Estimates of fatigue crack propagation in servioe can be arrived at along three different
ways. The three approaches are:

a) Integration of constant amplitude data and making use of a linear oumulative damage rule.

b) Integration of oonstant amplitude data and using a semi-empirioal cumulative damage
oonoept.

o) Interpolation between flight simulation data, direotly or via integration.

The merits of these methods are discussed in this chapter. It turns out that method a gives
conservative results, method k requires further development and method q may become very reliable, once
sufficient flight-simulation test data will have been generated.

a. Intearation of consteant amlitude data usina a linear damsae rule

In order to predict crack propagation under variable amplitude loading by using constant
amplitude data, it is necessary to make use of a oumulative-damage rule. Several ouaulativo-damage rules
for fatigue have been put forward in the literature. An exoellent analysis of theme rules has recently been
given by Sohijve (2I . He concluded that with respect to life estimates a theory distinctly superior to
the Paligren-Miner •,9] is not available. Of course, a life prediction made with the Palmgren-Kiner rule
is a rough estimate only. The Palmgren-Miner rule has the inherent shortcoming that it does not account for
interaction effects of high and low load cycles. However, the procedure contains many more uncertainties,

which maybe Just as detrimental to the final results, as are the shortcomings of the Palmgren-Miner rule.
These uncertainties concerns

(1) The magnitude of the local stresses.

(2) The scatter in constant amplitude fatigue data.

(3) Applicability of the constant amplitude data to the pertinent oiroumstanoes.

(4) Insufficient knowledge of expected load-time history.

In case of crack nRoAgati the shortoomings(l) through (4) apply equally. However, the
intrinsic shortooming of the Palgron-Miner rule will generally yield results, which are on the safe side.
As pointed out in chapter V.A.4 the interaction effect of overloads during fatigue crack growth is always
& retardation. Negative peak loads appeared to have no effect in itself, but could reduce the retardation
in growth caused by high positive loads, the remainder still being a slight retardation. Apparently, the
not interaction effects tend to be a deceleration of crack growth. Consequently, the neglootion of inter-
action effects by the Palmgren-Miner rule will generally be on the safe side. Some attempts (10,11,12,13,
14,19,43,4) have been made to account for the effect of overloads and the residual stresses introduced
by them, but a quantitative evaluation for complex load histories is still difficult and contains many
uncertainties. It must be concluded that the Palmgren-Miner rule at this moment is still a reasonable
engineering damage rule, especially for crack propagation where interaction effects will exclude unsafe
estimates. Shortcomings in the prediction will be largely due to other uncertainties not related to the
dama rule.

For a prediction of crack propagation with the Palogron-Miner rule the croak length is
considered a measure for the amount of damage. In itself, Miner's rule oan be fairly accurate for crack
propagation, if crack length is taken am a measure for the dasug. Miner's rule states that

N1I N 2  N 3  Ni()

for failure. It is a linear summation of the damage that occurs at various stress levels Sl, S2 .0° Bi,

irrespective of their individual values. Now if the damage criterion were A given length of crack, Miner's
hypothesis would hold if, regardless of crack length and test stress, the sso fraction of total lifetimp,
WA was necessary to propagate the crack over a given interval. Figure VB 5 derived from (15) , shows for
a elven crack length (do 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1,0 mm), and for all test stresses somewhat greater than the
fatigue lii4, that the fraction of total lifetime, n/m, to reach that crook length is essentially
o0nstant. Thua, Miner's rule appeare to be a reasonable spproximation for fatigue-crack propagation,
except in accounting for Luteraotion effects as discussed before.

Various ways can be followed for the prediction of the crack propagation life. I' Mon st
simple approach is to uns some sort of -N curve for crack propagation. This curve gives the number of
cycles required for the considered amount of craok propagation for various values of the constant cyclic
stress (fig.Vl 6). ftse Pslmgren-Miner rule can be directly applieot to the given load spectrum. It can be
used to predict the results of the fligbht simulation tests presented in figure VA 44 of chapter V.A.4.
The result is shown in table V1o.l the taxiing loads have been ignobed since they appeared to have little
oeolt! the crook propagation diit in constant amplitude tests of purely ground air ground cycles has been
estimated at 26000 cycles sand 60000 cycles for the 7075 and the 2024 material respootively.
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The crack propagation life ot 2024 .oogporue with the flight uimulation data (fic, VA 44) for
the case of a truncated speotru• to 8 . 6 kg/mid T'his mana 'hiht prediction would be valid tar mn i• -
oraft not meeting excessively high •iMt, The prediction tow 7075 is at the low sides It the Contribution
of the ground-aii-ground cycles would be omitted in the oaloulatior (in Order to compensate a little tow
the ignored retardation effeots) the resultls would he 9700 flights &no •1• flights tao the two materlals
respectively.

An alternative method would be to consider each flight %a one load cycle with the s4aifm
given by the highest gust load in that flight and the minimm by the lowest (negative) apt load In the
flight or the ground oondition, whichever is the lower (see tigure VA 44 flight type S), This caleulat-
ion leads to crack propagation lives of 6400 flights end 2700 flights respectively tor the two meterials,
Again the eetimaite in at the safe side, Thil procedure ignores the oocurrence of Many load cycles and it
must be expected that it can easily lead to unsafe estimates.

In general it will be more useful to predict the crack propegation behavior %W integration
from a plot of da/dn versus 4K (figure VA 34). The advantage of this procedure is that it allows
prediotir,, of crack propagatAon for aW, geometry for which the stress intensity factor is bowU. As shows
in chapter V.9.2 the strove intensity factor can be determined for built-up sheet structures and sand-
wich panels. Conso,'uently, it is principally possible to predict the crack propagation oF a panel of
complicated ^*;actry on the basis of a da/dn versus AX plot obtained from simple laboratory specimans.

Avsumin.: that the load spectrum is known, the integration procedure can b carried out in
many different ways, most of which are current procedures in aircraft design ('17)

a. Integrate, cycle by cycle, in random order starting with the iinimum detectable crook length a

subjected to a stress range, AS,. The stress-intensity rainge will be X1  . aeUl,1. Pind (da/•Ln)i

from a plot such as figure VA 34. The crack will extend over a length A& - (da/dn) 1  1 and the new

crack length will be a, + "a, which will meet the next mirese range, S21 eta.

This in an extremely laborious procedure, since it requires an integration over thousands of

cycies. The calculation will have to be performed by computer. A problem is the sequence of loadal the

choice will be a particular random order. A high load applied at a short length of crack will give a
relatively lox: AX and consequently a low da/dn. If the same load were applied at a large crack its 4X

would have been much higher and its contribution to crack growth much larger. bence the result of the

calculation must be expected to depend upon load sequence.

b. Integrate blooks of cycles of the same amplitude. For simplicity, the growth rate ma be considered a

constant during growth of a small increment of crack length. Application of this procedure to the
flight simulation tests on 2024 material of f•i'ur VA 44, yields crack propagation lives varying from
9000 to 20.000 flights, depending vnon integration step size.

c. Integrate flights of one peak-to-peak 'minimu= to maximum) load nyole per flight. This procedure assume
that in one flight, crack growth is reasonably well approximated for the flight by considering the

flight as one stress cycle representinr the maximum and minimu stresses observed in each flight. -t
According to the test data presanted in figure VA 44 -A test of this kind yields 3•000 flights and A
14500 flights for 2024 and 7C/5 respective-y. Since interaction effects are small in such a test, the

integration procedure will fairly well pred.ot these 'eat results. This means that the prediction will

be dangerously urn-on:arvative. Apparently, th.. uon.rib, ton of all the disregrded load excursions is
still appreciable, despite interaction effects. Neoi-r.t'ion of these load excursions in the integration
procedure will therefore not be peruitted.

d. Smear out the total life spectrum in a number of oocurrenoes per flight. (This implies that high loads; -

may occur at the rate of only a fractional number per flight). (According to table V3.1, the maximum

excursion Sa occurs 0.0002 times per flight). Then sum this once per flight spectrum to obtain a
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for a small Increment of crack extension.

Obviously, all these methods will have serious shortcomings, which can be listed as followes

a) The outcome of tha, ir.tegration will depend upon the secuence usedl a high load occurring
only occasionally, will induce a higher 4K and, consequently, a higher da/da when
occurring at a large crack than at a short crack.

b) The effects of loading frequency and environment can be accounted for only with an
arbitrary safety factor.

O) There is a large scatter irn the raw data as a result of manufacturing procedures, batch-
to-batch variations, metallurgic. effects, and testing techniques.

d) There is a lack of raw data. Usually, data for the right thickness, panel width, and
machining conditions are not availabie.

e) The average flight experience is used. Zome aircraft of the fleet may meet more severe
loading spectra (short flights, few beneficial high loads).

f) The procedure assumes fair knowledge of the loar ,ectrin.

The integration procedure assumes Kiner's rule vali I for crack propagation and ignores inter-
action effects. The results of the cacýulation may be better in case of a maneuver spectrum. The
occurrer.ce of high loads in a maneuver spectrum is relatively high. This means that the crack propagation
resulting from the high loads themselves may be much larger than the contribution to crack propagation by
low amplitudes. Retardation in crack propagation at low loads therefore become relatively less important
with respect to the overall growth rate. The sam reasoning applies to many aircraft members with more
simple load spectra than the aircraft wing. Puselages, undercarriages and many other parts have more
deterministic load spectra and interaction effects may be less important. This has to be 3udged for all
cases separately. The case of the aircraft wing receives relatively much attention, because it encounters
tLe most complex problems.

It is sephasized once more that the use of a particular analytical relation for the da/de
versus AX plot is neither much helpful for the integration pro.cedure, nor will it yield predictibly better
results. The da/de versus AK data input can be based on a best fit plot and specific demands of the
computer.

•. Inteiration by using semi-emoirical cumulative damage concepts

The obvious shortcoming of the prediction procedures discussed so far is the neglection of
Interaction effects, although it turned out that this usually leads to conservative results for crack growth.
Interaction effects have been almost exclusively attributed to the introduction of favourahie residual
compressive stresses at the crack tip (2,17,18) . This was discussed in chapter V.A.4. A theory pre4ict-
lng sequence effects should include the evaluation of the residual stresses and crack closure. A few
attempts have been made to achieve this for life calculations (13,14) . This work still needs further
development and it cannot as yet be applied to crack propagation.

Sesi-empirical integration methods trying to account for interaction effects in crack
propagation were proposed recently by Habibie (11 , Wheeler (43) and Willenborg, Engle and Wood (4e .
labibie carries out an integration based on the relation of Forman, Kearney and Engle (201 , which was
dicussed in chapter V.A.4, but the use of this relation is not essential. labibie introduces a retard-
"atios factor 4. In the absence of any overloads: 9 - 1. In case of periodic overloads the value of 9 is
determined ty the ratio between the crack extension in the interval between two overloads and the crack
extension in the same number of cycles in the abeence of overloads. This is depicted in figure VB 71

. <1 (2)

TM notation 6a1 istaued here to indicate crack extension withouL retardation effects for which 0 - 1.

Eabibie recognizes that 9 will depend upon the magnitude of the overload (see figure VA 43)
ad upcn the ductility of the material and he postulates:

~ in~l(3)

in Which I is the normalized (dimenr" ileps) stress intensity factor at the overload and a and V are
material ± constants. Then he arrives at the following ba&.o formula for his integration procedure:

(4)

K 0 -.K I8LZ
smwe* "1 3.2 IMO CrsT ins ane3c VM zenf Cclae.

Eabibie used the flight simulation tasts of Schijve [16) to evaluate and check eq (4). (k
smry of Schijve's data were presented in chapter V.A.4). He cslculated crack extension for the flight
simslaltion tests with P . I (ignoring interaction effects) and ooupsrwd the result with the actual test
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data to determine 9. The procedure starts at the occurrence of maximum load and continues ur.til the next
occurrence. This yields one value of 1. The interval to the subsequent occurrence of the overload yields
another value, etc. The maxitmum load in the flight simulation tests was not always the same, due to the
truncation (see fig. VA 44) and hence the procedure could be repeated for other magnitudes of the high-
set load in the sequence. Each calculation ever yields one value for 1 and these can be plotted versus the
magnitude of XI at which the procedure was started. The result is shown in figure VA 8.

The straight line in figure VB 8 supports the usefulness of eq (3) and it allows determinat-
ion of a and V. Then it is possible to use eq (4) as an integration procedure for the purpose of predict-
Ing crack propagationt but there in one adlitional difficulty. In case of' small cracks it may be expected
fi9g that the retardation effect of the highest cycle will be dominant and remain so until ito next
occurrence. When the crack is longer, also cycles of a somewhat lower magnitude will have an iffect, until
at Large crack sizes every cycle causes a retardation which is effective only during one subsequent cycle.
A continuous transition where T accounts only for the highest overload in the first stage of crack growth
and later gradually takes into account also cycles of lower mag'itude is not yet feasible (19] . Habibie
solved this problem by using three staCus. In the first stale 7 relates to the highest overload only, in
the second stage the next three highest cycles are taken into account and in the third stage all cyclues
are considered. Habibie determined the extent of the three stages more or less by trial and error. lie
predicted the crack propagation curve for ono of Schijve's flight simulation tests by using eqs (4) and
the result of figure VB 8, and he started out with stage 1, accounting for the retardation of the highest
cycle only. He compared this result with the actual test result and when the discrepancy became too large,
he changed to the next stage. It appeared necessary to change to stage II at 2a/&1w - 0,25 and to stags III
at 2a/w ft 0.38 where w in the sheet width.

On this basis Habibis made a prediction of crack propagation for a large series of flight
simulation tests as performed by Schijve.Computertires for the integration varied from 12 to 150
minutes per test. Some of the predicted crack propagation curves are presented here in figure VB 9 in
comparison with the actual test results. Also shown are predictions for # - 1 (retardation effects dis-
regarded). The latter curves result from the direct Miner integration as discussed in the previous section
and they are at the safe side as might be expected.

The accuracy of Rabibie's predictions is not too surprising, since they were made for the
same test data that yielded the values for 9. More checks would hnve to be made by predicting crack
propagation for other test series with the presently available q-data.

The procedure proposed by Wheeler r43) is very similar to the method of Habibie, but it is
better formulated in terms of the crack tip plastic zone. Wheeier also introduces a retardation para-
meter T. It is based on the ratio of the current plastic zone s4ze to the size of the plastic enclave
formed at an overload (fiVure VB 10a). An overload occurring at a crack size a will cause crack tip
plastic sone of a size 0

2 2

where 0" is the overload stress and (0 the yield stress. When the crack hnas propagated further to a
o yo

length a• the current plastic zone size will be

1 r P'.CIa"2 1 (6)

ye ye

This current plastic zone is still embedded in the plastic enclave of the overload$ the latter still
proceeds over a distance A in front of the current crack a. "WIheeler (43) assumes that the retardation
factor p will be a power function of r PI/ . Since A a t r - a the assumption amounts to:

ri

a *r - as long as a.-rpi < ao.rpo (7)

If a, ÷ ?pj a + rPO the retardation factor becomes 9 1 by definition. The power a in equation (7) has
to be determined empirically and Whoeeer V'nds a 1.43 for D6pc steel and a 3.4 for Ti-6A.-4V. In

order to show the similarity with the method H Habibie equations U) and (6) must be substituted into
eeuation (7), which reads to:

C1 2:
a -a sC1 2 /0' 2

0 a y

home

With v 2m equation (0) is almost identical to e~u-tion (3. According to figure VI3 8 .•nbibie finds
Y A 5 for the a.uminius a. loys and he-ue m 2.5 which is in the same order of -.gnitude as the vL.ues
iroted ab.-e from the paper byo Wheeler for -, atee "d, titanium aioy.
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Wit the t o-lal of Wheeler In@ aracs propagaion curve cam oe preazo~ea iro m a syctru y uyu0e
Integration. In caseo of a single o-erload In a constant amplitud, teot the retardation factor gradually
decreaseto unity while the crack programess through the ptastlo enclave. If a second high load occurs
which produces a plaetio zone extending beyond the border of the plastic enclve the border of this now
plastic sone will have to be used in the equations (Fig. VS lCb) and the momentaneous crack length will
thoA be the new %c.

Prediotiona made by Wheeler by using his integration method led to fairly good predictions
of block-progra crack propagation tests. Some of his reaults are shown ia figure VB 11. The advantago
of Wheeler's model above the one of Habible in that It yields a new value for 9 in every cycle without any
further assumptions. This makes Wheeler's model more versatile in its application. Its validity for random
load sequenoee and for different material. has still to be demonstrated.

Still another method was proposed by Willenborr, Engle and hood (44). They also make use of
the plastic enclave formed at the overload (Pig. VB 12). The plastic enclave extends to

Sp a o rpa " s + C "-Q (10)

where a is the distance from the centre of the orack to the boundary of the plastic enclave and the other
"eymbolsPhave the sare meaning a In equation (5). Willenborg et al then consider the stress intensity that
would be required to produoe a plastic son* at the tip o! the current crack a- that would extend to the
border of tan plastic enclave (Fig. VD 12). This seean they want to dotermian the Kmax required to givet

aI + -a + or e prr - - ai (a1)

where rpreq is the required plastic zone to give the wanted result. The r MMxreq for this is given by

C a n .a . o-a (12)

C 2 a s a % rPQrye

In the first cycle subsequent to the overload a is still equal to ewould be equal to
the stress intensity of the overload. •%1 hence ouaeareq a

low Willensdorf et al make the rather queer assumption that the actual KX occurring at
the oriurent crack length ai will be effectively reduced by an amounts

I-re X Kx,,q " K , (13)

This implies that they expect the action of residual compressive stresses of a magnitude:

K K
G! _MIA= - &.L (14)

It. mesa that both KI and K mi in cycle I are reduced by an amount IKred. This giveso

Knteti K -Kx' -Ird'2K.1 - K 8'
.x Keft,1 - K red - 1 x1ni * Ia"x,reqK ",

"Kro 3. (I,1

si,ef,it, mi[-ni re•d " in,i mer--,i " ax ,req

If either It jia,eff or both Kaxmeff snd IKmsef would be smaller than zero they are set at zero. If the

latter occurs U - will be smaller than aKI, if not dleff~i - AK U can he seen from figure VB 12. The
cycle ratio Roff°*U .mem

"gaff ,-K - 2K -Kx xle)

Both d1leff a Reff ca be calculated and then da/dn can be calculated from

do (-I.Roff)K° a 4eff

Consider the special case that both Kinoff and K .,,,ff remain larger than zero (Fig. V8 12).

Then A1ef AK. The reduction in crack propagation rate witl oniy be caused by a reduction in K. Hence,

%4
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Equation (18) gives some idea how this model oompares with those ot Habibie (Eq.3) and Wheeler (Eqo 8,9).

Also Willensdort et &I show integration results of blook-programe crack propagation in good
&gement with test results. An objection against their model is that the aseu•ption regarding the residual
compressive stresses (iqs 13,14) is at leant doubtful.

The neehods considered are interesting attempts to account for load interaction effect@ in
crack propagation eatimates and further development should certainly be enocuraged. Por the time being
neither method can be pneralised. It is conceivable that flight simulation tests with rust and maneuver
spectra would yield largely different values for 9t the maneuver spectrum contains relatively many high
loads, which may be of influesne for the retardation effects. The same can be said about other types of
load histories.

c. PlI~ith simulation tent bain.

In 1965 Hardrath (21) presented a review on cumulative dama in which he concluded that new
breakthrouhng of our compehension of the problem should not be expected in the near future. In 1972
Scbijve (2j was only slightly more optimistic. Our phenomenological knowledge will steadily increase and
especially for the case of crack propagation (rather than for fatigue life predictions) new prediction
methods may be developed. These methods should account for interaction effects in a proper way and there-
fore they will have to be based on the crack tip residual stress field or crack tip olosure or on both.
Recalculations of the oraok-tip stress-field will probably be required for each load reversal in a random-
load sequence. This may involve considerable computer time. Therefore it deserves consideration to perform
the rsoak growth predition on an analog computer. The best analog computer available, one that has know-
ledge of the universal fatigue law, is a specimen in a closed loop eleotro-hydraulio fatigue machine, This
analog oamputer can oalculate about 20 cycles of crack propagation per second, which is probably much
faster then an advanced digital computar can perform if it has to recalculate the streas field each cycle.

Particularly for the complicated load history of an aircraft wing it has considerable
advantages to predict crack propagation on the basis of flight simulation test data &a proposed by
Sohijve (2) and Broek (17) . Sohijve (2) has advocated the compilation of flight simulation data. A hand-
book with thie type of data would be useful for estimating fatigue properties. It would allow application
of the flight-simulation interpolation method an proposed by Sohijve.

In order to avoid extrapolation, extensive data obtained in flight simulation tests should be
compiled. The data should cover the main variables of the load spectrum. For a certain structural material
it should include the following variables

a) Some typical shapes of gust and maneuver spectra.

b) Design stress level. A ohange in design stress level would reduce or increase the load
speobrum proportionally as depicted in figure VB 13.

a) The magnitude of the ground-air-ground cycle and its frequency of ouourrenoe.

If these data were available crack propagation for a particular flight profile, flight
length (frequency of the ground-air-ground coyle) and design stress level could be predicted by inter-
polation. The requirements for adequate flight simulation testing are rather complex. It is beyond the scope
of this survey to give a thorough discussion of these requirements, but they are given ample attention by
SoSjove (2)

Of course, the flight simulation interpolation msthod has also its shortcomings. The main
problem involved, is in the fact that crack growth data cannot simply be given as a function of the stress
intensity factor as has been outlined in chapter V.A.4. This implies that application of the data to
stiffened sheet structures may be hardly possible. (It in shown in chapter V oB.2 that the prediction of

roauk propagation in built-up sheet structures has to be based on the stress intensity factor). Other short-
comings are that the flight simulation test does not properly a"count for frequency effects, environmental
effects and many of the other parameters affreting crack growth,as discussed in chapter V.A.3. Therefore
safety factors will still have to be applied.

V.B.1.4 Confirmatorv testing '

It will alwaysv be necessary to obtain a fair judgement on the reliability of crack growth

estimates. The prediotions may be compared with service experienoe from previous designs. A new design
may have similarity to & previous design or it may be a further development of a previous one. This inform-
ation can be used in a general way (2] by the choice of a stress level that yielded satisfactory results in
previous structures. Of course, reoonsideration of all relevant parameters will be necessary. The advantage
of using service experience is, that the data were obtained under realistic circumstances from a large
number of aircraft.

The crack propagation prediction may still have a low accuracy. The prediction'may be useful
in the early design stage when choices have to made regarding the type of material and the type of strucet-
ure, but when the aircraft resahes completion and all details have become definitive, a realistic test will
often be noeessasra. Both the specimen and the load sequence should be representative for service conditions.
This means that the test should be carried out on the actual component or a complete part of the struotitre. j

AF•



With respect to the fatigue load, a flight simulation test representative for service loaing ic required.
An exact simulation of the load-time history in servioe would be the preferable solution. In goneral, a
load-time history will have to be designed on the basis of mission analysis and load statistics obtained
with other aircraft. A good knowledge of the empirical trends is essential for the purpose. A major
problem is the assessment of the highest load level to be applied in the flight-simulation test. As dis-
oussed before, this level may have a predominant effect on the life and the crack propagation. If the load
level that will be reached (or exceeded) once in the target life of the aircraft is applied in a test, it
my have a favourable effect on the fatigue life aid orack growths It should be realized that this load
level is subject to statistioal variation and that memo aircraft will meet this load more than once, where-
as other aircraft will never be subjected to it. In view of this Sobijve (2] proposed that the load spectrum
should be truncated at the load level exceeded ten times in the target life, in order to prevent that the
tet'k give too optimistic results.

Sometimes fail-safe loads ae applied at reguiar intervals during a full-salse fatigue test
to demonstrate that the aircraft is still capable of carrying the fail-safe load. The result may cause a
crack growth delay. In other words, this procedure could give false information. The crack growth delay
in a full-scale structure was recently tiown (22,28.) in tests an the I-28 wing. The cortification test
was completed after simulating 150000 rlights. Then fail-safe ioads (limit load) wore applied. In a sub-
sequent research program it turned out '.•t severe., cracks did not grov. a+ay furthor 6a showA in f-g.re
VB 14.

The significance ý,f low-upqaitudw coO.se has been disousee4 in ohapier V.A.4. Omiusion of
these cycle, from a flight-simulation test will considerably reduce the testing ttne. However, mine* suolh
oyoles may contribute to orac'a nuoleation (fretting) and crack growth, the cycles can har'lY be ostn%-,'
during the eortificatior teots. Tas•ing load cycles can be omitted under certain conQitions. In fetob it
appears admistable only if the cycles soo, in oonmpreLws4. for t.o components being taoted (2) . Un.
should be taken that the groundir-,grount oyle reachec the most extree miniLmu 3qid oacurring on the
ground, including dynado loads.

k full-scale test on a new aircraft design in an expensive test. In view of this there is
every reason to require that the test gives realistic eand relevant information. An rail 1hfore, a full-
scale fatigue test should be can iod out with a carefully planned realietio representation of the service
load-time history.

Several aspects can be mentioned that make full-scale testing of a new aircraft structure
desirablot

1) Indication of fatigue critical elements and design deficiencies.

2) Detirmination of fatigue lives until visible oraokihg occurs.

3) Study of crack propagation, inspection and repair methods.

4) Measurements on residual strength (fail-safe tests, not to be carried out until end of
fatigue test).

5) Economic avpects.

6) Determination of inspection methods.

(All these aspects have been amply discussed by Schijers (2 ).
With respect to the latter aspect some remarks seem appropriate hereeinoe it is so important for fail-
safety. The full-scale test io also a trulning experiment for inspection techniques. It can be used to
evaluate the most suitable inspection techniques for the various locations and the conditions under which
the inspections should be carried out. It is the 7urnone of the fail-safe analyvsis to establish safe
inspection intervals. The aircraft operator should also be provideO with all the neoiHsary itaformatiot to
make such an inspection suoessfull. He should be informd abct the * suitable inspection techniques,
and the most effeotful settings of inspection apparatus, all this iLuformation can be obtained during a
fatigue test on full scale oompoments or structures.

The uncertainties in the prediction of crack growth provide both economic and mwral reasons
to supply the aircraft user with every possible informwtion that may be oe aid to make aircraft fail-
safety a reality.

ik.
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V.B.2 BUILT-UP SHEET STRUCTURES

D. Brook

V.B.2.1Intouto

The major part of the airoraft structure consists of built-up panel@ of sheet and stringers.
Therefore it is a little surprising that the literature on fail-safety pays relatively little attention
to the propagation of fatigue cracks in built-up sheet structures as compared to unreinforoed laboratory
specimens. Fortunately some very useful work has become available during recent years. It appears that
the complication of stiffening elements in a cracked structure can be solved in a rationaJ way. In fact
the additional problem of the stiffening elements in far less difficult than the other problems involved
in fatigue crack propagation.

For built-up sheet structures containing cracks it is usually possible to establish a fairly
accurate value for the stress intensity factor. If it is assumed that the rate of fatigue crack propagat-
ion is fully determined by the stress intensity factor, the crack proragation rate of the built-up
structure will be equal to the growth rate in an unstiffened panel with the same stress intensity. This
implies that the presence of stiffening elements would only add a problem of stress analysis to the com-
plex procedure of predicting fatigue crack propagation. Since fatigue crack rates appear to be a function
also of stress history there are additional difficulties involved, for which there does not yet exist a
rational solution. However, these additional difficulties are pertinent to the fatigue problem, rather
than to the effect of stiffening.

The determination of the stress intensity factor is also a requirement for the prediction of
the residual strength of a built-up structure with cracks. The problem of residual strength of sheet
structures is discussed in chapter V.C.l. Procedures to arrive at the stress intensity of such structures
are amply discussed in chapter V.0.1 and are not repeated here. Only a brief outline of the basic
assumptions will be given in the following sections on fatigue crack growth.

V.B.2.2 The stiffened eanel

The stress intensity of a flat stiffened pane' is affected by the presence of the stringers.
For the case of simple flat stiffeners (figure VB 15) the effect of eccentricity can be neglected; the
stress intensity factor can then be readily calculated (24,25,26,27,28) both analytically and by finite
element methods.

The procedure to calculate the strese-intensity factor of a reinforced panel is iilustrated
in figure VB 16 (The uniformly loaded stiffened panel with crack 2a is a summation of four components,
namely, (1) a uniformly loaded unstiffened panel with craok 2a, (2) a panel of the same dimensions with
crack 2a loaded by a number of point loads exerted by the fasteners, (3) a uniformly loaded stringer, and
(4) a stringer with the point loads. Compatibility requires the deformations of the stringers and under-
lying skin material to be the scme, which gives equations te determine the fastener loads, P . The
presence of the stiff reinforcement does not allow the skin to undergo the same large defor;Ations as the
unstiffened panel. The strinZers will take over some load from the skin, such that the stress-intensity
"factor in the stiffened panel is lower than in the unstiffened panel with the same length of crack. On the
other hand, the presence of &he crack will locally enforce a higher load in the stringers and in the
fasteners. The higher load in the stringers is determined by the so-called load concentration factor L,
which follows from the calculations.

The stress-intensity factor in the stiffened panel will be

K =aCRaV/-7a with OR < 1, (19)

A- where C is the skin stress reduction factor.

The local stress in the stringer will be

tr LO, with L > 1. (20)

SThe fastener loads are given by

PI + ?. P2 (L - 1). 0-. at (21)

where At is the stringer oross-seotional area.

Both L and C are functions of the ratio s/a (s - stringer pitch), the stringer cross section, the
modulus of tle Ptringer material, and the rivet pitch. The variations of L and 0 are given shematically
in figure V9 !0, as a function of crack length for the particular panel oorfiguiation of figure VB 15.

A heavy stringer can take more load from the skin and give a larger reduction of the stress
intensity factor. Siruce the stringer is heavy, the load it takes .rom the sheet will be relatively small
in comparison, with the load it already carries and therefore tae load concentration factor will be lower
than for i light stringer.

As long as the crack tip is far from the stiffener, the reduo'"ion of the stress intensity is
low. When the crack tip appeoaches the stringer the reduction beoomes larger and it is at a ma"ximum when
the crack has just passed the stringer center line. The effect of the stringer decreases again when the
croack grows longer. There remains a reduction, because the stringer tends to close the crack$ this
reduction is larger if the stringer has a higher stiffness and if the rivet pitch is smaller. When the
crack tip approaches the next stringer there is again a larger reduction in ttreas intensity. This is
illustrated by figure VB 17, derived from the work of Poe [27,28) •
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V
L, C , and fastener loads have been caaou.ated for a wide variety of panel configurations,

and itclude souch gases as L crack emanating from a str,nger (the stringer overiapping the crack), cracks
r owing between two fastenern, cracks growing through a fastener hole, and adhesively bonded strir,•grs
chapter V.C.O). Plurther refinements of the analysis method should account for pLastic deformation of

the stringer, ova•izntion of rivet hoes resilting from high bearing stresses, stringer eccentricity and
other departures from the ideal case.

The applicability of this concept to fatigue crack proparation has been demonstrated by Poe
(271 . :e predicted the crack growth data in a stiffened paneL on the basis of unntiffened panel data and
compared his predictions with actual test data obtained from stiffened pane.s of different geometries. An
example of such :. compýrison is given in fi,-ure VIP !ý. The t%.o dashed curves give the scatter band of the
crack rate daia of the unotiffened pane-. "Th two eonlid lines reprenent the predictions for the stiffened
panel which are confirmed very well by the test data. As can be seen from eruation (19) and figure VB A,
the stress incennit.' factor drops as the crack approaches the strini-er %nd, hence, cra•ck prcparntion shouid
dece erite. When the crick has wel passed the atrinier, tne stiffening effect decreases, K increases, and
so does da/In. ihis is aamc refected in the crick propa.ation curve given in figure Vb Il.. This curve
hl., been obtai•ned by inteý,ratxon of Poe's da/dn data. It shown how crick growth is deinyed in the vicinity
of the utrinrer.

Poe't work contains many interesting results. F'i~ire VB 19 shows that a light stringer
causes a smaller decesoration of crack growth, since it brint's about leas reuuctioi. of the stress
intensity factor. %hen the crack reaches the next stringer again a slow down can be observed as is depict-
ed in fipure VB 20. In the vicinity of the second stringer the reduction in propagtion rate is in the
order of a factor of ten. Similar observations were made by Smith et ai r2)] who studied the effect of
adhesive-bonded tear straps on fatigue.

The skin crack causes a iced concentration in the stringer, which enhances the likelihood of
stringer fatirue failure. If this occurs skin crack propagation increases rapidly: the stringer is no
longer effective in reducing the stress intensity factor and besides, the skin has to take the extra load
firom the fai'ed stringer. Figure VB 2C, illustrates this effect. In case of integral stiffeners the
stiffening fiments will always crack simultaneously with the skin. fherefore integrai stiflening wil1
cause little deceleration of crick -rowth as may be appreciated from figure VH 2-.

The test results of Poe demonstrate that the method correctly predicts crack growth in
stiffened panels. The observed growth rates were skightiy higher than the predicted rates. ;he following
factors m-ay have contributed to Touis discrepancy:

a) Fastener loa.i become very high when the crack approaches the stringer. rho high bearing
stresses cause bot hois deformation and therefore the effective stiffness of the strincer
is reduced, which implies that the stringer is lees effective in reducing the crack tip
stresses.

b) The eccentricity of the stringer has not been accounted for in the prediction procedure.
Stringer eccentricity saightly reduces the effect of the stringer. Finite element methods
a.low this effect to be determined.

c) There may be an effect of stress history on crack propagation (see chapter V.B.4).

Stringers decelerate crack propagation in the skin due to crack tip stress reduction. A second
deceeration effect occ-'rs when the crack runs into a rivet ho~e. 1his wi'. hunt tne crack tip and further
crack growth wil be deiayed until crack reinitiation. In the teats 0t' foe the row of rivets in the ine of
the crack were left out in order to prevent the crack from i'rowing into a hoLe. in prnctice however, cracks
will usm.lly 1- ',,tiated at a rivet hoie and wi l fallow a pa... through a row of holes. If *h crack wou d
pass between two hoies the nearest rivets are very close to the crack and the strinrer will be very
effective in the reduction of crack tip stresses. If the crack passes through a hole, the nearest rivets
are twice as far from the crack and therefore the stringer is less effective. For a given panel confirurat-
ion (see chapter V.C.1) the difference in stress intensity factor may be in the order of 50 percent. The
beneficial effect of cr-nk tip b unting, if the crack runs into a rivet hole, is therefore iarre.y reduced
by the much larger growth rate just before the hole is rea.ched Pnd after reinitiation. A test protramle to
investigate this effect seems highly worthwhile. rom -n investi,-,ation on fatigue crack propagation in
full-scale wing center sections (3iJ it can be concluded thift 3top hu es dri led at the cra:ck tip did not

have a large effect. ihen it may well bhethat there is .-ittle advantare of the crack runing into a rivet
hole above passage between hoýes, but of course, this depends upon ho e sire and other geometrical pA.ra-
meters.

In case of adhesive-bonded stringers the tip streas reduction can be ýarrer; this case can be

treated in a similar way as the riveted pane. cchapter V.J..). the tests of Smith et rI f(29 indicate
tbat the method of prediction of crack growth as discussed in this section app ies e,!ual y wed in case of

adhesive bonded tear straps.

V.B.2.3 The sandwich Danei

Also for a sandwich panel it is possible to ca.culate a value for the -trecs intensity factor
(31) . If one of the faces is cracked, some load of the cracked face can be transmitted through the core

into the other face. It implies that the stress intensity of the cracked face is reduced with respect to
a similar unreinforced sheet. The reduction factor depends upon the core stiffness (34) . A more elaborate

J'-r-•:-- f Iha .leiulation procedure is prevented in chapter V.C.I.

A3 an example the reduction of the stress intensity factor for a central crack In one lace as

cp.cu'.ated ty Žarte.ds andVanle ,eer [a] ia griven in table V.1.3. 'he tabie considers two cases of the
qtiffnesn parltmeter .
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in which C ii the core shear modulus, E in Young's nodu.us, 'w is panel width, t is face th-•nLess and a
is core thickness. It appears that a fairly I'rge reduction of the stress intensity can occur. This imnlie.
that fatigue crack propagation in sandwich panels will be somewhat slower than in comparable umnez.forced
sheets.

The stress intensity factor for sandwich paneis as determined empirically by Smith et al (29)
was lower an the core thickness decreased. This is in qualitative agreement with the calculations of
Bartelds andVandeVeer. No fatigue crack propagation data are available to make a fair comparison between
a sandwich panel and comparable cracked sheets in order to check whether the lower growth rates in the
sandwich skin is in accordance with ths reduction in K.

Table V.B.3

Stress intensity 4actor of sandwich panels according to laartelds and Van de Ve.:r f311 , given as Ks/K,
where K is the stress intensity of the sandwich with one face cracked and K is the stress intensity of
a co-opalable unstiffened sheet. u

Loaded edges supported All edges supported
e/w

r - 4 r -20 r - 4 r -20

0.U9 U.94 0.86 0.94 0.85

0.22 0.85 0.74 0.81 0.70

0.34 0.79 0.68 u.69 0.60

0.47 0.74 0.64 0.57 0.49

V.B.2.4 Crack propagation in aircraft structures

A fairly large amount of fatigue crack propagation data are available from tests on full
scale aircraft structures. Analysis of these data is not very well possible within the scope of this
survey for the following reasons:

a) Data of comparable unstiffened panels are usually not available.

b) Part of the tests were carried out at ccnstant amplitude loading, another part at variabAe
amplitude loading.

o) Stiffening parameters for the various structures are largely different.

d) Determination of stress inteneity factors for all different struutures would be a
tremendous task.

For the benefit of the reader, who might be interested to analyse sonr of the datn the most
extensive reports on fatigue crack propagation tests in large aircraft structures are referenced (32
through 39) •

V.B.2.5 Crack arrest

Crack arrest has two important aspects. The first is arrest of a fatigue crack, which after
a dormant period may reinitiate and continue propagation. The second is arrest of a rapid:y growing
unstable crack which would have caused catastrophic failure if no arrest had occurred. Both aspects of
crack arrest bear largely upon the same principles. The latter aspect of crack arrest receives ample
attention in chapter V.C.l, where the problems of tip stress reduction are discussed.

The arrest of a fatigue crack can be achieved by structural means. Some crack stoppers are
so-called "natural crack stopoers", others are called "artificial crack stoppers". The latter are often
of the same character as the natural crack stoppers, but they are not essential to the structtral
integrity and they are introduced merely to act as crack stoppers in case cracks develop. In some cases
artificial crack stoppers are introduced after a crack developed and was detected, to act as a provisory
mans, pending a more elaborate repair at a later time, more suitable to the operator. Both natural and
artificial crack stoppers are discussed in this section without further attempts to distinguish the two.
It should be emphasized that this section concerns itself solely with the prevention of further crack
growth by fatigue. The arrest of crack growth under constant load is discussed in chapter V.C.l.

A discussion of means to arrest the growth of fatigue cracks is largely hampered by security
measures, which do not allow publication of the available data. The unclassified literature on the sub-
ject is extremely scarce and hardly permits the compilation of some qualitative conclusions.

Crack arrest can be attained in three different ways:

1) Reduction of the crack tip stress intensity.

2) Reduction of the stress concentration.

3) Introduction of residual compressive s"-szea.

svruc-tural mesvers, wnhie tan arson a -. ý ..aa... S...~ * .-- - - - -
ed panel where the stringers take over some load of the cracked skin. This problem was discussed extensive-
ly in the previous sections of this chapter. A reduction of the stress intensity factor impaies that the
crack propag-tion rate is reduced, but there is no complete crack arrest. The reduction in growth rate can
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be rationally calculated and depends upon the nature of the stiffening elements as outlined in section
SV.13.?.

Reduction of the stress concentration occurs when the crack runs into a hole. As was
discussed earlier the stress intensity factor than loses its meaning. An even larger reduction of stress
concentration occurs when one of a series of parallel elements has completely cracked and reinitiation of
cracking has to occur in a neighbouring element.

A crack may run into the hole of a rivet that connects the skin with a tear strap or stringer.
This case was paid attention already in section V.B.2 and it was pointed out that this need not always
be beneficial. The nenrest rivets are further away from the crack tip and therefore the stringer is less
effective in taking over load from the skin: consequently crack propagation before the arrest in the rivet
hole and crack propagation after reinitiation is faster than in case the crack passes between two rivets.
The latter effect may outrange the gain of the dormant period necessary for crack reinitiation from the
rivet hole, but this depends upon the size of the hole. A larger hole will give a larger reduction of the
stress concentration and give a longer dormant period.

In case of adhesive - bonded tear-straps or stringers, crack arrest depends completely upon
the reduction of the stress intensity factor. In fact there is no rea; crack arrest, but a reduction of
crack growth rnte. In figure V.13.22 derived from the work of Hardrath et aj [32] on aluminium-lloy box
beams, a comparison is made between identical riveted .ilngCurs and ndhesivP-bonded stringers. Crack
arrest and dormant periods occurred in the riveted structure where the crack ran into a rivet hole.
However, in total the crack-propagation is slower in the bonded structure.

Pigure VB 22 confirms the statement made above that crack arrest in a rivet hole need not
atways be the best solution. On the other hand, it can be predicted on the basis of figure VB 22 that a
bonded-and-riveted stringer might have given even better resuits. If the bonded stringers would have
contained widely spaced rivets, crack arrest and a dormant period would have occurred in case the crack
would have run into a rivet hole. This would not have impaired the effectiveness of the stringer in this
case, since growth before and after arrest would have been as slow as in case of adhesive only. There are
no data available to support this reasoning.

In tests on full scale wing center sections [3d] it appeared that stop holes alone do not
have a large effect. This was confirmed by tests by De hijk and Otter [40] and by Van Leeuwen et al [41]
This again, shows that the reduction of stress concentration is not very effective and that crack-re-
initiation will follow soon, as shown in figure VP 23. However, the situation can be greatly improved if
the holes are expanded by cold deformation. This leads to the third means of crack arrest by the
introduction of residual compressive stresses, which reduce the effective tension fatigue stress.

De llijk and Otter [40]and Van Le ,w.,n et al [41] expanded the stop holes they drilled at the
crack tip, by means of a device as depicted 1,. igure VB 24. In essence it consists of a split cylinder
which can be made to expand by means of a wedge that is pushed between the two halves of the cylinder. It
is specially suited for applications where access to the structure is limited from the outside only. The
effect of the method depends upon the amount of stretching as can be appreciated from figures VB 25 and
VB 26.

Van Leeuwen et al [41] also studied the effect of filling the normal unexpanded stop hole by
brazing a steel plug into the hole in a steel sheet. This proved to be better than an open hole, but it
should be noted that brazing may be difficult to apply due to the heating involved.

Other methods of introducing residual stresses to reduce crack growth rates were investigated
by Eggwirtz et al [42] and by Van Leeuwen et al [411 . They pressed steel balls in the material, leaving a
"Brinell" dimple of a certain diameter at the crack tip either at one or both sides of the sheets. Eggwirtz
et ai [42] developed auxiliary ecuipment enabling application to aircraft structures where access to the
structure is limited. The effect of the dimpling on crack growth can be appreciated from figure VB 27.

From the foregoing it may be concluded that the effect of natural crack stoppers depends large-
ly upon the reduction in stress intensity which causes a reduction in crack growth. A smaller benefit has
"to be expected from a reduction of the stress concentration which causes a dormant period until crack re-
initiation. It can also be concluded that artificial crack stoppers should preferably consist of adhesive-
bonded tear straps. Their effectivity is based on growth rate reduction by stress reduction. The reduction
will be lsrger if the stiffness of the straps is larger (chapter V.C.]), which mav be achieved by a larger
cross-section or by applying a strap material with a higher modulus than the skin material. The latter may
cause difficulties if the coefficients of thermal expansion of the two materials differ largely. Tear *

straps will probably have their greatest effectivity if they are adhesive-bonded and riveteds then there
will occur a dormant period in addition to the growth rate reduction, if the crack runs into a rivet hole.

If arrest of fatigue cracks depends upon holes or stop-holes the introduction of residual
stresses is really necessary. In this respect it should be recommended to expand all those holes which lie
in an expected crack path, although this may not be economically feasible. It should finally be noted that
expansion of the hole due to riveting does introduce residual tensile stresses rather than compressive
stresses. The riveting procedure is therefore not suitable to achieve the recuired expansion. The use of
taper locks introduces residual tensile stresses around the hole. The latter act to increase the mean
stress, but to decrease the amplitude of cyclic stresses, which usually also has a beneficial effect.
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V.C. RESIDUAL STRENGTH

V .C.l BUILT-UP SHEET STRUCTURESI WINGS

H. Vlieger and D). Brook

V C.1.1 .Intadu~aion~

This chapter deals with the residual strength of sheet structures. iiiis implies that it
considers the condition of plane stress. In the next section the basic fracture behaviour of a stiffened
panel is explained in a qualitative way. At present it ic possible to calculate the residual strength of a
stiffened panel to a high does~e of accuracy, provided the residuAl strength behaviour of an unstiffened
sheet of similar mize is knoan. As outlined in t he following section the latter requiievent does not set
any serious restrictions to the technical applicability of the method.

The principles of the calculation nothod ame presented in seotion 3. Test results are
provided to show the usefulness of the procedure to calculate the residual strength of stiffened panels,
such as wing panels and tail plane pawls.. aes additional difficulties arise when the method has to be
appliiod to curved panels loaded by internal pressure such as fuselages. This problem will be dealt with
in a separate chapter (V .C.2).

The calcu! utica procedure can be extended to cocalicatod built-up sheet structures# with
doublers, reinforcements, stringer run-outs etc. The-e particular configurations are paid attention in
sections 4 and 6 of this chapter. Of course, the method can be further improved. Especially stringer
eccentricity, deformation of fasteners sod fastener holes Will hirVo to be accounted for in further
refinements of the method, as is outlined also in ,.eotion 4. Crack arrest and the usefulness of crack
stoppers are treated in sention 5. Basically, there is a possibility I) incorporate the B-curve concept
in the oalculation pr'ocedure. This may be a worthwhile improvement, once the B-curve concept is better
understood.

The last sections of the chapter deal with possible other means of analysis of stiffened
pawels and the special case of daodwicf. panels. The mathematics of the calculation procedures are present-
ed in two appendices (sections V C.0.LO1 and V...1)

V .C.I.2 ~Aai fractur behavioUr of a crackdsifee as

Since the calculation of the residual strength of a cracked stiffened panel is based on the
residual strength properties of an unatitfnewd shoet, the behaviour of the latter will be considered
briefly hero (a mere elaborate treatmeat is given in chapter V B3).3)

In a uniaxially loaded penel with a coenval transverse crack of length 2&0 the strens can be
raised to qIand then the crack will start to grow slowly. This crack growth is stable, i.e. crack
propagation can be maintained only if the load is raised further. Ultimately, at a stress cr, the crack
will reach a length 2a where it will propagate unstably at constant stress, resulting in fital failure of
the pawal. The longer The initial crack, the lower the values of cr and C~c as illustrated by the curves in
figure V 0.1. The middle, cumv rolates the fracture strees directli to the Lnitial crack length 2a . For
the application to stiffened pasols it is not strictly necessary that the events described obey a Sonstant
K cencept, i.e# I~ It e nd X seed not be constants (mee chapter V .A*3), but it is useful to describe
the events in terms at 'te stressr intensity factor. This problem will be discussed in saw mere detail
later in this chapter. (Note Kt to used here for opening mods cracking inateadi of K1 ,staoe the problem is
plane stesl %bthi ts doem in aooerdaaoe with chapter V , A).

When the peael to provided with~ sfffeners the stroes distribution in the cracked region io
diftor*ont The striagers, provide extra stiffuese that tends to decrease the stress at the crack tip by
1oad transfer from sheet to stringer. k this W euaioto ~u two significant dimensionless parameters have to
be istreduced, mamely the "tip #troes reductioa footerN 0~ sand the Ostrisser load ooncentration factorL
The tip stroes reduction factor 0 R to defim4se %as h ratio of the stress intensity factors for sheets vi1
and without stringers

N unstirffesd

The Wtingr lead coneuntration factor io defined as tie ratio of the mautism striager lead and the leand
isto e Otw tA reoate from the cracked seotinsu

The values of and depend upem the stiffening ratio, the stiffomos of the attaphaset, and Owe ratio
of creek lesqth to Orta masspasiugo As shown in section ) of tWi ehepter a sand Lcana be calU~lated fer
varifts Goefigvratisos of eoshad otiffemed panels. Por the qualitstive LiscAsonss is thie chapter it is
.tfitoissto kn ow the parameter Otin affect 0~ ansd L.* Ftgua VO,2 shows 4iwaescyhWm 0 and

veyfor the ease of a otatual trach etiueon twno sffaenre. Fora' cracsh in the eider of the air gW
thei U stringer toe wy effective lending to blik Ls and low %

nee"r V 0.3 depicts the residual Nteatb diagea ef a simple #amed with two stiftesres,
containing a central cracsh Tho behavior of this peael will be sinalsed is detail below. In figues V C.1
the limes a, to sand a represent the residual strengh oup"@s for tbo waetiffeaed panal, like these in
figre V 0.1. &*case* of ith pramoe of theotr %Wth stress, itenst~a y fasteor will boedno "*a IVa
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factor 0< 1. Assumaing thai crack propagation in the a tittene penel occurs at the NNW~ stoems taesslti
factor as in the unslitfsnvd paikel, the stress to propagate a ar~ck will We increased 1W a tautor 0 t
This mean* thAt the lines a sand a will be raited toe9 end t, respeocimyeo These ourv"@ show a naxwe for
a crack slightly larger than the stringer spacing buOsAUr the maxRIUM tip 110408 redUaties ece1UP1 When the
craok extendls slightly beayond the stringer center line (see Figs V 0*2).

However, in a stiffened pawel alsto Ike possibility at stringer feailtu sh"Id be ceasideard,
Line g ix figure V Go,3 is the locus for stringer' failues Whok OWeN to me oreok (tao-0) the stritori will
fail at its tY'S. When, the crack appreaches Utl striaxer, the load ceacantralies faster L, will increase,
so that the stringer will fail at a lewer usemiaal stre~ss Strictly speaking, the lIte g to detsreind
the equation

however en ote as the stringer starts to yield* LS haa to be *emeoted*

In case the crack is still eaial at the wsset of 'Asta~lity (Ra <#, 2*, where to to stringer
spacing) the stroes oenditioa at the crack tip will hardly be ntalueneed by the stringers ed the strses
at unstable crack growth initiation will be the sains as that et an usetiffeast sheet of the sue sue.o
When thie unstably growing crack eipprewachs the stifttmr, the beod cemoeatratiea is the stiffener will be
se high that Uhs stiffener tails without stopping the unaltale cooak grewth (line. AMOD in figure V 003),

When the peawl contains a crack extending alms* r on els tiffeer to the other (20 0j to),
the stringer will be extremely esffective lia reducing the peak stress at the creack tips (C R @""l)'
resulting in a higher value of the stress at orack growth initiation at pliat F in figure V Colo With In-
creasing load, the crack will grew stably to the stiffener (5F'(Jh) and due to the inhierent increase ef
stiffener affootivoness, the creok growth will remaim stable. (Actually, a. unstable crack growth will
occur for crack lengths largr than 2 ). Fracture or' the panel will ocour at the stress level indicated
by Zr duo to the fact that the stiffens has reached its failure stres s ad the stress reduction In the akin
is no longer effective after strinder fi lure.

For cracks of intermediate miss (2a .2aL,), there, will be unstable crack growth at a stress
slightly above the fracture strength of the unstiffenid sheet (poait X), but this will be stopped undr
the stiffeners at N. After crack arrest the panel load can be further increased at the aest of am
additional stable crank growth until H, where the ultimate stringer load is reached, again at the stress
level 5'

For the simple Panel Of figure V 0.3 the actual reosidual strength curve is of the shape
indicated by the solid line. This ourve contains a horisontal part destereined by the intersection of lines
e and g. For initial cracks smaller than the stiffener spacing, this flat part constitutes a lower bound
of the residual strength.

It has been outlined that C and L, depend upon stiffening ratio (Pig. V 0.2). In fact, this
implies that the residual strength diagrL of figure V 0.3 in not unique. It shows the case that stringer
failure is the critical event. For other stiffening ratios skin failure may be the critical event. This is
depicted in figure V 0.4. Dlue to a low stringer load concentration the curves o ang g do not Intersect. A
crack of sisst 2& will show stable growth at point B and become unstable, at poi-t Co Crack arest occurs
at D from where lurther slow growth can occur ift the load is rained. Finally at point IR the crack will
again bee..s unstable, resulting in panel fracture. Apparently# a criterion, for crack arrest has to involve
the two alternatives of stringer failure, andi skin failure, depending upon the relative stiffness ef Sheet
an~d stringer.

It may be clear from the foregoing that it is not essential for crack arrest that the crack
rzoa into a fastener haol. Crack arrest is basically a rosua.t of the reductien of craok tip stress
intensity due, to load transmittal to the stringer.

Figures V 0.5 and V 0.6 present seem test data of Viteger 0?,3) for riveted peawl. with simple
symmetric strip stiffeners. To achieve crack arrest in a rivet hole end between rivets, two locations of the
line 5f the initial crack with respect to the nearest rivets we"e chosen, through sad between rivet holes.
However, in all oases the crack path at fracture extended through rivet holes in both directions independent
of the location of the initial crack. So, in fact Only specimens in which the crack path ran through rivet
holes were investigated for this panel type. The test data confirm the predicted behviour. The residual
strength diagrams Indeed contain a horisontal level. (Solid line indicated bly T ). In case of a short
crack (specimen 4 in figure V 0.5) fracture instability occurs at a stress too high for crack arrest at
the stringer. The panel failure stress is the sam as for a comparable, unstiffened shest, Longer initial
cracks show sowe slow crack: growth and then a sudden fast crack growth. Crack arest occurred at the
stringer, after which the panel could be loaded to the harisontal levl where final failure occurred.

In the following sections the methods to calculate the residual strength diagram will be
considerad and sore toadt data for more practical panel configurations will be presented.

V G0.1.3 Priacinlem of tI cIclto oft.rsda teghdaa

Methods to calculate the tip stress reduction factor have been dsveloped inependently by
Vlioegr (1,2,31 . Swift and Wang (4,5) , P~oe [6,7) and Creager and Liu NJ4 . Application of the tip stress
reduction factor and the stringer load concentra~tion factor to establish the residual strengtb character-.
istiom of stiffened panels were proposed by Vliogsr (2,3) end Swift and Wang (4.5)

In calculating CR and L two different methods can be used via., the finite element method.
and an snalytioal metuod. Anelnalytilal mothod. has advantages over the finite elment method in that the
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So tar, thes dimeusaiwe vie limited to skis critisal and stringer critical Configurations. Oft
coiurse, 4 third criterion exists, which Casoerte fastener failure. Load transmittal from the skin to the
stringer takes plane through the tseeteragr (reetoner loads ?I $ 0 * $ P ). If the, fastener load. become
toe high, fastener failure may take place by aheer. Pastemer failure witl reduce the effectivity of the
stringer and therefore the residual strength will dro. The faatener loadsP . 6 . P follow from the
Calculations described in Peto V 0. 1.10. Th. higsest loads will be r on the fastier. adjacent to the
crack path. The magnitude at PF I t fail tie fasteners by shear can be caiclate0d and the nominal etrias in
the pawel to reach F, tben gives a third lime h In the rosidual strength diap'an depicted in figwe V C.11.

At seor crack length the fastener, do not Carry any load., so line h tends, to infinity for
2a-. 0. F'or the particular cia. depicted in figure V 0.11 the residual strength in no longer determined
b7 sitriger failure solely (daehed hoimuntal line through point H) but possibly b~y fIstener failure
( point K). A crack of length 2a will show slow growth from E~ to I' ead instability from F to 0. After
Crack arrest at 0 further slow iroth occurs until at X the faetener.a fail. The latter will probably camae*
patiel failure, but this cannot be directly diteruized twm the diagrn. 1n fact a new residual strength
diagam Uaa now to be calculated, with *mission of the first row of rivet* at either side of the crack.
Fastener failure will affect load trasnmittal from the skin to the stringer, line f will he lowered, liW
C will be raised. The intervection HI of the new lines el snd V may still be above K and heome, the
residual strength will still be determined by stringer failure at H'.

In reality the behaviour will be acr Complicated due to plastic deformation. Shear deformat-
ion of the, fasteners, hole deformation and also plastic deformation of the stringers will "Ocur before
fracture takes place. This plastic deformation always leads. to a reduction of the effectivity of the
stringer to take load from th skin. This implies that line C will be raised and line f will be lowered.
The Intersection of the two lines (fs4 lure point) will not be affected to a peat, deal, however (*ocqire
points H and H, in figure V 0.11). This is the reamo why the residual strength of a stiffened pawel can
still be predicted fairly socurately, even if plasticity effects are Igeord (2,3) . llovertheliess a proper
treatment of the problem requires that plasticity effects ane taken into acount. In case of the wanaytic
method the plasticity etffcts can be accounted for in en approoximate way as Indicated by Creagsr and
Liu [143 . They assumed in their calculations %n infinite linear elastic skin and elastic, perfectly
plastic tensile and shear elements for stringer and fastener, respectively. First the tI of A independent
equations (following from equal displacement~s in skin end stiffener of the n f"Aastrs) Corresponding to
the elastic solutions is solved (see section V .C.1.10). This will deliver the u unknowen fastener toroes.
This procedure Is continued until eitlaer a fastener or a stringer yields. When one of both elements yields
the equation following from the displacement of the concerning elemsnt is discarded. In case of yielding
of one fastener, Fi the remaining (n - 1) equations mma he solved, replacing in these, equations the
fastener force F by its yield force. In case of yielding of a stringer in the ith interval (-interval
between fasteneri I and i + 1) the discarded equation is replaced by

OA ~ P y (5)

where A is stringer cross-sectional 4rea and 0' is yield stress of stringer material.
ye

Swift (53 and Swift said Wsnt [41 iceing a finite elmnnt analysis method take into account
deformation of fastener and fastener holes. They umsempqirical relations. They apply the formual for the
deflection 6 (4,51s

in which F is the rivet force, d is the rivet diameter, B and 10 are the thicknsses of skin snd reinforce-
ment and 9~ 1* and Er are Younas moduli of attachment, s&n wAnreinfcrcessnt, respectively. This formula
is based cn displacement measurements on simplo lap splice specimens.

Another problem that has to be accounted for is stringer eccentricity. The eccentrically
stiffened configuration differs from the symmetric strip arrangement in two romespes:

a) The eccentric stiffener has a lower effective stiffness and therefore lees load is trans-
ferred from sheet to stiffener.

b) The eccentrically loaded stiffewe will cause beading of the panel in the region ci' the
*rank tip.

The eccentricity of the rivet forces with respect to the stiffener cross section gives rime to a non-
uniform stress distribution which is shtown diagrammatically in figure V C.12. When ahear deformations are
neglected, a simpis linear distribution results (pig. v c.i2a). shee dafomamtics introduce an additional
now-uoniformity due to shear lag (Fig. V C.12b). With regerd to these effects the following qualitative
remarks can be made:i

Ira) Stiffener beading is partly prevented by the pro-etrees C' in both stiffene A ghshet, and

b) Shear lag sad also stiffener bending reduce the effective stiffness of the stringer in the
vicinity of the crack, resulting in a lower stiffoner load (Fig. V C.12b).

Both circumtances tend to reduce the maximu stringer stress and to meutralise, the effects of stiffener
eccentricity. The reduction of stringer stiffness due to shear lag will depend on the ratio between rivet
pitch and derveloped stiffener width. As a result, for the dimensions of the Z-atringsr under' consideration,
a larger reduction in stiffness snd a lower stiffener load can be expected in case of a Crack that runs
through rivet holes, then in case of a crack between rivet holes. This is confirmed by test results of
Maiger [2,3] to be discussed in section V .C-1.5-
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S tfor, the discussion was limited to skin critical and stringer critical oosfigaratiaon. Of
Oves, a third oriteoiso oxists, which concerns tastemer tfailure Load transmittal tram the skin to the
stringer tMINI Place throu. hI th tateer (fa"st loads T. . . . oP ), Zt the fastener lad.s become
to hi*r fastener failure may take place by shear. Pastener fallur will reduce the offectivity ot the
stringer and therefore the residual strength will drop. The tfatener loads P1 . . * Pu follow fram the
calculations described in sectioii V 0. 1.10. The higaest loads will be F On the ftaetnsrs adjacent to the
crk path. The magnitude of FI to tfll the fasteners by hear can be ooulate4d and the nominal stress in
the panel to reach Fthen xgives a third line h ia the residual strength diagra depicted in figue V C.ll*

At soro crack length the tastenere do not carry any lo*ad so line h tend. to infinity for
2a-* 0. For the particular o`ae depioted in figure V 0.11 the residual strength in no longer deterianed
br stringer failure solely (dushed hooriuntal line through point H) but possibly by fastener failure
(point X), A crack at length 2a will show slow growth from E to F and instability from F to G. After
crack arrst at 0 further slow "'owth occurs until at K the fastoners fail. The ltter will probably cause
pasel fallure, but this canot be directly dotermined from the diagram. In tfot a new residual strength
diagri a has now to be calculated, with omission of the first row of rivtls Mt either side of the crack.
Fastener failure will affect load transmittal twom the skin to the stringer, line f will be lowered, line
g will be rai"d• The intersection I' of the new lines C' and f, may still be above I and hone, the
residual strength will still be determined by stringer failure at 81.

In reality the behaviour will be awe complicated due to plastic deformation. Shear deformat-
iou of the fasteners, hole deformation and also plastic deformation of the stringers will occur before
fracture takes place. This plastic deformation always leads to a reduction of the effectivity of the
stringer to take load from the skin. This implies that line C will be raised and line f will be lowered.
The intersection of the two lines (fal.lure point) will not be affected to a peat deal, however (ooaMre
points H and H' in figure V 0oll). This is the reason why the residual strength of a stiffened panel can
still be predicted fairly aooratoly, even if plasticity effects are ignored (2,3] * Nevertheless a proper
treatment of the problem requires that plasticity offets e taken into aocoat. In oase of the analytic
method the plasticity effects can be socowted for in an approximate way as indiosatd by Creagor and
Liu (14) . They assumed in their calculations in infinite linear eltio skin and elastic, perfectly
plastic tensile and sear elements for stringer and fastener1, reooptively. F"rt the set of n independent
equations (following from equal displacements in skin and stiffener of the n f"tenars) corresponding to
the elastic solutions is solved (me* section V .0.1.10). This will deliver the n unknown fastener forces.
This procedure is continued until eitelr a fastener or a stringer yields. When one of both elements yields
the equation following from the displacoment of the concerning element is discarded. In came of yielding
of one fastener Fi the r*maining (n - 1) equations oan be solved, replacing in theme equations the
fastener force F by its yield force. In cae of yielding of a stringer in the ith interval ( - interval
between fasteneAr i and i + 1) the discarded equation is replaced IW

where A is stringer crose-sectional Area and a' is yield stress of stringer material.ye
Swift (1] amd Swift and Wang (41 sing a finite el4mant analysis mthod take into acoount

deformation of rastener and fastener holes. They use empirical relations. They apply the formula for the
deflection 6 (4,511 5. + 0.8o(L o+A.(6
in which F is the rivet force, d is the rivet diamoter, B and are the thioknesses of skin and reinforce-
mant and a, I_ and BE a Youns moduli of attachment, din and w einforcement, respectively. This formula
is based an displacement measurements on simple lap splice specimens.

Another problem that has to be accounted for is stringer eccentricity. The eooentrically
stiffened configuration differs from the smetrio strip arrangement in two respeotes

a) The ocoentrio stiffener hss a lower effective stiffness and therefore leas load is trans-
ferred from sheet to stiffener.

b) The eccentrically loaded stiffener will cause beading of the panel in the region oZ the
crack tip.

The eccentricity of the rivet forces with rewpeot to the stiffener cwos section gives rise to a non-
uniform stress distribution which is shown diagrammatically in figue V 0.12. When shear deformations are
neglected# a simple linear distribution results (Pig. V 0.12a). Shear deformations introduce an additional
non-uniformity due to shear lag (Pig. V C.12b). With reg•rd to these effects the following qualitative
remarks can be made,

a) Stiffener boding is partly prevented by the pre-etroebs in both stiffener .d sheet, and

b) Meor lag and aleo stiffener bendi redune the effective stiffness of the stringer in the
vicinity of the crack, resulting in a lower stiftfener load (fig. V Co12b),

Both oircuastanoes tend to reduce the maximm stringer stress and to sutraliss the effects of stiffener
eooentrioity. The reduction of stringer stiffness due to shear lag will depend on the ratio between rivet
pitch and developed stiffener width. As a result, for the dimensions of the Z-stringor under consideration,
a larger reduction in stiffness and a lower stiffener load can be expected in came of a orsak that runs
through rivet holes, than in came of a crack between rivet holes. This is confirmed by test results of
Vlieoger (2,3] to be disoussed in meotion V .C.1.5.
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As pointed out already, stringer eccentricity can be easily accounted for in finite ement
methods. The idealisation of stringers by Swift and Wang (4,5] by lumped bars and shear panels haa already
been shown in figure V 0.11. Swift and Wang also made analyses of more complicated geometries, such as
skin-shear olipframe attachments. Figure V 0.13 shows how they idealised various complioated arrangements
of stiffening elements (4,5) by lumped bars and shear elements.

So far the discussion was limited to oraoks between two stiffeners. In practice, however,
cracks will usually start at a fastener hole and then there will be a stringer across the cracks This
stringer will have a high load concentration factor. The problem san be dealt with in a similar way as the
crack between stringers, either analytically or with finite element procedures. A sohematio residual
strength diagram for this case is presented in figure V C.14. Apart from the ourve g for the edge stiffeners
there will now be an additional failure curve k for the central stiffener. Failure of the panel may be
determined by the intersection L of curves f and k where the central stringer fails. If that occurs the
lines g and f are not valid any more, since both the skin and the edge stiffeners will have to take the
extra load from the failed stringerl this will lower both the line g and f, to g' and f' and in general
point H' will be lower than L. The latter will hav. to be checked in a complete analysis.

Due to the high load oncentration, the middle stringer will usually fail fairly soon by
fatigm (see section V .B.2.2) and therefore the lines g' and f' with the middle stringer ftiled will have
to be used and the residual strength is determined by point H'. (Note that g', V and N' will have
different positions in the absenoe of the middle stringers a cracked stringer will induce higbar stresses
in both the skin and the edge stiffener).

The came of a central stringer can still easily be treated with the analytical method if
eccentricity effects are ignored. In practice, however, the geosetries in which cracks occur will usually
be so complicated that proper solution can only be arrived at by i finite element analysis. A few of such
practical cases are shown in figure V 0.15. The residual strength diagram of much oaces will be somewhat
different from those presented so far, but there will be no principal differences. In came of a skin crack
with an intact doubler, the latter will take load from the skin and a*t in the sam way an a stringer in
the caes diaoussed here. If both skin and doubler ar cracked, the doubler will tranmit extra load to
the skin and there will be an increase of the tip stress instead of a reduction.

It msy be clear from the foregoing discussions that it is noeessary to establish a complete
residual strength diagram also for such practical oases depicted in figure V 0.15. This implies that the
situation has to be analyzed for various crack smies, otherwise the behaviour of the structure oennot
properly be ohocked. If for example in figure V C.3 one would only consider one crack size 2& a 2s, then
only the points N and T would be determined. These points give no information on the residual strength
which is determined by H. When using finite element methods it is necessary to adopt such a procedure as
the one used by Swift and Wang C4,5• where different crack sizes can be simulated by subsequently dis-
connecting suooessive elements in the crack path. Otherwise a completely new analysis would have to be
made for another length of crack.

Finally this emotion will have to ieal briefly with the came of adhesive bonded and integrsl
stiffeners. In the analytical method these can be treated by assuming uniformly distributed fastener
forces P . . . F. along the stringers. Similar procedures can be thought of for finite element methods.
It shoull be noteo that the criterion of strin"r failure is not relevant in oase of integral stiffeners,
since the crack can run right through the stiffeners. In that came there will only be a skin crack
propagation criterion, but this will still be different from the cam of riveted stringeres the integral
stringer will already be partly cracked if the crack sise equals the stringer spacing.

In case of adhesively bonded stringers the criterion of fastener failmre (or rather adhesive
failure) will be important. Load transmittal frem the skin to the stringer in the cracked area will sot up
high shear stresses in the bond. This say load to decohesiOc sad oomeequently• a decrease of the effeotiv-
ity of the stringer to take load from the skin; deoohesion will alter the residual strength diagram as in
the case of fastener failure discussed earlier in this section (Fig. V Co.l).

V .0.1.5 gimLjjs
As pointed out in the foregoing seaiions, arrest of unstable crack growth at the next

stringer is governed by three oritoriat"4
a) Stringer failure.

b) Fastener failure or bond failure.
o) Skin crack propeagtion.

If any of these three criteria are met,total ureil? will occur.

•.Skiffeame failue cri erion

According to equation (2) the ratio between the load in the stiffener in the cracked region
(Fez) ar remote from the crcok (Foo), is defined as the load osmoontration factor L. or

F P
LB -ýJ . (-M

where a is the uniform stress at the loaded end of the panel and A Is the stiffener mostional area.
Failure of the stiffener vll ocour when the N14oe of Fan is oqudm to the ultimate strength of the
stiffener (P1) or when 4 8

-I

IWI
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where LT is `,he ultimate ten-jile strength of the stiffener material and 3 < 1 ij a factor accounting
for load eccentricity and notilh effects in the stiffener. If there is a uniform stress distribution in the
panel remote froe the crack, then the stress in the stringer will equal the nominal stress o- in the skin,

t i.e.

CO A (9)

Combiaing equations (8) and (9) yields the following stiffener failure criterions

0-
C v" l-su (10)L8

b.Fastener faiur itio

Pastoner failure will occur when the fastener foroes F transmitted by the fasteners
adjacent to the crack exceed the critical shear load of the fastens@. The fastener failure criterion is
then given by

F1  d2 (11)4 ult

where d is the fastener diameter and '- is the ultimate shear stress of the fastener material. It has to
be emphasized that fastener failure nu1 not necessaily cause total failure of the panel as has been
pointed out in the foregoing. If the fastener failure criterion is set, the values for L and C will
changsethe stringer failure criterion and the sk.'n crack criterion will have to be re-ohioked •n a now
analysis.
c. Ski oiask criterion

The intensity of the streas field in the neighbourhood of the crack tip of an unstiffaned
sheet is governed by the stress intensity factor X defined as

Kunstiffened - f (w~ fe'i (2

where f(a/w) is a width correction factor (Chapter V .B).
According to equation (1) the offset of the stiffener on the stress condition at the crack tip is express-
ad by the tip stress reduction factor CR defined as

x
C Uunstiffened

Hence the stress intensity factor of the stiffened sheet can be expressod

istiffened Cat , (14)

Assuming that skin crack propagation occurs when 9etiffened has a value equal to the plane stress
fracture touhness of the unstiffewed sheet, X , then the stiffened skin crack resistanoe curve is given
by the relation

a

sknC~f (a) V71S

It has to be eamphasised that the skin crack criterion need not necessarily be based on X . For the
determination of the stiffened sheet failure stress a relation between o and 2a. of theoulntiffened
panel has to be evailabloe this relation need not be dictated tb K 2w constait, sines a simple data-
plot will saffioe. This data plot will give the failure stress i of tW unstiffened panl an a function
of 2&C

G f (2%) (16)

In order to apply this to the stiffened paeel the additional assumption is required that skin crack
propagation in the stiffened pawl will occur when the stress at the *rack tip is the Daw as in the un-
stiffened sheet at the particular crack length under consideration. Nence, the skin crack criterion is
given by

Z.-

This man* that the skin crack resistance curm oa be obtained by raising all points of the unstiffened
panel urve by a factor 1/C pertinent to the particular length of corak.

The latter ;;;A@Z; vwill uu•ally hban to be applied in case of 2024-T3 skin material for
which an actual I value iumally cannot be deteomined (except for extremely large peals). Comopaism
of the test data N figure V 0.16 with the predicted results (figure V 0.17) indicates that the proOOdure
works satisfaotorilyo. A comparlson of results of tests and theory for panels with edge stiffeners and a
7075-T6 skin, whioh yields a valid NKt o"a be made by considering figorse V 0.5 &Ad V Coelb.

, I
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When discussing arrest of a fast - growing crack, the question arises, whebher or not it
makes any difference that the crack passes between rivet holes or runs into a rivet hole. A general answer
to this question cannot be given, since it may differ for different geooetriss. Strictly speaking it is
better that the crack passes between rivet holes, in that case the nearest rivets are at a distance y /2
from the orack edges (if YO is the rivet spacing). This meams that the stringer is more effective in
taking load from the akin and the tip stress reduotion will be larger (small C0 ) at the cost of a higher
load concentration in the stringer (high Ld) and high fastener loads. If the caok runs into a rivet hole,
the nearest rivets will be at a distance Yo, giving a smaller tip stress reduction (CR larger) and lower
stringer load (low L ) and lower fastener loads. Then of course, it will depend on the strength of
stringers and fastenirs and upon the crack resistance of the skin per so, which situation is preferable.

a cse f aThe problem is outlined fork a pr~itular sheet stvinger combination in figure VC0 18. It is
a cse f a7075-T6 skin with K a 27 frM2 and 7075-T6 stringer with a MtI of 55.9 kg/ama. Formal

analysis of this pawl gives thi residual strength diagrams of figure V C.lC% for a crack passing between
rivets and of figure V C.18b for a crack running into a rivet hole. Inded, d ..here is a much larger tip
stress reduction if the crack passes between the holes, which is illustrated by the much higher akin crack
propagation curve in & than in b. The failure criterion is stringer failure at point H in & at a stress
of 31.8 kg/m 2 . In case k the fracture criterion is skin crack propagation at point K at a stress of about
29 kg/=2, followed by stringer failure at H at about the sa stress.

Apparently the residual strength level is lower in case k than in case & according to this
analysis. However, there is an additional benefit of the rivet hole, which has not yet been considered. If
the crack runs into the rivet hole at point R the crack tip will be blunted. This implies that further
crack growth will cocur at a higher stress than suggested by curve f. The str.*j for further crack growth
will be somewhere between point R aad L and that depends upon the sise of the'hole.(See section V .A.3.5).

Suppose that the hole sinx will postpone crack growth until point S. Crack arrest will then
occur again at T and slow growth until K where final failure takes place. In that case there is no
beneficial effect of the rivet hole at all. This holds as long as further craok growth occurs at stress*e
lower than 29 kg/wa2 . If crack growth is postponed until U, there will be no further crack arrest and
stringer failure occurs at V. The fastener hole might be so large that crack growth is postponed formally
to W. This is insignificant, since at L stringer failure will occur, which of course gives total fracture.
Consequently, the highest benefit that can be obtained is an increase of residual strength from X to L,
where stringer failure triggers fracture. Dependin upon the miss of the fastener -hole, failure will occur
somewhere between K and L. Comparison with came a shows, that for this configuration there is no peat
benefit of cracks running into rivet holes# but a indicated in the previous discussion, each panel
configuration require* a new analysiss there is no general rule. It has to be remarked here, that in the
foregoing discussion further crack growth from the rivet hole was distbgarded. In osse a now fatigue orack
starts at the rivet hole the beneficial effect of the rivet hole is canoelled and the residual strength is
determined by point H. (See alos sections V *A.3-.5 and V .B.2.5).

V.0.1.6 M&iduMl areamth of stiffened nanels :1nd w+inre

This section is intended merely for the presentation of sow moare test results for stiffened
pawls and a few data that exist for complete wing structures. These data confirm the versatility and ths
power of the residual strength analysis method for stiffened panels.

Test data of Vlisger (2,31 on panels with simple strip stiffeners were presented alre.ady in
figures V C.5,6,16.Vliepr predicted the behaviour of these panels by umans of the analytical method to
an accuracy of 3 to 10 percent (2,3] , which is considered very satisfactory for residual strength
predictions. Besides, all his predictions were at the se side. Vlieger also tested panels with 7.-type

Ptringers, some results of which we presented in figure V 0.19.

Swift and Wang (4,5) tooted extremely large panels with longerons and frame. The latter were
Mtý;obed to the skin via saear clips, whereas in some coaes extra tear straps were used as crack stoppers.
Eon of these oconigations were shown here already in figure V 0.13. The longerons were either T or hat-
sections. Sowe test datawe shown in figure V 0.20. Swift and Wang predicted these data by means of the
finite element analysis nothods, discussed hre in section V G.1.3*. Their predictions also have an acoura0y
of better than 10 percent, and better than 5 percent in Bost oases L4,53 .

The residual strength characteristics of actual wing center sections of a civil aircraft
C10,113 are shown in figure V 0*21. Test results of 11 wing center sections give a substmatiation to the
behaviour of built-up sheet struoturess beyond a certain rack size there is always urack arrest at the
stringers. PiWly some dato of VlioSr L2,3J we prevented for panels with adhesive bonded strip
stiffeners or -bstrimers (YFg. V 0.22). When ooqparbing these results with those of similar riveted panls
(see figs. V C 5,6,19), it appears that in the bonded panwls in all oases unstable crack growth started at
a higher load level, even when the initial crack tip was not close to a stiffener. This olearly indicates
a much greater effectiveness of bonded stiffeners with regard to tip stress reduction, aused by the large
rigidity of the adheslve joint. Fwther, in none of the beoded paewls unstable crack growth was followed
by crack arest. This comqpletely different behaviour comaared with fate of similar riveted panls might
have been caused by deoohesion of the adhesive layer close to the line of the crook due to the high shear
loads in that region. This may *our particularly i casm of Z-stringes dte to the onallor bonded uara
coIared with that of strip stif•enera. This pregreesive dsohbesion will result in an ever decreasing
stringer effeotiviess and ooassqsently, a lower tip strew reduotions. inally, t*is my load to =nstable
crack pgrrth in the shoot followed by failure of the stiffener. A useful criterion for boad failure to not
yet available and therefore the behabiour of adhesive bonded pawls ii dffiuollt to predict. N•evrtheless,
the residual strength diarams show the sawm uhorlintal part athose presented in ether figures.
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V .C.1.7 72m A-our"e MAn th residual strenAk tho sli~fftged 2QU

In chapter V .J.3 it was shown that the f-cuyv* 0o0=00 ca- be ver' nseful in the expla&nation
of the fracturs beh~aviouar of *beet under plane-stress conditions. However, the concept has not yet found
orentical application in view o^ the difficulties in dotoeruining reliable end reprodroible R-curve..
fu~ture davilcpuente, aw lead to practical usefualness. Tharefore, it is ussfull to consider the applicability
of the R-curve concept in case of built-up Pheet structures or amor specifically in came of stiffened
peaels.1t will be aho~n below that the R-curve concept can eeasily be ixtcarporated in the residual strength
analysis of stiffened panels. A first attempt for the application to stiffened penels was sads by Creager
eid Liu (14] . In order to facilitate comprehension the R-curve concept for unetitffened &host will be
reviewed very briefly. For a maor elaborate troatment~ reference is made to the pertinent chapters of this
volume.

.'h# case of an unatiffeted sheet in depicted in figure V C.23. The elastic energy rolease rate
O &/E, in case or cinatant stress, is proportional to the crack longthl I.e. for a given stress, 0

can be represented by a straight line. Under the preseman of a crack of lergtlt 2a (-*n1- leigth a ) slow
crack growth will commnnoe at a stress 0'.The energy relea,%* rate is given by pLu. A' where G .
Further increase of the stress Vill give slow crack growth to B at a stress C'l, where final failure occurs,
elmoe 0 remains larger than R (line BE). Similarly a crack of length a 2Will agive failure at a stress

G',SMOS thre 0-line & _'C is tangent to the H-curve.2

Figure V C.24 shows the simplest caee of a stiffened panel where the crack ertends to the
stringer and the H-curve to indicated. [,- a stiffened pawel the tip-etrees intensity is reduced by a
factor C. (not eq 1). Since G . X2 /i the 0-line for the stiffened panel will be given by a . C2iq7a/E
This line is so longer straight, sin.*e C R is a function of crack length (Fig. V C.2). The deviation from
tha straight line will be the largest in the vicinity of the strineer. Slow crack growth will coinsnce at
a stress 0a wbere in point A there I.& an energy balance G . R. Urijer too absence of the stringer, failure
wouid, takel placoe at the stress 0(at poiasi B). Due to the curvet 0 line, however, the stress G-, will
only cause slow crack growth to point C in came of the stiffened panel. The stress can further be raised
to (7 (under simultaneous slow orackt growth to D) before final failure takes placeý. At C the energy
relelie rate G remains larger than H under constant stress (line 0-E). This case was consilered by
Creager and Liu (14].

The situation is atre complicated for a short crack in a stiffened Panel. Thin, case is
depicted in figure V C.25. Slow stable crack growth will start at a stress C.. The part OA of the curve

GIis still straight, since the stringer is remote. This means that slow grolth cosam~ss at the saam
stres 0'i as in the unatiffened panel. At the stress Crc unstable crack growth occurs, since the line

0: is tagent to the H-curve in point B. The part 03 c of' the curve G is also straight and hsints
mastable crack growth occurs at the eaxs *tress a0 as in the unstiffeneg Panel. In case of the stiffen-
ed pemeil, however, crmcý arrest will occur at C, 0 since the G curve bend~s downward in the vicinity of the
stringer and dips under the R curve again. fai'tbor slow crack growth to D occurs if the stress is raised
to Tl sand finally at C- final fraoture will occur sincee the G curve ts tangent to the R-cw-eo in Z~ and G
remains larger than R at constant stress.

The foregoing discussion has considered only the criterion for skin crack propagrAtion. Apart
from thi the criteria for stringer failure and fastener fai. .ure would have to he considered also. -the
latter criteria are still given by errs. (10) and (11). The C-curves follow immdiately fr'M the C R values
calculated with the procedures discussed in this chapter. Consequently, incorporation of th H-curve in
the residual strength calculation of stiffened panels does not present essential difficulties and as son
as tse P-curve concept will be properly established it caa easily be used in design. It ham to oe noted,
however, that It has been tacitly assumed in this discussion thiat the R-curve of the unstiffened panel and
of the akin of a stiffened panel are the same. An objection against this aasumsption is that the R curve
may be history dependent, since it in a measure for plastic erergy consumption (chapter V.B.2)#
ocnmeqnentl,ý the Rt curve of a stiffened skin and an uns-tiffened sheet may be different in view of the
different stress history during crack propagation.

Finally, emphasis is placed on the fact that it is insufficient to consider only cracks that
extend until a stiffener. Shorlel orreks have to be considered also in order to analyse the pcossibilities
of stack arrest. It may be clear that for other sises of the Initial crank similar diagrams as figure
V C.25 can be drawn. The &ame N-curve should be used, but it has to be displaced to the tip of the
(@thsr) initial crack.

V .C.1.8 Other analvsis methods

A few other mothode hae" been proposed for the residual strength analysis of stiffened panels
with cracks. Firstly, there Is the finite width concept as proposed by Criohl-m (12,153 which is a very
simple and approxxiw.te engineering metbod for the unstiffened panel. Crichlow aesrum* the simplified
stress distribution shown in figure *' C.26. Pros the equilibrium condition it follows

w is called the effeotive width and is considered a material ccnetant. Fracture Is assumed to occur when
9? equals the ultimate tensile stress of the material O'u' hence$if

or
dc1r (20)

1 +a C/w
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The effeotive width has to be determined from experiments.

In case there is a stringer at the crack tip eq (19) is modified into:

(au -as) (well+ PA) - ONO (21)

where A is the stringer sectional arest p is a factor accounting for stringer *ccentricity and B is akin
thickasess. The fracture stream to

Cos .1U (22)

A similar analysis was proposed by Troughton end lWotay C16] . Criohiow tested stiffened
panels and showed that the residual strength can be reasonably predicted it the crack extends to the
stringer. In case of smaller cracks eq (20) would have to be used and crack arrest at the stringer would
then be determined by eq (22)t since 0*8> Co

Criohilow's method is useful to obtain a quick appraisal of the residual strength of a stiffenp-
I'd panel. If K t for the skin in kcnown, one oan calculate We for a crack equal to the stringer spcn
(2a . 3) from

K
a (23)

with eq (20) G:- 0 '7U~~*

loading to 2w, S.L....... (24)

and then onloulate the residual strength of the stiffened panel with eq (22). Of course, the acre
sophisticated analysis presented in the previous sections will be required to obtain a good impression of

teresidual strength behaviour and of the possibilities for crack arrest.

Another skin crack criterion was proposed by Liu and Ekvall [17) . They use the critical crack
tip opening (CMD) as a criterion for crack extension (see also chapter V .B.3). The crack tip opening
displacement b can be given as (chapter V .B.3)

b (25)

Wham the crack tip is under a stringer, the crack tip opening will be suppressed due to the extra stiff-
less of the stringer. Therefore the crack can oestimnt to grow until b has reached the critical value b
equivalent to that for an unstiffened pawel (see figure VO.27). The situation will be governed by the
deflection of the stringer between the two nearest rivets and therefore akin crack propagation will depend
upon the elastic-plastic properties of the stringer material. This analysis method has not yet been
developed to a quantitative prediction procedure# but a further development certainly seems worthwhile.

V.001.9 q.AixAnbnAMsd

An analysis of the residual strength of cracked sandwich panel* was made by Bartelds and
van der Veer (18) . For the computation of elastic energy release rates in sandwich panlel the face sheets
were represented by linear strain, triangular elements, while the core layer was modelled by mans of
quadratic shear' strain elements. Only sandwich panels of a basically symmestric structure were analysed.
The in-plane stiffness of the paneol was described by mans of TRIM6-eleants. The bending and shear stiff-
ness of the panel were modelled by means of a sandwich benidin eleskant, donoted as TRIB621 (19J

The uniformly loaded sandwich pane. oontaining one centrally crack. 1 face sheet was treated
in two conditionas

a) Loaded edges simply supported, loagitudinal edges free.
b) All edges simply supported.

The face sheets of the paejl were treated aso isotropic membranes. The core layer was considerod to have
orthotropio sheer stiffnesse properties as is typically true for honeycomb coae materials. Ilk-plans stiff-
wass of the core layer was neglected.

In table I the energy release rate (note that the stress intensity factor follows from L2
(2) of the cracked sandwich panel, 0 , is compared with results obtained for a membanelk under the same
loading conditifts, a # for two difffrent values of the stiffness parameter ro This mca-diwaeional pars-
meter relates the sh s tiffmess and the beading stiffneins of the sandwich panel In the following mummer
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22 S, 2D 2 I

In this relation E and V we Young's modalus and Poissom's rabot renpectival•, of the fe seet material,
B and o wre tbe face layer and cac lapr iblcamemses and b Is the pael half-vidtk. R is thM geomtrio
man of -the corn she moduli, s1 and m for the two principsl direoctioms of core ortbotrW' (ribbon
direction ad literal direction in * of a homsyeomb material). Umllr tbe acre material will be
oriented with tbe maxim shear stiffness direction parallel to the loedim; direction. Computatinas for
different coe crientatioma, that is for different valvos of the ratio •k/v buit for a fized value of
g , 1 2 revealed a negligible inflluoe co the eanrg release rate 1* 2h% sitvstinea studied.

Table 1 loreallad owmru release rate for oeatrslly cracked sandwich panel,•8/0

0 . eaoer release rate for satmith pawl

0 - esnwa rot1ýea rate for uastiffreod panel

Crack aspect Loaded ed•es supported All edges suppor-ed

ratio T1 r .4 r. 20 r .4 1 .20

.03 .98 .95 .98 .95

.09 .94 .86 .94 .85

.16 490 .79 .87 .77

.22 .85 474 .61 .70

.28 .82 -71 .75 .65

.34 .79 .68 .69 .60

.41 .76 .66 .63 .55

.47 .74 .64 .57 ,49

Froa table 1 it is evident that the core lrr coneiderably redoes the elaetic eoorgy release rate during
cra•k -ropagstion particularly in oase of the largest r-valus (r . 20). Thl.s situation correeponds to a
relatively stiff core and is moar representative of actual eandwich construction than the week Core version
(r . 4). The test data of Smith, Porter and Engstrom [20] an sanhdich pm .ls with varying owre thicknesses
confirm this effect of core stiffnesa. Thal observed a decreasing sats intenaity factor with deaeseing
core thicknes.

k Lbr ei aak coafi-atim

A similar set of oamputations was performed for a samfrinh panel in which am of tS taos
sheets contains two symetria edge cracks. A oA c risa. of energy release rates in the sandwich panel sad
in an equivalent mabraze is mds in table 2.

Table 2 Normalised enera release rate for odgm-craked sandwich panel, G,/O

Creck aspect Loaded e.des supported All *o$supported ..

ratio,in r.4 r.20 r -4 r-20

.03 .96 .88 ,95 .8

.09 .88 .76 .84 .66

.16 .81 .69 .73 .53

.22 .77 .6664 45

.28 .74 .64 57 .40
,34 .73 .63 .51 .36
.41 .72 .63 .47 033

S47 .73 .63 , *43 1 931

The decreasing n•rgy releam rate with Increasing ore stiff•ass, that is with inareasifg r-value is
obviues, althoug the reduction due to ac sapport is, i general, mn prommoed coqparet with the
oentrally-'orcksd configuration. It mut be noted that an eog-croked medren exhibit* a larger eara
"rease rate than a ontrally cracked@b•het for the seam value of the wrak aspect ratio. this observation
suggests that the effect of oars support should be nme pronomued in the odge craohed saadieh pael.
?urther, the pronounced beneficial effeot of supportingin e unloaded edges in emqierives with the cerally.-
crackd configorstion an be attributed to restricted panel bending. It is noted that oylindlAl bedin
of a seandich pael is possible without suigifticat ac shear deformations.

When oouseis•ing the residual strength of the senmiob panl sm sa determine the stress
intensityv faotor from

,. t.-'/r f(,q) h(,I,r) (27)

where the reduction factor h < I is a function of crack aspect ratio sad of the stiffioss paroeeter r,
defined in equation (26), relating core sheer stiffnes and eteasismal stiffeoss of the face @sets.
failan am be assmed to occur when K reaches , of the shot saterial. Wbhn oGeV om fam of the and.-
wich contains a craeS, then only ties fae will fin1 o00letely •w •. K I an K W the t m imi intct,.
When bending effects are dimegarded the residual strength will still L. Sqal to half th strength of the
uncrsoked pael (see figue VC.28). Of courm the situation will be largely different with two faee"
cracked (has to Is analysed).



V .0.1.10 APPENDIX Calculation of faitenor force.

The analytical procedure to determine the fastener forces in & cracked stiffened paul is
based on the condition of equal displacements of the fastener points in sheet and stringer. The y-
direction displacement@ in the cracked sheet and in the stringer due to the end loads and the fastener
forces can be obtained by using the expressions derived by Romualdi, Prasier and Irwin (9) . This
appendix considers the simple cases of a crack in a bay between two stringers, and of a crack across a
central stiffener. These basi coasos serve as a general outline of the prooedure, which can equally well
be applied to more complicated geometries.

Crwak extending between two stiffeners (Fie. V C.29)

The stiffened structure is split up into its composite parts as depioted in the upper line of
figure V C.29. The displacement in the cracked sheet (v_ ) is composed of the separate oonponents indicat-
ed in the second line of figure V 0.29 (v, vb and v ).Sh~i. 4 displacement of the point (s,y 0 ) of the
cracked sheet due to the uniaxial str@es (sketch IL can be obtained using a procedure suggested by
Wostergaard C21] ,

siZ ýa 0p2m~) 4 ~ (28)

The displacement of the point (.,y ) of the sheet due to the two pairs opposing fastener forces (sketch b)
is obtained ar fgllows. The displa~ement in y-direotion of a point (xy) due to one pair of forces is
given by Love . 3 as (mee sketch d)s

v(x(y) ," BIr2r12.L(3+)) in1+ (l+0) x2 (-1- (29)
V( tt) " lL er 1 2 r 22

where Y is Poisson's ratio and BI is the sheet thickness.
Equation (29) cannot be used in its present form to oalculatet the displacement in (O0,y) because of the
logarithmic infinity of displacement in this point (r 1 . 0). To avoid this singularity the force F is
regarded to be uniformly distributed across the rivet diamter d. With this assumption and neglecting

(d/ )2 ix comparison to unity one obtains for the displaonent in (Oyo) the expression
1 o -

W'Y'7 [0-9 j (3 )(la -A- 1) + 1 +(30)

In oes of sketch b the displacement of the point (sy ) must be found for two pairs of forces* One pair
in located at the point in question and causes a displement as given by equation (30). The other pair,
located a distance, the point, causes displacement components as given by equation (29) in which
r 1 . 2a and r 2 - .(4s_÷+ 4y07). Consequently, the total displacement iss

[014 ' [(4-.)(in I• -) + (1+.))(2 - 2_) + (3-V) lV "

1 s+Y0  a +10

The displacement of the point (s,y ) du& to stress distribution p(i) along tb% slit "a Ont from x a to
x . -a is obtained as follows. The normal stress . at a, y point x along the rk due to a pair of
forces is acording to Love (8] , (see sketch d) y

2 2) 2]
-�1 T.(2+yo) Lxy

In case of sketch o the distribution of the stresses alon the x-axis produced by two pairs of forces can
be derived from expression (32) with the substitution of (x-s) and (x÷) respectively for x. This will
yield

=+) +__"0-0 (&-U)2 +-
p ) B Y 2 + (2 ( l"8) 2 + ( 2_ ) 2 j

+ (3---- + (78)] 2 +X8)2

In determining the displacement due to the stress distribution p(x) in sketch o the actual stresses along
the crack are replaced (for simplicity) by a uniform stress distribution equal to the average of p(x)
between the ends of the crack. The average stress j along the crack is given by

p(x) dx (34)

t -4 -
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After integration it follows that

S*Ta&B 1 ta ~2 [2 + y (a)2  (35)

The displacement of the point (,y o) due to p follows from the Westorgoard solution for a orack containing
internal (negative) pressure C21) . Its magnitude is given by

20--sn( z - -(+ )~[ coo (Q 1 - -]}(36)

The displacement in the stiffener is composed of the displacement due to the forces F and that due the
stresses G. The displacement due to a pair of forces of a point of the stiffener of width w is approached
as follows. In a relatively narrow sheet the displacement of the point of force application cannot be
properly represented by equation (30), since the boundary conditions we not satisfied. To aoount for the
finite width of the stiffener Romialdi proposed to repeat the pair of forces at intervals w as shown in
sketch t. The displacement is then expressed by a combination of equation (30) and a series of expressions
of the form of equation (29), one for each pair of forces. The oaly other extension in the stiffener to be
considered is that due to the uniform stress O7. The total displacement of point (O,yo) in the stiffener
is then

v F (+,)) ([€-9,>(l, -A- l>+ 1 +-• +
et 4- D -[2 4Y 2 V1

n2 " 3 -A n + (4+9o *ý; -11 + "o (3)•

where is the stringer thiokness.

IL L# extending Acorss a stiffenr (fige. V 0,10)

Referring to figure V C.29, sketch a, the displacement of the point (Oy) In the cracked
sheet due to a unia•ial etroes' a can be derived from equation (28) by substituting 0

P 2 2P1 l 2 a + 0  I r y 0

Q1 + Q2
2 2

This will result in a displaoement

V. Y . (.+2) .2 2 + (38)
a ~ ~ ~ ~ y E aý 0 1 -(S 2 + .7.lr

The displacement of the point (0,y ) in the shoet due to opposing rivet forces located at (0,y ) and
(0,-• ) (Fig. V C.30) is given by Zquation (30). The displacement in the cracked sheet ,4.3 to Vhe stressm.
distrtbution p(x) along the crack is derived in a similar way as under as" a. Using equation (32) in this
csae,p will be

" 7"21to,+ ya•(• ,(lO

The displacement due to • follows from Westergoard (21] 1

y 1
o [ vY+ -yo - (+9) (40)

The displacement in the stiffener dw to fores Y and stresses a" has been derived as under coae j and is
given bV equation (37).

Under a and b an outline of the procedure for the oalculatiou of the displacements in sheet
and stringer due to end-loads and fastener forces was given* For the sake of simplicity in the derivation
of the equations only one fastener at either side of the crack was asumed to be active. However, the smm
procedure can be used when more rivets are active. Ib equating the displacoments in correspondin points
of shoet and stinger the compatibility condition Yields

va + vb + v -vet (41)
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Using the equations derived under a and b, after moms arranging of terms, the following equation arises
for fastener location yi (in case of n active fasteners at either side of the crack)

a ilFi+ ai.2 2 + a a *a it il+ - -- ain %n-biI7 (42)

wheoe the coefficients a are functions of the pawel characteristic. (materiasl, dimnsions) and of the
crack length. Writing &oM these equations for all n fastener locations will deliver a set of a indepen-.
dent equations of the shape of equation (42). Thus

I'l F1 + a12 r2 + S

til P, + fin*********S****a(3

Or in matrix notation

a ......... an IP b

AIF n - (45)

Solving this equation will yield the a unknown fastener load*, rl .....
In case of a panel configuration with three stiffeners (each attached with n fasteners) and a sjmtrio
crack under the central stiffener, the same procedure am outlined above can be used in determining the
fastener foroes by a combination of the equations derived under a and b. In that case (&a. to symetry) a
set of 2n independent equations for the calculation of the 2z usknown fastener forces will arise. When in
this case the central stiffener is broken the displacement of the fastener closest to the crack of this
stiffener is determined solely by the stiffness of the sheet mand therefore in that case from equal
displacements in sheet and stringer a set of (2n - 1) equations will arise. The missing equation will be
delivered 1W equilibrium of the central stiffeners

(Y+. ,a0 (46)
A Lid

where A is the cross-meetional area of the stiffener.

V.C.l.ll APPENDIX &nijg element anlsso was usaby 0. eartelds.

Inrduto

Application of finite element methods to linear fracture sochanios problems have been direct-
ed, in general, towards the determination of the elastic crack tip stress inteusity factor, X. Basically,
two different approaches are used, vis.

a) U~auststalby which the value of the stress intensity factor to derived from finite
elemnt results for the stress and deformation distributions near the Crack tip.

b) Th ajmc ehdby which the value of the stress intensity factor is derived from the
energy release rate computed by repeated application of the finite element method to
different crack length configurations.

Sows of the earlier applications of the direct mothod (22,23) utilised the familiar constant strain or
linear strain finite element. Obviously, the strain field singularity at the crack tip can not be re-
presented in this case and mosh refinement and averaging procedures have to be used In order to extract an
approximate K-value.

An improved accuracy was achieved by incorporating a stress or strain singularity by means of
special finite elemonvs (24,25,26) with the added advatage of a considerable reduction in the number of
variables used.

In the indirect method (22.27) an *pproxisolte K-value Is derived from the elastic energy
release rate. This implies that in order to establish one K-value two energy aooqutations must be carried
out, for two lemgthe of crack slightly deviating from the particular crack sise under oconsidration.
Ixperience has shown, that there iosom need to use a particularly fine maesh Besides# the tie ~$&*taions
can be organised in sunk a mennsr that the computer time used, ts only slightly mem than the time neede
for ems emorgy computation.

If a fracture mechanio problem associated vift wie aroticular crock osnfigrotion is to be
studied, the direct method my be preferroed provided one has the necessary computer software (iLe., specia

* ~finite element procedures) available. However, for an manaysis of the influenoe of crook Length on
structural behaviour the indirect method is preferable.
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Por a computation of the energy levels. aadociated with different corak lengths, in a
structure under a given loading condition the finite element displaoement motho is extremely well suited.

In the displaoemsnt method the total potential energy functional expressed in terms of a
veoto, ;, of unJmnow dieplacemntsy

UV ; I~ -up (47)
2

io minialied with respect to the vector ;. The procediwo loads to a met of generalized equilibrium
equations of the form

that can be rapidly solved b7 mau of efficient computer programs. In equation (48) the matrix K multi-
plying the displacemonte u is called the stiffness matrix whilt p is a vector of generalixad loads. The
adjeotive generalised Li used to cover the case where the displacement vector does not contain displace-
mat ocomponents exclusively but also includes rotation3, curvatures or other "generalized displacement.".
In that came the local veotor p contains forces, moments and other "generalized loads".

Cbviously the solution

* 5 (49)

can be used directly, togethor with the load vector P, to compute the energ functional

If this procedure in executed twice tar two neighbouring values of the crack length a1 end a2e the
difference in energy levels is

&U. U(al) -U(a 2 ).-½[i(a 1 )- -(a 2 )] (,1)

ftrther, the differential quotient

a . I ;(a1) - ;(&2)-

aa- 2 aI-a 2 o

Is a first approximation to the energy relese rate oU/P)a for a crack length a . (a1I + Y/2.

The eriraction of a solution from a large set of equation. is a formidable computational task
even in come of a well-conditioned, positive-definite system. A considerable savings in computer time can
he achieved, however, if the enery rolease computation is executed in the manner of L crack closure
computation. In fact, the only differences between the consecutive configurations usa in en energy release
computation sre associated with the 14undary condition at the crack surface. As indicated in figure VC.31
a reduction of the crack length ,a, bt an amount as. &I - a only involves the aesignment of a preoecribed
value to the vertical displacement components at nodes situlted -along 4a. In the particular exmaple shown,
this simplqy amounts to setting the vr-implacemmts of two nodes equal to sera.

This situation suggests a partitioning of the vootzr ;, and of the vector i and the matrix 1,
In such a smanner that all dogrees of freedom affected by crack closure are grouped together in a vector
u2 while the remaining displacements are assembled into u1 . Obviously, the size of u, to only a small
fation of the asio of the complete vector . A straight-forward elimination of

K_~ 1 2~ (52)

then leads to a reduced system of equations

where andK2 x2 x~ 1  p T.2 I 2 Ii oospter time Involed In this eliatnatian in
comparable to the tine required for am solution of the complete @Wonem.

The situation whereby none of the components of I is prescribed now corresponds to the
largeet crack length. The crack is closed in a stepwise faski5 by consecutiely setting components of
equal to sero. The associated oclutio. of the reduced system of equation (53)

C6aj J'; (a&)1 -1 (54)

m be obtained by means of a fast in-cor equatio.-olver algorithm. B usa Of equation (52) it followS
frc. equation (506 that

2 lpl3'2)1'1 -2 2'22'l~l P



where e is an energy quantity asooicted with the reduced system of equation (53).
According to equation (55) it differs from U by a constant amount. Hnao, the energy release rate

2a a1 2 a

to determined completely by the reduced vectors utilized in the finite element crack closure computaticn.
Thus, a set of discrete values of the energy release rate can easily be obtained by mens of a simple
addition to a standard linear system solution ?rocoduro.
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V.C.2 THE APPLICATION OF FRACTURE MECHANICS IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DC-10 FUSELAGE

T. Swift

SUMMARY

The degree of damage tolerance used in the design of the DC-10 fuselage pressure shell is dis-
cussed with reasons for it.o selection. Analysis methods are presented for the prediction of the residual
strength of damaged, stiffened panels, based on the Matrix Force solution of an idealized structure com-
bined with fracture mechanics equations. The effects of attachment flexibility, which play an important
part in the residual strength of damaged structure, are accounted for. Crack growth retardation due to
the plastic zone formed on high load cycles and its effect on propagation uider spectrum loading is dis-
cussed. It is showr 'hat the stress intensity at the threshold of slow stable growth is not only a material
property but depends almost entirely on past load history. A description of the development test pro-
gram to verify the analytical techniques and to substantiate the fail-safe strength of the fuselage shell is
given together with the results of many of the tests.

INTRODUCTION

With the introdi'ction of the wide-bodied jet transport such as the McDonnell Douglas DC-10,
fail-safe design has become increasingly important. paticularly in the pressurized fuselage shell. The
radial loading due to pressure has increased dramatically since the introduction of the first pressure
shell deoign. This paper presents snme of the steps taken during the development phases to ensure a
fail-safe fuselage design.

The DC-10 aircraft is designed for a life of 120. 000 hours which, based on a scatter factor of
Z, represents 60, 000 crack-free hours or 20 years of service at 3000 flight hours per year. I

A more realistic review of damage tolerance was required in .a•ich areas where fatigue damage
is more likely to occur were considered. Analysis methods which included the capability to vary the
degree of damage were developed to determine the residual strength of damaged, stiffetted, structure.
A self-propagating crack can be arrested in a region of low stress ahead of the crack tip by providing
adequate circumferential and 13ngitudinal stiffening. The crack-tip stress is reduced as the load is
redistributed into the stiffeners. Various configurations were studied to produce an optimum structure,
consistent with economy in manufacturing, which would not only provide fail-safe capability, but also
would improve the service life of the fuselage shell.

In the past, the fail-safe design of aircraft structures incorporating the single element failure
concept has proved inadequate. The introduction of fracture mechanics into aircraft design analysis
methods has helped to overcome this inadequacy to some extent.

Plane strain fracture mechanics has almost become a science with the introduction of ASTM
standard testing techniques, but much of the art remains with plan. stress fracture of thin sheet com-
ponents. This paper describes some of the methods used in applying linear elastic plane %trees fracture
mechanics to the design of stiffened, thin sheet fuielage structure.

This paper concentrates on three areas in which it is felt that significant error is introduced by
present methods of analysis to predict crack propagation and rsidual strength of cracked stiffened
panels:

* Effect of attachment flexibility

o Threshold of slow stable crack growth

* Flat panel versus curved panel testing

The attachment of the stiffener to the sheet and its flexibility are important in the prediction of
stress distributions in stiffened crack panels. The assumption that the attachment is rigid and that the
strains in the stiffener and skin are compatible can lead to considerable error.

The street intensity at the threshold of slow stable crack growth has often been thought of as
entirely a pruperty of the material. It is, in fact, a function of the past loading history and the plastic
zone ahead of the crack tip, introduced during previous loading cycles. The results of crack growth
and residual strength tests on flat stiffened panels are presented, including the effects of high load cycles
and slow stable crack growth. Crack growth rates da/dN versus the stress intensity factor range are
presented for Z0Z4-T3 clad sheet wide panels up to AK values of 160 ksi 41n., approaching KC for the

A comprehensive test program was initiated to verify the analytical method and to study various
configurations and materials. Both flat and curved panels were tested under uniaxial and biaxial loading.
respectively. It was shown that while flat panel testing is in many ways adequate from a qualitative
viewpoint, certain secondary effects are present while others are neglected which should be accounted
for in the daetermination of allowable stresses.
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DAMAGE TOLERANCE

The degrec of damage to be tolerated in a pressurized fuselage shell, without catastrophic

failure, is not completely specified in any of the requirements of the resulating agencies. The FAA

requires that the structure shall be capable of sustaining damage amounting to a single principal struc-

tural elemer~t when subjected to the loading for the fail-safe conditions listed in section 25. 571. part 25,
of the Fejeral Aviation Regulations. However. due to the large size of fuselage skin panels (approxi-

mately 400 by 80 inches for the DC-l0), the single critical element is normally interpreted to mean one

skin panel between mny two longitudinal or circumferential stiffening members. This one-bay panel

damage has been adopted by many de, ;gners in the past. In order to be realistic, however, one should

consider how structural damage is initiated. Past experience has shown that the majoritý of damage

incurred in service is due to fatigue, although isolated irncidents such as engine cowls becoming detached.

thrown engine parts, and small Arms fire have been known to cause varying degrees of skin damage and

should not be overlooked.

It was noted previously that the DC-10 is designed to be crack-free for 60. 000 hour.' (including

icatter fictors), which represents about 20 years of service. However, imperfections in manufacturing

such as badly driven rivets which do not fill holes pr(operly, the preloading of parts due to mismatch.
and scratches received in servIce can reduce fatigue life and thus the possibility of fatigue cracks occur-

ring cannot be ignored.

Longitudinal Skin Cracks

Cabin pressurization is the main source of loading causing longitudinal skin cracks. Figure I

shows that radial loading due to internal pressure on the DC-10 is 3-1/2 times as high as that for the

DC-6, which was the first pressurized aircraft designed at Douglas.

Testing on basic pressurized fuselage shell structure has Indicated that longitudinal skin cracks

are more likely to start in two critical locations, as iollows:

I. Along the line of attachments which attach the outer fingers of a longitudinal splice member
to the skr', ac shown in Figure 2: The radial tension stress due to pressure varies across
a longitudinal skin bay and reaches a maximum value rrmidway between frames. Transfer
of load from the skin into the finger doubler causes a high attachment bearing stress which.
when combined with the radial tension stress, may cause a fatigue crack in a longitudinal
direction. A large number of configurations for the longitudinal splice shown in Figure 2
were fatigue tested. The configurations were changed until all failures occurred as shown

in Figure 2 where they can be detected by visual inspection methods. Fatigue cracks
hidden by splice plates could propagate &L considerable distance before detection.
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FIGURE 1. FUSELAGE SHELL RADIAL LOADING DUE TO NOMINAL CABIN PRESSURE
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FIGURE 2. HORIZONTAL SPLICE, FATIGUE CRACK LOCATION

2. At the first attachment of a frame shear clip to skin joint am indicated in& Figure 3: The
stress wc n the region of the shear clip cutout is higher than the mid-bay stress due to the
discontinuity of the clip. In addition, the skin may be carrying tension stress due to frame
bending. The high local stress, combined with the bearing stress in the first attachment
hole as the shear clip picks up load, can cause a fatigue crack in the skin. The skin crack
shown In Figure 3a is just as likely to propagate into both adjacent bays as into one bay.

Transverse Skin Cracks

Testing under combined pressure and axial loads has indicated that transverse or circumnferen-
tial skin cracks occur in two locations, as follows:

1. At the attachment of the skin to frame shear clip midway betwv .-n longerons as shown in
Figure 4: Local bending of the skin due to pressure, combined with axial stress due to
fuselage bonding, can cause skin cracks in a circumferential direction,

2. In the flanges where they attach to the framne as shown in Figure 4: Bending due to transfer
of some of the pressure loading into the frame increases the axial tension stress in the

* longeron flanges locally, causing fatigue cracks. After failure of the longerons, the skin
stress increases locally (Figure 13) causing fatigue cracks in the skin which propagate into
the two adjacent skin bays.

In view of the above facts, it is evident that damage extending to two skin bays should be con-
sidered. Materials and stress levels are normally chosen so that cyclic crack growth rates are low and
a propagating crack will be noticed within a reasonable inspection period and before reaching a critical
length. However, hairline cracks are extremoly difficult to find under zero load conditions and can
easily escape detection. The design should, therefore, include the capability to arrest a crack after a
fast fracture hao occurred. The damage tolerance selected for the DC-10 fuselage shell was, therefore,
as follows:

* Two-bay longitudinal crack with the center frame intact

* Two-bay circurnferential crack with a center longeron failed

CONFIGURATION CANDIDATES

The basic shell configuration selection ts the result of many trade studies conducted to satisfy
a number of requirements such as shell general instability, frame flexibility and strength, as well as
fatigue and fail-safe strength, The results of these studies indicated that the frame spacing should be
20 inches and longeron spacing should vary from 8 inches at the top of the shell to 6. 5 inches at the
bottom. The minimum bending stiffness of the frame section was set from general instability require-
merte. The outer and inner radii of the frame cross section were set by airplane performance and
inside cabin dimension requirements, respectively. Although these basic dimensions were set for the
minimum shell, several means were available to satisfy the fail-safe requirements to the damage toler-

AM '
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ance specified. These were the selection o' (a) skin thickness, (b) skin material, (c) whether or not to
use crack stoppers, and (d) longeron geomt-cric shape.

Skin Thickness

The skii thickness selection for the minimum gage portion of the fuselage is particularly
important for an aircraft such as the DC-10. The surface area of the shell is approximately 8700'square
feet with 84 percent nf tbIH minimum gage. One gage variation can thus represent a weight change of
approximately 950 pounds.

The most predominant loading condition for the minimum gage portion of the shell is due to
pressurization. The fuselage is subjected to one full pressure cycle virtually every flight and, therefore,
fatigue plays a vital part in the selection of the minimum gage. Hoop tension stresses should be kept to
reasonably low limits to prevent failures in horizontal splices and in longeron-to-skin rivet lines. It
should also be noted that local bending stresses due to pressure, in areas such as those illustrated in
Figure 4, increase in inverse proportion to the skin thickness squared. Longitudinal crack propagation
is decreased with decreasing hoop tension stress due to increasing skin thickness. Residual strength is
increased to a lesser degree as will be illustrated later.

Skin Material

The skin material choice As perhaps the most important factor affecting the residual strer.gth of
a damaged fuselage shell. An independent research and development (IRAD) program on residual strength
of stiffened flat wide panels 2 had resulted in the following values of plane stress fracture toughness Kc
for four candidate materials: 52, 700 to 63, 500 psi /In. for 7075-T6, 70, 000 psi V/.n. for Z014..T6,
90, 000 psi //in. for 7075-T73 and as high as 158, 000 psi v//.j for 2024-T3. From a static strength
standpoint, the ideal choice would be 7075-T6. In the past, 2014-T6 had been used successfully but in
view of the Increased radial loading (Figure 1) and the tendency to work to higher stress levels, IIt was
considered that a material with a higher fracture toughness would be more desirable. The two materials,
7075-T73 and 2024-T3, were therefore considered as candidates.

Crack Stopper Straps

The use of crack stopper straps is an effective means of increasing the residual strength of
damaged panels. An unstable fast fracture can be confined to a local area by providing an area of low
stress ahead of the crack tip. The crack tip stress is reduced as a large part of the redistributed load
is transferred into the strap. The region of low stress can also be provided, to a lesser degree, by a
frame connected to the skin by shear clips as indicated in Figure 3. The latter configuration would be
desirable from a cost standpoint if the required residual strength could be attained.

When crack stopper straps are required, it has been Douglas policy to install them at a frame
location, as illustrated by Figure 5, for several very good reasons, Without crack stopper straps, the
skin stress level in the vicinity of the frames between shear clips (Figure 3) has been determined both
from flat panel and curved panel pressure tests to be up to 18 percent higher than the mid-bay hoop
stress. With crack stopper straps to provide continuity across the gap, the stress level in this critical
area is reduced to 15 percent below the mid-bay stress, thus reducing the possibility of a fatigue crack
starting. In addition, the crack stopper strap can be used as bending material to increase the frame
stiffness and static strength. Tests have shown that after cutting a 3-inch-long slot in the skin over a
titanium crack stopper strap that almost 14, 000 cycles are required at 15, 500 psi gross stress with a
stress ratio R = 0.05 to fail the strap. During this number of cycles, crack propagation was negligible

* until the crack stopper had failed. Prior to failure of the crack stopper, the increase in frame stress
due to the crack was negligible, thus reducing the possibility of frame fatigue failure. With the strap at
any other location, the possibility of starting a crack in the skin is increased, and, once a crack started:
propagation would be much faster and the possibility of failing the frame in fatigue would be increased.

7/8 IN.•. •

+ 4-

4-$

CRACK STOPPER STRAPN

FIGURE 5. FRAME CRACK STOPPER CONFIGURATION •

. . •
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There is one advantage in placing the crack stopper midway between frames for cracks which
start at frames. The cracL would be confined to 20 inches in length. However, with this configuration
the crack is more likely to stort, If a mid-bay crack stopper is installed by riveting, a crack is just as
likely to start at a rivet hole and propagate both ways. Tests have shown that before a crack propagates
very far, the crack stopper would fail in fatigua due to the high load transfer into the strap. In highly
loaded areas the adjacent frames (without crack stoppers) would be incapable of arresting the crack.
The outer crack stoppers would therefore be required to arrest a 40-inch crack without the help of a
backup frame. The possibility of starting a crack at a mid-bay crack stopper would be reduced if the
strap were bonded to the skin without additional rivets. This configuration was considered for the DC-10
and abandoned for several reasons. The candidate material for crack stoppers was titanium and bonding
of this material to aluminum was not considered as reliable as riveting. The bonding could easily
become delaminated in service, especially under repeated shear loading of the skin panels and possible
wrinkling due to tension field action. The longerons, passing over the bonded-on strap, would still
require riveting through the strap. The bonding is subjected to delamination locally where the holes are
drilled and the subsequent riveting operation is completed. Delaminations have bean experienced where
bonding is combined with riveting due to differences in the shear stiffness of the bonding material and
the rivets. In addition, moisture seeping into the rivet holes and subsequently into the bonded surface
has been known to cause delamination through corrosion.

Minimum weight structure with maximum reliability, consistent with the damage tolerance
selected, was required. It should also be remembered that fatigue cracks, if they occur in service,
usually form after many years of service. Techniques used to prevent rapid fracture should therefore
be designed to perform otho. functions, for maximum economy, and yet be ready to stop a fast fracture
vwithout having deteriorated during service.

Another reason for abandonment of the bonding process and possibly the most significant is the
distortion of the aluminum skin caused by thermal effects due to the difference in the coefficient of
expansion of the titanium and the aluminum. A small test panel was fabricated as sho'gn in Figure 6
and a strap of 0. 025-thick titanium was bonded to it and cured at a temperature of 250 F (121 0 C). On
cooling to room temperature, the panel curved to approximately 70-inch radius with the strap on the
convex side. The panel was rolled to the correct radius with the strap on the concave side. The result-
ing anticlastic curvature due to residual stresses is illustrated in Figure 6. It was thought that this
effect would be more severe on large panels, especially with longerons and frames assembled to the
panels. The resulting quilted appearance of the shell would almost certainly be unacceptable to the
customer.

FIGURE 6. TEST PANEL DISTORTION DUE TO BONDING PROCESS

Longeron Geometric Shape

Hat-section longerons such as those illustrated in Figure 3d have been used on all previous
Douglas aircraft. However, analysis indicated that for the damage tolerance selected for circumnferen-
tial cracks, Tee-section longerons riveted to the skin with two rows of rivets would give higher allow-
able stresses. The Hat-section longerons were desirable from a cost standpoint because of the cost of
the extra row of rivets required in the Tee-section longerons. Both Tee-section and Hat-section
longerons were therefore chosin as candidates.

Both analysis and test programs were introduced to study the configurations.
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ANALYSIS

Analysis of the candidate configurations for the damage tolerance selected was highly desirable
prior to starting the development test program. In early work at Douglas, 3, 4l 5 parametric lumped
parameter analysis had been performed on 60-inch-wide panels with a single stiffening element contain-
ing a one-bay crack. Although this analysis proved to be extremely helpful in preliminary design work,
further refinements were required to answer some of the questions listed below for panels containing
two-bay cracks.

0 How effective was the frame member working in conjunction with a crack stopper strap?

0 How did the stress vary across the frame?

* What effect did a broken lon.eron have on the crack tip stress for a circumferential crack
and how did the stress vary across the outer longeron cross section?

In view of this, the analysin described herein was initiated.

Analysis of Cracked Unstiffened Panels

The most generally accepted equation for the fracture strength of unstiffened thin panels con-
taining a central crack is (Reference 6)

Kc )
OR i ira (

C tan

where:

OR Gross stress at failure

Kc Plane stress fracture toughness, psi V/n-."

C = Width correction factor 7 1. 0 + 0..3 (Za/W) 2

h ac = Half crack length at fast fracture

W Panel width

For large panel widths, Eq (1) can be simplified as follows:

W ra [ ~ __•)32W /ra5,wC,•I/

W tan• a + +[ + - ý +.........

For large values of W then

( ractar approaches irac

K
Therefore, Eq (1) reduces toR - c (2)

Analysis of Cracked Stiffened Panels

The effects of stiffeners on the fracture strength of stiffened panels can be determined by a
Lumped Parameter Analysis of a structure representing the panel. The analysis is based on the Matrix
Force Method of Structural Analysis 8 , 9 and uses the Fortran Matrix Abstraction Technique (FORMAT) 1 0

to solve the matric operations. Figures 7 and 8 show the idealized structure representing the stiffened
panels for one- and two-bay longitudinal cracks, respectively. Figure 9 shows the idealized model for
the two-bay circumferential crack. As illustrated, the panels are divided into a series of discrete bars
and shear panels. The bars carry axial load and the panels carry shear load. The panels have the
same thickness as the plate, and the bar areas are determined from the dimensions shown in Figuro 8
as follows:

Ay = t(Z1 + Z 2 )/2 and A. = t(Y 1 + Y 2 )/2

Loads are applied to the top of the panels, and reactions are provided at the bottom. The pro-
pagating crack is simulated by successive disconnection of the reactions in the skin at the horizontai
centerline of the panel by an element modification procedure which is part of the computer program.
The crack tip stress is defined by the stress in the last bar adjacent to the simulated crack as shown in
Figure 7. The stiffening elements are represented by additional lumped bars connected to the main
panel by a series of continuous shear panels.

A typical frame cross section with crack stopper strap is idealized by lumping areas as shown
in Figure 10. As the crack propagates in the skin, the frame outer cap picks up load through the shear
clip-to-frame attachment row. The area of the outer cap Ao is therefore calculated so that its cg lies
on this attachment row. Frames without crack stoppers (Figure 3) are idealized by three lumped bars.

Son
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FIGURE 7. IL -,ALIZATION FOR ONE-BAY LONGITUDINAL CRACK

The stress intensity at the tip of , c - :k an( he net section stress ahead of a crack tip are
reduced when stiffeners are provided. A.- ýhe jrack ivcends, part ol' the load is transferred to the stif-
feners and the remaining load is transferred to the ski., ahead of the crack. If the stiffeners to skin
attachment is infinitely flexible, no load will be transkeý red into the stiffener and the panel will behave
like an unstiffened panel with no reduction in crack tip stress intensity. If, however, the attachment is
rigid, a large portion of the load fromn the cracked sheet will be transferred to the stiffener, thus reduc-
ing the stress ahead of the crack ip with a consequent reduction in the crack tip stress intensity factor.
It can be seen then that attachment fLexibility must be accounted for if the proper stress distributions
are to be determined.

Rivet shear deflection in aluminum alloy sheet is expressed as:

EaW (3)Sa•

Where:

6 Deflection

P Applied load

Ea Modulus of aluminum

d Rivet diameter
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FIGURE 10. FRAME IDEALIZATION WITH CRACK STOPPER

and, for aluminum alloy rivets

f = 5.0+ 0.8 1 d +Ad1(4)

where tI and t2 are thicknesses of joined sheets.

For the shear clip to crack stopper and skin to crack stopper rivets,
8 d d E a

f 5.0+0.8 + t(5)

where:

Ec w Modulus of crack stopper material.

j These equations have been substantiated by test (Figure 50). The thickness of the idealized
shear panels connecting the crack stopper to the skin it calculated as follows:

Rivet deflection 6 P:

a

where n number of rivets between longerons.

Ph
Idealized shear panel deflection 6a p

A,•'T where:

. a, Distance between longerons

a& a Shear modulus of aluninum

However, 6 R a 6 cs* , and equating deflections and solving for t

aeca"C or s L 0 1

The shear clip is idealised in a similar manner including both rows of rivets and the shoot
metal clip.

For longitudinal bars located at lonperon positions, the longeron area is included with the akin
area in the plane of the shoot, Longerons in panels containing circumferential cracks fre idealized into
two IUMpe6d bars connected to the skin by a continuous shear panel. The thickness of the panel it deter.

""ined using an equation similar to Eq (6).
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Adhesive bonded joints are treated in a similar fashion. Referring to Figures lid, lie and Ilf

the thickness tap cf the idealized shear panel of height hap is determined by equating the bond deflection
6b to the idealized shear panel deflection 6 p

Ptb

b W G

where

Wb bond width

tb = bond thickness

Gb shear modulus of adhesive bond material

6b =•sp

hSpWbGb (7)asp = GAr(7

6 IDEALIZED ALUMINUM
.p L- S SHEAR PANEL

Sti -HC N .t.

t2 2

RIVET SPACING_

(a) (b) (c)
RIVETED ATTACHMENT

b- 00. P IDEALIZED ALUMINUM

b_ K/SHEAR
/THICKNESS h

ýUNIT K UIT ENGH.

(d) (0) Mf)
BONDED ATTACHMENT PIOP.72,. t

FIGURE 11. ATTACHMENT IDEALIZATION

The height he, would normally equal the bond thickness tb. However, if a parametric study is
required, it is often auvantageous to obtain a unit solution with shear panel height constant and then
modify the shear panel stiffness by changing its thickness using the element modification procedure out-
lined in the Appendix, In this way, any combination of crack length and stiffness up to a total of twelve
can be made in one computer run.

The effect of stiffeners on the crack tip stress is determined by analyzing both unstiffened and
stiffened panels having the same grid seiz and taking ratios between the crack tip stresses. The crack
"tip stress ratio, which is a function of crack length, iW expressed as

Rt 
0yct in unbiiffened panel

t.ect t r 0 yn t rein othene4 pantl

where a t the stress in the y direction at the crac& tip. Since Eq (1) and (Z) are directly related tothe platrn~et streis In the region of the crier tip. they can be rewritten to include the effects of stiffening.

The presence of secondary effectsII such as crack buckling, makes the determination of Kc as
a rmaterial paraiater extremely difficult. K. Is, therefore, replaced by K.0 which includes secondary
e.ffects. Thus, q (1) and (2) become, for finite width panels

ea " K* I~t(8)
C Wtani-- WI

'`4.L 'i .. •
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arid for infinite panels

Kc* Rc
aR - -- (9)

P raC

K * determined from tests on stiffened panels of one configuration can be used to determine the
fracture strength of a fuselage shell of another configuration by using Eq (9), provided Rct versus crack
length has been determined. The use of Rct, determined from analysis of a finite panel, can be justified
for use in Eq (9) for an infinite plate if the anel is wide enough. A comparison of the net section stress
for the panel of Figure 7 to Westergaard'sl'" equation for the net section stress of an infinitely wide
plate is shown in Figure 12.

5a

BASED ON WESTERGAARD'S
3.5 EQUATION:

3 

a 
a

Gv /aLUMPED PARAMETER ANALYSIS

0.
0 10 20 30 40

x (IN.)

FIGURE 12. COMPARISON OF LUMPED PARAMETER ANALYSIS WITH WESTERGAARD'S EQUATION

FOR INFINITELY WIDE PLATE

"Analysis Results

Table I lists some of the more important anulysis cases considered, Cases I to 9 and 10 to 12
are for two-bay and one-bay longitudinal cracks, respectively, where the frame members and circum-
ferential crack stopper straps cause a reduction in crack tip stress. Cases 13 to ZO are for two-bay
circumferential cracks with a broken central longeron where the outer longerons cause a reduction in
the crack tip stress. For all of the cases listed in Table 1, % uniform stress level was applied to the
upper boundary of the panels (shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9) to both skin and stiffening elements. The
results of the analysis cases considered are listed in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The frame cross section. for
canes I to 12 and the Hat-section. for cases 13 to 18 are similar to those shown in Figure 5. The stress
ratio terms are defined below:

"• ,I,: .. , •P...



TAIALE I
O0ISGRIPTION Of ANAWY66 U•AIl

CASE NO, OARS 0190RIPTION

FRAMES WITHOUT CRACK 81OPPURS 0,07 •|KIN - OUNT'P IPRAM0 INTAC•

2 FRAMASWIlHOUTCRACKSTOPP5IS - 0,0SUKIN CONTER A FAMk INTAVI

a PRAhiE WITH CRACK STOPPIOR - 0,0/I RKIN QRACK STPPR J IN, flV

0,02f IN, TITANIUM WITH THRUt ROWS I•III RIV#T& C GINTER CRACK

STOPPER INTACT

4 SAME AS ICASE 3 WITH CENTER CRACK STOPPAR PAILRU

0 SAMI A8 CASE 3 WITH BOTH CdNT' CRACK STOPPVR AND CANTOR FRAMd

FAILED

6 FRAME WITH CRACK STOPPER 0,071 SKIN CRACK SYOPPUlR 2,11 IN, BlY

0,025 IN, TITANIUM WITH TWO ROWS W'IG RIVETS - CENTR CRIIACK ElOFIfR

FAILED,

7 FRAME WITH CRACK STOPPER - 0,071 SKIN ý CRACK STOPPER 2 IN, BY

0,02 IN, TITANIUM WITH TWO ROWS 3116 RIVETS - CENTER CRACK &TOPPIR

FAILED,

8a FRAMS WITH CRACK STOPPER - 0,083 SKIN -- CRACK STOPPER 3,45 IN, BlY

0,016 IN. TITANIUM WITH TWO ROWS 3116 RIVETS- CliNTER C', ý'K STOPPER

FAILED.

9 SAME AS CASE 8 WITH CENTER FRAME FAILED

10 FRAMES WITHOUT CRACK STOPPERS 0,071 SKIN

11 FRAMES WITHOUt CRACK STOPPE RS - 0,08 SKIN

12 FRAMES WITH CRACK STOPPER -- 0,0?1 SKIN - CRACK STOPPER 3 IN, BY 0,025

TITANIUM WITH THREE ROWS 3116 RIVETS

13 ROLLED HAT SECTION LOGIOERON - NET AREA 0,205 IN, 2 - 0,063 SKIN - ONE

ROW 3/10 RIVETS AT 1.1/4 PITCH

14 SAME AS CASE 13WITH 0.071 SKIN

15 EXTRUDED HAT SECTION LONGERON - NET AREA 0.3029 IN,2 
- 0,071 SKIN -

ONE ROW 3/16 RIVETS AT I-1/4 PITCH

16 SAME AS CASE 15 WITH 0.080 SKIN

17 EXTRUDED HAT SECTION LONGERON - NET AREA 0,5121 IN.2 10,0"1 SKIN -

ONE ROW 3/16RIVETSAT 1,1/4PITCH

18 SAME AS 17 WITH ONE ROW 3/16 STEEL ATTACHMENTS AT 1,114 PITCH

19 EXTRUDED TEE SECTION LONGERON - NEY AREA 0.2895 IN,2 TWO ROWS

3/16 RIVETS AT 1.1/4 PITCH

20 EXTRUDED TEE SECTION LONGERON - NET AREA 0.48W5 IN,2 TWO ROWS

3/16 RIVETS AT 1,1/4 PITCH

a.CASE 8 FRAME THICKNESS IS 0.063 IN. WITH DIMENSIONS AS SHOWN ,N FIGURE .L

I, "t-



a t Gross stress applied to the upper boundary of the panel, psi

a ccs Center crack stopper stress, psi

oocs - Outer crack stopper stress, psi

6 occf , Outer cap stress in the center frame, psi

# iccd = Inner cap stress in the center frame, psi

a oco u Outer cap stress in the outer frame, psi

* icof * Inner cap stress in the outer frame, psi

O of * Longeron outer fiber stress, psi

*if - Longeron inner fiber stress, psi

All of the stresses shown are lumped stresses in the idealized members. The stress distribv-
tions in the sheet after a longeron is broken and prior to skin cracking is shown in Figure 13 for condi-
tions 15 and 17 of Table I.

¶El T I III?

II II '1I

II IIF INIh- IN

I I •

LON3E If III /i-

BROKEN
HERE -

2.4 -

2.0

CASE 15 REF. TABLE I ---------.....-

1A1

1.2

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 1 9 10 11 12

Y (IN.)

FIGURE 13 AXIAL SKIN STRESS IN THE VICINITY OF A BROKEN LONGERON

Skin Fracture Criterion

of a panel, based on skin criteria. The lower curve Idottedp represents an unstixtenen pane a&na tne
upper •wo curves are for stiffened panels with longitudinal cracks plotted for cases I and 4 of Table I.
The change in slope of the curves for stiffened panels as the crack tip approaches the stiffener spacing
is due tm m ied'ct:n c', -rack tiP atreas as the stiffener picks up load. The maximum reduction in crack
tip stress occurs in the region of the stiffeners as can be seen by the increase in Rot values listed in
Table 2.
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MIUMI 14. COMPA"14ON Of tIMW V8 IIUDUAL NYMINUTt1 QUFIVUSI'I UNITIFFINID
AND IYIPPINID PANILO, CAIRO I AND 4 OF TABLI I

TABLEI
____ T041I RIATION PONt TWOSSAY LONGITUDINAL CRACKID PANILS

HAL P CRlACK LINO'fH, a IIN,

OME
4A is IA . ... .i la Is, MA i

PUR 45 15PA!• 10* 18,1 16S5UA T1N.T 165VI 135 UN 0T ,NI

1 11100 1I.10 1 VVQ 11210 13A0 1,435 1T500 11816 1160 1,610

8T1,068 1.121 1.112 TWO,1 DAY ITU 5INA 1, VR,55O 1,104 1,121

3 1 law 11311 1,3Wa 1,444 1,540 1101 1.118 21111 21906 2,188

4 o 1.04 111 1,161 1.4 11339 1 A441 , 11 1.3 81 2,636
mt 04111 0.64 0416? 0.,09 09A 10,04 1,112 1 , 1940 1 .93

a 1,064 1.122 1,10 1,344 1,336 1,442 1,541 1,860 a.431 ;V4 15

,1 106 ,- 401 1,2,0 1,341 11430 1AM 1i0 e 2.208 24668

a 1,043 1,104 1,119 1,433 1,30 1,444 1,AM8 14133 2,316 24978

4 0,1,0 1 O, A I,861 I I 0.9 1,021 1,0An 1,324 11701 1,,24

3 .2 1 4 7 ,444 9,149 10,00 11,45 1242 12,65 13,24 13,40 13,50

3 I11? 1,111 1574 1,l916 2,243 2,80 3110b 4,255 8.354 7,384

1 1.160 1,821 1.066 2,001 2,417 ?.96 3.629 4.112 1.A41 8,249

b 1,950 1,994 . 2,29 2,4• 1 R.AW4 3,844 4,694 8,429 9,804 11,33

6 1.49 1.24 1,, 63 2,084 2,406 2,934 3,481 4,649 6,690 1.01

1 1,146 . 1.943 2,173 2,40.• 0,, 6 3,621 5.103 8,540 10,44

8 1,143 I, I , 1 l938 2,059 2,402 2,944 3,489 4,601 6,942 U51,9

9 1,41 .,. 2,190 2,. 2,965 3,802 4,•86 6,359 9,549 11.252

1 1 ,43 2,104 R,511 2l851 3,281 3,5608 3.710 3,845 3.91 4.084

2 12120 12240 2,84 3,139 3,013 3,919 4,163 4,310 4t480 4.611

3 1,251 1,44 1,68 1,102 1,9IS 2,099 2,160 2,213 2,235 2,251

Q' U11, 4 1116 1 21231 2,d13 2,968 331/ 09 )4 ,08 3,824 3,939 3,961 4,020
S 1,1640 2,224 2,896 2,969 3,312 3,05 3,800 3.918 3.097 4,011

1 1,710 -, 2l6,2 2.999 3,301 3,697 31734 3,866 3,921 3,088

8 1,012 2,113 2,674 2,844 3,246 3,538 3,674 3,792 3.855 3.809
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TABLE 2
STRESS RATIOS FOR TWO-BAY LONGITUDINAL CRACKED PANELS (CONT)

HALF CRACK LENGTH, a (IN.)CASE
4A5 7.6 10.5 12.75 MA.5 17A 13.5 19,6 20.5 21.8

I 0.266 1.019 1117 1.192 1.317 1.420 1.471 1.519 1.561 1.596

2 0.933 0976 1.060 1.143 1.262 1.361 1.411 1.460 I 50.3 1.639
3 1.024 1.092 1.189 1.256 1.364 1,449 1.489 1.524 1.539 1.550

4 1.000 1.076 1.191 1271 1.400 1.501 1,549 1.591 1.609 1.622

a 1.001 1.078 1,193 1.273 1.403 1.505 1.553 1.596 1.617 1.632

7 0.996 ... 1.183 1.263 1.393 1.497 1.547 1.592 1,617 1.635

8 0.61 1.041 1136 1.206 1 322 1.414 1.459 1.499 1.521 1.537

1 1.022 1.07 1.119 1.176 1.304 1.470 1.596 1.781 2.082 2.325

2 1.015 1.048 1.106 1.168 1.294 1.463 1.596 1.797 2.139 2.402

3 1.013 1.036 1.077 1.118 1.208 1.321 1.402 1.505 1.579 1.634

4 1.024 1.056 1.115 1.167 1.281 1.419 1.516 1.636 1.722 1.784

00atolls 5 1.073 1.136 1.239 1.329 1.523 1.750 1.904 2.091 2.217 2.306
6 1.023 1.057 1.114 1.165 1.277 1.412 1.506 1.623 11.16 1.784

7 1.022 ... 1.113 1.166 1.292 1.427 1.531 1.666 1.790 1.882

a 1.021 1.054 1.109 1.161 1.259 1.407 1.499 1.614 1.713 1.788

9 1.000 ... 1.229 ... 1.509 1.731 1.879 2.059 2.206 2.316

1 1.031 1.079 1.152 1.210 1.311 1.M93 1.427 1.47 1.434 1.429

2 1.025 1.070 1.144 1.204 1.30I 1.396 1.434 1.457 1.437 1.430

3 1.017 1 .47 1 95 1.135 1.208 1.271 1.302 1.325 1.327 1.331

4 1.=32 1.077 1.144 1.197 1,292 1.374 1.413 1.443 1.447 1.453

5 1.101 1.184 1.309 1.406 1.581 1.734 1.807 1,.86 1.78 I.891

6 1.032 1.076 1.114 1.196 1.291 1.31/ 1.413 1.445 1.453 1.461

7 1.030 ... 1.142 1.195 1.292 1.376 1.416 1.448 1.454 1.462

a 1.029 1.070 1.134 1.184 1.275 1.352 1.389 1.419 1.4 2 1.433

9 1.096 ... 1.292 ... I15 1.697 1.768 1.826 I 44 1.862

U the panel contains a fatigue crack of half length aA. and a gross stress of 'nA is applied.
then fast fracture will occur at A and the crack will be arrested at B. If. on the otherliand, a gross
stress of 0 RC is applied with half crack length equal to aC, then fast fracture wIll occuar at C and the
crack will not be arrested. The residual strength of the panel is represented as OaD and any fractureat stress level higher than opD will not be arrested and would represent an explosive failure in a pres-surized shell. The value of the crack stoppers for case 4 can be seen by their influence on the rea.duai
strength when compared to case I for the panel without crack stoppers. The frame, connected to theskin by a flexible shear clip, is not as effective in picking up load as a crack stopper strap connected
directly to the skin with three rows of rivets.

Stiffener Strength Criteria

In considering the gross residual strength of a stiffened panel, one must consider both skin
fracture criteria and stiffener strength. Tables 2. 3 and 4 list stiffener stresses as a function of cracklength. In order to maintain the skin fracture strength illustrated by Figure 14, the stiffeners must
remain intact. In cases where the stiffener may be critical, yielding of the stiffener will take place
prior to failure, resulting in an effective increase in the crack tip stress and a decrease in Rct. Stiffener
failure and skin fracture then occur simultaneously, but the failure is precipitated by stiffener criteria.

In order to obtain a balanced design, both skin and stiffener criteria must be considered. ^n
example of this is illustrated in Figure 15. The curves shown represent gross residual strength for a
fiat panel, stiffened by frames and crack stoppers, and subjected to a uniform aroas stress at the

Table I where the center crack stopper is intact and for case 4 where the center crack stopper is broken.
The skin material is assumed to be 7075-T73 vwith Kc* = 90, 000 pei 1iin_. 2 The crack stopper and framearc assumed to be titanium 8-1-I and 7075-T6. respectively, with ultimate tension strengths 149. 000 psiand 75. 000 psi. If the damage tolerance criteria selected require that the center crack stopper shouldnot fail, then for a half crack length of Z0 inches. the gross strength would be linmited to 11, 000 psi from
curve A of Figure IS; however, the residual strengthbased on skin criteria is 31, 500 psi from curve B,resulting in an unbalanced design. If, however, the center crack stopper is allowed to break, leaving



TABLE 3
&TRISH RATIO& POR ONUI.AY LONOITUDINAL CRACKED PANELS

14ALP' URACK LDNOTH, I tINJ)
CARI

'1, 3,8 4,c GA a'8 7,5 83. Ole 10.6 11,8 I2,8

10 1,004 1,010 1,02h 1,038 1,056 1,081 1,110 1,1V2 1,217 1,303

90 11 1,040 1,040 1,048 1.084 1,006 1,(83 1,111 1,169 1,250 1,323

IV 1,000 1,010 1A,30 1,047 1,010 1,100 1,112 1,442 1,945 2,017

kl@ 17 1,J20 1,008 1,88• 1.8 ! 2,153 2A0• 2A082 3,840 8,749 8,713 1,410f

10 1,000 1,048 1078 1,118 1,174 1,249 1,M3 1,W093 1J05 1,980 2,183

Ro11i Il 1,008 1,048 1,074 I,,1 1,174 1,253,1 1.304 1,533 1,819 2,006 1,•01

12I 1,008 1,040 1,067 1,103 1,149 1,210 1,289 1,389 1,462 1,518 1.571

10 1,008 1,040 1,064 1,093 1,1I2 1,159 1,191 1,214 1,209 1,210 1,217

11 1.008 1,040 1.066 1,095 1,130 1,167 1,203 1,228 1,217 1,417 1,224

12 1,007 1.030 1.038 1,0lo I1,t16 1,180 1,184 1,213 1,218 1,225 1,235

TABLE 4
STRESS RATIOS FOR TWOBAY CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKED PANELS

WITH BROKEN CENTRAL LONGERON

HALF CRACK LENGTHa (IN.)
= ~CASTS 1 , 2I 15 ,a 3,5 4.5 5.5 6,5 7.5 8$ 9.5 11,0 13,0

13 0.A18 0,43 0,881 0,907 0,937 0,880 1,101 I,J27 1,394 .

14 0,843 08657 0,892 0.916 0,043 02983 1,092 1,298 1,362

1I 0.778 0,820 02852 0A883 0,918 0.970 1,107 1,353 1,428

R~t 16 0,708 0.836 0.865 0,894 0,926 0,972 1.092 1,306 1.378

17 0,683 0,736 0,779 0.822 0,871 0.942 1,124 1.428 1.520

18 0,681 0J713 0,782 0.827 0,880 0.966 1.370 2.062 1,966 ...

19 0.763 0,813 0.851 0.880 0.926 0.988 14201 1,593 1,646 ...

20 0.662 0.727 0.778 0,82• 0,881 0.967 1.241 1,704 1.766

13 1.066 1.107 1,172 1.270 1,425 14694 2,247 3,504 4,304 5,438 6.451

14 1,063 1,104 1,168 1,268 1.426 1.699 2.269 3.606 4.476 5.741 6,848

15 1.074 1,114 1.176 1.269 1.414 1.A60 2.153 3,212 3.876 4,805 5,606

0 1/ta 16 1.069 1,109 1,170 1.263 1.408 1.653 2,143 3,230 3.937 4,968 5.830

17 1.094 1,132 1,189 1.271 1,394 1.591 1.956 2,637 3.043 31601 4,052

18 1.109 1,152 1,216 1.311 1.462 1.740 2,423 3,441 3,867 4.449 4.932

19 1.077 1,121 1.186 1,280 1.420 1.649 2.089 2.804 3.290 3.890 4.412

20 1,100 1.143 1.202 1.284 1,398 1,568 1.856 2.273 2.496 2.810 3.080

13 1.074 1,107 1.154 1.214 1.287 1.373 1.465 1.518 1.573 1.619 1,837

14 1.070 1.103 1.149 1,209 1.284 1,372 1.466 1,520 1.579 1.705 1.863

15 1.088 1.120 1.165 1.223 1.292 1,372 1.455 1.497 1.542 1.639 1,759

ait/o 16 1.082 1,114 1,169 1.217 1.287 1.369 1.454 1.501 1,561 1.659 1.793

"17 1.119 1.161 1.193 1.246 1,306 1.372. 1.432 1.444 1,465 1.517 1.588

18 1.124 1,158 1,203 1.257 1.320 1,384 1,422 1,377 1.371 1.387 1.427

"19 1.080 1.113 1.158 1.210 1.267 1.317 1.318 1.180 1.123 1.079 1.081

20 1.108 1.141 1.180 1.221 1.257 1.268 1.201 0.982 0.881 0,772 0.715

.. .X, ,... -- 1I ,..-....,-*-
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FIGURE 15. GROSS RESIDUAL STRENGTH FOR A TYPICAL FLAT PANEL WITH TWO.BAY LONGITUDINAL CRACK

the frame intact, the strength based on skin criteria would be reduced to 30, 000 psi from curve D.
H4owe,.er, the residual strength of the panel would be 19, 000 psi for a halt crack length of 20 inches
based on center frame criteria. This is a case where increasing the damage tolerance would reduce the
weight s-%ce the area of the crack stoppers would have to be more than doubled to maintain their contin-
uity at a gross stress of 19, 000 psi. rhe rivets attaching the crack stopper to the skin become highly
loaded as the crack extends. Figure 16 shows outer crack stopper total rivet load as a function of crack
length for cases 3, 4 and 6 of Table 1. Only the first and second rows are shown, For case 3, the
rivets attaching the center crack stopper to the skin are extremely highly loaded analytically. For
a = 21.5, Pr/ois 0.348.

Effect of Attachment Stiffness

In order to illustrate the effect of attachment stiffness, an analysis was performed on a panel
S0,071 inch thick, having hat section stiffeners at 8-inch spacing with an area of 0. 5121 square inch.
The idealization for the panel was similar to that shown in Figure 9 with the center longeron assumed to
be broken. Figures 17, 18, and 19 show the analysis results. Four different skin attachments were
considered:

* Infinitely rigid

* Adhesive bond 1.0 inch wide, 0.01 inch thick with shear modulus Gb of 38, 000 psi

* 3/16-inch-diameter steel attachments at 7/8-inch spacing

* 3/16-inch-diameter aluminum attachments at 1-1/4-inch spacing.

Figure 17 shows the crack tip stress intensity factor K, per unit gross stress, as a function of
crack length, It can be seen that as the crack approaches the stiffener, the stress intensity is reduced.
The lowest stress intensity factor occurs just beyond the stiffener for the infinitely rigid stiffener to
skin attachment. This case assumes compatibility of strain between the stiffener and the sheet which is
an assumption often made for other methods. In practice, however, appreciable deflection takes place
in the rivets, resulting in a lower load transfer into the dtiffener and a consequent increase in crack tip
stress intensity. Considerable error may therefore be present with the rigid attachment assumption,

Figure 18 shows outer stiffener stress as a function of crack length for the four cases con-
sidered. The highest load transfer into the stiffener occurs with the rigid attachment. Outer and inner
cap stresses are shown, indicating considerable bending in the stiffener due to eccentricity of load
"application from the sheet. The stiffener to skin attachment shear flow is shown in Figure 19 for the
first 8-1/2 inches of idealized shear panel from the crack. It can be seen that the intensity of shear load
is extremely high in the vicinity of the crack, particularly for the rigid and adhesively-bonded connec-
tion, The distributions are, of course, based on elastic analysis and do not show the effects of yielding
of the first attachments on the remaining shear load distribution. The analysis results show that
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FIGURE 18. OUTER LONGERON CAP STRESSES VERSUS CRACK LENGTH FOR VARIOUS LONGERON
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FIGURE 19. STIFFENER TO SKIN ATTACHMENT SHEAR FLOW

increasing the attachment stiffness increases skin strength but decreases stiffener strength. Care must
be exercised, therefore, when choosing an attachment to obtain a balanced design. To illustrate this
point the gross residual strength of the panel, based on both skin fracture and stiffener s~rength criteria,
is shown in Figure 20. The skin fracture criteria have been plotted for two different skin materials:

F . 2024-T3 clad sheet 0.071 inch thick with crack normal to the grain direction, and Kc of

192. 4 ksi Ji-. obtained from wide panel tests. I1
. 7075-T73 clad sheet 0.071 inch thick with Kc of 97.35 ksi Vw 11

The stiffeners are 7075-T6 extrusion with allowable based on outer cap strength of 82, 000 psi.
The significance of the curves illustrating skin fracture criteria can be explained by referring to Fig-
ure 20. Consider the curve plotted for Kc = 97. 35 khi /in. with stiffeners attached by an infinitely

rigid conmection. If the panel contains a crack of length a, and a gross stress of o is applied, then fast
fracturt. will occur and the crack will be arrested at a crack length a2 .

The residual strength of the panel is given by OR at the peak of the curve. Compatibility
between skin fracture and stiffener strength criteria exists when the stiffener allowable strength coin-
cides with the skin residual strength at the peak of the skin residual strength curve.
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FIGURE 20. GROSS RESIDUAL STRENGTH VERSUS CRACK LENGTH

The residual strength of the 2024-T3 panel, based on skin criteria, is extremely high compared
to the stiffener criteria, particularly for infinitely rigid or bonded attachment where the residual
strength is higher than the static gross strength without crack. The design from a residual strength
standpoint is more compatible when aluminum rivets at 1-1/4-inch spacing are used. Even so, failure
of the panel would be precipitated by atiffener failure.

Figure ?.0 indicates that 7075-T73 skin material produces a more compatible design when com-
bined with 7075-T6 extrusion for flat panels with the damage tolerance considered here. The configura-
tions which show the least difference between skin and stiffener strength criteria are those two with
steel or aluminum fasteners. Figure 21a shows gross residual strength based on skin criteria for the
same panel containing a crack of length Za = 17 inches with a broken center longeron. (The peak of the
residual strength curve is at 17 inches. See Figure 20.) Gross strength is plotted against stiffener-to-
skin attachment stiffness for various values of Kc. The stiffener strength curve is shown plotted over
the curves. The intersection of the curves (illustrated by circles) indicates the optimum attachment
stiffness for simultaneous failure of skin and stiffener. Figure Zlb shows optimum attachment stiffness
versus Kc derived from curves shown in Figure 21a.
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FIGURE 21b. OPTIMUM ATTACHMENT STIFFNESS (Continued)

Bond Delamination

Considerable reduction in crack tip stress intensity is shown with bonded stiffeners, as illus-.
trated in Figure 17. This is due to the high relative stiffness of the adhesive bond when compared to
alumiinunm attachments. However, the load transfer through the bond material into the stiffener io
extremely concentrated near the vicinity of thý crack, as illustrated in Figure 19. This high concentra-
tion of shear load may cause bond delam-ination in the vicinity of the crack, thus reducing the effectivity
of the stiffener. The effects of bond delamination can be easily accounted for in the FORMAT finite
element analysis by using the element modification procedure outlined in the Appendix. The shear panels,
which simulate the attachment of the stiffener to the skin, can be disconnected automatically during the
crack propagation phase to represent bond delamination. The effects of delamination on the stress
intensity factor arc shown in Figure 22 for 1 and 2 inches of delamination on each side of the crack.
Considerable increase in the crack tip stress intensity factor is shown with increasing delamination.

When delamination exceeds 1. 5 inches on each side of the crack, the strength of the bonded
panel will be lower than a panel with riveted stiffeners. Figure 23 shows that increasing bond delarnina.
tion decreases the stiffener outer cap stress considerably and increases the inner cap stress sligbtly,

DELAMINATED
*g -ALUM RIVETS-

K/a 3 DELAMINATED

(viN) CONTINUOUS BOND

STIFFENER 8 IN¶HES ON CENTEI

0O - I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12
HALF-CRACK LENGTH a (IN.)

FIGURE 22. CRACK TIP STRESS INTENSITY VERSUS CRACK LENGTH WITH VARYING DEGREES OF BOND
DELAMINATION
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THE THRESHOLD OF SLOW STABLE CRACK GROWTH

Many equations have been proposed to determine the crack propagation rate under constant
amplitude loading. Two of the most useful ones have been those proposed by Paris 1 3 and Formanl 4 ,
respectively:

da/dN = C(AK)n (10)

C(AK)n
da/dN = (11)

(I - R) Kc - AK

Both of these equations have been integrated into computer programs to determine crack propa-
gation under spectrum loadingS. A method has been proposed to determine the effect of crack growth

* retardation due to high intermittent load cycles based on a reduced effective stress conceptl 6 , It is
noted in this report that considerable conservatism exists in crack growth studies when this phenomenon
is neglected. When considering materials with high ductibility such as 20Z4-T3, however, this conserva-
tism may be offset to some extent by slow stable growth during the high load cycle. The use of Eq (10)
and (11) in which parameters C and n have been determined from constant amplitude testing, in conjunc-
tion with the retardation model of Reference 16, may be insufficient to accurately predict the overall
retardation effect, It is suggested that the effect of slow utable growth is significant and should be
accounted for, particularly with 20Z4-T3 materfal,

Consider the panel shown in Figure 24a which contains a center, through crack that hals been
subjected to constant amplitude cyclic loading. During the load phase from A to B shown in Figure 24b,
the gross stress is increased from ol to oZ. At stress oZ the crack tip stress intensity from Eq (1) is

0C
KB 9-- /w TanlraB/W) (Oz)

Rct

A plastic son@ is formed at the crack tip of radius (I/Z,)(K/n/f') 3 where yis the material

yield strength. The plastic mone is surrounded by elastically strained rAterial. Reducing the stress
"to 0l at C causes a residual compressive stress to be imposed at the crack tip fromthe elastic material
surrounding the plastic cone, On reapplication of the load at C, the residual Otress will not be entirely
relieved until a crack tip stress intensity equal to KB is reached a little before the peak at D. At the
peak D the crack tip stress intensity wilt be

02 C rKD = - A/W Tn(saDIW) (13) .

Ret

lux
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FIGURE 24. THRESHOLD OF SLOW STABLE CRACK GROWTH

The stress intensity factor range from C to D will be called (4K), and associated with this AK
will be a certain growth rate da/dN. For this particular type of growth rate, associated with constant
amplitude stress, the zone ahead of the crack tip is always subjected to residual compressive stress
imposed by the plastic zone from the previous load cycle. This kind of growth is normally seen plotted
as AK versus da/dN, similar to Figure 24c. Empirical or semi-empirical equations such as Eq (10)
and (11) are written to fit the test data, As the gross stress level is increased from point E, the crack
tip will again be subjected to residual compressive stress until a stress intensity KD is reached at point
F, which will be at a stress slightly less than oZ (little error would be involved in assumine oz). The
crack growth from E to F would be (AK), -type growth, which is subject to residual stress from the pre-
vious load cycle. If the stress is increased to 03 a4; point G, the zone ahead of the crack tip will be com-
pletely relieved of residual stress at point F, and the crack growth from E to a will not be the same kind
of growth associated with residual stress from the prevtous load cycl.., The stress intensity range from
F (nearly equal to D) to G will be called (AK)o and can be several hundred timus as great, depending on
KZ and (AK)P. This residual stress-free growth is defined as slow stable growth in this paper.

Suppose now that the history of load application has not been at a constant am itude before the
high load cycle was applied, and that a previous high load cycle A was applied followed by constant
amplitude cycles, as shown in Figure 24d.

The crack propagation will be retarded until

1/' KA, \\

1 /K, 1 \Z I(K)
itan a - _ <A + _1_.

2N 0y6 Zw eyel

then stable growth will not start to occur on the 0 high load cycle at a strvei intensity Kn and will only
start to occur when Eq (14) is satisfied,

If an, > &A A
-oys/ •

'L -1 I i I N I I I
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then slow growth will start at a stress intensity Kn.

Let KSG be the stress intensity at the threshold of slow stable growth on the high load cycle B.

Then, to satisfy Eq (14)

KSG =ys IZr[aA - an + (I/27)(KA/ays) 2 ] (15)

and (AK); = KB - KSG (16)

The K's in each case are determined from Eq (1). The authors of Reference 14 suggested an
additional crack growth curve to account for the transition from 90-degree tensile to 45-degree shear-

type cracking. A third curve is suggested here to account for slow stable crack growth when spectrum
type loading is being considered.

TEST PROGRAM

Extensive fatigue and fail-safe testing hae been completed during the development of the DC-8

and DC-9 aircraft. The general philosophy during the DC-8 testing was to subject a panel or shell

structure to pressure loading which would simulate a principal stress in the skin. Rotary saws were

then inserted into the skin and advanced until rapid fracture occurred. This method is excellent for

determining the crack arresting capability of the crack barriers but little information on fracture tough-

rn8ss is gained that can be used in future designs.

The methods changed during the DC-9 testing where saw cuts were made in the skin and cyclic

pressure applied so that the saw cuts were converted to fatigue cracks prior to fast fracture. Fracture

toughness can be determined from this type of testing if the crack length at fast fracture is known. All

of these eaxrly data were extremely useful during the development of the DC-10 fail-safe capability.

However, in order to produce the most efficient design, further development testing was required.
Figuit, 25 illk'strates some of the fail-safe development test specimens completed to date.
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Curved Panels

Figure 25a shows a large curved panel of radius 118.5 inches which is stiffened by eight frames
and eleven longerons. Axial loading is applied by a series of whiffletrees attached to the ends of the
panel. Pressure loading is applied to the under side of the panel by lowering a vacuum chamber onto
the panel and evacuating the chamber. Both axial load and pressure loading can be cycled or applied
statically. Transverse and longitudinal saw cuts can be made in the skin and propagated into fatigue
cracks prior to applying static loading, to determine the effects of fast fracture and arrest.

The vacuum test machine was initiated during the DC-10 development and considerable effort
was required to perfect its operation. The main innovations in this machine are the capability to apply
axial load and the ability to observe the inner side of the panel during pressure loading. One circum-
ferential and six longitudinal crack tests have been performed on two panels to date. Panel 15 was made
from 0.080 7075 -T73 clad sheet, with a frame configuration as shown in Figure 3a with a net area of
0.5042 square inch. Hat longerons were extruded as seen in Figure 36 with gross area 0.312 square
inch. Panel 16 was made from 0.063 2024-T3 clad sheet with frame configuration as shown in Figure 5
but with thickness 0.063 and a net area 0.425 square inch. Crack stopper. were 3.25 by 0.016 titanium
8-1-1 and longerons were rolled Hat-section with gross area of 0.214 square inch. During the develop-
ment of the vacuum test machine shown in Figure 26, all of the specimen types b to g of Figure 25 were
tested to give early data to be incorporated into the larger curved panels. A view of the upper side of
curved panel 16 is Thown in Figure 27.

Figure 25b shows narrow specimens for material screening. Crack propagation and residual
strength tests were performed on these specimens but the fracture toughness data obtained are not
representative of very wide panels such as fuselage panels. This is illustrated by Liu who shows 1 7 the
increase in plane stress fracture toughness Kc with increasing panel width. This effect is particularly
noticeable in 2024-T3 sheet.

Flat Panels with Longitudinal Cracks

Figure 25c shows flat panels stiffened by longerons and frames. Fourteen tests were per-
formed on six panels of this type. Frames on each of the panels were 7075-T6 with cross section as
shown in Figure 3. Longerons were all 7075-T6 extruded Hat-section with a gross area of 0.312 square
inch. A description of the panels is given in Table 5. Three-inch-wide titanium crack stoppers 0.025
inch thick were incorporated into panels 5 and 6 with three rows of rivets. Cracks were propagated
under uniaxial cyclic loading from saw cuts in the skin to simulate one- and two-bay longitudinal cracks.
Static loading was applied at predetermined crack lengths to fast fracture the skin. Cracks were normal
to the frames and crack stoppers provided the crack barriers.

FIGURE 26, VACUUM TEST RIG FOR TESTING CURVED PANELS UNDER COMBINED PRESSURE AND AXIAL
LOADING
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TABLE 6
MON.-WIDE FLAT PANEL CONFIGURATION FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACKS

LONGERON SPACING 8.0 IN.

SKIN THICKNESS 0.071 IN.

LONGERON LONGERON

PANEL SKIN LONGERON NET AREA TO SKIN

NO. MATERIAL TYPE# IIN. 2) ATTACHMENTS

7 7075.T 73 HAT (d) 0,3029 NAS 1097

0D6

1 7075-T73 HAT (d) 0.5121 NAS 1097

004

9 7075-T73 TEE I1) 0.298N RVS17-64

7075-T73

10 7075.T73 TEE I.) 0.4865 NAS 1097

006

II 2024-T3 HAT (d) 0.3029 NAS 1097

006

12 2024-T3 HAT (dl 0.5121 NAS 1097

DD6

1 3 2024-T3 TEE (*1 0.2895 R V 51704

7075-T73

14 2024-T3 TEE (a) 0.4865 RV.5170-6

7075-T73

"REFER TO FIGVLRE I

crack lengths, static loading was applied to fast fracture the akin. Cracks were normal to the longeron
so that the longerons acted as crack barriers.

Figure Z5e shows flat panels stiffened by crack stopper straps. Six panels of this type were
tected, made from 0.071 Z024-T3 sheet with straps of various widths and thicknesses spaced 10 inches
apart. The results of the two large flat panels with crack stoppers had indicated that perhaps two rivet
rows were adequate, but in view of the high rivet loads predicted by the analysis (Figure 16). tests wcre
needed to determine if the required load could be transferred without rivet fail-ire. Nine-inch-long saw
cuts were made in the skin with 1 /8-inch-diameter holeq drilled at the ends of the saw cut to delay any
tendency to fast fracture the skin. Rivet edge distances were also varied since the lari'e f!at panels had
indicated thc crack stoppers to be more highly loaded on the side from which tlhe crack was approaching.
Increasing edge distance would reduce the tendency to overload .ne side of the strap. Static loading was
applied to fail.ire in all of the tests. Load input t- the straps was measured by strain gages. Antibuck-
ling guides were used on these tests.

Figure ZSf shows 30-inch-wide uwistiffened panels loaded uniaxially. During the early teating
on the DC-8 where saw cuts were used. fziacture toughness had been determined for 2024-T3 where the
fracture had been initiated by a saw cut. Predictions were that for this material, no difference existed
between fracture from a saw cut and fracture from a fatigue crack. 18 Two panelq were tested for
residual strength, one with a saw cut 9 inches long and the other with the same length of fatigue crack.

Figure 25g shows one of five small panels wdiich had been cut from the fractured panels shown
in Figure 25 e. The purpose of these panels was to dete.mi,- - -- ------ ._.,. -. .

--:"-......: .. ...... . .... . .. r .Lgnly loaded and the possibility

existed that these rivets could yield and redistribute load to the rivets away from the crack. Strain
ga.ges were installed betwý-en rivets and the load applied to the strap to failure. These panels were
intended to simulate the case where the cracK had propagated beyond the crack stopper

Figure Z5h shows one of 16 small unstiffened cylinders 24 inches in diameter and 48 inches
long, made from 0.03Z 2024-T3 sheet. The purpose of these tests was to qualitatively assess the effects
of shear and axial compression combined with pressure. The setup for testing the cylinders is illus-



trated In Figure Z8. An internal pressure source was provided by water and compressed air. Torque
loading, applied to the top of the cylinders, was provided by two servo -controlled hydraulic jacks. The
system was capable of applying cyclic or static pressure and torque loading simultaneously. Bloth
torque and pressure loading were monitored and recorded using oscillograph instrumentation. Axial
constraint was provided on "sonic of the cylinduor,. by 'unng long steel bolts to hold the two end flanges
together. Relief to the axial tens ion stress due to pressure or the application of axial compression
stress was provided. Rosette strain gages located on the cylinders were continuously recorded using
oscillograph recorders. Longitudinal fatigue cracks, initiate(I from saw cuts, were propagated to pre-
determined lengths by cyclic pressure loading. The test procedure subsequent to this operation is listed
in Table 7.

. ... ....
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account for the reinforcing so that accurate R,-, values shown in Table 8 were available to determine
Kc7:. Final failure of panels 1, 2. 3, 4 and (u was due to skin fast fracture during static loading.. In all
cases where cracks had terminated in rivot holes. c-clic loading was appli d to restart a fatigue crack.
Final failure uo panel 5 was due to outer crack rt -.. r failure. Test 2 wa .-!rforrned on panel 6 with
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TABLE 7
TEST PROCEDURE FOR 24-IN.DIAMETER UNSTIFFENED CYLINDER TEST

CYLINOER11

NMumma TEST PROCEDURE

ICYCLE PRfSAIRt LOADING UNTIL. FAILUR[

2INCREASE PRESSURE IN IN(..I MENI TO 1 FAILU4E

3
4

bINCREASE TOROUIE ANO P"FSSUNII IN INCFIEMENIS TO FAILURE IORQUE'PRESSURE

* RATIO -77mG IN 3

*INCREASE PRESSURI TO !,TAE'ULZE THlE CYLINDER TIGHTEN DOWN THEt Tit BOLTS

*TO PROVIDE AXIAL C.: *I.. NCLAS1, PRESSURE TO FAILURE

12 H4OLD PRESSURE CONSTANT CYCLIC TORQUE APPLIED FROM ZERO TO A TOROUE1

13 PRESSURE RATRDOO 77b0 IN. ' UNTIL FAILURE.

is INCRE ASE PRE SSURE TO STA 81L IZE T HE CY LINDE R I NCRIEASE TO RO UE TO A CON

ISSTANT VALUEf CYCLE THE PRE SSURE BE TWE EN 6 5PPS AND 13 BE PSI FOR0 CY LINDE P

15 AND BETWEEN 90P'SI AND 21 PSI FOR CYLINDER 16

TABLE 8
TEST RESULTS FOR 120-IN.-WIDE FLAT PANELS WITH LONGITUDINAL CRACK

PANELS I TO 5 0.071 IN, 7075 T73 MATERIAL

PANEL 6 0.071 IN. 2024-T3 MATERIAL

ALL CRACKS PARALLEL TO GRAIN

HALF CALCULATED TEST TESTICAI CULATED

PANEL TEST GROSS CRITICAL

060. NO. STRESS CRACK act C K 5C oat OC OREAT %BT OFT IRTAT BBT/8 'FTIBFc ORr/GRle

IPSI) LENGTH 411M.) IINJ FAILURE IIN.I (IN.) FAILURE (IN.) (IN.) Ow.)

1& 19410 8.90 1.145 1.006 > 91000 ... .. .. ..

28 19410 6.90 1.145 1.006 > 91000 ..... .. ....

1& 22000 8.90 1.145 1.006 >103 137 - .. ..

2 28 20868 6.90 1.145 I.00 > 97929 ..... .. .. .. ..

3b 17300 1l.R% IA30 1.03 92000 18.30 21.50 19000 19.63 21.48 16476 1.072 0.99 C.P72

is 19410 3.90 1.M4 1.006 > 91 000 .........

2b 13124 12.05 1.250 1.012 96200 20.06 21.0 19700 20.09 20...d 19 744 1.0 0.974 1.002

4 b 17000 17.50 1.435 1.0256 933400 18.63 21.50 193000 19.63 20.97 18100 1.ý064 0.975 0.9S3

2b 29000 16,325 0.98 1.0222 >145 500 .........

2b 20.001) 21.875 126 1.040 145500......... ..... ..... 21875 20000 .. ..

"~OAIE 8. Y CRACK

brlvLA. Y CRACK
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the ce-nter frame completely saw cut and final failure occurred with center frame, center crack stopper,
and one outer crack stopper failed. Figure 29 shows the crack arrestment after fast fracture on panel 3.
The fail-safe value of the separate shear clip frame configuration is illustrated by the crack in the clip
leaving the main frame intact. If the frames were designed such that the clip were part of the main
frame member, the crack would have propagated thro .gh the frame.

Flat Panels with Circumferential Cracks

These panels were tested in a servo-hydraulic universal testing machine capable of applying
alternating load@ up to 1.5 million pounds. Figure 30 shows two panels mounted in the machine.

Two tests were performed on each panel to simulate transverse or circumferential cracks witth
a broken center loni'eron. Uniaxial loads were applied to simulate shell inertia bending stresses end
axial stresses due to pressure. Prior to the start of each test, one longeron was completely sawcut
through and a crack starter slut with sharp ends placed in the skin directly over the longeron cut. The
skin cracks were propagated to predetermined lengths under constant amplitude stress levels and then
higher !oads were applied to represent fail-safe stresses. The main purpose of the tests was to deter-
mine if there wab any tendency to cause a fast fracture in the skin, and if such a tendency existed, were
the longerons adequate as natural crack stoppers. The panels were repaired after the first test and
tested to failure during the second test. Figure 31 shows Panel IZ After the second test.

The results of tests on the 60-inch-wide 7075 -T73 panels are shown in Table 9. The results
of testing on the four 2024-T3 panels are shown in Figures 32 through 40.

During Te3t I of Panel II, the load was cycled by hand to give a maximum gross stress of
34.05 ksi with stress ratio equal to zero. Seventeen such cycles were applied which gave some (.AK). -
type crack growth data at extremely high stress intensity factors.

Crack growth versuL cycles iv shown in Figure 32. The highest stress intensity applied during
this operation was 163.5 ksi V in. As the crack tip approaches the stiffener, the intensity factor K is
reduced for the same gross stress, due to load transfer into the stiffener. Figure 33 shows the sawtooth
appearance of the fracture during the seventeen high load cycles.

(44

",JRU

FIGUAE 29. ARREST OF TWO-BAY LONGITUDINAL CRACK AFTER FAST FRACTURE, TEST 2. PANEL 3
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FIGURE 30. TEST PANELS MOUNTED IN 1.5-MILLION-LB MACHINE

The only fast fracture experienced on the 2024-T3 panels occurred during Test 2 of Panel II.
The results are shown in Figure 34. Fast fracture occurred at a gross stress of 40.0 ksi and a crack
length of 12.41 inches giving a critical stress intensity factor Kc and fracture toughness for the material
of 192.43 ksji Vf. The fast fracture was arrested at a crack tenqth of 14.75 inches. At this point, a
further longeron was saw cut and the skin crack extended symmetrically about two broken longerons to
Z5.0 inches. Final failure occurred at a gross stress of 27.92 kei and a crack length of 25.69 ir.ches.

During the first test on Panel 12. static loads were applied, increasing in magnitude as shown
in Figure 35. Slow stable crack growth was measured at each increment during static load application.
Considerable -etardation in crack propagation *as experienced when cycling was resumed after each
high static load application. Fast fracture of the skin did not occur during any of the hiah load ,,,i-,

Figure 36 shows the results of the second test on Panel 12. Higher cyclic stresses were applied
and also static load applications with higher crack tip stress intensity factors. The highest K value
reached without fast fracture was 168 ksi fi!. at Point F. Hand cycling at high stress intensity factors
was performed on Panel 13. Tests I and 2. and on Panel 14. Test I as shown in Figures 37, 38 and 39.
During Test 2 of Panels 13 and 14, a second longeron was saw cut and the skin damage extended to three
bays. The gross stress at failure of Panels 13 and 14 was 33. 97 ksi and 34.29 ksi, respectively.
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4TABLE09

PANURL T3ST PROSS CRTIA AFE FIA FALR

NO. NO. TRESS TRC RESLT FO 60I. D FLA PA NEL WI"cTH CIRCUMFE NT IALRT RAT alaCK aTaC RI

(PSI) LENOTH (IN.) IN,) FAILURE 0IN.) (IN.) FAILURE (I N.) (IN.) (IN.)

(IN.)

I 26 160 4.040 0.070 1.0054 104 358 8.100 ... .. 8.09b .. . ... 0.909 ..- .

2 28540 4.123 0.815 1,0067 110627 8.100 9.000 30100 7.688 8.165 31200 0,949 0,906 11036

1 23060 3.275 0.770 1.0036 97850 7.750 .. . ... 7.675 ... ... 0.990 .

2 23 100 3.625 0.780 1.0044 100942 7.600 8.900 28700 7.600 B.350 29600 1.000 0.938 1.031

1 23100 3.500 0.850 1.0128 91 760 7.700 .. . 7.376 ... -. 0.958 ..

2 28500 2.440 0.810 1.0020 98213 8.250 9.000 29600 7.600 9.140 29600 0,921 1.015 1.000

1 24000 1.860 0.685 1.0012 84973 7.900 ... , .. 7,265 ... -. . .. ...

10
2 24800 1.606 0,670) 1.0009 833`18 8.200 8,810 27500 7.560 8.810 2 7 8 0 0 a 0.921 1.000 1.010

cr isr hx-lcrumRK rf) ,vlxr I.L'N(WhRoAi.v~u IKG1(~ I.RONS NTRh.XXYV3 0.5 2 AVI 14If 0:1 RI(71.KNG1711 Q2.67 IN. .Nil oNJ:'8ROKhA' IOGR)
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FIGURE 32. TEST RESULTS, PANEL 11 - mwr i

FIGURE 33. SAW TOOTH APPEARANCE OF CRACK DURING PROPAGATION AT HIGH STRESS INTENSITY
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FIGURE 34, TEST RESULTS, PANEL 11 - TEST 2
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21 TF0 K2I FAILURE " -. (KSI) (KSIIvN.)
IA 2i.00 84.50IB 33.15 141.00

18 . - 97.50
M 22.00 KS, CYCLI R = 0.2 H.90 157.00
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FIGURE 36. TEST RESULTS, PANEL 12 - TEST 2
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FIGURE 37. TEST RESULTS, PANEL 13 - TEST 1
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FIGURE 38. TEST RESULTS, PAN.EL 13 - TEST 2
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FIGURE 40. TEST RESULTS, PANEL 14 - TEST 2

Verification of Eq (15), which gives the stress intensity at the onset slow stable growth as a
function of the plastic zone size from the previous high load cycle, is shown in Figure 41a. It can be
readily seen that the onset of slow growth is a function of previous load history and does not occur at a
constant value. Figure 41b shows an enlargement of the crack growth versu2 hand cycles for Panel 13,
Test 2, illustrated in Figure 38. A previous high load cycle had been applied at point B of Figure 38 up
to a gross stress of 40.05 ksi and stress intensity of 190 ksi VTii Hand cycles e.t a gross stress of
36.0 kai were subsequently applied with growth rate retarded by the previous high load. Figure 4 lb
shows a sharp increase in growth rate, as retardation ceases, at a crack length of 12.86 inches. The
crack length at which retardation should cease (predicted from Eq (14) and (15) is 1Z. 96 inches, indicat-
ing close agreement between analysis and test.

140
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(a) ONSET OF SLOW CRACK GROWTH

FIGURE 41. ONSET OF SLOW GROWTH AND CRACK GROWTH RITAROATION
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(b) TERMINATION OF CRACK GROWTH RETARDATION FROM PANEL 4 - TEST 2

FIGURE 41. ONSET OF SLOW GROWTH AND CRACK GROWTH RETARDATION (Continueld)

Figure 4Z shows crack growtn rate da/dN versus AK taken from all the tests. The data shown
are not subjected to retardation due to high load cycles, having been tested by Eq (14) and (15). The
data are (AK), -type growth data where each cycle is subjected to preload from the previous load cycle,
or constant cycle data. Values are shown up to extremely high AK values where K is approaching Kc
for the materiat. Equations of the Paris form, such as Equation 10, have been written to fit the data
and it can be seen that a different equation is necessary when stress intensities approaching instability
are applied. Figure 43 shows the same data with an equation of the Forman type, such as Eq (11),
written to fit the data. It can be seen that a better fit is obtained in the region where stress intensities
are approaching Kc for the material.

All of the stable growth data obtained from the panels have been plotted against stress intensity
factor K, given by Eq (1). Curve A of Figure 44 represents data with the skin crack 4-13/16 inches
from the lateral frame stiffeners and Curve B represents data for the crack midway between stiffeners.
Considerably more lateral buckling of the sheet is experienced for the type A crack which causes a
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FIGURE 4Z CRACK GROWTH RATE, 2024.T3 CLAD SHEET 0.071.THICK FITTED TO PARIS' EQUATION
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FIGURE 44. SLOW GROWTH VERSUS STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR (2024.13 CLAD SHEET)

greater amount of crack extension per kei V/-i. of stress intensity factor change due to interaction of
Mode LU•-type stress intensity. The significance of the curves can be illustrated by the following example.

Consider the lower edge of the asatter band, Curve A. The crack is stable under a stress
intensity of 100 ksi ,(in. If the load is increased, slow growth will take place, and at 130 kbi F/Tn.,
with 4K equal to 30 6si ,/-in,. the half crack extension 4a will be 0.5 inch,

Because of the similarity of the slow stable growth curve to a stress strain curve, an equation
stmilar to the Ramberg-Osgood equation (19) has been used to fit the lower edge of the scatter band.
This equation is represented by the dotted line in Figure 44.

The onset of slow strble crack growth Is shown to be at K a 57 ksi /-i But this is due to the
limitations of the test data. It it hypothesized that slow staLle growth would start as soon as load is
applitd, provided a fatigue crack could be formed at a maximum stress intensity of zero, which would
be difficult. It has been shown by Eq (15) that the onset of slow stable growth is a function of the stress
level previously applied. For example, if the maximum stress intensity at which crack propagation
hap taken place were Z ksi V[i., then the onset of slow growth would be Z kvi 11K., and if the crack
had been ropagated at a maximum stress intensity of 30 kit FIn, , the onset of slow g1owth would be
30 kei V in. In view of this, the family of curves his been plotted as shown in Figure 45. These curves
are based on Curve A of Figure 44 and give the amount of hal.-crack extension per cycle versus stress
intensity factor range (AK)o as a function of the stress intensity at the ons -t of slow stable growth KSG.
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FIGURE 45. SLOW GROWTH VERSUS STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR RANGE BASED ON CURVE A

It can be readily seen by comparing the (.1K) -type growth of Figures 44 and 45 to the (AXK). -type growth
of Figures 42 and 43 that conuidetable error would be experienced if an equation such as Fornman's
equattnin were used for spectrum loading, where the parameters had been obtained from constant ampli-
tude data. Considering Figure 24b. cycle FG, F'orman's equation could be used from E to F, but
betw.~ei, points F and G where stable growth is taking place, data such as that shown in Figure 44 should
be used. The dividing line between (.AK), anJ C.SK). types of growth should be determined by an equation
such as Eq (IS). The error may not be u~s pronounced in more brittle materials with tower fracture
toughness values, but it is suggested that this phenomenon needs to be accoun~ted for in crack propaga-
tion anal) sit of ductile materials such as 20Z4-T3.

In recent publications20. 2 1, the onset of slow stable growth has been lncludzd in the residual
strength diagram for skin fracture criterion. This diagram show@ two curves, one of which is based
on K.. the Iracture toughness of the material, and the other based on K1 described in Reference 21 as
the threshold of slow crack growth and referred to ýn thiA paper &@ lKSG. However, the lower curve.
dci.cr-bing the ceack length at which stable growth IN initiated, cacinot be entirely a function of the
miteri'l pron.~rties but in, fact must be a function of the previous loading history.

Consider Figure 46. The u~ppr Curve x has been plotted for Test Panel I I using a fracture
Ctoughn -sm valve Kc of Ilý. 43 ],a1 r-n dete rmined from Test Z, shown in Figure 34. and Rct values

from Tible 4, for Case 15. The lower curve is plotted for the stress intensity at the thresnold oE slow
stable growth, a:-own in Figure 44 as 57 ksi fin, which was limited by test data and may oe lower am
previously explained.

Consider *.he hypothe9ical case where a crack had been propagated at a gross constant ampli-
tude maximum strems of 20.4 kei, or lower, to a half -crack length a of 1.5 inches. On increasing the
gross stress level, slow growth will start to take place at 20.4 kei (as mhown by point A of Figure 46)
and follow curve AB (obtained frcm Figure 45) until point B is reached, where faint fracture will occur.
If on the other hand the previous maximum constant amplitude stress was 32.0 ksl, then slow growth
-would not start until 32. 0 kai had been reached at p int C in Figure 46 and would follow curve CD where
faint fracture would take place at D. This hypotheeis is substantiated to some extenit by the results of
Test 2 on Panel I I shown in Figure 34. A crack, uiac boen propagated to a h. If-crack length a of 2. 69
inches at a maximum "ross stress of 22.0 ksi. Sta!,c load was gradually applied from zero and mlow-
crack growth started to occur at 23. 32 kai sho'e.L by point G in Figure 46.

Theoretically, to satisfy Eq (14) and (15), slow prowtht *Iwuld havr -ccurred at 22 kmi at
------------ I.! !t 1.i nti, .... p .,,rt ot k. on cu-v& Y. Slow erowth continued as

oc~curred and the crack was arrested at poiut 1.

Curve Y'. therefore, has nicaning only if the intersection. of the maxi"''im gross s1tress at which
previous propagation 4as taken place and the half-crack lenrth fall below the cuarve. It has been pre-
viously pointed out ti.36t the threshold of slow growth may in fact be as low as the lowest stress level at
which it is possible to .nanufacture a fatigue crack.
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FIGURE 46. GROSS RESIDUAL STRENGTH AND THE THRESHOLD OF SLOW CRACK GROWTH

Curved Panels

The trust results for curved panels IS and 16 are listed in Table 10. Four tests were completed
on panel 15. Saw cuts were made in the skin in a longitudinal direction. I inch away from a longerotn
in all cases. Cracks were propagated to predetermined lengths under cyclic loading and static load
was applied to cause fast fracture. The skin stresses are functions of both pressure P and axial load
per inch of length Nx due to Poisson's ratio effects of the biaxially loaded skin. The equations governing
the stresses are determined using the methods of Flugge. 22 Tests I and 3 were performed with pres -
sure load only while axial load was pr.'sent in the case of tests 2 and 4. Fast fracture of the cracks
occurred for all tests on panel 15 and-4 n each case the cracks were arrested at the frames. It can be
seen that the value of Kc* is effectively increased by 8 percent when an axial stress of Z, 500 psi is
present and 23 percent with an axial stress of 28, 495 psi. Axial compression stress parallel to the
crack, which normally causes buckling, is minimized by axial tension stress and would be entirely
cancelled out in the case of test 4. Figure 47 shows the crack arrested between rivets after test I of
panel 15.

The crack stopper was completely saw cut and a cut made in the skin in a longitudinal direc-
tion on panel 16. Cyclic loading was applied to propagate the crack and several attempts were made at
various crack lengths to cauce fast fracture. The value of Jc* listed in Table 10 for test I on panel 16
is the maximum stress intensity applied without fast fracture at the most critical crack length. The
center frame was completely cut for test 2 and the skin crack extended to a 43-inch length. Failure
occurred at 11.8 psi pressure due to outer crack stopper failure. Just prior to failure, the stress
intensity in the skin was as listed for Kc* during test 2. Analysis case 9 of Table 2 predicts a crack
stopper stress of 183, 000 psi with total crack length 43 inches and gross stress 16. 300 psi. Typical
values of Ftu from coupon tests show as high as 167, 000 psi for titanium 8-I-1 in that the analysis was
10 percent conservative.

A two-bay circumferential crack test with a broken central longeron was conducted on panel IZ..
The equations governing the skin and longeron axial stresses, accuunt.ng for Poisson's ratio effects 22

are:

exskin x 11.2S Nxo 126.8 P

'xlong = 1l.88N,--298.6 P

Several attempts were made at total crack lengths up to 16.0 inches to cause fast fracture with
axial load Nx 2420 lb/in. and pressure P = 9. 1 psi. Skin stress was 28. 380 psi and longeron stress
23. 600 psi. The maximum value of Kc*, determined without fast fracture, was >131, 700 psi finJ
During this test it was not intended to fail the Deel but marpIv o-. sh., -, 2--t-

- - 7 _I-- --.-- -.. -. *..x. ýrtracac.

Unstiffened Cylinders

The prime purpose of this series of tests was to investigate t'se effects of shear combined with
pressure on the residual strength of a crackee cylinder. The intention was to determine if the gross
principal stress at failure, calculated from condition C of Figure 48, could be compared to the gross
allowable sress obtaiased from condition A. Ab the presence of the biaxial tension stress oA improves
the gross strength by cancellcng some of the compression stress parallel t, the crack edge, it would be
more reasonable to determine the principal stress from condition B. negL-cting the axial stress OA-
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TEST RESULTS FOR LONGITUDINAL CRACK TESTS ON CURVED PANELS

PANEL 15 0 080 7075T7 3

PANEL 16 0.063 2024 13
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"'he results Of the tQats Are stuwn in T'able IIandi pltted In Figuro 49~, It call he sooni by
cornparin'p the results of the first nixc cylinders in Table 7, that the presence of ahear reducona tilt groms
residual atrongth, Comparing principal ittreasi it failure of cylinders with applied #heur to the allow-
ahle. for cyliniders without *hear is conservative. However, the calculation of principal stress, negj-

0 CONDITION A OF FIG. 24 CYLINDERS 1, 2, 3 AND 4
ED CONDITION B OFZ FIG, 24 CYLINDERS 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15 AND 16
AN CONDITION C OF FIG, 24 CYLINDERS 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, IS AND 16
A CYLINOER 8 RELIEF OF AXIAL STRESS TO 467 PSI

0 CYLINDER 9 RELIEF OF AXIAL STRESS TO 1235 PSI

0 CYLINDER 10 AXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRESS .-2W5 PSI

SCYLINDER 11 AXIAL COMPRESSIVE STRESS -2585 PSI
20 - ____ ____-

¶0 L__I

5 4__ _ _ ___ 7_ ___ _ _ 1_

TOTAL CRACK LENGTH (IN.)
FIGURE 49. TEST RESULTS FOR 24-IN.-DiAMETER CYLINDER
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TABLE 11
TEST RESULTS OF 24-IN.DIAMETER CYLINDERS

MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL
LOADS AT FAILURE STRESSES AT FAILURE

CRACK STRESS AT FAILURE

CYLINDER LENGTH CONDITION

NUMBER AT CASE C

FAILURE PRESSURE TORDUE HOOP SHEAR AXIAL CASE 6 INCLUDING

(IN.) (PSI) IIN.-LBI STRESS STRESS STRESS aA - 0 1 A

(PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI), (PSI)*

1 400 34,0 0 12750 0 6275 12750 12750 P

2 4.50 34-3 0 12880 0 6440 12880 12880 P

3 6.44 23.0 0 8630 0 4315 8630 8630 P

4 850 16.1 0 6030 0 3015 6030 6030 P

5 4.50 27.3 209250 10250 7240 5125 13995 15368 P # T

6 6.88 19.0 147250 7125 5085 3563 9772 10732 P+T

7 8.44 15.J 116250 5625 4020 2813 7719 8478 P4T

8 8.50 14.5 0 5440 0 467 5440 5440 P*C

9 7.70 20.0 0 7 00 0 1 235 7500 7500 P+C

10 4.75 270 0 10130 0 -2550 10130 10130 P + C

11 10.50 15.0 0 5630 0 -2585 5630 5630 P+C

12 9.75 113.0 93000 4875 3210 2435 6468 7089 P i T

13 7.75 15D 117400 56254 4060 2813 7752 8516 P+TC

14 6.50 20.0 159650 754W. 5520 3750 10423 11455 P#T

15 9,313 13.85 105090 5190 3 630 2585 7057 7748 PC + T

16 6.47 20.9 133145 7840 4600 3920 9964 10880 P + T

"RAFLRFA'CI' i'r;) 'RE 24

r P - STA TIC PRESSL'SURE ONL Y

P • T - STA TIC PRESSURE + STA TiC TORQUE

CONDITIVO DEFINITION P+C - STA 7IC PRESSURE + COMPRESSION

P.T ,- ST TI7CPRESSURE # CYCLIC TORQUE

Pc P T - CYCLIC PRESSURE # STA TiC TORQUE

lecting axial stress (as in case B of Figure 48) gives a closer approximation to condition A than the
calculation of principal stresn from condition C.

Rivet Shear Deflection Test Results

In order to verify the rivet deflection Fq (3) and (5) for titanium and aluminum, severai small
tests were performed on lap splice specimens. Each specimen consisted of a strip of bAI -4V single
annealed titanium which was riveted to a strip of 0.071 2OZ4-T3 clad shee using RV-5197-6 counter-
sunk rivets. The specimens were placed back to back as shown in Figure 50 to eliminate local bending.
Three thicknesses of titanium were used. 0.016, 0.020 and 0.025 inch. 'I he extension, under ten;. on
loadine, was measured over a 2-inch gage length using an extensometer. Extension of the sheet .as
calculated and subtracted from the overall deflection so that actual rivet deflection would be obtained.
The stiffness P/6, where P is the applied load and b is shear deflection of the rivet lobtained from the
elastic portion of the resulting load deflection curve), is compared on Figure 50 to the value calculated
from Eq (3) and (5).

Stiffened Pxtnels, 30 Inches Wide

The test results for these panels are shown in Table 12. In all cases, the strap& failed without
failure of the rivets. The maximum load to be transferred to a stlap in the DC-10 configuration is
4370 pounds for a '2.0-inch-long crack. It can be seen from Table 12 that the value of PC in all cases
is higher than thi number so that strap failure will always precede rivet failure, even with two rivet
rows.
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NO. (IN.) ()) (d)
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17 2,813 0.02o 11/16 89000 11,45 5880 34503

18 2813 0.025 7.116 87000 9,80 6725 33727

19 3.438 0.020 7/8 94 000 10.50 5700 36942

20 3.438 0.020 718 89 000 9.60 5310 34977

21 4.188 0.016 1.1110 89000 10.60 6800 34745

22(e) 3.625 0.016 29/32 96,000 9.90 3060 36 185

NOTES: (al LO.ID AT FAILURE

(b) CRACK LENGTHATFiILURE"-

(c) LOAD TRANSFERRED TO CRACK STOPPER DUE1' 7O CRACK

(d) GROW STRESS A TFAILURE

(e) AM 330 STAINLESS STEEL STRAP
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FIGURE bi. TEST SETUP FOR 30-INCH-WIDE PANELS

Rivet Shear Load Test

Figure 52 gives the results of tests performed on the small panels shown in Figure 2 5g to
determine the crack stopper to skin rivet shear load.

A Lumped Parameter Analysis, to determine the rivet shear load, was performed on one of
the panels with a 0. 020 strap. This analysis is used for a comparison with the results for the three
thicknesses of strap. It is not expected that the strap thickness variation, in the ranges considered,
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will affect thle calculatod elastic load distribution to 1% high degree. Trhe panel was divided Into banl and
shoar panael similar to %home sho~wn lit Figure 7. rhe rivet loadA wvere determined front strain gage
readings ol Oth strap rihe ordinate of FIg trom 52a to 52c is Nhown &N *hear flow in pounds /Inch and
since the rivets are spaced I inch &part. this load would, therefore, be rivet load. Thle shear flow
shown is applied to two rivots, Figure 52a shown a comparison between tout And elAstic analysis for a
0.025 strap. It can be seen that thle first rtvets yImld at a load between 3000 And 5000 pound4 and more
load Is carried by ,tho remaining rivet*. Yielding ocvurred very early for both the 0, 020 and 0. 016
straps as shown inFigures 6.)b and 52c. Figure S2d shows Applied load vorsus shear Wad in thle first
rivetsi (or tests onl two panels with 0.025 straps. The maximum load transferred from the skin to
crack stopper for DC-10 loading with a crack 4Q inches long it 4370 pounds. rhis is determined from
case 6 of Table I with cabin pressure 9, 2 psi and skin stress 80 percent of PR/t hoop stress, whero It
is I IS.,5 Inchon, It can be soen fromn Figure S2d that little or no loss in first rivet load is experienced
at this applied load, However, due to early yieldiing of thle first rivets in thle 0.020 and 0.016 straps
qhown tit Figures OTh and 54c, a looss ti the crack tip #tress ratio Rct could be expected if 0, 020 or
0,016-inch-thick straps were used,
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FIGURE 52b. RIVET SHEAR LOAD - ANALYSIS, TEST CORRELATION - 0.020 TITANIUM STRAP
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FIGURE 520. RIVET SHEAR LOAD - ANALYSIS, TEST CORRELATION - 0.012 TITANIUM STRAP
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"* 1ST PANEL WITH 0.025 STRAP
* 2ND PANEL WITH 0.025 STRAP

0.025 TITANIUM STRAP
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FIGURE 6Md. RIVET SHEAR LOAD - ANALYSIS, TEST CORRELATION - 0.025 TITANIUM STRAP

CORRELATION

Skin Criteria

Space limitations prevent illustrations such as Figure 14 for every test. Figure 53 shows the
results of test 2 on panel 3. The shape of the curve Is determined by analysis of case I of Table I and
the height by Kc* at fast fracture. The curve is plotted from Eq (8). Correlation is shown with the
analysis at crack arrest and final failure where the data points fall on the curve. For other tests where
fast fracture, arrest and failure occurred, the correlation is shown in the tables of test results by
comparing calculated crack arrest lengths and failure stresses with those obtained from test.

Frame Criteria

An example of frame stress correlation is shown in Figure 54 for panels 5 and 6. The outer
cap stresses are extremely close to the analysis but the inner cap stresses are lower. This kind of
correlation Is typical of all the tests performed. The outer, more critical cap stresses were always
extremely close to the analysis results.

Longeron Criteria

Longeron bending stresses were not predicted accurately on any of the tests on flat panels 7
to 14. Secondary eftects due to center longeron bending influenced the test results. Figure 55 shows
that at some distance from the crack, the longeron load P is acting at the centroid of the section. This
load is reacted eventually by the skin ahead of the 'ýrack and is thus transferred a distance e which
causes the longeron to bend inwards. The induced bending in the center longeron for a uniaxial loading
case causes the outer longerons to be loaded as shown in Figure 55b. The resultant bending in the
outer longerons tends to cancel out the bending caused by transfer of load from the cracked skin as
indicated in Table 4. The load input to the longeron, however, is accurately predicted by 'he analysis
for the flat panels as illustrated by Figure 56 for panels 8 and 12. If the panel section shown In Fig-
ure 55b were a section of a pressurized shell, then the inward bending of the center longeron would be
relieved by the cabin pressure and the loading W, causing relief to the outer longeron bending, would
not be present. This illustrated by Figure 57 which shows outer longeron stress correlation for the
circumferential crack test on panel 16. It can be seen that the analysis predicts quite accurately the
longeron stress for the preseurized panel. It can be seen that testing flat panels to determine fail-safe
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allowable stresses for curved panels under pressure for this condition should be treated with caution,
particularly if the residual strength is determined by stiffener criteria. The relief due to longeron
bending will produce allowable stresses higher than would be obtained from a curved panel test.

PLONGEFIONt

-C-

I o

BROKEN LONGERON

(a) (b)

FIGURE 55. CENTER LONGERON BENDING
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FIGURE 56& OUTER LONGERON LOAD. FLAT PANEL WITH CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK

FLAT PANEL VERSUS CURVED PANEL TESTING

Residual strength and crack propagaticn tests are often performed on flat, stiffened panels to
simulate fatigue-damaged curved pressurized fuselage structure. This method of testing panels loaded
uniaxially is far more inexpensive than testing large curved stiffened panels under biaxial loading condi-
tions combined with pressure.

Much can be learned from the results of flat panel testing, but care must be exercised In the
interpretation of results. For example, the bulging effect caused by pressure loading when a longitu-
dinal cra;.k is propagatud in a pressurized shell cannot be exactly simulated by flat panel testing. The
bulging causes an increase in crack tip stress intensity, particularly when the crack tips are in the
region midway between stiffeners. Tests are often performed on flat panels and the results adjusted by
bulging coefficients similar to the one proposed in Reference 23.
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'I + 10 /R

It has been shown by curved panel testing conducted at Douglas that when a two-bay longitudinal
crack is propagated with the center frame intact, the stress intensity at the crack tip can be approxi-
mated to Eq (17), provided the total crack length Is divided by two. The center stiffener remaining
intact reduces the bulging to a degree equivalent to a one-bay crack. This bulging coefficient, however,
is only valid when the crack tip is sufficiently remote from the stiffener. It has been found that with a
fuli two-bay crack, when the crack tips are in the vicinity of the outbourd stiffener, the bulging may be
ignored and flat panel data used to determine residual strength. It should be noted, however, that this
has only been substantiated on panels with titanium crack stoppers located at frame positions which
help to reduce bulging in the vicinity of the frame.

Figure 56 shows a comparison between crack growth in a curved panel subjected to biaxial load
combined with pressure, an~i that of a flat panel. The crack in the skin extends into two bays, and the
center longeron is broken in each came. The panels are Loth made from 2024 -T3 clad sheet 0.,071 inch
thick with identical framnes and longeron stiffeners. The longeron has a net area of 0, 3029 square inch
with a configuration similar to Configuration 6 in Figure 11, Reference ! . Stress intensity (actors
can be determined from the data for Case 15 in Table 4. The gross average axial stress levels are the
same in each case with the same stress ratio except that the curved panel Is also subjecte . to a cyclic
maximum pressure of 9. 3 psi. The crack growth is faster in the curved panel due to the skin working
at a higher stress than the longeron. In a proessurized shell. where th-. skin is biaxially loaded and the
stiffeners are uniaxially loaded, the skin works at a higher stress than the longeron due to strain com-
patibility. For the panel in question the skin axial stress is given by

ox 5 X 9.,183 Nx + 1. 1332 No (18)

and the longeron stress by

axL z8. 902 Nx - 2, 058 No (19)

who re
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In this case, the skin a•i.al stress it 16, 9O psi and the longeron rllterop is I, 93•0 poi, whereas
the skin and longron stress In the flat panels are both 15i,.00 psi,

CONC LUSIONS
Fracture mechanics analysis was Aucceesfully applied during the fail-safe structoral develop.ment program for the DC-10, During this program, several factors were uncovered in which signiflcanterror could be experienced if not considered in analytical procedures,
The eaffects of attachment flexibility on the stress intensity factors In stiffened panels aresignificant and should be accounted for in crack propagation and residual strength analysis,
The threshold of slow stable crack growth and the amount of growth in a0A4-T3 clad sheet isalmost entirely a function of the past load history, Crack growth during high load cyclos, where pro-load from the previous cycle hlas been relieved, is an order of magnitude greater than the type of growthexperienced during constant amplitude loading and should be accoAnted for in spectrum crack growth

analysis.

Care should be exercised when using the results of flat panel tests to predict allowable stresses
for curved sheet structure,

'rhe test results of the 24-inch-diameter cylinders, although qualitative due to thtir compara-tively diminutive sine, do at least indicate that shear stresses reduce the residual strength tit thepresence of fatigue cracks, Figure 49 iodicates that principal stresses determined from condition Bof Figure 48 are dlightly conservative when compared to the allowable# determined from condition A.It was decided to account for shoar by comparing the results of panels symmetrically loaded to aprincipal stress determined from conditiot B of Figure 48 which neglects axial stress, The effects ofaxial tftn'ion increase the allowable stress as seen from the results of tests 2 and 4 of panel 15 listed
in Table 10,

Many factors, other than the general ones mentioned above, influenced th.e final configurationselection and some of these are discussed below as they apply to the damage tolerance criteria forlongitudinal and transverse cracks,

Longitudinal Cracks

The highest limit design principal stress in the minimum gage portion of the shell Is arproxi.mately 19, 000 psi from hoop stress and shear, It was desirable to ohow the structure to be fail-safefor limit values to satisfy foreign requirements, The gross re•ldual 'trength from flat panels 2, 3and 4 without nrack stoppers and with 7075 -T73 skin, range from 18, 100 to 19, 744 psi as listed inTable 8. The various shear clips on these panels shown in Table S and illustrated in Figure 3 do not
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vary the stre-gth significantly. The results of tests on curvcd panel 15 indicate a 30-percent loss in
strength due to bulging from pressure. This is indicated by Kc* values from flat panels listed in
Table 8, comnared to those for curved panel 15 for tests without axial load listed in Table 10. It rin
be seen that 7075-T73 Rkin on panels without crack stoppers would, at best, only produce an allowable
gross stress of 13, 800 psi. With 2024-T3 skin without crack stoppers, using Rct for a = 21.5 of 1.81
(from case I of Tablc 2) and Kc* of 88, 090 ,ý.i V/Ti (from Table 10), the gross allowable stress is
just a little over 19,000 psi. In view of this, it was decided to use both 20Z4-T3 skin 0.071 thick and
crack stopper straps for the minimum gage portions of the shell. Test 2 on panel 5 tifted in Tab:e 8
had indicated a gross stress of 25, 118 psi could be applied without failure of the crack stopper to skin
rivets. It was decided, therefore, to use only two rows of rivets since the Iad transfer into the crack
stopper would only be based on a gross stress from hoop tension in the region of 12, 000 psi. Tests on
30-inch-wide panels listed in Table 12 had indicated that the required load could be transferred to the
crack stopper with two rows of rivets. Reducing the crack stopper thickness from 0.025 inch was con-
sidered but tests on panels shown in Figure 25g, with results plotted on Figures 52a to 52c, indicated
that the first rivets yield early on all thicknesses other than 0.025.

Figure 52d shows that adequate load can be transferred before rivet yield. The gross residual
strength of this configuration is approximately 26, 000 psi using Rct from case 6 of Table 2. Titanium
was chosen for crack stopper material because of its high strength-to-weight ratio and resistance to
fatigue which ensures skin cracking before crack stopper cracking.

Circumferential Cracks

For the longitudinal crack case 2024-T3 material had been chosen. This choice was sub-
stantiated by tests on 2024-T3 panels II to 14 of Figures 32 through 40 compared to 707q-T73 panels 7
to 10 of Table 9. Kc* values are shown to be almost double those of 7075-T73. Comparing allowables
for the same longeron, for example, panel 8. using 7075-T73, failed at 29,600 psi (Table 9). Panel 12
with a similar longeron but with 2024-T3 skin failed at 40, 855 psi. Hat-section longerons, in conjunc-
tion with Z024-T3, were therefore chosen for the circumferential crack condition. This configuration
gives more than adequate fail-safe capability for the selected damage tolerance.
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APPVENDIX

FORMAT 11 ANALVSIS

Unit Solution

A unitt Polution to tile stress distritivitigna in ain, uncracked Idealiaued panel in obtained using the
Force Matrix Method of structural analysis. li This method in based on the formulation uf matric
equations of equilibrium and Maxwell-Mohr equa tions of continuity. A solution to tile matri j equation*
is obtained using the Siecond Version of Fortran Matrix Abstraction Tochnique (FORMAT 11) 0. The
basitc matric equations solved in the unit solution by FORMAT U are:

F a xX +fo (Al)

A 0 0t(Z

where

F uMatrix of elametit forces in the statically indetermiAnato 4tructure resulting from unit
values of external loads

A Matrix of deflection. in the statically indeterminate structure resulting from unit
values of external loads

f x Matrix of ~ .rtforces resulting from unit valuen of the redundancies

t 2Matrix of statically determinate element forces resulting from unit values of external
loads

X (f x (f Df 0 )-

X x x 0
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whoer lio to the 11atrIx Of extoeilnl loaldo,

The mairiusa raquired from the unit solution to be uaed in the second stage or tidifiction
Analylis aral

Eq (A 0

riq (At)

to

a.-lx (fVDf 1.)

to

1)

The matrix of element torces - Eq (Al) taken the formn

[Reactionsa

m Panel ForasJ

where m ts the number o( element forces and n is the number of external load vectors. Typical valuea
of m and n arot

in 1087
I-Bay Longitudinal Crack

n 03

ni l Z3•
Z,,Bay Longitudinal Crack

n 47

m u 1043
For idealization of Figure 9

n a 39

Extractor matrices are also required in the modification analysis to extract the reactions, bar
forces, panel shear forces and panel shear (lows from the matrix F. These matrices are defined in the
unit analysis and saved for use in the modification analysis. They ate deftned as follows.

GR a Reaction extractor matrix

GB a Transposed bar force extractor matrix

GP a Panel shear force extractor matrix

OPF u Panel shear flow extractor matrix

Element Modification

The effects of track propagation in the sheet are determined by disconnecting the reactions in
the skin at the horizontal centerlite as illustrated in Figure 9. This function is performed by an ele-
ment modification procedure which requires the solution to the following matric equations:

FM V FKOI + FE.C.EO (AS)

DM v DEFKO +DE.C. EO (A6)

where

FM a Matrix of element forces in modified structure

DM a Matrix of element deflections in modified structure

$M
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FiOl W Matrix of element forces in unmodified structure

DIFKOI a Matrix of element deflections in unmodified structuro

FIE a Matrix of element forces in unmodified structure due to unit deformations of
elements to be modified

DE 4 nClement deflections in unmodified structure due to unit deformations of ele.
tments to be modified

C a Column extractor matrix

FE -f a"-I fTEM
x xx x

a;I =(fT X f )" called DXXINV

EM n Matrix defining unit deformations of elements to be modified

fx is redefined FX

i is redefined FO
OT

FE -FX. DXXINV. FXT.EM (A7)

DE o VoT (D. FE + EM) (A8)

e0 .(ADm,." - R.FE.CJ "1 R.FKOl (A9)

*.1
A , R, FKOI

R is a row extractor matrix

(,D mm)- I- D(D,.mil/Dii. -"

"D li I Original value of area, thickness or I value of element to be modified

"Di U Modified value of area, thickness or I value of element to be modified

D = Value of original element flexibility obtained from D matrix of original run

For multiple modification, the basic equations are expanded as shown. Three modificationo are
demonstrated.

A = I (AD m), 1 -mrn Im . FE. Cmm1 + Rmn.FE.C-mm + Rmm3 -.FE.G Cmmm 3)

EOM - A-I (RmmI + Rmy. 2 + Rmrnm3 )FKOl

Fmm = JFKOl : FKOI :FKOIJ + FE ICmmEOM : Cmmn2 EOM :Cmm 3 EOMJ

DMM -I DEFKOI : DEFKOI : DEFKOl + DE tCmmiEOM: Cmm2 EOM -Cmrn 3 EOMJ

These equations, written generally for r modifications, are:

A t (ADmm) I -I (Rmxmr. FE.Cmmr) (AIO)

EOM = A (Rrf nr)FKOl (All)

FMM= FKOI FKOI--------- Ir + FE [ CmmEOM Cmrn FEOM --- Ij r (AlZ)

DM EK1 DEFKOl .. r + DE 1Cmm1 EOM: CMM2E'OM .. I r (A13)

For a problem which includes only disconnecting reactions, ADmr is infinitely large
((AD )-I' = 0] and is therefore neglected. However, the capability exists to change bar areas and
pane tiicknesses by retaining ADrm,

The number of modifications in any one computer run is generally 1Z. This means that succes-
sive disconnections of 1Z reactions take place in onq computer run. The solution to the modification
matric equations is obtained using the FORMAT II abstraction instructions. 10
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To familarize the reader with the solution to the equations, an example is given for four modi-

fications using FORMAT abstraction statements for disconnect only - (ADmm)-l 0.

FKOI F. MULT.KO

DEFKO1 DELTA.MULT.KO

FXTEM =FX. TMULT. EM

Eq (A7) XEM =-DXXINV.MULT.FXTE:M

[FE =FX.MULT.XEM

fDFE =D. MULT. FE

Eq (A8) DFEM =DFE. ADD. EM.

[DE =FO. TMU LT. DFEM

RFWUN =RMMWUN. MULT. FE

AWUN = RFWUN. MULT. CMMWUN

RFTWO =RMMTWO. MULT. FE

ATWO =RFTWO.MULT.CMMTWO

SUMWAUN =-AWUN. ADD. -ATWO

Eq (A10) RFTRE =RMMTRE. MULT. FE

ATRE =RFTRE. MULT. CMMTRE

SUMTWO =-ATRE. ADD.5SUMWUN

RFFOR =RMMFOR. MULT. FE

AFOR = RFFOR.MULT.CMMFOR

A =AFOR. ADD. SUMTWO

Let 2; (RMM r) RMT

(SWUN = RMMWUN. ADD. RMMTWO

STWO = SWUN. ADD. RMMTRE

Eq (All) RMT STWO. ADD. RMMFOR

RMTFKO RMT. MULT. FK01

I.EOM A. SEQEL. RMTFKO

Let EMM Gmm IEOM: Cmm.EOM, etc.

EKWUN =CMMWUN. MULT. EOM

EKTWO =GMMTWO. MULT. EOM

ADWUN =EKWtJN. ADJOIN. EKTWO

EKTRE = CMMTRE. MULT. EOM

ADTWO =ADWUN. ADJOIN. EKTRE

EKFOR C~ MMFOR. MULT. EOM

EMM = ADTWO. ADJOIN. EKk'OR
Eq (A12)

Let FOM [FK01l FKOI -

B =FKOl. RENAME.

BWUN =FKOl. ADJOIN. B

ETWO =BWUN.ADJOIN. B

FOM =BTWO.ADJOIN.B

FEEMM = E. MULT. EMM

FMM =FOM. ADD. FEEMM
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Let DOM = DEFKO1 : DEFKOI -

C= DEFKOl. RENAME

CWUN = DEFKOI.ADJOIN.C

CTWO = CWUN. ADJOIN. C

DOM = CTWO.ADJOIN.C

DEEMM = DE.MULT. EMM

DMM = DOM. ADD. DEEMM

FMM is the matrix of element forces in the modified structure:

Reactions n

FMM = jBar Forces

IPanel Forces
mL J

Reactions, bar forces, panel forces and shear flows can be extracted from this matrix using
extractor matrices GR, GBT, GP, GPF saved from the unit analysis.

Joint external reactions: FREACT = GR.MUtLT. FMM

Bar forces: FBAR = GBT.MULT.FMM

Panel shear forces: FPANEL = GP.MULT.FMM

Panel shear flows: FFLOW = GPF.MULT.FMM

The four basic input matrices to the modification program are RMMr, CMMr, EM and KO.
RMMr and CMMr are row and column extractor matrices for the multiple modification procedure. EM
is a matrix of unit deflections for the elements to be modified. KO is a matrix of external loads.

A simple example will serve to il.ustrate the form of these matrices. Consider the idealization
of Figure 9. Suppose it is required to Oisconnect, one at a time, the first four reactions from the
vertical centerline in the skin, to simr- . a propagating crack for three different loading conditions.
There will be four RMM and CMM matrices, one EM matrix and one KO matrix. The fourth RMM and
0MM matrices only are shown for illustration. The row and column sizes for these matrices m and n
are:

rm = Number of rows in the RMM matriL: total number of modifications to be made
(10 in the example)

rn = Number of columns in the RMM matrix: total number of element forces (1043 for
the idealization of Figure 9)

cm = Number of rows in the CMM matrix: number of elements to be modified (4 in the
example, i.e., 4 reactions)

p
cn = Number of columns in the CMM matrix: total number of element modifications to be

made (10 in the example)

em = Number of rows in the EM matrix: total number of element forces (1043 in the
example)

en = Number of columns in the EM matrix: number of elements to be modified (4 in the
example)

km = Number of rows in the KO matrix: number of load vectors (39 for the idealization
of Figure 9)

kn = Number of coluimn-s in the KO matrix: number of load cases considered (3 in the
example)

1 234 M 4 234on

44
RMMFOR - 5 EM

9

Fi-t 0 10 I m - 1043

1 23456 7 8910 1

('MM FOR " 2 ' 4 "

33cm 4 4 KO L- -t
km -9
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V.C.3.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the prediction of the residual strength of relatively thick structures

for which the analysis may be undertaken on the assumption of plane strain conditions. In essence the
problem is to obtain the best estimate of stress intensity, for a given nominal stress state in the member
concerned, and to relate this to the appropriate fracture toughness value (e.g. KIc) for the material
concerned. The problems of estimating stress intensity in thick sections differ from those encountered in
dealing with thin sheet materials in so far as the 'through the thickness' dimensions and geometry of the
crack have to be considered in addition to the length of the surface crack. The general problems in such
plane strain conditions are discussed in relation to heavy members with surface flaws, corner cracks at
holes, and other natural cracks, in section V.A above, principally in relation to the prediction of crack
growth - in this latter case the predicted stress intensity is related to crack growth data for the
material concerned, rather than to fracture toughness data.

It is not intended therefore to repeat the general discussion of the prediction of stress intensity
given in V.A.2 - suffice to say that the best choice of available mathematical solution must first be made
in relation to the practical case being considered - almost invariably the best solution available falls
short of representing the complexity of the real situation and a considerable element of experience and
judgement is involved. Guidance on available solutions may be obtained from V.A.2 above and from the
comprehensive list given in Appjto V.C.1- it will be noted that some twenty solutions are listed for
crack geometries involving through-the-thickness parameters. In treating complex geometrical situations,
one or more of the solutions listed may be compounded (or superimposed) l to give a better match to the
real situation.

In the paragraphs which follow two practical examples are given to illustrate applications of
fracture mechanics in relatively thick sections - the first relates to a design problem discussed by
Wilhem2 and the second gives a comparison between predicted and observed residual strength values, taken
from work by Faulkner.

V.C.3.2 Residual strength of welded fitting (Fig.1)

In cases where there may be a crack traversing from the edge of a hole or at an angle to the loading
direction, it becomes necessary to introduce an equivalent or effective crack length rather than the
absolute measure of the crack length. In most cases, the equivalent crack length is the same as the
absolute crack length plus the discontinuity, for the crack and hole situation. However, for particular
applications, estimates should be made of effective length magnitude, and compared with the absolute crack
length. The requirements for calculating equivalent crack length will be indicated in the following
section.

The crack at a hole

A design for a proposed feed-through arm is shown in Fig.]. In its center is a hole with a tubular
insert welded at the top and bottom surface. Fatigue is a consideration, particularly if z brittle weld
condition occurs. Inspection dictates that a 1-inch crack can be detected at regular inspection periods
(we will assume a through-the-thickness crack). The arm material is 1-inch thick 2219-T851 aluminium
with a yield of 51.2 ksi, a plane strain* fracture toughness of 32.6 ksi.'in-ch, and an operating stress
environment of 35 ksi prevails.

Question: Can this design be considered safe in the presence of an inspectable crack, at a 25% overload
condition due to pressure pulses at P? What design modifications would be recommended?

STEP 1. Assuming the worst fatigue crack condition, i.e. the tube has split along the crack axis, it can
be seen that this situation then becomes the Bowie crack solution (see equation given on Fig.2).

In this case, to solve the stress intensity equation, an equivalent crack length should be introduced. In
other words, an equivalent 'Griffith' crack length must he found for the geumptry in question.

As the importance of the effective or equivalent crack length has many implications in fracture
analysis, we will present this typical example which will have direct bearing on our problem.

The stress intensity for a crack or cracks at a hole in an infinite plate in uniform tension is from
Fig. 2.

and the stress intensity for a central crack in an infinite plate in uniform tension is (from Equation VII-1,
Ref.1)

K - orA,,
e

where ae is the equivalent crack. By equating these two solutions, the equivalent crack length is
determined by

* The plane strain (Kic) fracture toughness value is applicable in this case with 1-inch thick plate
material. It would be a safe assumption that plane strain fracture behaviour predominates.
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and the vales Aare shown in Fig.2

At this point, a comparison oan be made of the effective crack length and the actual crack length of
the Bowie geometry. For a 1.0-inch diameter hole, the equivalent crack lengths are shown in Fig.3. For
the half-crack length of interest (0.25 inch, see Fig.l), it can be seen that the effective crack length
is the hole radius plus actual crack length. Beyond a crack length of 0.12 inch, there is a little
difference between the equivalent crack lengths computed by the Bowie solution or the crack length plus
radius approximation.

STEP 2. The equivalent crack length for the feed-through arm has been found to be

a 9 a + r - 0.25 inch + 0.50 inch

or

a 2 0.75 inche

STEP 3. Compute the finite geometry correction factor for the problem using the equivalent crack length.
The crack aspect ratio is (from Fig.1)

2a _ 1.5 inches
"W 6 inches 0.25

From Fig.11 X - 1.04 for a crack aspect ratio of 0.25.

STEP 4. Solve the basic stress intensity equation for critical conditions; i.e. a e a o a 0 c and
K 1 KIc in plane strain. Therefore, e

KIc 32.6 ksi/i7nzh

c Ar-a )eX Vv(0.75 inch) (1.04)

- 20.5 ksi
c

Clearly this design will not tolerate an inspectable crack at the anticipated operating conditions.

What would be the least tolerable crack for this design? The answer to this question can be obtained
through fracture mechanics by assuming bounds on the crack length parameter. For example, manipulation of
the basic stress intensity equation, again assuming critical conditions at the operating stress, 35 ksi,

-r [c7j
Sae " r 1 7 X

gives the solution for equivalent critical crack length. However, the finite width correction, X, is also
2a

a function of crack length. For this crack geometry, an estimate can be made as .- 0, X - 1.00, so the
smallest equivalent critical crack length will be 0.276 inch. Referring to Fig.2, an equivalent crack
length of 0.276 inch would be a crack less than 0.05-inch long from the edge of the 1-inch diameter hole.
This perhaps would correspond to a slight nick caused by a tool at the hole edge; therefore, a re-evaluation
of the design is inevitable.

It may be possible to introduce four reasonable design modifications which, as alternatives, could
assure a fracture safe part. They are: t'

(1) Reduce allowable operating stress,
(2) Reduce hole diameter,
(3) Use a different material (higher KIc),
(4) Reduce plate thickness and stilt meet atre88 riter'ia.

in many cases it is difficult to change the configuration to satisfy new operating parameters.
Items I or 2 could satisfy the design requirements, *a i 35 ksi, for the inspectable crack. But, we have
already seen that the smallest tolerable crack for this geometry is very small (<0.05 inch), which is an
undue restriction; and the operating s ross level may be invariant.,

This brings us to the third or fourth alternatives. Changing to a tougher material (higher KIe)
will solve the problem. However, by inoreasing the material plane strain fracture toughness, one may gain
some of the necessary fracture resistance, but not enough for the given operating stress and inspectable
crack. This leaves the remaining fourth alternative as a consideration.

It will be remembered that by reducing the plate thickness, one takes advantage of the material's
ability to fracture by net section yielding. In other words, a brittle fracture behaviour had been
assumed and by reducing the thickness a mixed mode or possibly plant stress fracture would result. This
would tend to result in higher values of fracture tuughnees. Plane stress (Ku) fracture toughness values
of " 113 ksiJlich have boon reported for this 2219 material in 0.10-Luch thick sheet. This value
reflects the influence of plastic zone site. In this problem we could safely assume that for a reduction
in plate thickness to I inch, we would gain " 50Z of the plane stress fracture toughness, or 56.5 ksi'1nch.
(This would be a conservative estimate and would imply that full plastic tone development or total plane
stress behaviour would not be realized.)
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Design with reduced thickness

STEP 5. Compute the new critical fracture stress based on a mixed mode type of failure with a reduced
plane stress fracture toughness, Kc- 57 ksin/iTch.

c 57 ksiV nich
c /- -a X A(0.75 inch) (1.04)ec

S= 36 ksi

Therefore, this re-design (assuming a 35 ksi operating stress) would be considered fracture safe
for the 1-inch crack condition, but not for the 25% overload condition. However, compensation
must be made for the reduction in area caused by the reduction in thickness.

The designer and stress analyst must now decide on the basis of stress analysis of this re-design
if a reduction in plate thickness will meet static strength requirements, and other stress criteria, for
example. This is where the interplay between material/stress and fracture parameters enters the picture,
and trade-offs are selected.

V.C.3.3 Residual strength of main spar booms containing cracks

The information presented in this section was obtained from residual strength calculations and
associated laboratory tests on main spar booms of extruded 9ection In aluminium alloy. Tle cross-sections
of the spars considered and the crack geometries are shown in Figs.4-8. The five configurations are
designated Types I-5.

Details of theoretical calculations

The following assumptions and generalisations have been made in the calculations:-

(I) In all cases the cracks have been considered to be corner cracks and a solution for this type of
crack taken from a Boeing document 3 has been used. This solution is as follows:-

K - 0.795a Va

where a is the crack length measured along the surface and a is the stress.

The assumption that the cracks could be considered as corner cracks has been taken to apply both to
true corner cracks and also in the case of cracks growing from both sides of a hole. However, in the
detail tests on Type 5 a number of the specimens had cracks grown from one side of a relatively small hole
only and thus the restraint imposed on the crock in these cases would obviously affect the stress
intensity at the cracV tip. Consideration of solutions available for similar geometries for sheet condi-
tions suggest that a correction factor in the order of 1.75 needed to be applied and thus the sclution
used for this case is:-

k 0,- 79 o 0.4540 Af ,

(2) The K10 values used in the nalculations were those determined using specimens cut from the detail
residual strength specimens.

For the specimens Types 1, 2 and 3, thv valuoes uf KI for 4 total of 16 specimens cut from two
residual strength specimens, ranged betwewe. 24.6 to 31,8 koi/1inch and the majority of the Type 4 and 5
results fell between 24 and 35 koi/Fn-ch for a total of 36 specimens cut from 9 booms.

Presentation of results

In Fig. 9 , two scatter bands have been Orawn. These represent the range of the oecaZateatd crack
lengths against stress level for the two crack geometries considered, The width of the scattor band
being determined by the scatter in Kit,

The measured crock lengths and stress levels for all the relevant specimens available have been
plotted on this graph, (No results are plotted on thls figure for Type 3 specimens - aea below,)

In Tablo 1, Cho teauIts #to elsu presented in tabular form, Included In this table are a number of
crack# present in the Type 3 residual strength specimen which did not prove to be critical, and thus the
actual tallihg load ran only be s#aid to be in axceas of that attained during Che test,

Due to the amsunt of bhnding present in the spotimena, the stress level plotted is not the average
stress over the whole of the boom area but the more local tresoeos meosur#d during the various test.
Also, in the case of the Type 4 speoclmns with cracks in the lowtr flange, the creek length considered to
that meastued in the body of the boom alo se difficulty was experienced In deciding which crack dimension
to take as the critical length. It should ht noted hoveor that in these asoes, the whole of the bottom
flange was also cracked,

II
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TAble I

COHPARISON or AcruAL AND THRIORETICAL FAILING .OA118

8rrVeith X V•L*
Type Longth

of of Calculated
Op e c im an c rec k . A c tua l M l.. - ax ,

0.6 50 to 62 40 52
0,13 In excess of 66 as 110
0.13 113 06 114
0.15 99,5 79 105
0.2 73.8
0.2 87.4 69 89
0.2 89,6 6
0.2 93.4
0.22 94 66 86
0,22 94.8
0.23 75.6 64 84
0.26 84 61 79
0.32 53.8 55 71

2 0.14 66 62 80

3 0.75 total In e'coss of 62 58 74
0.3 total In excess of 66 90 115

0.15 121.6 101 148
0.25 87.8 78 114
0.32 88.2 69 102

4 0.4 70.4 62 90
0.54 81.9 53 78
"0.6 86.5 51 74
0.7 79.6 47 69

0.34 160 140 205
0.44 154 122 180
0.5 137.8 i15 170
0.6 142 105 155
0.75 112.5 94 138
1.0 86 82 120

* Fully factored design load.
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SUMMARY

During the development of the many pressure vessels used In the Apollo
Prcgram several 2erious faiIures were encountered. Also, such failures have
occurred in other aerospace program Even with relatively Inert environ-
ments failures have occurred after cnly a few pressure cycles. In some
cases through-the-thickness cracks formed and the vessels leaked. In other
cases, unfortunately, small surface or embedded flaws grew to critical size
prior to growing through the thickness of the vessel wall and catastrophic
failure ensued.

Considering the severe consequence of a pre-launch or In-flight failure of a
launch vehicle or spacecraft pressure vessel, the ational Aeronautics and
Space Administration has, during the past several years, devoted much atten-
tion to this fracture control problem. Research programs have beer sponsor-
ed for the purpose of Investigating failure mechanisms, obtaining static
frncture toughness and subcritical flaw growth data, and developing fracture
mechanics analysis methods applicable to both thick and thin walled vessels.
The role of the proof pressure test In failure preventlo, was investigated
and was Implemented as one of the more Important facets of the pressure
vessel fracture control plan used In the Apollo Program. Other Important
facets Include rigid controls on test fluids, test pressures, pressure cycles,
pressurization and depressurization rates, and hold times at proof pressure.
Close surveillance of actual pressure vessel histories was also an essential
part of the plan.

This chapter reviews several of the different types of pressure vessel
failures which have been encountered, and presents a discussion of the
important considerations and the general technical approach being used to
prevent such failures In the future. This encompasses many considerations
ranging from Initial material selection through the final acceptance of
Individual batches of propellant based on the results of fracture specimen
tests. Examples of static fracture toughness and subcritical flaw growth
data, which have been obtained on various research programs are included.
Cyclic lives, times to failure and flaw growth rates are discussed in the
context of linear elastic crack tip stress Intensity factors. It Is shown
how the proof test Is used to provide assurance of subsequent service life
for both thick and thin walled vessels, and test procedures are recommnended
which should ,qlnimlze potential damaging effects of the test which can occur
as a result of flaw growth.

lecause of the many factors Involved it is unlikely that service failures of
pressure vessels can be completely eliminated In the Immediate future.
However, with continued Improvement it Is believed that the general design
approach outlined herein provides the best opportunity of achieving this goal.

Introduction

Pressure vessels generally contain flaws or defects which are either Inherent in the materials
or Introduced during a fabrication process. Relatively large flaws can cause failure to occur during
Initial proof testing. Smeller flaws can survive proof testing, but with pressure cycles and/or after a
period of time of sustained pressure loading, they my grow until a particular flaw Is of the minimum size
necessary to cause failure. From an economic standpoint It Is Important that the failure of aerospace
pressure vessels during proof testing be minimized. From the standpoint of economic and personnel safety,
It is Important that operational failures be prevented.

During the past several years some costly proof test failures have occurred which were directly"d'.."*•"Able to orer-existing flaws. Probably one of the most spectacular examples was the failure of a 260-. WI sellq -,.•lna. stl- shown In Figure 1.

(Referer.ce ) Severa I NOT methods had been applae to tSni ca.m ,.,w....
Inspection of all weliments and weldment repairs. The pre-existing flew which served as the primary frac-
ture origin is shawm In the Insert in Figure 1. Failure occurred at a stress level loss than fifty percent
of the material tensile yield strength. Other examples of proof test failures can be cited from tests of
targe aluminum propellant tanks and smaller auxiliary tanks used In the Apollo program.

Failures have occurred In the preflight checkout or storage condition stages. Aftar only 21
hours of sustained pressurization, an Inclusion In the parent metal of a welded high pressure helium tank
grow to 150 percent of Its Initial size, and caused catastrophic failure. This failure was In a relatively
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inert environment. Hostile environments (e.g.. N2C 4 , methanol, and water) have caused many more failures
in high strength vessels. In many of these cases, post nortern examinaticn revealed that the initial flaws

were extremely small (below 10 percent of the critical size), and, as might have been expe;ted, they escaped
detection because they were below the limits of nondestructive I.spection capability. Flaw growth under
the action of both loading and environment played the predominant role in these cases. An example of one
such failure is the Apollo service module fuel tank shown In Figure 2. This failure occurred after one
hour and fifty minutes of 245 psi, using methanol. The design burst pressure for the vessel was 360 psig
and a proof test had oeen conducted at 320 psig. The tank was fabricated from forged 6AI-4V titanium and
was solution treated and aged to a tensile ultimate strength of 165 ksi minimum. Examinations of the
fracture showed that a stress sorrosion crack had extended to a depth of about 60% of the thickness at
which time it became unstanle and complete fracture occurred. The fracture origin is also shown in Figure
2. The approximate depth and length of the stress corrosion crack is indicated in the figure.

From the above examples it is clear that the prevention of pressure vessel failures Involves
the understanding and control of many interrelated factors. Nondestructive inspection will not prevent
failures If the techniques used cannot detect the flaw that must be detected; the proof test does not
provide assurance against subsequent failure if the environment to which the vessel is exposed induces an
excessive amount of crack growth; and the often used practice of using high design factors of safety to
obtain pressure vessel reliability is not necessarily the answer. For example, the design factor would
have had to been nearly twice as high as that used to prevent the m'tgr case failure shown in Figure I.

It is obvious that failures such as those described have provided substantial incentive to
develop and apply pressure vessel fracture control measures. During the past several years a considerable
amount of attention has been devoted te this problem. The primary effort has been directed towards the
development and application of fracture mechanics techniques. This chapter reviews these techniques and
discusses the usefulness and limitations of the proof pressure test as it relates to reliable service per-
formance.

Important Considerations in Preventing Failures

The _'ree major considerations In the prevention of proof test and service failures tf metallic
pressure vessels are, the initial flaw sizes, the critical flaw sizes (i.e.. the sizes required to cause
fracture at a given stress level) and the subcritical flaw growth characteristics. (See the block diagram
in Figure 3.) The prevention of proof test failure is dependent upon the actual Initial flaw sizes being
less than the critical flaw sizes at the proof stress level. In order to obtain confidence that the vessel
will not fail in service, it is necessary to show that the largest possible initial flaw in the vessel
cannot grow to critical size during the required life span. The significant parameters affecting critical
flaw sizes are the applied stress levels, the material fracture toughness values, the pressure vessel wall
thickness, the flaw location, and the flaw orientation. For surface and Imbedded flaws in a tension loaded
elastic stress field the stress intensity factor associated with the critical flaw size Is denoted as Kic.
The determination of actual initial flaw sizes depends upon the use of nondestructive InspecJon procedures.
The stress intensity factor associated with the initial flaw size is denoted KlI. As will be discussed, a
successful proof pressure test can provide a measure of the maximum possible KIi/KIc In the vessel when It
is placed into service.

Subcritical flaw growth can occur as a result of cyclic loading, sustained stress loading and
combined sustained stress and cyclic loading. When the sustained stress flaw growth Is environmentally
induced, it is often termed stress corrosion and combined cyclic and sustained stress growth Is :aWled
corrosion fatigue. Because of the potentially high rates of flaw growth, the problems of sustained stress
and combined cyclic and sustained stress growth are of major Importance in the design of aerospace pressure
vessels.

Evaluating Cyclic and Sustained Stress Flaw Growth

Of the many types of laboratory specimens used fir obtaining fracture toughness values and sub-
critical flaw growth data, those which involve plane strain cracking are of most Interest to pressure
vessel designers. Specimens containing through-the-thickness cracks must be relatively thick for most
materials in order to develop plane strain conditions at the crack tip. This limitation can and has
restricted the use of such specimens. As applied to the problem of predicting critical flaw sizes and
evaluating subcritical flow growth in both "thick anI thin walled"* aerospace pressure vessels, the
surface flawed or "part-through" type cracked specimen has probably found the widest use. (Reference 2,
3, and 4). With this specimen the initial flaw closely simulates the type of flaws often encountered in
service, and it can be oriented to suit the flaw growth characteristics destred. Unlike the through-the-
thickness crack, hotever, continuous "on line" measurement of crack length or flaw size is not possible.

A procedure for the evaluation of cyclic flaw growth using surface flawed specimens is sche-
matically Illustrated in Figure 4a. The KIc for the material is first determined from static pull tests
of a surface flawed specimen. A series of flawed specimens are then placed into test, e ch specimen being
cycled to a different maximum applied Initial stress intensity. Typically, a zero-full tension-zero loading
profile, such as illustrated on the figure Insert, Is applied but other loading profiles appropriate to
specific situations may also be used. The number of cycles required to cause failure of each specimen Is
determined and a relationship between initial applied stress intensity and cycles to failure Is established
by the complete set of specimens. The applied stress levels should be sufficiently high (and the specimens

*Wdhen the wall thickness Is large enough and/or the Kic Is low enough so that the critical depth for a
long surface flaw Is less than 1/2t, the vessel Is herein termed "thick-walled". Where the critical
depth of a long surface flaw is greater than 1/2t, the vessel is herein termed "thin-walled".
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sufficiently thick) that failure will occur before the crack depth has exceeded one half the specimenthickness to ensure that the crack growth occurs under conditions of maximum constraint. The data can berepiotted In a completely equivalent manner as shown on Figure 4b. The rate of crack growth as a functionof the applied stress intensity can then be established by determination of the slopes of the crack lengthversus cycle plots at a series of selected stress Intensity values. A typical result obtained for
titanium cycled at 70"F is shown in Figure 5.

The procedure for evaluating sustained stress flaw growth with surface flawed specimens issimilar in principle to that used for the cyclic stress flaw growth determinations. The process Is Illus-trated schematically In Figure 6a. As before, the Kic of the material Is determined and a series of flawedspecimens are placed into the test environment and loaded to various fractions of Kic. The time requiredfor fracture Is noted for those specimens which fail within some reasonable time, (e.g.. specimens 3 and 4)it Is still possible to obtain flaw growth information by "marking" the crack front (applying a number oflow stress fatigue cycles) and then pulling the specimen apart. The fracture face will usually permitdirect measurement of sustained load growth by separation of the striated areas produced by the cyclicloading operations. The fracture surface preceded by such a sequence Is shown In Figure 6b. The striatedarea produced by the initial flaw sharpening operation and the area produced by the final working operationare separated b;. a clearly visible area representing the crack growth during the sustained load test.

A point Is finally reached that neither failure nor flaw growth occur, (e.g., specimens 5 and6.) the highest level of K for which this condition obtains, Is called the threshold stress intensity, Kth(or Kiscc If due to stress corrosion cracking - Reference 5).

Another method of obtaining Kth values using surface flawed specimens Is through the use of asingle wire strain gage, which measures the flaw opening as a function of tlrs. See Figure 7. The flawopening measurement Is used to provide an Indirect indication of flaw growth as a function of time at load(I.e., the deeper the flaw the larger the opening strain). The highest applied stress intensity at which
there Is no indication of flaw growth is then designated as the threshold value.

Such flaw opening measurements can also be used to obtain an estimate of flaw growth rate asa function of stress Intensity level, however, in the interpretation of flow opening measurements it. souldbe recognized that the change in flaw opening with time at load may be due to both flaw growth and plasticdeformation at the flaw tip. This Is Illustrated In Figure 8. As shown on the figure, the portion of theflaw opening strain due to plastic deformation should approach zero when the plastic zone size, w, is smallcompared to the remaining ligament thickness, tn. This can generally be accomplished by testing shallowflaws In relatively thick specimens. The proportlonalltyconstant In the expression relating the changeIn strain, Aft a, with flaw growth,A(e/Q). can be determined from partial growth specimens as shown inFigure 9. The procedure for obtaining flaw growth rate as a function of stress Intensity level from flawopening strain versus time recurds Is schematically Illustrated in Figure 10. Some actual oscillographrecords of flaw opening strain versus time for 6AI-kV titanium (STA) in helium gas are shown In Figure It.From these records the growth rate curves shown in Figure 12 were obtained. It Is Interesting to notethat over-a considerable range in stress Intensity the growth rate !s nearly constant. A similar curvefor 6A1-IIV titanium (STA) in freon TF is shown In Figure 13. At an applied stress Intensity level of about59% of the Kic value the growth rate is approaching zero. This stress Intensity Is thus considered to bethe threshold level.

The discovery of a unique Kth for a given material and environment is the key to the designof safe pressure vessels subjected to sustained loading. While Kth can be 80 percent of KIc or higher ininert environments, (e.g., the titanium In helium gas) more hostile media (e.g.. the freon TF) can signifi-cantly reduce this value. In general, it has been found that Kth values decrease with increasing yieldstrength In steel alloys (References 6 and 7). Also, there Is considerable evidence to indicate that sus-tained load flaw growth Is most severe under conditions of plane strain (Reference 5). Reference 8 showsthat Kth values, determined from through-the-thickness cracked specimen tests, Increase with decrease In
specimen thickness.

Studies of flaw growth and stress Intensity In aggressive environments (Reference 7, 9, 10,li, and 12) Indicate an ever Increasing growth rate with Increasing stress Intensity, however, as shownin Figu-& 13 It may be relatively constant over an appreciable range in stress intensities. In these testsfor Kth. one often encounters wide scatter, abnormally short times to failure and very marked dependenceon environmental characteristics (media and temperature), and even on minor changes in chemical composition,
(References 3 and 13).

In cheoically inert environments the crack qrowth rate Initially decreases with increasingstress intensity. If the Initial stress Intensity Is vi,'ficlantly low, the crack may halt. At higher
stress intensities, the crack growth rate posses through r minimum and then Increases steadily to an Insta-bility. Such flaw growth behav!or wea reported by Johnson (Reference 6) for AN 350 steel in a purified
argon environment. This behavior was also roted In Reference 2 for SAI-2.SSn(ELI) titanium and 2219-T87
aluminum.

from these remarks, It Is apparent that the service condition in... be carefully simulated.During the post faw years a considerable amunt of sustained load flaw growth datii have been obtained on anumber of different material-environment combinations. A summery of some Kth lnfor.;-'on Is given In Table i.

.%Fwv~ inesty App roach

Probably the most convincing evidence that the stress Intensity factor, K, Is the controllingmechanical parameter in ;yclic and sustained stress flaw growth are the correlations obtained betweenvarious types of fracture specimens and between specimens and actual pressure vessels.
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Referencea IS shows correlations between two type% of specimens used to obtain cyclic flaw
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Kit /itic vopsus cycle curves for Ladish 06AC %teel, The results showed close Agreement between the two
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b, Correqlation BeotweenSpecimens And Pies-suro Vessels

Correlation* between sustained stress flow growth In surfoce flowed fracture npecimens and
pressure voeso.ls subjected to cyclic and sustained pressurizat ion are shown In References 2, 16 and 17.
In References 2 and 16 aluminum and titanium vessels containing small Initial fatigue cracks were tested
In onvirtinmitnte of room temperature Air, liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen and the results were comp~ared
with the fracture epecimen data, Reference 17 shows results of Inconel 718 fracture specimans and pre-flawed
pressure vessel sustainea stress tests in the environment of high preseure (5,000 psi g gaseous hydrogen
at room temperature, Figures 11, and 15 show comparisons between some of the pre-flawed pressure vessel and
specimens tests. Similar results were previously obtained for Ladish DI6AC steel prossueo vessels, and are
shown In Reference IS, In none of the tests was nere any signific~ant differences In flaw growth char--
acteristics between the biaxially streissed vessels and the uniaxially stressed specimens.

In addition to laboratory specimen-pressure vessel comparisonit, there have been a number of
Instances uuring the past several years where sustained stress fracture specimen date and fracture mechanics
ana'lyses have been used to describe conditions leading up to service failures and were used to arrive at
corrective actions. For oetample, service failure correlations Involving a 4330 steel hydraulic actuator
failure In a water environment are shown In References 18 and 19, and titanium pressure vessel failures

* with N204. propellant In Referenice 20. The Apollo service module fuel tank failure shown in Figure 2 also
Illustrates the usefulness of fracture specimen testing in a service failure analysis. Laboratory tests O
on uniaxial surface flawed specim imade from mAterial from the failed vessel resulted In the sustained
stress flaw growth curve shown In Figure 16. As can be seen from this figure the Kth for the material In
the metJLolI environment Is about 24 percent of KlC. The average Kic values for the material was about
44ks if 'in. The resulting predicted critical flaw size curve Is shown In Figure 17. Also shown on this

* figure Is the threshold stress Intensity curve. As can be seen from the figure an Initial flaw or defect
greater than about 2.5 mils deep would result In a stress Intensity above the threshold value at the test
pressure level of 245 psig. In that machining grooves have been observed on Apollo pressure vessels in ex-
cess of this depth It Is reasonable to assume that the subject vessel also contained such initial defects.
During the one hour and 50 minutes at the 245 psig pressure the Initial defect grew In size and catastrophic
failure occurred when the stress corrosion crack attained the critical size. From the curve shown In Figure
17 the predicted critical depth Is 0.31 Inches. This predicted size corresponds closely with that observed
at the actual fracture origin as shown In Figure 2.

Combined Cyclic and Sustained Stress Flaw Growth

As previously described, the cyclic life fore given cyclic load profile and environment depends
primarily on the ratio of Initial to critical stress Intensity. A large number of pressure vessel materials
have been Investigated and a significant amount of cyclic flaw growth data obtained. Some such data was
shown In the specimen-pressure vessel correlations previously discussed. Another set of typical data Is
illusvrated In Figure 18. In this figure both a best fit curve and a statistically determined lower bound
curve are shown.

a. Implications for Design

If the maximum Initial stress Intensity at the operating stress level In a pressure vessel Is

known, It can be entered In the ordinate of Kii/Kic versus cycle plot and the cycles to failure (i.e.,



Qyfles to InoreAte @KII to KI) reod off the abscisl, llAIeveP, thi* M%1 that 01either 1h1 vessel I
F.Velet at a frequencgy Qo ~atablo it) that u4ed In generating thea specimen dIata or that cycliQ freoquoeny It
not iNotlantl, In Aeferente It, It wll hypotllheflled that below lthe luttiled stlels threshold %troet
Inltntity value (9kn) ycIIQ frequency (or hold time at alaimum load) probably would not have a taJor offecl
on the cycll flow growth rate, Iit above Kth, It could h•ve a l1040 effect, In other words, the Minlimum
cycle life was lifiled to the I t*nk rp of reQuilred to ln•calse the Initial wtriss Intensity KII to the
KIh value #nd that above the Kth level fallure could o9cur In one additional Qycle If the hold time were
tutfhiintly long, Oi a KII/KIc versus log uycies curve, this is represented by the difference between
0*tiveyles at KlilKIg and Kth/Kial

From an esperlitentanl stadpoint, if one waer to teslt a *eies of specimens with very lonq hola
time% at maximum load, the total cyclic life for each specimon would be expected to be veducetl by An Increm-
untal nu1ir4 of cycles, N0 , corresponding to that at the Kth/KIO level for data obtained at A rolatively
high cyclic frequency, These predluted upper and lower bound curves for very short and long hold times at
maximum Ioad are Illustrated schematically In Figure 19a,

Yo date there 1i only a limited amount of experimental data to substantiate this prediction,
Some of these data were developed for NASA Lewis Research Center on 1219-487 aluminum and $A-2,5SIn(ELI)
titanium in the relatively Inert environment of liquid nitrogen and are shown In Referente 2, Otte for the
titanium alloy are reported in Figure 19b. These, as well as the other dlroA In Reference 2 tend to support
the original Reference 18 hypothesis, When materials are subjected to mtre agressiva onvIronmants (I.e,,
those resulting In low Kth /Kig values) there Is considerable doubt as to the general validity of the
hypothesis, There Is some data on 8AW-Illo-IV titanium In salt water which Indicates that cyclic frequency
has no significant effect on growth rate at stress Intensity levels below Kth, These data are shown In
F'igure 20, On the other hand, Investigations by %barsom (Reference 21), and Wel (Reference 22) have shown
that for some material-environment corbinatlons, both the environment and the cyclic frequency can affect
the growth rates at stress Intensity values below Kth, For example, larsom has shown that, for INI steel
In salt water, cyclic growth rates are higher than In a dry environment, and progressively Increase with
decreasing cyclic frequency (Ie., from 600 cpm to 6 cpm) at stress Intensity (Kmax) levels less than Kth,
A complete explanation of this type of behavior has yet to be obtained, however, It Is apparent that addi-
tional research on environmentally enhanced fetigue growth (i.e., corrosion fatigue) Is required,

If It is necessary to use materials with low threshold values (less than 70 or 80% Kit) In the
expected operating environment, the effect of environment and cyclic frequency on cyclic flow growth rates
should be determined end the appropriate rates used In the pressure vessel life estimations, As mentioned
above, the minimum allowable cyclic life should be limited to the number of cycles required to Increase the
Initial stress Intensity KII to the Kth value,

c. Effect of Wall-Thickness

The technique for using KII/Kic versus time data to estimate pressure vessel life are dependent
upon pressure vessel wall thickness. For "thick-walled" vessels the Kil/Kic curves can be used as Indicated
above. For "thin-willed" vessels the task Is somewhat more complicated. When the depth of a surface flaw
becomes large with respect to the wall thickness, the stress Intensity Is higher than that predicted by the
original Irwin surface flaw equation (Reference 23) and as a result, the -ubcritical flaw growth rates will
be higher and the total life shorter than that obtained from KII/KIc curves of the type shown in Figure 18.
(It should he noted that shallow surface flaw specimens are used In generating the basic KIi/Kjc data.)
The increase In stress Intensity for long surface flaws and for semicircular surface flaws, which become
deep with respect to the wall thickness have been approximated by Kobayeshi (Reference 24.) and Smith
(Reference 25), respectively. For thin-walled vessels, Reference 26 provided a method for estimating
cyclic flaw growth rates using shallow flaw data by Inclusion of the deep flaw stress Intensity magnifica-
tion, Using this method flaw growth rate curves are obtained by differentiating the KIl/KIc versus cycle
curve. For a given vessel design, the flaw growth rate curves are then arithmetically integrated using
the Kobayashi approximation to account for the Increase In stress intensity as the flaw approaches the
free surface.

In an attempt to obtain a better insightinto the behavior of deep surface flaws In thin walled
vessels and to evaluate the validity of the method for predicting cyclic flaw growth suggested In Reference
26, NASA initiated an experimental Investigation of a titanium and an aluminum alloy under Contract
NAS3-10290. While the results of this work are reported in detail In NASACR-72606 two significant findings
were as follows:

1. For very long surface flaws (i.e., small a/2c values) the Kobayashi approximation tended
to underestimate the magnitude of the deep flaw stress Intensity magnification. As seen In Figure 21 this
Is particularly true for the titanium alloy.

2. Cyclic flaw growth rates can in some cases be significantly higher than those predicted
from shallow flaw data corrected for stress Intensity magnification. This appears to be th6 case when the
crack tip elastic zone Is large compared to remaining ligament between the flaw tip and the back surface.

A complete understanding and explanation of these preliminary findings Is not yet available
and as a result improved (i.e., more precise) life prediction procedures for thin walled vessels cannot yet
be firmly established. However, It is important to rec, gnlze that the procedure presented In Reference 26
can under certain conditions result In unconservative life estimates and that It Is possible to avoid this
unconservatiam. Specifically, the use of the procedure can result in an excessively high estimate of cyclic
life for the situation when the threshold flaw size is very deep with respect to the wall thickness (i.e.,

"LL



#ptjtjukImteltQy one Platilc gons sirtA from the back surfacv). Llkewla, It can result In an unconservative
(Nut) not necessarIly dangsroul) estimate of the nuwber of cycles for a flaw to grow through the wall thick-
not% tot, the situatlon when the critical flaw depth aotually exceeds the wall thickness. To avoid unonnisr-
vafilvo stiimats In the•s ltuatilons It appears desirable to experimentally obtain cyclic life data using
test %pecimens with the same thickness is the actual vessel and containing long surface flaws%

It Is hoped that with further reseairh both the deep flaw stress Intensity magnification and
growth problems will be clarified so that •mproved lIfe and failure made prediction procedures can be
reconomnded.

Pro.fTe±Lt* on Aqtual Prsisure Vessls

a. jIntlI •tress Intensity Factors in Service

A key factor then In the application of sIlutained stress and combined cyclic and sustained
stress flaw growth date Is prior Knowledge of Initial flaw %lit or more specifically, Initial stress Inten-
sity (KIl) levoel within the vessel. The actual Klu values are a func.tion of both the actual Initial flaw
shapes and location, If Initial flaw site and stress levels can be defined, the stress Intensity can usually
be determined with a reasonable degree of accuracy using available stress Intensity solutions or approxima-
tions (References 23, 27, 28 and 29). Determination of actual Initial flaw sizes Is dependent upnn non-
destructive Inspection.

A measure of the maximum possible Initial stress Intensity ca~i be obtained from a properly
designed and successful proof pressure test. Some comments on nondestructive Inspection are given In
Appendix I.

it was originally pointed out In Reference 30 that a successful proof test to a pressure Ox
the maximum operating pressure Indicates that the maximum possible KII/KIc at the maximum operating pr.itssure
Is equal to I/acand that this value could than be used In conjunction with KII/KIc versus cycles data to
estimate minimum life, Additionally It was pointed out In Reference 18 that the validity of the minimum
life prediction was not dependent upon an accurate knowledge of either the actual applied stress levels or
the finite fracture toughness (Kic) values, both of which vary throughout a given vessel. However, the
accuracy of the prediction Is dependent upon the validity of the sustained stress and combined cyclic and
sustained stress flew growth data and th's In turn emphasized the need for determining the areas of the
vessel (I.e., welds, parent metal, etc,) whirth exhibit the highest growth rates and lowest Kth values,
Also, It is Important to make sure that compositional changes and/or both batch to batch variations In
propellants and test fluids used In the vessels will not result In lower Kth values than those used In the
original analysis (or design) of the vessel. The control procedures used in Apollo pressure vessels are
discussed In Appendix II.

b, The Test Factor

From the standpoint of Initial design the minimum required proof test factor for a pressure
vessel Is OL a I +* allowable KII/KIc and In order to prevent delayed time failure the allowable KII/KIc
must be less than the minimum Kth/Klc. The amount less depends upon the prossure cycle requirements.

c. Undesirable Flaw Growth During the Proof Test

Since the Initial introduction of the concept, there have been concerns expressed about possi-
ble damaging effects of the proof test and speculation as to whether the test could actually cause an oper-
ational failure of a vessel which otherwise might have performed satisfactorily. Also, there have been
numerous questions about the value of the test as a function of pressure vessel wall thickness, the selec-
tion of the test temperature, test media, pressurization and depressurizatlon rates, time at maximum pres-
sure, multiple proof test cycles and the need to simulate service loads other than internal pressure.

Subcritical flaw growth can and often does occur even In relatively Inert environments. It
is therefore likely that during the time required to perform a proof test Initial flaws or defects in the
ves.;el can increase In size (or possibly even new flaws could be opened up). In fact, if the proof test
is not properly designed (e.g., ob is e. 1 4 allowable KIt/KIc, depressurization rates which are too slow
or the test being conducted with an agressive test media), the flaw growth occurring during the test can
be sufficient to cause a subsequent operational failure, which otherwise may not have occurred.

d. Non-Service Test Temperature

If the proof test Is performed at a temperature which is different from the operating temper-
ature, the required minimum proof test factor Is as follows:

I KIc at Proof Temperature
-=• = _X

allowable KII/Kic KIc at Operating Temperature

The advantage of testing at a temperature where the Kic is lower than at the operating temperature is that
either a lower proof test factor can be used or a larger operational life can be assur,.d. The disadvantages
are possible Increased risks of proof test falluro and the need for an accurate know] ge of how Kic varies
with temperature for all of the materials In the vessel.

* The plastic zone size can be estimated from the expression 1 ( K 2

"T- •y--S-)
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e. Effect of Thickness

From analysis, It can be shown that regardless of the pressure vessel wall thickness, the
required minimum proof test factor,.( , should be I -4 allowable KII/Kic, however, the value of the proof
test In providing assurance against service failure changes with decreasing wall thickness and/or increasing
fracture toughness, KIc, as does the predicted pressure vessel failure mode, This is illustrated in
Figure 22.

f. Dangers of Slow Rates of Pressurization and Depressurization

If the pressure vessel Is pressurized at a slow rate or if the proof pressure Is sustained
for a prolonged period of time, the probability of a proof test failure is Increased, because of possible
slow flaw growth. However, subsequent to a successful test it .:an still be said that the maximum KII/KIc
at the operating pressure Is equal to I/eC . On the other hand, if the vessel is slowly depressurized such
that the flaw which was Just smaller Lhan critical size at the proof stress level continues to grow, the
maximum possible KIi/KIc after the test will be greater than 1/c. . In fact, it appears that If the
positive dK/dt due to flaw growth Is greater than the negative dK/dt due to reduction in stress the vessel
could even fail during depressurization.

The amount of flaw growth which will actually occur during depressurization Is dependent on
the actual KIl/KIc ratio (or Initial flaw size) at the start of depressurizatlon, the depressurization rate,
and the sustained stress flaw growth characteristics of the vessel materials In the proof test media. It
is apparent that In order to minimize the flaw growth one should use a test fluid which is relatively inert,
and use a high rate of depressurization. If it is assumed that the Kii/KIc ratio at the start of depressur-
ization approaches unity (i.e., the vessel Is just about to faIl) and if sustained stress flaw growth rate
data for the material-environment are available, it is then possible to determine the maximum possible
KII/KIc at the start of the vessel's operational life as a function of depressurization time.

(1) An Example with Titanium Alloy

This was done for 6AI-4V titanium pressure-vessel proof tested with gaseous helium (i.e.,
Kth - .90 KIc) and the results are shown In Figure 23. In this study the negative dK/dt due to reduction
in stress was based on an assumed linear reduction In pressure with time (i.e., the dashed lines In Figure
23). The solid curves in Figure 23 represent the actual reduction in KII/KIc for various depressurization
times. These curves account for the change In stress Intensity due to flaw growth above the Kth value due
to stress reduction, The growth rate data shown In Figure 12 was used in determining these curves. The
locus of Kji/KIc values at the given depressurization times represent the maximum possible Kli/KIc values
In the vessel when it is put Into service.

g. Multiple Proof Tests

In general, very little can be gained by performing multiple proof test cycles. Even after
the last cycle all that can be said Is that the maximum possible KII/KIc - I/ac, and the cycles performed
subsequent to the first cycle could have done some amount of needless damage to the vessel as a result of
cyclic flaw growth. However, occasionally special circumstances dictate the naed or make It desirable to
conduct more than one proof test. Such special circumstances Include the following cases:

(1) A single proof test cannot be designed to envelop the critical operational pressure.
temperature and external loading combinations.

(2) The vessel was modified or repaired subsequent to the initial test and the modified
and repair-ed areas need to be proof tested.

"(3) It is desired to extend the guaranteed life of the vessel after It has had a period of
service usage.

(4) From an economical standpoint it is desired to test components (e.g., bulkheads) of the
vessel prior to initiating final assembly.

(5) To minimize the risk of failure at the design temperature Is has been shown (by labora-
tory experiments on preflawed simulated parts or specimens) that a prior test at a higher temperature is
advantageous.

h. Pressure and Other Service Loadings Combined

For those pressure vessels which are critical for Internal pressure combined with flight
loads It may not be possible to envelop the operational stress levels In the vessel with internal pressure
alone. In such cases it appears desirable to include provisions In the test setup to apply simulated flight
loads combined with Internal 'iressure.

Conclusions

Both safety and economic considerations require the prevention of additional delayed time
failures of aerospace pressure vessels. It Is believed that compliance with the technical approach based
on the use of laboratory specimen test data, fracture mechanics analyses, and the use of well designed
proof tests can provide confidence that such operational failures will not occur.

If the proof test is properly conceived and executed, operational failures should be
substantially diminished. When considering the impact of a possible service failure, the need for a
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meaningful proof test appears mandatory. The information gained far outweighs the potential damage done
by the test. Furthermore, It should be noted that In a well designed proof test, this potential damage
can be minimized.

At the present time we know of no acceptable alternate to this approach in pressure
vessel certification, and thus conclude that it should be used. It has been and is In use on the Apollo
program and is expected to be. used on other NASA programs.
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APPENDIX I

Nondestructive Inspection (NDT) Applied to Pressure Vessels

The more common Inspection procedures used in the inspection of aerospace pressure vessels
are radiographic, ultrasonic, penetrant, and magnetic particle. Other laboratory techniques, which have
been investigated for potential production usage, Include eddy current and Infrared (Reference 31). A
number of studies have been performed during the past several years for the purpose of evaluating the
capabilities of these various techniques to detect the different types of flaws found In pressure vessels
(Reference I and 31). The results of these studies combined with actual pressure vessel Inspection
experience lead to the following general conclusions:

1. With the use of multiple inspection systems (e.g., X-ray, ultrasound, and penetrant) P
most surface and Internal flaws encountered In pressure vessels can be, and generally are detected.
However, It Is unsafe to assume that all potentially dangerous flaws will be found all of the time (e.g.,
tight cracks are particularly difficult to detect).

2. The lower limits of Inspection detection capability (i.e., the largest initial flaw
sizes which can escape detection) cannot be confidently established.

3. The inspection procedures commonly in use do not provide the precise measure of Initial
flaw sizes (i.e., length and depth) necessary for use in obtaining a reliable minimum life estimation.

4. Regardless of the limitations, there Is no practical alternative but to rely on non- l
destructive inspection In the prevention of proof test failures of most high strength pressure vessels.

a - z--a.
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APPENDIX 2

Acceptance of Apollo Propellants and Fluids Based on Fracture Specimen Tests

All fluids to which Apollo pressure vessels are exposed are compatibility tested with
6A1-4V titanium solution treated and aged using precracked, PTC, type specimens. The crack growth
threshold of the fluid and the maximum possible flaw which can exist In the pressure vessel based on the
proof test plus subsequent cyclic flaw growth determines the maximum pressure at which the fluid can be
utilized. Some fluids such as Inhibited nitrogen tetroxide and trichlorotrifluoroethane (Freon TF) have
been found to have threhold values which vary significantly from batch to batch. In some Instances fluids
had to be disposed of and replaced.

For flight fluids such as inhibited nitrogen tetroxide and aerozine 50, the hypergolic
oxidizer and fuel, respectively, a sample is extracted at each spacecraft-fluid distribution system Inter-
face. This sample would include any contamination which might be introduced anywhere In the storage or
propellant loading system, Also, It would be representative of possible depletion of crack growth Inhibitors
such as nitrous oxide In the nitrogen tetroxide.

Resultson the fluids used on the Apollo flights to date have shown the nitrogen tetroxide
threshold varied from 72 to 81 percent Kic. The areozine 50 has varied from 76 to 84 percent of Kic.

In ground tests, the oxidizer and fuel are simulated using Freon TF and water, respectively.
Ilie water which has varied slightly In Ph and halide content has had a threshold spread from 71 to 80 per-
cent of Kic. Generally, the Freon TF has been foind to have a thresold In excess of 59 percent; however,
In one Instance a threshold of 46 percent was determined and this fluid was discarded.

In summary, small amounts of contamination or subtle differences in chemistry have resulted
In significant differences In slow crack growth characteristics. It has been found In the Apollo program
that utilizing fracture specimen tests as an added means of fluid quality control has been necessary to
preclude exposing pressure vessels above a threshold based on the maximum possible flaw which could exist
In the vessel.
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V.C.5 AN EXAMPLE OF A METHOD FOR PREDICTING FAILURE

G.H. Haslam

V .C.5.1 Introduction

In this chapter a method is put forward for estimating the life to failure of a cylindrical pressure
vessel subjected to repeated internal pressure. Design curves are obtained by which the fatigue life of
such a cylinder may be estimated from a knowledge of the transverse uniaxial fatigue limit and fracture
toughness properties of the cylinder material, as well as the diameter ratio of the cylinder and the
repeated pressure. Examples are given of the application of the method and close correlation is demon-
strated between estimated and actual behaviour.

V.C.S.2 Approach

Paris and Erdogan| proposed that, since the elastic stress field and the size of any plastic zone
around a crack tip are proportional to the stress intensity factor K1, the rate of crack propagation of a
fatigue crack should be a function of K1. They found that a large body of experimental data could be
fitted by an expression of the form

da
da.- B(AK)m (I)

Frost observed fatigue crack growth in sheet specimens of a wide range of materials. He found that the
initial rate of crack growth of a central transverse crack in a sheet specimen subjected to the loading
cycle am i a., where am >a ,was given by

da a

;• Aaa • (2)

Owing to the inherent scatter in the observed results, both equations (1) and (2) may be applied
with equal confidence, although equaticn (1) is applicable to a wider range of crack lengths. Indeed,
Frost's results have been re-analysed (Frost, Pook and Denton 3) in terms of the range of stress intensity
factor (AK) and it was concluded that this analysis could be regarded as an alternative to the use of the
parameter 03a.

In the method presented, the crack propagation life of a cylinder subjected to repeated internal
pressure is estimated by means of the range of stress intensity factor as used in equation (1). The
stress intensity factor used is a simplified approximation to that which would be expected under the
complex conditions at the bore of a pressurized cylinder. The effect of the high pressure oil in contact
with the bore surface is taken into account by considering high local effective stresses at the crack.

Notation

B material constants describing fatigue crack growthCA
m

a current crack length
a final crack lengtha0  initial crack length
b transverse uniaxial fatigue limit in repeated tension
KI stress intensity factor 3/2

L 2 1 2I2 +"; I 5 R// + I" + z +

N fatigue life
P internal presoure
-PL internal pressure at fatigue limit
Py internal pressure to cause yield at bore
fR outer/inner diamster ratio
a range of maximum principal stress
a* local effective maximam principal stress at the fatigue limit
0•m' 0a mean stress and stress amplitude in crack propagation relationship
0 y, Ty yield stresses in uniaxial tension and shear
AK range of stress intensity factor

V.C.5.! Stress intensity factor

The stress intensity factor for a straight-fronted edge crack, length a, in a semi-infinite plate
subjected to stress a, is given by Paris and Sih4 as

Kg - l.Ia~ra)•

,* and for a semi-circular fronted edge crack by

- ".1a(wa)1O.69

I.F
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The crack front profile observed on fatigue tests on thick-walled cylinders under pulsating internal
pressure approximates to a semi-ellipse. The value of K1 , therefore, would be expected to be within the
above limits, and is assumed to be approximately

K ( 1 a) • (3)

In deriving an accurate expression for the stress intensity factor around a crack in a cylinder wall,
further complications arise owing to the finite wall thickness and the stress gradient in the wall. The
finite wall thickness causes the value of KI to increase, but the stress gradient causes a decrease in
K1 . Since moot of the fatigue crack propagation life is spent on propagating a crack over a small distance
from the bore surface, the above conditions in the cylinder wall will have only a secondary effect.
Therefore, in the present analysis, their combined effect is neglected. Hence, the expression used for
stress intensity factor is that given by equation (3).

V.C.5.4 Crack propagation life

By substituting equation (3) in equation (I) and integrating, the following expression for crack
propagation life of the cylinder is obtained.

2 _

DU Irr 0

When a fatigue crack propagates through the wall of a cylinder, bursting occurs by fast fracture
before the crack has propagated to the outer surface. However, the current rate of crack propagation when
the crack is long enough to cause fast fracture is such that relatively few extra cycles would have been
required to cause the crack to propagate throughout the wall thickness. In equation (4), therefore, the
final crack length ac is' taken as the cylinder wall thickness.

The original crack length a is taken as the length of crack which will just fail to propagate at
the fatigue limit. Frost 2 showed 2hat this was given by

C ao • •(5)

~e)
where C is a material constant, and a e is the effective local hoop stress range at the fatigue limit
of the cylinder.

5
Morrison, Crossland and Parry have shown that the fatigue limit of a cylinder subjected to pulsating

internal oil pressure is reduced when the oil is in intimate contact with the bore surface. This decrease

in fatigue strength was considered to be caused by local stresses at the fatigue crack due to oil penetra-
tion. Haslam6 proposed that the local effective hoop stress was given by

a P ( +2  + T (6a)

and, at the fatigue limit,

cre L PLT-.T ÷ (6b)

Haslam also showed 6 that the repeated pressure at the fatigue limit was given by

p L R2 + (7)

Hence

+ b

+(R I

In equation (4), the value of a is taken as the effective local hoop stress at a crack in the bore
surface, as given by equation (6a).

The values of B and m in equation (4) may be obtained from the experimental data presented by
Frost, Pook and Denton3 .

V.C.5.5 Fatigue limit

From equation (7), it is possible to estimate the fatigue limit of a cylinder subjected to repeated
internal pressure. This equation is shown plotted in Fig.1, in terms of PL/b against R. From this curve,
knowing the transverse fatigue strength of the cylinder material, it is possible to estimate the fatigue
limit of a cylinder of a given diameter ratio.

Thus, by using equations (4) and (7), it is possible to obtain a theoretical fatigue curve from the
fatigue limit up to gross yielding at the bore of the cylinder. The selection of a criterion to define
yielding at the bore is discussed later.
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V.C.5.6 Comparison with experimental results
Frost, Peek and Denton3 have presented values of AK for crack growth rates of 0.025 p/c (106in/c),

and of m for various materials. From these data, fatigue crack propagation lives may be estimated as
given in equations (9)-(16), where the coefficients are applicable when the parameters are in ton/in units.

For mild steel, subjected to a repeated tensile stress, m a 3, and AK - 16.6 h bar cml/2
(6.74 ton in"3 / 2) for da/dN - 0.025 p/c (10-6 in/c).

From equation (I)

d - B(AK)m

Solving for B, and substituting in equation (4), we get

N - 1 - x 106 cycles (9)

where a is in ton/in2 and a0  end ac are in inches.

Fatigue tests have been carried out on cylinders of En 26 steel with a dimeter ratio of 1.2. The
results presented in (6) may now be compared with the estimated fatigue curve given by equation (9). For
this material, the transverse uniaxial fatigue limit, b, was 0-573 MN/• 2 (0-37 ton/inz). Therefore, for
R - 1.2, equation (8) gives

04 - 567 MN/u2 (36.7 ton/in2)

For steel specimens, subjected to repeated tensile stress, the value of C in equation (5) is 65 (I2/u)3 m
(0.7 (ton/in2 )' in) (Frost and Greaesn7).

From equation (5), a0 - 28.75 x 10- mm (1.132 x 10 in). The wall thickness of the cylinders, ac,
was 2.5 mm (0.1 in).

From equation (6a),

"ý'R2 I r -+' )

for R - 1.2, a - 7.81P. Substituting these values in equation (9) gives

-N a .8 X 106 cycles (10)

Equation (10) is shown plotted in Fig.2, in terms of P against log X, the experimental results are
also shown for comparison. The estimated fatigue limits shown in Fig.2atlobtained from equation (7).

Further fatigue tests were carried out on cylinders of the sa uierial, with 21.4 = (0.0 in) b re
and 50.8 om 2.0 in) outer diameter. For these cylinders, a. - 54- 8M/m (35.5 ton/ind), &0 - 32 x 10"u
"0(.258 x 10 in), ac a 12.7 ma (0.5 in) end o - 3.33P. In equation (9) this lives

N 261 X 06 cycle$ (l1)

The estimated fatigue curve and experimental results are shoun in lig.3.

Fatigue tests have been carried out by Morrison, Crossland and Parry5 on thick-walled cylinders of
En 25 steel, 'Hykro' steel and 0.15 per cent C mild steel. The results have been compared with the
estimated fatigue cutrves given by equation (9) and it was found that in each case the theory gave good
correlation with the experimental results. Most of these results were obtained in the vicinity of the
fatigue limit and have not been included in the present paper. However, further work was done by Austin
a end CrosslandS on gn 25 steel cylinders with diamter ratios of 1.4 and I.1. The experimental results
obtained by both team of investigators for these cylinders ore sbown in figs.4 &ad 5, compared with the
estimated fatigue curve from equations (7) and (9).

Morrison, Crossland and Parry5 have presented results of fatigue tests on aluminia lloy DI 364
and comercially pure titanium cylinders. From t date liven by Viost Pook and 9en , it is f£'"d
that, for the aluminium all|2y AK00 5.712h baran 2n(2.32 hobcic-3 2) for do/dN * 0.025 u/h (10 . WOc),
a a 3.7 and C - 2.6 (IU/06)i a (0.0; (ton/in2)3 in).

Solving for I and substituting tn equation (4), we get
N. - 2,I4 ( 0 cycles

. for - 4, and

for a- 3
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The cylinders had a dimeter ratio of 2.0 and a wall thickness of 12.7 mm (0.5 in). The transverse
fatigue limit of the material was 0-330 HN/M 2 (0-21.4 ton/in2 ). Thus,

a a 317 MN/M2 (20.5 ton/in2 )

a0 . 8.25 x 10-4 mem (0.325 x 10-4 in)

a - 12.7 mm (0.5 in)C

a- 3.33P.

Therefore,

N w 7 x 106 cycles (12)

for m. -4.

26.22 106 cycles (13)
P

for m - 3.

Fig.6 shows the theoretical fatigue curves for m w 3 and m - 4. Comparing these with the experi-
mental results, it is seen that a safe fatigue life may be estimated by using m - 3.

For comercially pure titanium, m - 4, AK - 9.48 h bar cm'/ 2 (2.63 ton/in-3/2) for da/dN - 0.025 P/c
(10-6 in/c) and C a 9.3 (lH/m2)3 m (0.1 (ton/in2) in) (Frost, Pock and Dentond). This gives

1 61.1 10

NX 106 cycles (14)

for R - 1.4, and

N M 7 X 106 cycles (15)

for i - 2.0.

Unfortunately, there are few experimental results available for titanium cylinders. These ara shown
in Figs.7 and 8, compared with the theoretical fatigue curves.

V.C.5.7 Design curves

from equation (9), the fatigue crack propagat ion curve for steel cylinders is given by

1.0 3 X 10 cycles

From typical values of a0  and a0, given above, it is seen that a -1/2 is negligible compared
with &0"1/ . Thus, neglecting a.-I/2, and substituting the expression for a and a. given in
equations (6a) and (6b), we get

. * T6.L X 10 cycles (16)

"where 3/2

Fig.9 shows the fatigue crack propagation curve given by equation (16) for I 1 2.2, together with
the experimental risults for In 25 and • I 26 steel cylinders. The fatigue limits shoim in ilg.9 are as
given by equation (7) tot these materials, In fig,10, the crack propagation curve for steel cylndesrs
with I - 1.4, as given by equation (16), is shon compared with the experimental results for cylinders of
various *rteos. The fatigue limits have been smitaed from Fig, 20 for clarity.

Comparing Fige,9 and 10 with Vilg.2 and 4, it is seen that neglecting the term &" 1/2 in eq*ution (9)
- has made no signif, let difference is the sitimated fatigue curves,

FiloI shows dsoigvi curves for estimating the crack propagation life of steel cylinders with diameter
ratios for 1,2-3.0. Rome, by the use of Figs.I end 11, it is now possible to obtain an estimated fatigue
curve of thick-wallod steel cylinders based en the trasverse fatigue strangth of the cylinder well. For
non-ferrous cyliuders, desiLn curves similar to thoes gives in Fig.11 may be obtained, "a ehown in figs,6,
7 and as

V.C,5I Yield criteria

The crack propagation lite has beam estimated using the vate of crack propagation based on linear

eolsti fractuve meebaises theory. It would be expected that this method of "etlating the fatigue lifeS. +•I
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is applicablei Only in thet Olattic ran$e of the mte~t'iAl, It is necessary', 01AVeOtrsi to dafifns A yield
ctriterin whtch describes tile UPPer limit of tits range of application at the, above theory,

'hree# yield criteria vete esauined,

(1) maximum shlear attain energy (van mtss*)

(1) Miamu. principal stress (Rankine)

(3) Maait su hear stooess (Treece)

wher ai the yield stress in unitatial tension, v Is tho yield stess, in *heat, and P, is the
inz'ern.iypre~sauv to close yield at the bore,

Although the von Miles criterion in normally ougepted as applicable to the eattic )'ield of ductile
metals, it does not 31vo the best fit to the esperimental results tit this calse The highest yield
pressure io given by tits maximum principal strees criterion cod this to shown in Fige'l, 4, 3 and 1. AN
c5n be seen, the deviation of the exper imental points from the theoortioal line tit all cases* cocurs above
this level, The maximusi principal stress to therefore Suggested as the moat suitable criterion for
defining LUS Uppet limit of applicability of the proposed method.

tn the cast of the titanium cylinders (Pigs.? and 8) the yield pressure given by the msaimm
principal sttresst criterion is rather lower thant the safe range of the estimaatedI fatigue curve,

Thus, it appears that the crack propagation curve given by equation (A) may be used to estimate the
fatigue I ves of cylindot s IubJected to repeated internal pressuree not greater than that required to
cause yielding in the hoop diretion, However, to verify this, further results ate required in the high
pressure-short endurance region for cylinderis with diameter ratio* of 2 end greater.

V.0.5.9 Discussion

sy using an approximate value for stress intensity factor, and considering a high local effiectivet
hoop stress at the crack due to oil penetration, it has been possible to estimate satisfactorily the finite
fatigue lives of cylinders subjected to repeated internal pressure. To do this, it was necessary to know
only the transverse unisatal fatigue limit of thes cylinder material, thes diameter ratio of the cylinder
and the magnitude of the repeated pressure.

As tits theoretical fatigue lives have been obtained using linear elastic fracture mechanics theory,
it would 't unsafe to use equation (4) to estimate the fatigua life of a cylinder subjected to gross
plastic yielding, The saximum principal stress criterion has been used to define yield at the bore of the
cylinder.

For thick-walled steal cylinders, it has been shown feasible to neglect the iina crack length; thus
a simplified equation for the crack propagation life is obtained, by making thin simplification, it io
suggested that the fatigue life is dependent on the diameter ratio, btisoly slightly effected by the
actual wall thicknessi This has been demonatratotd experimentally by Patty9 who tested Ka 25 steel
cylinders of 2.0 diameterratio with bore timsc from 9,32 to 25.4 me (0.375 to 1.0 in) and found no
significant change in fatigue life,

Since the rate of crack propagation is independent of the strength of the steel, but is governed by
the value of loungts modulus (Proat Z), it has been possible to present design cuivets to give estimated
crack propagation lives of steel cylinders of a commn Youngts modulus.

V.0,5.10 Conclusions

Simple fracture mechanics theory, together with a knowledge of the high local stressesm due to oil
penetration into cracks, may be used to give 4atisfactovy estimates of the fatigue life of a thick-walled
cylinder subjected to repeated internal pressure.

When used in conjunction with a previous method of predicting the fatigue lIWO, this theory
provides complete, theoretical fatigue curves which give good correlation with the osparimu~.al results.

The proposed method is applicable to cylinders subjected to elastic streeses, but is liable to
predict unsafe estimates of the fatigue life of a cylinder in which gross plastic yieildins occurs,

In the case of thick-walled cylinders of high-strength steel it is feasible to asumem an infinite
final crack length. Thus, design curves are obtained which give estimatead fatigue lives of steel cylinders
of various diamester ratios.
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V-D SERVICE FAILURES AND LABORA. )RY TESTS

W. Barrois

SUMMARY

The object of this section is to emphasize, from the point of view of
the struoti-il engineer, some significant differences between the conditions
of certain boratory tests and the service environment. Low-temperature
brittleness and hydrogen embrittlement of steels, and intergranular- or stress-
corrosion of aluiinum alloys are reviewed in relation to various causes of
service or manufacturing damages and to service environment.

V-D. 1 INTRODUCTION

Formerly, laboratory tests on small normalized specimens were not very represen-
tative of the service behaviour of structures. In spite of continuous improvements,
it seems necessary to examine the present state of this matter. Some of the differences
between service failures of structures and laboratory test results were mainly attribu-
table to the intricacies of actual problems compared with the extreme simplification
of certain laboratory tests which were in the first place designed to control the
regularity in quality of manufactured materials, and not to supply design data. Further-
more, researches and investigations carried out by scientists and metallurgists were
often devoted to gaining a clearer understanding of the influence of a particular
parameter, and their character was related to the Cartesian analytic method rather than
to a synthesis of the structure behaviour in service.

Now, an additional germ of common language for designers and metallurgists is
afforded by Fracture Mechanics which favours their co-operation to deal in a more
rational way with the problems arising from the service behaviour of structures. How-
ever, differences in immediate objectives and interpretation are justifying an attempt
to examine the representative character of laboratory tests, from the designer's
viewpoint.

Tor a designer, the main objectives of tests should be directed along the fol-
lowing lines:

- Significant representation of service behaviour, taking into account undetected
manufacturing defects or service damages,

- consideration of research parameters governing service behaviour,

- definition and rapid checking of basic data to permit corrective action,

- lowering of test prices and allowed test times.

In general, a metallurgy laboratory is responsible for the following:

- carrying out investigations on control tests for material acceptance,

- investigation of heat-treatments and their control,

- design of tests to select materials,

- appraisal of damages on parts removed from service or rejected from
production, to meet requests of Production-, After-Sales-, or Design-
Departments.

In Research Laboratories, andin each sub-specialty of materials and structures
tests, the scientist attempts to stUdy each topic in depth in order that invariant
physical quantities related to intrinsic material properties may be defined, and sub-
sequently used as data in the application of general theories based on as many test
results as possible to give improved predictions. In this scientific activity,
financial limitations, as well as the desire to separate the studied variables, neces-
sitate carrying out tests in stylistic conditions that are not very representative
of actual problems which are always intricate.

In applied research, and a fortiori in engineering studies, costly investiga-
tions are sponsored only when a deficiency has been revealed by serious service failure:
problems arising from service or manufacturing operations. Then more representative
test types are investigated until a new test is defined to detect the kind of failure
observed in service. After being normalized, this test becomes the new credo of
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specialized laboratories until, from developments of techniques and of service operations,
new failures arise that are unpredictable with usual test types.

Studies of failures and their remedies are essentially interdisciplinary. Most
of the severe failures are due to a combination of several causes of weakness, e.g.
the material not locally meeting specified requirements even though simultaneously
treated specimens showed good properties; defects due to forging, casting, machining,
or protection defects locally existing in parts; existing severe stress concentrations
that should have been avoided; maintenance inspections not having been frequent enough
or sufficiently detailedl and finally, overloads in service resulting from "abnormal"
manoeuvres. The multiplicity of specialties concerned in the foregoing causes of
damage explains why it is difficult to gather synthetical views on these problems, and
why some failures are only explainable in terms of gaps existing between specialties
or by the particular trends of the various specialists to minimize or to overestimate
the effect of certain damage causes.

Wording itself generates some difficulties in communication. For example the
term "brittle" when applied to a material has not only one meaning. Designers some-
times consider a part to be brittle when)in presence of a sharp notch or of a crack,
its residual strength becomes abnormally low. For the strength test specialist,
brittleness is related to the macroscopic appearance of the fractured cross-sectional
area: a grained transverse fracture is said to be brittle, whereas a fibrous fracture
or a fracture showing 450 bevel lips is considered ductile. In microfractography, a
transverse fracture is said to be brittle only if electron microscope shows that
cleavage decohesion is preponderant; fracture is termed semi-brittle in presence of
microcraters separated by thin ligaments fractured after noticeable plastic straining;
fracture is considered as being ductile in the case of large plastic elongation occur-
ring before 45* lips appear at the failure time.

The same situation exists in fatigue. The designer speaks of fatigue when the
strength of a part under repeated loadings is lower than in the case of a single load
application. Severely notched parts can be damaged by as few as some tens of high level
load cycles. Fifteen years ago, those in metallurgical test laboratories spoke of
fatigue only in connection with stressing for a large number of cycles (104 to 108), and
fatigue corresponded to fracture without macroscopic appearance of plastic distortions;
they have more recently been obliged to create the new term of "low cycle fatigue" after
service incidents in theripal fatigue had led COFFIN to investigate the effects of lower
number of cycles (2 to 10'). On some occasions, statements of test laboratory people,
who are experts on fractures, were that these latter type of fractures were not due to
fatigue, Weaning only that the fractures did not present features that are usual after
10• to 100 fatigue cycles, but were similar to static fractures. From these statements,
designers were led to believe that fractures were caused by single applicationmof high
loads, whereas they were actually caused by low cycle fatigue. For the time being,
fracture inspection by means of electron scanning microscopes will avoid the possibility
of this kind of mistake but wording difficulties may persist on other topics.

In the case of high strength materials the term "stress-corrosion" is often
used for hydrogen embrittlement induced by corrosion in high strength steels as well
as for liquid metal embrittlement or for true stress corrosion in aluminium alloys
and titanium alloys. The term "stress corrosion without corrosion" has appeared in
the technical literature to describe a fracture having the appearance of one produced
by stress corrosion but in which no corrosion mechanism was involved.

Here, we are only interested in causes which lower the strength of notched or
cracked parts. The scientific field concerned with these problems tends to divide into
sections each of which concentrates on one of the various aspects such as low-tempera-
ture brittleness, fatigue cracks, stress-corrosion, and hydrogen embrittlement.

V-D. 2 LOW-TEMPERATURE BRITTLENESS OF STEELS

For economical reasons, general metal industries use cheap carbon steels that
become brittle at the lower end of the operation temperature range, while the aircraft
industry is using high-strength steel alloys that are assumed not to become more brittle
at the lowest temperature developed in flight. However, brittleness is strongly
dependent upon the acuteness of notches, manufacturing defects and fatigue cracks that
may be undetected after control operations or maintenance inspections.

We will discuss a fairly recent example of low-temperature brittleness which
occurred in service on a landing gear axle trunnion the design of which had been sub-
stantiated by satisfactory fatigue tests which were terminated by static failure after
the fatigue crack had slowly propagated on a peripheral length of 60 nmm and extended
deeply inside the tube (see Figure V-D.la). The rupture load was much higher than
the service loads developed during hard landings. Figure V-D.lb relates to a brittle
fracture that occurred in service under normal taxiing conditions after a moderately
severe impact. The temperature conditions on the ground and the brittle fracture
surface, as well as the very small initial fatigue crack, have led to the suspicion
that the 15-CDV6 French steel (saqe as American Vascojet 90), treated to an ultimate
tensile strength of 145,000 lb/in', may be brittle at low temperature, even though
the conventional notch impact tests on key-hole 10-mm Charpy specimens (see Figure
V-D.lc) had revealed no particular brittleness at the lowest operating temperature.
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Notch iinpaTt tests on "Manlabs" specimens with a V-notch prolonged by a fatigue crack
have shown that, like high-strength steels,.the strength of this medium-strength steel
is considerably reduced at approximately 0 6C in the presence of a fatigue crack.

Fracture occurred in the neighbourhood of the weld seam between a small-height
shoulder, machned during the preliminary lathe machining of the tube, and the square
flange. The low strength, therefore may be ascribed to an exhaustion of the original
ductility during the heating and cooling phases of welding, as well as to residual
welding stresses and to the effect of fatigue in service. This illustrates a bad
selection of material and production processes based on acceptance tests that were not
representative of the service behaviour with regard to possible fatigue crack and to
material condition.

Before we consider more appropriate test types, we must review the factors of
significance that increase the transition temperature between brittle and ductile modes
of fracture, which are

- acuteness of notches or stress intensity factors of cracks,

- thickness of the stressed part area,

- fatigue, and cold- and hot-working effects,

- steel content in alloying elements,

- heat-treatments.

General trends in strength reduction at low temperatures are well illustrated
by WESSEL'S tests, on a commercial Ni-Mo-V steel forging for which the decreases in
strength appear below temperature of -180 OC in smooth specimens, -120 OC in 10.8-K,
notched specimens, and within temperatures from +10 *C to +50 *C in fatigue precracled
specimens.

Therefore, in addition to the design stress concentrations, care should be taken
of hidden strong stress concentrations resulting from such manufacturing defects as
forging laps, quenching cracks, local lack of weld in welded joints, as well as of
service fatigue cracks. Undetected cracks or flaws may be sufficient to shift the
brittle-ductile transition temperature and to alter normally satisfactory performance
of a steel to totally bad performance.

It should be emphasized that notched specimens are increasingly being replaced
by precracked specimens in investigations on brittleness. Figure V-D.2, from test
results of MAYNOR and MUELLER 3 , shows the effect of test temperature on static strength
for an H-11 steel. It is seen that the low temperature at which a significant reduction
in critical values of the stress intensity factor K occurs, is not as low in the case
of thicker sheets treated to higher strength (240,060 lb/in4). The strength decreases
and the brittle-ductile transition temperature increases with increasing thickness.

It is worth noting that the so-called brittle fracture appearance transition
temperature is strongly dependent on thickness for a geometric reason. This corresponds
to the appearance on the fractured surface of ductile shear lips or a fibrous area which
form a fixed percentage (e.g. 50%) of the total fractured area and contrast with the
brittle grained fracture area. Indeed, in the fracture of a sharply notched or pre-
cracked component, even when made from a very ductile material, the crak initiation
presents a transverse fracture of brittle appearance. Incipient shear lips widen progres-
sively from the external surface, giving a *thumbnail" appearance to the crack initiation,
and then tend to reach a limited width irrespect4ve of the thickness if the latter is
large enough. Therefore, as underlined by BLUHMJ, the percentage ration in brittle- to
total-surface area is dependent on both temperature and thickness.

Catastrophic effects of brittleness suggest a material property at the small scale
of grains and precipitates, and probably at the still smaller scale of point defects such
as vacancy clusters and pile-ups or intersections of dislocations that are stabilized
by stranger solute atoms. This property, unlikely to be measurable, could be conceived
as the local elongation that nucleates miorooracks or promotes the merging of several z
neighbouring pre-existent microcracks into a larger one.

As proved by the test results of VISHNEVSKY and STEIdERWALD4 plotted in Figure
V-D.3 and concerning a 0.35% C, 3% Ni, Cr-Mo-V martgnsitio steel treated to a room-
temperature yield stress of 160,000 to 180,000 lb/inA, the true fracture strain corre-
lates well with the maximum stress intensity factor of precracked Charpy specimens only

F in tests performed at room temperaturel at -196 OC, the toughness was independent of
fracture strain.

The effect of a fatigue pre-treatment on the brittle-dugtile transition tempera-
ture of steel was first investigated ky MacGREGOR and GROSSMAN on SAE 1020 steel treated
to a tensile strength of 65,470 lb/in4. The relation between the transition temperature
in slow bend tests using notched (D - .33 in., d - .2676 in., r - .01 in.) MOORE speci-
mens that had been pre-fatigued in rotating bending, was expressed by analytic relations
of the form
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where N was the number of cycles to fatigue failure, n the number of fatigue pre-treatment
cycles, 0 a factor depending upon the fatigue stress level, T the transition tempera-
ture of virgin specimens, and T that of pre-fatigued specimens. An investigation of the
possible causes for the large effects found suggested the tentative conclusion that strain
hardening and ageing during fatigue test were responsible.

A similar series of tests was performed by LESSELLS and JACQUES6 on two medium
carbo2 shipbuilding steels of Navy grade 4885 treated to tensile strength of about 60,000
lb/in . The specimen used was a notched (D = .5 in., d = .4 in., r = .005 in.) MOORE
specimen pre-fatigued in rotating bending and fracture tested in impact. As testing
proceeded, it was found that fatigue cracks were developing at the base of the notch both
above and below the endurance limit. When specimens were cyclically tested in order to
avoid fatigue cracks, the resulting transition curve showed little deviation from the
original curve presumably due to the low stress of the prior fatigue. A series of speci-
mens were prestrained in tension prior to testing in impact with a marked shift of the
transition curve resulting. Authors concluded that the following phenomena, in their
order of importance, produce a marked effect on theimpact transition curves:

1. Fatigue damage accompanied byhigh stress concentrations associated with
fatigue cracks.

2. Gross plastic deformation resulting probably in an increase of the micro
(small scale) stress concentrations.

3. Fatigue damage which does not result inmacro stress concentration but which
is undoubtedly associated with micro plastic deformation.

7 Insofar as the fatigue effect is concerned, as we have previously stated else-
where) initially cold-worked materials firstly soften while relaxing residual stresses
at the scales of grains, subgrains and precipitates, then some cavities are created due
to the displacement and meeting of vacancies that pre-exist or that are due to piling-up
and intersections of dislocations, and finally microcracks are produced. Thus, it can
be assumed that the fatigue effect is likely to cause, first of all, an increase in duc-
tility, then a decrease in ductility. This would result in a moderate transition tem-
perature drop followed by a transition temperature increase up tq higher values during
the fatigue progress. This is the trend shown by SALKIN t s testsu on low alloy steels as
treated to an ultimate strength of 100,000 lb/in' with a rupture elongation of 26% and a
reduction in area of 70% at room temperature. Fatigue pre-treatment was performed in axial
tension-compression on specimens from which V-notched Charpy specimens were machined.
In the case of pre-fatigue at 20 OC, Figure V-D.4a shows a correlation trend of the
transition temperature for a 50% brittle fracture appearance with a quantity that is
roughly proportional to the cycle ratio n/N; it seems that the fatigue embrittlement
passes through a minimum in the low cycle ratio range. Figure V-D.4b shows that this
fatigue effect is more pronounced after a fatigue pre-treatment at 300 6C.

An investigation by HOLDEN 9 dealt with the dependence of yield stress at 20 OC
and fracture stress at -196 *C upon grain size for 0.09% C mild steel before and after
prolonged cyclic stressing at the fatigue limit which was increased by step-increasing
the fatigue stress (coaxing process). The yield stress at 20 9C and the fracture stress
at -196 *C were found to be increased after fatigue treatment. After cyclic stressing,
the transition temperaturr T , was found to be constant, irrespective of the grain size.
Figure V-D.5 is to be co >argd with Figure V-D.3. The cyclic hardening and embrittle-
ment were not adequately acco nted for by processes of ageing and precipitation on theslip planes active in fatigue. "oLm 11%t the concept of activation energy used is based
upon an average of local phenom vA 1 ,t are assumed to L. statistically independent, a
hypothesis no longer exact in f ,.irjA phenr:-ena (see refezence 5, Section 2.5.2).

11EISZ and ERARD1 0 have investigatr.: the low temperature brittleness of a 0.14%
C, Mn-Mo low alloy steel. After a first fatigue treatment (n/N - 0.5) at various tem-
peratures, the ultimate .urength of -196 OC was only slightly modified by a low cycle
fatigue pre-treatment at room temperature, whereas fatigue pre-treatment at 300 OC caused
the strength at -196 *C uc be a minimum with an important scatter. In the case of fatigue
pre-treatment at 300 2C, the strength at -196 *C decreased linearly as the logarithm of
the number of fatigue cycles increased. In order to elucidate whether the embrittlement
was to be attributed to fatigue microoracks, two groups of fatigue pre-treated specimens
were submitted to special treatments. The first group was normalized by heat-treatment
at 900 OC in order to retain microcracks but to eliminate crystal distortions; the
second group was machined to a depth of 0.5 mm to eliminate miororacks while maintaining
crystal distortions due to fatigue. At -196 OC the first group showed the virgin mate-
rial strength whereas the second group had the strength of the fatigued material. More-
over, fatigue at 300 OC yielded a shift of the transition temperatures for fracture
elongation and reduction in Prea, the maximum values of oach being significantly lowered.

In a review on an explanation of fracture inStiation close to welds by exhaustion
of ductility after hot straining, MYLONAS and ROCKEYI- stateds "Numerous tests confirm
that a small amount of cold extension may not exhaust the ductility in tension to the
same degree as a piecompression. Tests show that plastic compression at temperatures
up to about 370 "C greatly reduces the ductility in subsequent extension at 24 OC and
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at -26 *C". MYLONAS 1 2 performed testson pre-compressed notched plates submitted to
localized lateral pressings to remove the residual tensions, and showed that the resid-
ual stresses did not contribute significantly in the initiation of brittle fracture.
Brittle fracture was due to the exhaustion of ductility in subsequent tension, this
being produced by compressive prestraining and ageing.

It is generally accepted that exhaustion of ductility in tension after precom-
pression is due to the flattening and alignment of flaws or cavities in a direction
perpendicular to the final tension. This process accounts for the effect of hot-
precompression but not for the low stress level fatigue effect in HOLDEN's tests and
the high stress level fatigue effect in WEISZ and ERARD's tests. We propose the more
general complementary process we have previously considered in fatigue and phenomena
related to Bauschinger's effect (see reference 5, Section 2.1.3). It may be stated
that: a range of temperatares exists in which fatigue or reversed straining changes
the distribution in stability of crystal lattice distortions by relieving low stability
distortions and increasing the stability of distortions that are not eliminated; these
remaining distortions become thus very stable under subsequent loading at low temperature
that is overloading them and creating microcracks which decrease the local ductility.
Fatigue or precompression at room temperature would be insufficient to cause elimination
of a significant part of lattice distortions whereas fatigue or precompression at a
high enough temperature could eliminate a number of distortions, thus leaving a free region
for the low temperature subsequent loading to create under plastic strain a new set of
lattice distortions with continuous distribution of higher stability level which limits
the plastic elongation and favours formation of microcracks.

Aircraft structures may be exposed to widely varying strain rates. In precracked
components, local strain rates at crack tips are nigher than nominal strain rates over
the net cross-sectional areas, which is due to high negative stress gradients which cause
the strain rate in a point ahead of the crack tip to be dependent on its distance from
the crack tip and on the crack propagation velocity.

A distinction should be made between the onset of slow crack propagation during
which the crack propagation velocity mainly depends upon the loading rate, and the rapid
crack propagation velocity beyond the critical crack length in which the much higher
crack propagation velocity mainly depends upon elastic energy stored in the whole speci-
men and its loading system.

It may be suggested that the loading rate effect is likely to be significant
only at the onset of sl? w crack propagation. This is well supported by tests performed
by BROEK and NEDERVEEN1 on 2024-T3 alclad and 7075-T6 alclad aluminium alloy sheets,
using 2-mm thick and 300-mm wide specimens containing 45-mm and 90-mm long centre jewel-
ler's sawed slots. These tests showed a decrease of about 20% in net stress at the onset
of slow crack propagation for decreasing test durations from 1800 sec to 2 sec, whereas
critical lengths and residual strengths were not significantly modified for loading
durations from 1800 sec to 0.4 sec. During fast crack propagation to fracture, crack
propagation velocities were of the order of 100 m/sec in 2024-T3 aluminium alloy sheets,
and of 1500 m/sec in 7075-T6 aluminium alloy sheets.

FORD, RADON and TURNER 1 4 have investigated the frActure toughness of a medium
strength steel (1 - 100,000 lb/in2 , ay - 83,000 lb/in', fracture elongation a 23%,
and reduction in 53%). Tests on V-notch (deepened or not in fatigue) bond speci-
mens, under slow static loading and under impact lodding, showed that the results depend
on absolute sizes and thiokness of specimens, and on the loading rate. Loading rate
effects occurred only with the large thickness specimens which fracturad, when test
temperatures were sufficiently low under stresses below corresponding yeild stresses.
The 50% shear appearance transition temperature in the fracture of small procracked
specimens varied from -55 *C in slow tests to -17 "C in impact tests.

The loading rate effect on the lmw-tdmperature strength of fatigue-preoracked
specimens is more pronounced thaD iQ6 the case of notched specimens although in tests
performed by 8RAWL•¥ and DEAClEM4'* on 422-martensitic stainless steel sheets, the
decrease in net strength of about 20t was accompanied by a more fibrous aspect of the
fractured area.

MARCcIhALL 1 7 has reviewed the metallurgical aspects of brittle fracture probleme
evolved from using steels heat-treated to an ultimate tenslile strength near the maximum
attainable. Metallurgical faotors affecting the brittle-ductile transition temperature
and the low-temperature toughness of steels are related to;

- carbide particle dispersion in the ferrite matrix,

- the chemical composition in dissolved elements, grain soe and submicroscopic
structure of the ferrite matrix,

- the amount of retained auctenite,

- the distribution of nonmetallic inclusions.

In quenching stools from the austenite condition to produoe martensite, the
cooling rate in certain areas of a part may not be fast onough to avoid the formation
of some pearlite, bainite and 'free ferrite (i.e., rerrte formed prior to the martonsite
transformation of austenite). After tempering the brittle-ductile transition temperature
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of these mixed structures are inferior to those of an entirely martensitic structure.

Certain steels such as the American 4340 steel are more brittle when tempered
near 260 OC than if tempered at slightly lower or slightly higher temperatures. This
can be overcome by the addition of one to two per cent of silicon in the steel alloy.

For mild steel containing 0.02% carbon, Lhe brittle-ductile transition tempera-
ture of ferrite is higher with larger grain and subgrain sizes. However, for ingot iron,
the transition temperature increases with a decreasing size of subgrains.

For annealed ship steels, OWEN et al.18 observed that the transition temperature
increased with ferrite grain size, pearlite patch size, and the related parameters of
austenite grain size. The correlation was found to be the strongest with ferrite grain
size. In normalized structures, the variation of transition temperature could not be
explained in terms of the above metallographic parameters. It was concluded that cooling
rate, and probably differences in composition, could produce effects which1 knfluence the
transition temperature but which could not be measured by light microscopy". Electron
microscopy might reveal significant details such as density and location of dislocation
clusters.

For high-strength martensitic steels of fine grain size, the size of martensite
platelets is associated with the grain size. Fine martensite platelets correspond not
only to better fracture transition properties, but also to higher strengths than coarse
platelets. We assume that good properties are due to martensite platelets small enough
to maintain lattice coherence with the ferrite matrix.

Exposure of certain steels to a temperature below the austenite-ferrite trans-
formation range, but not high enough to modify the carbide dispersion and room-temperature
properties, may increase the brittle-ductile transition temperature, but no satisfactory
explanation is available and an ordinary microstructural examination of these steels
does not reveal any related indication on structural changes.

In other cases, tempering at temperatures within 370 OC to 570 OC produces a
eignificant increase of the brittle-ductile transition temperature with little or no
effect on ultimate tensile strengths and without any visible structural change (tempe
embrittleent). Blue brittleness is exhibited by some steels after being heated-to
some temperature within 160 -C to 300 QC, and more especially if the steel is wrought
at the elevated temperature. Fairly completely deoxidized ("killed") steels are free of
blue brittleness.

Strain-ageing embrittlement of mild steels occurs after cold-working followed
by ageing at room temperature or at moderately elevated temperatures up to 260 OC. This
is not accompanied by any visible structural change. It may be suggested that this
results from the effect of cold-working and ageing on the distribution of slip barriers,
some of them being eliminated, and the stability of others being increased by local

• 'ordering of interstitial solute atoms.

The influence of elements dissolved in f1Nrrto2Qn the brittle-ductile transition
temperature has been investigated by REES at al.nuo 2 at the National Physical Labors-
tory in England from 1951 to 1954. Various elements including oxygen, silicon, nickel,
chromium, molybdenum, manganese and carbon were added to high- urity iron. It seems
that interstitial elements, carbon and oxygen, are more effective in modifying the
transition temperattvro than are substitutional elements. It has been suggested that
the main role of alloying elements is to control or tie up interstitial elements.

Previously quoted tests performed by VISHNEVSKY and STEIGERWALD 4 on a 0.35% C,
3% Ni, Cr-Mo-V base steel with various contents in alloying elements, C, Mn, Cr, Ni,
Mo, V and Al, anA using preoracked V-notch-bend specimens, have shown that C, Mn, Cr and
Mo elements raise the transition temperature whereas V and Ni lower it and improve the
notch strengths at low tenpeaatures.

From the above short review on low-temperature properties of notched parts, we
will underline that the low-temperature brittleness of steels or other susceptible
materials should be investigated preferably on precracked specimens of representative
thickness, and if possible, machined from actual forgings or rough materials having under- 1

gone all heat- and strain-treatments used for actual parts. Test conditions should be
representative of service environment, temperature and loading rate conditions. Our
preference is for toughness measurements on slow bend fatigue-preocracked specimens on
condition that preliminary tests results show correlation with full-scale tests on
actual parts in which damage or production defects will have been simulated.

Designers are mainly interested in quantities or parameters directly related to
service behaviour of structures. T.teretore, even in investigations aimed to select
metallurgical treatments and using impact testa on V-notched fatigue-preoracked speci-
mens, it is considered necessary to verify the correlation between impact energy and
toughness in the whole field.

Cases of in-flight catastrophic failure of a F-1ll American military aircraft
and premature failure during full-scale structural fatigue testa in a forged stoel part
of the wing carry through box mgde from high-strength steel treated to an ultimate
strength of about 220,000 lb/inm, have caused full-scale proof-tests to be carried out
on all aircraft after some period of service. In order to represent possible brittle
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conditions at low temperatures undergone in flight at high altitudes, each aircraft was
proof-tested to design limit load conditions in a very la~ge chamber cooled down to -40
"OC. From structural investigations on the F-ill, HINDERS"' stated that "metallurgical
examination near the hole area where the fatigue crack originates had revealed that there
was an area of untempered martensitic grain structure at the surface of the hole and that
the hole itself was drilled and reamed in a local hard spot which resulted in dulling
the drill and generating the excessive heat which caused the untempered martensite.
This very brittle material then cracked as the interference fit "taperlok" bolt was drawn
up into place. Experience with steel used in the F-ill has shown a great sensitivity of
stress intensity factor to failure to heat treatment variables. The heat-treatment
processes of normalizing, austenizing and quenching could produce wide variation in K_
values even within a single part or from heat to heat of the same part". In this cash?
two specimens of D6ac steel from different heats might possess the same measured ay and
yet have a two to one range of Kic.

Fatigue precracked parts made from high-strength aluminium alloys suffer no
additional embrittlement effect at low temperatures. HALL and FINGER2 5 have investigated
the toughness of fatigue precracked 25.4-mm thick 2014-T62 aluminium alloy plates that
were tested in ambient air, in liquid nitrogen at -196 OC, and in liquid hydrogen at
-253 OC. With specimens containing a centre surface flaw and loaded in the long direction,
K was found to be fairly independent of the test temperature, showing that no low-
tigperature effect exists for this aluminium alloy. Titanium alloys also are only slightly
sensitive to low temperatures 2 5 , 2 .

Except for some fatigue pre-treatment in the material close ahead of the crack tip
due to high level flight loads, the residual static strength in service differs little
from that shown in laboratory tests performed on similar parts containing a sharp notch
deepened in fatigue.

Ten years ago, we were concerned with investigations on two catastrophic in-flight
failures of old military aircraft that occurred in lownr booms of the wing forward spars
made from 2014 aluminium alloy forgings. In one case, brittle fracture originated from
a fatigue crack of very small extent (0.5% ofthe total lower boom cross-sectional area)
that was initiated by fretting at a bolt hole edge (see Figure V-D.6). In the other
case, an initial flaw existing at an external sharp angle only covered about 0.4% of the
total cross-sectional area. In both cases, fracture surfaces showed no evidence of
stress corrosion and the circumstances of the accidents led to the assumption that a reduc-
tion of at least 30% in ul1S.mate rupture strength had occurred.

Figure V-D.7 shows the fracture surface of a wing attachment fitting made from
a 7079-T6 aluminium alloy forging, the fracture of which occurred during a laooratory
full-scale fatigue test of the aircraft structure. Small fatigue areas are visible on
both sides of the bolt holes. The total fatigue area is only 2.8% of the net cross-
sectional area of the lower flange. These small fatigue cracks caused such a considerable
loss in bending strength that failure occurred at 98.3% of the design limit load after
a fatigue test life corresponding to 2138 flight hours of fighter operations.

KIRBKY and EYNON27 have made investigations on a multibolt joint to establish
the relationship between fatigue damage and residual static strength. The joints con-
sisted of a bar made from extruded British L 65 aluminium alloy (similar to 2014-T6).
Joints which had previously been subjected to varying histories of fatigue loading were
fractured under static loads. It was found that joints which showed no evidence of
fatigue cracking, when fracture surfaces were examined to the naked eye, retained their
original static strength. Figure V-D.8 show the relationship between the percentage
of the cross-sectional area precracked in fatigue and the residual static strength
expressed as a percentage of the original strength. It also appeared that there was no
large reduction in strength until more than 80% of the fatigue life had been consumed.

We assume that the greater reduction experienced in parts made from forgings
may be due to the varying metallurgical condition of different part areas, and possibly
the consequence of machining that causes grain direction to form an angle with external
machined surfaces.

We believe that tests on small specimens are of interest only if specimen thick-
ness, material conditions, and the locations of initial cracks are representative of actual
problems. Too frequently, scientists seeking an invariant property and being desirous to
compare their results with those of other laboratories are planning test conditions t5at
are different from any service condition. In this connection, tests of HALL and FINGERA5

on thick plates containing surface cracks at the hole edges are simulating well some wf
the more impnrtant service conditions. However, it would be worth noting that service
fractures often appear following stress-corrosion crack propagation originating from
manufacturing flaws, fatigue cracks, fretting damages or corrosion pits.

V-D. 3 STRESS-CORROSION AND RELATED PHENOMENA

Aa in the fatigue teat field, but more re4ently, the situation in stress-corrosion
testing ii evolving toward more representative tests. in fatigue testing, it was possible
to contract test duration with little effect on results, except when corrosion, thermal
stresses or dynamic response were present. On the contrary, it is difficult to accelerate
stress-corrosion tests without modifying the investigated phenomena. However, since tests
would take too long if they were performed in real time, accelerated methods tnat were
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A~~utiwti of oompoi'attyo viluo hovo boon Vjonot-Aly utiod. Rarlier lahoAt§or u~ur
roaion testm were uArrieti out oh smooth %Votmeno lit the prasnonoe of A M0-NAel aquetousi
11olution even1 ttgkh most aovioe dittiou ie einotIn airoraft swrswar@
sine to siqhtV Ae d or olihtly Alkoline oondensod wimt, Lator, the@ moilt kised Alkaline
onvirnmnt 00114kotoed of 3,111 NAM in water, he actual Ueonroion Involvesa fi Imortant

'Atiton of tixygenl the usouAl prAutio@ to flow to earry not wi'~i1ts#t by of-
Nocting A 00-UNI d "a Iternata immoirtion" sequonce of successi8ve im"V4110"m Into Altd

QQ slays, after which it Is ta umesi that eec elnrisks no longer omst.,

sVertAin i illuooniunq service klohaiviour of alloys that had nateiorid spociti-
uattions through Qolv lton~sl tests i' oAles that most of the@ dangorouis oorrgiti nii ot'
Ai'craftt 0tiffrk@5o ins oeationi are due to Altwoflto water~ naoinitio asembly

lnt@Vraticos from which Ai @sokes At high atitldo while the part is cooled down, and
Mlen on vapid dweset to1 t~din f when hot air entoer and wAtor vapour 00"onense.. The
corroition provess is one@ of slit f entiAl aeration and involves ollohetnical reactionst
quite different from thqoe actinq in convenhional 1a§L'oato1'y tost#,

Moroover, a distinction Must he made hetwoen Initiation aiid prpagation phase.
of iirotss-iyroaon, Inoipient a n rrs ons delayed by surface proohs icn of
actual parts, whereas it can occuir At A numio~r of neighbouring pits on bare specimens.
An the l5ter via*# It may tie quiestioned whether teosts performs uinder timed Ref lectiolls
arn of a gnit icamc sinao a numbor of Incipient aricos oversease the atresses producedI
by the fixed eflections, whereas stescrQao rack prpagatiot n Ilaetal parts

otnhave well bloolieod origins such as soratchem, scores, protection dotcts, frotting,
wor orftiu orsokss Dasta on duration of the propagation om ortesgai

than initiation data and correspond better to actuaI service phnaoena, whore initiattun
1Is generally sdue to one or several of the above mentioned causes or may be oven pro-

For thense reason#, surface corrosion initiation should be considered in uonnec-
Liun With thle various protective tocatings end with the maintenance processes, Onl thle
ýIontrm ryI once all incipient crack exists, its propagation under etascroindepends
only On material, stress field and envIronmentall conditions,

hlthough the shtatment hasl often been made that material should be sufficiently
protected against corrosiontpittinq so %lhat a stescrrsc rack will not Initiate
under service condition , It must be obsermod that surfaoe protection is mainly aimed 'ot
riostricting the number of areas where corrosion pits can form and so minimize the pos-
sibility of stress-corrosion In vital areas,

It shosild be noted that certain heat-treatments modify thle relative importance
of tho initiation and propagation phasea of "tress-oorrosion. For example, thle T6 &going
of 2024 aluminium alloy lorener itn nnitvity while decreasing risks of inter-
granular carrallion. hn stated by H3IUMMER Vt ftl, fI h 05awiimaly th\3
ovevageing T73 treatment can Induct a groat roaistance to crack initiation while s tress-
corrosion crack propagation is little modified.

From pit and c' ,usiun potential moasurements erformed at crack tipm under
Applietd stresises, DAVIN~ stated that 5056-1-1117 and 705-TG51 aluminium alloys should
bo th be considered msuseptible to strous-corrciuion, although 5456-11I17 had previously
been oonsiderad immune to stress-corrosion while 7075-T651 was considered very susceptible.

HOACH11$S And T11NCKIOFPP30 have investigated -.,ie influence of surface condition
on the stress corrosion of an Al-Mg-Zn aluminium allot casting and have shown that the
improvement effected by shot peening results not a imly from surfacee compressive residual
strosstea but working deformation destroys grain bounlaries at the surface. in high-
strength aluminium alloys, the Almost general feAtuie in stress corrosion is intergranular
cracking. Therefore, the stress corrosion process (ian only begin when the cold-worked
1 surface layer, which shows no well-4efined grain boundary structure, has been penetratedby pitting cororsion# and grain boundaries of the dteper material are exposed. Note
that the" hailby layer" of the 3urface cold-worked material is more anod u and will
protect thle bulk material until pitst are deep enough to act as crevices in which
electrolyte naidifiesi and corrosion potential evolves in thle active direction.

cTil ~~ea importance of surface condition is well supported by an investigation of
COCKS who ppraised tedegree of conjoint action between stress and corrosion in

stress corrosion, using a nnw test procedure which consists of measuring the reduction
* in subsequent stress corrosion lifetime after a precorrosion without application of stress.

Stress corrosion index (SCI) is defined as

Sd -1d

where y is the time to failure after precorrosion And x is the time during which the
specimen was exposed to precorroaion without stress. For the corrosion of 7075 aluminium
alloy in a deaerAted one normal NaCl aqueous solution buffered to pH1 4.7 at 30 0C withJ
an anodic current denjity of 0.3 mA/cm', and a stress of about 901 of the yield value
applied in the short transverse direction, the stress corrosion index was found to ue
$C1 - I. for alectropolishad specimetrs in which precorrosion plays no part. For as-
machined specimens, stress corrosion lifetime was about five times that of elnctro-
polished specimens but precorrosien reduced It to the preceding value while maintaining
the total time under corrosion. Specime~ns reheated And retreated had similar behaviour



but stress cort~ogioll lifetime was only three times that of elecitropol is ted specimens,
This proves that, A suface layear to Involved anti therefore underlines the need to
investigate the* various surfaaen conditions obtainad in: the actual manufacturing processes,

In h -atronyth stools# brittle LwotuVe MAY be caused by hydrogen induced
ewJbrittlemont dute to a deficiency in the# degasoing prooess that must follow electro~lytic
cadmium plating. Fast crack propiagation may also occur by a pro~roeuive embrittlement
due to tho hy drogen evolving during atrees-oorrovion. Porous cadmium plating can
present diff icultiao in dm94asing but the pores should be then filled with a polymer in
order to avoid hydroxyl ions ro-entering the porest and serving asra very efficient leo0-
trtilyte for the cadoiws-steel "batte ry" at each inter! aedeep Dore (from At4DERSON3 ).

To ineritase service Waety, it is still useful to chooso materials having low
sensitivity to stress-corrosion Mn to brittle fracture' The designer's aim is to
ens*ure both slow stroes-corrouion crack prop& aticn and that. crack. may become large
enough to be detectable before they cause a s ignif leant, drop in ststic strength.

Service behaviour and laboratory tests could be considered according to Wne
followuing headings:

1. Causes of initial defects.

2. influence of the corroded area location in the structure on the electro-
chemical process involved.

3. Selection of materials having possibilities for teade-off between pitting,
intoergranular and stroes-corrosion sensitivities, tensile strength and
fatigue strength characteristics-.

4, Effects of the stresh distribution and of its variation during crack
propagation,

S. Brittloness of cracked parts.

Some non-limitative examples of initial protection defects in steels are:

Undatooed uenhjni1Iawo due to tensile stxesses produced by rapid cooling,
th evels Of wTWh jopnd on factor#smuch as steel hardness, cooling rate

and stress concentration in the part. Figure V-D.9 shows a Pketch of an in-
flight incident in a scorewed-down bolt caused by fatigue crackpragto
originating from a quenching flaw. Before tempering, the roughly mrachined
port had a sharp angle between head and shank. Quenching induced tensile
stresses of a level hi ghmenough to cause a surface flaw which was partially
eliminated by the final mahining, leaving very small cracks in thpe fillet.

- Chromium p4.~nq f stools casn assivati n by oxidizing so that they
Miave asnbeoetopstv ua s~. u i~a chromium-plated steel pin
in contact with an unprotected steel bushing may cause the bushing surface
to corrode.

- contact with morg active metals causing hydrogen cracking, as described by
HENTHORNEJJ. for martensitic precipitation hardening stainless steel in con-
tact with aluminium alloys.

- Deet ncdmu lt~ that create a local cathodic area. This was the
case of the high-strengthH-11 steel bolt which suffered an in-flight fracture
as illustrated in Figure V-D.13.

- Pitn yacid sol! tion to initiate a stress-corrosion crack. This is illus-
tratedih1'igir V -D.14 Which shows a brittle fracture that occurred during
a static proof-test under internal pressure of a reinforcement rintg of a
rocket nozzle.

- Poiaonous elements such as H S or AS can accelerate hydrogen evolution .ýn
"itres-orrosion procesiess 01 ets'...

* in aluminium alloys, initial defectL may bet

- Cracks induced by ald-working correction of bending or warping deflections
arising from previouse6_Ti-~rtmants.

- Ruptuire of the point fijiýi at edges of external rivet heads by relative
displacements in assembi es, and subsequent corrosion of vermicular
appearance extending into the aluminium cladding, if any exists, or
possibly, in absenoe of any anodic cladding or spraying, crevice
corrosion between rivet shanks and bores. -

- Cracks around rivet heads in the alumina film of anodised sheets.

In all alloys the following kinds of defeat may be encountered:

-Damage by concentrated eharp 2ontitct as illustrated in Figure V-D.1O.
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- Figure V-D. I illustrates the thinning of the protective coating layer
around a sharp edge, giving a weaker protection and a higher probability
of damage.

Surface damage by wear or fretting inflexed or movable assemblies. Figure
V-D-.12 illustrates th case of a brittle failure that occurred during

a fatigue test on a tubular element made from nigh-strength 35 4 C 0 16
steel (similar to 4340 US steel) tempered for a tensile ultimate
strength of 260,000 lb/in2 . Under the action of a bending load, the
electrolytic chromium plating was removed at the sharp edge of the encasing.
A crack was then propagated under corrosion-fatigue conditions.

- Pitting during inter-operations storages in manufacture.

- Scratches and scores resulting from handling during assembly or maintenance
operations.

- Unprotected areas due to hand-filing at the time of final assembly of
parts into structure.

- Short transverse crackin_ by stress-corrosion or by fatigue under
local vibrations may become dangerous in parts loaded longitudinally
under general fatigue loads that cause the direction of crack
propagation to change.

- In a similar way, a fatigue crack due to local vibrations may be
relayed by stress-corrosion.

Most frequently, stress-corrosion damages occur close to parting lines in die
forgings where forging fibres are cut by machining, and more generally in areas where
tensile stresses exist continuously in the short transverse direction. Figure V-D.15
illustrates the failure of a forging made from 2014 aluminium alloy and submitted to
ground load under the aircraft weight. The forging had a tubular shape in the cracked
region and was assembled with an inner steel tube shrink-fitted in liquid nitrogen.
The fracture, 250 mm long, occurred suddenly while the aircraft was at a standstill.
The brittle aspect of the fracture is shown in Figure V-D.15 b. The fracture was
caused by surface cracks due to intergranular stress-corrosion and originated from the
inner surface of the part in contact with the steel tube and was close to the due-
forging parting line. Figure V-D.15 c shows a large number of subsidiary cracks in
the region near the fracture. Figure V -D.15 d is a micrograph which shows the crack
path in the direction of grain flow.

Corrosion is governed by the action of an electrolyte, which is often aqueous,
in the presence of surface differences resulting from heterogeneities in composition
and in chemical and physical properties. Besides micro-differences existing in the
mate.^ial itself, corrosion-generative differences can be influenced by the location of
the ccrroded area in the structure.

In aircraft structures, corrosion by differential aeration is the most frequent
case. The local electrolyte is generally provided by condensation of atmospheric water
vapour onto a cold surface. Pitting corrosion of metallic materials, bare or passivated
by an oxide film, is favoured by drop condensation of water.

In numerous cases, corrosion cells in storage tanks result from sludge deposits
or from stratification of liquids having different densities. The microbiological
corrosion at the bottom of aircraft fuel tanks is due to the presence of water, deposits
of sludge, and to bacterial growth that releases acid products of metabolism. Hetero-
geneities in aeration and acidity create corrosion cells.

Gasket materials or thermic- and acoustic-insulating materials able to leach
chloric or sulphuric products at room temperature or, by accident, at elevated tempera-
tures, may cause corrosion. In certain cases, electrolytes result from leakage of
aggressive producus such as acid vapours from batteries, alkaline or acid liquids es-
caping from galleys and toilets in passenger airplanes, leakage or emission of foods or
chemical compounds from the freight, as well as traces of contamination arising from
the fabrication which the cleaning and protection processes have not removed.

In aircraft, condensed water accumulates in the cold zones of poor ventilation
such as bottom of fuselage, stringer of closed top-hat shaped cross-section, or low
situated cavities and recesses. Because of the contraction and expansion of air due to
variation in altitude and temperature, water vapour enters easily into all cavities and
gaps. When cavities are colder than the environmental atmosphere, condensed water can
spread and remain there for a time long enough to produce corrosion damage. Particularly,
paint or varnish films are always porous. When they cover interstices or when blisters
form due to local defects of adhesion, water enters the cavities, and the corrosion
products raise the film, and extend the peeling of the film ho failure and subsequeut
scaling. Attachment of equipment onto a cold metallic surface may provide a gap which
will retain condensed water and favour corrosion.

Internal condensation of water can destroy the aluminium honeycomb sandwich
material, when joints show evidence of manufacturing defects or in the presence of fatigue
cracks, due to the corrosion of the honeycomb walls of the sandwich core. Further
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damage can occur from expansion of the watervhen it changes to ice.

Crevice corrosion can result from a deep pit but more often occurs in gaps
or assembly clearances as well an under fouling deposits or sludge. Zn a pro-existent
crevice, oxygen diffuses toward the cathodic surface and the difficulty of oxygen
renewal causes the crevice bottom to remain anodic. Although corrosion phenomena are of
very various natures, it is worth noting the relative importance of orevice or gap
corrosion.

The resistance of materials to crevice and gap corrosion cannot be appraised
from conventional corrosion tests of coupons to salt spray or to exposure in sea or
industrial atmosphere. Accelerated tests or long time tests have no significance in this
case. The problem of the correct representation of corrosion in crevices or gaps miight
be investigated in two ways. First, it is possible, as proposed by ANDERSON 3• to use
a special short specimen containing a central holel an axial compressive loading causes
the hole wall to yield in compression, and on unloading residual tensile stresses will
be produced. Then, the self-stressed specimen may be submitted to appropriate environ-
ments, either in this condition, or aftar affixing lateral plates with a fastener to
represent crevice corrosion conditions. After pH and corrosion potential measurements
of electrochemical conditions existing in a particular case of crev-1ce corrosion, a
systematic study of the surface conditions may be performed on coupons by controlling
aeration, pH and electrochemical potential to simulate the pitting conditions existing in
a crevice. Secondly, tests of the two preceding sorts should be checked by more repre-
sentative tests using simplified types of assembly submitted to a varying environment and
simulating service variation in air pressure and temperature.

An example of problems that arise from material selection was the choice that
had to be made for the 2024 aluminium alloy extrusions between Mie T3 treatment which
favours scaling intergranular corrosion from protection defects in service, and the T6
treatment which favours pitting corrosion and necessitates careful protection during
inter-operation storages.

Another example concerns stringers in upper skins of wing box beams. High
compressive stresses that are developed by flight loads make buckling strength an
important factor. Besides, tensile stresses due to taxiing loads are often moderately
high and any fatigue problem occurs only in very flexible wings. in general, upper skin
stringers are made from 7075-T651 aluminium alloy extrusions that have high yield com-
pressive strength. However, sensitivities to pitting corrosion and then to intergranular
corrosion and/or stress corrosion may lead to difficulties if rivet and bore surfaces
are not protected. in wing box regions that are also integral fuel tanks, the necessary
tightness was often obtained using wet-installing of bolts and rivets by coating them
with a rubberlike sealing product or with zinc chromate paint or cement. In most cases
this also ensures against risks of pitting corrosion and subsequent damages.

Tightness may also be secured by dry-installed taper bolts. In some cases,
thoir service behaviour was disillusioning due to the fact that residual installing
stresses aggravated by eccentricity defects of the conical bores introduced fatigue risks
under taxiing loads in particularly flexible wings, the same defects leaving a gap too
small to permit fuel leakage but into which water vapour enters, condenses and may cause
pitting corrosion.

Another means to secure tightness in automatic riveting operatiorsconsists of
forming rivet heads by slow crushing of cylindrical rivet wire sections into bores which
are shaped to conform to special rivet heads. In slow forming, rivet shanks fill the
bores better than in hammer riveting; residual pressure exists between rivet shanks and
bores and secures tightness, at least during early phases of service operations. The
necessity to avoid any defect in automatic riveting has led to an improvement in the
automatic grinding of drills, thereby improving the quality of bore surfaces and probably
delaying pitting corrosion.

In these sort of problems, it is quite dLfficult to define laboratory tests that
are able to assess the corrosion implications involved in the selection of materials
and of manufacturing processes that are initially based on weight saving and financial
reasons. Since crevice corrosion in gaps depends on the surface condition, laboratory
tests should be performed with small assembly specimens made from the same materials
and manufactured by the same means as planned for the structure under consideration.
Moreover, since fatigue in service, even under compressive loads, is able to produce
fretting damages and to decrease the level of residual riveting stresses and so to increase
clearances between rivets and bores, pitting corrosion tests should be carried out after
a fatigue pretreatment and should consist of repeated immersions under load into an
electrolyte (for example, 3.5% NaCI aqueous solution) and of lasting periods without
loading. Specimens would be cut through rivets at various test durations in order to
examine surface pitting corrosion of rivets and bores.

In assessing whether a stress-corrosion test is representative of the actual
structure behaviour, attention must be paid to the correct realization of the stress
field, first in initial distribution and in distribution variation while the crack
propagates, secondly in intensity variation simulating variations in service condition.
of 3curse, materials and grain flow direction must be as in the actual element.

The first point may be clarified by considering, for example, residual stresses
around P interference-fitted pin. As crack propagation diminishes the initial
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installing pressure, the stress intensity factor at the crack tip first increases, then
passes through a maximum level and finally decreases, possibly resulting in a non-
Sropagating crack. Current tests are effected either by applying a steady load or by
mposing an initial deflection, whereas in many actual circumstances crack propagations

modify the initial load or deflection conditions. Care should be taken to load the
development specimen similarly to the actual part.

The second point may be illustrated by the general case of attachment lugs assembled
by conical expansion bolts or containing interference-fitted bushings. For example, the
lug of a RR-58 aluminum alloy clevis used as a wing attachment fitting on a passenger
aircraft exhibited intergranu~ar corrosion cracks which were attributed to residual
tensile stresses produced by the tightening torque of a conical expansioo pin. Laboratory
measurements indicated a residual tensile stress of 3,600 to 5,800 lb/in', depending
on the tightening torque of the nut. At the same location, the te..sile s tress resulting
from the horizontal-flight equilibrium loads was about 1.5,000 to 20,000 lb/in' Now,
while the residual stresses had been applied for eight years, i.e., for 70,000 hours,
the additional stresses in flight had been applied each year for 10 hours per day during
300 days, i.e., for 24,000 hours.

During stress-corrosion, overload effectb may be imagined as follows:

1. First, the overload causes the crack to propagate in the material damaged by
intergranular corrosion until the crack front is straightened and an equilibrium depth
is reached in the sound ductile material.

2. The ductile material then elongates and, after unloading, some compressive
residual stresses remain and exert a retardation effect on the propagation of the stress
corrosion crack under a lower load.

3. Finally, static failure occurs under the highest load at a crack depth smaller
than that observed under the low steady load.

4. If the highest load is applied long enough at each loading, it may cause damage
through stress corrosion by itself; if the time of application is too short, the improving
effect of the load may increase the time to failure despite the smaller crack depth at
final fracture.

On this point, the situation will remain uncertain, just as it was until recently
with regard to fatigue, as long as no systematic study is made of the effect of high
loads in the loading programmes used for stress corrosion tests. §qed for this has been
pointed out by several authors and recently emphasized by ANDERSON".

Besides, for investigations on actual parts, different types of specimens may
be used in different critical locations, with the best specimen q•ape chosen with regard
to local condition.o For example, in an investigation by LEHMANN• on the compcaative
stress corrosion behaviour of die forgings made from 7079-T6 and AZ-74.61 (German Al-Zn-
Mg-Ag alloy) aluminium alloys, specimens were taken at the following locations3

- C-ring specimens around a Jack point-hole,

- tension smooth specimens in a fitting area, and

- double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens in the parting line area.

Comparative tests using different types of specimens may result in different quality
classification as was the case for corrosion tests of aluminium alloys in seawater by, ~DANE 5 .
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V-E A SHORT SURVEY ON POSSIBILITIES OF FATIGUE LIFE ASSESSMENT OF
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES BASED ON RANDOM OR PROGRAMMED FATIGUE TESTS*

W. Barrois

SUMMARY

The survey is an attempt to answer the question: "What information is needed in
terms of load spectrum and test contitions, to extend the results of laboratory tests to
the prediction of service fatigue life of aircraft structures?" After considering de-
signers' needs and detailing the various physical parameters that are significant in
the fatigue behaviour of specimens and structures, several types of fatigue tests are
reviewed from the viewpoint of their represent'tiveness. A short survey is then made
of the present prediction methods of structure fatigue life from fatigue tests of com-
ponents, assemblies and structures undergoing constant amplitude loadings. Then, after
considering fatigue tests under programmed loadings, the case of random loadings is
briefly discussed. It is concluded that describing random loadinqs by their root mean
squares is not sufficient to predict the fatigue lives of structures even when the shape
of the load power spectrum is known, except in cases of comparative prediction where
the only change is the general intensity of the spectrum. The possibility of test
acceleration by increasing the general loading intensity is considered. The necessity
of a more complete treatment of every partial result of structural fatigue tests is
emphasized as well as the usefulness of broad co-operation in this field in order to
extend the amount of fatigue data able to be usedty designers.

V-E. 1 INTRODUCTION

For several years, problems in acoustic fatigue and those implied by aircraft
dynamic responses to random loadings defined by power spectra, have drawn attention
of designers to possibilities of fatigue life assessment from results of fatigue tests
under programmed or random loadings that simulate actual random loadings in flight.
In these tests, the stress spectrum shapes in relation to statistical frequencies of
occurrence and dynamical frequencies may be quite different either due to different
excitations or to very different structural responses. Intensity of every loading is
defined either by the maximum load or by the quadratic mean load.

Often, these tests are carried out only for purposes of fatigue strength substan-
tiation of particular structures. Their possible use in fatigue life prediction of
other structures may entail extensive tests on simple components or elementary assemblies.
Before plat:ning costly tests, it may be useful to study how such results might be used
by designers.

That leads to the necessity to define designer's requiremonts and to review
briefly fatigue prediction methods using results of conventional tests under constant
amplitude loadings, and then to oonsider two cases of random fatigue tests, either in
fatigue at low frequencies or with frequencies within the acoustic range.

V-E. 2 NEEDS OF THE DESIGNER

In a previous survey , we have attem-ted to show that for technical reasona and
due to fundamental and physical causes, it Is difficult to assess fatigue life of an
aircraft structure sufficiently accurately through elasticity analysis and allowable
stress design values related to the particular material, Useful analyses consist only
of comparative or interpolative co,,utations based on fatigue test results of structures,
assemblies or components. However, even within this restricted field, the computation
size is often a heavy burden in practice. Various analytical methods of increasing
complexity have been proposed. In order to assess their practical usefulness, two
kinds of distinction have to be .*des

(i) Firstly, certain methods quickly yield a rough classification of assemblies,
they may supply a provisional assessment at the preliminary uasign stage,
at the expense of costly previous analyses on a large number of fatigue tout
results on Actual apd similar structures, or assemblies made from the same
material through the same manufeoturing pro*esses. On the contrary, other
more analytical methods imply computations that are tailored for each particular
case but can be used only when detailed drawings are available.

(ii) Secondly, the selected mathod and itsdegree of accuracy must correspond to
the particular needs of the deoigner.

*Reprinted from WAR Conserence Prooedings No. 118.
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At the preliminary design stage, assembly modes and manufacturing processes that
entail the minimum of fatigue problems and a design with geometries that make possible
further local reinforcements the incorporation of which do not imply extended design
changes, would be selected. In addition, the structure must be "fail-safe" against
fatigue or other causes of damage. The fail-safe requirement may lead to vital attach-
ment being oversize locally, such that the fatigue problem disappears.

At the prototype design stage, a first comparative analysis should supply a rough
classification of the various assembly areas of the structure according to the following
degrees of decreasing fatigue strerlth-

- certainly sufficient,

- doubtful,

- certainly insufficient.

Areas of "certainly insufficient" strength should precipitate immediate design changes.
"Doubtful" areas should be assessed again by means of another more accurate computation
based on previous fatigue tests. In case of a doubt persisting, development tests on
representative assemblies or partial structures should be carried out under the estimated
particular loading programme of the aircraft.

At the production design stage, an interpretative third analysis on development
test results might take account of changes in aircraft loading, weights and performances,
design and sizing, since the prototype stage. Moreover, some areas previously classi-
fied as sufficiently strong may become doubtful, and other development tests should be
carried out and analyzed by means of a previously demonstrated computation method.

Finally, after the full-scale fatigue tests, interpretative computations are
necessary in order to substantiate the fatigue evaluation of operational aircraft, taking
into account the latest design changes and inflight load measurements performed in actual
operations on the first operational airplanes.

Designers' needs may be summarized as follows;

Interpretative comnutations that enable re-assessment to be made of the fatigue
life ofa-sructure for a new loading programme significantly different from the testing
programme.

"A priori" subjective classification of fatigue strength of structural assembly
areas with respect to the fatigue strength of structures previously known to be suffi-
cient or insufficient. This implies computations that define the fatigue quality of
each structure tested and the quality needed to withstand the particular loading
programme that corresponds to the aircraft studied and to its foreseen operational use.

Prediction analysis should take into account detail shapes and sizing. Computa-
tions o local s tsses near stress raisers and assessment of the allowable intensity
value of the load spectrum are needed. Empirical coefficient& to use in computations
would be obtained by the same computation methods from test results of simple assemblies
representative of stress raisers and of current design of joints.

V-E 3 REPRESENTATIVENESS OF FATIGUE TESTS

In order to study the possibilities of assessing life in service from test results,
it is first fitting to examine the representativeness of the tests. Obviously, the
service behaviour can be considered to be the most representative test.

(a) Indoor full-scale fatigue tests carried out by the Swiss "Fabrique Federale
d'Avions" at Emmen' are fairly close to service operation in that the loads
aplied to wing, tail surfaces, fuselage end landing Sears are contEUroed b
continuousrecordin whlich Was Performed durin soerVi ition for a time

"liongenough for the statisti cal samiIinto-- onsi as sa•t'onary.
However, the environment is not so representative from the corrosion point
of view. This type of test can begin only after some time of service opera-
tions, hence its purpose is only a final verification yielding results after
a long time of service operation has elapsed.

(b) Conventional full-oagtle iu tents carried out indoors or, better still,
in the open, are often peroormed On a flight-by-flight basis with loading
programmes deduced from general statistical data confirmed by sampling measure-
ments carried out on the prototype aircraft or the first production aircraft.
The loading programme may be simplified to consist of a reduced number of load
levels by means of "equivalent" damage calculation based on fatigue teat
results of "fairly* representative specimens. It may also be randomized
in replacing the continuous curve of the cumulative frequeocies of occurrence
by a stepped diagram resulting in a discrete number of level classes of flight
and ground loads, the application sequence of which is randomized. In some
cases the fuselage is immersed into a water tank and fillea with water.
Other tests are carried out with air pressurization, the fuselage being filled
with rigid plastic foam. Outdoor tests are recommended as being more repro-
,entative from the corrosion point of view.
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(c) Full-scale fatigue tests of incomplete structures are carried out in the
laSoratory, either under a simplified loading programme from service nweasure-
ments, or more frequently under constant amplitude loadings when it is
possible to compare several versions of design, materials or manufacturing
processes.

(d) Systematic fatique tests of assembly elements such as sheet joints by means
of one or several rivet lines, lug loaded by a pin, etc., are generally per-
formed under constant amplitude loads for several intensities in order to
plot a mean S-N curve and to appraise the scatter.

(e) Systematic fatigue tests of notched specimens under constant amplitude loads
of several intensities and with several values of the alternating-to-steady
component ratio and several geometrical notch factors give results which are
often used as middle termof comparison to assess the fatigue behaviour of
structures under loading programmes differing from those under which they
were tested.

(f) Research fatigue tests of elementary assembly specimens or notched specimens
appraise the influence of different loading programme types assumed to be
equivalent in damage when based on the Miner-Palmgren rule.

In orde to determine what the representativeness of these types of tests may be,
i.e., how realistic they are, and what degree of confidence to ascribe to them, it must
be noted which are the parameters of significance in the fatigue behaviour and how these
parameters are representad in every fatigue test type.

Broadly considering the initiation phase of fatigue cracking, the governing param-
eters are as follows:

(i) The alternating component of the surface stress which gives rise to alternat-
ing plastic shear strains which modify the cold-worked condition of the
surface material and which create clusters of vacancies and pileups of
dislocations, as well as surface crevices, from which microcracks originate.

(ii) The maximum value of the tensile surface stress which plays an important
part in the growth of micro- and macro-cracks.

(iii) The stress gradient in the direction perpendicular to the surface which governs
the material depth within which plastic distortions are significant.

(iv) Intensity, gradient and stability of surface residual stresses which, when they
are tensile, decrease the duration of the fatigue crack initiation phase,
whereas they hayv a delaying effect when they are compressive.

(v) The geometrical roughness of the surface, and the metallurgical condition
of the surface material.

(vi) The beneficial effect of a small enough number of high loads that create
favourable residual stresses at notch roots but do not yet create microcracks
when applied.

(vii) The corrosion sensitivity of the material and, in assemblies, the fretting
behaviour which can create surface damage that may seriously shorten the crack
initiation phase.

The fatigue crack progation phase depends on the stress distribution in the crack
area and on the changes in this distribution due to the crack propagation. It also
depends on loading sequences through the beneficial effect of rarely ',ccurring overloads.
A corrosive environment may also substantially increase the crack propagation rate.
Crack propagation may be impeded when the load is transferred from the cracked area
into another assemblied part (fail-safe). It may nevertheless give rise to a static
fracture. In the case when the propagation of a fatigue crack ceases, further crack
propagation may take place due to stress corrosion or intergranular corrosion.

Final static fracture occurs with a smaller and less easily detectable crack
the more brittle the materlal and the thicker the part. It Is worth noting that the
material is often more brittle In the short transverse direction.

Preceding features imply that to be representative of service behaviour, every
full-scale fatigue test should be carried out with a structure made from the same
materials, having undergone the same treatments, manufacturing and protection processes,
and the same inspection and maintenance procedures as the operational structure. This
kind of test is costly and taken too long to complete. Its application is therefore
restricted to final fatigue strength substantiations carried out in accordance with
the tests of types (b) and (a) previously reviewed.

However, due to discrepancies between the test loading programme and load statis-
tics from measurements performed during actual service operations, or subsequently to
change in operational conditions such as freight weight, aircraft speed, etc., or again
after an important development of the aircraft without general modification of the
primary structures, a reassessment of the fatigue behaviour may be 1ecessary without
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the DoeslbLlit- of carrying out a full-scale fatigue cest. This raises a problem af
selection between partial fatigue tests of weak areas and of systematic tests the
results of which will be u3eo in comparative calculations.

All oomputatior, methods are based on tests that are performed under conditions
mre or less represen stive of actual service environments. Corrosion had no influence
in the very rare labor.tory tests performed in a vacuum or in a nejtral atmosphere,
e.g., in dry argon. Inr normal iidc3r tests, the corrosion effect is generally fairly
small, except during th- crack propagation phase in materials susceptible to stress-
corrosion. In full-scale fattkii tests performed in the open and in those carried out
in water-tanks, the test duration of more than one year achieves a sufficiently severe
similation of the corx ision environment. Corrosicn often has a significant but moderate
influence on the test duration, neasured in real time, and on the fatigue life which is
measured in number of cycles, flight hours or number of flights.

Another time effect is due to dynami- resonance of the structure that modifies
the stress intensities and distributions. A distinction should ue made between random
loads at low frequencies which ex:ite vibration modes of the whole structure, and high
frequency random loads which excite only local vibration modes of small structure areas.

In discussing prediction methods, the following cases of random loading are to
be considered:

-Very low dynamic frequencies for which the structure behaves quasi-statically.
The loading spectrum mainly dep-ndr on the airciaft mission.

SFrequencies within the range of fundamental vibrations modes of the whole
aircraft which excite structura1 

vibratior modes, but for thicJi orrectve
computations can bring the problem back to the case of quasi-static loading.
Loading spectra depend on aircraft missinns and dynamical properties on the
whole structure. Slow fatigue test results can be used in the assessment of
fatigue life, and the numbier of flights is the more logical fatigue life unit.

- Acoustic frequencies excite locally small structural elements. Stress spectra
depend on excitationj and local dynamical properties of the structure. They
are different from those applied to the whole structure. Numbers of cycles
to consider are generilly very large compared with those of loadings that
concern the whole structure.

V-E 4 PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS METHODS kOR CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADINGS

Computation methods which use fatigue test results of notched specimens disregard
possible damage by fretting due to relative micro-displacements at the contact surfaces
of assembled materials.

Computation methods based on tests of assemblies are also questionable due to
the fact that materials, although nominally defined, may differ from those used in the
structure. For example, differences may be associated with heat treatment, grain texture,
durface conditior. and corrosion protection.

Computations should, therefore, introduce empirical coefficients resulting from
laboratory tests on representative assemblies, which should then be Aodified after
outdoor full-scale fatigue tests and possibly reviewed ii the light of service behaviour.

The earlier method of fatigue life assessment of a notched component was based,
for comparison, on the higher surface fatigue stress in the nocch, so that the favouraule
effect of the stres-. gradient in depth was disregarded. This ret!.od is very conserva-
tive if the data use- are from axial fatigue tests on smooth specimens; it is simple and
may be used to check whether or not the fatigue strenath can definitely be considered
sufficient. However, fatigue strength may be overestimated when using rotating bending
results of small-diameter smooth specimens. Thismethod fails in the case of fretting
or of superimposition of undefined stress raisers.

An improvement of this method was made by taking stress gradients into accourt
and by using fatigue test results of a sr' o4 notched specimens with several notch factor
values. This permitted curves to be drawn showing fatigue life as a fuaction of alter-
nating and steady components of the higher surface stress for several values of theI 4
relative stress gradient, (i/a)aa/3n, in the direction perpendicular to the surface ,4

In 1959, Hayes 3 proposed to use fatigue test results o, notched specimens with
several values of the KT notch factor in order to define by interpolation an equiralent
notch factor* from one fat gie test of the studied component. Then, the intero-a ion
cf curves from test results on notched specimens using this equivalent notch factor
enables an assessment to be made of the component fatigue behaviour under any loading
progq/amme.

Xwn 1042. an jonrnwamant hv ownwf#4 wapm bammA on th r--pm4~'aaI

that of smooth speTinens. This correlation was found to be independent of the alter-
nating-to-3teady stress ratio and to encompass a large range of number of cycles, but
was not valid for round specimens. The correlation varies with each notch factor, KT'



but the fatigue notch factor, XF, varies with YT and the notch radius, r, according to
an empirical relation.

=pK f(r).

From this, Doneff derived au interpolation method to obtain the diagrams,

N - f(a ,o m),

corresponding to fixed values of K_ and r. He applied its method to fatigue strength
computation on sheet assemblies whire, for the stresses at edges of holes, a distinction
was made between stresses resulting from thelocal load transferred by each fastener
and t1,ose by-passing the fasteners.

To compute local stresses in a multi-riveted statically-redundant assembly, each
assembly sheet was idealized by a system of rectangular meshes according to network
lines, the nodes of which were at hole centres. These network lines were assumed to be
axially loadeo bars transferring shear loads to rectangular sheet elements. Deforma-
tions due tc bearing stresses in holes and to rivet bending were disregarded. Computa-
tion, restricted to the elastic range, yielded nominal stresses applied near each hole
and local loads transferred by each rivet. Allowable values of these loads and stresses
were drawn from fatigue tests on elementary elements.

In 1969, a first attempt was made by Jarfall 5 to take account of the bending of
rivets and hole bearing deformations which vary with sheet thickness, fastener diameter,
and with the material. He used e asticity methods of assembly analysis pre/iously inves-
tigated from 1944 to '947 by Vogt , Manford et 11.7, and Rosenfeld . In this field it
is worth noting a recent paper by Harris et al.ý that recognizes the possibilities
afforded by modern dijitA! computers.

In order Lo take into consideration theplastic behaviour under fatigue stressing,
i.e., changes in stress-strain cycles, creation or relaxation of residual stresses,
surface condition in holes, axial tightening and diametral interference or clearance
of fasteners, Jarfall introduced two ýmpirical coefficients to be determined in partial
fatigue tests. Using these coefficients,he called the "Stress Severity Factor - SSF"
the ratio of the higher local stress at a hole edge to a reference stress chosen to be
the nominal stress near the hole assuming the hole was reduced to a zero diameter.

To determine empirical coefficients, it was postulated that, for a fixed fatigue
life of N cycles, the fatigue failure of different elements would occur for the same
value of the higher local stress, i.e., for the same value of the product of the nominal
stress to failure after N cycles and the SSF-factor. Hence, this factor has some
similarity with the fatigue notch factor KF. It is valid only within a certain range
o[ number of cycles which would have to be determined by experience. It might still
be called "Fatigue notch factor equivalent to the assembly detail" and designated K
Three specimens are needed to obtain two ratios each of which supply one coefficient.
Jarfall used flat sheet specimens containing a circular hole with three loading modes:
axially loaded specimens with free hole or hole filled by a fastener, and specimens
fixed at one end and loaded at the hole by means of a pin. Then, in fatigue tests of
assemblies, local values of the Stress Severity Factor were determined for each incipient
crack. Knowing the SSF of various areas of an assembly, it is possible to compute its
fatigue lifu under any loading programme and then, knowing its service behaviour, to
define allowable values of the SSF for each particular class of design and of operational
service.

Crichlow and his collaborators10 have proposed the so-called "Fa e Quality
Index* method that comprehensively characterizes the fatigue behaviour ; a ass2.emly
an--Tmplicitly takes account of details and materials. The fatigue quality index is
the g9#ometrical notch factor chosen from amongst, or interpoled from, those of a set
of simple notched specimens, made from a reference material that has yeilded N = f
(ca,o,,KT)-curves, in order to have same fatigue life as the tested component for the same
values of the nominal fatigue stress, 0a and 0m near the notch or the assembly junction.
If the component is tested under a loadig programme, fatigue durations of reference
specimens are computed and plotted agai.nst the loading programme intensity, and, through
the point representing the component fatigue test, one interpolation is made to define
the KT-value of the notch factor equivalent to the component. Since the material of
the tested component may differ from that of the reference specimens, one no longer
speaks of equivalent XT but only of Fatigue Quality Index K. As in Jarfall's tests,
structure tests are carried out considering all intermediate durations until cracks ap-
pear, the repair of which allow the fatigue test to continue and more useful results
for further prediction purposes to be obtained. This is supported by the fact that in
the absence of a "fail-safe" design, the duration for a crack to be detectable is in
practice often close tn the total fatigue life to failure. For aluminium alloys, 2024-
T3 aluminium alloy sheet material is used as the reference.

•--.,3y' • acf.ae rnrougn varameters the knowledge of which enables prediction to be
made of the fatigue behaviour of anorher structure or of an element assumed to be
similar to the local area under investigation. in the different cases, attempts are
made to describe design and loading conditions of more or less complex structural details
in order to bring every problem back to one which has been previously tested. However,



because manufacturing processes and metallurgical conditions are playing an important
part, it may be expected that tho prediction accuracy will be limited by the difficulty
to exactly describe all significant conditions. At the very best, it may be hoped that
quite good prediction will be possible from a first full-scale fatigue test on the
structure being studied when the evaluation aim will be only to appraise the effect
of slight changes in sizing and loading on the fatigue life.

The comparisons can be defined along the following lines:

1. Loading types and their intensities

Loading may be of three types, namely, constant amplitude, programmed, or random.
Intensitier of each of them may be measured respectively, as amplitude, higher load
and load distribution, and quadratic mean load.

2. Reference structures

They may be as follows:

(a) Another structure of same detail design, materials and manufacturing processes.

(b) Structural assembly details having same features.

(c) Notched specimens of same relative stress gradient, material and manufactur-
ing processes.

(d) Smooth specimens made from the same material.

The following comparison parameters may be used:

Mi) The "Equivalent notch factor - KT', the "Stress Severity Factor - SSF"
and the "Fatigue Quality Index - KVare used with reference structures of
the types (a) and (b).

(ii) Nominal design stresses around stress raisers are to be used in connection
with tests on reference representative details.

(iii) Surface stresses and their relative stress gradients in depth direction.

(iv) Surface stresses alone.

Table I shows a simplified description of prediction methods.

A valuable extension of these studies would be the establishment of prediction
means, consisting of banks of data on fatigue strenjths of conventional structures and
elements, and suitable as imput data for digital computers for strength or optimiza-
tion analyzes. All items of these data would be provided by accurate analyzes of test
results on full-scale structures, partial structures, and components and assemblies
representative of various designs under constant amplitude loadings. The cases of
fatigue life prediction under random loading would be treated by means of the Miner-
Palmgren rule.

V-E S DAMAGE EVALUATION OF FATIGUE LOADINGS ON STRUCTURES BY SIMPLIFIED
REPRESENTATION OF THE RANDOM LOAD SPECTRUM

In most full-scale fatigue tests of aircraft structures, the applied load system
is simplified with respect to random service loads. The first problem tu deal with
consists of defining a test load system that is equivalent to service loads with regard
to fatigue damage. Figure 1 which concerns the full-scale fatigue test of the "Cara-
velle" structure, schematizes the general course of computations from gust velocity
statistics and one estimate of ground loads to define the load programme to be applied
during a test cycle which represents one mean type flight. Figure l(a) shows gust
velocity statistics by sections of altitude, drawn from acceleration recording on
an aircraft of comparable type and performances (Comet 1) during a world-round trip.
Figure l(b) illustrates the estimated type flight of the Caravelle with values of air-
speed, altitude and aircraft weight that are varying during the flight. For each flight
section, constant values are assumed, and partial statistics of acceleration increments,
An, at the gravity centre are determined. They are corrected to give the same loads
when applied to the reference take-off weight. Figuri 1(c) shows the sum of these partial
statistics as one curve of cumulative frequency in 10' flights to re&oh or exceed
An-values. Then it is assumed that the wing structure, in the areas of high stresses,
has the same fatigue properties as the notched specimens, the constant amplitude fatigue
properties of which are represented in Figure l(d); in this particular case, these
stresses depended on the acceleration increment An as follows:

S - 8.1 t S.lAn daN/me 2 .

wnc Asou spectrum or rne riqure ittc was decomposed into a series of constant amplitude
fatigue loads, Si = 8.1 ± Sai, each of them being applied for N, cycles and producing
a partial damage. N./NRi . NRi is the number of cycles to failure under the load S.,
taken from the Figurk l(d). Numerical data and computation results are reportea1

in Table I1.
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As long as the final true load spectrum differs but little from the spectrum
used in the structural fatigue test, corrective computations may be made for the areas
damaged by thle applied loads or, in default of damage, in conservatively assuming
damage beginning just at the conclusion of the test.

When thu true load spectrum in unknown, comparative experimental investigation
of several designs or manufacturing processes may be carried out, or the fatigue strength
of a particular structure may be appraised, under a standardized aeproximate spectrum.r In development tests based on a standardised shapeeofsanspectrum orcumulative frequencies
of level crossiing a, a distinction should be made between aircraft components loaded
similarly to a wing, ia.e, under A loading programme having two mean load values, and
components with a loading programme having only one mean load value.

For the first loading case, typical of wings, D. SchUtz 1 has proposed the
standardized load spnotrwn shape shown in the Figure 2. It corresponds tQ a mean load
spectruin drawn through fligYht measurements carried out on DC-9, Boeing 737, BAC-11l
and Transall1 aircraft. Flight loads measured on the Air-France's Caravelles are plotted
af the lower limit of the scatter band. it must be pointed out that these loads are
deduced from vertical acceleration measurements at te gravity centre by means of a
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count method in which level crossings aire counted only one hime between two crossingN
of the sore acolaration, This method neglects a certain percentage of low lovel loads
but th• number of positive maximums in olose to that of sero crosnings with positive
slop*. The mean curve of level crossing* in flight is quite well represented by a
9ausu.ian-logarithmlc distribution of the ratio of khe alternating load to the mean
lad, 8 /IS , of total number Qf cycles II M 2 x 10', passing through the points P W 0.5#
84/81a 0.V 8 5 Aind P w x 1O a /an, a.6 (see the U straight line in Figure 4).

Figure 3 •howe the level crossing spectrum of vertical accelerations measured
at the gravit eentreas f ten Caravelles of Air-Prance during 47,000 flights and plotted
for 20,000 flightn, Positive accelerations, Anl, are more severe than the negative
accelerations, An2 i that may be due to different pilot responses in presence of severe
gusts, and to the asymmetry of manoeuvres. This fact corresponds to a varying mean
load. Figure 3 shows the Alternating overloads An around the mean load, as well as the
quantity 1 + 8 a/Sm, where 8 a is proportional to An and Sm is proportional to (An1 -
An 2)/2. S an3 S. are not true stresses since the stress spectrum is not exactly pro-
poh tional to the spectrum of load factors at the gravity centre of the aircraft.
The statistic of level crossings of Sa/ 8 m values are represented by a straight line 'A'
in Figure 4 in assuming for the positive values a total number of level crossings, I-
2 x 106, in order to compute the occurrence frequencies. The abscissae scale is the0

normal Gaussian distribution of probability P(x a) such tha: log 10 (x - Sa/Sm) be
higher than a fixed value logya. With He - 2 X 16,,H 0 1 10 corresponds to the fre-
quency 0.5. This straight lifi is easily prolonged, thus permitting an appraisal of
the h•igh and very rare overload values as well as frequencies of loads lower than the
measurement threshold.

To evaluate the fatigue damage, the load spectrum may be replaced by a stepped
diagram or may be broken down into a sum of component spectra for which fatigue results
are available. To illustrate the procedure, the Caravelle 8/8 spectrum will be broken
down into stepped components of constant amplitude or into Glushian components in order
to use LBF results of fatigue tests on notched specimens in the case of constant amplitude
loads and in the case of load progammes having a Gaussian distributiun of level crossings.

Figure 7 shows Sa - NR curves for a mean stress Sm a 8.1 daN/mm2 , from Mustang
wing tests of 2024-T4 aluminium alloy, and LBF fatigue tests on notched specimens
(KT 3.1, r I 2mm)lq made from German 3.1354.5 aluminium alloy. Lockheed results of
faligue tests1 5 on notched specimens (XT - 4, r a 2,5 mm) made from 7075-T6 aluminium
alloy are quite comparable to the Mustang results, With the Caravelle spectrum replaced
by a 17-level stepped spectrum, between H - 10 andH - 106, damage computations yield

Eni/NRi - 0.224 from Mustang curves, and

a 0.207 from LBF S-N curves for K. - 3.1.

Figure 5 illustrates the break-down of the Caravelle spectrum into two Gaussian
components, each of them defined by the maximum value, Ra/Sm, and by their sizes, namely
10° for the I-component of maximum level Ba/Sm a 0.9, and T.45 x 104 for the II-component
of maximum level 1.3. The I-component is tangential to the overall spectrum, while the
II-component passes through the point P1 on the I-component at the distance fogl0 2 from
the overall spectrum. To complete, one stepped rectangular 1IZ-component of constant
level amplitude, 1.34, and of size 10, is used: it passes trhough the point P2 of the II-
onmncneant at the distance loo102 from the overall soectrum.

In development fatigue tests of motor-vehicle component@ that are loaded by the
dynamic response to road irregularities, Gassner and W. SchUtsJz have used their
standardized LBF programme consisting in eight constant amp itude load steps, the levels
of which are interpolated from the binomial distribution C• with j - 0,l,2,...,10.
The level of each load step is measured by the ratio of it alternating load, Sa, to the
highest load value of the programme, the mean load, Smf the same for all steps, is
defined by the ratio R - &m " Ua)/(gm + 'f). Occurrence frequencies of loads are:

S /Ra - 1 0.95 0.85 0.725 0.575 0.425 0.275 0.125aa
AN a 2 16 280 2720 20,000 92,000 280,000 605,000,

with H - EAN m 1,000,610 - 106, and a RMS stress of the Ba-amplitudes, Se, such that
(S.) 2 2 0.355A. )2, For the instantaneous sine-shaped stress S, the quadratic mean

would be o a le)4/2. This standarized LEF-distribution is very close to the Vinomial
distribution C lewhioh corresponds to H = 1,048,576 and to (Se)' - 0.05357(ga) or
So = 0.231§a. It is 6 nearly equivalent% the gaussian distribution of highest level
1.06Sa and of size 10 which is represented by a straight line in a P(x * a) -Sa/S9
diagram; the straight l ne passes through the points Sa = 0, 0 _ 0.5 or H _ 10, a
and Sa • •a P w 2 10- or H - 4. The RMS of this distribution is Se w 0. 2 3 08a*

With this Gaussian distributicn of programmed loads defined by the highest load,
Sa, LEF's fatigue tests on notched specimens (KT - 3.1) are plo.tted in Figure 8 and may
be represented by straight lines

log a - log

where Np is the total num)er of cycles of all load levels to failure, and (m a)/
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(Im + IF) Is the fatigue ratio for the highmat loads. Xn case of a mame Im-value for
evIry programme loading of various If -values, an interpolation ha: been performed by
plotting dotted straight lineZ throulh exact points located on W- urves. With these test
results, the break-down of almernating flight loads of the Caravellu spectrum that is
illustrated in Figure 6 yields the following "damage" valuest

1-componenti Ia a 0,9 x 8.1 a 7.3 daN/mm2 , Ht a 106 , Nr a a x 106, di a H/g * w 0.125s

l a 1.3 x 8.1 a 10.5 daN/m 2 , 1 w 1.45 x 10,

For a sise of 106, the fatiaue would be F - l.. x 1061 the B-curve corresponds ,o
an occurrence frequency of fa equal to 1.45 x 10 , i.e.# fromGavsner and ochatul#,
to a conversion factor 0.22 such as Ur becomes 0.22 x 1.7 x 10q a 3.75 x I0. The
damage of the 11-oomponent would be dil a 0.03851

U I-componenti24000.
Sa - 1.34 x 9.1 - 10.85 daN/mm2, bF N 4 x 1041 and 4 0.0002.

The total computed damage would be D 0.1637.

Taking into account the gaussian-logarithmic diatribu*,ko.e of Ve Caravelle's
flight alternating loads, it would have been preferable to oonputc the damage value
from LPF's fatigue tests of notched specimens under this kind of 1,ae1ng programse.
This has not been possible in the absence of an exact knowledge ,t the LBuF log-normal
distribution.

Consider now Figure 6 where the distribution of flight alternating loads
approximate closely to a straight line oolnponentof cumulative occurrence frequenciae
equal to 2.5 times those of the straight line defined by the points 8 a - Op H - 10
and Ba/8 a 1, If - 1. Most of the load spectra of civil and military transpoht aircraft
have a ZIape which lends itself to a simple approximation by an exponential function
represented by a straight line in a diagram S - log H. Therefore, that is this kind of
spectrum shape that shou.d be the basis for programmed or random fatigue tests aimed
to the design of transport aircraft structures.

On the contrary, for fighter aircraft, flight load spectra are better approached
by analysis into Gaussian components, or Rayleigh componknts such as

H Hne /

where Ho is the total number of zero cvossinm- with positive slope, and Se - V2 is
the RMS of the initial gaussian process whimnthe number of positive Maxima lqusll Ho.
The Rayleigh distribution is represented by a straight line in the diagram (s)' -
log H. a

Figure 9 illustrates the approximatigg of the flight load spectrum of the Mirage
III RS aircraft measured in Swiss operations , by means of only one Rayleigh distribution
for positive and negative accelerations. Thu approximation by a Gaussian distribution
is less exact.

Figure 10 and Table III give the shapes and ordinates of the four types of loadingspectra previously mentioned. The semi-logarithmic distribution is more suitable for an
easy approximation of flight loadings in the case of transport airplanes, due to the
possibilities afforded by its variable slope which permit a precise adjustment in the
range from medium level to low level loads. The Gaussian distribution of logarithms of
load levels (log-normal) might seem better appropriate if it was not often difficult
and sometimes not possible to make its adjustment to certain measured leading spectra.
The adjustment criteria is that in all points, theapproximation curve have a less
concavity than the investigated spectrum.

In the case of fighter aircraft, the Rayleigh and Gaussian distributions may be
convenient. However, it is more easy to adjust Rayleigh straight line (in a diagram
(load) - logi0H).

However, aircraft flight loads always include the transition at each flight
of the mean load from the flight condition to the lower value, negative for the wing,
during the taxiing at low speed. The effect of this transition is more to be ascribed
to a change in residual stresses than to its direct fatigue damage. The last load applied
just before a stress change in stgn has a predominant effect on the damage afforded
by the following loads (see Schijvel*). This effect may aggravate the influence of
ground loads which produce tensile stresses in the wing upper skin, as in the case of
certain transport airplanes having a particularly flexible wing. Figure 11 illustrates
thp inversion in sign of the loads of upper and lower skins of a wing. In wing upper
skins, repeated compressive stresses due to flight loads tend to create tensile residual
stresses at the stress raisers and reinforce the damaging effect of repeated tensile
stresses due to ground loads.
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In order to take account of ground-air-ground transition, we have proposed17
to break-down the diagram of loads during one flight into one fundamental component
defined by the highest and the lowest loads applied during the flight, and complementary
alternating loads. That attributes to the ground-air-ground transition an importance
comparable to the actual importance. To our knowledge no other method supported by
comparative and statistically significant tests is available to replace this rough
mode of assessment.

In full-scale fatigue tests, the following procedures to represent the ground-
air-ground transition have been considered.

2- Tests of Swiss type , controlled by tapes of statistical measurements recorded
in actual operations. This method implies that fatigue test results enable,
at the very most, late changes to be made in manufactured aircraft and in a
number of components under manufacture.

- Tests under random loading with random times for the passage from the flight
to the ground conditions. In this case, loads may be generated either by
one or several Gaussian processes, or by a program where the sequences of
application of individual loads will have been determined randomly.

- Tests under random loads, on a flight-by-flight basis, the overall spectrum
being broken down into partial spectra for each flight, the severity of which
being distributed according to the extreme values of the loads, on a flight-
by-flight basis. In the case of the military aircraft, Transall, Figure 12
illustrates this possibility. Straight lines correspond to a Gaussian distribu-
tion between the flights of the logarithms of additional wing bending moments
reached ur exceeded n times per flight. This result, similar to that obtained
by Baxbauml 8 , 1 9 from other 2lights and other measurements on the same air-
craft, shows that the individual flight spectra are distributed as the extreme
values. This kind of result only concerns gust loadsl it would be useful
to know if other aircraft behave similarly.

V-E 6 FATIGUE TEST ACCELERATION OR INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS IN
CASE OF CHANGES IN SERVICE LOAD LEVELS

In the statical strc -th of aircraft structures, possible service overloading
with respect to design loads id the possibleueakness of a particular structural com-
ponent are palliated by a safety factor arbitrarily taken to be equal to 1.5. In the
realm of the fatigue strength of these structures, safety is ensured by a life scatter
factor quite variable, according to technical circumstances, the Authority and the
Country. In France, a value of 5 has been proposed; it is lessened to 3 for secondary
structure and for vital components the fail-safeof which has been proved 20 . Its
minimum value is 2.

In helicopter components, the very large number of load cycles to consider in
service put an obstacle to laboratory tests under the low stresses corresponding to
actual number of cycles. Whereas, onT should consider service loads applied in tho
number of cycles range from 108 to 1010, fatigue tests are carried out with higher
load levels in the range of 106 cycles. Test results are extrapolated to a very large
number of cycles in order to obtain the so-called endurance limit, S' . To compare
this fatigie limit strength to applied loads, loads are multiplied by a safety factor
the order of magnitude of which may reach 3.

In general, life scatter is fairly constant in ratio along the steeper sections
of S-N curves and is rapidly increasing toward the larger number of cycles. Gassmann's
tests 2l in axial tension-compression of smooth hour-glass shaped specimens made from a
low alloy Cr-Ni-Mo steel, in which the static strength was measured by means of tensile
specimens taken from the fatigue specimens in the vicinity of the end fittings, have
proved that the main part of the fatigue scatter may be ascribed to the scatter In
tensile properties, and that the corIected S-N curve was a straight line in a diagram
log S - log N, from N - 10 to N - 105. Then, for N • 105, the straight line was
lower than test results indicated. For aluminium alloys which have no well-defined
endurance limit, it is probable that the straight line would pass through results up to
a larger number of cycles. It might be accepted that the scatter in fatigue strength
is proportional to that of the static strength, and that it may be better evaluated by
means of a regression straight line, except in case of initial damage by fretting.

When a fatigue test has been performed with the loading foreseen for the produc-
tion aircraft at the time of the prototype manufacture, it frequently happens that the
actual loading of production aircraft and, a fortiori, thcse corresponding to later type
developments, are more severe. That implies a need to carry out interpretative analyses
by which existent fatigue life margins are transformed into load margins. If life margin
is not available, a reinforcement will be substantiated by transforming a lowering of
local design stresses into a loadimrgin. In order to be better placed for later inter-
pretation of fatigue test results, and to obtain results more early, it is proposed to
reduce the supplementary test duration corresponding to the scatter factor by increasing
the general load level, ao'cording to this apparent reduction of the scatter factor.
This first test phase would permit substantiation of the service operations of the first
aircraft, and the test would be possibly resumed to substantiate an actual increase in
operatiozal loads. In the initial phase, inspections should be more freqLant, due to
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the fact that crack occurrence should be detected for smaller crack lengths (divided by
the squared factor of load increase). In the following, we make an attempt to evaluate
the test duration reduction which would correspond to an increase of 10% in load level.

From fatigue tests performed in Australia on Mustang wings 13, it has been proposed
that the results could be considered to be similar to those obtained by the NACA on
notched specimens made from 2024-T3 aluminium alloy sheet with a notch factor of 4.
This kind of comparison is questionable for the following reasons.

(a) The local fatigue behaviour depends, not only on the stress concentration
factor, but also on the stress gradient in the depth direction, particularly
in the case of high loads and low fatigue cycles.

(b) In the case of a complex structure, the ratio between the higher stress
and the nominal stress is the product of the local stress concentration
factor and of the load concentration factor, which is the ratio between
the local load and the mean load in the considered area. It stands to
reason that the stress gradient corresponding to the local stress concen-
tration should be associated with theoverall stress concentration in the
prediction of the local fatigue behaviour of the structure.

(c) In actual structures, fretting damage plays a more important part in
decreasing the fatigue life in the range of large number of cycles and low
stresses; it is absent in tests on notched specimens.

Local shapes of S-N curves may be characterized by their slopes in logarithmic
coordinates:

k log N
3 log S

This slope varies along the S-N curve; this is likely to be due to the scatter
of the material properties as was the case in the Gassmann's tests. Hence, in tests
of assemblies using at the very most two or t.Lree specimens per load level, the plotted
S-N curve will be questionable, and its slope will be still more questionable. For
example, Figure 13 shows fatigue test results from Morifin and Halsey2 2 , on box-beams
made from 7075-T6 aluminium alloy. From 102 to 8 x 10' cycles, with R positive but low,
k shows the successive rough values 4.8 - 2.25 and 4.8, of mean value 3.9. Using other
test results of the same specimens, a mean straight line of slope k - 4.5 may be plotted,
thus showing that the erratic slope variation was due to scatter.

A short survey of published results yields the following values of k.

1. Notched specimens

In tests under constant amplitude of the alternating stress, the mean stress
increases the slope of the log SA - log N curve. Round notched specimens made from
A-U2GN aluminium alloy thick sheet and tested at the "Etablissement Adronautique de
Toulouse", yieldedi

KT - 1.7, relative stress gradient g - 1 aS/az 0 -1, Sm 0, k - 4.8;

K - 3.3, g - -5.7 mm -1 , S a 0 10.5 21 daN/mm2

k - 4.9 3.6 3.1.

These values concern the range from 104 to 105 cycles.

In the same range of number of cycles, tests of LBF (Report 1079) on flat notched
specimens made from the German 3.1354.5 aluminium alloy give:

K - 3.1 and g - -I mms'I Sm - 0 4.7 9 15.5 daN/ms 2

k w 3.3 2.8 2.4 2.3.

With the same specimens and the saaG alloy, test results plotted in Figure 8 correspond
to: Sm a - 7.6; Sm - 8 daN/mm', • - 4.6. It is seen that k is somewhat higher
in case of tests under a load spectrum.

2. Riveted or bolted assemblies

Among numerous tests, we will qroto sove of them on small assemblies made from
2024-T3 aluminium alloy sheet. From 104 to 10 cycles, test by Sohilts (LB? Report F-47)
for countersunk rivets yielded:

k - 3 for constant amplitude loading, and

k - 5.6 for programmed loading spectrum.

Zn HAT's tests (Report 8388/NY), k - 4 was obtained for countersunk rivets,
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noticeable mean load.

On condition that a suffclient number of apouimons are availAbhl for each loading
level, the analytso nf tests on various otdoembty types would permit a better answer to
be obtained to the problem. Conservatively, we are amauming tht an increave of 10%
in load level, i:n a programmed fatigue test, would correspond to a reduction of 33
in duration.

V-E 7 'VESTS UNDER RANDOM LOADINGS

The quite recent development of fatigue touts of notihed specimenos under random
loads is first the consequence of practivil possibilities afforded by the teot. devices
electronically controlled usigu imput lignals from analogue 00y8oa, Or" fr'om a nOaputer,
such as those used by Swanson and by Meleon and MoCulloch1,,l.

Secondly, the prediction of the dynamical response of aircraft in oontinuous
turbulence and to gi-ound irregularities through the power spectral density method give
results that are expressed as a sum of Rayleigh distLibutions weighted by the PMS of
eacrh distribution. Meloon and Mcculloc&. have investigated the fatigue life of flat
notched specimens (KT w 4, g w -0.8 nmn 4 and KT - 7, g - -3,2 nm"• ) made from 7075-T6
aluminium alloy under random or programmed (low-high loads) loading apectlra obtained
by superimposing elementary spectra. The resulting programme was applied about 10
times. The loadings had the same distribution in cumulative frequency of occurreone in
the two test types, random or under programme. These spectra were representative for
loadings of fighter airvraft. The discrepancies of results between random or programmed
loadinas seem ascribable only to the count method applied to the random signal, which
disregarded numerous low amplitude variations of the load between two suoessive zero
crossings.

25Thiq difference has been avoided in tests by Jacoby , in which random or pro-
gramutted loads were digitally defined by a computer controlling the sequence of their
application. Specimens made f om 2024-T3 aluminium alloy were of the type with centre
notch (KT = 3.1, g - -1.82 mm-f). The loading spectra used were based on flight and
ground loads of a transport airplane. The considered sequences were:

(a) Random sequence of maxima and minima, the only .ondition being that a
maximum follows a minimum;

(b) Random sequence of alternating loads around mean loads in flight and on
the ground, with random transition from the flight condition to the
ground conditiont

(c) Flight-by-flJght progiamme with high-lcw-high sequence of flight loads:

(d) Flight-by-flight programme with low-high-low sequence of flight loads:

Relative durations were:

Sequences a b c

Life dur.-tAons 1 0.9 0.8 1.6.

We believe that althou", .,_ rvicr loads are not truly alternating and that they often
resulf: from multi-mtudal r ii uone givingrise to beating, their representation by alterna-
ting loads is likely '-o represant sufficiently closely actual behaviour when the lower
resonance frequencies of the structure are fairly distinct. When the flight alternating

S. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .



load spectrum is known and in the case where the distribution of extre,!"e values per
flight is unknown, the most simple test mode consists of creating flight and ground
alternating sequences, and to determine randomly the times of the ground-air-ground
transition.

If the overall loading spectrum and the extreme value distribution by flight are
both known, it will be possible to use random sequences of programmed loads by flight,
their intensities being distributed between the flights as extreme values.

The knowledge of the load spectrum computed by means of the power spectral density
method as a superimpositiun of several Rayleigh distributions (case of gust loads)
affords no change in the problem since it does not prejudge on any distribution between
flights and the fatigue test on d flight-by-flight basis is certainly fundamental both
with programmed and random loadings.

Another problem occurring mainly in fatigue tests at acoustical frequencies
related to vibrations of structural sheet panels, is that of the possibl- definition of
a spectrum of cumulative frequency of level crossing by the RMS of a load or a stross.

If the highest value of the load is fixed, if the spectrum is complete, and if
its irregularity coefficient H /Hl is known, the RMS, Se, is a comparison term as valuable
as another (HA is the number o zero crossings with positive slope, while H, is the
number of positive maximums). However, Se, often isacly known from an electric measure-
ment on a random signalthe maximum values of which are not known. Test results which
give place to a Se-N curve are often obtained from the generation of the random loads
by exciting the structure vibrations by a white noise having a power spectral density
fairly constant betwecn two cut-off frequencies. Tt seems difficult to use this kind
of result for fatigue life prediction of another different element under an excitation
correspording to a power spectrum having different cut-off frequencies. From Clevenson
and Steiner 2 , the spectrum shape would have little influence on the fatigue life;
the u3ed spectra were well defined, that being not the case in practical problems.
Moreover, fretting and ground-air-ground transition were not represented. In the
case of aircraft primary structures, the ratios of the highest spectrum loads to the
RMS loads vary with the general shape of spectra, therefore vary with the aircraft type,
transport or fighter.

Finally, it must be noted that two types of root mean squares of a random load
are to be considered, namely:

(a) the time root moan square, 0, which depends on the frequency distribution
of oscillating loads and that occurs in computations by the method of the
power spectrum, and

(b) the root mean square, S*, of peak loads.

The relation S2 
- 2a2 is only valid when only one gaussian process exists.e

V-E I CONCLUSION ON DESIGNER'S NEEDS RELATIVE TO FATIGUE TEST RESULTS

In the matter of fatigue life prediction, the designer generally lacks reliable
data to supplement the laboratory test results on simple notched specimens--few test
results may be available on simple riveted or bolted assemblies under constant amplitude
load or, more rarely, under programmed loading. The best possibility of prediction
still consists of using comparative damage computations using standard fatigue data of
notched specimens to analyze a fatigue test result on a structure in order to predict
the fatigue life of another structure or some particular design conception and some
manufacturing process. The final result depends on the choice of representative
structural element to be used in prediction and on the dsigner judgment, which is
unfortunate in case of bad prediction. This state of affairs may be permanent. Any
attempt to progress should be international with regard to the importance of test
facilities and general means of use.

A practical effort to standardize fatigue tests of 'omronents, assemblies and
structures has been made 6y Gassner and his collaborators. Their standardized spectrum
is well suitable to represent flight loads of fighter aircraft and general ground loads,
its use to represent flight loads of transport aircraft is less convenient. In this
latter case, the exponential relation .

-c(Sa)

seems better suited. Hence, it would be possible to perforr. fatigue development tests
by using only two distribution types, namely:

- ExDonential.

With each of these distributions, it would be useful tn carry out fatigue tests
in order to know the influence of the ground-a 4 r-ground transition for each type of
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technological detail. As first proposed by Gassoor, each distribution would be defined
by the value, 9., of the highest load of the spectrum, the value, Sm of the mean
load, and the spectrum size, 6 i.e., the total number of mean level crossings. The
convenient sizos would be 10 for applications to transport aircraft, and 104 for
fighter aircraft.

The Gaussian-logarithmic distribution is badly suited to adjustment with
actual spectra and would be considered only if there were reliable data to demonstrate
that the same distribution would be usable for a large class of aircraft. Taking
account of the possible application of the RAyleiqh distribution to certain problems of
acoustic fatigu4, it would be judicious to consider this distribution as a substitute of
the Gaussian distribution. In this case, the RMS value would be defined by the distribu-
tion instead of defining the distribution by the measured RMS of an electrical signal.

Acoustic fatigue tests are excluded from the present short survey, however, if
fatigue tests at high frequency concern specimens of stiff-ess such that the stress dis-
tribution depends on the frequency, it would be useful tu standardize these tests by
defining the highest load and the shape of the level crossing spectrum.

In returning to the designer's needs, it may be stated that before systematic
fatigus test results of assemblies inder standardized loading spectra become available,
a useful fatigue quality classification of assemblies and str'.ctures could be carried
out along the line of approach usedtb Crichlow and his coll?',orators, or by Jarfall.

In the present survey, the general framework of the problem is outlined and
tentative suggestions are put forward for discussion, rejection or to be followed-up.
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V V. WILOOX, A•rIE DVEPLOPXDM

D. Broek

In concluding chapter V on fail-safe design it is necessary to consider the achievements
made so far and to emphasize their shortoomings. Throughou+ chapter V it has appeared that reil ly none of
the tools available to desi,'n fail-safe is in a state of relative perfection, although some parts of the
procedures have been brouglt to an acceptable stage of reliability. Fail-safe design requires a solution to
the following problem.

a) Determination of the minima detectable crack length.

b) Prediocion of the residual strength of the structure in cracked oondition, o.q. determinat-
ion of the critical crack length at the required fail-safe load.

O) Establishment of expected load spectrum.

d) Determination of the crack propagation fro, the minimum detectable crack size to the
critical crack length, in order to set safe inspection intervals (or in rare cases safe
intervals for proof tooting or periodic stripping).

o) Knowledge of location., liable to develop cracks.

f) Reliable service inspection, taking into account the accessibility of the part* or
structure under considerr tion.

This volums presents useful engineering solutions to all of theme problems, but it has appear-
ed that theme solutions still have conspicuous shortcomings. Oe important shortcoming is that often in-
sufficient data are available to use a certain procedure, although the method in itself is ready for
engineering applications. Section F.2 gives a survey of the data that should be made available in order to
allow a proper application of the fail-safe design procedures in their present stage of development.

Other shortcomings are due to an insuffinient knowledge of fracture and fatigue mechanims,
besically, as well as in its applications to structural design. Further basic and empirical research is
required together with a further development of predioti.n procedures. Basic research is not considered
here, as this onaptor deals with practical fail-safe oorcepts. Empirical investigations are necessary be-
cause there are still a number of practical questions waiting for an anA-er. Areas that require further
exploration in that respect are discussed in the following seoons.

V V.2 Rsauired basia data for fail-mats deasix at gregent stato of knowledre.

The fail-safe design procedure described in detail in chapter V will certainly se further
development in the near future. On the basis of the limited experimental evidence yet available, the
engineering approach is useful, despite its shortcomitgs, but has to be refined at certain points and has
to be subetantiated b further testing. The method is expected to find application in current desigs.

for splitoa-;t of the prooedure in its present form, the desiger need the following
information,

a) Noliable data plots of ia/den versus AK for various stress ratios (N) so that no extra-
polation is required. The data plots should be available for a wide variety of materials,
thicknesses, and for different environments like water, humid air, dry air, and fuel.
Effects of low and slightly elevated temsraturee should be involved. The data should allow
an appraisal of the scatter.

b) Reliable residual strength curves are required. Again, data for a wide variety of materials
and thicknesses have to be available. Some data are required to allow an appraisal of the
effects of temperature, meohining procedures, and manufacturing procedures.

a) In order to simplify prooedr•es in the early design stage of stiffened sheet structures,
plots of 0 (strew intensity reduction factor) and L (stringer toad factor) showing the

ffoeta of'?soh parameter as rivet size and opacing and stringez.-skin ratio would prove to
be worthwhile. (For the dfin-tivo design, exact calculations would have to be mded).

4) The psedtotioa of fatigue orect growth in the desdgm pbpme, requires info. tion about
e~pected load-time histories. Problems invTolved awe associated with measurement teohiques,
mad statistical anaysis in relation to fatigse damage accmlation.

o) N3eroo experienoe can give. sewful information. 3h data are obtained under realistic
eaditions with respect to Icad-time kimioriOs sad environment. The statistical reliabili-
ty mq be high if many aircraft are involved. Collection and availability of such data would
be useful.

data would be worthwhile.

V F.3 Area that pauie further amlowtion.

As pointed out in chapter V.i.I on Fatigue-Crack Propagation, the integration procedure
needs further exploratior. Preferably, random load history oreck-propegatio. tests should 'e carried out
sad predictions mad., bt usian differet integration procedures, and the predictions compared with the
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teat results. This approach would allow an evaluation of the mwrit of the various procedures and it could
lead to certain reoommendations. The tests should involve different materials, Since it is likely that one
integration method would apply better to a particular material, whereas another integration method would
apply better to another material.

Random load testing to explore the differences in behaviour under various gust and maneuver
spectra are required since, as yet, there is no good appreciation of how conservative the crack growth
predictions are for these two spectra. The generation of data of spectrum load tests could ultimately lead
to a stage where the integration procedure is no longer necessary, since the result could be derived
immediately from spectrum test data. (A fatigue specimen in, of course, the best damage-integrating computer).
A handbook with a compilation of flight simulation data may be useful for estimating fatigue properties.
Moreover, it could be a reference for comparative testing in ordir to judge the fatigue quality of a new
design.

In the area of the residual strength problem in plane stress there is one point that deserves
particular attention. If the curve for onset of unstable crack growth is to be used for stiffened structu-
roe, there should be a standard procedure to generate this curve. •iret, there is a pronounced effect of
panel size, and, second, it is not easy to define the critical crack length. At the end of the slow growth
period, the crack rate accelerates, and it is hard to define the point of instability. The result of the
test depends on the tooting technique, as far as critical instability is concerned. Some agreement has to
be made to standardize teeting procedures in order to insure that the designer knows what the curve
really means.

Further exploration of the crack growth resistance curve is recommended, because it my lead
to a bettor understanding of the physical processes. Incorporation of the crack-growth resistance curve in
the analysis of stiffened panels is basically poeeib*e. This approach certainly need, attention, since it
may evolve into more sophisticated design methods. The methods to calculate the residual strength of
stiffened panels seede further improvement. Such factors as stringer eccentricity, fastener deformation and
hole deformation should be accounted for in the calculations.

As for the residual strength under plane strain conditions the applicability to complicated
geometries and natural cracks needs further attention. Stress intensity factors for such geometries are
gradually being made available, but tere is a shortage of test data to prove their applicability for the
prediction of the residual strength on the basis of K as determined from a standard test. Explor tion
of the usefulnees of the J-inzegral to fracture toughn~sa problems is certainly necessary. It say lead to
a more sophisticated fracture toughness test. The use of the J-integral or a modified J-integral for crack
propagation has to be investigated. A positive result would make the J-integral apply to plane stress

problem (slow crack growth) also.

V F.4 Fail-safe design and structural integrit.

It ka, been pointed out in chapter V that an improvement of the fracture toughness (plane
strees as well plane strain) is less effective then improvement of inspection techniques and crack
propagation properties. For a certain preocr.bed fail-safe load an improvement of the fracture toughness
by 40 per oent,increasee the critical crack length by a factor 2 (in came of built-up sheet structures it
mw be even less). An increase of the critical crack length gives a longer crack propagation life, but
crack propagation ratas in this range are already high. A redwu;tion of the minima detectable crack length
by a factor 2 due to improved inspection technique will give a much larger inorease of the crack propagat-
ion period available for crack detection. An improvement of inspection technicues will be especially use-
ful, because cracks are small during the greater part of their crack propagation life. At the moment the
crack is somewhat larger, the greater part of the propagation life in expired and there is only little
time left for detection. In this connection, it is clear that improvement of crack proragation properties
is important.

Fail-safe design has long been a matter of qualitative engineering judgement. The time has

arrived now that reaeonable quantitative predictions can be made, especially with respect to resieual I
strength. It mant be expected that progress will be made in the near feature to improve the situation
with respect to fatigue crack prop 4ption. Then it noose appropriate that airworthinesrequi~rements will1

set more severe demande to the proof of fail-safety.

With the present state of the art it oeeme feasible to demand a proof by analysis and
supporting tests. The asnt of fatigue damage to be oonaidered must be defined o the basis of crack
propagation properties in conjunction with the inspection period. envisaged, taking into account the in-
spectability of the particular strautcre.

Supporting tests will remain ncoesnry amJ have to be onaduoted a fall scale components,
repa-eentative for the complete structure. Test specir¢ns should include attachment fittings, major
joints and splices, discontinuaties, out-outs and stringer run-outs etc. In fatigue testing, flight
eimulatiom tests will have to be carried out, including gunt and imoeuver-loading. Proof loads, fail-safe
loads and other high loads, the oourrenme of which is remoteisy not be applied unti' the te is
oomploted. The fatigue critical location, should be determineA as well as the crack propagation

- ,••• • ---- •... wm Ies. Imspection tolhaeitus should be evaluated for their

ef"actively.

Residual strergth tests mat be carried out after completion of the cyclic test. The test
article should be loaded to the requ.red fail-safe load while it contains realistic dam,-e. In con.r,-t
to the residual strength oalcu~ation, where the maxim•m allowabie extent of the damage is determined, in
the residual strength test it hL. to be shown that the structure can sutain the proscribed fai l-safe load
uner the preqence of realistic fatigue damage. In determining the amount of damage the following factors
ehould be taken into account:



a) Accesaibility of the arep for the detection of cý.acks.

b) The effeotivenes of the inspection toohnlique and the minimum detectable crack length.

a) Frequency of inspection envisaged. (Superficial daily and pro-flight inspections should
not be considered).

d) The rate at crack propagation during cyclic loalng.

In order to make fail-safety a reality all informatior. should be made available to the air-
craft operator. Results of analysis and tests should be systematioally documented, with special emphaeis
on critical locations, crack propagation rates and residual strength. The following information should be
supplied to purchaseros

a) Compilation of critical locations.

b) The nature of the cracks that occurred in the tests and the order in which they oocurred.

o) Inspection periods for all critioal locations.

d) Means of inspection including e.g. instrument or X-ray tube settings to obtain highest
sensitivity for the area under consideration.

o) Warning that service should be discontinued if a crm!k is found, until corrective measures
have been taken.

A final plea is related to the dissemination of information, which has also bean made by
Schijv* in his compilation on cumulative fatigue damage (Agardograph 157, 1972). Several times it occurs
that good solutions are not reached because of insuffioient knowledge. although the information is avail-
able semewhere. Equally regretful is the situation where prejudice discards improved solutions and
progress is impeded by traditions. The problem is greatly a matter of education and divulgence of
information. Hoopefully, the present volume may be helpful by outlining the various aspects of the air-
craft fail-safe problem.

1
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VZ. EXPSRIMIWTAL TECHNIQUSS FOR DETERMIINGN F1ACTURE TOUOHNESS VALUES

Walter SohUtz
Wolfram Oberparleiter

SUMMARY

Two standard methods - The Standard Method of Test for Plane Strain Fracture
Toughness of Metallic Materials and the Standard Method of Sharp Notch Tension Testing
of High Strength Sheet Materials, both published by the ASTM - are described and some
details which are important for carrying out the test are discussed. Apart from these
standardized procedures a number of problems have to be solved which are not covered
by these standard procedures. Therefore a series of nonstandard test methods are ex-
plained which mainly use different specimen shapes. Advantages and disadvantages of
these test methods are discussed and comparisons of the test reaults with results ob-
tainea from tne A4'11 standard specimen are made. Also test equipment for testing xrac-
ture toughness of weldmenta, under environmental conditions (low temperature, salt wa-
ter corrosion) and high strain rates are described. Finally the various sources of
scatter Zor the KIC values are pointed out and a method for statistical evaluation of
KIC is given.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the present time the materials constants necessary for the calculation of static
strength of cracked structure still have to be determined experimentally. While for
the Diane strain condition a Standard Method of Test has been published by ASTM /T7
and SAEM 4.n the United States and by BISRA Z7 in the United Kingdom it must bi re-
cognized-that these standards cover only a small percentage of the many practical prob-
lems facing the engineer concerned with the residual static strength of structures and
materials.

Other conditions which are not covered by the ASTM standard but may have a large in-
fluence on the behaviour of cracked structure in service are:

- In many structural applications the thickness requirements of the plane strain con-
ditions are not met.

- Environmental effects: low or high temperatures, corrosion in its many forms e. g.
streseb corrosion (including hot salt stress corrosion), hot gas corrosion, salt wa-
ter corrosion etc. Some of these effects occur simultaneously. Moreover they can
act synergistically, that is, their effects cannot be linearly superimposed.

- Metallurgical variables: grain direction, product form, heat treat cycles etc.
- Strain rate effects, for example in gun tubes.
- Fracture toughness of joints (weldments, riveted or bonded connections).
- The material changes in the course of the service life, i. e. embrittlement due to

start-stop-operation in gas turbines or nuclear radiation.

These remarks are in no way intended to detract from the importance of the above men-
tioned standards, but do show that apart from the standardized procedures a number of
other problems must be solved by the test engineer. But in any case the engineer first
should try to use the ASTM Standard Method of Test; only if this is not possible, he
should look for another method for his special application.

Besides some remarks on the ASTM Standard Method of Test for plane strain fracture
toughness of metallic materials this paper describes in the followin some other non
-standard methods of testing which have been published in the literature or used by
the authors at IABG. Also advantages or disadvantages of the various test methods are
discussed.
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2. METHODS FOR DETERMINING FRACTURE TOUGHNESS KiC UNDER PLANE STRAIN CONDITIONS

2.1 ASTN Standard Method of Test for plane strain fracture toughness of metallic
materials

As mentioned above the materials oonstant KIC has to be determined experimentally.
Therefore its measurement has been the subject of extensive research over the past
years. All this work has been coordinated by the ASTM Committee E-24 and has resulted
in the development of a Standard Method of Test which is btandardized in the Annual
Book of ASTM Standards as Designation E 399-72 T /_T7. This method covers the determi-
nation of plane strain fracture toughness of metallic materials by a bend or a compact
tension test using a notched and fatigue precracked specimen. It provides for very
specifio limits on the minimum specimen dimensions and fatigue crack length. The over-
all purpose of the requirements of the ASTM Standard Method is to assure that the KIC
values thus obtained will be essentially the same as the KIC values from test speci-
mens of unlimited size. Only then the values of KIC can be considered a materials con-
stant and are not a function of the test method used.

2.1.1 Specimen geometries (Standard specimen)

Two types of standard specimen are used, the bend specimen, single-edge-notched and
loaded by three point bending (fig. 1) and the compact tension specimen also single
-edge-notched but pin loaded in tension (fig. 2). The width to thickness ratio W/B
used for the standard specimen is 2.0 for B:12,7 mm and 4.0 for B612,7 mm.

~~~~~~~t f CO; W,. ttt'l(lf'

-k {00 tv .k iv IWfO.O& W "j

22os.MA losw,,m,- Fig. 1: Bend specimen
- standard proportions
and tolerances

0.25 Wt 0.005 W Dia

~/• •

crack stai'rtr i,

OSW. O. . W

±0.005Wý Fig. 2: Compact tension specimen

-.swao2ow -... - standard proportions
and tolerances

Note: Dimensions and tolerances in mm.
Surfaces shall be perpendicular and parallel as
applicable to within 0.002 W TIR



If the form of available materiel may be better aQapted to alternate spJeatfen
than to the standard specimen, alternative bend specimen may have W/B a 1.0 to 4.La*nd
alternative compact specimen W/B a ..0 to 4.0. The limit W/B w 1.0 for the bend spec-
imen leads to the square notch bend specimen SNB with a square cross section. This
smaller cross section of the SNB produces a higher fracture stress to cause tne onset
of KIC instability than is produced by the standard notch bend specimen NB for the same
material E7. This results in a higher fracture-stress-to-yield-stress ratio and ef-
fectively-decreases the measuring capacity of the SNB speci.en. At fracture-stress-to
-yield-stress ratios of 1.1 or less for the SN3B, the KIC value was in close agreement
with values measured by the standard NB specimen.

2.1.2 Discussion of some criteria for valid test results of the ASTM Standard Method
of Test

In some appli.ations particular requirements of the ASTM Standard Method of Test cannot
be met or are violated in the test. The 'ollowing paragraphs give some ideas what can
be done in these cases.

2.1.2.1 Criteria for thickness of test specimen

The specifications of the ASTM Standard for the specimen geometry, especially the thick-
ness, have been one of the major problems for standardization. If no estimation for KIC
is available at the beginning of the test series the thickness B of the first test spec-
imen should be dimensioned by TyS/E according to a table in ASTM Designation E 399-72.
Having obtained a valid KIC value the thickness B calculated from

B P 2. .(KIC/C'ys)2

will give a considerably smaller specimen as shown in table 1.

Material Thickness of 6"SI 6",y-/ KIC B B, 2.5. IC
specimen according to T

6"YS/E

CinJ LZp/mm2  t- L~/mm3/- EinmJ 7/._7L-_- 7/' _ f 7 L mm7

3.1354 - T Pý5l 25 45.3 0.006 83.1 63 8.4

3.135 - T 851 50 39.6 0.0052 90.0 75 13.0

3.4364 - T 7351 25 40.5 0.005 110.5 75 18.6

3.43& - T 7351 50 41.0 D.0056 119.8 75 21.3

3.4354.7 28 49.6 0.0067 91.8 44 8.6

3.4364 - T 73 28 40.8 .0055 112.1 75 19.0

Ti6A34•V annealed 25 92.3 .0082 195.1 20 11.;

Ti6Al4V STA 25 104.7 .0095 215.2 12.5 10.6

Ti6Al6V2Sn annaaled 25 101.3 .008CI 239.0 20 13.9

Ti6Al6V2Sn STA 25 126.9 .0115 100.0 6.5 1.6

Table 1: Comparison of specimen thicknesses determined Zrom

6 and 2.5.-

Some tough materials require very large specimens to obtain a valid KIC.aalui. There-
fore in some cases difficulties in producing standard specimens arise iue to the limi-
ted thickness available. These can sometimes be avoided by welding or brazing extensiln
pieces to the test section. fig. 3 •, 7. The material of the extension pieces should
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have a similar Young's modulus E and a similar 6YS to avoid undesirable stresses at
the bond line of the two materials. Tests have shown that the K10 values obtained from
the standard compact tension specimen and the welded or brazed compound specimens are
identical 17.

0,,qi, f n. r,

Fig. 3: Compound specimen

2.1.2.2 Fatigue crack initiation and propagation

Crack initiation will be facilitated by spark machining of the notch. This may be the
most useful method for manufacturing the notch in high strength steels. A straight
through notch, if it is spark machined will almost certainly be sharp enough for suc-
cessful crack initiation. But unless the alignment is controlled very closely there is
some tendency for the cracks to grow eccentrically from a straight through notched spec-
imen. Therefore the use of a chevron notch in general is believed to be the more desir-
able method, for the initiation of fatigue crack growth usually takes place in the cen-
ter of the specimen thickness and the crack then advances symmetrically across the en-
tire front p77.

To initiate and grow the fatigue crack in a reasonable time, fatigue precracking should
be started at higher loads than specified for the last 2.5 percent of the notch plus
crack lenath. However the difference between the initial and the final fatieue loads
must not be too large because preceding high loads may retard crack propagation under
subsequent low loads. The load distribution during fatigue cracking should be symmetri-
cal. However due to grain flow imperfections especially in hand forgings T7, it is nev-
ertheless possible to get an asymmetrical crack front (fig. 4). If this is noticed ear-
ly enough shimming during fatigue cracking may save the specimen.

Fig. 4: Asymmetric fatigue crack front of a standard bend
specimen caused by different microstructure



2.1.2.3 Criteria for length and straightness of the fatigue crack

The ASTM Standard states as follows:

If the difference between any two of the crack measurements exceeds 5 percent of the
average, or if any part of the crack front is closer to the machined notch root than
5 percent of the average crack length or 1.3 mm minimum, also if the le.,th of either
surface trace of the crack is less than 90 percent of the average crack igth, as de-
fined, the test is invalid.

Tests at Dayton University 7 have shown that on aluminium alloys (2024-T851) there is
no effect on KIC values if the first and third criterion for the straightness of the fa-
tigue crack is violated. For other materials the percentage of the deviation should be
noted and if it is small and the statistical evaluation - described in the following par-
agraph - has shown the KIC values to be insignificantly different from the valid ones the
values may be used in the opinion of the authors.

2.1.3 Statistical evaluation of KIC values

If a sufficient number of test results is available a statistical evaluation should be
carried out. The arithmetic mean can be calculated from 2 to 5 specimens. For more than
5 test results Gaussion normal probability paper should be used; the probability of sur-
vival of the individual specimen can be calculated according to ZTQ7

PS ý r-+

where m = total number of specimens
n = number of individual KIC values,arranged in descending order

The results usually fit a straight line over a considerable range of probabilities of
survival. However it should be recognized that unless a very large number of test re-
sults is available and fit a straight line the Gaussian Normal Distribution is not
necessarily valid. Therefore one should be cautious to extrapolate very far.

If a sufficient number of valid and invalid KIC values is available, the two samples can
be tested for the hypothesis of a common parent population LT17. If neither the variances
nor the means differ significantly at the chosen level of confidence, the nominally in-
valid values 'nay be accepted.

A measure of the scatter of fracture toughness values is the Standard Deviation 6

1 N (xi 2

where N = number of KIC values
S= arithmetic moan of the available Kic valuesII

One Standard Deviation d•can also be read off the straight line as the difference be-
tween the mean (PS = 50 percent) and PS = 84 percent or PS = 16 percent respectively
(fig. 5).

2.2 Standard method of sharp notch tension testing of high strength sheet materials

For high strength sheet materials it is not possible to determi.,e valid KIC values with
the ASTM Standard Method of Test, because the minimum size reau; ement of B ) 6.4 mm is
not met. In these cases it may be possible to obtain a qualitati,,e indication of the ma-
terial strength by using ASTM Standard Method Designation E 338-68 Z27. The specimens
used are either sharp edge-notch specimens or fatigue center-cracked specimens (fig. 6).
Since the notch strength may depend on sheet thickness and specimen width, the method is
restricted to one specimen width (generally suitable for evaluation of high strength ma-
terials) and to sheet materials riot less than 0.64 mm and not more than 6 mm in thick-
ness. The length o! the specimen is specified to be 300 mm. The specimens are pin loaded
in tension. Comparison of different materials and material conditions must be based on
tests with specimens having the same thickness.
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This method provides a comparative meisure of the resistance nf rheet materials to un-
stable fracture originating from the presence of cracks or c-ack-like stress concentra-
tors. It is not intended to provide an absolute measure of resistance to crack propaga-
tion which might be used in cal:ulations of the strength of structures. However the test
is useful for

- studying the effects of variables of composition, heat-treatment in research
and development of materials

- comparison of the relative crack-propagation resistance of several materials which
are equally suitable for dn application

- specifications of acceptance and manufacturing control if a minimum acceptable sharp
notch strength can be established

The calculation of the sharp notch strength takes no account of any crack extension
which may occur during the test. It is anologous to the tensile strengtrh of a standard
tension test. The precision of sharp-notch-strength mearurement should be equivalent to
that of an ordinary tensile strength of a sheet specimen; also the test should be con-
ducted in a similar manner. However tae sharp-notch strength is more sensitive to local
flaws and normally shows more scatter. This should be reduced at least by testing du-
plicate specimens dnd averaging the results. The sharp notch strength may decrease rap-
idly through a narrow range of decreasing temperature. This temperature range and the
rate of decrease depend on the material and its thickness. The temperature of specimen
during each test shall therefore be controlled and recorded. Tests shall be conducted
throughout the range of expected service temperatures to ascertain the relation between
notch strength and temperature. Care shall be taken that the lowest and the highest
anticipated service temperature a.e included.

2.3. Non standard methods with various specimen geometries

For special applications or because it is often not possible to machine one of the
standard specimensfrom a given component configuration, some other specimen geometries
have been used for plane strain fracture toughness testing. A number of different types
of specimens have been developed, bit the expressions for KI of these specimens are more
complicated. The dimensions of the specimens in relation to crack dimensions are not
large enough to neglect the effect of specimen boundaries on the crack stress field.
K calibrations of the specimens have to be done.

2.3.1 ,- Calibration of specimen

The commonly used method of K-calibration is the measurement of compliance c = (v . B)/P
of a specimen having a crack which opens when a load is applied. The results of the
compliance tests are shown as a function of crack length (fig. 7) and fitted by a po-
lynomial expression c = f (1). Furthermore in a mathematical stress analysis thespec-
imen has to be idealized into a sufficiently simple model. According to Irwin the
crack extension force

I 2 dc V adisplacement
P - applied load

together with_%he relationship between crack extension force and stress intensity fac-
tor K - (G.E)l/2 yields the expression for K:

B Edc] 1/2

where dc is the derivation of the compliance function and E is Young's modulus.

In the following paragraphs some special specimen geometries are described including

the results of K - calibrations.

2.3.1.1 Center cracked and double or single edge cracked plate

am A.LrWi oramnuaru Me'tnOa or Test K 399-72 T requires a minimum thickness of 6.4 mm. For
plane strain crack toughness testing of ultra high strength metallic materials another
type of specimen - the plate srecimen in tension - with rectangular cross section and
through thickness cracks has been developed LT7. These plates have rectangular shapes
and are center cracked or double or single ed(e cracked; they are pin loaded in tension
(fig. 8).
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2.3.. UI* 'CrgumfOL21tiilly o'alohd 1"'ond bar ~

This ocimon (fig. 9) has tho advantago that notciou of a particular contour may be
produood to oloso tolerances very oanily by cylindrical grinding or lathe turning.
Howevoe' the control of the crack front which must bo concontric to the load axis is
diffioult, Juat as with the oontor cracked plate the fraoture load is vory high, Thero-
fore the orackod round bar is uned only for particular applications, i, e. investigation
of the effect of cracks at the buse of screw threadv or of the influence of notoh sharp-
nous. The K expruesion obtained is

K 1 .72 - 1.27

Test results obtained from Standard ASTM specimens and ciroumferentially cracked round
bars have been shown by some researchers to be very similar n7.

P,-I.-- ---- , L . P

Fig. 9: Circumferentially cracked round bar

2.3.1,3 The C-shaped specimen LT27

This Gpecimen type is very useful for determining the fracture tougess of thick walled
tubes like pressure vessels or gun tubes. In many of these applications wall thicknesb
and curvature of the tube prevent the use of the standard ASTM specimen.

The C-shaped specimen (fig. 10) is pin loaded in tension and utilizes the available ma-
terial most efficiently.

P
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OTIOUC
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Fig. 10: "C" - shaped fracture toughness specimen I.



The expression for K

K 3 r ~~ - -i ) [Y T 6 a -4 r. YB]

was obtained by a compliance test combined with a mathematical model. The result was
checked by a finite element calculation. The polynomial functions YT and YB are identi-
oal with those of the ASTM bending and compact tension tests and can be taken from ASTM
E 399-72 T j.17. Also fatigue cracking and size requirements and the determination of
KIC should b taken from E 399-72 T.

Results of comparative fracture toughness tests using C-shaped specimens and the ASTM
standard bend specimens made of 4340 steel agree within 2 percent, which is within the
experimental error .LT27.

2.3.1.4 Round CT-saecimen

Most of the fracture toughness specimens have a rectangular shape. The round CT spec-
imen can be easily fabricated from round semiproducts. The stress geometry of this
specimen shape (fig. 11) is similar to the stress geometry of the proved standard com-
pact tension specimen. The expression for K from a K-calibration is:

where c is the compliance.

Tests with this kind of specimen geometry have been done for a high-stren th hot work
tool steel of German designation 9OMnV8 and the aluminium alloy 7075-T6 [V67. The ex-
perimentally determined K expression is

X = Y ' , -.P .I

with

Y = 29.6 - 162.36 (1/w) + 492.6 (l/W) 2 - 663.6 (I/W)3 + 405.55 (11W) 4

valid in the range 0.3 1 l/W-4 0.7.

P

" D1 4 C

P

Fig. 11: Round compact tension specimen
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2.3.1.5 The double cantilever beam specimen LTZ7

The determination of plane strain fracture toughness data on low strength high tough-
ness materials using the specimens described before e. g. notch bend, single or double
edge cracked plate etc. requires a specimen size large enough to provide the restraints
for plane strain conditions to be satisfied. For these materials the required size i.%
unduly large for primarily two reasons:

- limited size in a test equipment for testing environmental effects on KIC
- limited source of specimen material

Because of certain advantages of the double cantilever beam specimen it is used in con-
junction with fracture mechanics as a substitute for the ASTM Standard specimen under
stringent space conditions. A typical DOB specimen and method of loading is shown in
(fig. 12a).

P

L •Fig. 12a: Typical double cantilever beam
specimen and method of loading.
The saw cut 1 o facilitates start-
ing the crack

As the name implies the DCB specimen may be considered as a pair of cantilever beams
which are fixed to an elastic base. Considering that the compliance of this specimen
depends on the crack length 1, the moment of inertia I of the specimen arms about the
axis of rotation and the beam depth h, the relationship between the applied force F
and the total deflection y of both arm is

y (1)

where E is the modulus of elagticity and 0 is a function of crack length 1, moment of
inertialI and the beam depth 1l2

0= C. in (2)

where C1 and n are constants and depend only on beam depth; they are calculated from
the relationship betweeh 0 and 1 which is determined from the slope of the load-extension
line y/P from recording of the extensiometer (fig. 12b) and from the measured crack
length.
Thus equation (1) can be written as

n
'E~ (3)

Irwin and Kies LT87 have Rhown that for the application of fracture mechanics in ab-
sence of a mathematical analysis the determination of the strain energy release rate G
for a specimen may be accomplished experimentally. Using equation (I)

= 2

and substituting equation (2) and (3)

n - 2 E _i C
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G may then be converted to the plane strain fracture toughness KIC by the well known
relationship

[E -G 
1/2

where V = Poisson's ratio.
Thus KIC is then

2n + 1 1/2K =J yC
KIC 2 W C,-1-. E I

Q.

-0.

Fig. 12b: Typical DCB specimen fracture
behavior at constant crosshead
speed. Each vertical segment

ExKtens ion yrepresents an unstable crack
propagation event.

2.3.2 The dynamic tear test

The dynamic tear test is designed to measure the energy required to propagate a moving
crack under conditions of the characteristic fracture mode of the metal. A major re-
quirement of the test is the simulation of a sharp natural crack for the inition of
fracture. In contrast to the ASTM standard method of test an embrittled electron beam
weld is introduced into the bend specimen instead of a chevron notch (fig. 13a). When
the specimen is impact loaded the embrittled weld is fractured and provides a sharp
crack which propagates into the test material.

P1

120 embrittled

4 • .EB weld

V .

Dimensions in mm

Fig, 13a: Dynamic tear test specimen for testing a
2ý mm thick plate

This method has several features which show its importance as an engineering fracture
toughness test S7:

- For many aluminium, steel and titanium alloys a high degree of correlation between
fracture toughness KIC and DT-energy was found L'Y7. This correlation permits the use
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of the simple and less expensive DT test to estimate K1 C values.

Furthermore plane strain fracture mechanics procedures cannot be applied to metals
in which crack instability occurs concomitant with large plastic zones (elastic
-plastic case). Through extrapolation of the KIC - DT correlation KC can be estimated
even when the metal is well within the elastic-plastic region.

The dynamic tear test specimen utilizes the full thickness of the plate in contrast
to the ASTM Standard Method specimen where the chevron notch plus crack length places
the zone of maximum stress intensity at the center of the plate. The DT test there-
fore integrates any variation in toughness from the center to the surface of the plate.

The correlation of KIC and DT-energy is also influenced by the strain rate. The effec-
tive crack toughness of many metals, sensitive to strain rate, decreases to a lower
limit as the crack velocity increases. The impingement of a high velocity crack in
the DT-test on the test material provides a measure of material toughness under the
most severe conditions the metal may experience in service. Problems of this kind
may be present in gunbarrels.

The DT-test is an example of a test which requires a correlation with a real fracture
mechanics test before it may be effectively employed. The value determined by the DT
-test cannot be used directly to calculate the strength of a material or structure in
the cracked condition, but can be used for itself only for comparative purposes, unless
a valid correlation between DT-energy and KIC is known as in (fig. 13b).

(245)

(210) '-

(175)

o14 -1
9 2020 -T651
'18 2024-74

f 2024 - T 351105 -22109- T7
2219 9-TOI
702 7- T6

""70n- T7351
70 / * 7079-TO

4 7106.T63
H 9 OLI PTSWR (WEAK)

OPEN P1S-HW (STRONG)
35

0 0 14 28 42 56 70 84 98 112

DT Energy (mkp)

Fig. 13b: Correlation of KIC with DT energy

3. Methods for determining critical stress intensity factor KC under plane stress
conditions using the critical crack length 10

In some structural applications the thickness requirements of the ASTM Standard Method
of Test (Paragraph 2.1.2.1) cannot be met, especially if thin sheet is to be tested.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics do not apply and therefore the critical stress inten-
sity factor KC is not a material constant but depends on sheet thickness (L07 (fig. 14).
For calculatifn of K the knowledge oZ the critical crack length and the foad at frac-
ture is necessary and one difficulty is to determine the exact critioal crack length.

Two methods are described for determining this critical crsok length. Both utilize rec-
tangular center cracked specimen containi a fatigue crack produced by previous fa-
tigue crack propagation tests and loaded in tension as already described In paragraph
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2.3.1.1. Unless it is the purpose of the test to determine the effect of sheet
width on KC, the width of the specimen should be 160 mm and the length about 4OO mm;
this is a convenient size for standard test machines and a lot of comparable data
are available from the NLR L17 and the IABG L2, 237 based on this specimen size.

-. 84o0

S18NiCoMo 
D6AC

o . 1ABG -- Date

S560

420

0r4

( -
10 ,

T~i.6AI62• ;TA . ......ThT% 

T16A16V2Sa 
a ncaled4~280

14o

T±6Al6V2Sn STA-

0 1

510 15 20 25

Thicknoss D ( m= )

Fig. 14: Critical stress intensities for several materials as a

function of thickness (Data from IABG and others)

3.1 Critical crack lemnth obtained by filming (fiR. 15)

Tests have shown that on tension loading of fatigue center-crack specimen slow stable
crack propagation occurs if the load exceeds a oerta4n value, and stops age n,if the
load is kept constant. Filming this crack growth at the tension test, the c-itical
crack length 21C can be obtained from the fact frame before fracture (fig. 16); a film
speed of 20 frames per second usually is high enough.

KC then should be calculated using Feddersen's equation •_7

F 7r C 1C - W . " 1 C . seo

where FC a lo&d at fracture
1C =half craok length at fracture
W specimen width
B u specimen thickness

KC has been found to be approximately constant and independent of crack length if the
critical crack length 21 taken from this film is used. The previously used 9 -value
calculated from the crack length 2!o at the ýeginning of the tension teat decicaseswith crack length below about 2.5.(KI 0 /8"0,2) Also the -values are higher than the
KCO -values.
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Fig. 15: Test equipment for determining Kc of
thin fatigue-center-cracked sheet

unloaded
2 1 67 mm 2 1 78 mm

I P
2 1 89 mm raoture

Fig. 16: Slow stable crack propagation during tension loading of fatigue
center cracked thin sheet



3.2 Computing KC and critical crack length 2 1c based on nonlinear effects

The load displacement records of fatigue center cracked thin sheet specimens show a
larger deviation from linear elastic behaviour at higher tension load than thick svec-
imens; this is caused by plasticity effects at the crack tip and a larger plastic zone
than in plane strain conditions.

The method published by Liebowitz and Eftis L5_7 is using this nonlinear load displace-
ment record. This record is approximated by an analytical function v = f (F) considering
the linear and nonlinear part. This relationihip between tension force F and displace-
ment v is used to c, lculate the total energy release rate 7, consisting of the elastic
and the nonlinear c.ntribution. Comparing this total energy release to Irwin's elastic
energy release rate G leads to

S= C • G

where C is the nonlinear correction factor which considers plasticity. The corrected
stress intensity factor rC is then

KC K iF
This method is also practicable for materials where the ratio of residual static strength
to yield strength 6B.R/600,2 exceeds 0.8. This condition is not met by tough ma-
terials. Also for very small cracks the corrected Kc-values are too high according to the
experience of the authors. As pointed out in paragraph 3.1 the length of the fatigue
crack should exceed 2.5 (KC/6, 2)'. Considering this requirement the ZC-values obtained
by this method show good agre?mnt with the W.-values computed with 21d taken from film,
as described in paragraph 3.1.

3.3 Computing K_ at small crack lengths

As shown in paragraph 3.1 and j.2 the 11 values decrease with crack length smaller than
about 2.5 (Kc/60, 2 ) if Feddersen's orLIrwin's equation

KC C•'' W -tan KI)

are used.

Deriving Feddersen's or Irwin's equation it is assumed that the distance r in front of
the crack at which the stress is measured., is very small in relation to the half crack
length 1. This does not appear to be a valid assumption when the crack is small and
therefore KC reduces with crack length.

Allen L767 has shown that KC remains essentially constant if the following equation is
used (Rig. 17)

KC -(sin l.l/W) 2 1/2 (1)

If r 2 /1 2 is small relative to unity a simplified equation

K , w tan (÷r.L)+1

cm be used which is a very close approximation to equation (1).

4. Testing fracture toughness of weldments

Techniques for measuring fracture toughness of weldments are not different from those
t- ni. ,.44u,4lve Tho ASTMStqndard Method

using a oeni apeu.Lm=11 kot jj'6.. ';- -_ *ii .. ' -_..- -But some additional aspects for fracture toughness testing of wedments should be
noted too:

KIC -values of weldments are affected by the position of the notch (fig. 18). In general
the certer of the weld has the lowest KIC, the heat affected zone HAZ has the highest
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and the base material is falling into the intermediate position Lh7, 287. The limited

size of the heat affected zone sometimes presents difficulties. This zo-ne is usually

not perfectly straight, and therefore the fatigue crack front may penetrate a portion

of the weld metal and fracture may initiate in it. The measured KIC value is then char-

acteristic of the weld metal and not of the HAZ. As it is difficult to predict just

where cracks will start in service in weldments, specimens with fatigue cracks -in all

tree possible locations should be tested. The lowest KIC value then obtained should be
used for calculations.

280

KfSA C_ _ _ A

S210 0 -
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S140
7075-T6 MATERIAL

1¢/w = 0.30
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0 76 152 crack length 147

I

Fig. 17: Variation of KC and KC with crack length

Ow

HAZ

......... .... /

CW * Center of Weld
HAZ w Heat affectmd Zone
DM = Base Matorial

Fig. 18: Cross section of weld area showing different locations
of starting notch

Also the kind of welding should be noted (TIG, MIG, short arc, electron beam plasma,

narrow gap etc.) beoauao a comparison of K1i, 'testa ot, some steels has shown that TIO

wolds have higher K, values in the center 6f the weld than MIG qnd short arc welds. In

the heat affected zoge, however, short are welds have the htgheat Kic values 4,7Z7.

The report also should contain the welding paramoteral for example for electron beam

welda welding velnooty, vacuum and voltage, Last but not least the size of the welding

beam and the quality of welding examined by metallurgical procedures should be noted, .,
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5. Environmental effects on fracture toughness

The requiremýunts of the ASTM Standard Method of Test are sufficient only for tests in
air and uider various temperatures. For fracture toughness tests conducted unde- other
environmental conditions additional requirements must be defined in order to obtain
comparable results in different laboratories.

5.1 Fracture toughness tests at high or low temperatures

For heating or cooling of the standard ASTM specimen copper plates or chambers should be
used which are in contact with the sides of the specimen (fig. 19). Cooling the specimen
is possible by liquid nitrogen down to about - 160 0 C, where the liquid nitrogen partly
evaporates in the cooling chambers. The temperature in the chamber depends on the ratio
of liquid and gaseous nitrogen; this ratio can be controlled by the flow rate. The use
of liquid baths should be avoided unless it is established that the liquid has absolutely
no effect on KIC or unless it is the purpose of the test to explore the effect of the
fluid itself on KIC. The temperature distribution in the critical, cracked secti~n of the
specimen should be calibrated at the beginning of the test series by at least 3 thermo-
couples, one in a hole near the crack tip, one each on the sides of the specimen. It is
the experience of the authors that the equipment described above will give a quite uni-
form temperature distribution (about + 1.50C) over the critical section even for mate-
rials which have a poor thermal conductivity liko titanium.

S+ ._reference junction

C1C-

' l ![/ Specimen

Cooling ,+

N2  chambers

Ext+ someter La

A I

Fig. 19t Testing oquipment for K 1C testing at low temperature

For the testa themselves two thermocouples are sufficient: One on a part of the surface
not touched by the cooling chambers and one in a hole in the center of the apecimen.
Fatigue cracking of the specimen may be conducted at roor. temperature. However the maxi-
mum K during fatigue loading, K f max, should not exceed

0.6 .(60. 2 / 2 0,2 KO

(6021a 0.2 offset yield strength ait temperature TI)
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Fig, 20: Testing equipment for K1C testing under corrosive media

Another important factor is the time under load spent by the specimen in the Oorrosiveenvironment. Using the requirement of the ASTM Standard Method of Test for the strain
rate KQ/t, this time is to short for any corrosion effects.

Two types of tests R.re possible: (1) short duration (about I hour), step loaded test&for subcritical crack growth under sustained loading the ýs, the applied load is heldconstant for a certain time and then increased stepwise N" t(2) The specimen is loaded for a certain time at some fraoiion of the estimated load atfailure in the corrosive environment. After this time it is broken, KIC is deteminedand it is examined ^cr subcritical crack growth. This is thought to be a better a prox-
imation to loading in service L,0_7 at least for the lower wing surface of aircraft.

jXV.



p.2.2 Ho. xse corrosion

Just as for salt water there is no standard in composition of "synthetic corrosive
gases". While a more or less standardized equipment is used for hot corrosion tests 017,
the fuel burned in these test rigs greatly influences ths results. The correspond'.ng
teat parameters, such as temperature, sulphur content of fuel, fuel-air-ratio etc.
therefore have to be noted carefully in order to enable valid comparisons to be made.
In tests conducted at Motoren- und Turbinen-Union (MTU), Munich, the specimens have been
placed into the hot gas stream of a jet engine and the fatigue crack developed. After-
wards the specimens are broken in the hot gas stream. Because of the high temperatures
involved no displacement gage was used up to now. For calculating Ke and KIC the maximum
load P max is used.

5.2.3 Embrittlement due to temperature cyclin&

Most gas turbine materials which undergo start-stop o erations in service tend to embrit-
tle due to the corresponding temperaturA variatiors. ?n order to be meaningful, fracture
toughness. teots ought to be carried out on suitably embrittled specimens.

6. Effect of strain rate on Kje, values

For calculating the residual strength and critical crack length in some special applica-
tions (gun tubcs for example) the conventional ASTM Standard Method of Test which invol-
ves static testL for determining KIr is not entirely satisfactory. Because of the high
strain rates occ-zing at the discharge of the guns the crack toughness behaviour of steels
may be different from that at normal rates. The instrumented impact test on precracked
Charpy V-Notched or bend specimens provides an inexpensive but also inaccurate procedure
for determining dynamic fracture toughness. In fig. 21 gage No. 1 was used as a crack
detector to determine the time of crack initiation. The nomiral elastic strain at gage
No. 2 was experimentally recorded as the crack initiated. This strain was then used to
calculate the corresponding nominal elastic stress at the point where the gage is situ-
ated. Using the elementary strength-of-materials formula 6 - Mc/I = 6 max - E, the moment
and corresponding equivalent static load necessary to give this stress was calculated.
With this equivalent static load which occured at Lhe time of crack inition, the dynamic
KIc value can be calculated for the test condition from

KI Y B - W. "

For the strain rates and steels tested by some investigators r2, 327 the dynamic KIC
value decreased with increasing strain rate at a constant temperature, see (fig. 22).
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temperature constant

- crack initiation strain rate

Fig. 22: Variation of KIC with increasing strain rate

To the writers' knowledge a normal ASTM Standard teat at the high strain rates involved
(i. e. about 5 msec from zero to maximum load) has not yet been carried out but this
test method Is to be prefered. Such tests which should be possible using fast servohy-
draulic cylinders, are planned at the IABG.

7. Closing remarks

Two ASTM Standard Methods of Tests for determining fracture toughness and a series of
nonstandard tests for special applications have been described and advantages and dis-
advantages nave bee.ý discussed. But using these methods cnd even the ASTM Standard
Methods it must be realized that a KIC or a KC value is a material property and as such
subjected to considerable scatter. This may be caused by material effects or different
test equipments au-h as:

- test scatter caused by material inhomogeneity. Determination of the average of KIC
* and the limits are discussed in paragraph 2.1.3.

- scatter among valid K values obtained from tests conducted at different laborato-
ries on the same mateP~al. This scatter may be caused bX using different test equip-
ment or methods L547 e. g. by test machine response MI.

- scatter due to different heat treatments of nominally identical material. Especially
for titanium and high strenrth steels (D 6 A C) large differences in KIC have been
reported 0§,7 although the static strength Ftu and Fty have been within specifica-
tions. p .

- scatter due to product form,for example different semiproducts as sheet material,
plates, handforgings, dieforgings, extrusions a.s.o. Grdin direction may have a large
influence.

- scatter among K values obtained from specimemswhich are taken from different posi-
tions within a l.ick plate or a large forging. For the titanium alloy Ti6Al6V2Sn the
differences in KIC values are shown in (fig. 23). L77.

Considering all these points Lentioned above for critical aerospace applinations the
specisen for determining KIC should be taken out of the component itself.

For rough calculations KIC values of nominally Identical materials tested by the ASTM
Standard Method of Test may be used, for these values are obtained on the same basis.
This may be of help in the design stage. In the near future it should be a requirement
to the materials manufacturer that he guarantees the KIC value just as at present Ftu
and Fty and show proof of c-mpliance by including it in the materials sheet.
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VII.A. RELIABILITY OF THE DETECTION OF FLAWS AND OF THE DETERMINATION
OF FLAW SIZE

Ekkart Knorr

SUMýMARY

Three laboratory investigations concerning reliability of crack detection and
determination of crack size which represent the state of the art to the authors
knowledge are shortly described. All three are typical applications of nondestructive
inspection to structural parts of aircraft:

- inspection of flat surfaces with fatigue cracks, using ultrasonic, X-ray, dye
penetrant, magnetic particle and eddy current methods

- crack detection below rivet heads with an ultrasonic shear wave technique and
- crack detection in bore holes of a forged part using a manual eddy current method;

the second and the third one with statistical evaluation of probability of success.
An evaluation of the conventional NDI-methods regarding reliability is performed.

1. PROBLEM

Not only availability of any nondestructive testing method for flaw detection in
structural parts with known flaw critical points, but also reliability of detection of
flaws above a certain length or of flaw size measurement, are essential conditions
for every statement about fixation of intervals of inspection or in general about
flight safety when flying with (always existent) flaws.

Although the hitherto known nondestructive-inspection (NDI-) methods in their prin-
ciples are elaborated very exactly and some thousands of different applications are
described in the literature, there exist only a few systematic experimental investi-
gations about reliability of flaw detection and determination of flaw size for Lho
practice of maintenance of aircraft (reliability in manufacturing NDI-methods is
excluded here).

All known NDI-methods for detecting and measuring flaws have their limits from their
basic physics, from mechanical arrangements, from apparatus, from type of tested
materials, from accessibility to the point where crack is starting or moving and
these limits are combined with human limitations of the testing personnelas interest,
experience, fitness and intellect; consequently, the success of any NDT cannot be
100 %, i.e. not all flaws are detected or too many "flaws" are indicated which do
not exist. In the first case results a technical risk, in the second one it may be
uneconomical.

General tendency in ND1 goes to full or partly automatically working testing apparatus
to eliminate the human factor and/or to accelerate work. But in aircraft maintenance
quantity of test piece series usually is not as large, that automatic inspection
apparatus is profitable; on the other hand inspection problems vary quickly, and well
experienced inspection personnelare as more adaptable element of NDI-test unity
than specialied apparatus.

To get information about reliability of inspection for flaws in aircraft structures,
reliability defined here as experimentally found and statistically proven probability
of detection of flaws or determination of flaw size, it is absolute precondition to
know the real status of flaw existence or flaw dimensions. No on. ot the nondaatru=.
4ive methods until tody is able to uiva thi. actual status of flaw, Therefore only
destructive methods combined with optical evaluation give the reference-basis to get
the status of flaws; in most cases by breaking up the flaw of the damaged part to
determine crack area and its length at surfaces by %id of a microscope (if posoible
electron beam microscope), sometimes by preparing the surface of the part aroun the
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crack tip mechanical and/or chemical and following optical measurement of crack
length. ("Optical" is a limitation too, but the least.)

Destruction of all or of a representative cross section of all parts in service in
practical applications e.g. is nonsense only to get information about reliability of
inspection methods; consequently reliability investigations are usually only possible
performing practice-oriented laboratory tests.

Extrapolation to maintenance of structures in the field is possible but should be done
criticAlly,regarding the influence of the differences in test conditions such as
accessibility, temperature, working overhead and others. (The extrapolation generally
is done based on experience from similar cases, i.e. emotional; recently we try to get
"factors for these influences.)

From principle, these remrarks are valid for all types of flaws, p.e. fatigue cracks,
stress corrosion c-acks, inclusions, tool marks, o.a.; but it is known that type of
flaw influences the precision of some NDI-methods. Therefore, when using results of
literature their specific preconditions have to be regarded.

2. DESCRIPTION OF INVESTIGATIONS

Following three laboratory investigations about reliability of detection of flaws and
of determination of flaw size are described briefly: Inspection of flat surfaces,
below rivet heads and in bore holes.

2.1 Definition of fatigue cracks through nondestructive testing
(Inspection of flat surfaces)

In 1968 Packman, Pearson, Owens and Young presented results of a systematical experi-
mental investigation about reliability of nondestructive inspection with special view
to fracture mechanics IV. The ability for crack detection, location and crack

.measurement of X-ray, ultrasonic-, penetrant-, eddy current- and magnetic particle
techniques was tested in laboratory; surface fatigue cracks were originated in
3" diameter and 1/4" thick tubes of 4330 steel and 7079-T6511 aluminium material in a
constant amplitude fatigue test.

The results for sensitivity (percentage of cracks fourdin dependence of crack length
at the surface), accuracy (of the crack length) and assurance index (a combination of
factors as accuracy, sensitivityrprecision) are repeated in fig. 1 - 6. They are based
on optical measurement of crack length after destruction of the tested part. The
typical crack area was a thumbnail form, which is important to know for the valuation
of the different nondestructive methods, for they all depend from:area of the crack
(ultrasonic), area and width (volume of the penetrating oil, X-ray) or the course of
the crack below the surface near the crack tip (penetraLion depth of eddy current,
magnetic particle inspection). For their special case the authors give a sequence of
sensibility of the chosen methods for both materials for two ranges of lengths from
zero to 0.15 or 0.2 inches and from 0.2 to 0.5 inches.

For aluminium cylinders the sequence was for less then 0.2" crack lengths ultrasonics,
penetrant, X-ray, for lengths 0.2" to 0.5"' penetrant, ultrasonics, X-ray. For steel
tubes and crack lengths less then 0.15": ultrasonics, magnetic particle, penetrant and
X-ray, for lengths between 0.15" to 0.5"t ultrasonics and magnetic particle method
changed their position. For eddy current no curves are given, but it is valued less
sensitive than ultrasonics for cracks longthe between 0.2" and 0.5".

General conclusion is that reliability of NDT needs to be improved, for the maximum
assurance index obtained was 90 %.

I

L.
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2.2 Eddy current testing of bolt holes

In I170 IABG developed a manual inspection method for a special bolt hole of the lover
side of a wing-to-fuselage-fitting of an aircraft in service (see fig. 7), the fitting
forged of high strength material and mar';in of safety zero. Inspection had to be done
at the airport without dismantling, except taking out the screw bolt itself, i.e.
fitting was covered from wing skin. The testingpersonnelhad to work over head. The
bolt hole had a depth of 1 inch and a diameter of 5/16 inch, but method can be applied
to nearly all hole diameters.

Fig. ?7 Wing-to-fuselage-fitting
of an aircraft with
critical bolt holes

Testing method was optimized with view to

- detection of cracks as soon as possible
- the available testing device and the present testing personnel
- a tolerable time for inspection.

The principle of the method was to drive around at three different depths of the hole,
so that the eddy current influenced areas were overlapping. If any crack was detected
its length was measured in a second step by eddy current ani controlled by optics
using endoscopes.
To get a valid statement for the probability of success of these manual inspections and
to make a certain training, everyone of those 9 inspectors, who had to inspect the
aircraft later on, had to test independent of the others about 200 bolt holes of
fittings fatigued in laboratory tests, 80 of the holes having fatigue cracks of diffe-
rent lengths (see fig. 8). It has to be mentioned that testing conditions were better
in laboratory: normal temperature, no working overhead, sitting while working, no skin
above the fitting plane. This is important, if extrapolations of the results are made
to inspections in the field.

Fig. 8: Examples of fatigue cracks
in 5/16" diameter bore
holes of fittings
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The results are shown in figures 9 - 13. They are based on the effective crack areas
determined optically (by microscope) after breaking up most of these bolt holes when
nondestructive inspection was finished. Fig. 9 shows that in most cases crack area
range was determined correct, with a light tendency to underestimate crack size. Only
2 % of the holes were designated as cracked, which really had no cracks. And these 2 %
always werq near minimal detectable crack length or were confused with existent
scratches.

900 9- 90 92

so. 8 82

60 62

50 Fig. 9: Percentage of cracks found
C by 9 inspectors. The central

40. bar gives the percentage of
correct determined crack

S30. sizes, on the left hand
cracks valued to small for
one respectively more than

20- one classes, on the right
side cracks valued to large.

I II 11 IV V VI VII VIII IX

testing person (I-IXI

The percentage of cracks found in dependence of crack area (in classes) is given in
fig. 10 for each one of the testers. This figure not only allows a first estimation of
reliable found crack area, but gives very much information about the qualification of
the testing personnelior consequently, which one needs more training or is eliminated
from further inspection.

testing person

# Fig. 10t
90 -Sensitivity of eddy

current method in
detectirg fatigue

as cracks in bore holes
* of 7075-T6 alhminium
0. found indepen.ent by

80 9 testing persons.

70 ,-

crack areia N-I)
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For further evaluation it is presupposed (and has been controlled), that these 9 in-
spectors define a normal distrib-ated totality. Fig. 11 shows the mean probability of
crack detection in dependence of the percentage of found cracks for the chosen classes
of crack areas. For example, if it is requested to detect 90 % of the cracks with areas
"Q0.3 mam2 , only for 5.5 % this request is satisfied.

Vt M_ i a-ii
I X - - - -Fig. 11: Mean probability of crack
-,,45S detection using manual eddy
- - - \\ current method, dependent

from crack areas

"I\ N

40 50 60 70 o0 90 M0

6 of cracks f•nd

Not only mean values are of interest, but too the scatter factor. In fig. 12 (a-c) the
95 • area o! confidence is shown for different classes of crack areas, i. a. 95 % of
all real cases of crack detection are between these limits.

I 11-;; 'I 11I ••.•/iI•JVI •• 1111 l•

so 0 U - W 450 N M , -0 eM so W 0 SO
0 df rc rewu iW, N W*C Imad is of ermis Fewi

Fig. 12: Mean probability and zone of confidence for different classes of crack areas,
found by eddy current

a) all cracks up to 0.3 ma 2  b) crack areas 0.3 and 0.5 mm2

c) crack areas 0.5 - 1 w,2



It is of more practical interest to know the probability of crack detection for cracks
above a mininmm size. This is given in fig. 13 (a-c) for at all detectable cracks and
for cracks above 0.3 and 0.5 Om2 minimum sioe. Fig. 13c demonstrates increase of
reliability, if only the 6 best inspectors perform this inapection; or from another
point of views mith equal total coots only with 50 % more available time for these
6 best inspectors this inspection was done either with more probability of success
or - with equal probability - the certain detectable area of crack is less.
This leads to the consequence known from experience that an urgent action (i. e. lack
of time) has less reliability.

asiMT- /5 as - U ] U[ -- Il Isa•/•--I•

~~~~ IA1,16 1"i I I i E.J i 1 1 1 •••

S wI Isa 1sS - S u ft"

C~~fi 8 3igt M 81 sa

S1 •'• -A

Mefm~40 06 dor• Wam so to~ NO

Fig. 13, a - c Mean probability and zone of confidence for cracks above a given
minimum -ke in bolt holes, using eddy current testing.
The dotted lines in 13 c show improvement, if only the best 6 of
the tested 9 inspectors would carry out this inspo.tion.

Later on, to have an inspection document and to eliminate as far as possible the huxan
factor in this inspection, we developed an automatically working eddy current sensor,
driven by a motorwhich helically scans the complete wall of the hole. When moving forward
(into the hole), the proCils of crack(s) is automatically written on a card of about
7.5 x 4.7 inches; when returning helically it writes the angular direction of the crack(s).
With this device Ptmilar but shortened tests have been done at some fittings, with about
30 fati&4* cracks, bu't fx.Oss only one inspector.

2.3 Ultrasonic testint below heads of rivets in sheet material (carousel method)

Fatigue cracks often initiate below heads of rivets or of Yo-bolts. For a special case
where cracks ori&inated below heads of countersunk rivets at the points shown in fig. 14
in a 0.25" thick wing skin of high strength aluminium material (7075-T6), we worked out
an optimal ultrasonic inspection method. The principle is that the maximum intensity of
an ultrasonic beam (impulse reflection by transverse waves) is directed to a point bet-
ween the crack-critical areas below the head and mow'ed concentrically around the rivet
center. Spacing of the beam assures, that all 4 critical areas are enveloped (see fig. 14
To control the practical efficiency or say the probability of success for given personnel
apparatus methodical and environmental conditions (testing in field without removing
of any rivet, working over head), we performed laboratory tests.

In test bars of 7075-T6 sheet material 0.25" thick with altogether 600 countersunk holes
of 5/16" diameter we generated about 300 fatigue cracks of different crack areas 'for
ultrasonic shear wave reflection not crack lengths but crack area and its mLirostructure
is decisive). Everyone of the same 7 inspectors, who later on had to do the inspection
of the aircraft, with 5 ultrasonic devices (type Kzautkr•wr, USIP 11 and USIP 10W),
equal ultrasonic probes (4 Hfs) and different mounting supports (for the circular move-
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Fig. 14't Crack-critical points in sheet: material with holesi (above) and
princ•iple of ultrasonic test

X-X-- metlhod Divergence of sonic bta

cares for detecting of cracks in
all critical points in only one
test

The results shown in the next figure are based on optical microscopic measurement of
crack areas after breaking up the holes. Fig. 15 gives some information about the
connection between real cracks not found and faults identified. (These are
either cracks below the given limit,ocratches or misinterpretation of "grass".) In this
arrangement of the testing persois in fig. 15 the generally known tendency is con-
firmed that the higher the percentage of real cracks identified by a specific inspector
when amber of inspection points is given, the higher is the percentage of in-
dicated flaws. Or more practical, an inspector too cautious is very expensive before he
causes elimination of intact structural parts; the same effect results, if the fracture
mechanist prescribes cracks, to be found by NOI, too close to the mini~mum detectable
crack size.

"fig. IS Connection from mis-
Interpretations in
total with not found
real cracks for
7 tasting persons

ta

.4S 4s J 73e
9 pur

Fig. 16 shows the sensitivity of this ultrasonic method, comparing the results of the
seven tested Inspectors with those of more experienced laboratory personal. The influence
of experience is obvious.

Crack length normally is the reference quantity for fracture mechanicstaltulations, but
vItrasonic, indication depends from area of crack. The connection between crack lengthand crack area for the tested special geometry is given in fig. 17.

• .. ... ..1 . • .. . ..
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The width of the scatter band is caused - beside the human factor, little errors in
calibrations and little differences of the probes - essentially by the dependence of
form of the crack area from the point, where the crack has started. Data - points near
the upper limit of the scatter band belong to cracks originated at the edge between
the cylindrical and the conical part of the countersunk - hole, data points near the
lower limit from cracks which started at the edge from cylindrical hole and plane sur-
face to the sheet. In total is obvious that definition of crack letigth for short cracks
by ultrasonic inspection is uncertain and for computing purposes not well suitable, but
for crack detection it is better than any other method we know.

Fig. 18 (a-c) shows the mean probability of success for detection of cracks and it's
95 % range of confidence for different classes of crack areas.
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These probabilities are valid only for the accidental distribution of crack size in our
laboratory tests,. For extrapolation to crack detection in the field the distribution of
crack sizes in field should be known, but they are not. Nevertheless to give a compari-
son the dotted lines in fig 19 (a-c) show the reliabilities and their zone of (95 %)
confidence for a uniform distribution of crack sizes to any class of crack area (see
fig. 20).

SFig. 20: Accidental distribution of crack
sizes in our laboratory test;
dotted line indicates equal number
of cracks in any class of crack
area.

0-1,5 1,6-5 5,1-10 10,1-15 15,1-20 20

class of crack area

Finally it can be expected, that improvements are possible in detectability

(not measurement of length) using focused ultrasonic beam.

3. GENERAL VALUATION OF NDI-METHODS WITH RESPECT TO RELIABILITY

3.1 Remarks to above described investigations

The three investigations described above give some indication for three typical
applications in aircraft structures: NDI in free accessible flat surfaces, below rivet
heads and in bolt holes of solid parts (p.e. forgings). They are the single systematic
investigations concerning reliability of practical crack detection and measurement of
crack size known to the author.
They show:
.1 The men of practice of NDI estimated rates of reliability too high until now, relia-

bility of crack detection is until today poor and insufficient.
.2 By application of more specialized methods higher rates of reliability are reachable,

or respectively smaller cracks can be found and determined reliable.
.3 If possible from technique and economy nondestructive testing methods should be

fully automatized to reduce the human factor.
;4 For every specific application optimization of testing method is necessary which

includes: comparative qualification test of all known NDI-methods, elaboration of
the most suitable one, control of efficiency using equivalent parts with equivalent
cracks, investigation of reliablity in laboratory or - at least - estimation of
reliability using own experience and literature.

.5 It would be useful, to analyse the statistical distribution of crack sizes after
performing inspections in the field, to get in hand the factors of extrapolation
from reliability - investigations in laboratory and effective reliability in the
field.

.6 Location of cracks in accessible surfaces is sufficient, in unaccessible regions
(cracks found by ultrasonics or X-ray) improvements are needed.

.7 Reliable detection of tiny flaws requires a lot of further developments not only of
testing devices, but primarly of techniques of application. There is a vast field.

.8 Determination of exact flaw size using ND1 is not possible; crack lengths often are
indicated too short. The ultrasonic method which is crack area indicating shows
great uncertainties in determination of crack size.

3.2 Sequence of NDI-methods regarding reliability for typical applicasions in air-
craft structures

3.2.1 Preface

Generally distinction has to be made for:
.1 Testing problems - detection of cracks in large areas when crack starting point is

unknown
- detection of cracks when critical area is known
- measurement of crack length
- determination of crack area

4. 4 "... ........ .. . . .
" • ".. . . .. • •' •i " .. .. .. i
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.2 Shape of tested - flat
area: - moderately curved (positive or negative)

- extremely curved (radius, positive or negative)
.3 accessibility: - flaw in the external side of a good accessible surface

- flaw at the inner surface of a part accessible from outside
- flaw in a part covered from all sides

.4 material: - metallic, magnetizable (p. e. steels)
- metallic, not magnetizable (p. e. aluminium alloys)
- non metallic (homogeneous, not homogeneous)

.5 methods (classification to what is indicated):
.5.1 crack area is indicated from:

- ultrasonics (longitudinal and transversal waves)
- eddy current (for crack depth only between 0.05 mm and I mm)

- X-ray (inaccurate, but for all crack areas above ca. 50 mm2 )
- holographics(anomalies of deformation)

.5.2 crack length primarily is indicated by:
- optics (magnifying lenses, microscopes, endoscopes)
- eddy current (very sensitive, but depends from shape of crack

area directly below the surface)
- penetrant
- magnetic particle (limited to magnetizable materials)
- crack wires (automatic acting, the most reliable method we

know, critical region has to be known before, limited by
accessibility for installation of the wires).

3.2.2 Flaw detection in sheet material
(including results of poe. 2a IABG-experience; numerical data estimated)

3.2.2.1 Flaw detection in large areas, critical points unknown, flat or moderately
curved, with a lot of poLential crack points, metallic sheet material and

free accessibility leads to the following sequence of reliability
- if crack direction is unknown: dye penetrant (ultraviolet light, sure detectable

crack length >6 mm), optics (crack length :, 10mm), X-ray (crack length;13 mm)
- if crack direction is known: ultrasonics (Rayleigh waves, crack length *5 mm, shear

waves, crack areas >20 mm2 ), dye penetrant (crack lngth >5 mm), optics (crack
length >10 mm), X-ray (crack length -13 mm), holographios(possible, but no ex-
perience).

3.2.2.2 Flaw detection in surfaces, when crack-critical area (1 - 4 sq.in.) is known
from stress analysis or experience, metallic sheet material, surface flat or

moderately curved, free accessible,
- without notches: eddy current (crack length >. 3 mm, crack area> 1 mm2 ), ultrasonics

(Rayleigh waves, crack ength w4 mm), ultrasonics (shear waves, crack length>-6 mm
or crack areas >m20 mm ), magnetic particle (crack length :P6 nac), dye penetrant
(crack length >.7 mm), optics (crack lengthuL0 mm, dependent from crack opening),
X-ray (crack length >13 mm)

- with a few notches (cylindrical holes, countersunk holes, radius): eddy current
(crack length :3 mm, if edge effect can be compensated), magnetic particle (crack
length *6 mm), dye penetrant (crack length u7 mm), optics (crack length Z19 nun),
ultrasonics (shear waves, crack &reas >- 20 MM2 ), X-ray (crack length .>20 mm);

- with notches, but cracks hidden p. e. below rivet head: ultrasonics (shear waves,
crack areas >120 =2), all other methods only later on, when crack tip reaches one of
the parallel surfaces of the sheet (crack length as above).

3.2.2,3 Flaw detection in extxrmely curvel surfaces (down to 2 -m radius) of metallic
sheet material, free accessible surface, with or without notches: ultrasonics

(Rayleigh-waves, crack length z-4 ma), eddy current (crack length U-5 mm, but only if
device permits compensation), magnetic particle (crack length Iw6 mm), dye peaetrant
(crack length u.7 mm).

3.2.3 Flaw detection in jolid metallic Rarta
(p.o . for•ingt as landing ears, fittings, spars)

Attention has to be paid to the effect of grain flow in forgings to NDI-indications,
We had exapples, where X-ray and ultrasonics (Rayleoih-waves, shear waves end longitu-
dinal waves) indicated a "flaw", but eddy current and mitallograpbkiinvestigati.on
stated, there was no diecontinUity of materiall

, ..... i i i i i
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Therefore: For control of an A-ray-indication ultrasonics are not always a sufficient
aid.

3.2.3.1 Flaw detection in solid metallic parts at external surfaces, when free
accessible, and critical areas are not known (i. e. detection of flaws all

over the surface): magnetic particle (crack length > 5 mm), dye penetrant (crack length
> 8 mm), optics (crack length • 10 mm), ultrasonics and eddy current possible too, but
in general uneconomical.

3.2.3.2 Flaw detection in solld metallic parts at external surfaces, free accessible,
but critical areas (1 - 4 sq.in.) known: eddy current (crack area:> 1 iMn2 ,

crack length >3 mm), ultrasonics (surface waves, crack length> 4 mm), magnetic particle
(crack length> 6 mm), ultrasonics (shear waves, crack length>7 mm, crack area> 25 mm2 )
dye penetrant (crack length > 7 mm), optics (crack length> 10 mm), X-ray (crack length
> 13 mm).

3.2.3.3 Flaw detection in solid metallic parts at internal surfaces, none or bad
accessibility, critical areas unknown: No reliability with any method.

3.2.3.4 Flaw detection in solid metallic parts at internal surfaces, critical areas
known, none or unsufficient accessibility (accessibility normally decides

choice of method, not reliability): ultrasonics (shear waves, crack area - dependent
from distance between acoustic source and point of crack - not less than 40 mm ),
optics (with mirrors orstiff endoscopes, crack lengthý:. 15 mm, with flexible endoscopes
> 18 mm), eddy current and X-ray (crack length ; 20 mm).

3.2.4 Determination of flaw size

Little information is available about accuracy of crack length measurement (where
accuracy is defined as relationship from crack length measured by NDT-methods to real
crack length got from destructive determination).

Crack length, which is a part of the formulas to compute failure stress is a plain ex-
pression for the influence of crack-geometry to residual static strength, which in every
case presupposes a specific and typical form of the crack.

From the physical point of view all NDT-methods (except optics) are measuring form -
or material-properties, which are combined in a very different manner to those geo-
metry values, which characterize the form of a crack: crack length at a surface, crack
depth, crack area, course of crack tip and spacing of the crack flanges all over the
crack area.
More practical: none of the NDI-methods (except optics) measures directly the wanted
crack length, only destructive testing gives full information above geometry, but except
spacing. (The latter may be neglected, for it does not influence fracture mecnanicscom-
puting.) Therefore many assumptions and calibrations are necessary to give any reliable
value of crack size.

From a practical point of view a differentiation into two essential different ranges of
accuracy seems suitables
The first range is that of crack detection, with reliabilities from 0 to 100 %. The
second range includes all flaw sizes above the sure detectable minimum size of crack,
i. e. 100 % reliability in detection. In this second range the task is reduced to the
problem, to determine the point of the crack tip as precise as possible and to know
the f orm of the crack.
Except from IV for this second range no literature is available, therefore only
estimated accuracies of IABG-experience can be adWed to I7.

3.2.4.1 Determination of crack size at free accessible surfaces

The following methods can be used:
0 optics (with magnifying lenses or microscopes)
0 eddy current
* dye penetrant
4 magnetic particle

ultrasonics
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- optical inspection is the single method which measures directly crack length at the
surface. Accuracy of 0.5 mm is reachable when using microscopes up to a magnification
of 40-80x on chemically prepared clean surfaces, which is practicable only in labo-
ratory.
In the field crack length in general is underestimated, at clean surfaces with
8 - 10 x magnifiers of about 2 mm, with the naked eye to 8 tmm. Accuracy reached is
extremely dependent of human factor.

- Eddy current is the next sensitive from our experience. It measures the change of
conduct vity against the nondisturbed state and is - seen from numerical data - an
integral of the distribution of intensity in and short below the material surface,
i. e. the course of crack tip until a depth of about 1 mm below the surfaces in-
fluences the indication.
For calibration of distance between coil and crack tip consequently the course of
the crack front a) has to be known and b) has to be constant. If these conditions
are fulfilled, an accuracy of + 1 mm is reachable. A practical advantage of this
method is, that (thin) corrosion protective coatings or other plastic coverings do not
have to be removed.
Dye penetrant accuracies are remarkably less. Because indication depends on pene-
trated volume of the liquid, accuracy depends from crack width, crack depth and
form of crack area.
Consequently, there may be great differences between crack tip indicated and real
crack tip, with underestimation up to 7 mm and overestimation up to 5 mm. Accuracy
depends much on exact following to the test procedure, especially from penetrating
and developing time.
.Magnetic article testing leads to similar faults in detevmination of crack size.

These faults ariecaused by inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in combination with
the influences of the crack form. For our experience crack lengths in most cases
are underestimated, i. e. real crack length is greater than indication.

. Ultrasonic methods using Rayleigh-waves, transversal or longitudinal waves, although
best suitable for detection of flaws, are less convenient for determination of crack
length in surfaces. The relative best result is got using Rayleigh-waves (.urface
waves); transversal and longitudinal wave indications depend from crack area, from
inclination between ultrasonic beam and crack plane, from microstructure of crack
(p. e. fatigue crack gives another reflection than a stress corrosion crack of the awe
area) and from distance between ulLrasonic source and crack. Deviation from real
crack length can be reduced to + 6 mm, when distances are about 50 mm, using
Rayleigh-waves. The other wave Torms show deviations up to + 10 mm for the same
distance.

3.2.4.2 Determination of crack size at non accessible surfaces of solid parts

Ip this case only two methods may be useful:
Ultrasonics (shear waves and longitudinal waves) and X-ray. Both lead to insufficient
results regarding accuracy.
- Ultrasonics: Since many years great efforts are made to get good accuracy from the

ultrasonic inspection method. For a lot of materials DGS-diagrams have been developed,
which display the interrelation between echo amplitudes, distance between ultrasonic
source and flaw, and the flaw size.(Such flaws are normally idealized, are plane, have
well defined form and vertical angle of incidence. In practice of aircraft inspection,
none of these presumptions is given.)Ultrasonic echo impulse cannot discern between
crack length and depth, and therefore gives large faults in crack length determination.
The good results of the carousel method described in pos. 2.3 cannot be generalized.
Deviation of + 15 mm is to take into account for distances of about 70 mm. Less
deviation can-be expected, when the form of the crack is known.

. X-ray: X-ray-techniques principally underestimate the crack length. Indication depends
from differences in absorption, i. a. for a crack from crack-opening, and demands
knowledge of crack-area inclination. Fatigue cracks therefore often are not found at
all, stress corrosion cracks show better detectability, just as inclusions, cavities
and impurities. A general estimation of accuracy for X-ray-inspection cannot be given.
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SUMMARY

The basic concepts of nondestructive testing (NDT) are reviewed in relationship with
fracture mechanics concepts. The necessity of correlating basic differences between ordi-
nary destructive mechanical tests and NDT is considered. The use of NDT for assessment of
integrity of aircraft components and structures, after fabrication and during service life
is discussed. Inherent limitations of NDT and necessity of interdepartmental team work are
reviewed. General information on routine and advanced methods is included.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive testing of materials is to be considered a conceptually different
technique from the standard testing of materials used in the laboratory. This basic differ-
ence does not rely on the sole characteristic of destructiveness or nondestructiveness of
specimens subject to test. The really discriminating feature between the two systems is
that properties of prime importance for constructional materials - such as strength,
fracture toughness, fatigue or corrosion resistance - are directly measured by standard
testing of materials. With nondestructive testing, it is possible to reach positive
assessments on features that are different - but not less significant - from those earlier
defined as primary. The results of both systems of testing - destructive and nondestructive-
need to be correlated through appropriate laboratory programs. Magnetic permeability of
steel or its capability to be penetrated by X-zayrs do not bear direct relationship to the
capability to withitand loads and environment as expected by the designer. Variability of
these physical properties of the materials enable nonhomogeneities and discontinuities to
be detected in the piece and these are obvious suspect features that may have an important
influence on the performance of the structure. From these points, it appears that both
systems of material testing are to be considered as complementary rather than exclusive
methods and that the correlation work must take into account the characteristics of each
methoa, each material and each design configuration.

The results of NDT are seldom directs they need interpretation. This interpretative
skill should be delegated to a team of specialists rather than left to the sole judgment
of the NDT inspector. This team would be composed of a stress engineer, a material tech-
nologist, a laboratory expert and an NDT specialist. The final decision to accept a part
after the completion of the fabrication cycle must be referred to an acceptance standard.
Acceptance standards will be discussed in the following paragraph. A very valuable feature
of ND- is the possibility of extending the inspection to 100% of the production and to
100% of the parts during servIce life to the condition monitored. It should be clearly
stated that the concept of the acceptance standard applies only to the fabrication cycle
of the parts. In this case the standard of acceptance is a necessity. During service life
no general standard is possible for assessing the residual life of the inspected part.
J. NDT SPECIFICATIONS AND CRITERIA

All materials called for in technical documents (procurement, design, fabrication) are
supposed to be free from detrimental defects. These defects may have origin in the rough
material itself or in the fabrication process of the parts they are correlated with internal
discontinuities or inhomogeneities varying in ase from an atomic lattice up to a size
directly apparent in the surface of the same part, These internal configurations of materi-
als are generally seen by modern NOT methodsj whose sensitivity and powers of discrimination
are so effective that they may provide data and features that may have no practical
relevance, at least in the part that is undergoing test. Whether the configuration put in
evidence by NOT is to be considered acceptable or not is a question of acceptance standards
and quality level. It is clear that acceptance standards are a mandatory tool in production
quality control procedures, but to prepare this tool with proper directions for usa, is
not a simple job. Owing to the physical principles on which they rely, NDT techniques have
usually a built-in limitations in the majority of cases they can indicate defeat Or flaw)
size, rather than measure nsix absolutely. For example, in the surface inspection test
(liquid penetrant or magnetic-particle) the defect length is well defined but the depth of
the defect is not well defined. For internal defects - detected by X-rays or ultra sonic
testing - the measure of the critical spot is not absolute, even though the best techniques
are used and all the pertinent parameters that may influence the test results are included.
The determination of absolute dimension and exact location of the defect in the internal
region of the manufactured part is sometimes possible through a complex operation of inte-
gration between different methods of KOT. Th, geometrical configuration of the part plays
an important role in defect *asesmsnt. Complex goometric configurations may be
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associated with defect characteristics which may have originated in the fabrication
process. Some of these defects may not be relevant to NDT techniques notwithstanding
their high sensitivity but because of their orientation dependence. In any case, we have
called a "defect" what is referred to generally as a flaw. Whether this flaw is to be
considered a defect or not, is a question pertaining to the acceptance standard.

The criteria on which the determination of these standards is based may be classified
as follows:

-theoretical considerations of stress analysis - material and fabrication
technology;

-correlation with classical direct destructive tests;
-quality level of similar parts successfully accepted in the past - same

material, stress level and environment.

Quality standards beyond that which is justified by tests and practical experience
would be costly and potentially harmful because they could obscure better ways of achievini
realistic safety levels. Realistic progress in material technology properly nondestruc-
tively monitored, may lead to a significant improvement in aircraft design. Many good
specifications have been written incorporating NDT acceptance levels. There are three
major sources of NDT specifications: military, technical societies and industry.

A good workable specification should include:

-method of test
-test procedure
-objective criteria of acceptance/rejection with reference stand&rd.

The defect location and orientation are more compelling reasons for rejection,
rather than size alone. The best NDr specifications are for specific parts. The more
general the specification, the more difficult becomes its use. The basic concept is that
one usually finds what one is looking for; and what is to be looked for is to be estab-
lished after exhaustive preliminary study. The method of test must refer to a reference
standard, the method and the standard being strictly interrelated. These reference
standards must be, when practicable, substantiated in physical elements on which is
induced an artificial flaw, to be taken as reference. Examples: ultrasonic test block
standards and penetrometers for X-ray inspection. These physical elements may not always
be produced. Reference standards for penetrant inspection are not available because it
proved practically impossible to produce two samples with identical artifical defects
typical for penetrant detection. When, as in this example, physical elements to be used
as reference standards are not practical, the NDT specification should include sketches,
photos, or clear verbal descriptions of acceptance/rejection limits.

3. RECENT PROGRESS IN NDT TECHNIQUES

Improvements in sensitivity, selectivity, and discriminating power - have advanced the
possiblity of detecting critical deterioration in aircraft components during service life.
The built-in capabilities of NDT methods would seem to warrant this result, at least to
some extent. Unfortunately, generally speaking, this goal is to be considered practically
unattainable, if we are referring to an ideal and automatic method. Deterioration of
components can be detected during service life provided an integrated maintenance-inspection
program is organised rationally from the early beginning of service life. In this programme
the role of NDT is relevant and will contribute substantially to the building of £1ight
safety. It is not to be maintained that NDT should be an automatic lifeguard and panacea.
When a definite deterioration is detected, the evaluation of the capability of the element
to withstand project loads for a certain time, depends on the integration of the following
fieldst

-laboratory tests, properly programmed and interpreted during the qualification
phase of the prototype;

-consideration of fracture mechanics applied to specific part, with failure
mode identificationi

-result of a programme of NOT well tailored to the specific problem.

It is possiblo to foresee that this integration among the three different fields should be
started right in the project phase and this seems to be the trend of modern engineering.
With such an approach the desiqnsr1 the material enginesr and the NDT representative are
all involved at the design stane for the purpose of early detection of deterioration.
From the failure modes study of the sensitive *reos of the structure, with reference to a
certain type of defect likely to be expected from similar previous esperience, it is
possible to determine, for example the critical crack length which will cause failure in
that particular component of the structure. This critical crack length will be determined
from calculations and experiments, substantiated by failure history of silar components.
The concept of similarity applies to geometrical configuration, material fabrication cycle,
standard of acceptanoa, and defect orientation. The relationship of the mechanism of
crack extension to critical length is to be investigated in terms of fracture mechanics
conCepts#

With all these facts available, a positive prograsse of NOT can be arranged and the
sensitivity to be expected frm NDT c" be made a requirement. Modern NOT techniques in
fact do make available methods whose sensitivity is adequate to an early detection of

L.-b



fatigue cks in structures. These methods can be use4 to detect s~'iai~ rack
during the course of fatigue tests in the laboratory and can also be successfully applied

* in the field. As orientation, we can quote that with ultrasonic reflection techniques
* fatigue cracks that ranged in length from 0.0005 to 0.0025 in. were detected in 2014

aluminum alloys. It must be considered that fatigue is not the sole factor to be considered
in the evaluation of deterioration of aircraft structures during services life. Corrosion,
local wear, surface deterioration, and change in residual stress configuration, also play
important roles in the behaviour of structures and these can be monitored on condition
by NDT. A maintenance plan is supposed to take into account deterioration possibilities
and NOT detection capabilities in different areas. During the progress of utilisation
of the aircraft concerned, continuous reassignments of inspection plans and reevaluation
of life expectancy are to be considered and worked out on a complex feedback basis.
The maintenance plan should be such to satisfy general criteria of reliability which are
applicable to system maintenance. Specific NOT instructions will be issued to monitor
the condition of items that have demonstrated criticality at laboratory level during the
quialification stage and also to substantiate the absence of other critical points not
previously foreseen. it is clear that a too complicated burden of NDT requirements should
be permitted only in the early field intensive trials. Every point that confirms its
criticality during the first phase of utilization of the aircraft should undergo adequate
and well substantiated modification plans. When considerable service time has elansed A

new NOT Program could help to predict practical service life time. In any case it is
assumed that every nondestructive inspection should be performed following the direction
of a specific technical Order.

4.* CURREN.T NOT M4ETHODS

The methods of NDT may today be considered as a host of technological tools based on
very diversified physical principles. Some of these methods are routine methods at shop
and laboratory levels both in manufacturing and servicing facilities. Other methods,
referred to as advanced methods, are still in the development phase and routine application
can hardly be foreseen at this time. The present state of the art may indicate a general
reorganization of this tooling, taking also into account the requ~irementsof modern bonded
structures and new composite materials. Many of the techniques of NOT are so well advanced
with regard to sensitivity that they may produce more uncertainties than sound judgments.
Therefore, the establishment of central consultation laboratories are advocated to help
review and double check diagnoses in doubtful cases. It may be said that almost every
measurement of physical constants in metals has originated a particular NDT method and that
local or overall variability of physical constants may be correlated with elastic and ulti-
mate properties of metals. The five most commonly used methods for nondestructive evalua-
tion of materials may be classified as follows:

-radiographic
-magnetic-particle
- liquid-penetrant
-eddy current
-ultrasonic

Each of these methods shown in itself a great variety of modes of application and practi-
cally every method is available in a very diversifiod variety of hardware and software.
Other techniques are currently undergoing development and many show promise as standard
applications in the future. Theme include optical and acoustic holography, acoustic
emission and thermal methods. Other methods, such as X-ray diffraction, probably will
remain confinedto the laboratory level. With the development of new radio isotope sources,
nuclear techniques once restricted to laboratory use, are becoming available for quality
control in the field. Eamplaof these brand new applications: coating-thickness measure-
ments in inaccessible parts.

5. SURVEY OF METHODS

The present survey is merely intended to be an orientation on what and how the host
.4o NDT techniques may contribute to making assessments on the internal configuration of
materials and fabrioated parts and on potentially detrimental defects. In this repuoct
NDT methods are a tool whom@ utilization is in many cases mAndatory and whose importance
cannot be over omphasised. Information gathered through NDIT both at the manuf~acturing level
and during service life, are to be processed by means of theoretical and experimental
concepts of fracture mechanics. The inspection of metal %urfaces is a principal appli-
cation for NOT. As a matter of fact exterior surfaces are inherently weaker as far as bonds
are conoenedl generally the result of,manufacturing may areate on the eurface many types
of stress raisera. Last but not least# the surface is much exposed to enviremmertal
damage during service life. The physical principles on which hardware and software of NDT
rely Are extremely diversified and practically cover all the provinces of modern applied

-yslg Quantitative data on sensitivity and on resolving power are not given, This
Tnfo@1mation will be found in a physics handbook,

hig4dPsetEqjan Liquid having very low surface tension is allowed to penetrate
into mcodsvito eAnd discontinuities opened on the surface of the part. After the pene-
tr rting period, the excess ofvpneotrant is removed and powdered material for development

iapplied. Indications are viwed with white light or under *black light* (fluorescent
alddiatives to the developer). Penetrant inspection is an important and sensitive tool of
NJOT, but is not applicable to surfanam hnvina hich Porosity or rouqhness, Previous surface
cleaaing of the part is necessary. The equAipment is available as sim~ple portable equipment



or larger stationary equipment. While the method is suitable both at the manufacturing
level and field le,,els, the acceptable standards are not generally defined. The reliability
of judgment in its use is based on the thoroughness and visual and mental acuity of the
operator.

Magnetic Particle. This is a standard ODT method for detecting surface and sub-
surface disconti.nuities in ferromagnetic materials. It consists in establishing a suitable
magnetic field in the test object. Parts to be inspected are previously cleaned and dried.
Many types of magnetizing current can be used (d.c. and a.c. magnetization). The proper
value of flux density (strength of magnetizing field) is critical, and the direction of
the magnetizing field is most important. Detection capability is selective to field
orientation. The method is very sensitive if the controlling factors are properly
monitored. When strength of field or direction of magnetic field is inadequate, important
discontinuities may be missed. After inspection, demagnetizing of parts is required.
The standard methods are applicable both at the manufacturing level and in field tests
Qualification of personnel is required.

Eddy Current. The basic principle lies in the variation of magnetic permeability
correlated with internal or surface inhomogeneities. The variation of magnetic permeability
is detected by intensity and phase of the internal current. A coil carrying a high fre-
quency alternating current, placed near an object capable of conducting all electrical
current, induce in the object an electrical current which cause a magnetic field. Any
flaw or variation in mechanical, physical or chemical properties of the object affect
this magnetic field whose variations are measured and correlated with the shape and size
of the defect. This method is particularly useful ' %r checkirg fastener holes for cracks
and to test the integrity of bonded structures. Recent applications include the sorting
of gears for improper heat treatment.

Thermal Methods. Heat is applied over the specimen (heat source, electrical current,
infrared heat source). The distribution of temperature is noted and a "hot spot" will
appear at the specimen indicating a defect somewhere below the surface hot spot. The
method is a very indirect one; the correlation between the defect and the surface
temperature distribution pattern is very problematic. This method is practically useful
provided this correlation is properly set up and there is some previous knowledge of
possible defects. The instrumentation technique is critical. The latest development in
surface temperature detection utilizes liquid crystals. These indicators are very sen-
sitive and some experiments demonstrated that they can monitor strain heat to indicate
potential fracture. Thermal techniques are best suited for detecting flaws reasonably
near the surface; definition suffers if the flaw is deep, because the hot spot tends to
diffuse as it travels to the surface.

X-Radiography. The basic method is in continuous development. The most recent
techniques allow use on component thicknesses over 20 inches. It is the most suitable
method for inspecting complex structures with low accessibilityi applicable to all metallic
materials for detecting flaws, voids, porosity, inclusions, corrosion. It is also usable
for inspecting welded parts and bonds in sandwich structures. Practically this method
allovs the detection of the most common defects. Qualified personnel and equipment are
required, and safety regulations are mandatory. Generally, this method is not applicable
to forged parts, and orientation of defects versus radiation is critical. Reference
standards are available.

Gamma Rays. Gamma radiography is similar in many respects to X-radiography. Gamma
rays are ihorter than X-rays and thus have greater penetrating power, they interact with
materials in much the same way as.J the recording media and techniques are basically the
same. Gamma rays require a radioactive source. Safety precautions and qualif!.cations are
mandatory.

Neutron Radiography. A stream of neutrons (fron a proper source) passes through the
test ibWe 1 s partially absorbed and the emergent beam is recorded. N-radiography is
somewhat similar to X-radiography but N-rays have far different charactoristics. This
process supplements rather than replaces X-radiography. The special feature of this
method is that a stream of neturons is readily absorbed by hydrogen bearing materials
and by such materials as boron and lithium. The method has been used to check castings
and welds for potential hydrogen embrittlement and for inspection of hydraulic systems
(presence of deteriorated 0 rings and contaminants)

Ultraonic. This is a widely accepted method and the range of applications are
extremay broad. High frequency mechanical vibrations are induced in the part, usually
by means of piezoelectric transducers. Transmitted or reflected energy is converted to
Slectric signals and displayed on a cathode ray tube or p~n recorder. The reflected ultra-

ionic energy may be absorbed in the viscoolastio layer, converted to heat, and observed
as a color display through A liquid-oryntal layer (acoustography). Ultrasonic waves
(Raylaiqhwavea) may be launchadalong the surface of the metal and reflected back from
cracku at right-angles to their path. Ultrasonic inspection is very sensitive and has good
penetrating power. It has proved to be a suitable tool to detect crack initiation and
crack propagation prior to failure, Specimen geometry and orientation of defect can be
limiting factors, Interpretation of ultrasonic displays or recording require very
skilled personnel; the same skillsare required to select proper technilues and sensitivity
for different applications. Qualifications of personnel and equipment are mandatory.
Standards are available.
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Acoustic Emission. Deforminq materials generate stress waves givivirise to low
Itaensity inaudiblo sounds. Microphones are used to detect these mignals, whose fr!uency
and amplitude are recorded and analyzed. It is a promising technique under development.
_eceat applications were used to monitor welding: flaws such an porosity, inclusions,
incomplete fusion and cracks, create emission during the welding process because of the
Ntress su;rcundinq them. Through acoustic emission, impending failure during a
structucal test may Ie detected. Stress corrosion, fatigue crack and hydrogen embrittlement
ewit identifying sounds long before they cause failure.

Other Mothods. Other methods should be mentioned, at this moment being under develop-
otnt botit foz routine and for special purposes. The very important problem to detect non-
destructively the residual stress configuration and its variations during service life
deserves special Rttention. X-ray diffr.action and magnetic methods for ferromagnetic
materials (Barkhausen noise) seem to be the most promising methods. Pecent application
of holography methods are also to be mentioned. These methods consist basically in
supexrosition of two irages taken by coherent light of an object in more than one state:
at rest an4 under some state of deformation. The difference of the two images shows up
as interference fringes or patters at points of discontinuities.

Some nondestructive testing techniques have been discussed while others like liquid
crystal and kryptonated tests are not included in this manual. This manual had the main
objective of treating fracture mechanics techniques and consequently was concerned chiefly
with such material whil-e referring in a cursory way to nondestructive techniques. However,
a%= reports-that may be of interes'. in the area of nondestructive testing are:

M.) U.S. Army materiel Command, *Guidance to Nondestructive Testing Techniques, ANC
Pa.hblet 702-10, April 1970

Wa) 'Cuide to Specifying NDT in Materiel Life Cycle
Applications," AMC Pamphlet 702-11, November 1970

(3) R.C. "rubinskas, "State of the Art Eurvey on Holography and Microwaves in
Nondestrjctive Testing," Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, ANMRC MS 72-9,
September 1972

/
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DIRCEOM 'Loo, a plan for MW" - british Journal of NDT - Sept. 1970

E61MA, =LSCO, FRICHE Application of ultrasoni.'s to detection of fatigue czacks -
axperimental Mechanics - March 1966

404It Using fatigue information in design - uxperimental Mechanics
May 1972

MSI=I, lSoU"IAIR Relationship of Standards and Specifications to nondestrwctive
testing - Materials evaluation August 1965
Commnly used specifications and standards for nondestructive
testizg - Materials evaluation - March 1966.

SINMiRING OUTLINE 101 Nondestructive testing - Engineering - Jan 11, 1963

*ZAIO1 Noadestructive testing - Design guide - Machine design -
Sept. 1969.

a.C. McMaster NondestrucLive testing Handbook - Edited for the Society for
nafdestro-tive testing - Mw York.
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V11.C. DITrCTION AND DETERMINATION Of FLAW SIZZ BY ACOUSTIC lI1SStONs

C. I. iartbower

However defect-free a structure may appear to be when it enters proof test and service, if there are
active mechanisma for subcritical crack growth, such as fatigue, streas corrosion, hydrogen eubrittleeent,
and/or *train aging, the life of the structure will be shortened. How such it is shortened will depend
wpon the rats of subcritical crack growth and the critical crock size of the material as determined by
Ita fracture toughness. Proof testing provides a measure of .r-ieuu defect tbst can be present at the
start of service. The difference between the critical crack size and the defect siet at the start of
service is the amount of slow crack growth that can be tolerated. Without acoustic emission as a non-
destructive inspection procedure& structures are needlessly lost in proof test and service. When a crack
approaches critical size, at the onset of crack Instability, the icresse in crack-growth rate unmistak-
ably heralds iminent fracture through the generation of an abrupt increase in acoustic emission count.

Available acoustic emission tnstrumentation systems are so sensitive that it is possible to detect
each stages of the failure process starting with deformation (dislocation pileups), crack propagation and,
finally, the onset of instability -- all in real time. Moreover, in the second sod third stage of the
failure process, as described saove, it is possible by triangulation to locate the source of the signal.
In sme applications, the practical limitation for use of acoustic emission as a nondestructive inspection
method has been and will continue to be extraneous noise. Rowever, most noise problems are solved by the
effective use of band-pass filters or special isolation techniques involving computer solutions.

TM me of acoustic emission as a nondestructive inspection technique has been under developmeot for
over a decade. The tachoiqus to based upon the elastic energy which is spontaneously released when a
msterial undergoes plastic deformation snd/or cracking. Thus, acoustic emission constitu:es a uniqua non-
destructive inspection method in that the material defect when propagating, transmits its own signal, with
the snsor acting as the receiver. In other words, the material undergoing crack growth both generates
and transmits the signal (acoustic emission) which then can be detected by suitable instrumentation and
the source located using seismic techniques.

,•)lratr well documentcd investigation of acoustic emission in metals was made in Germany by
rot In 1950. Ha reported that all metals examined (zinc, steel, aluminum, copper, and lead)
exhibited the emission phenomenon. Working with polycrystalline specimens, Kaiser concluled that acoustic
vibrations originate in grain boundary interfaces. Emissions were believed to be associated with the
anteraction Induced between interfaces by applied stress. He noted that. for a given materiel, charac-
teristic spectra of frequency and amplitude existed sad were related to the strees level.

ta the U.S.A., the researches of Schofield, et al(24) and studies at Aerojet-Conea-l Corporation(5-29)
were largely responsible for triggering the current high activity in this new field of nondestructive
Inspection. Schofield. in 1955, Initiated an extensive Investigation of acoust 4 c emission phenomena. ie
found that the emissions did not originate entirely from grain boundaries, as single crystals also emitted.
Also, characteristic spectra of frequency and amplitude were not found, from which Schofield concluded that
frequency and amplitude were not the correct fundamental quantities to characterizs the emission process.
Tatro(29) started his investigations of acoustic emission in 1956 and explored the possibility of deoec-
Ing slip in metals with sonic techniques. From studies on single-crystal aluminum, Tatra and Liptail 1
reported that emission activity was related to pileup and breakaway of dislocations. Anodic szrface
layers applied to aluminum crystals changed the emission spectra and acted as effective barriers to dis-
location and slip-band formation at the surface. Thus, work at Michigan State Vniversity started in this
field prior to 1960(29-32). Work with acoustic emission at Asrojet began in the early 1960s; the first
practical application was tn the proof testing of glass-wound Polaris rocket motor cases( 5 ).

SDuese(33-37)
o m at the University of California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory also did pioneering vo-k

vith acoustic emission, but met of his early research was for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and,
therefore, was not publicized. Most early studies of acoustic emissions ware associated with plastic de-
formetion or crack propagation in metals. The frequency range used in most Investigations was below 60 KXi;
a significant advance in experimental technique wase bT extension of experiments into the 100 %Rx and I MHRs
t"ee, first reported by Dumegan, Tatro and Rarris (J3. This eliminated the need for elaborate soundproof
facilities by minimizing the effects of extraneous laboratory noise in the study of continuous-emission

blie chapter deals with a new technology. Questions and cents are invited.
*e*lfersenes appear at the end of text.

PIW/AS OSD(72-2651) 5 September 1972
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Since the middle 1960s, applications of acoustic emission techniques to eaterials research, material

eveluation, nondestructive testing, and structural evaluation have Increased rsatdly. Impetus has been
given this new technology by graduate studies(

2 9 .31, 32
,38-48) at several universities, Including In parti-

cular, Michigan State, University of Michigan, Aritona University and Washington State.

Acoustic emLision is the detectable elastic energy which is spontaneously released when materials
endeWro plastic deformation and/or fracture. The phenomenon of sound emitting from metals undergoing
deformation is discussed in the literature at least as early as 1026 and the rhenomenon of "tin cry" is
believed to date to antiquity. Audible sounds or "clicks" noted during heat treatment of steels have
bae related to the martensitic transform 4 pna; studies have shown that the martensitic transformation
is copious emitter of acoustic emission'' •.

Both metals and non-metals have been investigated* although moat of the work published to date has
been concerned vith metal test spec'meno or structures. Analogous studtis huve been conducted on geologic
materials (rocks, etc.), whaee thQ terse "microoeismic activity" or "rock noise" are commonly used rather
than acoustic mission.

For metals, the observed acoustic signals aLs often reported as betai of two types: a quasi-continuous
signal and a burst-type signal which is of a dsmped sinusoid form. The frequencies attending these waves
have beea reported to range from audible "clicks" up to 50 MH•; thus, the spectrum extends over sore then
four decrdee. Acoustic emission signal levels are such as to require amplification factors ranging from
about 1.0 to 107. depending upon the sensitivity desired. Titus, extraneous electrical and mechsnacal"noise my be a problem in nalitoring acoustic emission. One other factor. which is not always recognised
by experimenters, is that the observed frequency spectrus of acoustic emission ts significantly influenced
by the resonance and transmission characteristics of both the specimen (geoometry as well as acoustic
properties) and the sensing method.

Early wok by Schofield led him to hypothesize that acoustic emission wes primartly due to the for-
mation of slip lines on the specimen surface. His later experiments caused him to alter this view, and
by 1964 he had concluded that it was due to an Internal mechanism and that the sample ourface and its
coedition, play only a secondary role in Influencing emission response. He also noted that the continuous-
type signal wan strain-rate sensitive, and hypothesized that it was the result of dislocation pinning and
cross slip. Re thought that the burst-type signal %ane related to the rapid deformation mechanisma res-
pomaible for the formation of stacking faults and mechanical twins. Subsequent work by other Investi-
gators has only partially substantiated these hypotheses. Investigators at Aerojet-Gsneral Corporation
deliberately set the sensitivity of their system to preclude detectlon of plastic-deformation, focusing
their attention on crack-growth processes. Their work shcwed that high energy bursts are detected as
crafbka propagate.

Acoustic emission differs from other nondestructive techniques in one significant respect. It is
a passive monitoring method and depends entirely on changing internal s.resses within the sample or
structure to provide the excitation function. Another feature encountered in certain metals is that once
a given stress, or load, has been applied, and the acoustic emission from accommodating this stress has
ceased (in the absence of a subcritical-crack-growth mechanism), no more emission will occur until this
stress level is exceeded. If the load is coupletely remow-ad, when the load is re-applied, no emission
occurs until the previous load has been exceeded. This jften useful and sometimes troublesome behavior
is called the Kaiser effect in honor of Dr. Kaiser who first observed it. For many metals, the Kaiser
effect offers a simple, yet effective, method of determining the approxi•mate aximum stresses to which a
part or structure has been subjected.

The usual •nstrumsntation for obtaining scuu. i emission data consists of sensors, amplifiers, band-
paes or high-pass filters. signal conditioning circuits, and a high frequency magnetic tape recorder.
Auxiliary instrmentatlon, to assist in displaying and analyzing the signals, includes oscilloscopes,
total-count and coa-t-rate devices, X-T recorders, strip-chart recorders, sadio-noplifier-speakar monitors,
and varlou types of frequency-spectrum and pulse-height analyzers. Digital and analog computers re.
occoalsonlly used for post-test or real-tiom signal analysis and tristgulation.

lbe Sensor which has found the widest me in detecting acoustic emission from stressed structures is
the accelerometer. Although accelerometers have a limited frequency reb,.mse, they provide a reliable and
reproducible output which is of considerable value for structures testing. Other sensors which hse been
succeesfully used Include high-frequency, ultrasonic-type, piezoelectric transducers, phonograph cartridges,
and crystal and capacitive microphons.

Throughout the literature, various torso are used interchangeably, sometimes even within a given paper.
Some of the term treated in the literature as being synonomous can lead to confusion. A list of acoustic-
emission jargoc (terminology) is presented below; the first term is generally preferred and will be used
In the fellowin chapter.

Aemwtc bsoion: stress-wave--amision (SM), acoustic wave,
St. se-Mv"v acoustic pulse.

Continm Suln rsion: blgh-frequercy emission, quas_-continuous emission

Aomestic- oailou Bursts: streswsve-emioaion bursts, Jupss, pulses.
eissiom Rate: burst rate, pulse rate, count rate, strese-wave-

emission rate, essaiton occurrence rate, frequency,
repitition rate.

count, pulse count, emission summation, number of

essions.

hission Amplitude: Sess amplitude, eoission height, alitude,
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PROOF-TESTING CONCEPTS

Caise Histories

Examination of failed rocket motor cases has indicated the typical failure origin to be a small
crack or crack-like flaw. The flaw is sometimes sufficiently large to cause fracture on initial loading
and sometimes it is so small that the structure can withstand many load cycles or a prolonged period of
sustained stress before the flaw attains critical size for failure. From service-failure analyses, it
is clear that fabricated structures and even raw materials contain defects of various kinds. Service
life therefore is controlled by (1) the initial flaw size, (2) the rate of slow crack growth in the en-
vironment of the proof test and/or service, and (3) the flaw size (critical crack size) to cause fracture
at the operating stress. The latter is determined by a quantitative measure of fracture toughness. The
rate of subcritical crack growth and the threshhold stress intensity below which slow crack growth will
not occur (Klsco) are determi- by laboratory evaluation and can be monitored by nondestructive inspection
based on acoustic emission. initial flaw size is estimated by quality control and verified by proof
test.

The basic philosophy of the proof test is that once a pressure vessel has withstood the proof pressure,
subsequent loading to a lesser pressure will not produce failure. Obviously, this assumes that there will
be no fatigue cracking in service and no slow crack growth of existing subcritical defects due to time-
dependent mechanisms such as hydrogen, stress corrosion and/or strain aging. However, experience shows
that without the detection of acoustic emission, failure can occur in proof testing as a result of unde-
tected subcritical crack growth. Moreover, when a material is susceptible to slow crack growth, the con-
cept of the proof test is invalid; i.e., after proof testing, tankage can fail at a lesser load if
stress-corrosion, strain aging, hydrogen or cyclic loading are involved in service. There are numerous
examples to illustrate the fact of subcritical crack growth in proof testing as well as in service.

Consider the 6A1-4V titanium second-stage Minuteman, a 42-in.-dia solid-propellant rocket motor case
which was proof tested with inhibited water with three cycles of ninety seconds each to 1.1 of the mean
expected operating pressure (MEOP). One chamber failed "prematurely" during the fourth cycle (a test-
rig malfunction of the first cycle necessitated a fourth cycle to proof pressure). The failure occurred
after 40 seconds at pressure during the last cycle of proof testing. Thus, the chamber withstood a total
of 220 seconds at maximum pressure. The fabricator's failure analysis reported that failure initiated
in the in3ide-diameter surface, in the fusion and heat-affected zone of the center girth weld. No cracks
were found by nondestructive inspection prior to proof testing. The only explanation for such a failure
is subcritical crack growth during proof testing.

Consider also the alloy-steel first stage solid-propellant Polaris rocket motor case which was procf
tested with inhibited water at 1150 psig and held at pressure for 180 seconds, with two or more pressure
cycles. In the early development of the Polaris, there were numerous failures in proof test, and some
had all the characteristics of subcritical crack growth. One chamber, for example, failed after 120
seconds at proo pressure on the second test cycle. The chamber had been inspected by magnetic-particle,
dye-penetrant, radiographic and-visual procedures; all failed to reveal cracking. Another Polaris
chamber failed after the second k•ocycle during the first few seconds of depressurization, after
withstanding a to-tal of260ýseconds at proof pressure.

The above examples show that incipient flaws in a pressure vessel can increase in size as a result
of proof testing. The concern here is not only with those pressure vessels that fail during proof test
(an economic loss) but also with those that suffer subcritical crack growth without failure in the proof
test. The latter then enter service with enlarged cracks which may be subject to additional slow crack
growth at service loads. However, if the proof test does not fail the pressure vessel, and if a system
is employed to detect and locate flaw(s) undergoing subcritical crack growth, the information gained
from the proof test outweighs the damage done by slow crack growth. Furthermore, with the safeguard of
acoustic-emission detection, proof testing significantly above the pressure anticipated in service can
be advantageous. For example, if a vessel survives the first cycle to 1.5 times the mean expected
operating pressure (1.5 MEOP), then the largest flaw that can be present in the successfully proof-
tested tankage is smaller than that at 1.1 MEOP( 49 ). Thus, a vessel which survives the first cycle at
a proof pressure of 1.5 MEOP is less likely to fail in service because of the significantly smaller
defects demonstrated to be present by the proof test. However, if acoustic emission is not used to
detect flaw growth and permit unloading before a crack reaches critical size, the higher proof pressure
(1.5 MEOP) will increase the probability of failure in the proof test itself.

The examples of subcritical crack growth cited in earlier paragraphs involved high-strength materials.
Come who are primarily concerned with lower-strength materials may take comfort in this. However, one
other example should be conoidered. During the routine air-leak test of a large steel pressure vessel, ¾
a catastrophic brittle failure occurred at a pressure of about 3,200 psig, even though the vessel pre-
viously had passed two hydrostatic tests at 7,500 psig. The pressure vessel was in the form of a
sausage-shaped flask, about 15-ft long with a 19-1/2-in. inside diameter and a 1-1/4-in. minimum wall
thickness; it was manufactured in accordance with ASTM Spec. A372 1so 4, modified to a minimum yield
strength requirement of 80,000 psi. Investigation of the failure 9" revealed that, following the hydro-
static tests, prior to leak test, the pressure vessel had been galvanized twice, including a five to
eight hour warm-acid-stripping operating prior to the second galvanize. Hydrogen embrittlement arising
from the acid stripping was suspected to be a factor contributing to the brittle failure. Standard
Charpy V-notch impact tests revealed the 15-it-lb transition to be plus 100OF and the FATT to be plus
125*F; the drop-weight NDT was approximately plus 80*F. Thus, the brittle condition of the steel was
confirmed by the high transition temperatures of the pressure-vessel material. Nevertheless, the failure
was considered to be unusual inasmuch as the pressure vessel had successfully passed two cycles of proof
test to 7,500 psig and then failed at 3,200 psig in a routine air-leak test.
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Aluminum also has been involved in slow-crack-growth proof-test failures. On 1 December 1966,
a Saturn S-Il liquid hydrogen tank (CBTT) fabricated of 2014-T6 aluminum ruptured at 33.4 psig (measured
at the apex of the dome), damaging the common bulkhead assembly beyond repair. The CBTT margin of safety
was based on 39 psig at room temperature measured at the forward bulkhead apex. The failure initiated
in the LH2 tank wall from an undetected crack in a recirculation-pump mounting boss. A study of the
cyclic history of the CBTT to the time of failure revealed prior cycles to higher pressure than the
cycle that produced failure(1). The maximum pressure achieved in the failure cycle at room temperature
was 45.5 psig (measured at the point of failure). A higher pressure of 47.1 poig (measured at the same
point) had been reached in a prior liquid-nitrogen (LH2) certification test of the forward liquid-
hydrogen bulkhead. Thus, the CBTT experienced highest pressure in the LN2 testing, but failed at a
lower pressure under hydrostatic testing in water at room temperature. The tank failed under a rising
pressure; 88 minutes were involved in rising from 30 psig to failure at 38.4 psig (0.6 psig below the
intended maximum test pressure of 39 psig). This was the only pressurIzation with water subsequent to
component proof testing.

The prior cycles at liquid-nitrogen temperature would have caused catastrophic propagation of
the existing cracks in a material embrittled by cryogenic temperature; i.e., in many structural materials
at liquid-nitrogen temperature, the fracture toughness would be lower, and with pressurization the
critical crack size would have been reached, producing unstable crack propagation. Thus, in many materials,
proof-testing at cryogenic temperature is more severe than proof testing at room temperature. However,
in 2014-T6, which does not suffer a transition temperature, proof testing in LN2 was less severe than
proof testing in water at room temperature.

Based on an investigation of the failure( 51 ), it was concluded that flaws similar to those found
in the CBTT recirculation-pump mounting boss may exist in flight hardware. These could propagate to failure
during the S-II life cycle unless detected and removed. In this connection, it was noted that failure of
the CBTT did not initiate in the regions of the LH2 tank cylinder longitudinal weldments, which were pre-
dicted by analysis to be the most critical structural area and were the basis on which test-pressure
limitations had been established. Based on stress analysis, it was reported that the recirculating-pump
mounting area was under sufficiently low stress to have precluded failure in sound material, unless
(a) an unknown flaw of critical size existed which was not detected by the original inspection techniques,
or (b) an unknown, low-cycle, high-stress life cycle limit has been exceeded. The possibility of slow-
crack growth as the result of stress corrosion cracking in water was not discussed.

A 260-IN. DIAMETER SOLID-PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTOR chamber fabricated from air-melted grade-250,
18% nickel maraging steel, using the submerged-arc-welding process (5), failed in proof test at 56% of
the proof pressure due to undetected flaws. Thus, the proof test was "successful" in revealing the
undetected flaws, but at great cost.

The chamber consisted of a 260-in.-dia cylindrical section approximately 510-in. long between
the forward and aft equators, a hemispherical forward head and a hemispherical aft heed with a 183-in.-
dia nozzle attachment flange. The nozzle shell attached to the chamber during hydrotest was approximately
114-in, long with a minimum die of 76 in. and an aft dis of 112 in. The overall length of the chamber
and nozzle-shell assembly was approximately 71.5 feet.

The findings of an Investigating Committee( 5 3 ) showed that the failed case design was based on
a plate yield strength of 230,000 psi and a weld efficiency of 90% for a design strength in the welds of
207,000 psi. Using a factor of safety of 1.3 for the welds resulted in a nominal plate thickness of
0.73-in. in the cylindrical section and 0.477-in. in the hemispherical domes. In the weld area, a mis-
match of 10% of the thickness was allowed, but it was not to exceed 0.060-in. The eccentricity of
membrane forces from this mismatch in a longitudinal weld results in an elastic-stress magnification
factor of 1.25.

The hydrotest fluid was water inhibited by the addition of 0.73 lb of sodium dichromate in each
1000 gal of water, with a caustic soda addition to achieve pH neutrality. The water was heated by the
addition of steam during filling to give a temperature of approximately 62*F.

The maximum hydrotest pressure planned was 960 psi, 10% above the maximum expected operating
pressure of the motor. An initial 300-psi pressurization permitted instrumentation and pressurization
system checkout, while a second 350-psi pressurization verified the status of the instrumentation.
During the final pressurization, there were 5 minute hulds at 300 to 500 psi in order to record strain-
gage readings.

Failure of the chamber occurred at 542 psi (approximately 56 percent of proof pressure). Investi-
gation showed that the failure originated from a defect that was not detected by nondestructive inspection
prior to aging. There was no nondestructive inspection between aging and hydrotest. The defect causing
the failure was in the heat-affected zone of a longitudinal aubmerged-arc-veld on the cylindrical section
of the motor case. The area where the defect was located had been repaired by a manual tungsten-arc inert-
gas (TIC) weld. The defect, which was submerged within the vessel wall and oriented longitudinally, was
approximately 1.4-in. long and had a depth of about 0.10 in. Four other undetected defects of significant
size were discovered after the motor case failure. All of these defects were also located beneath manual
TIC-weld repairs. The presence of undetected defects in weld-repair regions is unexpected since weld
repairs are normally subjected to extraordinary quality control. One of these defects, which was in the
same longitudinal weld as the defect causing the motor-case failure, was involved in the fracture as a
secondary origin. The other defects were discovered during reinspection of all welds by nondestructive
testing techniques after hydroburset.

Btreps intensity values (KII) were calculated for both defects at the fracture origin by Tiffany
and Masters(54). An analysis of the stress field in the vicinity of the fracture origin indicated a maxi-
mum hoop fiber stress at the primary origin to be 95 kai plus or minus the banding stress (13 ksi) for the
cusp. Using this assumed stress and the dimensions of the "clean" origin, gave a maximu applied stress
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intensity of 55 kai-in.1/ 2 . Boeing Company tests of submerged-arc-weld test plates supplied by the cham-
ber fabricator indicated the plane-strain fracture toughness (Kic) as measured from, te of surface-flaw
specimens to be approximately 55 ksi-in.1/2 at the yield strength of 215 to 220 ksi(9:1. Thus, the proof
test failure of tLis chamber, unlike any of those previously described, did not require slow crack growth
to produce failure; the proof-test* failure was the result of an undetected flaw exceeding the critical
crack size at the failure pressure

Fracture-Mechanics Concepts in Proof Testing

Positive assurance of the structural integrity of pressure vessels depends upon determination of
(1) the initial flaw size, (2) the rate at which pre-existing flaws grow uider operating conditions, and
(3) the maximum flaw size the material can tolerate under operating conditions. Before proof testing, the
only basis for estimating the initial flaw size is a knowledge of the quality-control procedures employed
during fabrication. For example, if X-ray is the nondestructive inspection method used, then the largest
undetected crack in the pressure vessel at the time of proof testing might be estimated as being 2 percent
of the thickness. If the critical crack size at the proof pressure is less than 2 percent of the wall
thickness, then the pressure vessel may fail during proof test. (With acoustic emission as a nondestruc-
tive inspection method employed during proof test, one should be able to detect the growth of such a defect
at loads well below the proof pressure and discontinue the proof test before failure occurs.) If the
pressure vessel does not fail in proof test, i.e., if there are no cracks in the pressure vessel of criti-
cal size at proof pressure, then one can estimate the largest flaw at the start of service to be no larger
than the critical crack size at the proof pressure. This then is the estimated initial flaw size.

With pressure cycling and/or time at stress, an initial flaw may grow until it reaches critical size
at the operating stress level. The pressure vessel will then fail catastrophically or develop a leak.
The flaw-growth potential (in inches) is equal to the critical size minus the initial size. The life of
the vessel is directly dependent upon this flaw-growth potential and the subcritical-flaw-growth
characteristics of the tankage material.

Determination of the initial flaw size generally relies upon the use of nondestructive inspection
procedures; however, the conventional proof test can be one of the most positive inspection procedures
available, if used in conjunction with linear elastic fracture mechanics. A successful proof test actually
defines the maximum possible initial flaw size that exists in the vessel. This results from the following
functional relationship between stress level and flaw size as defined by the critical stress intensity (KIc)

K2 .1.21IT (a/Q)F 2
Kic =

where a is the depth of a part through crack, Q is the flaw shape normalizing factor, and F is the applied
stress.

Tiffany and Pall( 49 ) point out that the critical flaw size at the proof-pressure stress level may be
regarded as the largest possible initial flaw size that can be retained by the pressure vessel before it
enters service. If the proof pressure is equal to CLtimes the operating pressure, it can be seen that for
"thick-walled" vessels, the critical flaw size at the proof stress level, (a/Q)cr-proof, or the maximum
possible initial flaw size at the operating stress level, max(a/Q)±-oper, is as follows:

(&/Q)cr proof w max (a/Q)ioper U [Kc/O-Foper) 2,1,21

and the critical flaw size at the operating stress level is:

(a/Q)cropr [Klc/opar /1.21T

The ratio of the maximum possible initial flaw size to the critical size is then

max (a/Q)i/(a/Q)cr " l/O2

For example, if a vessel successfully passe* a proof test of 1.1 MEOP, the maximum initial flaw size which
can exist immediately after the test is no larger than 1/1.12 or 832 of the critical size at the operating
pressure. Failure of the vessel would occur when and if the flaw grows from this initial value to the
critical value at the operating pressure.

The growth of subaritical flaws has been found to be primarily a function of the magnitude of the
initial stress intensity " compared to the critical value. After a successful proof test, the maximum
possible initial stress intensity in any one given area of the vessel, as compared to the critical value
In that sears area, is as follows:

am KI . (1.21 iT )l/ 2 oper (a/Q)iot, 1/2 1
S-I/1/2 ,o.

(1,1 ! 1/ Fper oper

Consequently, with experimentally determined critical stress intensity, and cyclic and sustained-strass
flaw growth data for thea sel materials (parent metal, welds, etc.), the mximum operational life of the
vessel can be determined~e;

' Two 260-in.-dia motors, fabricated by Aerojet from vacaum-arc-remulted grade-200 18Z nickel
maraging steel have been successfully proof tested in inhibited water, pressurized at 50 psig per
min to 200, 300, 400, 500, end 600 psig, hold for 120 seconds at each pressure, then raised to
738 psig proof pressure for 120 seconds, all in •;g cycle. Fracture toughness measurements indi-
cated K1, value over 3 times higher (165 kmi-in."') than measured in the failed chamber.



It is important to note that the validity of the minimum life prediction (and the proof test factor
determination) is not dependent upon accurate knowledge of the actual applied stress levels in the vessel
nor the absolute fracture toughness values, both of which will vary throughout the pressure vessel. The
accuracy of the life prediction is dependent only upon the validity of the flaw-growth data. This, of
course, emphasizes the importance of careful simulation of service environment in the laboratory flaw-
growth tests and the need for determining the coepopent of the tank (i.e., weld, forging, plate, etc.)
which will exhibit the highest flaw-growth rates 9 .

Previously cited examples of proof-test failures during periods of sustained pressure or as a result
of multiple cycles have demonstrated that initial flaws or defects in a vessel may be increased in size
by proof testing and, thus, the actual operational life of the vessel can be somewhat less after the proof
test than it was before. However, if the pressure vessel survives the proof test, the information gained
from the proof tcst far outweighs the damage that may have been done by flaw growth.

For materials that are sensitive to environmentally induced flaw growth (and most materials are
affected to some degree), the test media and test duration are important considerations. For example, a
number of high-strength motor-case steels have been found to be very sensitive to flaw growth in water
and proof-test failures have occurred as a result of flaw growth during pressurization and/or during the
period of sustained load at proof pressure. Although it might have been possible to eliminate these
failures by use of a faster pressurization rate and immediate depressurization upon attaining the proof-
pressure level, it is apparent a corrosion-inhibited test media is highly desirable. Prior to the final
selection of a test media to be used in the proof test, it is important to perform sustained-stress flaw-
growth tests in the proposed media to assure that flaw growth during proof testing will not be a major
problem.

Also, It appears that there is very little to be gained by holding the chamber at the proof-test
pressure any longer than is necessary to assure that the required level is attained. While it can be
arguad that if the pressure is held for a long enough time, the maximum possible initial flaw size is that
size corresponding to the threshhold stress intensity (Klscc) for the chamber material in the hydrotest
environment, this is not a safe assumption. Initial flaws which have a stress intensity only slightly
above the threshhold value can still grow nearly to critical size and not fail, regardless of the duration
of the proof test ).

Also, in general, very little can be gained by performing multiple-proof-test cycles. Actually, the
cycles performed subsequent to the first cycle may do needless damage to the vessel as a result of cyclic
flaw growth. In effect, multiple-proof-test cycling is a low-cycle fatigue test with a known ratio of
applied stress intensity to critical stress intensity

1i/K Ic - VO/

or for proof testing at 1.1 MEOP,

Ki- 0.91 K1c
This assumes an undetected surface flaw just short of critical size at proof pressure. Since fatigue crack
growth rate is strongly dependent upon the magnitude of the maximum applied stress intensity as compared
to the critical stress intensity, one would expect a high fatigue crack growth rate in most metals at
0.9 KIc.

Consider, on the other hand, proof testing at 1.5 MEOP. If a vessel survives the first cycle to 1.5
MEOP, then the largest flaw that can be present in the proof-tested vessel is smaller than that at 1.1 ME0P
and, consequently, the maximum applied stress intensitq in proof testing at 1.5 MEOP is

(Y1) 1 . 5 REOP w 0.67 Kle

Thus, a vessel which survives the first cycle at a proof pressure of 1.5 MLOP is less likely to see signi-
fitant crack growth in multiple proof-test cycling than a vessel proof tested at 1.1 1OP. However, the
higher proof pressure (1.5 MOP) will increase the probability of failure in the first cycle of proof test.

From the above discussions, it is apparent that slow crack growth is an important consideration
in determining pressure-vessel performance. Extensive studies have been undertaken to investigate slow-
crack-growth phenomena; these are discussed later in this chapter. Moreover, acoustic emission is shown
to be a unique nondestructive test method for use in hydrotest both to detect slow crack growth during
proof test and to provide a precursor of crack Instability.

When a pressure vessel fails on rising load before reaching the proof pressure, the failure is
caused by a defect that escaped nondestructive inspection; i.e., a defect of critr.cal size at the failure
pressure. When a pressure vessel fails during a period of sustained load at th6 proof pressure or fails
on rising load after previously sustaining one or more proof cycles, there is no known explanation other
than slow crack growth,

Research on slow crack growth based an acoustic emission has demonstrated both the utility of
acoustic emission for monitoring crack growth and the various mechanisms producing slow crack growth. Of
the mechanism investigated, hydrogen and/or stress-corrosion cracking are the most likely causes of slow
crack growth during proof test. Spontaneous strain aging also should be suspect in any proof test involving
even slightlv elevated temperature.

Unfortunately, the concept of proof test is not valid if after3peof test there is slow crack
growth in the pressure vessel in storage or in service. Likewise, the concept of proof Cest is not valid
if there is an embrittlement of the plastic zone formed at the flaw boundary during proof teot, so that on
reloading to MEOP in service there is a sudden extension of the crack.

£.



Slow crack growth can occur in the period between proof testing and service loading as -vsult
of hydrogen embrittlement and/or stress-corrosion cracking if there is sufficient internal pressure and/
or residual welding stresses to produce such growth while in storage. Furthermore, if there are cracks
which do not reach critical size in proof testing, the plastic zone formed at 1.1 MEOP may be subject to
embrittlement during storage if there is elevated temperature involved in the storage (strain aging).
If the critical crack size (acr) at the service MEOP is equal to or less than the sum of the crack length
present after proof test and the plastic-zone doimeter (2 ry),

(acr)l.O MEOP • (acr)l.l MEOP + 2 ry

the pressure vessel will fail at or before reaching the service MEOP if the plastic zone is embrittled
during storage.

In the proof test, itself, since there is no way to know how large a defect may be present et
the start of the test, there Is no way to calculate the amount of slow crack growth that can be tolerat--ed
during proof test. Therefore, it is essential that one carefully inspect for defects before starting the
proof test, and make sure that the proof-test environment will inhibit stress-corrosion cracking. Because
neither nondestructive inspection nor control of hydrotest environment provides assurance of "zero defects",
there is a very real need for an inspection method that will provide positive information on slow crack
growth. Acoustic emisston provides such a method.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION AS A NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION METHOD

Low Cycle High-Stress-Intensity Fatigue

In practice, conventional nondestructive inspection is not as reliable as one might expect.
Experience has shown that occasionally a dangerous flaw will escape detection and cause premature failure
in service. Some of these flaws are detected in proof testing; if the proof test is "successful" the
structure is destroyed in proof test before it gets into service. However, not all structures are suit-
able for proof testing (an airplane wing, for example). Furthermore, proof testing may cause subcritical
crack growth, and sometimes subcritical crack growth occurs in service after proof test. Obviously,
however thorough and effective the conventional nondestructive inspection method, subcritical crack growth
is a serious complication to quality control. Fatigue is one of the best known mechanisms of subcritical
crack growth.

Harris, Dunegan and Tetelman( 5 5 ) have discussed the prediction of fatigue life by the combined
use of fracture mechanics and acoustic emission. They proposed periodic proofing to loads greater than
the working load while simultaneously monitoring for acoustic emission. Prediction of fatigue life is
based on the observation that acoustic emission from a crack is directly related to the stress-intensity
factor, as also is the fatigue-crack-grcwth rate and, therefore, it is possible to directly correlate
acoustic emission, crack growth and number of fatigue cycles.

Electron fractography has provided much information on how fatigue cracks grow. However, the
expense of electron fractography both in terms of equipment and skill required, severely limits the use
of this tool. The use of stress-wave emission promises to be much cheaper and provides a dynamic real-
time measurement of crack growth. Coupling the two techniques, electron fractography and stress-wave
emission, will greatly enhance both methods.

A need for more detailed information on the fatigue cracking process has been recognized for
over a decade. Weibull(25 6 )in 1961 discussed this subject. "In any fatigue damaging process, continued
until final rupture, various stages of quite different character can be distinguished. From an engineering
aspect, it may be convenient to divide the process into an initiation period, ending with the appearance
of a visible crack, and a propagation period, ending with the final rupture".

8M fes of crack growth based on the appearance of fracture surfaces also were discussed by
Christensen/ in 1961. Findings from such studies "...support the general conclusion that the crack-
propagation phase of fatigue damage is more predictable and less subject to scatter than the crack nuc- f
leation phase. Most scatter in fatigue data results from scatter in the micro-crack nucleation period...
The transition from crack nucleation to the crack propagation phase is a rather difficult and complex
stage for which limits should be defined. Although this has been recognized and discussed by many
researchers, the point of view taken here is based on field experiences where it has been found that a
crack one-fourth inch to one-half inch long is about the smallest flew that can be readily detected in
working structures. This is reasonable for structures composed of many members and alternate load paths,
Moreover, it may be fortunate that most metals research programs have taken this practical viewpoint of
assuming the existence of cracked members. In the later stseoa of crocking which the designer encounters
he is far more concerned with crack growth apd fracture characteristics in structures than with the crack
nucleating period. On the other hand, the designer must also focus his attention on crack nucleation in
his efforts to design fatigue resistant structures. Nevertheless, it is well to separate the two pheno-
menon for study. Unless fatigue data are properly evaluated and separated tn these repecte, it becomes
too diluted, and gives rise to more speculation than understanding".

It is Interesting to note that Christensen was one of the first to use stress-wave emission in
the study of cracking. At the Craufield Symposium in 1961, Christensen described his setup for measuring
atcrolounds that accompany siarocrackin8 in stresed metal as follows: "As the microcrack occurs, it sets

up a vibrational wave that propaqate through the metal. A crystal accelerometer, cemanted to the test
panel in a direction perpendicular to the loading, picks up this component of the wave motion traversing
the panel in the so manner as a seismograph in recording earthquakes. The magnitude of the early micro-
cracks that were recorded in this particular test were in the order of 0.004 g's. Thes mtaro metal quakes"an be converted into sound presures and received on conventional headsets. If a value of sero db is
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considered as the threshhold of unaided hearing and 80 db the level of normal conversation then this will
represent a latitude from 1 to 10,000. The micro sounds that have been recorded in experiments are be-
lieved to be far below this threshhold value and therefore the magnification has been many times more
than 10,000. The physical significance of these observations is that the occurrence and generation of
heretofore undetected cracks were probably formed very early in the useful life of structures. The growth
and extension of such cracks then will increase with the continued use of randomly loaded parts or members.
To date these studies have indicated that microcracking can occur on the application of a load as low as
25Z of the load that would normally fracture the part. Of equal significance is the fact that this was
observed in the relatively notch-resistant material, RENE' 41.

"It is possible that with the aid of more sensitive equipment, microcracking can be detected
at much earlier stages than reported here. It may also be practical to use this technique to prove the
existence of an early crack formation period in elevated temperature fatigue. This technique also
suggests a method for detecting and evaluating microcracking during proof loading of manufactured parts.
For example, from the frequency of the microcrack sounds that occur during the loading to destruction of
a few typical flash-welded parts it may be possible to classify marginal parts for service use. Having
established a level of reliability in this manner, all subsequent proof-tested parts then will have far
greater degrees of confidence for prolonged service use".

Much has been said about sporadic crack growth in fatigue. For example, with programmed load-
ing, it has been observed that in certain instances, when stepwise loading is decreasing, there is a
delay before crack propagation resumes, and when the stepwise loading is increasing, cracks propagate
immediately and apparently at a greater rate than would be otherwise expected. Also, periods of constant
load at elevated temperature may be attended by creep which, on resumption of cyclic loading, sometimes
causes a pronounced decrease in the rate of crack growth for a short period of time. These phenomena can
be studied u3nN Accustic emission in greater detail than heretofore possible on a cycle-to-cycle basis.

The ap1ii a&~cI of acoustic emission for the detection of fatigue crack growth has been investi-
gated at Aerojetm58). The materials involved in the study of acoustic emission from low-cycle, high-
stress-intensity fatigue, as shown in Table 1, included D6aC tempered at 600 and ll00F and 7075-T6
aluminum.

Table 1. Materials and Properties

Modulus Yield Toughness
6 Stengt KI a) K(b)

Material pi x 106 ( ) c (c)

D6aC 30 .

600 temper 230 58 100

1100 temper 200 108 285

7076-T6 10.4 80 31 52

(a) Plans-strain toughness based on COD pop-in in SEN-tension
(b) Apparent fracture toughness at failure load for 0.1-in.

thick material

Test Procedure. The acoustiu emission system used iA this study(58) Is shown in Figure 1.
The test specimen was the precracked single-edge-notch tension specimen (see Pigure 2). Gross cracking
was monitored by means of the crack-opening-displacement (COD) gage, while microcracking, cycle-by-cycle,
was monitored with acoustic-emission sensors. The sensors were bonded to the test specimen using quarts
wax. The gain was incteased at the totaliser until the background noise level was within a few milli-
volts of the threshhold acoustic-emission level. The output signals of the totalizer and the COD gage
were recorded on a strip chart. The COn gage had a sensitivity of 0.0013-in. when recorded on the 10-in,
wide strip chart. With a dual-pan atr chart, it woo a pimple matter to determine where in the load
cycle the bursts of stress-wave emission. o-curred. This is illustrated in Figure 3 using data from D6MC
(600OF tempered) specimen 6842. Note that tv "en r-cording the COD was 0.1 in. behind the pon recording
the strees-wave emission count. The arrows ir fe;. i, position on the rOP record where cracking started
in each cycle.

A closed-loop Materials Test System (MTS) was Us5 1 to fatigue test SEN-tension specimens at
six (6) cycles per minute. The single-edge-notch (SEN) tenbion specimens consisted of 3 x 12-in. panels
containing an electric-disahargs-machi"ed edge notch, extended and sharpened by tension-tension fatigue.
The stross intensity for the fatigue rearascking operation was approximately one-half the estimated
critical plane-strain stress intgpit., (V,10). The stress Intensity was calculated from the expression
published by ASTM Committee E24t 'J; via.,

2 _34
where Y - 1.99 - 0.41 (a/W) + 18.!0 (&/W) - 38.48 (a/V) 3 + 53.85 (a/W) , P - load, a * track length,
B w specimen thickness, andWoo specimen width. Each specimen was first step loaded to provide in-test
calibration of the COD gaet ) and to determine the noise level at load. The "et point (,jon) of the
emission totaliser was determined at the maxium load for cyclic testing. The specimen was then unloaded
to the mean cyclic load, all instrumentation checked, and then the cyclic loading started. tn general,
maximum load corresponded to the COD dewvit;Lon-from linearity,

'A..
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igure 3. fatigue Crackin0 In .907 F Tempered D6-C Specimen 6042 - 0.29-7n. Thick

Test Reats-r De Steel. Speplo ens of op c stes l in two 6 hicknesess and tho idmperica ctmdi-
tinm e w er e emoed to produce widelytr aryIntensity fatiegt. The Dad steel uas obtained In the mito
preeled condition d 0.1 ui. and 0.3 In. thick surface-trotcd sheet nad plate. The cherrcml codposition
(feirht percent) and heat n tmbers of each ate shot n belat .

Thickness R~est C No S1 P S_ !1 Cr 15o V

0 .1 1a . 39 10 2 6 2 ( 8) 0 . 4 5 0 .? 5 0 . 2 1 0 .00 4 0. 0 0 5 0 .5 5 1.0 8 0 .9 " 0 .0 9

Cieck(b) 0.i7 0.70 0.23 - - 0.5i 1.08 0.94 t.12
0-/. 3952092(a) 0.48 0.74 0.23 0.005 0.006 0.56 1.07 1.00 0.09

m oo- Agitat •ed• oil at room tepatrCheck.ig Stenth9o Touhn7 s 0.23F - 2.5 hours97 .0

(a) Suplihr Analysis
(b)) ACC Check Analysis

The a eat-tcuat ed ro atue tes f er poc possin the Dl Is shoe n belwa . The Indicated tfmpa r

ieye' wyeiegut employed to produce dely aive ng strenath levels an d fracture tougnbers. In order to

pthk st carburimn t2on6 decorburtestlon or other surface attack. 2m ctyclettion was performed utcng a
ventral salt bath folloaed by quenchpin ditectly to room temperature in o eitwed oil. Tveperi f t per-
firmed so a t air atmosphere st the Indicated teoperature sad tisc.

Austelotite - 17000F - 30 minutes at temperature
Sp •e ch - Alstated oil at room temperature

Tepr igh StrenathA"o Toughnaas: 600"f - 2 hours

Low Sttenath/ltah Toughness: 11000y - 2 hours

Table 2 summarizes the tests and stress-Intensity factors at fracture. Note that the crtitcal stress

intensitsn values cticuleted frow fatigue testint were approximately the same p those obtained frob c
sifglo cycse, I.e., riThe g s o d to fa5lure.

igure5 4 to a plot of th mat0 me ote te , wount (TS) vetess ycle mb er for 0.1-tn.-
thick specr n 6826; the computor-plotted cuv shows the last 20-30 cycles. At the cyclfnl rate of
6 t~a there was mate than ample time to unload thi. toot specimen if one wished to amid fracture.

Figure 5 @bows the plot of strese-Inzesioty factor (raax) versus cumulative sttemo-wve count for each

successive cycle. note that FKý - TSWZ wasaepproxi-mately a Ilinar relationship.

Slpf~tlm 6927, also O.1-1a.-thick, was tested in the sam seowet as 6526 except that the notch

of the sing1e-edge-notch (SEPI) tension specimen was filled with water after the specimen had been cycling

for sow time. The specien went SO0 cycle* after the water was added. before It failed. Tigure 6 in a

-f.4 tho "~ Amto aht*1vh& ltJ~tl I ate 40 ~l*A of the test, writh tbe at -wve-eat oar avclA

cursor of failure.



Table 2. Critical Stress-Intensity in Fatigue

Critical Stress Intensity Fatigue
Material Thickness Rising Load Fatigue Specimen

1100 D6aC 0.294 204 - 251 222 6S46

Avg(3)227

0.292 2 6 5 (a) 6S47

0.101 275 - 287 240 6S26
Avg(3)285

0.100 2 6 5 (b) 6S27

600 D6aC 0.293 92 - 107 65 6S42
Avg(3)100

0.104 94 - 104 116 6S22
Avg(4)100

0.101 1 1 2 (c) 6S23

(a) last 290 cycles with water in the notch; because the COD in the
last cycle was lost, the Kc value is for one cycle before failure.

(b) water in the notch; the Kc value is for one cycle before failure.
(c) last 188 cycles with water in the notch; the Kc value is for one

cycle before failure.

110F TEMPER
m 0.1-IN. THICK 11
Kc 240 ksI-In•

240.

•160

P.

40

04
CYCLE

Figure 4. Rolti onahip atwvwen TIWE end Cycle Nuaber for 1L00"F Tuoapred
D6&C 0.1-ta.-ThMck Speolme 6826
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?is- 7. Realtionahip Between TSWE and Cycle Number In DWa Specimen 6347 Subjected to Corrosion Fattiau
Specimen 6547 yam testecE initially in a low-humidity air-conditioned laboratory. Ikvw-ver, after

175 cycles, the edge notch vas f illed with water. After 29 cycles with water in the notch, tile specimen
failed. Figure I shows an vomistakeable precursor of failure in the last 30 to 40 cycles. but oc apparntt
affect from the addition of vitor.

Specimen 692? was cut from 600*F tespered D6aC steel; this specimen was tested in the amae manner
as, the specimen described above, with water Inserted io the notch after 163 cycles in low-humidity air.
to the 600*? taspred materiel, the water was extremely detrimetntal. figure iaaDio of TSWE versus
cycle smber. note that at the point where water was added. there we# an Increase In the stress-wave count
raet. A comparison between Figures 7 and 6 shows the marked difference in behavior between the 600 and
11M*F tempered material; recall that In obtaining 6;he data In Figure 7. water was added after 178 cycles
with very little, If any. affect. In Figure 9, note the short periods of dormancy in the plot of data
takes before adding water. followed by marked and nearly continuous activity after adding the water.

Specimen 6522 was first subjected to a maziwun load of 3010 lb (630-lb minimum).* tested in a low-
humidity sir-conditioned laboratory. There vero occasionil oalal bursts, of stress-wave emission around
sexism load. A ample of theqe data are shown in the fecdowing tabulation (only the cycle* producing
strees-wave data ar, shown in the tabulation):

Cycle Stress-Wave cycle Stress-Wave
Number Count/cycle number Count /cycle

13 100 73730

16 50M 75 200

22 1100 77 100
21 2700 79 370

29 1650 94 2300

31 930 94 00
33 170

Thus, there were periods of dormancy Interspersed with varying sixes, of bursts. However, the crack-opening
displacement did not increase sisnificantly In these IM3 cycles and. therefore, the crock growth wee very
Smal.
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After SW cycles, the notch was fill*& with water and cycling continued at 3.0 kips maximum
load. There wos aome increase in streas-wave activity but still no significant Incresce in crack-opening
diplcmenont. The following tabulation ohmse the atrseo-weve activity recorded in the first twenty-tive
cyclee after adding the voter:

Cycle Streeno-Ave Cycle stresn-save
WiMer Count/Cycle Vuaber €,unt/Cycle

"1 2220 12 100
2 1400 13 2300
3 200 14 600
4 2100 13 400

6 S00 17 1050
7 830 18 3200
g 600 19 2000

20 25W

10 200
11 IO 23 2400

The average count per cycle for the data sole tabulated for dry air we. 171 counts per cycle;
after adding water the overage count per cycle based on the data ample tabulated above wae 913 counts
per cycle. Thus, strean-corrosion cracking wea taking place as shown in Figure 8.

7075-T6 Aluminum. Specimen IS-1 wes tested in the ome moeanr and with the se system as in
the steel teating. After Oapproxtmately 200 cycles in an air-conditioned lo-humidity laboratory, a 3 per-
cent NaCI solution wae placed in the noMqb of the S$N tension ape tan. The stresa intensity at the time
of adding the solution woe 28.5 k-iIn.z ( AK wea 26.3 kei-in.AIZ) 216 additional cycles, the
specimen fractured; the stress intensity at fracture wan 52.1 kai-in. • The cumulative strose-wave
count before and after adding the 32 NaCI solution is shown in Figure 10. Note the two-orders-of-
magnitude chamng of scale in plotting the count after stresa-corroolon *racking was initiated. Data were

I.

I I Figure 10

S U - Relationehip Between TSUZ

W end Cycle Number In 7075-T6
Aluminum 0.26-In.-Thick
Specimn BS-1 Subjected to
Corrosion Fatigue.

I1 0
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tabulated for a total of 58 cycles before adding the elution$ n te the unwietakeable change lter 55
cycles. Table 3 Is a tabulation of the average count :ate and tLe "verage crack growth In each successive
10 cycles before and after adding the 32 NaCl. Note that there was an order of magnitude increace in
streoe-wave count rate after adding the salt solution. The Increase in crack growth rate was not as
dramatic but now rthelese unml-takeable after adding the malt solution. Note that approximately 50 cycles
before failure occurred. there we* a marked Increace in the count rate sad in the crack growth rate.
Is Figure 10, the change of slope woulf serve as the precursor of failure (approximately 50 cycles before
fracture). From Figure i1 note the linear relationship between TS1K and ILa.

Stress Corrosion Cracking and Hydrosen Embrittlement

A series of paper* has been publishid in the open literature in which acoustic emission was used
for the crack detection of stress-corrosion cracking and hydrogen eubrittlement. because the details can
be obtained from respective publications, only the highlights of these researches will be reviewed here.

One paper (61) describes a study of slow crack growth in D6aC steel as influenced by hydrogen
and stress-corrosion using acoustic emission (stress waves) an a new technique for monitoring incremen-
tal crack growth. In this study it was found that the D6aC steel was susceptible to slow crack growth
both when hydrogenated and tested in distilled water. Over a given period of slow crack growth, there
wea a direct relationship between the number of streass waves and crack growth rate and, alternately, there
we e n Inverse relationship between secondary-incubatton time and crack-growth rats. An the crack
lengthened under constant load, the atress intensity increased and the rate of streas-wave emission
(SW/eec) increased at a relatively gradual rate until a sudden increase In rate occurred corresponding
to the start of rapid crack growth. Crack growth was found to occur In discontinuous steps for all test
couditiosm investigated. A synergistic effect was noted when hydrogenated D6&C steel was tested in water.
Hydrogen diffusion appeared to be the controlling mechanism in beth types of embrittlement.

The conclusions of this research based on tests in an aqueous environment and/or after the
deliberate addition of hydrogen were at follows:

1. D6oC low-alloy stool heat treated to produce a variety of microetructures and strength
levels to susceptible to slow crack growth under sustained load when tested in the hydrogenitod condition
ead/or is an aqueous environment.

2. A crack-opening-displaoement (COD) gage in conjunction with a constsnt-spead strip chart,
providee a sensitive measurement of average crack-growth rate during sustained-load tests. However, on
an incrment-by-incremat basis, only gross movements of the crack front are detectable on the CO chart.

3. Stress wave emission as measured by an appropriate Instrumentation system is a highly
sensitive device for monitoring incremset-by-incremont growth of a crack. In many instances where SWE
show Incremental crack growth with definite time intervals between jumps, the COD chart indicates
continuous crack growth.

4. It we. found that ower a given period of slow crack growth, there is a direct relationship
between the number of stress waves and the crack-growth rate. da/dt; or alternatively, there is an inverse
relationship between secondary incubation time At, and da/dt.

S. As the crack lengthens under constant load, the stress Intensity Increases and both I/ A t,
sad da/dt increase at a relatively gradual rate. At a critical crack siz. both 1/6t, and ds/dt suddenly
Increase producing an easily identified inflection in the curves of SWE per second vs time-at-load; the
inflection corresponds to the start of rapid crack growth.

I. n hydrogenated D6aC low-alloy steel heat treated to low toughness (1550/400):

a. The crack growth rate (da/dt) increases with increasing crack length until at an inter-
mediate strese-intensity level, da/dt becomes constant or even decreases slightly before Increasing to the
point of crack InstabilitLy. At high stress-intensity levels, *he data from hydrogenated specimens tested
Is water eaproacb the curve relating K and da/dt for nonhydroganted material testae in water.

b. Hydrogenated material baked for 1/2 hr at 3006F was found to have lower crack growth
rates then material baked for 3 hr at 300"F. No explanation wes found for this apparently anomalous result;
the vrious tests of 1/2 hr baked material were consistent. however. in showing this behavior.

c. Hydrogenated material baked for 3 hr at 300* and tested in water has a greater rate
of crack growth than would be predicted by tests of hydrogenated material tested im air and nonhydrogenated
material tested in water, i.e., the cobination of hydrogenation and aqueous environment has a synergistic
effect.

7. In bydrogented IM.C low-alloy steel heat treated to high toughness (1750/1100):

a. te crack-growth rate (do/dt) increases with increasing crack le th until at n inter-
medaste stress Intensity level, the tate of increase of da/dt suddenly increases, with da/dt for the
aeataLal tested ir air Wn it -rot" Increasing at approximately the am rate.

b. lydrogenated material baked for 1/2 hr at 3000T end tested in water has the smas crack-
grow rate as the non-hydrogenated material tested in water. Thus, in thin material condition, the en-•:-• -- -" 5& acetrellima nochsmi3m.

c. Hydrogenated material baked for 3 hr at 300"P has the sam accelerated cracit-grOMw
rate whether teated in air or water; thus, there was no evidence of a synergistic effect with the combina-
tion of hydrogenation and water. In fact. hydrogen appears to be the controlling mechanism since adding
water does not increase the crock growth rate.
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Figure 11. Relationship Between Yuax and TSWE in 7075-T6 Aluminum
0.26-in.-Thlcl Specimen I-1.

TABLE 3. AVERAGE COUNT AND CRACK-GROWTH RATES, 7075-T6

Average Average
Cycle Count Rate Crack Grothb -
Mae SWE per Cycle in. per Cycle x 10

50 - 40 563 0.142
40 - 30 316 0.141
30 - 20 186 0.141
20 - 10 583 0.000
10 - 0 269 0.000

3% WaCi ADDED

S0 - 10 2057 0.973
10 - 20 3191 0.948
20 - 30 1182 0.794
30 - 40 3676 1.704
40 - 50 1760 0.494
so - 60 2230 1.089
60 - 70 2060 1.174
70 - 80 4410 0.913
80 - 90 5270 1.221
90 - 100 2550 0.651

- 100 - 110 4350 0.849
110 - 120 4820 1.037
120 - 130 3050 1.011
130 - 140 5520 1.472
140 - 150 2020 1.709
150 - 160 5510 1.277
3.60 - 170 4980 1.234
170 - 180 9400 2.606
180 - 190 6490 4.056
190 - 200 9560 3.088
200 - 210 11820 5.426
210 - 217 26360 14.53
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A more recent study of stress-corrosion cracking( 6 2 , 6 3 ) provides additional evidence of the
utility of acoustic emission as a method for monitoring stress-corrosion cracking. One phase of this
study, heretofore not reported in the open literature is described in the following paragraphs. The
material was 6AI-4V titanium in the solution treated and *ged condition and the environment was circulat-
ing distilled water at 65 and 165'F. The criterior used in evaluating the crack-growth process was
primary incubation time as determined by acoustic emission. Water at 165*F induced stress-corrosion
cracking; whereas, at 65"F, there was no subcritical crack growth in the periods investigated (up to
19 hours at 0.9 Ke).

Material Investigated. In this investigation, a single heat of 6A1-4V titanium was used for
the study of slow crack growth. The chemistry of the heat follows:

6.0% Al, 4.11 V, 0.131 Fe, 0.023% C, 0.1102 0, 0.0050% H, 0.015% N

The aill-annealed tensile properties as obtained from the titanium producer were:

135,000 pit Fty, 142,000 psi F tu 15.51 elongation

The room-temperature properties obtained from the material after a conventional solution treating and
aging treatment (1765"F/15 win, water quench and age at 1100OF for 8 hr) was as follows:

0.21 Offset Ultimate Stress Intensity
6A1-4V Titanium Yield Strength at FailureHicrostructure (kai) (ki k•- 7L

Equieaxd-Alpha 147 - 155 166 - 169 80 - 97
Av(3) 152 Av(3) 168 Av(3) 90

Test Procedure. The single-edge-notch (SEN) tensile specimen, the crack-opening displacement
gage, the experimentally determined calibration curve for converting crack-opening-displacement measure-
ments to crack length and the K calibration as published by AST4 were the sam as those used in the low-
cycle-fatigue study, previously described.

The acoustic-emission monitoring system is shown schematically in Figure 12. As indicated in
this figure, the system consisted of accelerometers, amplifiers, filters, tape recorders, and an elec-
tronic counter and digital printer. The accelerometers were attached to the specimens using a linear-
force coiled-spring technique. The electronic counter, instead of counting a stress wave as an indivi-
dual event, recorded every cycle above an arbitrary trigger level set on the basis of background noise
and held constant for a given series of tests. With this characteristic, a large stress wave results in
more cycles above the trigger level than a small stress wave, thus, a greater acoustic-emission printout-
number would be obtained for a large emission than for a small emission. In other words, the electronic
counter provided an integration of size and number of emissions rather than a one-for-one count.

AL indicated in Figure 12, two basic systems were used for data acquisition. The electronic
counter system provided a real-time record of the emission (both cumulative count and rate of emission)
throughout ee' test period. The high-pass filter in the system eliminated a major portion of the extra-
neous low-frequency noises which tended to mask very small amplitude emissions. A second data acquisition
system also was used for a limited number of tests. This system used the same amplification and filter-
ing components but incorporated a magnetic tape recorder. The data were collected by recording each test
and subsequently analyzed through playback as shown in Figure 12.

OSCILLOSCOPE
Figurs 12. Acoustic Emission System for Stress-Corrosion Study. e TEKTRON
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Figure 13. Environmental System for Stress-rorrosion Crackinp Study

The data-acquisition system utilized 10OX amplification, followed by a 30 KHz high-pass filter
and then 1000X amplification. With this system, a 38 KHz input signal (approximately the resonance fre-
quency of the mounted accelerometer) was amplified 5000X. Also, with the electronic counter, two levels
of stress-wave amplitude were recorded. The counter strip-chart printout recorded both cumulative count
and count per unit time (count rate). By a voltage setting, the count-rate printout was adjusted to read
signals just above the background noise level; count rate, then, was recording small emissions, while
cumulative count was set to record the larger emissions, approximately 5 times those of the count-rate
printout.

Environmental Testing. Because of the test times in this phase of the investigation, a circu-
lating system was installed with a 7-gal reservoir. To maintain the chemistry of the water as constant
as possible, the entire system was made of glass or chemically stable plastic. The system is shown
schematically in Figure 13.

Specimens were loaded in a test machine actuated by a two-way air cylinder. The essential
feature of the system was the ability to hold a constant load over extended test periods.

The general procedure for fracture testing the 3 by 12-in. SEN-tensile specimens was as follows;

a. Under a continuously rising load (10,000 psi/min.) determine the apparent critical stress
intensity factor for each material condition when tested in air.

b. Then, under constant load, test each material condition in the following manner:

(1) hold in room-temperature water, at 0.8 of the criticel stress intensity (Kc) deter-
mined in step a.

(2) hold in room-temperature water at either 0.9 or 0.7 Kct depending on the time to
fracture in step b.(l), and

(3) hold in 165'F water, at the stress-intensity level selected in the peeceeding steps.

Experimental Results, When the titanium was exposed to water at room temperature at an applied
stress intensity of 78 ksi-in.1/2 (0.9 Kc), failure did not occur in a test period of 80 hours. When
specimens were instrumented for the detection of acoustic emission, no subcritical crack growth was ob-
served in test periods of up to 20 hours in room-temperature water.

In 165'F water, on the other hand, the primary incubation time was 17,160 seconds (4.76 hours)
at an appl d stress intensity of 75 ksi-in. 1 / 2 (0.8 Kc). When the stress intensity was increased to
85 ksi-in.M/I (0.9 Kc) the primary incubation time was reduced to 2,640 seconds and failure occurred in
approximately one hour.

When a modified microstructure at an applied stress intensity of 102 ksi-in.1/2 (0.8 Kc) was
exposed to 1650F water, the primary incubation time was 3,360 seconds and failure occurred in approxi-
mately one hour. From Figure 14 it will be seen that the first large burst of stress waves occurred after
3340 sec at load. The stress waves for the first 70 sec at load are attributed to a creep phenomenon
which is often observed at constant load. Thus, the primary incubaon time at an applied stress inten-
sity of 102 ksi-in.1/ 2 was indicated to be 56 min. At 105 ksi-in."' (10:18:00 clock time), there was a
large burst of stress waves which is believed to be the plane-strain, pop-in (Kic) instability. The time
increment between stress waves after pop-in averaged 40 seconds.
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Figure 14. Subcritical Cracking in Platelet-Alpha 6A1-4V Titanium in 165*F,
Circulating, Distilled Water (Specimen A2)

Strain-Aging Fmbrittlement

Strain tgjg has been investigated as a less-known mechanism of slow-crack growth in steel using
acoustic emission . In steel, strain-aging embrittlement occurs as the result of a combination of
stress at the crack tip and elevated temperature in the range of 300 to 800F 65 ). Many service applica-
tions involve moderately elevated temperature, and in weld fabrication sometimes there are low-tempera-
ture stress-relieving operations or preheat-postheat operations where residual stress, time and tempera-
ture provide the necessary conditions for spontaneous strain aging and resulting slow crack growth.

The spontaneous strain aging embrittlement mechanism in steel is generally considered to involve
the diffusion of carbon and/or nitrogen as a necT;llry condition. This has been experimentally confirmed
in high-strength steals by Steigerwald and Hanna . Their investigation concentrated on the kinetics
of the process which allowed an activation energy to be determined. This was found to be best represented
by the diffusivity of carbon in iron. Their investigation, however, did not allow a detailed description
of the slow crack-growth process.

Acoustic emission, on the other hand, provided the means for following step-by-step the dis-
continuous movement of the crack front. The emissions provided information on both the size of the crack
step 7) and the time interval between steps.

Compared to hydrogen embrittlement and stress-corrosion cracking, the embrittlement at elevated
temperature was attended by relatively few movements of the crack front. Light end electron fractography
confirmed that the large stress waves occurring during the periods of sustained load were associated with
gross movement of the crack front. At the start of the holding period the time between stress waves
( Ats) was short, with A ts increasing with time at load until finally a steady-state condition was

- . . .. * - < IsI I



reached wh~re :he secondary incubation time vwa relatively constant. After the D6a heat treatmInt which
effectively oolutionised the carbides (1750 for 1/2 hr), the steady-state secondary incubation time was
aproeimately 80 see. as comper.d to 1650 sec in the heat-treat condition with massive carbides (1550"F
for 1/4 hr). The crack growth rate also varied by a factor of 20 for the tvo heat-treat conditions.

The conclualons of this in-estlgstiona(6) based on acoustic emission data and fracture surface
measurements in single-edge-notched tensile specimens exposed to moderately elevated temperature (400 to
300F) under sustained load were as follows:

1. tn general, embrittlement at elevated teaporattrem is attended by relatively few movements
of the crack front (as compared with hydrogen e*mbrittlemeont).

2. Large stress waves in the sustained-load period were associated with a gross movement of
the crack front as identified by both electron and light fractography.

3. Imdiataly after the sustained load was reached, the time between large stress waves was
found to become Increasingly longer. After this initial period, a steady-state condition evolved where
the secondary incubation time (denoted as" tea) was relatively constant.

4. In -icrostructuree associated with relatively small amounts of carbon in solid solution,
the value of Agtes at 500'F was found to average 1650 sec. in the condition with a greater amount of
carbon in solid solution (austenitized at 1750'r for 1/2 hr). the corresponding secondary incubation
time was only 84 sec. The crack-Srowth rate also varied by a factor of 20; da/dt for the material with
relatively little available carbon averaged 190 /--in./mIn as compared with 380 A& -in./min in the
1750/800 condition.

S. Secondary incubation times at 370 and %00F for the condition most sensitive to embrittle-
ment indicated that carbide precipitation was the embrittling mechanism.

6. A fracture mechanism is hypothesized based upon carbides precipitating on the large number
of nucleation sites present at the crack tip. The basic premise is that the crack increment in the emr-
brtttled region is about equal in size to the theoretical crack-tip displacement.

7. Preliminary findings indicate that the eubrittlement process is more temperature dependent
than stress dependent. The crack growth rate during the slow-crack-trowth process may be approximated
by:

da/dt - 2v,/ tt

where 2vc is the theoretical crack-tip displacement and Ato is the secondary incubation time. The
secondary Incubation time is highly dependent upon both test temperature and concentration of carbon in
solid solution.

oI a subsequent Investigation(2 3 ), center-notch panels were tasted at variou, loading ratesa
well as single-edge-notch tensile specimens tested under sustained load.

The basic Instrumentation system was comprised of accelerome' ire, a charge amplifier, a band-
pass filter, a tape recorder, and an oscilloscope. Two accelerometers, one ranged to 0.lg sensitivity
and one to 1.01 sensitivity, were employed during the testing of each specimen. The signal from the
accelerometer was tape-recorded as raw, unfiltered data, and also displayed on an oscilloscope while tape
recording. The signal from the tape recorder was filtered for display on the oscilloscope. Likewise,
on subsequent playback of the tape-recorded raw data, the signals were filtered to eliminate extraneous
noise. This was accomplished using a band-pass filter with upper and lower frequency separately variable
In the reang of 20 to 20,000 cps. For data playback, low and high cut-off frequencies of 5000 to 20,000cp were Weomd.

Uesed on this phase of the Investigation, GetherLch(2 3) made the following observations:

2t . Spontaneou strain-aging mbrittlement occurs in 0.48 percent carbon DG&C steel at tem-
peratures ranging from 400 to 600"7 when tempered at 400*F.

2. This embrtttlement occurs under both sustained-load and rising-load conditions with 0.02
to 1.0 in. of slow crack growth being observed in failure times ranging from 68 to 7230 eec.

3. It was found that the crack growth could be described by

Aaere da2t " 1/2

a is a constant of unity having dimeions of in. /pst-sec

K is the applied stress-intensity level In psi-in.112

I Is the activation energy for carbon diffusion in steel

I Is the absolute temperature

4. Incorporation of this crack-growth rate equation into analyses for sustained-load andS rising-loed behavior allowed description of the time to failure from tf = f f , dT /dt, T, a).



5. SM and electron fractographic observations demonstrated that the grnoth p .e80 was dig-
coantinuus and oredominantly intergranular, and that the avarag6 jump distance could be described b7

2

"where J is related to the theoretical crack tip displacement and d Is the average grain alsa.

6. An activation energy, based upon the time between these crack jumps. was determined to be
21.0 keal/mole which points to carbon clustering and/or carbide precipitation as the embrittlement
mechanism.

Delayed Weld Cracking

Notveot appears to be the first to use stress-wave emission In the study of weld cracking. His
stud!? was concerned with the crack susceptibility of D6aC steel during and after welding. A piezoelectric
transducer attached to the weld plate detected signals associated with weld cracking which then were amp-
liftied and tape recordad, Recording was continuous through the welding and post-heat cycles. With this
technique, cracking was found to be associated with transformation reactions. The test welds were con-
sidered crack-free when adjustments In weld procedure eliminated the acoustic emission. The system used
by Notvest was reported to be sensitive enough to detect the austenite to martenaite transformation.
Without post heat, acoustic crack indications were detected as soon as the weld zone cooled below 500*F.
Increasing preheat only served to delay cracking until an equivalent temperature was reached in the
cooling curve. If sufficient weld preheat and post heat was provided, the coo'ing curve for a weld could(6 s)
intersect the region of balnits transformation and no visible or acoustic crack indications were detected

Jolly(6 9 ) has described the use of stress-wave emission as a means to detect weld cracking In
stainless steel. The welding was done by tungetcn Inert-esa. It was found that crack growth could be
detected during welding without interference from he noise of the welding arc. Jolly found that crack
growth sometimes continued from weld solidification until the weld approached thermal equilibrium with
the welded structure. He found the rate of emission from single-pass welds to be about an order of mag-
nitude less than from multipass welds. The onset of emission was found to occur 20 to 45 seconds after
the deposited weld metal began to solidify. Furthermore, the emission rate was found to increase as the
weld cooled; the normalized emission rate reached a maximum at approximately 400"C, indicating that a
major portion of the emission in the stainless steel welds was duo to hot cracking.

Rarttbower(70 evaluated weld cracking in HY-80 steel based on stress-wave emission. A multi-
ps square-butt weld wae prepared by the tungsten-arc process with deliberate incomplmte penetration to
asoure cracking. There vas no attempt to record stress-wvem emission during welding. After welding,
stress-wave activity was greatest in the first seven hours, with 7078 counts; in the following 24-hr
period, there was an Increase of only 29 counts and in the next 24-hr period there was only one additional
comt. This suggested that delayed cracking might be completed in approximately three days. However, it
was noted that the gross cracking which occurred during welding way have largely stress relieved the
weldment and. thus, shortened the period of delayed cracking.

An acoustic-emisilon study was undertaken for the U .SN.vy to quantify the duration of delayed
weld cracking, particularly in l00-ksi yield strength materlals 7 1 '. Cracking was induced by means of
the cr joru. The cruciform h j..een discussed as a tq9;.for heat-affected zone cracking by Potent and

arme•r1 '1, Winterton and Nola-t$S) and Rathbone, at al& .0 All welding was done In a heavy-construction
shop to assure that the findings of the Investigation would be representative of shop practice and skills.
loth manual welding with covered electrodes and semi-automatic welding with the metal-inert-gas (NIG)
process were Investigated. With the exception of controlled experiments with electrode deliberately
exposed to moisture, the covered electrodes were stored in an oven at 250"? up to time of usa, in accord
with approved shop practice. Likewise, to assure that the findings would be meaningful in terms of heavy-
conmtruction shop practice. multipasa welding was used together with controlled preheat and interpass
temerature.

The objectives of the program were met by monitoring the weldments for acoustic emission during
and iinediately after welding, and for periods up to eighteen days. Stress-wave indications of delayed
eracking were subsequently correlated with mNtallographic findings in selected weldments.

Materials and Weldina Procedure. One of the materials •nvestigated in the Navy study was a
lOO-kai yield strength conatuctional alloy supplied In two composition types as shown in Table 4. The
Swldoemto were made with both covered electrode and semi-automatic HIG welding. The covered electrode
wem 3/16-in.-dia. MIL-12018. and the bare electrode used in MIG welding was 1/16-in. dia., MIL-TYPE B88.
Shop procedure calls for a maximum energy input of 55,000 joules per linear inch of weld in thicknesses
of 1/2-In. or greater. The welds were preheated to 150"? and the interpasa temperature was held at
approximately 250*F. Tack welding was not used; the weldments were dogged to the work table as shown in
Figure 15. Welding was done in a systematic manner, always proceeding from a to b to c to d (see
figure 15) In accord with Arm Ordnance procedure.

Table 4. Chemistry and Teanile Properties
ComCosition (Vs iht, prceut) Tolon

•,oj C" 'No 1 8 Si Ni Cr No V Ti Cu VT? FlTU

37748 3 .15 .33 .010 .019 .27 2.43 1.35 .29 .003 .001 .15 105 120

5135264 P .10 .79 .005 .010 .28 3.36 .90 .41 .09 - - 110 124

a
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Acomtic biasion During and Immediately After lielding. One 4bjective of this study vas to
dateoro7..e the feasibility of using acoustic emission as a supplementary nondestructive inspection method
to detect cracking during welding. For this purpose the system shown in Figure 16 was used. In genural,
the first veldmenc to be completed on a liven day was monitored, starting with the last Voeld page an6
continuing for approximately two hours after the completion of welding. In the case of the crucifores
welded with cowered electrode, data were collected from the so-deposited joint, and then the slag was
removed from the weld and monitoring continued for the remainder of the two-hour period.

For those cruciforms welded with covered electrode, during welding end for the first few minutes
after welding there was a very large stress-wave emission (SWE) count rate which was found to be in large
part the result of cracking slag. For example, as shown in Figure 17, in the first 5-minutes after weld-
USg was completed, the cruciform generated over 1,500,000 counts; whereas, on removal of the slag, the
count in the next S-minute period increased by only 70,000. The data as seen on an oscilloscope before
and after removing the slag were typical of metal cracking. Thus, slag cracking was found to preclude
the use of acoustic emission as an inspection method for cracking during welding where covered electrode
is used. After this fact had been established, the slag was removed imediately after welding. In the
KIC welds, the data recorded during and immedLatTh esftar completing the last weld peas is assumed to be
the combined result of martensite transformation ion and/or short-time cold cracking.

Figure 18 shows the data collected from the last two passes in MIG welding a 1-in.-thick cruci-
form. Note that while the second pass was being deposited (200 Usz high-pass filtering) approximately
2.500,000 counts were recorded over a period of 30 seconds. The signals observed on the oscilloscope
were characteristic of stress-wave emission; few electrical disturbances were observed with 200 KIHz high-
peas filtering. When the weld pass was completed, the filtering was dropped to 100 Mis. For 22.5 seconds
after the weld pass was completed, tho stress-wave-emission rate was very high; this was followed by an
abrupt reduction in the rate of stress-wave emission.
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Figure 17. Cumulative Stress Wave Count Before and After Slag Demovel



"Figure 18, Cumulative Stress-Wave Count During and Immediately After MIG-Welding
the Hpat-B Cruciform.
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Approxinately 5 minutes after completing the 2nd pass, the 3rd pass was stArted. Again, the
flter was set at 200 KHz during welding; approximately 5,000,000 counts were recorded over a period of
35 seconds while the 3rd pass was being deposited. The filter was then dropped to 100 KlZ; for 21.5
seconds after the weld was completed, the stress-wave emission rate continued to be very high. This
again was followed by an abrupt decrease in the rate of stress-wave emission.

From Table 5, when heat B was welded with the WIG process, in the period between 5 and 10
minutes after the weld was completed, the average SWE count-rate was 14,000 per minute, and in the 10
to 15 minute period, the ýount rate was 7,400 per minute.

Table 5. Summary of Stress-Wave Count Rate Between S & 15 Minutes After Welding

Time After $WE Count
Plate Welding Increase Rate

Rate Thick, Code Elgetrgo Joint 1Tet (Minutes) (count) (LWmin.
20 Aug 1-in. B bar* TP(4) #26 5-10 70,000 14,000

10-15 37,000 7,400

27 Aug 1-in. P bare I #27 5-10 157,000 31,400
10-15 43,000 8,600

10 Sept 2-in. P covered IP 930 5-10 232,500 46,500
10-15 78,000 15,600

17 Sept 1-In. P covered IP 932 5-10 223,000 44,600
10-15 90,000 18,000

(a) Inccplete-penotration fillet weld

When heat V was welded with the HIG process, in the 5-10 stnute period after veldftg was com-
pleted, the average SWI count rate w" 31,400 per manute, and between 10 end 15 *inut"e, the count rate
Was 6,600 per sinute.

deftI



figure 1g shows the strie-uave activity recorded as soon as the slag w remo from the lastpass of 2.In. host P welde1 with covered clectrods. Noti that the activily was high at first but then

decreased rapidly eer a per-iod of 4;proxisately 15 minutes. Thereafter, as son In figure 20, therte
wa* sy occlasiona bursts of ctriao e Atave actovity. In the second and third hour of recordingt occastonal
erdt, of trhcs-rive omission were evddent, with the cracking tontinuinh A e t a in Sramento, a rate
epro the d ee-kour period.

tm Table i, In the period betseet 5 and 10 ainutes after aompletiny the last fillet wrds the
enrage M count rote was 46t5h per mpnutn. and in the 10 to 15-minuto period, the count rate was 15,600
per minute. Cruciford No. 320 prep.oMnd from totn.-thick heat P, generated a count rate of 44,60l0 pet
minute between F and 10 minutes and th 000 per minute between 10 and n15 minutes after weldinh . Thus. the
atrhesa-t ve activity Immediely after welding was almost the daei for the t6o weldment thickn)sss.

Fired 2r2ck Datpcton. After Lvo to three hours of continuous monitorinc Immediately after
w the ldatw re p fore m uer t moved from the fabrication site to the Afrojm t plant cn Sicrrmmnto, 0 die-
tande of approximately 75 mile. During this period, no datg were taken. the tin* lost traveling between
the fabrication siti and setting up In the AeroJo t ploat was generally about four hours.

Upon rmtutr to the AeroJet plac t. ihe program plan clled for continuous monitoring from 1600
hours Thuradiy until 0800 hous eMonda trip char Theurs. The system used in this data collect)on
idsehow in Fisure 21. Not that the filter thavel used after welding co s ftnry hed tas tuch lower than
that uaed duain welding (a** Figure 16).

ao r igurl 22i a plot of ctmolative straes-wave count versus tice, it typical of these daty ; thc
gorial In Figure 22 ls 2-in.-thick plate welded with a 12018 electrode. Note that cith dlayed cracking.
h dats were predominantly burst type. Tha th en fi the t22 are froll crucifoeri o. 30; pu pisures 19
ind 20for the dati rtcorded in distely afhee welding.

In addition to beiwr displayed on an X-Y plotter. the dita curr printed on c strip chrt showing
the nTmber of counts recorded In each p-minute period. Table 6 Illustraten the dsotl00d Information thet
can be obtained from the acoustic emission strip chart. The time between stroso-wave b-irsto ( & T) pro-

videA a miasure of craeckincubationt tohchang th e slctronlc-counter system integrates the number of
stress waves avid the Site of Lh* stress wve.a the rate of dtrees-vave emtslson (number of counts per

minute) Ia uonsidered to be an indicatont of the crack-growth rate. The cumulative (totrl) count providet
an oirall indication of the emtuut of cracking. The tim over ahich the stress wave activity occurs
gises the duration of cold crackrnac In Table 6i note the large number of occurrenc7s In the first 10
poure and fonm hntervals beticen bursts toward the end of the dhth conectiano pecrid (for purposes of
Illustration, rnly the data in the first 10 hours and after 350 houre are tabulated here). To d.mmartr
the str ichirt date, thbles weat prepirfd to show the activity occurring In suctesive re-houn periods.

Table 7 stmmarisis the dotf presented In Table 6, based on count rotes of 100 and 500 per minute.
A chagres in couemarabl contantrt to changing the sensitivity of the system; i.e., if counts or r
greater are used, the smaltlest increments of crack growth are disregarded. Until a thorough metallo-

graphic tnvistication is made of the extent of acthel crackorg et each weldment, the size of burst that
cd associated wmth "eeaninsfus" crack extension i not known. Note, froem Table 7, that the cruc.form
prepared frel beat i usiný stick electrode enerated aE rch higher coun. then the oruectiof prepared from
seat s t reardles of the count-rate uted.

To eliainati tho cosplrcataon of different diti-oollecthon periods, the average count per burst
wc calculated on the basts of counts of 500 per minute or inester. Table a shois that the tverbge count
pecr trt was remarkably conr selntg thp e s attributed to either a characteristic, of the system or t
characteristhc of the type of cracking. If the latter Is correct, this would Indicate that each of the
tonditions and materials tested geweratd the shni cosu of crack o ncrrment per burst.

Coou elatid n of Acbtenh c Emission and the Extent of Crackini. The primn objective of the Naty
stgy r a to determine quantitatively the dure t racin mecanid mckina y the ee 0-ksi yield strength weld-men
wmets cl a functiop of onstraint and welding conditions. The study showed that stress-wave emisron-
occurred in goi veldnhete throumhout the entire period of investigationf and this appeared to be trres-
pective of c€owtraint or welding process. Without meatllographic exam-ination. a question remained as to

the wlso of the defect source generating the stress-wave emission. Moreover, wi th weld an one weld An
the cruciform, there could hae" been smltiplon trese-wove sources which would preclude meeringful Incubs-

tith-tige amasuremeats. In other strdsy the high count rate observed during the first wsverll nourg after
celdting ouldrhave been the rftelt of any one or a hovbinaton of the follwinp sources: (1) discontinuous
growth of a few lidas cracks, (2) crain-by-train cracking almin an enlargite crack envelope and/or (3) a
myriad of small crbcks. Mordeyer, different cracking mechanisms say have been Involved while the weldment
wad coolin as opposed to apter the ield--ast uas cold. While the wseldmet was hot and rorisig, micro-
cracknea may have been occurring in thc weld miatl over the entirode a enitho epositr 0 nd after the
weld ays cold tht stre x-a-e emission wany have been from one or more cracks in the weld nd/or HaZ. Also,
with hish atplefncgthon and sensitivity in the SWAT systimg th count rante observed during weldino. and
continuing for a short time after the welding. way hbvo been, at least in part. gennroted by the umrtensite
tramefotmetlun(68).

Tin weldments "or* seloctq42for notallographic examination. The sectioning was to accord with
th tr-cedture used by Army Ordnancet except that the weldmetnvto wee ot stress relieved and the etchant

Ndto be sodifled. Two percent nital was used. The weldments selected were cruciforun 31 (host 9) and
32 (hbast F). thsen were I-In. thick. welded with cov.ered electrode and nouitornd for 440 hours (approx.
18 days), Based fvn macro-exasinatlon, weldimmt 31 with aver 200,000 counts was found to be cracked oe
the *&tire length of the d weld. mased on a decreasing depth of crack in each successive section, the
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TAK.E 6- I-IN. PLATE WELDED WITH 12018 COVERED ELECTRODE
INCOMLTI-PENETRATION FILlETS

CODE B, HEAT 8377 CODE P. HEAT SP3524
DATE TIA, EMISSON IM sM

190 iT~AL C4_K~ RATE TOTAL

17 Sept 102 Welding Complkb
!!!1 Welding Completl

1440 Systam On 144 System On
1450 147 147
1456 8 130 217
1500 2 10 377
1501 1 779 1156
1503 7 1495 2641
15B1 3 660 3301

1312 1293 1293 1512 I M94 419
1513 I 1656 51
1514 I 237 o6

I51s 6 5242 6535 151s 4 2939 90
1519 3517 934
1524 5 54 1013I
152b 2 130 266

3Y 145 6660
1544q IS 190I 451

1550 s 722 7402

1551 2 a6 724
i552 1 2307 16031

133 3 1163 3565 1553 1 1396 17427
1440 1 410 907
1a04 4 31W 21106
1606 2 1980 2m

I401 Is 230 279 1640 2 253 339
1610 1 1039 98 1610 2 3516 31855
1611 1 294 12133

1612 2 139 94
1614 3 6 1955 1614 2 I 1182

16tiaS 396 550
145 11 117 1964

1183 6 213 763
160 5 1ot 19744

1632 4 161 31A
1634 4 12203 31952

1636 4 IS 33970
1665 9 432 340

1lo1 1? 3I0 335)0 1651 6 3764 3166
171 10 100 266
IM5 34 157 42)
1739 4 797 39o2
1744 3 1199 0419
l747 1 303 722
1 21 367 41019

IN 39 89 34154 1120 12 175 264
137 1 306 570

is"i 21 142 34596
M 5 157 3453

1356 29 2394 43964
163 2 ISO 0144
149 1 1001 J1IM
13 1566 467

193 21 410 35163 Iw' 5 124 47444
1918 II 483 006,1911 9 1199 4J3

1IM2 35 1510 3"
1950 92 37645

M 1 - hrs ater uelding
319 59 m 49951

-x 42 i 37741

204 11 669 524
2w 12 690 45424

2105 21 212 776
2117 - 10 hn aftr mM completion
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"TAKBE (Continued)

COE 1,3 HEAT 11748 COOE P. HEAT 5P3524

DAIE TIME EMISSION TIME EMNIS"I
190• CLOCK A RATE TOTAL CLOCK RATE TOTAL

2 Oct 0002 - 30 hrs alter welding
0111 - 350 hrs after welding

1002 -3c hrs after welding

VT17 * 360 hrs after welding
13M 1518 168 87s

1730 1308 109 811
1737 7 152 963

1up 331 71 32365
20 - 370 hrs after welding

2111 - 370 hs after weUing

3I t 0215 456 634 3242
016 1 3755 323047

0602 - 30 hrs after welding
0717 - 310 hrs after welding
1105 529 154 ?01

6 103 304
1410 179 177 81

1602 - 390 hrs after welding
Ilii - 39 hs alter welding

1952 135 176 10139
202 362 14 a0

201 36 72? 866
M6 104 725

4 Oct on 239 126 351
0202 - 40 hrs after welding

05 119 181 330732
0317 - aofhrs taer welding
OW 133 136 o6
0512 5 1in 939
OW 1 125 331114

1120 - 410 hrs afer welding
11311 461 472 506

1317 - 410 hrs after welding
1501 1113 125 99

Ism 2i 112 773
3? 2 - 420 hrs after welding

2311 -420 hrs after welding

S Oct 0121 622 144 331922 032 - 430 his atr welding
091 - 430 hs ler welding 0917 1096 305 10129

024 121 417
OmR W• 644- 0W0 109 753

1I0 System OIn 1010 System Off
MIE o 440 hrs after welding

1917 - 440 hrs after welding

i

I
J..
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TebIG 7, Stveala-Wavo WasAGOi from 1'.tn 100-kat Yield strei~ggi, Cttcilonat
Volded with 12018 (Covered Rleatrodo,

MASID ON A KATI 0F 300 COUNT BAIRD) ON A RATK Of 100 COUNTS
PIK HINUTR OR UREATEN PIN HINUTR OR ORKATER

_U_) h~Wft ~2I~ A=Lt SRI.S.QAJ1 U11MflA jfiM IUL f3UAI L&AMfSM
10-10 1 1,700 9 211637 4 2,279 14 22,892
10-30 19 29,513 7 15,407 s0 36,319 16 17,507
10-40 a 14,701 1 1,641 to 18,715 4 2,133
40-50 5 86,791 0 0 it 90,197 0 0
so-em 4 S,798 0 0 6 6,106 0 0
to-70 6 17,10, a 0 14 19,037 0 0
10-40 0 0 0 0 7 1,351 0 0
40-10 1 506 0 0 5 1,202 0 0
90-100 4 200,35 1 1,050 10 22,048 1 1,050

1004110 2 7,36) 0 0 6 8,469 0 0
110-110 1 1,034 0 0 3 1,234 0 0
110-1,30 a 13,632 0 0 is 27,009 1 200
130-140 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
140-130 3 3,343 1 956 18 5,593 1 956
I50-160 0 0 0 0 5 1,339 0 0
160-170 1 1,554 0 0 3 1,846 0 0
170-160 a 2,763 0 0 4 3,339 1 111
180-190 0 0 0 0 3 938 0 0
190-100 1 933 0 0 1 903 0 0

too-Ito 1 481 0 0 3 1,311 0 0
2104310 7 13,273 0 0 a 13,612 0 0
2204530 1 1,554 0 0 7 3,010 0 0
130-240 0 0 0 0 2 333 0 0
240-230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
150-260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
260-270 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 503
170-280 a 1,911 0 0 9 3,738 10 1,088
2804290 2 3,084 0 0 5 3,997 5 946
290-300 0 0 0 0 3 553 0 0

300-310 1 789 0 0 3 1,481 0 0
310-320 0 0 1 604 0 0 2 803
320-330 1 668 0 0 1 668 0 0
330-340 0 0 0 0 2 612 0 0
$40-330 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 1,420
350-360 0 0 0 0 1 168 0 0
360-370 11 783 0 0 1 783 2 261
370-380 2 4,389 0 0 2 4,389 0 0
380-390 0 0 0 0 3 431 0 0
390-400 1 I,88 1 727 4 2,251 2 903

400-410 0 0 0 0 A 434 0 0
410-420 0 0 0 0 1 192 1 125
420-430 0 0 0 0 1 144 0 0

430-440 0 60-2

Total 89 248,289 21 42,122 260 286,390 76 S2,490

Table go Nau~ar of Buratst, Total Count (Burst* of 500
or Moto Counts), and Average Count per Burst

tedetPlate 4 Plate P
1 Mlo Iomes !Wo~ i~w 7,1WCo - un t q. urso

1-1a. Stick 89 248,289 21 42,112

Avg. 2A790 Avg. 2.000

2-in. Stick 30 58,188 27 54,052
Avg. 1,280 Avg. 2j000

I-La. KbG 68 M1157 97 169,323

Avg. 1.640 Avn. 1.750

2-1U. WIG 35 57,410 29 40,801
Ang. Avg. 1,410



V
cracking began at the starting end of the d weld. Figure 23 show* the crack at approxiuvately midlength
of the d weld (Section 31-D4). Weldment 37, on the other hand, with approximately 40,000 counts wao
found to be crauked only In the section nearest the finishing end of the d weld. Figure 24 shows micro-
cracking (250X magnification) in the next to tite last seaction (32-05). HTcro-examination revealed crack
initiation in several of tits welds examined, Its., welds a, b and q, as well an d starting at the root
of the Incomplete-penetrut'ion fillet welds,

31-D4

Figure 23, D-Weld Cracking at Approx Mid Length of Cruciform No. 31

(4X Magnification)

R..

jg. . ~ i

32-D5 MAG. 250X

Figure 24. Microcracking in Section 5 of Cruciform No. 32.



Acoustic Emission from Welded Aluminum

One characteristic bf acoustic emission in that once a given stress, or load, has been applied,
and the acoustic emission associated with the resulting creep has ceased, in the absence of a subcritical-
crack-growth mechanism, no more emission will occur until this stress level is exceeded. If the load is
removed, and then reapplied, no emilsion occurs until the previous load has been exceeded. This is the
so-called Kaiser effect.

Figure 23 is a comparison of data from two 2219 longitudinally welded, unnotched, tension
specimens. Note that an increase itt stress-wave activity is indicated in the range of 5 to 10 kips load
on the first application of load. When the specimens were loaded for a second time, the activity in this
range completely disappeared. This behavior is consistent with the Kaiser effect.

One of the specimens (No. 27 shown in Figure 25) was subjected to a third load cycle. For the
third cycle, a model 2213 accelerometer was spring mounted on the specimen. The data were filtered at a
band width of 60 KHa with approximately the same gain as in the previous cycles, viz., 100 db. The
following tabulation of stress-wave-count data illustrates the marked drop in count in each successive
cycle at a given load and the marked increase in count just before failure in the 3rd cycle (the precursor
of fracture)t

Secimen cycle PDate Load Count Max. Load Total Count

27 1 11-3-70 36.85 134,000(a) 36.85 134,000(a)

2 11-3-70 36.85 3,200(b) 38.30 3,500(b)

3 9-29-71 36.85 730(b) 40.65 610,000(c)

(a) High count resulting largely from the peak in stress-wave activity at 10 kips
(b) Kaiser effect
(c) Precursor of failure

Figure 26 shows the precursor as seen in the 3rd cycle; the specimen fractured at 40 kips. Note that as
a result of the Kaiser effect, the stress-wave activity did not begin until about 38 kips, the maximum
load of the 2nd cycle.

0.21-
SECININ NO. 2 DUMP
nlit VAL(OO LOAD

0.18- rILTCR 90 KHZ

0.15

0,12 - INITIAL LOADING

0 .09• DUMP LOAD

0.0

Figure 25

0 5 1 LOAD, k0 Kaiser Effect in Longitudinally
Welded, Unnotched, Tension Specimen.0.21,
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Figure 27 is a comparison of unnotched, welded and unwelded, room-temperature tests. Note that
the parent-metal specimen showed virtually no stress-wave activity until there was a tooling problem, at
which time the specimen was unloaded, the situation corrected and than reloa,',d. The fact that there was
an increase in stress-wave activity at about 10 kips in welded specimens but tot in unwelded (parent-metal)
specimens suggests that the change in stress wave activity at low load on 2nd loading could be the relief
of residual welding stresses rather than the Kaiser effect.

A comparison of data from precratked specimens also indicated an increase in stress-wave activity
in the range of 5 to 10 kips load. These were part-through-crack (PTC), longitudinally welded, tension
specimens of 2219 aluminum. From Figure 28 note that when the filter level was reduced from 90 KHz to
40 KHz, the evidence of activity at 10 kips was markedly increased, and when the specimen was loaded a
second time, the itctivity completely disappeared. This behavior is consistent both with the Kaiser effect
as well as with the behavior that would be expected if the first load cycle had produced a stress relief.

Effect of Filter Level. Band-pass filtering has long been recognized as an essential part of
any acoustic-emission detection system. Variations in machine or environmental noise from day to day
sometimes necessitates changes in the filtering level; however, an attempt is made to minimize such changes
in the filtering level because of the effect of filter level on the cumulative count. Consider, for example,
the following data for unnotched, 2219-T87 longitudinally welded, tension specimens No. 27 and 28, and also
2219-T87, longitudinally welded, PTC-tension specimens No. 29 and 30.

Test High-Pass Trigger
Temperature Filter Level Cumulative

Specimen No. (OF) KHz (set Point) SWE Count

27 75 90 + 90 8.5 0.13 x 10 6

28 75 40 + 40 5.0 2.02 x 10

29 75 90 + 90 8.0 0.08 x 106

30 75 40 + 40 5.0 1.18 x 106

As seen from these data, reducing the filter level from 90 KHz to 40 KHz increased the cumulative count
by more than an order of magnitude. The difference in set point was an adjustment in signal gain in the
Dunegan system, and not a change in trigger level. In the Dunegan system, the trigger level is fixed at
0.707 volt. When filtering at 40 KHz, more background noise was detected and therefore less gain was
required to bring the signal up to a level just under the 0.707-volt trigger level, Figure 29 schemati-
cally illustrates this condition. With the quieter system provided by 90 KHz filtering, a higher set
point (gain) was required to bring the signal up to a level just under the 0.707-volt trigger level.

CONTINUOUS IN-SERVICE SURVEILLANCE

Acoustic Emission as a Precursor of Fracture

Office of Naval Research Study( 1 9 ) '.. From single-edge-notched tensile. te'sts of 7075-T6 aluminum,
HY-80 and HY-150 constructional steels, D6aC low-alloy high-strength steel, and 6AI-4V titanium, it was
found that stress-wave amplitude and repetition rate are recognizable, reproducible stress-wave charac-
teristics which cAn be used as precursors to crack instability. SEN tensile tests of 7075-T6 aluminum
involving a range of widths, thicknesses and crack depths all showed essentially the same stress-wave
behavior. However, marked differences in stress-wave characteristics were observed as a function of
material toughness. In highly tough HY-80, HY-150, D6aC (austenitized at 1750OF and tempered at l100PF),
and 6A1-4V (aged at 1250*F) where there was no detectable pop-in by either crack-opening-displacement gage
or stress-wave emission, the failure process was identified by an increasing stress-wave count, starting
at approximately the load corresponding to deviation from linearity in the crack-opening-displacement f
chart. In the more brittle D6aC steel (austenitized at 1750*F and tempered at 600*F) and 7075-T6 aluminum,
plane-strain instability was identified by an order-of-magnitude increase in stress-wave amplitude and the
final failure process was identified by an increasing stress-wave count, generally starting at approxi-
mately the plane-strain pop-in. In the extreme embrittlement of D6aC aus-'nitized at 1550"F, fracture
occurred directly from the plane-strain pop-in with only two or three sti es waves before the final un-
stable burst of crack growth. Subsequent studies at Aerojet showed that acoustic-emission can be used
to not only presage plane-stress instability but also plane-strain instability.

Acoustic Emission as a Precursor of Plane-Strain Instability. Much of the materials testing
done at Aerojet using acoustic emission for monitoring crack growth has been at room or elevated temperature.
One observation common to all the studies, regardless of the material investigated, was that the stress-
wave-emission signals have characteristics which serve as a precursor of failure; viz., (1) a marked in-
crease of the amplitude of the signals as observed in real time on an oscilloscope, (2) a marked increase
in the signal repetition rate (count per second) and (3) a marked increase in the slope of the cumulative
count-versus-load plot.

In the Office of Naval Research (ONR) study, the plane-strain (KIc) instability was identified
by acoustic emission but the acoustic emission monitoring system used did not have sufficient amplification
and/or sensitivity to detect a precursor for the KIc instability. However, in a more recent study for the
Advanced Research Projects Agency 75 , an improved acoustic-emission detection system demonstrated that
acoustic emission can also provide warning of the plane-strain (KIc) instability.

In the ONR study, the stress-wave instrumentation utilized an accelerometer and tape recorder.
The signal from the accelerometer was tape recorded as unfiltered data. On subsequent playback of the
tape recording, a filter was used to eliminate noise below 10,000 cps. The tape recorder used for this
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Figure 28. Kaiser Effect in Longitudinally Welded PTC-Tension
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work was a portable, seven-track, instrumentation recorder (IRIG track dimensions) with frequency response
in the direct-record-reproduce system of 50 to 40,000 cps at 15 ips and 50 to 20,000 cps at 7-1/2 ips tape
speed. Data analysis was accomplished by tape playback through an oscilloscope and by re-recording on an
oscillograph. The latter had the advantage of providing both a permanent record and time-base expansion.
With the data recorded at 15 ips and played back at 3-3/4 ips, the effective frequency response of the
oscillograph was appraximately 32,000 cps. The distribution of stress waves throughout the loading of
each specimen was evaluated by means of a B&K level recorder and an electronic counter.

In the ONR study, the fact that the emission data did not provide a precursor of the plane-strain
instability was considered to be a serious limitation from the standpoint of nondestructive inspection,
particularly for applications where leak-before-burst can not be tolerated (as in a fuel tank) or in
materials and material condutions where pop-in results in catastrophic failure (no crack arrest). In
these situations, emission data are of little value if there is no precursor of the plane-strain instability.
They can only be used to locate the flaw but will not indicate the precursor to instability.

In the ARPA-sponsored study, a higher-sensitivity emission detection system was used. It was
hypothesized that if the emission sensors would be capable of detecting crack growth before the plane-
strain instability and, in particular, presaging the onset of plane-strain instability, then SWAT would
be an important NDI method for those applications where a leak can not be tolerated or where material
toughness is such that catastrophic failure results directly from plane-strain pop-in.

The instrumentation used in the ARPA-sponsored study is shown in Figure 30. The counter system
used to develop the rate and cumulative-emission totals had a frequency capability to 10 MHz; the overall
counting-system response was down 3 db at 700 KHz. The data recorded on magnetic tape were limited in
upper frequency to the tape recorder capability of 300 KHz.

The data obtained during each test were plotted versus applied load and consisted of rate of
emission, cumulative-total count (TSWE), and emission signal-level in RMS volts. The emission sensors
were preloaded against the specimen surface through-the use of constant-force springs. These are springs
which maintain a constant force, independent of extension. The contact side of each sensor was lightly
coated with silicon vacuum grease to provide a good couplant between sensor and specimen. Prior to the
beginning of each test and with all systems activated, the ambient noise level of the system was recon-
firmed. This simple check was the key to assuring system performance. For any given test, deviation from
the ambient noise level established at the beginning of the program was an indication that something was
not operating properly in the system. For example, Ahe low-noise battery-driven amplifiers were a poten-
tial problem as the battery became di harged; however, the ambient-noise-level check always detected
this condition. By this procedure, eak, test was conducted under identical conditions. Total system gain
for these tests was set at 20,000:1.

Figure 31 illustrates the precursor in a plane-strain part-through-crack (PTC) tension test of
2014-T6 at room temperature. Figure 32 was obtained from a -320*F cryogenic test of 7039-T61 aluminum
using a compact tension specimen (WOL configuration, 1-in. thick, 2-in, wide). This specimen gave over
220,000 counts before it failed and the plot provided a more or less typical recursor to failure.
However, it it apparent that the counter trigger level affected the precursory76).

SENSOR PREAMP FILTER 1 AMPLIFIER FILTER 2 COUNTER A-D PI.OTTER
HEWLETT-1 I 50HEWLETT-i[.. ..rv

KHONHTE<KHRON-HITE PACKARD MPACKARD VAR8A< AC3202R X100U 3202R H37l

1 X1000 HI-PASS HI-PASS220 1 8I'A 0SBKHZF 180KHz •AC PCAO 2:LHEWVLETT-I HEVILETT- N MOSELEY
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i 0 I tr e t i oPACKARD0t u'

:. VOLTMETER

SSENSOR PREAMP FILTER I AMPLIFIER F ILTER 2

S~TAPE RECORDER

<AGC 3202R LAGC MO
SHO |00 HI-PASS X100 HI-PASS T & /
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Figure 30. Instrumentation System for Fracture Testing
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Effect of Trigger Level. When the effect of trigger level on the precursor was investigated,
it was found that the trigger level used in counting the stress-wave emissions had a marked effect on
the precursor. For example, in Figure 33 the data from 2014-T6 specimen 8-8, tested at 730F, were played
back at trigger levels of 0.059, 0.070, 0.090 and 0.12 volt. Note that at the lowest trigger level
(0.06 v), the precursor appeared to occur at about 25% of the failure load; whereas, at the highest (least
sensitive) trigger level, the precursor was small and occurred only just before failure. In Figure 34,
it will be seen that at an 0.15-volt trigger level, the 2219-T87 specimen showed no precursor whatsoever;
whereas, at an 0.07-volt trigger level there was an unmistakable precursor. Because the choice of trigger
level is arbitrary, selection of a quantitative value of load corresponding to the onset of crack in-
stability does not appear to be meaningful.

370,000 97.000

SPECIMEN 8-8 0.06 V 0.07 V
CRACK SIZE

Ao 2C
0.178 0.760
LOAD 44.1 ktips
TEMP 75*F

4#

13.560
0.09 V

4,000
0 .1? V

Figure 33. Effect of Trigger Level on Precursor in a PTC-Teneton Test of 2014-T6 at 75*F.

60
SPICIMEN W,

10116 0.3"

LOAD 35.4 KIPS
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It|
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F~igure 34. Effect of Trigger Level on Precursor in a PTC-Tension Test of 2219-TA7 at 75*v.



The effect of trigger level on the precursor is best understood by a consideration of the back-
ground "noise" level. If the background noise increases (band widens) as the load is increased, the
stress-wave count could be affected if, at the start of the test, the triggering voltage is set just
above the background "noise" level. Comparisons between the background "noise" band widths at the start
of loading end near fracture are shown in Figure 35. At low load, in the elastic region, the background
"noise" produced a relatively narrow signal band; while at loads near fracture, in the plastic region,
the band was significantly widened. Likewise, in comparisons be'.ween room and cryogenic test tempera-
tures, at low temperature where plastic deformation is minimized, the width of the band was essentially
the same near fracture as at the start of loading. This suggests that the broadened band near fracture
in the 75F? tests was the result of plastic-zone formation. No attempt was madt to photograph burst-
type stress waves; when they appeared in the photographs, it was by chance. Figure 36 schematically
shows the effect of background "noise" at three triggering levels for room-temperature tests. As the
load increased, the net section yielding and the plastic zone at the crack tip increases and, consequently,
the continuous emissiam increases. At a low-voltage trigger level, the background "noise" increases to
trigger-level one at a relatively low load, producing an anomalously low precursor. At trigger-level
three, the specimen is practically at the failure load before the background "noise" has increased to
the trigger voltage, giving little or no precursor (see Figure 33 for actual test data).

75,r Test of Unnotched Specimen

LOW LOAD (ELASTIC REGION)

INTMRhkeDIATI LOAD (ASLIC.PLASLlC RI )

41 iU•O

HIGH LOAD (PLASTIC RFGIw)

PTC-Tension Tests

Near Start of Loading Near Failure

S_+75*F

I gure 35. IIckrn " " .. s s f W d ad T

Figure 35. Background "Noiau" at Varloug Stageos of NogcJ,.d an Uemoted Tension Teacs,
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Figure 36. echaeette ^f the Effect of Triager-Level Setting on the Precursor

Isolation of an Aeoustic-Emiselon Source from Extraneous N4oise

DG&C Aircraft Fittings. lndications of low fracture to6ghnoes In a D6aC steel wing-pivot-
support structure aroused Interest in the possible use of acoustic emission as a nondestructive inspection
method for aircraft. Aerojet was requested to instrument a o6sC wing-pivot fitting during fatigue test
in an itrcralt structural test facility. The objective of the teat was to (1) determine if acoustic
eisision could be detected a-d separated from the inherent noise of full-scale fatigue testing, and
(2) demonstrate the location of streas-wave origins by seneor-soning techniques. An Aerojtt computerized
systae was use4 for this purpose. The preselected "sphere of interest" was a taper-lock-fastened door
io the wing carry-through structure. Sensors were positioned so as to monitor a sphere of Interest of
approximateli 2-ft dia. Thus, sensors 1, 5, 8 and 9 established a circle in the horizontal plane, while
1. 3, S end 11 established a circle in the fore-and-aft vertical plane. The third plane wan established
by smesors 3, S, 9 and 11. Figure 37 shows senaor No. 2 at the center of the sphere.

¶ 8

FIGuAE 37 - SPHC4g or lpiwc*rsy

SCusioN Assay.

Cracking within the was of interest was defined by the time of stress-wave arrival at the
various sensor positions. Stress vs 'es originating at or near the center of the sphere of interest
arrive first at the center er )or and later at the ercumferential sensor locations. Conversely, stres
waves or astrameome notie originating outside the lpaVLre of Interest arrive firit at the circumferential
sensor positions mid later at the center. Equipment whicb automatically displays the seqtece and tie*
differentials clearly defined activity origlinatin from the primary area of Interest. The cmuterittad
syste housed In a van performed this fanctiou.

from crack growth in D64C steel can be detected is selected areas curing toet; (b) test system noiesa can
be accounted for and separated from cra.,k growth by at least two manes; viz., (1) spheres of Interest are
developed by preselected sensoor arrays which serve to Isolate spwrlfic areas ot the teat str-*ctre and



(2) mechanical noites@ generally have & slower rise time than the transient stress-wave pulse which pro-
vides soother means of discriminating noiese from crack extension; and (c) rutomated control of the
load-release mechanlism may be used to avoid catastrophic failure from areas being monitored during
structural testing of aircraft and components.

Monitoring a Known Crack in a Steel Structure. A large steel structure under construction
was found to contain a crack. The cracked gird..' consisted of a 2-in.-thick. 30-in.-wide tension flange
with a 7/8-in.-thtck web. While construction was shut dovnq It was possible to monitor the structure
for subcritical crack growth using the @Votem ahown in Figure 30. When there was extraneous noise* In
the structures It was necessary to utilize a computerized system wtth an array of four accelerometers
to distinguish between signals generated by tho known crack and thnse from elsewhere in the structure.
With a computerized system it was possible to discount any stress wave wasanatinK from a sotirct other
than the crack under investigation.

ENDEVCO FILTER FILTER
2213E 100 KN 100 KH
ACCELER. HIGHi-Piss HIGH-Piss

AMPIIRAMPLIFIER OSCILLOSCOPE

figure 34. Schematic of the System reed In M~onitoring a Cracked Girder In a
Large Steel Structure.

Isolation of the known defect from extraneous atress-wave sources was accomplished in the
following mnnwer: a pulsar which simulates stress waves In the metal was placed In the immediate vici-
nity of the known crack. Then four se'~sors were positioned in an array around the crack and pulsar so
that *"nsor No. I received the pulser signal first, sensor No. 2 received the signal second, etc. With
a computer logic system to determine the difference in time of arrival ( 6t) between sensors, and a
computer to receive, store and print the data by teletype, It was possible to distinguish between stress
waes emaenating from the known crack (or structural element) and extraneous "noise". whenever the tole-
type printout showed a sensor sequence other than 1. 2, 3. 4, and with & t values significantly different
from those determined with the pulsar, the data were rejected as not coming from the known crack.

he example of the data print-ut from the pulsar with the puleer positioned close to the knw
crack to shown In Table 10. Figure 39 shows the position of the sensors and Pulsar relative to the known
crack. From Table 10 note that the difference in time of arrival beteven sensors I and 2 was 80 micro-
seconds. between sensors I and 3 was 170 microseconds and between sensors I and 4 was approximately 390
microseconds. The mna~r in the first coluen of the teletypa printout is the sensor that first receives
the signal. Whien signals were generated by a source other than the known crack. columns (a), (b). (d)
an (2) of the toletype printout indicated the sensoer position out of sequence.

TENSION FLANGE OF GIRDER

30* 23-3/4*

14-1/2"

0 Location of SensorL on a Girder
13.smat Containing a Known Flaw.

1,2,3,4 - densor Locatione 3
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Exampleo of the teletype printout for emissions from sources other than the known crack are
shown in Table II. Note that strias-wave emission originating from locations other than the known crack
resulte*4 in a variety of sensor sequences. EFE on the teletype printout migntfies a time differential
in excess of a preset arbitrary maximum. The test-time printout (column h) is the time from the start of
the date collection in hours. Thus, from Table 11 at 0.25 houri test time, sensor No. 1 first received
a stress wave, sensor No. 4 received the signal 90 microseconds later, sensor No. 2 received the signal
1750 microseconds after sensor No. 1, and finally, sensor No. 3 received the signal but too late to be
recorded. The sequence 1, L, 2, 3 Indicated a source other than the known crack. The difference in
pulser time checks between Tableslfl andl1 is the result of a small change in the pulser and sensor
positioning.

Instrumentation for In-Flold Flaw Detection

Pressure Vessel Monitoring. The Aerojet mobile laboratory has been used in the qualification
testing of large pressure vessels. In addition to an array of accelerometers, four pulsers are located
on the pressure vessel to provide a means of Introducing an artificial stress wave while the vessel is
under pressure. The hydrotest procedure consisted of three cycles, with the pressure reduced to 10.#
value between each cycle. The media was water; the mi.trIal was 2215 aluminum t..ith a nominal wall thick-
nese of 0.190 in. The van and tank are shown in Figure 40.

fiture 40. Van and Pressure Vessel Prior to Test.

The pulmers vere used as an overall system check. An electrical signral was fed into the
Pulters. which transforned the electrical signal into mechanical energy and then transmitted the energy
to the wall of the pressure vessel. The simulated stress wave transmitted by the pulser propagated
through the pressure vessel and was detected by the 15 sensors. Thus, the pulsers provided a check of
the detection sensitivity and the reliability of the electronic components as well as an evaluation of
the software of the computer. With pulsers located in different positions on the pressure vessel, the
putlers also provided a check of the system capability for detection and location of a stress-wave source.
During test, when there is no crack growth, no solutions are posted by the computer and, therefore, with-
out the pulsers, the operator has no way of knowing at any given time if the system is in peak operating
condition. With the pulsers. on the other hand, the operator periodically can make an in-test, at load,
everall system check.

The trigger level of the system waV set 20 millivolts above the background o tos level, sad
the signal .plification was set to provide a 60-db gain. The mechanical noise of the hydrotest sysem

was sufficiently low that the filters were set at 30 KHz high-pass.

Data display was by visual and graphical memas In real time during the test. The video dis-
play was on a television monltor which also showed the sensor locationa on an overlay plan view of the

M.; -- .f 1.-.p - ,awtea mwves were osoted on the screen of the monitor so that
their location coula be mrm, .. - . -on ".-
attention was paid to areas indicating multiple emissions since this car be indicative of subcritical
crack growth. Video tape records of the monitor displsay also were made for poettest data analysis if
required.



Analog records were made of the stress waves recorded by each of thirteen of the fourteen
channels used to monitor the pressure vessel. Theme were recorded usinpg a fourteen-c-hannel tape recorder
3perating in a direct mode. The fourteenth channel wae used for tape synchronous control. In addition,
a totalizer system was used to plot the cumulative stroes-wave-emiasion count vs pressure for each hydra-
test cycle. The output from channels 9. 10, 11 and 12 vera mixed and plotted as a single output.

The hydroteet produced no signiftcant increasee in stress-wave rate during the preasure cycling.
The barkground noise (amplitude and frequency) encountered during the hydroteet ywas very low with 30 XII:
high-pass filtering. Multiple omissiona were detected from two areas. These susepct areas were checked
usiaa other nondestructive Inspection methods to ensure that no defects of sign~ificant size va-a present.
Only random Impulses were detected from the remainder of the pressure vessel.

Defect. Too Small to be Verified by Conventional ND!. When acoustic-*miselon sources are
located and then fo.,nd by conventional nondestructive inapection (NDI) methods to be too amall tou require
repair (or are too small to be located at all by the availlrble NDT technique), the suspect location(s)
can be monitored continuously using a simple, compact, non-computerized, data-conditioning system which
utilixos a high-frequency transducer attached to the pressure vessel at the center of the suspect ores.
Because of the inherently high attenuation of stress vaves In the mogsherct range, only those signals
emitting from the source in the inmedxate vicinity of the transducer will b,! recorded. This concert Is
an alternative to the technique of usin? an array of transducer@, calibrated with a pulsar aignal, and
data processed by computer. Another alternative is a system based on two sensora which will accept only
those sigrals that originate from sources that lie on a line between the two sensors. Thus, if a weld is
Indicated to contain the stresa-wava-amiesion source, two sensors can be attached to the pressure vemsel
at an appropriftta distance apart along the weld.

Fiurs 1gs-1ime C puter-Baned Systeme. Examples of real-time comouter-based systems ere shown in
Fiue lan 4. figure 41 to a ,iew of the 16-channel system hous;..d in a truck, thits providing a

mobile laboratory; it was this system that was used in the applications described in ;reviou~s paragraphs.
A more recent 10-channel system is shown In figure 42. Operation of this system is relatively simple due
to the inclusion of self-checking circuits in the Digital Analyzer and software. The soplication of the
system is Initiated by locating the sensor-preaminlifier packages on the test vehicle. This Is done at
the teat site using conventional surveying ptocedures. The number and arrangement of the sensors are

TI cure 41. Tnterior Vtt. of "obile Acoustic-FmIssion Laboratory
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determined by the size and shape of the pressure vessel up to the maximum available in this system a'
10 channels. The sensor packages are connected by coaxial cables to the patch panel of the main acoustic
mission instrumentation consoles. These consoles contain all other components except the teletype and

remote-video display. The latter is a self contained unit which can be located ul to fifty feet from
the ain Imnstrumentation consoles.

SUWTARI Of THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS

Schofield, in a recent publication devoted to acoustic emission (77), directed attention to the plipht
of the acoustic-emission investigator at the current state of the art in the followinp hvnothetical
situation:

"A large pressure vessel has been in service for several years and is to be tested
for pressure integrity. Certain areas of the vessel are rhysicallv inaccessible for the
more general ultrasonic and radiographic inspection methods because of structural con-
figuration, insulation, concrete, radiation and other factors. Of cnurse, a Prime motive
for employinp, acoustic emission is that immediate proximity to the area is not necessary,
but also, more often than not these inaccessible areas contain discontinuity recions
associated with relatively high local stresses.

"The investigator begin* to receive a number of distinct burst signals on his monitor.
1he rate that these signals occur provide imoortant information on the defect propagation
rate, while the time delays of the sirnals arrivinr at the transducers provide the data for
computation of emission-source location. How does the Investigator distinguish between the
rapid propagation of a large, critically growing crecit, and the simultaneous emission from
several smaller instpnificant cracks, all in the near vicinity of each other?"

First. with regard to the question posed by Schofield. It has been shown (
9
) that when a crack

"approaches instability (near critical size), the attendine acoustic-emission rate is markedly increased
over that for subcritical crack growth. However, the observation is nualitative necause engineering
Judgement is required in establishing the trigger level for the electronic counter system. In addition
to the question aosed by Schofield. there ore several related nuestinns that further Point up the expert-
mlental limitations of using acoustic emission as a nondestructive test method. The additional related
questions that the acousttc--emisson investigator must take into consideration are (1) what If there is
a singlo source which repeatedly emits but shows no sign of Instability?, (2) what if suhqeauent conven-
tional nondestructive Inspection is incapable of detecting the source?, (3) will the electronics dis-
tinguish between extraneous electrical disturbances which produce high-rise-time, single-pulrse, sipnalse:,
(4) what is to be done if there is white noise in the system?, and (5) will the system distinguish betveen
crack growth and metallurgical complications such as phase transformation, creep, twinninp and slip-line
development?

Not all these questions can be answered in a satisfactory manner at this time. However, the more
troublesome of the limitations are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Correlation of Acoustic Emission with Size of Crack and Crack Growth Rate

One of the most significant assets of acoustic emission is the Ability to detect the presence
of active defects in structures and by the use of special (systems) techniques to physically locate the
defect in the structure. A major shortcoming in the practical application of this asset is the present
inability to determine the site of the defect vi~h reasonable accuracy. To date there have been no
coulclusive results reported from which the size and propagation rate can be determined(7

potentially one of the most important observations derived from acoustic-emlssion technology is
that the emission characteristics of flawed specimens are highly dependent upon the stress intensity of
the flaw present. The first evidence obtained at Aerojet of a relationship between stress-wave emission
and stress intensity fgýtor came from a study of fatigue cracking in 1/8 x 8 x 24 in. D6aC through-cracked,
center--notched panels( . As shown in Firure 43, the crack growth rate in low-cycle high-stress-intensity
fatigue was directly proportional to the summation of stress-wave amplitude in each style.

At about the same time, funegan, Harris and Tatro at the University of California Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory (LRL) showed that with the count trigger level set to record plastic defcrmation
(dislocation activity), most of the emission occurs during and shortly after yielding, then decreases as
further straining takes place. Based on the volume of metal being strained in the plastic zone at tile
tip of a crack, Dunegan assuned that the acoustic emission count rate would be proportional to the rate
of Increase of the volume of metal producing the acoustic emission. This led to the prediction that if
all the acoustic-emisaton pulses ore added up as the test proceeds, then at any time the total number of
conets will be proportional to the fourth power of the stress-intensity factor associated with the flaw
at the time. figure 4" from the work of busegen and Barnr-, shows the relationship between stress-
inntemeity factor and acoustic mission cumulative count in rstins-load-to-failure tests of 7075-T6
aluminus. Note that data obtained from four initial crack lengths grouped into a single curve fitting
the theoretical fourth-power curve. Unfortunately, the plots of such data did not always conform to a
fourth power curve; in another study. D' egan and Harris reported the exponent to very between the 6th
sand kih power. Later studies at Aerojot 23) indicated a alrect proportionality between stress-intensits
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fctor and cumulative vtesa--vesv count in oingle-edge-notch tension specimens (Figure 45). It Fee hypo-
theoitod that the dtffersn.:e between the LIL and Aerojet test results could be the result of a difference
in trigger level. At LRL the counter trigger level was set to include the continuous emission produced

". by plastic deformation; whereas, in most Aerolet studies, the trigger level was set above the continuous
emission, focusing on the buret-type stress-wavi emission associated with incremental crack growth.
However, differences from test to test even with a supposedly constant deta-acquisiltion system, have
been encountered end as yet not explained.

* KOW Smle. GUNo tioC

WAR 11

60 6GO

40

STeoSS tilltL I/Y (tsl-II1.l11) StuMS INTUISITY Cll,~

figure 45. Relationship betweenm Stress Intensity and Cumulative Count for Materils~ Under
Constant Load and Subjected to Stress-Corrosion Cracking In 70°7 Water.

+ The Isporunce of the relationship between stress intensity factor and acoustic emission lies
, to the possibility of estimating (law sizes and failure load based on to-service. real-time. nondestruc-

tive Inspection of a flawed structure utilizing acoustic emission. However, before this can be realized.
much has to be learned about the variables affecting the count-varous-K relationshio. To facilitate
comparisons between results obtained to the various studies at AdroJot, a computer program was used to
calculate stress-lntensity values from empirically determined values of loai and COD. and to tlot various
relationships. The** relationship@ were based on the following fracture-smchanica parameters 78).

G X

I IT
I,,

where G Is the stress-field energy release rate (in,-lb/in. 2), K to th,. stress intensity factor (kai-in. 2,

." t is the modulus (pot), COD to creck-openins-dimplacement (in.), I is Polonon's ratio, r to the plastic-
• •~'on* (in.) and M Is th-e-O.2 percent offset yield strength (pot).--

It was hypothesized that If the olectroric counter Integrates sitei and number of the -'ee
. , rave emission. the count can be assumed to be proportional to the stress-field angrily release race, G.

Based on this assuimpttoo, it can bi shown that the above fractyre-lsichanlev parameters should provide a
proportionality betw.een TS'VE and K /E and between COD and (1-v ) TSWE/./FT where TSWE toa the cumdtative
st res-weve- fisti.on count.

A computer program was used to W~aculate the stress-intenolty values from empirically deter-
stood values of load and• COD. and to nlot the saemi-mptrical relationships, The relationship K versus

!w



A single heat of Grade-25fl mataging steel, split to provide part an air-melt (AM4) and part as
vacuum-arc-remelt (VAR) provided en,:ouraging results as will be seen from Figures 46-47.

figure 48 presents data frosn three toots of high-touphneae D6aC material 0.1-in, thick, tempered
at 1100'?. Figure 49 shows the results for the same hoat of Dfi&C but heat treated to a higher-strength,
lower-toughness condition (600*F temper).

From such studies as described above, it will be seen that In the present stgep of development,
acoustic emission io not capable of determining quantitatively the size of a source de'ect except at the
onset of crack instability and then only it the fracture toughness (critical stress Intensity) is known.
Thus, acoustic emission must be used in conjunction with conventional nondestructive Inspection to deter-
sine the eise and orientation of the source defect. Relationships between cumulative stress-wave count
and applied stress-intensity factor have been ohserved In the laboratory and show great promise. However,
the work has been done with simple test specimens; application of the relationship to prototype structures
remains as one of tne moat important objectives of future research and development. If the relationship

* ~can be applied to actual structures and tankcage, then It will he possible to calculate the crack size from
the cumulative @tress-w-ve count and the known stress.

Flaws Too Small to be Detected by Conventional Nondestructive Inspection

7 When acoustic emission sources are located and then found by conventional nondestructive inspec-
tion (NDI) methods to be too small to require repair (or ore too small to be located at all by the avail-
able MDI technique), the suspect location(s) can be monitored continuously using a simple, compact, non-
computerized, data-conditioning system which utilizes a hiph-frequency transducer attached to the pressure
vessel at the center of the suspect area. Because of the Inherently high attenuation of stress waves in
the megahertz range, only those signals emlttiig% from the source in the Immediate vicinity of the trans-
ducer will be recorded. This concert io an alternative to the technique of using an array of transducers,
calibrated with a imulner signal, and data processed by computer. Another alternative is a system based
on two sensors which will accept only those signals that originate fr~jm sources that lIes on a line between
the two sensors. Thus, if a weld is indicated to contain the stress-wave-emission source, two sensors

* can be attached to the pressure vessel at an appropriate distance apart along the weld.

Electrical nieturbances
Switches can often be a source of troule, by producing a single high-rise-time spke which will

* . be counted electronically as though It were a stress vave. The essential difference between an electrical
pulse and acoustic emission is in the ring down seen as an exponential decay In the stress wave as viewed
on an oscilloscope, whereas the electrical signal is seen as a single pulse devoid of ring down. One
mcthod for eliminatinp this problem Is to Incorporate an electronic device in the counting system which
counts only when the ring-down phenomenon is present. Another approach Is to ignore signals which reach
several Sensors simultaneously. It is charascteristic of the extraneous electrical signal In a given

* ciruuit to appear In all sensor outputs on that circuit simultaneously. In laboratory testing where con-
puteriged source location is not used. a dummy sensor is used (mounted on a plate devoid of cracking).
When the test plate and the dummy plate simultaneously show an increase in count, the signal is discarded

* as being electrical.

White Noise

metal- to-metal rubbing and escaping gab are two examiples of phenomena which generate noise con-
taising all frequencies and, therefore, are difficult If not Impossible to eliminate by band-pass filtering.
If the source of the white noise* can not be eliminated, mechanical signature analysis can be used. This
technique is well known and has been used widely for detecting wear in rotating parts; *.a., In bearings.
The noiese under normal service (with no worn or defective parts) is recorded and later comosred at regular
Internals during service. Aseo the noise changes appreciably, it io a warning of the presence of a
defective part or cracking.

* - The transducers used In acoustic-emission studies are well suited to mechanical signature
analysis. If a track is approaching Instability, a marked Increase in count rate will occur, over and
above the normal count rate produced by the inherent noise.

Lutreneous Noime from Metallurgicma Sources

The tranformation of austenite to martensite as a weld cools will produce signals that appear
to be weld cracking. The transformation will occur along an isotherm starting at the N5 temperature and
ending at the Mf temperature; the isotherms will progreus across the plate as It io being welded at a
distance behind the traveling arc. With a system of two sensors which will accept only those signals that
originate between the two sensors and continuously report where the source Is located along that line, the
phase-transformatior can be identified by correlating the acoustic emission data with temperature
gmeautanto in the plate.

TwIminSand- slip-line development per so are difficult to distinguish from cracking since
Plastic deformation is Inherent at the crack tip. The stresses for slip or twinning are not a constant
for a given matertal, but vary with test temperature, strain rate, alloy content, grain SIx* and other
variables. In met materials having a OCC structure, the yield stress for milip Increases sharply With
decreasing temperature, whereas, the twinning stress is relatively Independent of temperature. At high
loading rates or at low temperature, twinning is the preferred a--'. for deformation In 9CC metals. There
is considerable g~dence that twinning is an extremely effectinta deformation ends for nucleating cleavag

ago-&- omwsm )has mointed out that sach cracks will then grmw slowly. by Plastic deformation, until
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subcritical crack growth such as stress corrosion, fatigue or strain aging, there will be slow crack
growth until the point of instability is reached. Thus, in the present state of the art, there is no
known way to distinguish between twinning per se and crack growth.

When materials are subjected to a rising load at room temporature, followed by a period of sus-
tained load, as in proof testing, acoustic emission commonly shows a continuing but decreasing rate of
emission for a short period of time. The phenomenon has been likened to room-temperature creep; the
mechanism has not been identified. However, in the presence of a crack, at net-section loads well under
the proportional-limit stress, when this phenomenon is observed it is believed to be associated wdth
plastic-zone formation at the crack tip and, therefore, can be used to locate the crack. Moreov -., when
there is troublesome noise during rising load, by interrupting the loading process periodically, ?',.s
phenomenon can be utilized to detect and locate the growing crack.
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VII.D SURFACE DYE PENETRANTS

Wolfgang Hansen

SUMMARY

In the manufacture of parts for high-stress duty, maximally reliable and economic
inspection for irregularities has become a mandatory procedure. For the detection of
near-qurface discontinuities, two penetrant inspection processes have won general accep-
tance: one using red dye; and the other, fluorescent penetrant.

With a few exceptions, these inspection processes lend themselves ideally to use on
practically all metallic and non-metallic materials.
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VII.E MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING

Eberhard Dickhaut

SUMMARY

Whereas the penetrant inspection processes are suitable for testing very nearly all
the materials utilized in the air industry, the magnetic particle inspection methods are
restricted to use on ferro magnetic materials. Notwithstanding this limitation the
magnetic flaw detection smthods are preferred wherever the size and the material of the
components will admit of its application. This preference is attributed to the greater
simplicity and ease of process and detection over penetrant inspections.
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PART I

VII.D. URNPACE PEIITRAIT DYES

Wolfgang Hansen

F•AMENTALS

For conclusive inspection, a high contrast is needed between the defeat and the sound background
of the part. To this end, red or fluorescent dye suspended normally in oil is allowed to pene-
trate the defects. The discontinuities must be open to the surfaoe. Penetration is attributed
to capillary action, where a crack is likened to a tube of miorosoopic calibre. (FIG. 1).

When this capillary tube is placed in a vessel holding a vetting liquid, the liqu4 will rims in
the tube. The rise is oharacterised by the following relationshipt )l

h-
ro•-

where h - elevation in tube, comparable with depth of penetration in am

p - force of liquid acting on circumference of tube, surface tension in dyn.on-1

r a one-half the internal diameter of tube in an

r - specific weight of liquid in g-cm73

S - acceleration due to gravity-9,-,818l 2

(FIG. 2)

As it will become readily apparent from the foregoing expression, the elevation in the tube relates
to three quantities. Of these, tension p and specific weight Lrare considered material oonstants.
The greater the magnitude of P, the higher the elevation. The reiationship also connotes that a
decline in calibre and spaoifio weight produces a rise in elevation.

Inasmuch as a crack may properly be considered a capillary tube squeesed flat, the implications
for the inspection process are theses

the narrower the crack, the higher the elevation of the penetrant. It follows that there is a
limit to penetration when the width of crack is somewhere near two to five times the size of
molecule in the penetrant. The readability of the penetrant indication is determined by the sen-
sitivity threshhold of the human eyes so that perception will be precluded when the amount of
dye drops below a certain minimum. )4 The inspectioa medium, then, must be selected to

- maintain the specific veight of the penetrant at a minimum

- give a maximum of surface tension.

These propertios cannot be varied arbitrarily; considerations such as the solubility of the basic
dye and the desired degree of creep of the penetrant all compel a compromise which ultimately
dictates the final properties.

PERFORMANCE

1. Proolevnina

Irregularities to be revealed by the use of a penetrant must be surface-conneoted. By this token,
the defects must be free from grease, oil carbon, acide, alkalis or may other oontaminants.

PecleaninS by grinding or abrasive blasting is normally not tolerated; it tends to plug voids,
to peen the edges of discontinuities and so to seal the defects. (FIG. 3).

All parts are thoroughly preolesaned. On oily dirt, perohloroethylene or tri vapour gives good
results. Stubborn dirt can be overcome by prior washing in warm alkali solution. Thereafter
the part is thorough]y rinsed1 cleaned and then dried to remove water from the discontinuities.

Ftailing this, abrasive blasting may be employed as a last resort and most then be performed with
all possible caution.

Abrasive blasting must be as brief as possible.
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Blasting will almost always seal the more close-lipped discontinuities. Acoess of the penetrant
to the defect in then achieved by etching the material with an acid or alkali. This removes a
modest amount of material, enough to reopen the discontinuity. (FIG. 4).
Where materials are susceptible to intergranular corrosion, electrolytic etching, such as electro-

lytio polishing, has been finding increasing use in exposing defects sealed by abrasive blasting.

2. Penetration

After cleaning, the surface is wetted with the penetrant. (FIG. 5).

While any of the commonly practiced methods of application will normally give entire satisfaction,
dipping is preferred .,j series production, where the parts are stacked in baskets and run through
a succession of baths.

For spot inspection, spray cans are being used to advantage.

The penetrant dwell time is selected to suit the material under inspection so as to ensure ad*-
quate depth of penetration.

A penetration time of 10 minutes will be sufficient on castings of light-metal alloys exhibiting
comparatively coarse defects, whereas 20 minutes is rec.amended for forginge and steels having
occasionally very fine cracks.

For economy, the dipping method allows the penetrant to drip off during the last five minutes to
recover some of the expensive penetrant.

3. Removal of Penetrant

For contrast between the defect and the sound material, the penetrant is removed from the surface
of the part to remain only in the discontinuity. Depending on the method, the surplus penetrant
Is rinsed off with water either directly or after the application of an emulsifier. Use of a
gentle stream of water is important for good cleaning. Water-washable penetrants come with a
built-in emulsifier for immediate rinsing. Rinsing is limited to the minimum time neceosary to
remove all of the surplus penetrant from the surface, for the penetrant in the discontinuities
ts easily disturbed by rinsing. To alleviate this condition, a clock-operated washing proceps
Is employed where the water in a tank is whirled with air under pressure. The optimum rinsing
time is determined experimentally. In this, the surface is chocked under white or ultraviolet
light every 15 seconds for exactly the moment that freedom from penetrant is achieved.

Post-emulsifiable penetrants are not water-washable but require the use of an emulsifier before
they can be rinsed off in the shape of an emulsion.

What remains, when the emulsifier dwell time and all other conditions are just right, is a crack
filled with penotrant. exactly to the surface. When the dwell time is short, some of the penetrant"refuses to emulsify and will cling to the surface. When the dwell time is long, the effect of
emulsification reaches down into the discontinuity and rinsing will then carry away an excessive
amount of penetrant. (FIG. 6).

During emulsification, penetrant is inevitably carried into the emulsifier tank, so that the
emulsifier suffers from an increasing degree of contamination with penetrant. This will in some
measure extend the normally necessary emulsifier dwell time. The still tolerable degree of con-
tamination is about 20% for the commonly used emulsifiers.

For the purpom^ of experimentally deducing the proper emulsifier dwell time and the degree of
contamination, a test plato siso lOOxlOOx3 = of stainless steel, such as XIlOCrNiTilI 9, is
mned. It incorporates a 5 ma dia hole drilled through one of its corners.

Its surface is blasted with quarts grit for a mean 16ýkm profile. The plate is wetted with pene-
trant and then suspended for a duration of five minutes to allow the penetrant to drain. There-
after the proper emulsifier is applied in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. The exact
emulsifier dwell time is recorded. After the prescribed dwell time, the plate is rinsed immediately
under a water spray, drained and developed (see .). Inspection should then disclose no indications
other than the dotted impressions caused by grit blasting. Red or fluorescent background haze is
Indicative of deficient emulsification, and the plate ti then roprooessed, with the emulsifier
dwell time extended, and again chocked for proper background.

This prooedure '.& iterated until the examt time when the plate ti juet 'nurning clean is ascertained.
The minimrn emulsifier dwell tine is then determined analogously.

Then when emulsifiers of precisely known degrees of contamination are tested, a curve can be plotted
to give the proper emulsifier dwell time at varlous degree. of contamination. (F10, 7).

After washing, the part is dried. In the production of small-mise or series items, good results
are obtained with a thermostatically controlled oven drier operating on circulating air.

To combat corrosion a continuous supply of fresh air is indispensiblo. The drier temperature is
preferably about 65&, higher temperatures tending to dull the fluorescent indication once the
800C mark is exceeded. Lose of fluorescence relates directly to temperature and time, so that

A-
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the delicate indications are the first to disappear. For ease of drying bulky parts, a good
procedure is to pass hot-air jets around the work, again avoiding overheating.

5. Developing

In many oases the amount of dye in the discontinuity is not sufficient to form a contrast high
enough to reveal the defect. When this happens, the indication must be intensified and resort is
then made to a developer, a white powder, which is applied to the surface cf the part. The
developer is heavily porous in structure and so produces a oounteroapillary force which when
contrasted with the penetrant operates to retract part of the dye from the defect. This forms
an indication which iI many times the width of the actual defect. In this manner, defects are
easy to spot. (PIG. 8f.

Various types of developer are in current use.

In conjunction with fluorescent dyes, preference often goes to developers in the shape of light,
dry powders. They are normally applied in whirling cabins. Surplus powder is removed from the
part before inspection commences. Another type is the aqueous wet developer, where the part is
dipped in the developer solution after washing and when still wet, after which the developer is
briefly allowed to drain from the part and the part is then dried. This type of developer ensures
improved contrast with the penetrant in the defect. For use in conjunction with red dyes, the
developers are mostly dispensed from pressurised cans. In this process, the contrast must be
intensified as well as the indication, so that the developer is designed to produce a white back-
ground. This is achieved by adding to the contents of the spray oan, next to the pressure agent,
a volatile penetrant solvent. When the solvent contacts with a defect, the penetrant is diluted
and increased in volume for a larger indication. This solvent type of developer must be sprayed
sparingly, the right intensity of application being achieved when after the solvent has evaporated,
the surface of the part is still barely poroeptible as a faint shine through the developer.
Otherwise, when the developer is put on too thick, delicate indications low in dye may not be
able to spread to the surface, and safe evidence of the condition of the part is prevented. (FIG.9).

The developer must be allowed sufficient time to form an indication. When the contact with the
penetrant is poor, developing time must be extended to suit.

Practical experience indicates a developing time of 15 minutes for dry developers, while aqueous
wet developers require a time of approximately 25% in excess of their drying time. Nonaqueous wet
developers require 5 minutes.

6. Assessment

Evaluation of the indications requires perfect lighting conditions. The time allowed for obser-
vation of the part under inspection is limited to a brief period; some of the test media begin to
bleed heavily shortly upon application and make a considered judgement difficult. The penetrant
inspector must be dark conditioned for at least one minute before exploring ultraviolet indications.

Inspection takes place under the filtered light of ultraviolet lamps giving not less than 125 watts.
These mercury vapour lamps wear comparatively fast and need periodic inspection.

As a minimum requirement the intensity of illumination in /iW/om2 and when measured at a distance
of 300 mm from the filter glass shall be 75% of the performance in the virgin condition. Non-
focussed lamps should never be allowed to fall below an output of 350 1 W/om .

The test unit used for verification is sensitized in the wave length band of 365 mm.

AR~lioability of Process - Limitations

Where parts exhibit a comparatively rough surface profile resulting from a particular operation
in their manufacture, the disclosure of exceedingly fine irregularities is frequently not the
condition actually sought. The employment of high-sensitivity processes will cause the rough
surface to emerge as a heavily dyed background which makes it all but impossible to spot defects,
considering that the process as here described rests on the contrasting effect of the high-lighted
defeot!against the sound background.

In instances like these - chiefly when alloy castings are under inspection - a process is required
which duly allows for the condition of the surface. Preference is then accorded to water-washable
penetrants. This process ignores extremely delicate defects but safely reveals mi-
croshrinks and casting cracks.

Titanium or steel parts are not likely to produce poor backgrounds due to rough surfaces. An-
other consideration here is that the cracks or discontinuities are wholly disparate in nature,
the cracks being notably finer, owing to the different material. This calls for an inspection
process by which the threat of washout is ainimized. Reslrt is then made to post-emulsifying
penetrants. These refuse to wash off with water.

For cleaning the part, use must then be made of a separate emulsifier which causes the penetrant
oil to transform, within a precisely prescribed period of time, and become soluble in water. The
dye can then be rinsed off with water, forming an emulsion. The remaining treatment is akin to
that of the first-named process.

Intelsifying the Sensitivity

Although post-emulsifying penetrants largely prevent washout, there are still some parts which
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must be ftee from even the slightest of defects. For these applications, t'e sensitivity of the
process must be enhanced, which is achieved in several stages.

Use of a high-dye penetrant to form indications of greater dye intensity.

Use of a very slow acting emulsifier to alleviate the risk of overemulsifying.
(For various reasons the chemical make-up of the oil puts a limit to the promotion of sensitivity
offered by this expedient).

Use of a hydrophilic emulsifier.

This process involves a change in the sequence.

After the application of the penetrant, the part is thoroughly sprayed with water. This
being a post-emulsifiable penetrant which will not dissolve in water, the operation is not anti-
cipated to produce a 100% clean surfacel the cleaning action is merely mechanical and as might
be obtained with a rag.

A hydrophilltic emulsifier - a 5? aqueous solution on wetting agent base - is then employed to
remove the remaining traces of penetrant. The high, 951 water content prevents emulsification
from spreading down into the crack to any significant degree. This ensures that the entire
interior of the crack remains filled with dye and amenable to inspection. This is the normal
procedure for rotating parts, such as rotor discs, shafts and blades, which are machined all
around.

Use of a nonaqueous vet developer.

Exceedingly fine cracks accommodate only minute amounts of dye, so that a readily visible indi-
cation cannot form. The solution content in the nonaqueous developer then dilutes the dye and
increasesits volume. This promotes the contact between the developer and the panetrant for
i*proved visibility.

The so improved sensitivity permits cracks in widths below I/am and depths of 5/100 am to be re-

vealed with assurance.

Lceutional Cases

Certain parts defy the commonly practiced inspection processes or media.

Fabricated Sheet or Plate

Fabricated constructions Incorporating spot welds or other overlaps imposed by their design
give considerable trouble in the standard dip method. In dipping, the penetrant enters not only
the discontinuities but also such cavities as may be formed by spot welded or riveted joints.
Assessment in this condition is then difficult if not impossible considering the pools of pene-
trant collecting in the wrong places.

Cavities, once they are filled with penetrant, cannot be cleaned out with entire satisfaction.
If nothing else, attempts to clean with tri or per vapour may result in an aggregate mixture of
penetrant constituents, water and solvent. Subsequent treatment at temperature may then cause
the solvents to decompose and hydrochloric acid to form, so that severe corrosion may ensue.
In oases like these it is recommended that the penetrant be applied as sparingly as possible.
Inasmsch as mere traces of penetrant will give adequate indication of cracks, it will be
sufficient to just vet the part with the dye.

While this amount of dye will be sufficient to penetrate cracks, it will not be enough to flood
the Joints.

In this, the electrostatic method of peretrant application has been found useful, where the
penetrant is fed from a tank to an atcmizer gun through a hose, with 30 to 100 kV applied to the
spray nozzle of the gun. The penetrant particles are charged in the electrostatic field and now
travel to the grounded opposite pole, the part, along the electric field lines. Inasmuch as all
penetrant droplets are subjected to this force, the process is marked by its notable economy.
For good results, the surface should be barely wetted.

Emulsifier cannot be applied in this fashion for the reason that the amount of emulsifier would
then have to be about quadrupled to ensure adequate emulsification. Use is therefore made of a
highly sensitive water-washable penetrant.

The developer powder is applied electrostatically and dosed in minute amounts, so that the dust
issuing from the atomiser is practically invisible. The layer on the part should likewise b(
barely visible. The electrostatic effect operates to compact the powder to a substantial degree.
This improves the contact between the penetrant and the developer and so serves to achieve a much
greater sensitivity than would otherwise be possible with the conventional method of spraying.

spray ispecrion appear as mere dots will in the electrostatic method emerge in dimtinct, conti-

nuous outline.

Liquid Oxygen Containers

When containers are intended foe the storage of liquid oxygen, they must never be breught in
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contact with organic substances for the reason that liquid oxygen will give rise to explosive
oxidation when it meets with organic substances, Crack inspection using the conventional pene-
trants, which consist of organic substances, are therefore disallowed. This has led to the
development of special inspection media containing aqueous dye solutions. These are not entirely
free from organic substances, such as dyes or wetting agents, but are so low in them that careful
cleaning will avert the risk of contact with the liquid oxygen. During the performance of the
inspection proper, contact of the parts with organic substances must be meticulously avoided. )3

Difference between red and fluorescent Penetrants

The difference between red and fluorescent penetrants is chiefly in the contrast they give.

Red lines on a white background are more difficult to detect than fluorescent indications of
a bright yellowish green against a dark, very nearly black background.

It can be shown experimentally that even very delicate cracks can be evidenced by red penetrant,
capillary attraotion being a law which applies to either type of penetrant.

For good results, the developer must be sprayed on sparingly so as to permit all indications,
vven the faintest, to reach the surface of the comparatively thick layer of developer. This,
however, prevents a pure white background and makes for a grayish surface which impairs the con-
trast and makes assessment difficult.

Accordingly, a process utilizing red dye is not safe enough when the defects to be indicated are
very delicate, and it is then discouraged. The concurrent use of red and fluorescent dye on a
part is not allowed. Owing to the strong capillary forces it is difficult to remove penetrant
from cracks once it has entered. Nor will different penetrants dispel others from the
defects. Fluorescent inspection, therefore, is not conclusive evidence when it is preceded by
red penetrant inspection of the same defects.

Qualification of Inspection Materials

The sensitivity category, the process operation and the quality assurance all impose certain re-
quirements on the materials used in the inspection.

The document ruling investigations along these lines is LTF 6850-001. )4

This is the air industry standard governing acceptance tests on the various penetrant materials.
It is used in the determination of physical data a.%d in the testing of given comparative substances
on specimens.

The manufacturer of the materials can, upon successful completion of the test series, file with
the MBL )5 for approval. For quality assurance, the user should periodically test the materials
in the pot and on the shelf to give an early warning of any deterioration in the quality or of
exhaustion of the emulsifier.

Qualification of Penetrant Inspector

The penetrant inspector should have normal vision and be conversant with the basics of inspecting
and reading indications.

His sight, both near and far, and his colour discrimination, should be examined by an optician
before the inspector is employed on the work and once every year thereafter.

The conscientious performance and evaluation of the inspection is closely linked with the inte- -
grity of the penetrant inspector. His expertise and judgement should therefore be expanded by
continual training.

The basic knowledge, theoretical and practical alike, should be imparted in courses at yearly
intervals.

A written examination eliciting solutions to rsasonably practical problems has given full satis-
faction.

It is essential that the inspector under examination be given an opportunity to discuss his
answers with the instructor so as to imbue him with a keen awareness of the skills in his trade.

An inspector should be employed on the work only after he has demonstrated a minimum capability
for it. His qualification should be revoked any tiwe that his supervisors suspect that he may be
negligent on the job.

4
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VII. MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING

Iberbard Dickhaut
FUNDIXENT4,3

When a magnotin field is created in a ferritic material, the molecular magnets will align in the
direction of t..e field. The stronger the fie"I, the Crcater the number of molecular magnete
aligned. This holds true urtil saturation it achieved, when the molecular magnets are aligned
in their en*iret). Beyond that point, continued intensification of the magnetic field ceases to
affect the magnetised :i'terial. Whe.i the magnetic field collapses, the molecular magnets will
not all revert to their disordered state but will in part remain in orientation, leaving the
m-terial with a Lertain anount of remanent magnetism. When the magnitude of the induced L•g-
netic field is plotted versus the prolressive intensity of magnetlsation, and then the condition
charted at regressive magnetipation, a leg of the hysteresis loop is formed where the ascending
"-rve extend, to saturation point M and the descending curve to the point of remanence Br.(FIG. 1,.

It is essentially irrelevant whether the magnetic field is created with the aid of a permanent
magnet or an electric current, so that either method is finding use in current material inspection
practico.

The magnetic field created in the ptrt under inspection can be visualized in ts.e shape of lines
of force passing through the part on thir shortest path from one pole to the other.(FIG. 2).

When a defect lies at right angles to the lines of force, the field is distorted and the lines
are deflected. The magnetic field builds up in the remaining sound cross section. The lines
of force passing directly under the surface are forced to the suface where they form a localized
.e&ksge field.(FTG. 3).

Since the magnetic conductivity of iron is appreciably greater %han that of air, small magnetic
particles in the shape of, say, iron duet are avidly attracted by the lines of force where they
come througn the surface in the leak.ge field. As a result, a visible magnetic bridge is formed.
In this sanne7, parts car be dus*ed with an iron powder for evidence of diecontinuities lying
at substantially right angles to the direction of the field. The place of iron duit is normally
taken by finely ground ferric oxide dye! vArious colours for maximally high contrast in specific
snplicatione.

Process Procedure

For conolusive indication, it is essential that thp lines of f, 3 are made to run in a direction
normal to the direction of the diecontinuity. Accordingly, a p.•rt of bar stock requires
magnetisation in two differ-nt directions to evidence flaws in both the longitudinal and the cir-
cumferential directions.

1. Magnetieing Methods

la. Current Flow Method

When it is intended to detect a flaw lying along the length cf the part, the plane of the magnetic
field must be at right %r4lee to it. Now wherever a cuirent is passad along a conductor of a
non-ferritic material, euth as copper, a circular magnetic field is associated with it, the
lines of force running in closed concentric loops around the conductor over its entire length.
This phenomenon is expediently exploited. (FIG. 4).

For when this field is applied to a ierritic cc ductor by passing a current through the part, the
lines of force will be entirely internal owing to tLe superior magnetio conductivity of the
material. (Fir. 5).

So when a current of electricity passes through a part, a defect lying at right angles to the
direction of the field gives rise to a leakage field which indicates its presence. (FIG. 6)

For inspection, the part is placed between the contact pads of a current flow machine. Where
this is not practicable the current can be passed throagh the part using suitable clamps and
cables. To prevent burning, the contact pads should be faced with soft lead or .opper braid.

A satisfactory degree of magnetisation can usually be created by using a current of 300 amps A.C.
for each 10 mm in diameter of the part measured at right angles to the current flow. (Formula 1).
When D.C. is used, this should be 400 amps for encn 10 sm in diameter. (Formula 2).

I- D30oD ormla1I

E7 .g IT Formula 2 )l

I. - current intensity A.C.

I - current intensity D.C.

D - diameter or -liagonal of part, in m.
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Theme figures are admittedly approximate and relate only to parts of simple geometry. The
proper amps for complex shapes must be confirmed by trial. A tangential field-intensity moter
will be a useful tool in this.

The steels currently finding use in the air industry (nm, gray cast materials) normally call for
24 amps/cm at the surface. It should be remembered, though, that different diameters will give
different figures at one and the same current value. The readings should never be short of the
specified figure. When 30 amps/cm is exceeded locally, a new revised magnetieing value must
be determined for that diameter. As a rule, inspection should commence with the smallest magne-
tieing figure so as to avert trouble from remanence.

Where an annular component is to be tested by passing a current diametrically across it, when it
is clamped between the pads in a plane parallel to its diameter, it should be recalled that the
current will divide and the the current passing through each half of the ring will only be half
that indicated on the meter of the current flow machine.

lb. Threading Bar Method

Tubular or circular parts can be tested by centrally threading them on a copper bar and passing
a current of electricity through the bar. The magnetic field created around the bar will then
concentrate in the component. This permits the indication of defectewhich extend approximately
in parallel to the axis of the copper conductor and radially at the faces. The particular merit
of this method is that it will help detect defects also at the inner surfaces of the component.
(FIG. 7).

Burns are normally safely prevented.

Long components should be held clear of the copper conductor by insulators, so that arcing is
avoided. The conductor should have the maximum cross section still compatible with the inking
and assessment requirements on the internal diameter.

NOTEt

In the current flow and threading bar methods, the defects revealed will lie parallel and radial
to the direction of the current. The direction of the magnetic field is at right angles to the
peripheral flow of the current.

For magnetisation, the length of the part under inspection is no consideration as long as the
intensity of the current is maintained at the proper magnitude.

lI. Current Induction Method

When an annular component is taken as a single turn, untapped secondary winding of a transformer,
a current can be induced free of contact into the component which willvary accrding toarong others,
the cross-sectional area of the component and of the current inducing laminated iron core. Inas-
much as the faults detected in parts through which a current is passed are invariably in the
direction of the flow of the current this method reveals all peripheral flaws no matter on what
surface they may be located. (FIG. 8ý.

Good results have been obtained from the induction method through the use of an induction machine
where the yoke ti excited with A.C., inasmuch as in this arrangement only a laminated core is
clamped between the poles of the yoke. This core, when fitted with an additional copper con-
ductor, can simultaneously be used as an auxiliary conductor for passing the current. )2

This method of testing ti partic-'larly suited to parts of a loes rigid nature or where clasping
of the part is difficult. It ti not recommended for parts where the radial dimension in far in
excess of the sectional thickness.

Since the Azon core must be a coneiderebls cross section to be able to pass the necessary currents,
the internal diameter of the part is a consideration in the selection of this test method.

The current in the ring can be measured using a grip current tester. The magnetising value at
the surface should be 24 - 30 amps/cm.

By induction magnetising, the flow of current in annular components to circumferential. Defects
are detected in parallel to the direction of current flow.

2. Pole Xenetisin,

2a. TokeKAMnetising

magnet (yoke). The current flowing in the electromagnet serves the sole function of creating
the magnetic field and does not pass through the part under inspection. The risk of burning is
here precluded. (PIG. 9).

The suitable intensity of field, which is read in &spere turns, is satisfactorily ascertained
using a tangential intensity tester as described in the section on current flow techniques. It
should be remembered, again, that different cross sections make for different values of nagne-
tieation. Where a part is of stepped section, it may be necessary to make an inspection for
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eaoh section,

When the ompone•it ti alareti between Vhi pads of the yoke by means of a mandiel, it should be
noted that air greatlV r v at* the Magnetic field and that the dtetance between the pads and
the part should therefore be hold as clase to practicable*

Pb, H41111191 1A-l

parts of markodly stopped arose section at* preferably inopented inside a *oil,

Ohily the lenith at a part which Ite@ actually wtthin the coil to efficiently magnetieed.

Repeat tests are therefore necessary when inspeoting long components.

0*ile muot be insulated to avoid Ohorting, The intensity O' lagnotilation is dependent on the
n%%mber of turns, All other factors being equal, the intensity of field in doubled when either
the ourrint or the number of turns is doubled. The intensity is measured beat with a tangential
intensity moters

The magnetic field orfated when magnettuation ie by yoke or coil lite in an axial plane, and de-
toc~ion in provided of defects which lie at right angles to the field or the axis of coil.

'roia~rkng the Pgrts

The part must be positively free from grease and scale. In the case especially of fluorescent
detector inks, tho smallest doeree of contamination by greats or oil may cause a change in the
fluorescence of the carrier liquid, and a lose of sensitivity will then ensue. Soale or air-
borne rust particles will likewise bear negatively on the sensitivity inasmuch as theme particles
aroe subject to magnetic etfe•t. They may displace the detector ink at discontinuities but will
remain invisible for lack of dye, Electrolytioally deposited coatings are recognized as a
further cause of poor sensitivity.

When the coating thickness is about lO/km or over, detection obviously suffers. This has also

been noted where the material is coated with varnish.

Manettioation

8hortly before magnetisation the part in completely wetted with the carrier liquid containing
the indicating medium. The flux ia than switched on for the duration of one seoor&l while inking
continues. Inking is halted just before the first shot of magnotising current is completed.
Two more shots of current are then applied, each one second in duration, but inking must definitely
cease. Thereafter the liquid is allowed one minute to drain from the part, and the part is ready
for assessment. Care must be exercised to prevent contact with other magnetised parts before
inspection.

Do-magnetisation

De-mugnetieation after inspection is mandatory. A de-magnetising method in frequent use is to
keep reversing the poles of the magnetic field until after about 20 shots the field is gradually
reduced to zero intensity. (FIo. 10).

De-magnetisation often gives trouble where components are magnetised to the core, when D.C, was
used for magnetisation. This then requires the use of special equipment of high output and
exceedingly low reversal rate (less than 1 ops).

As a result, the use of A.C. for magnetisation is developing. In this process the skin effect
or the concentration of electrical current on the outer surface of a conductor limits magneti-
sation to the surface and simultaneously improves detection on parts of changing section. De-
magnetisation can then rely on substantially lees complex equipment.

Ink Concentration versus Current Intensity

Proper concentration of the test medium is a determinant of sustained success in magnetic flaw
detection. When an artifical flaw is tested and the quality of indication plotted as a function
of ooncentration and intensity of current, a diagram much like FIG. 11 will result.

It will become apparent from the foregoing graph that for a discontinuity lying 0.5 mm under the
surface, the amperes must be increased 50% when the concentration is lowered from 3 grams a
liter to 0.3 grams a liter, The recommended concentration of fluorescent test media has there-
fore been rated at 3 to 5 grams/liter. In this, a small amount of background fluorescence is
tolerated if only the sensitivity is a maximum.

It should be noted here that in pastes and liquid concentrates, the effective content of the test
medium is a mere 25 to 30a of the total weight.

A usefulmethod of sampling the concentration employs a centrifugal tube per ASTM D96-63 )2 Con-
sidering the slow rate of precipitation, the practice is often to load the liquid at the end of
the workday and check the results the morning after.

%I
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The test media, notably when these are rluorescent, will deteriorate as the dye segregates from
the oxyde particles. The uonoentration, as tested, will therefore not tell the whole story. For
evidence of the remaining effioacy of the ink, MTU are using a test Viece designated No. 3, which
is 50 mm in diameter and 10 mm in thiokness. It inoorporatoe a number of coarse grinding oracks
as well as minute fissures resulting from stress oorrosion. The plate is magnetised ones using
30 amps/om by the threading btr method and then allowed to operate entirely on remanent magnetism!.
It is merely wetted with ink and given a minute for the liquid to drain from it. When the test
medium is suffioiently active, the creaks and fissures will show up in their entirety. When the
strength of the ink is exhausted# only the coarse grinding defects are indicated. It will be
sufficient evidence to focus attention on a certain zone on the plate and re-examine the self-
same zone for ohanges whenever a sampling inspection is made. (PIG. 12).

1

sefulness of PrgoNoee

The inspeotion process essentially lends itself to use in the ready detection of all surfaoe
flaws up to a width of lees than 1/,m and a depth of about 1O/um. This is the order of magni-
tude of the finest crAoke in the t~st plats No. 3 MTU are usihg. This will hold only when the
surface is either ground or dressed smooth; otherwise, the indications of machining imperfec-
tions will overshadcw the evidence of true defeote.

When use is made of loes potent inks, the sensitivity can be dulled to a point where the only flaws
indicated are such rough defects ts may stem from forging or rollIng operations. Concerning the
formation of indications it appears that the two types of dye, black or fluorescent, give entirely
equivalent results. The differences which in the case of fluorescent powder are caused by the
thickness of varnish layer on the oxide particles are too small to have any practical consequence.
The fluoresoent indication nevertheless makes for subatantially higher contrast which greatly
facilitates assessment and obviates the need for special aids to interpretation.

The detection of subsurface flaws still poses formidable problems and its success hinges largely
upon the shape of the defeit. Drilled 0.5 mm diameter holes can still be revealed at depths
of about 1.5 mm under the surfaoe; fissures, at about 2.5 mm. At greater depths than these,
the indication becomes so obscure that conclusive analysis is precluded.
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SUMMARY
In the past years, holographic interferometry developed into an effective test method.

Proceeding from brief descriptions of optical measuring principles and of holography, the
theoretical and experimental aspects of holographic interferometry are discussed. Referen-
ces are made with respect to quantitative interpretation of interferograms. The possi-
bilities of flaw detection are illustrated by some experimental examples.

I. OPTICAL INTERFEROMETRY AND NDT

Optical methods of investigations utilizing the wave nature of light have at all times
been superior by very accurate information on geometric dimensions or changes of the tested
objects. This feature results from the fact that the light passing diffe'rent optical paths
can lead to interference. A classic example for such an interferometric test method is
the Michelson interferometer at which the path-length difference between two mirrors
arranged at right angles is interferometrically measured. The monochromatic light beam of
a point source falls on the two reflecting mirrors via a beam splitter. The two reflected
beams of about the same intensity are combined again at the beam splitter and are observed
in an observation telescope. If both beams covered the same optical path length, they are
in phase at the observation point, i.e. they lead to maximum intensity. In case one or
both mirrors is displaced normal to its surface by A/4, the amouat of a quarter of wave
length of the light, the interference in the observation point results in an extinction.
Measurement of mirror displacement consists, therefore, in counting the n-extinctions
occurring during the displacement by Ax. The displacement Ax - n.X/2 can, therefore, be
measured with an accuracy of X/4.

With increasing Ax, the relative error is steadily decreasingi at a displacement of 50 cm,
n is about 2.100 (X - 500 nm) and the error + 2,5.10-5 %.

While the high accuracy of the interferometric measurements is rendered possible by the
wave length stability of the light, another feature of the light limits the measuring
range and, therefore, the applicability of these interferometers.

The light emitted by single atoms consists always of wave trains, the length of which is
given by the radiation period of the atoms of about 0-8 s. Different wave trains emitted
successively are, however, no longer coherent, i.e. their phase relation is not stable
but random.

The wave trains of a single atom can lead to the formation of interference phenomena. If
these wave trains are split into two partial waves which lead to interference after
passing two different paths, the phases of the partial waves are given by

91(x11 = kx1 + 61

9 2 (x 2 ) a kx 2 + C

k - 2*/X and 6 is the initial phase shift of the successive wave trains identified by the
index i. The pAuse difference AV of the partial waves which is important for the inter-
foaenne remains therefore constant over several periods:

At . V1(Xl) - 9 2 (x 2 ) w k(xI - X2 )

provided that Ix1 -x 2 1 is smaller than the length of the wave trains being abt. 1 m.

In the practical experiment not only one atom is used for light generation but a consider-
able number of radiating atoms. Since their phase shift 6 is different among one another,
coherence of the light is limited. An undisturbed interference is only possible if the
coherence condition of Verdet is mett

a sin a <X

a is the lateral expansion of the light source and 4 the aperture angle at which the ob-
served beam emerges.

This condition limits the practical possibility of the classic interferometry by the fact
that a great coherence length is always connected with a small a or a mall *, respective-
ly, and, therefore, with low light intensity.

The laser is a radiation source not underlying this restriction. When generating lighf; in
the laser, the "stimulated emission" from the atoms are no longer uncorrelated.
Emission is rather made in the way the wave trains emitted by all atoms have a stable

Rv~
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phase relation among one another. In this case, light of high intensity is obtained with
a great coherence length. The coherence length in limited then by the width of line of
the emitted radiation ascribed for example to instabilities of the resonator.

Now with such light sources it is not only possible to carry out interferences with tight
light beams, i.e. spatially concentrated wave fields, but to lead wave fields emanating
from spatially expanded objects to interference.

Holography, an invention of the Hungarian physicist Gabor (1], is a suitable method to re-
cord such interference phenomena. This enables one tG record and reconstruct coherent wave
fields. The interfering wave iields are ascribed to object positions realized at different
times. The practical significance of this method results among others from the applica-
bility in the range of nondestructive testing. The holographic interferometry measures
the deformation of an object on its surface. The deformation itself, however, is defined
by the properties of the material varying more or less considerably at the defects.

1I. PRINCIPLE OF HOLOGRAPHY

The essential point of the holographic method is the full identity of the reconstructed
object wave with the initial object wave. The physical processes these facts are based on
can be illustrated by the simple example of recording a spherical wave emanating from a
point with a plane wave (Martienssen [2]).

For better understanding of the method, the mathematical relations (see e.g. Gabor [3])
shall be briefly represented according to fig. 1.

The object wave which is represented in fig. 1 by the wave in the (x,y) plane from one
object point is given by the complex amplitude

G(xy) - g(xy) exp (i(wt + 90)} with VG - 1G + 8G

a being a real variable. The phase 9n8 eouposedof a constant phase term 6 and a term
which depends on the path length 1 t/ie wave has travelled to a certain poynt (x,y). X is
the wave length and a the frequency of the monochromatic light.

At the position of hologram plate H, this wave is superimposed by the coherent reference
wave

R(x,y) - r(x.y) exp (i(wt + 9R)1 with 9  2 L Y R + a

The superposition of both waves results in a stationary interference pattern and the
following intensity distribution is recorded in the points at the hologram plate (fig. la):

Z(xy) -IG(x,y) + R(xy)J a (0+1) (Go 4 R =) g2 + r 2 
+ GR* RG*

Sg2 and r2 represent the intensity of both waves, G* and R* are the complex conjugate of
G and R, respectively. If the developed hologram plate is again transmitted at its initial
position by the reference wave, hence results the following wave field behind the plate:

1 *(y) R(xy) M (g9 + r2)R + r 2G + G*R 2

The first term J.s the damped reference wave, the second is the damped object wave and the
tern G*R2 - gr 2 exp iet + 29R - 9r))

leads to a real image of the object.

7P H / HH

object virtual imaae real imaqe

a) reeording b) reconstruction

Fig. Is Schematic Holographic Arrangbaient



Fig. lb illustrates the shape of the single wave f..eds with the reconstruction oesur.auou
by the above formula. A more illustrated description of the process bases on the fact
that the reference wave is liffracted with the reconstruction at the hologram plate the
interference pattern of which acts aesadiffractLor screen. The zero order of diffraction
represents the damped reference wave and the two first orders give the virtual and real

The complete reconstruction of the object wave field gives a complete three-dimensional
reproduction of the object. Moreover, it is possible to observe the virtual image in the
scope of the expansion of the hologram plate in various views. This means, however, that
every part of the hologram plate contains the complete information on the wave field.

Without entering into further theoretical aspects of holography and its application (see
[4,5,6]), some criteria for the practical feasibility of this method are stated.

Coherencees an esoentialfeature of the light used for holography has already been dis-
cussed In detail. Therefore, only the laser is in consideration for light sources, -ts
capacity ranging between 1 and 1000 mW according to the size of the objects to be holo-
graphed, to the sensitivity of the recording photo plates, and to the exposure time con-

Besides the sensitivity of the photo plates which must not meet general demands, their
resolving power has to be high enough to enable separate recording of interference
lines occurring with superposition. When considering the superposition of two plane waves
which are tilted against each other by an angle e, they form parallel interference fringes
the distance of which is given by

The greater e gets, the less d will be, and can minimally be equal to X. Therefore, a
hologram plite should resolve'at least 2000 lines per millimeter (in this case A was
assumed to 0.5 sam).

Another important demand is the stability of the experimental arrangement. Since recording
is made by the reference wave through the interference of the object wave, the phases of
both waves must not shift by more than - A/10 against each other during exposure time.
This means that the object and all optical components have to be stable within these li-
mits during the recording period. This condition can for example be met by using vibration
dampers and heavy table plates.

III. HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

The above described method enables the storing of wave fields and their reconstruction at
any later time. When returning a developed hologram in its initial position and regarding
the object through the hologram, the information on the object is received twice by the
eyel on the one hand through the reconstructed object wave, and on the other hand direct-
ly from the object which is still in its initial position. The observer cannot distinguish
between both wave fields and sees one object. When slightly displacing the original object
or the hologram plate, both pertaining wave fields shift accordingly and regular inter-
ference fringes occur at the object. The described method has for the first time been
used by Collier, Doherty and Penningtor [?j and Powell and Stetson [8] to measure and
visualize smallest deformations.

The formation of interference fringes shall be explained by fig. 2. In this case, the ob-
ject to be holographed is a plane plate square with the paper plane. The plate is illumi-
nated by point 1; 0 is the observation point,and H is the hologram plate containing the
information on the plate in its initial position. When turning the plate by a small angle,
so that P1 changes into Pi, the distance the light is covering from I via Pi to 0 changes
by certain path lengths.

P2/p 
H

W

Fig. 21 Object Movements and Optical Path Differences
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When assuming that

TI ÷ 1'-1

"T x

then the waves scattered at the homologous points P and P1 in direction 0 have e phase
shift of X/2. They extinguish and this point of thelsurface appears dark. The following
shall be valid for the other points:
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On this condition, extinction appears at all these points, while an intensification occurs
between the points. When assuming moreover that the distance from observation and illuuination
point to the plate is great against the expansion of the plate, horizontal equally spaced
parallel fringes occur at this plate,the distance of which is equal to that of the points
Pi. The fringe distance is thus a measure for the angle between both positions of the plane.

In case of general movements and objects of any shape, an order N can be ascribed to every
interference fringe, where the optical path changed by (N - 1/2)X due to the change of
position of the observed point.

If there are areas of higher fringe density in an interferogram that is totally covered
with regular fringes, this refers to a significant different deformation at these points
and thus to an inhomogeneity of the material. At these points, the surface of the object
is more or less considerably deformed than the surrounding area.

Holographic interferometry as a method of nondestructive testing is based therefore on
the fact that a slight deformation in the U-range is so exactly measured as to recognize
and localize different deformations to be attributed to defects.

With the above described r • a 1 - t i m e method it is possible to observa directly
the influence of the deformation on the formation of the interference pattern. This method
will therefore always be applied when reZerence values on the optimum load are not yet
known or when dynamic processes are to be obseived. In this case, recording is made by
direct photographing through the hologram. Should these values be known, then it is more
appropriate to carry out the investigation according to the d o u b 1 e a x p o s u r e
method. In this case, a hologram plate is twice exposed and the object deformation is
made between both exposures. A hologram repositioning at a larger scale or an in situ
development of the holograms, respectively, are thus unnecessary. When reconstructing
these holograms both object waves and thus the interference pattern can be recorded at
any later time.

The t i m a - a v e r a g e method used with vibration analyses is a third possibility
of interferometric recording. With this the object is stimulated to resonant vibration
and holographed. During exposure time which is long against the time of vibration, a great
number of object positions is recorded. The object positions contribute at a different
degree to the density of the hologram plate according to the hold-up time given by the
sine-shaped vibration. As for example Fryer [9) reports there will be an interference
pattern showing light fringes at the vibration nodes and closed interference fringes at
the antinodes, the intensity variation of which is described by the square of a zero
order Bessel function. Fig. 3 shows as example of such a measurementý the vibration image
of a GFRP-diaphragm.

In the present paper, the problems arising
with defects localizing due to displacement
of resonance frequency and to the disturbance
of vibration modes shall not be discussed in
detail.

The problem of applying stress to test objects
is moreover of basic significance to obtain
interferograms with a good evidence. The ob-
ject has to be loaded In a way that a :epro-

. • ducible deformation of the object surface
occurs in the order of some ul furthermore
internal defects must necessarily take effect
in a different deformation of the surface, as
to detect these defects.

ding strain, 4. thermal load and 5. acoustic
stimulation.

Fig. 3: Vibration Modes of a
GFRP-Plate at 533 8s



Co~ipressive load can always be applied when containtrs or tubes capable to be loaded for
internal pressure are tested. Thas mretaod proved itself generally with such tears.

Plane plates or stripes can be deformed by means of tensile stress. In this case, con-
clusions can be drawn for the stress variation by holographic measurement of the defor-
mation. The difficulty is, however, that deformation takes place in the plane of the plate.
Concerning vertical observation and illuminatior, this direction is rather insensitive
with respect to the change of the optical path. Slight disturbing movements square
thereto proved to be sensitive. Such disturbances occurred for example
with the investigations of flat GFRP-plates jlOJ.

These difficulties are not apparent in the case of bending strain, where the detormation
lies in the direction of observation and illumination. Besides the defect localization,
this method has been applied for measuring the Poisson's ratio (II].

With respect to thermal stress, the object is slightly heated (or cooled) between the ex-
posures, causing an expansion. This method is reasonable as soon as areas of different

thermal expansion have to be localized. Also with masbive objects, often no other stress
can be applied; in this case there is however the basic difficulty that internal defects
will no longer take effect in a different deformation of the surface.

It has already been pointed out how material or production defezts effect the pattern of
holographic interferograms. Now the question arises, according to which criteria the
interferograms will be evaluated, i.e. according to which aspects can local or integral
deviations from the basic pattern ascribed to an undisturbed test object be recognized.
On principle, there are two methods: on the one hand clear defects can be identified
phenomenologically on the basic pattern, and on the other hand, the interferoqrame can be
subjected to a quantitative analysis.

The first step of the quantitative arilysis shall clarify the characteristics of tne basic
pattern to be assigned to the faultless test object. For this purpose, an interferogram has
theoretically been calculated for the optical arrangement available in the experiment
and for certain assumptions on the static-fr.. deformation of the object.

This calculation is based on the considerations of Sollid [12] and Ennos [13] leading to
the following relation

( d cose cosT

N represents the fringe order at a point of the surface for which the angle ketween obser-
vation and illumination direction amounts to 2e and the displacement vector d with the
angle bisector between observation and illumination direction includes the angle T. In
vector notation this relation is:

Nm-( +

X it-ýi cý-rI

In this equation 'ris the vector of the observed object point, I the vector of t'-- illumi-
nation point, and 0 the vector of the observation point in a Cartesian coordinate system.

Fig. 4 shows the interference pattern of a cylindric tube calculated according to this re-
lation. The tube deformation has been outlined by a peripheial expansion constant at the
overall length andan axial upset connected thorowith. Furthermore, it has been assumed
that the left tube end has been fixed and observation and illumination point are locatei
on the level of the left tube end.

Some further calculations showed the influence of the optical arrangement, the mounting
support of the tube and various variations of peripheral and axial expansions on the basic
pattern. A good conformity between calculated and pertaining experimental interferograms
was stated in all respects [14].

In a further step of interpretation the displacement field of the object surface should
be calculated from the experimental interferogram.

"Fig.4 A Calculted nT rfTT Tuber

Fig. 41 A Calculated Interferogram of a Cylindrical Tube
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As illustrated in Eq (1), the component of the displacement vector in direction of the
anctle bisector between observation and illumination direction contributes to the phase
shift between the light w.ves emanating from one object point at both exposures. This
component being d., hence follows

d d cos Y and N - 2 d cos 0.

Since e is given by the optical arrangement, it is always possible to determine d accor-
ding to this relation as soon as the absolute order of a fringe is known on the ixter-
ference image. Such a fringe can be detected when parts of the object are visible which
are not moved; for the first fringe adjacent to this area N equals 1.

Besiden the limitation on such cases at whictý the absolute fringe order can be determined,
this evaluation is also unsatisfactory inasmuch as only in a few cases the real displace-
ment vector can be calculated by dy. This is for example possible for the simple rotation
of a plane through an axis. For all other more irregular displacement fields this evalu-
ation is of less importance.

In order to obtain a general determination of 3, it is necessary to record the Inter-
ference pattern at the same time from several direetlins. When recording simultaneously
for instance four holograms from various directions and considering four fixed point3 or.
all four interferograms, the differences in the fringe order bet'oeen the four points fur-
nish the 12 coefficients of a linear equation s@stem, the solution of which results in the
12 components of the displacement vectors at the four points. If they are known, the vec-
tors at any object point can be determined by similar calculations.

The accuracy of this method depends on the accuracy of the determination of N at the single
points. If the accuracy is indefinitely high, d can also be exactly determined independent
of the selection of the optical arrangement of the four holograms. If it is assured that

can only be determined by one digit after the decimal point, then the accuracy dotermining
will very strongly be influenced by the optical arrangement. This was shown by some cal-

cusations of d from theoretical interferograms.

IV. SOME RESULTS OF HOLOGRAPHIC FLAW DETECTION MEASUREENt'S

Since its introduction in 1965, holographic interferometry has been tested at first in
different fields of materials testing to prove generally which fla-ls can be detected in
which materials. In the second step, these problems have to be cleared up each time for a
certain object as far as particulars can be given for the performance of a holographic
test method. Up to now, it is not yet possible to comment definitely on the problems of
flaw detection and determination of flaw site. The following deals rather with some special
results with respect to these problems.

Vest et al. t53 tested holographically microcracks in steel and compared the results with
those of other methods, such as -nagnaflux, eddy current and X-ray inspectton. Thty micro-
cracks are artificially introduced into the test object. Several 5/16 in. holes are dril~ed
Into a rib of 0.13 in. thickness of a channel. Then radial cracks of 0.01 to 0.44 in.
length have been applied into several holes.

The application of stress required for holographic inspection had been male in a different
manner. The best method was to tap a tapered bolt with a certain initial loading and to

brace this bolt additionally prior to the second exposure of the hologram. The results
show that cracks up to a length of 0.1 in. can be detected and localized, while cracks of
0.1 to 0.03 in. length could be detected but not localized.

With respect to the other methods, there was a comparable result only with magnaflux. The
more tedious preparation of the object with this method has however been pointed out.

First results of flaw detection for glass fibre reinfcrced plastics (GFRP) are now In hand.
With these composite materials, cracks can occur either in the fibre during the manufac-
turing process or in resin for instance by alternating loads.

In order to test the influence of the flaws in the fibre on the deformation of the object
and thus on the disturbance of the interference pattern, test objects of diffrent geo-
metry have been provided with artificially applied fibre cuts.

Level plates of 260 x 2RO M2 were produced by laminating bidirectional linen texture
layers iO]. The interferogram represented tn fig. 5 originates from tensile stress of a
plate consisting of 3 layers and containing a cut of 60 mm through all layers. The cutting
point in the figure center can clearly be seen on the basic pattern which is not very re-
gular in itself. The length of the cut can also be determined therefrom.

containing a cut of 25 mm througr one layer in t"e plate center. Ln tnis teem, zne patfs
was clamped at the outer surface and stress was applied so that the space behind the plate
was evacuated. The well reproducible basic pattern consists of concentric circles which
are only at the outer areas slightly disturbed by clamping effects. The cutting point is
clearly to be seen at the division of the inner dark interference patch. The length of the
cutting can, however, only be determined by a greater failure.
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Cuts in the fibre of filamentary wound cylindrical tubes can also clearly be recognized
with the holographic method Ei4. Fig. 7 represents a part of a 9-layer tube containing
a cut of 25 sm through 3 layers. The basic pattern shows clearly a deviation at the flaw
position indicating a different deformation of the tube at internal compression stress.
The cut length can also be estimated.

The discussed examples show that flaws of the fibre of reinforced plastics can be detected.
With respect to the determination of flaw size, it has been referred only to flaw aeo-
metry. Furthier systematic investigations shall clear up the effect of flaws of different
size on the interferoqrams and the significance of these flaws with respect to the de-
mands on certain components.

The examination of the cylindrical tubes sh.wed already that some holographically detec-
ted flaws led to a xiduction of the bursting strength of these tubes and that flaws of
varying size and in different layers of the tube took a different effect on the distur-
bance of the basic pattern.

Fig. 8 represents the crack formation in the resin of a GFRP tank ascribed to compression
stress. The differential pressure applied between both exposures of a series of experi-
ments was mourted always to 0.05 at. The basic pressure has, however, been varied from
0.3 to 10 at. The above tank has been holographed at a basic pressure of 10 at. and only
at this pressure the interference pattern disturbance of horizontal shape could be seen
in the tank center. Later on this disturbance could clearly be assigned to a slight
crack round the tank which occurred at a stress of 10 at.

IU

Fig. 5: A Flaw in a GFR-Plate Fig. 6: A Flaw in the Center of a GFR-Disk

!4.t

Fig. 7: Part of a GFRP-Tube Fig. St GrRP-Tank with a Horizontal Crack at
dith a Flaw the Tank Center
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V. LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

Holographic interferometry proved to be a jensitive method in non-destructive testing.
Although some problems are far from being cleared up already - a pre-condition for simple
and secure application on different objects - it can be reported that this method repre-
@*-to a very good supplement to existing test methods in some fields.

It also proved, however, that there are fundamental limitations which can partly be de-
ferred by an increased experimental expense. These limitations are connected with the sen-
sitivity of the method, with the possibilities of the object loading and with the nature
of the coherent light.

Since the holographic method reacts extremely sensitive on any deformation, involuntary
movements or deformations of the object which are superimposed on the intended deformation,
take a strongly disturbing effect. These phenomena have for instance been observed at
components of GFRP disposing only of low thickne.a-. In this case, variations in the per-
centage of resin can either lead to inherent stress or cause the different contents of
resin to make varying deformations. Then it is no longer possible to identify the inter-
ference pattern with a theoretically calculated basic pattern, since both outline dif-
ferent object movements. Moreover, the variations in the percentage of resin being irre-
gular, the flaw detection is complicated. A flaw of a certain size still to be observed
on a regular basic pattern can then no longer be detected on the disturbed basic pattern.
Only flaws of a greater size can be detected.

The uniformity of reproduction of the objects and a deformation behaviour to be described
by general relatlons in the range required for the holographic interferometry are the
pre-condition for a sensitive flaw detection. This means for example that an internal com-
pression stress applied to a cylindrical tube will result in an axially symmetrical peri-
pheral expansion independent of the axial position.

The second directly reasonable limitation of the method has already been mentioned above.
Any object containing a flaw somewhere in its body must dispose of a suitable stress. This
stress has to be selected so that the flaw within the body causes a different deformation
on the object surface. The bigger the component, the less this condition is complied with.
In this case, a localization of the flaw and finally also the qualita-
tive detection can no longer be carried out.

A third limitation is connected with the light features requiring for instance the men-
tioned mechanical stability of the object during exposure. This condition can only be met
as long as the objects are not too big to be put on the holographic table. Moreover, thay
have to be stable in themselves as not to get stimulated by vibrations of atmospheric dis-
turbances. The demand for object stability can only be circumvented by reducing essential-
ly the exposure time and the time between both exposures. This is rendered possible by
using double-impulse lasers emitting 2 impulses of abt. 20 nsec each in the interval of
abt. 100 issec.

There are also limitations with small objects. The natural granulation makes itself so
strongl% felt that only v'ery few interference fringes can be resolved on a surface of
some mW . To circumvent this fact, methods of granulation reduction must additionally be
used.
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SUMMARY

The fracture surfaces of two fatigue cracks, that had caused the failure of an engine
impeller during a fatigue substantiation test, were examined by electron microscopy to
find the number of fatigue crack growth cycles. This was done by measuring the spacings
of fatigue striations on the fracture surface as a function of crack depth and by subsequent
integration of the striation spacing versus crack depth expression. The measured striation
spacings were compared with laboratory crack growth data to determine the fatigue stress
intensity range as a function of crack depth and hence the fatigue stress range. The
number of crack initiation cycles was then found by comparing the fatigue stress range and
number of crack growth cycles with further laboratory data and the total fatigue life was
calculated to have been approximately 50,000 cycles. This identified the fatigue loading
that had caused the failure as having been the 29179 cycles of engine acceleration and
deceleration that had been applied during the test.

INTRODUCTION

The failure( 1 ) of a gas turbine engine impeller occurredduring a fatigue substantiation
test, in which the engine was repeatedly accelerated and decelerated until pieces of the
impeller broke away and the test had to be stopped. An examination of the impeller revealed
that several semi-elliptical fatigue cracks (Figs 1, 2) had initiated and grown through the
impeller disc until final rapid failure occurred. It was necessary to find out whether the
engine acceleration-deceleration cycle or some other form of loading, such as resonance
of the impeller, had caused the fatigue cracking. To do this the number of crack growth
cycles was determined by measurement of fatigue striation spacings as a function of crack
depth and integration of the derived expression. Laboratory data( 2 -7) relating fa gue
crack growth rates to stress intensity ranges and fatigue crack initiation periods W) to
fatigue stress ranges was then used to determine the total fatigue life of the impeller.
IMPELLER HISTORY

The impeller had been machined from an aluminum alloy forging to DTD 731 specifi-
cation, an alloy of the RR58 or AA2618 type. The engine testing cycle was:-

a. 3 seconds at 10,000 rpm
b. Acceleration to 36,200 rpm in 17 seconds
c. 3 seconds at 36,200 rpm
d. Deceleration to 10,000 rpm in 17 seconds

The engine impeller failed after 29,179 of these cycles had been applied.

FRACTOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION
Dye penetrant revealed that, as well as the fatigue cracks that had broken through

completely, there were cracks at each point where an impeller vane met the impeller disc.
All the fatigue cracks initiated at the inside radius of a balance ring.(Fig 3). This
ring on the face of the impeller disc reduced the bending moment acting on the impeller
caused by the asymmetry of the impeller in a radial plane. One fatigue crack (A in Fig 1)
that had grown to its critical depth of 4.0mm was examined in a scanning electron microscope
and striation spacings were measured as a function of crack depth. A shorter crack (B),
that was diametrically opposite crack A, was broken open by hand after the test and found
to be only 1.0mm deep. This crack was examined by a carbon replica technique in a trans-
mission electron microscope.
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATE EXTRAPOLATION

Striations were not detected on either fracture surface at crack growth rates below
0.09pm/cycle or above 1.0um/ cycle. Thus to determine the total number of crack growth
cycles extrapolation of crack growth rates over the first 0.4mm and the last 1.0mm of
crack depth was necessary. The errors possible in this extrapolation were greatest at
the shorter crack lengths. At crack depths greater than 3.Oimm crack A was growing
faster than l.Opm/cycle and the last 1.0mw. of crack growth to rapid failure must have taken
less than 1000 cycles.

Linear elastic fra cre mechanics was used as the basis of the extrapolation method
since it has been foundWr that the fatigue crack growth rate da can be related to
the range in stress intensity (AK) of the fatigue cycle: -

-" BAKm'1
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Fig.1 The broken Impeller showing the positions of cracks "A" and "B"

Fjg.2 Thto fatigue crack "A" viewed along at-tw "A" In Figure I
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B and m are constants. Provided the section has infinite width the stress intensity
range is proportional to the square root of the crack depth (a) and to the stress range

AK Ac V (2)

Thus da cam/2 (3)

Before equation (3) was used to extrapolate the crack growth rates, it had to be proved
that equations (1) and (2) were applicable to the fatigue crack growth in the impeller.
By compari, n of the striation spacings with fatigue crack growth rates that had been
measured 4) optically at increasing values of AK (Fig 4), a graph of AK versus crack
depth was plotted on logarithmic scales for cracks A and B (Fig 5). An R value of 0.05
(Fig 4) was considered for inspection purposes to be the most applicable since R, the
ratio of minimum stress intensity to maximum stress intensity of the fatigue cycle was
equal to the ratio of the squares of the minimum and maximum engine speeds:-

R = minimum stress intensity 10 00 0.077
maximum stress intensity 3-6,0.07

The data for crack A and for some of the depth of crack B fitted a slope of 0.5 (Fig 5)
reasonably well that is:-

The crack depth (a) was taken as the sum of the fatigue crack depth (a ) and a notch
depth (a0 ). That is the balance ring was considered to have been actifg ar a notch of
depth a O(Fig 3). A value of 1.2mm for a was found to give a good fit to the straight
line in0 Fig 5 and seemed reasonable, beiRg slightly less than half the thickness of
thabalance ring.

Initially corrections(9) were made to equation (2) to correct for finite section
width and crack front curvature, but as these corrections were small (<10%) and tended
to cancel each other they were subsequently ignored.

Since equation (2) was applicable to the impeller, particularly for the crack A that
grew to final fracture, a graph of crack growth rates against crack depth was plotted on
logarithmic scales (Fig 6). It was found that a straight line of slope 2.06 (ie m - 4.12)
fitted the data well, eapgiially when extra weight was given to crack A. Thus to determine
the number of cycles a1 N that was taken to grow from depths a1 to &2, equation (3)can
be rewritten and integrated:

"a1Na2  2 C- 1 aM/2  da cycles (5)

da
However in equation (2) when the crack depth was zero 4K and thus R. should have been
iero, that is the fracture mechanics approach breaks down at very Vfort crack depths.
The solution adopted was to assume an incubation depth of 0.125mm, where the fracture
meochlics approach did not apply. This incubation depth corresponded to experimental
work in which the number of cycles to form the first detectable crack was measured for
varyin• atress ranges and notch geometries, the minimum detectable crack depth being
approx mately 0.125mm. Thus from equation (5) the number of cycles to grow crack A
from an incubation do th of 1.325mm (1.2 + 0.125mw) to the final critical crack depth
of 5.2mm (4.0 + 1.2=m) was found to be 9930 cycles. The value of C was taken as the*
value of the crack growth rate when a wI ai. T rig 6)

FATIGUE STRESS ANALYSIS

The two modes of loading thought to be the most applicable to the engine case
were tension andtkgnding. For a straight fronted orack in a section of infinite width
the relationship 1-

AK 1.1 Aor a (6)

holds for both these types of loading. Again ignoring the various correctiona lor finite
section width, crea front shape and plastic aone *sie, the stress range a ways determined
by solutJqg of equation (6). For example at a nominal crack depth of 1.0mm AX was
9.7 MNm"'' (Fig 5). Hence the total stress ran e whether tension, bending or xed
mode was 157 ,IfmW and the mamosm stress ama Or the fatigue cycle was 170 ll-4
since R was 0,077.

FATIGUE LIFE A69SBMrMT
The number of cycles to grow the crack from the incubation depth to finti rapid

failure wasn alculated to have been 9,910 oholie. Data ublihd b Pearpon uggeted
that foras ems rangeof 160 N4m" an th b notch a uot of the balance
ring the initiation and incubation stag,, that is the nufter of cycles to form a crack
0.1Snm deep, should have occupied approximately 8o0 of the total fatigue life. (Fig 7).

Io
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Thus the total fatigue life of the impeller would have been 49650 cycles, which is in
good agreement with the number of applied acceleration-deceleration cycles (29179) of
this impeller test.

DISCUSSION

Failures of components that occur under service conditions are frequently analyzed
qualitatively by fractographic techniques. In this case of a uniformly loaded fatigue
fracture, quantitative analysis was possible in that the total fatigue life and the
fatigue stress range were determined for the impeller simply from fractographic evidence
in the form of fatigue striations.

Some further information was revealed by the fracture analysis and has not yet been
presented. Firstly the fatigue crack growth rate of crack A was increasing rapidly as
the crack grew to the critical crack depth of 4.0mm (ie a + af = 5.2mm in Fig 5)
suggesting that the fract g toughness of the impeller alioy for this cracking direction
was approximately 24 MNm-J/ . A calculation of the fracture toughness based on equation
(6) using amax and including crack front shape and finite width corrections resulted in
a value of approximately 25 MNm- 3/2.

The effect of the balance ring in acting as a notch depth a 0 should also be noted.
In the absence of this blunt notch a fatigue stress range of 160 MNm- 2 should have given
a fatigue life in excess of 106 cycles.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Fatigue striation spacings and hence fatigue crack growth rates were measured at
increasing crack depths on the fracture surface of a fatigue crack that had caused total
failure of an engine impeller. From these growth rates, calculations revealed that the
fatigue crack had taken 9,930 cycles to grow from a depth of 0.125mm to a critical depth
of 4.0mm.

(2) The fatigue stress intensity range, which was found to increase with the square root
of the crack depth, was determined by comparison of the striation spacings with laboratory
crack growth data. From this stress intensity range, the fatigue stress range was found
to have been approximately 160 MNm"2 .

(3) Using this value of the stress range and the number of crack growth cycles, the total
fatigue life of the impeller was estimated by comparison with laboratory data to have been
approximately 50,000 cycles.

(4) This total fatigue life identified the fatigue loading as having been the 29,179
cycles of engine acceleration and deceleration that were 4pplied during testing.
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APPENDIX I . TYPI*X. FPRACTURE TC'JC4ESS OP AIRCRAFT METALLIC MATERIALS

INTROOUCTION

The fracture toughmss values presented in this appendix are expressed in terms of linear elastic
fracture mechanics. The general tabulation includes only values measured under plane strain conditions
These plane strain KIC values have been obtained by the ASTM E399-72 "Standard Method of Test for Plane
Strain Fracture Toughness Testing of Metallic Materials" or a similar meth^.. This data compilation
includes materials manufactured in the USA and Europe. Factors Involved in the selection end inter-
pretation of the KrC values will be discussed in the latter sections of ,his introduction.

Plane Stress of Mixed Mode Kc Data

a I. values have not been tabulated in this appendix because at present they are not suitable for
general 6se in design. There are difficulties associated with the measurement of Kc and with its use as
a fracture criterion in structural applications. As a consequence, Kc measur-4nt methods have not been
standardized. In contrast to KIC, the plane stress value is a function o7 several structural or speci-
men related variables such as the material thickness, the crack length, the crack length to width ratio,
the stiffness of a structural part or specimen and the stiffne-. Qf the system applying load in a
structural application or of a laboratory materials test•.• system. They are also uncertainties in
defining and measuring the critical crack length at Instability which must be obtained in order to
evaluate Kc. However, it is of importance to quantitatively illustrate the extent of the increase in
fracture toughness which typically ocers when the material thickness is reduced and plane strain
restraint decreases. In figure 1, section V, curves illustrate this effect for , 3teel alloy, 300
Grade Maraging; a titaniuo alloy. 4AI-35o-IV; and an aluminm alloy, 7075-T73S1.

Characteristics of Selected KIC Materials

Toughness values are shown for materials which have a high strength to weight ratio. In general
such materials have the following room temperature yield strengths: Steel, 180 KSI(1241 MN/82 );
Titanium 130 KSI(896 MN/a2 ) and Aluminum SO KSI(345 MN/.2).

Testing Conditions

The material values shown correspond to quasi-static loading of approximately one to three minutes
duration. The environment is a neutral laboratory environment in which no aggressive chemicals or
extremes of humidity are intentionally introduced.

Specimen Types

f IC values shown have been obtained from ASTM recob-nended lend and Compact Tensile Specimens and
from a variety of other specimens: Four Point Bend, Double Cantilever Beam, Wedge Opening Loading, Side
Edge Notched, Center Cracked specimens and a few Double Edge Cracked and Notched Round specimens.
Surface Cracked Specimen data is not included in the appendix since although this configuration is
extremely important in applications, :riteria for validity of K1C measurements of Surface Cracked
Specimens have not been established.

Criteria for Validity of Typical KIC Values

The ASTM E399-72 requirements are taken as the general guide for validity. However, since complete
detiils of factors cited by AST7 are usually not available, personal judgment must be exercised. For
exmple, although all data listed pertain to fatigue cracked specimens, the range of imposed KI during
fatirting is usually not reported. In addition the crack front curvature and the orientation of the
crack plane with respect to the loading axis are also unknowm. Other typical unknowns are the critical
crack length, the details of selection of the critical load value, the appearance of the fracture sur-
faces, the details of fixture design to minimize friction and the linearity of the displacement gage.
Therefore, it is often necessary to assume that in general the test measurements have been carried out
according to good practice. In terms of specific criteria for inclusion in this appendix, the ASTM
requirement of thickness greater than 2.5 (KIC/ayS) 2 , was applied. Virtually all of the data satisfied
this requirement. Although it would be desirable to require that crack length exceed 2.5 (KIC/OyS)2,

* this criterion was not rigidly imposed. The minimum reported crack length for data presented in this
appendix is .1.2S (KIC/aYS)

2 .

Accuracy of KIC Values

In general the KIC values shown are averages of several tests. The range of typical data may be
interpreted to be the average shown *10%. In cases where the range of toughness values was large,
either the entire range is shown or t~he extremely high values were excluded before computing theaverage.

SParameters Influencing KIC

Where evailable the influence, whether significant or negligible, of material form and thickness,
composition, heat treatment, testing temperature and material anisotropy and yield strength upon KIC is
shoim by the series of data entered In the tables. In most cases where a particular heat treatment
produces both the highest rield strength and touthness, data for other heat treatments are omitted. It

which leads to the highest toughness is not included in this compilation. In those instances it is not
possible to obtain valid KIC measurements for the particular Aterial thickness of interest. There are
additional parameters which may also influence K values whi~re not shown in thest tables since
they are rather infrequently reported. These include melting itice, heat treating practice such as

the size of quenching bath relati,,e to the material size and the amount of material straining during forging.



Units, Symbols and Nomenclature

Data is presented in the customary units used in the USA with accompanying International System
Units (SI) in parentheses. The definition of units and symbols for specimen orientation and type are
given preceding the tabulations.

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND UNITS

a) Composition and Heat Treatment Codes
Code Form: Letter, Number
Letter - Identifies Composition
Number - Identifies Heat Treatment
Detailed descriptions of Composition and Heat Treatment are at the bottom of each table. The
compositional values are measured values in terms of percentage by weight, except when designated
"ppm' parts per million.
When only specified composition is available, the nominal specified levels are followed by the
letter "N" and the maximum levels of other elements are followed by 'M".

b) Orientation of Specimens
Code: First Letter: Direction of Loading

Second Letter: Direction of Crack Propagation
L: Direction Parallel to Primary Grain Flow Direction of Plate, Forging or Extrusion
T: Direction Parallel to Largest Dimension in Plane Transverse to L Direction
S: Direction Parallel to Smallest Dimension in Plane Transverse to L Direction
ST4: Direction 450 Between Directions of Largest and Smaliest Dimension in Plane Transverse to L

Direction
R: Radial Direction
C: Circumferential Direction
If a direction is ambiguous in terms of two of the above definitions, then both directions are shown.

c) Specimen Identification

Bend: 3 point Bend Specimen
Bend (4 pt): 4 point Bend Specimen
CT: ASTM Compact Tensile Specimen
WOL: Similar to CT, but with different dimensions
CC: Remotely Loaded Flat Tensile Specimen with Center Notch
DEC: Remotely Loaded Flat Tensile Specimen with Double Edge Cracks
BEN: Remotely Loaded Flat Tensile Specimen with a Single Edge Crack
NR: Round Tensile Specimen, Circumferentially Notched
DCB: Double Cantelever Beam Specimen

d) Units

Temperature: F - Degrees Pahrenheit
K - Degrees Kelvin

Stress: KSI - Kips per Square Inch
MN/m2 - Mega Newtons per Square Meter

Stress Intensity: KSI VTiT- Kips per Square Inch Times Square Root Inches
MN m-3/2 -Mega Newtons times (Moetrs)-$/2

Length: in, mm - Inches, Milimeters
ft, a - Feet, Meters
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APPENDIX 2

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS TEST RESULTS

W. T. Kirkby

INTRODUCTION

This list gives valid fracture toughness test results from tests which confor, to
the recommendations of the American Society for Testing Materials (STP 410 - 1967) and
the corresponding British Standards Institution recommendations (BSI Draft for Development
No 3 - 1971).

Data for titanium alloys, steels and alundniun alloys have been collated. The
composition of the alloys, their form, their treatments and the fractuxeplane orientation
of the fracture toughness test pieces are given. Tensile test results for the various
heat treatments are included. The results have been obtained from room temperature tests.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Tensile and fracture toughness test results for titanium alloys are given in Yable 1,
together with the alloy form, the heat treatment and the crack plane orientation of
the fracture toughness test piece. Tensile test results and related Klc values are from
the same batch of material. In general, the tensile test results are averaye figures
from a number of tests. The K figures are actual values obtained on testing and thus
an indication of the degree of gcatter in K, is provided. Insufficient data is
available to allow meaningful standard deviations or coefficients of variation to be
derived.

The designation of the plane strain fracture plane, which is coincident with the
notch orientation, follows the practice recommended in British Standard oraft for
Development No 3, Appendix D which uses three reference axes for non-cylindrical sections
as follows:

L = longitudinal, ie parallel to the grain flow
T = transverse, ie in the direction of minimum movement
S = short transverse, is across the plane of maximum material deformation.

"Using a two letter code the first letter will indicate the direction perpendicular to the
crack plane and the second the direction of the crack front movement."

For cylindrical sections the axes are designated:

L = the long axis of the cylinder
C - a circumferential axis
R = radial axis.

The tensile test direction is such that the long axis of the tc.it piece is perpendicular
to the fracture plane orientation of the fracture toughness test piece.

The heat treatments are, in general, those actually us,,d. Where the actual heat
treatment was not available, that recommended in the appropriate specification is given.

The compositions of titanium alloys are listed in Table 2. Actual analyses are
given where available and specification composition ranges are given in other casom. The
index number in the first column of Tables I and 2 relates the material test results to
its composition in the two tables.

A similar presentation has been made of the data for steels in Table 3 for results
etc., and in Table 4 for steel compositions. Actual analyses are listed for the majority
of the steels,

Again, a similar presentation has been made for aluminiumalloy data in Table 5 and
alwinium alloy compositions in Table 6. The heat treatments listed are, in the main,
the heat treatments recommended in the appropriate specifications. In Table 5 the alloys
have been listed in order of their numerical designation and therefo's alloys of similar
composition are not necessarily adjacent to one another 4n the table. Spocifiration
compositions rather than actual analyses are given in Table 6.
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APPENDIX 3

STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR SOLUTIONS

Introdction0. P. Hooke and D. J. Cartwright

This appendix contains the titles and references of approximately 140 confiau-
rstions for which stress intensity factors have been determined. Section I gives the
titles of the various configurations together with reference numbers, which are
detailed in section 2. The solutions are given in graphical form together with
relevant formulae in:

"A compendium of stress intensity factors"
by D.P. Rock. and D.J. Cartwright

published in the United Kingdom by Hecr Majesty's Stationery Office.

SECTION I

FLAT SMEETS

Stress boundary conditions

I Slant crack in an infinite sheet: biaxsial tension. l

2 Central slant crack in a rectangular sheet: uniauial tension. (21'

3 Central slant crack in a rectangular sheet: uniaxial tension (parabolic
distribution). (21

4 Circular a:tc crack in an infinite sheet: uniaxtial or biaxtial tension. (31

5 Crack in a semi-infinite sheet: uniastial, tension. (4,51

6 Semi-infinite crack in half-plane: constant load or constant manent. [61

7 Two collmnear sini-infinite cracks in an infinite sheets constant load or
constant moment. [61

8 Central crack in a finite width sheets uniaxial tension. 15,7,8,9.1,11,'l.21

9 Central crack in a rectangular sheet: uniaztial. tension. (21,131

10 Eccentric crack in a finite width sheet: unieuial tension. 1141

11 Crack in infinite sheet: bending. 131

12 Central crack in a finite width sheets bending. [5,151

13 Single edge crack in a finite width sheet: uniaxial tension with or without
bending constraints. 116,17,181

14 Single edge crack in a rectangular sheet: uniaxial tension with or without
cnonstrained cnds. [19,201

25 Single edge crack in a finite width sheets bending. (13,211

16 Loug single edge crack in a finite height sheets bending (221

I? Singles edge crack in a finite width sheet: 3 point bending. [18,231

18 Slant edge crack in finite width sheet: unioxial tension. (241

19 Double edge cracks is a rectangular; sheets uninauil towsion with or without
constrained ends. (7,25,261

20 Edge crack in a cantilever basetn end loading, (241

21 Slant edge crack in a rectangular sheet: bending. 1241

22 One or two cracks at the edge of a circular hole in an infinite sheets umissiLo
or biaxial tension. (271

23 Two cracks at the edge of a circular hole in a rectanular sheet: uniuual&
tension. (281

24 Two cracks at the edge of an elliptical hole in an infinite sheett uMiaxial
tension. (6

25 Two cracks at the edge of a rectangular hole in an Lad hits sheet: und-4al
tension. (9
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26 Crack near a circular hole in an infinite sheeti unianial tension. 1301

27 Crack near a circular hole in an infinite sheet: bending. (301

28 Crack near a circular elastic inclusion in an infinite sheet: uniaxial tension. [1,32)

29 Crack between two circular holes, on the crack line, in an infinite sheet;
uniaxial tension. [281

30 Crack between two circular holes, not on the crack line, in an infinite sheet:
uniazial tension. [281

31 Two equal length collinear cracks in an infinite sheet: uniaxial tension or

shei.r. (33,341

32 Tvo equal length colliner cracks in a finite height sheet: uniaxial tension. [35,361

33 Two unequal collinear cracks in an infinite sheet: uniaxial tension or sheer. [37,381

34 Two parallel overlapping cracks in an infinite sheet: unianial tension. (38,391

35 Two parallel overlapping cracks in en infinite sheet: shear. 1381

36 Two equally inclined cracks in an infinite sheet: uniazia, tension. [38]

37 Odd -anber of periodic collinear cracks in an infinite sheet: uniaxial tension
or shear. [381

38 Infinite .array of periodic collinear cracks in in infinite sheet: uniauial
tension or shear. (38,40,41,42,431

39 Odd nuiber of periodic parallel cracks in an infinite sheet: uniauial tension
or shear. 1381

40 Inf•nite array of periodic parallel cracks in an infinite sheet: untaxial
tension or shear. [38,44,451

41 Radial crack in a hollow cylinder: internal pressure. (461

42 Radial crack in a hollow cylinder: external radial tension. (471

43 Internal radial crack in a rotating disc. (481

d44 Radial edge crack in a rotating dis-. (491

Displacament boundary conditions

45 EdUe crack in a rectangular sheet: uniform displacement. (50l

46 Single edge crack in a rectangular sheet: linearly varying end displacmnt. (50,51,521

47 dige crack in a rectangular sheet: rotation of ends* [31

48 Two collinear cracks in a finite height sheet: uniform displacement. (35,361

49 Leng edge crack in a finite height sheet: uniform displacement. (22•]41

Point loading

50 CrAek in an infinite sheets point force. [531

51 Crack in an infinite sheet: point omuent. (551

52 Periodic array of collLnear cracks in an infinite sheet: periodic array of
point forces on crack centreline. 1561

55 Periodic array of collinear cracks in a infinite sheeot: periodic array of
point forces on lines of symmtry between cracks. [561

54 Crack at the centre of a disc: dismetral oompressive forces collin@ ar vith
crack. [57,581

55 Crack at the oentre of a disc symemtrical radial forces in disc perpendicular
to crack, 17, ]

56 Radial crack in disc: tensile forocs porpendicular to crack at edge of disc. (57,351

Crack line boundary conditions

57 Crack in a infinite sheets point force. ,55

58 Crack in en irfinite sheets distribution of tensile or shker forces. (1]
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59 Long edge crack in an infinite sheets wedge opening displaeament. [591

60 Long edge crack in an infinite sheet: point forces. [55]

61 Long double edge cracks in an infinite sheets point forces. [55]

62 Crach in a finite height sheet: point force. (60]

63 Crack in a finite'height shaet: uniform pressure. 135,60,61)

64 Central slant crack in a rectangular sheet: uniform pressure. [241

65 Crack in a finite height sheets uniform shear. [601

66 Central slant crack in a rectangular sheet: uniform shear. 124]

67 Long edge crack in a slender besn: uniform muoent. ý12]

68 Crack in a finite height sheet: uniform moment. b0[

69 Crack in an infinite sheet: wedge opening displacement and uniform pressure. (621

70 Crack in a finite height sheet: vadge opening displacement. [35]

71 Long edge crack in a rectangular sheet: splitting forces. (631

72 Single edge crack in a tapered sheet: splitting forces. [63!

73 Long edge crack in a slender b :es splitting force or wedge opening.' [59l

74 Crack at edge of a circular hole in an infinite sheets uniform 'ressure. (281

75 Symetrical star shaped crack in an infinite sheet: uniform pressure. (641

76 Internal radial crack in a circular disc, uniform pressure. [65,661

77 Edge crack in a circular disc: uniform pressule. (671

78 Central crack in an elliptical discs uniflp pressure. [661

79 Two equal length collinear cracks in an infinite sheets point force on one
crack. 1553

80 Periodic array of cracks in pairs: symmetrical point forces. (681

Plates and shells

81 Slant crack in an infinite plates beading. [I]

82 Crack in a finite width plates beading. 1601

83 Crack in an infinite plates biaxial twisting. [I]

84 Slant crack in an infinite plate: shear couple. [II

65 Crack in an infinite plates point moment on crack surface. (681

86 Crack in an infinite plate on an elstic foundation: uniformly distributed
plate load. (701

87 Ono or tvo cracks at the edge of a ciroular hole in an infinite plates boading. (711

80 Spheriasl shell wLth a meridional oreaki internal pressure. 172,731

89 Cylindrical shell vith an axial aracks internal prleasure. 172,76,75,761

90 Cylindrical shell with a ciremforetiail cracks intate l pressure snd axial
tension. 177,7f.791

91 Cylindrical shell with a anial creaks torsion. (N

92 Cylindrical shell with a eireuterentll oracks tosiLO. IlI

Stiffened Shoets

91 Infinite skeet with a ereak symutrical about a single Lnteral stiffener:
uniform tsnsien, stiffener intact. 16l

94 Infinite sheet with a eaek symmetrical about a single integral stiffeners
unifors tenasio, stiffener broken or Latest. 1031



95 Infinite shoot with 11 orook 11sar to a dingle W1e1ral Atiffanatvi uolfasa
tension, atit•n•f r iWtot, Ii)

96 Finite width sheet vithl a orauk louated e11tra1lly 5stwe1ll fnio1arally
otiffeoed shoet edgest unifora tonsico with etitffena hAving NON or
inhinite in-plane bsndina satifness. 11,1*

97 Infinite aheet with poriodio criaoks In Ioml@a te o ba of a vmlti-bay
integrally stiffenod panall unifnrm tenOiolh

90 Infinito shoot with a crank symmotrlcal sbout u single riveted stiffenev:
uniform tension, broken or intuac %tilfenr. la, 66)

99 Infinite sheet with a crack asyetriual to a slinls riveted stiffenert
uniform tension. I.II

100 Infinite shoet with a crack )ocated centrally between two riveted stiffenarat
uniform tension, 1161

101 Infinite Nheit ,i4th a crack sycmeserioal about the central uwihrok•n
stiffaner of an array of riveted stiffenera: wilf•ors tension, IiiPtiI

102 Crack symmetrical between two riveted stiffener.e tit A Avrityl uniform
tension. (Il)

103 Crack in ant infliite shest reinforced with paitchesosi uoiat tenilon1, (Il

104 Cylindrical &hell with an axial crack in the vicinity of a cirawlvential
stiffener: internal pressure. 1761

Bars in shear and torsion

105 Internal crack along a diameter in a oirculat bar: torsion, t901

106 One or two radial edge cracks in a circular bart torsion and shear, s0040lI

107 Arbit-ary number of equally spaced, equal length radial cracks in a circular
bar: torsion, (oil

108 Single edge crack #long the major diaseter to the near focus in an elliptical
bart torsion, 1901

109 External. circumferential crack in a solid circular bar: torsion. (161

110 E;.ternal. circumferential crack in a hollow bart torsion, 116)

Ill Double edge cracks It, a square bar: torsion, (9a)

112 Single edge crack in a square bart torsion, longitudinal and transverse shear. [19,931

113 Rxternal radial crack in a hallow bare torsian and transverse shear, 1941

Solids under longitudinal shear

114 Crack in an infinite sheet% longitudinal shear at an arbl'ary angle to the
crack line. (951

115 Right angled crack in an infinite sheott longitudinal shear at an arbitrary
angle to the crack. (951

116 Symnetrical star crack (3 tips) in an infinite sheat: longitudinal shear at
an arbitrary angle to the crack. (95)

117 Symuetrical star crAck (4 tips) in an infinite shehet longitudinal shear at
an arbitrary angle to the crack. (95)

118 Circular arc crack in an infinite sheets longitudinal shear at an arbitrary
angle to the crack. (951

119 Two equal cracks at the edge of a circular hole in an infinite sheett
longitudinal shear at an arbitrary angle to the erack, (9.51

120 Three collinear cracks in an infinite sheet with outer cracks the same longth:
longiLudinal shear parallel to the cracks, (961

Three-dimensional configurations

121 Half plane crack in an infinite solid: symmetrical point forces on the crack. (97,981

122 Penny shaped crack in an infinite solid: pair of point forces perpendicular
to the crack on the axis of symmetry. 1591

N MA
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The reapeative atress intensity values for the above cases will he of partioular
ineetto roseArch engineer., do. ignorsuand mnaterials scientist#u needing a source of

stroasi intensity fautora for the appl1ication of fracture m halspi ij1Sto ftigue,
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0 (a) a*_a.t + and Its)1 ~ W a)()

where a x + iy and i*x - iy (L v'"(-T). Four Auxiliary functions are required
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INTURNATIONAL SYSTUN Or UNITS (SW%

TINE TIIRN9 WA•C SIS OF SI UNITS

Tho International Bystem of Units was adopted by thi Elelventh General Conference on
Weaihts and Measures,# Paris, October 1960.

8I unit# are divided into three classsil
base units
derived units,
supplementary units.

From the noientific point of view division of SI units into these three clans*e is
to a certain extent arbitrary, because it iS not essential to the physiam of the subject.

Nevertheless the General Conference considering the advantages of a single,
practical, worldwide system for international relations, for teaching and for sIcitific
work, decided to base the International system oil a cholce of seven well-defined units
which by convention are regarded as dimensionally indepondenttthe metre, the kilogram,
the second, the ampere, the kelvin, the mole, and the candela. These SI units are
called base units.

The second class of SI units contains derived units, i.e., units that can be formed
by uombining base units according to the algebraic relations linking the corresponding
quantities. Several of these algebraic expressions in terms of base units can bE replaced
oy special names and symbols whivh can themselves be used to form othir derivedunits.

Although it might be thought that 81 units can only be base units or derived units,
the General Confeorence admitted a third class of SI units, called supplementery units,
for which it declined to state whether they were base units or derived units.

The 8S units of these three classes form a coherent set in the sense normally
attributed to the expression "coherent system of units".

The decimal multiplas and sub-multiples of SI units formed by means of SI prefixes
must be given their full name multiples and sub-multiples of SI units when it is desired
to make a distinction between them and the coherent set of SI units.

SYMBOLS

The bane units of the International System are collected in table 1 with their names
and their symbols.

TABLE 1

.gz bass urnos
Quantity Name Symbol
length ..................... metro m
m ss ....................... kilogram kg
timo ....................... second I
eleotrio ourrent ........... ampere A
thermodynamic tempoer-

ture .................... kelvin K
amount of eubetaoe ....... mole mol
luminoue intensity ........... oandela ed
* Colslus temperature Is In gneral exprseed In degreec Celsius

(symbol 0C)

DERIVED UNITS •t

Expressions. Derived units are expres.ed algebraically in terms o- base units by
means-or the mathematical symbols of multiplication and division. Several derived units
have been given special names and symbols which may themselves be used to express other
derived units in a simpler way than in terms of the base units.

Derived units may therefore be classified under three headings. Some of them are"given in tables 24 3, and 4.

O*Adapted from the International System of Units (SI),NBS Special Publication 330, 1972

Edition



TAALZ 2

RIMMP10e of 81i deri,,d waist
eupromed int to" Ot boo wtft.

8I unit

Quantity Name Symbol

ama square metro m'
volume cubic metro ma
speed, velocity metro per Meond m/s
accelerotion metre per seond squared rn/e'
wave number I per metre m-1
density, moas density kilogram per cubic metr kg/rm,
concentratlon

(of amount of
substance) mole per cubic metre molrm'

activity (radioactive) I per second r'
specific volume cubic metre per kilogram m'/kh
luminailce candela per square metre od/m'

TABLE 3

-8 deiw duneif WA "ceial nam"e

81 unit

QuanUty Name B 1n. n ter• M

beTI Ot other of 81 base
unItN units

frequency herta He 1-1
fol ce newton N m-kg. '
proeure pasoal Pe N/r' m-1.kg.8-
enora, work, quantityof-heat joule J Mnm ms kv,e"s
powerj radiant flux wutt W J/I me.is-,quantity of electricity,,leotricehatrt, coulomb C A-s x.A

electric potntieal,
potenlial difference,
electromotive force volt V W/A m,.kgs-$.A I

capacitance farad F C/v
electric reaistance ohm a V/A mt.ke-'.A-'
conductance selmena S AfV M-1.19g-.,AI
magnetic flux weber Wb V-8- I
magnetic flux density tala I T Wb/m' k .A-'
inductance henry H Wb/A m kg-s-1,A-*
luminous flux lumen li cd-sr (')
Illuminance lux Ix m-'.cd-sr (')

(') in this exPrstion the sterdien sr) Is treated as e bae unit.

A!

,...

i•' l

-4 -
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TABLE 4

A'oam pie of Si dentved units
OWpIuad by mwans of apeoial a•tn"

SI unit

Quantity Expression
Name Symbol in terms of

SI buse unite

dynamic
viscoslty pascal sceond Pass m-19krrl

moment of
force metre newton Nom moskgrra

surface tension newton per
metre N/m kg.sot

heat flux density, watt per square
irradlance metre W/m' kg.gr'

heat capacity,
entropy joule per kelvin J/K m'.kcogr'.K"1

specific heat
capacity, joule per
specific kilogram

entropy kelvin J/(kg.K) m'*r'*K-1
specific energy joule per

kilogram J/kg m'.r"
thermal watt per metre

conductivity kelvin W/(mr.K) mnkg.s-'.K"1
energy density joule per cubic

metre J/rn' m-l-kgors
electric field

strength volt per metre V/rn m.kg.r'.A-1
electric charge coulomb per

density cubic metre C/in' m-'.s*A
electric flux coulomb per

density square metre C/mr m-'rs*A
permittivity farad per metre F/m m-'*kgr.sa.A'
current density ampere per

square metre A/ins
magnetic field ampere per

stength metre A/m
permeability henry per metro H/m m.kg.'eA-'
molar energy joule per mole J/mol m*'kgs'-rnmol"1
molar entropy, joule per mole

molar heat kelvin
capacity J/(moloK) rInt.kg.s-.K'*mol-I

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS

The General Conference has not yet classified certain units of the International
System under either base units or derived units. These SI units are assigned to the
third class called "supplementary units", and may be regarded either as base units or as
derived units.

For the time being this class contains only two, purely geometrical units: the SI
unit of plane angle, the radian, and the SI unit of solid angle, the steradian.

TABLE 5
$1 &upplmentnwy units

SI unit

Quantity Name Symbol

plane angle radian red
solid angle steradian sr

The radian is the plane angle between two radii of a circle which cut off on the
circumference an arc equal in length to the radius.

The steradian is the solid angle which, having its vertex in the center of a sphere,
cuts off an area of the surface of the sphere equal to that of a square with sides of
length equal to the radius of the sphere.

Supplementary units may be used to form derived units. Examples are given in
table 6.
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TABLE 6

Enamples o/ SI deyr4ed urnito fornwd •y using aupplemestfaryj unita

SI unit

Quantity Name Symbol

angular velocity radian per second rad/s
angulur acceleration radian per second

squared rid/a
radiant intensity watt per steradian W/sr
radiance watt per square metre

ateradian W rm-'sr'

,•4.

• N ....
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SUBJECT INDEX

A

Accuracy of KIC values, 511
Acidity at crack tips, 117
Acoustic emission, 417, 419, 420
Acoustic emission as a nondestructive inspection method, 425
Acoustic emission as a precursor of fracture, 453
Acoustic emission bursts, 420
Acoustic emission during and immediately after welding, 442
Acoustic emission from welded aluminum, 451
Acoustic emission system, 436
Acoustic emission with size of crack and crack growth rate, 465
Aerospace pressure vessels, 294
Aircraft failure, 8
Aluminum alloys - tensile properties and fracture toughness, 590
Analysis of cracked stiffened panels, 233
Anodic dissolution, 112
Apollo propellants and fluids, 313
Applicability of penetrant process, 480
Applications of fracture mechanics concepts, 58
Applied stress, 22
Assurance index of NDT measurements, 400
ASTM standard method of teqt, 371, 372, 373
ASTM standard methods of tests for determining fracture toughness, 391
Atmospheric turbulence, 3
Available energy curve, 77 •
Axial skin stress, 240

B

Basic fracture toughness data, 125
Bend specimen, 372
Blue brittleness, 333
Bond delamination, 248, 249
British Standards Institution, 580
Brittle-ductiie transition, 333
Brittle-ductile transition temperature, 328, 333
Brittle fracture, 35
Brittle fracture appearance, 328
Buckling, 147, 148
Buffeting turbulence, 3
Built-up sheet structures, 181
Built-up sheet structures: wings, 195

C

Cadmium plating, 338
Center cracked and double or single edge cracked plate, 377
Center cracked plate, 378
Centrally cracked configuration, 217
Characteristics of selected KIC materials, 511
Charpy specimens, 326
Chromium plating, 338
Circumferential crack, 235, 254, 282
Circumferentially cracked round L-ar, 379
Codlescence (microgrowth), 104
Combined cyclic and sustained stress flaw growth, 297
Combined cyclic and sustained loading, 6
Combined mode fracture in AL-alloys, 146
Combined mode fracture of plexiglass, 146
Comparison of welded and unwelded, unnotohed specimens, 452
Compliance, 78,79
Compliance test results, 378
Compact tension data, 29
Compact tension specimen, 372
Composition of steels, 589
Composition of titanium alloys, 586
Compound specimen, 374
Condensed water, 340
Confirmatory testing, 145
Confirmatory testing, 179
Constant amplitude fatique loading, 62

* Constant amplitude loadings, 349
Continuous emission, 420
Corner cracks at holes, 129, 130
"Correlation between specimens and pressure vessels, 297
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C

Correlation between various specimen types, 297
Correlation of acoustic emission and extent of cracking, 444
Corrosion cells, 340
Corrosion fatigue, 432, 433
Corrosion process, 337
Crack, 38
Crack arrest, 30, 87, 191, 205
Crack arrest temperature (CAT), 58
Crack at a hole, 288
Crack buckling and antibuckling guides, 146
Crack-critical points in sheet material, 405
Crack detection, 403
Crack extending across a stiffener, 221
Crack extension, 173
Crack growth, 28, 184, 188, 190, 250, 288
Crack growth laws, 62, 97
Crack growth rate, 23, 63, 97, 99, 105, 114, 115, 149, 150, 151, 152, 157,

176, 265, 266, 208, 435
Crack growth resistance curves (R-curves), 54
Crack growth retardation, 265
Crack in an infinite sheet? point force, 581
Crack instability, 54, 57
Crack length, 8, 21, 197, 289, 398
Crack length parameter, 21
Crack opening displacement (COD), 52, 54, 118
Crack opening displacement models, 216
Crack propagation, 96, 167, 169, 170, 171, 172, 178, 183, 187, 197,

250, 279, 281, 332
Crack propagation data, 29
Crack propagation experiments, 111
Crack propagation laws, 95, 119
Crack propagation life, 315
Crack propagation rate, 96, 98, 153, 154, 158, 159, 160, 161
Crack propagation relationships, 101
Crack running, 208
Crack size, 23
Cracked stiffened panel, 195
Crack stopper straps, 231
Crack tip, 175
Crack velocity-stress intensity relation, 116
Cracks, 338
Cracks emanating Zrom cutouts and holes, 143
Crevices corrosion, 342
Criteria for validity of typical KIC values, 511

Critical crack length, 92, 127, 383, 384, 386, 390
Critical crack size, 58, 61
Critical flaw b~ze, 423
Critical fracture toughness values, 44
Critical stress intensities, 384, 423, 424, 429
Critical stress intensity factor, 303
C-shaped specimen, 379
Cumulative damage concepts, 173
Cumulative stress wave count, 442, 445, 448
Current flow magnetic particle testing method, 485
Current induction method, 488
Curved panels, 252, 268
Cyclic and sustained stress flaw growth, 295
Cyclic life, 308

D

Damage by concentrated sharp contact, 338
Damage tolerance, 19, 228
Damage tolerance requirements, 27
Damage tolerant aircraft, 27
Damage tolerant structures, 58
Dangers of slow rates of pressurization and depressurization, 300
Defects, 463
Delayed crack detection, 444
Delayed weld cracking, 440
Delay of crack propagation, 155
Do-magnetization, 489
Deprossurization, 310
Detection and determination of flow size by acoustic emission, 419
Determination of orack size at free accessible surfaces, 410
Doterminatio&% of flaw size, 396, 410
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D

Difference between red and fluorescent penetrants, 483
Differential aeration, 340
Double cantilever beam specimen, 381
Double edged cracked plate, 378
Drop weight tear test, 88
Drying, 477
Ductile fracture, 34
Dugdale's strip-yield model, 52
Dye penetrant, 411
Dynamic tear test, 382, 383

E

Eddy current, 411, 416
Eddy current testing of bolt holes, 401
Effect of attachment ztiffness, 244
Effect of cyclic ratio, 152
Effect of long hola times, 298
Effect of strain rate on KIC values, 390
Effect of thickness, 300
Effect of trigger Jevel, 457, 458
Effect of wall thickness, 298
Elastic strain energy release rate, 41, 43
Elastic stress-strain relations, 44
Electrical disturbances, 468
Electrochemical reactions, 337
Embrittlement due to temperature cycling, 390
Emission amplitude, 420
Emission count, 420
Emission rate, 420
Energy release, 386
Energy release method, 224
Energy release rate, 201, 218, 225
Energy release rate curves, 83
Engineeriny classification of fracture, 34
Environmental cracking, 110, 113
Environmental effects in fracture, 110
Environmental effects on fracture toughness, 388
Environmental testing, 437
Equivelent notch factor, 349, 351
Examples of SI derived units expressed in terms of base units, 602
Examples of SI derived units expressed by special names, 603
Examples of SI derived units formed by using supplementary units, 604
Experimental techniques, 371
Extension of dominant crack, 104
Extraneous noise from metallurgical sources, 460
Elastic energy release rate G. 78, 79, 85

F

-- Fail-safe, 30
Fail-safe design, 161, 122, 367
Fail-safe design and structural integrity, 368
Fail-safe design concepts, 121, 167
Fail-safe design procedures, 121
Fail-safe development tests, 251
Fail-safe methods, 124
Fail safety, 122, 123
Failure, 8
Fastener failure criterion, 207
Fastener forces, 219, 220
Fatigue center crack and machined sharp edge-notch specimen, 376
Fatigue crack, 340, 396, 397, 401
Fatigue crack growth, 62, 108, 314
Fatigue crack growth data, 23
Fatigue crack growth rate, 105, 108
Fatigue crack Irowth rate extrapolation, 503
SFatigue crack nitiation and propagation, 374
Fatigue crack propagation, 149, 167, 317, 348
Fatigue crack propagation curve, 319
Fatigue damage, 330, 334, 355
Fatigue life assessment, 346, 505
Fatigue limit, 315
SFatigue loading*, 351
Fatigue pro-treatment, 328
Fatigue quality index, 350, 351

S*
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F

Fatigue stress analysis, 505
Fatigue test acceleration, 359
Fatigue test results, 364
Filter level, 453
Films, 112
Final static fracture, 348
Finite element analysis of cracked panels, 222
Flat panel versus curved panel testing, 279
Flat panels with circumferential cracks, 253,257
Flat panels with longitudinal cracks, 252, 255
Flaw detection, 396
Flaw detection in sheet material, 409
Flaw detection in solid metallic parts, 409
Flaw growth, 302, 304, 306
Flaw growth data, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309
Flaw growth rate curves, 303
Flaw opening, 304
Flaw parameter, 126
Flight profile, 6
Flight load profile, 167
Flight load spectra, 356
Flight simulation tests, 156
Flight simulation test basis, 179
FMM, 287
Force matrix method, 283
Format, 285, 286
Fractographic examination, 503
Fractography, 503
Fracture analysis diagram (FAD), 58
Fracture behavior, 195
Fracture control, 24, 25
Fracture control procedures, 19
Fracture initiation, 330
Fracture mechanics, 35, 111
Fracture mechanics concepts in proof testing, 423
Fracture models, 14
Fracture on the atomic scale, 34
Fracture process, 85
Fracture safe design (FSD), 58
Fracture surface of a wing attachment, 334
Fracture toughness, 20, 23, 84, 86, 126, 127, 132, 372, 380
Fracture toughness in corrosive environments, 389
Fracture toughness in semibrittle fracture, 51
Fracture toughness of thick walled tubes, 379
Fracture toughness of weldments, 386
Fracture toughness test results, 580
Fracture toughness tests at high or low temperatures, 388
Fracture toughness values, 59, 371, 375
Frame criteria, 277
Frequency of occurrence and significance of airframe loadings, 4
Full scale fatigue tests, 347, 3V
Full scale testing, 180
Fundamentals of magnetic particle testing, 485
Fuselage fatigue, 251
G

Gamma rays, 416
Gasket materials, 340
Griffith and Irwin approaches, 41
Griffith's formula, 37
Griffith's theory, 43
Ground induoed loadings, 3
Gust loads, 4
Gusts and atmospherio turbulence, 4

H

Hand filing, 340
Heat treatments, 337
Heavy sections, 280
High dye penetrant, 482
History of loading of aircraft, 3
Holographic flaw detection measurements, 499
Holographic interferometry, 496
Holography, 495
Hot gas corrosion, 390
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Hydrogen, %11
Hydrogan ca cking, 330
Hydrogen induced mberittliman, 3)0
Hydrophiliu emulsifier, 402

Impaot. daii~ega, 145
Indoor full o.ala ftigue teosat 347
InitiAl atresm itenasity f•f toru in arvio@# a99
Ink concentration versus current intensiity 489
Inspection of flat surfacum using utAi0ica Xit-ray, dye Pehtnot4ntdo

magnoeti pnrttolosa and eddy a nrota, 3 6
InNtrumentation for in-kheld flaw dotection, 462
Instrumentation system for fracture tstctnq, 455
Intensifying the sensitivity of penetrant&, 480
Internal airframe environent, 3
International system of units (SI)# 601
Interrupted slow crauk growth, 141
Isolation of an aoouatio emission source from extraneous noise, 450

j

J-integril, 55, 12.8

K-calibration of specimon, 377
Kuhn-Hardrath method, 89, 119

L

Laboratory tests, 325
Life prediction model, .00
Limit design, 14
Linear elastic fracture mechanics, 14, 38
Liquid oxygen containers, 482
Liquid penetrant, 415
Loading rate effect, 332
Loading types, 351
Loads, 6
Load sequence and block size, 6
Load spectrum, 167, 346
Load-time histoxy, 167
Longeron criteria, 277
Longeron geometric shape, 232
Longitudinal cracks, 253, 281
Longitudinal skin cracks, 228
Low cycle high stress intensity fatigue, 425
Low temperature brittleness, 326, 330
Low temperature brittleness of steels, 326

M

Macroscopic, 34
Macroscopic classification of fracture, 34
Magnetic particle, 411, 416
Magnetic particle testing procedure, 485
Magnetization, 489
Magnetization using coils, 489
Magnetizing methods, 485
Maneuver loads, 3
Material properties, 20
Materials and welding procedure, 440
Materials utilization, 19
Maximum principal stress, 322
Maximum shear strain energy, 322
Maximum shear stress, 322
Mean probability of crack detection, 403, 404
Mechanistic considerations, 112
Microgrowth, 104
Miner's rule, 100, 170
Modes of crack surface displacements, 38
Monitoring a known crack, 460
Motor case failure, 301
Multiple proof tests, 300
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